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Foreword
The last major conOict o[ the twentieth century, the 1990-1991 Persian Gulf
War, represemed war in transition. ln pan, iL >vas a campaign similar to those fought
in World War 11, during which nation-states confronted each other with large armies
and massive armored and mechanized forces. However, it also saw the widespread
imroduction of weaponry based on tl1e microchip, thermal imagery, and the computer. The news media, forced to fill the ever-growing demand for ''isual information, broadcast and rebroadcast images of smart weapons hitting targets and orlarge
numbers of forlorn Iraqi prisoners on their way to internmenL. The ground wars
rapid conclusion, as well as the paucity of allied casualties, left many Americans with
the impression that Operalion DESERT STORI"I was a "Nimendo war"-won by overwhelming technical advantage and culminating in a simple drive through the desert.
ln the celebrations that followed the conOicL, the American military basked in the
sunlight of its apparently Oawless execution and subsequent victOr)~
This swdy of the U.S. Army$ VII Corps in DESERT STORM alters these images of
easy and inevitable success. Despite a six-week air bombardmem, the lraqi Army,
especially its Rept1blican Gtwrd, fought bravely and aggressively in the Vll Corps sector. In many cases the Iraqis had numerical aclvamages and, in some cases, equipment advantages as well. Bad weather and extensive Iraqi defensive measures often
mitigated the allied technological edge, while coalition command and staff processes, especially during the last days of the conO ict, were stretched to the limit and perhaps on the verge of becoming ineffective. Yet, the allies inOicted a decisive defeat on
the Traqi Army. Well-trained crews led by technically and tactically proficient officers
and noncommissioned officers used their superior equipment to overcome the friction of the battlefield. Pushed to their physical limits, fighting over extraordinary distances, often at night and in 1niserable weather, American and British soldiers nevertheless outfought their Iraqi opponems in one firefight after another.
)aylwwk! does illustrate the importance or investing in both education and
training. The Army$ imellectual preparation for war, with a clear understanding of
tactical doctrine and operational art, guaranteed the best possible use of manpower and equipmem. Similarly, the rigorously trained men operating that
superlative equipmem guarameed that units would perform as designed. Lessons
learned from this last great twen tieth century conflict will resonate through the
twenty-first century and beyond.
Washington, D.C.
28 May 2002

JOHN S. BROWN

Brigadier General , USA
Chief of Military History
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Preface
In 1990 the U.S. military was at the highest state of readiness and training in
its history. Critical to the success of the post-Vietnam Army were changes in how
it fought (Airland Battle Doctrine) and trained (Performance Oriented Training)
and a manpower procurement system that accepted only the most motivated and
trainable young recruits. Officers and noncommissioned officers, many veterans of
the Vietnam War, initiated changes in training and equipment that led to the re,rital ized Army of the 1990s.1
These reforms culminated at virtually the same time the Soviet Union began
to dissolve into almost a dozen independent republics, and Germany, separated
into halves for fifty years, began the process of unification. Public opinion in both
the United States and Germany no longer supported the stationing of so many
American troops in Europe. In the spirit of all these changes, therefore, the U.S.
government started to reduce its military presence there.
llowever, the fighting abi li ty of the U.S. Army in Europe received a major test
before the troops came home. Iraq invaded Kuwait in the summer of 1990. A
hastily formed coalition rushed forces into Southwest Asia. Soon they were strong
enough to prevent any add iLional 1raq i attacks southward into Saudi Arabia. These
forces were not, however, robust enough to evict Sadclam Hussein~ troops from
the small kingdom of Kuwait. ln November 1990 the president of the United
States ordered the U.S. Vll Corps to leave its garrisons in Germany and deploy to
Saud i Arabia. The arrival of its armor-heavy forces would finally give the coalition
"an offensive option."
This is the story of the VLI Corps from its deployment to Saudi Arabia, through
its phases of preparation, its offensive against the Iraqi Army, and finally its return
to Europe and the United States. Several important themes frame this narrative.
First is the complexity of the Vll Corps' activities. The entire operation. from its
alert in November 1990 through its reLUrn in May 1991 , consisted of thousands
of separate activities and incidents. Th is work documents onl.y a small percentage
of these events and must leave the rest of the story to other historians. 2 The combat itself was complex: commanders now had an unheralded array of diverse and
sophisticated units to employ in pursuit of their military objectives.
This complexity leads to a second theme of technology. The Persian Gulf War
of J991 appeared as a push-button war to rhe worldwide audience that watched it
on television. The confiict seemed to consist only of smart bombs, precision-guided
weapons, and efficient electronics. Such perceptions were illusory; air-delivered
smart bombs did not destroy the lraqi Army-coalition ground forces did. Even
with the Lechnology available, there were problems. Vehicles and equipment routinely broke down and had Lobe repaired; ground commanders used old-fashion ed
v

maps, grease penci ls, and radios to control the ir units; and tank commanders, riding the most modern of combat systems, still used World War ll-era compasses to
confi rm their headings. In addit ion, tank gunners, in blinding rain and sandstorms,
fought close-in tank baules that veterans of World War ll would understand. The
technological gadgets helped, but did not win the war. Soldiers won their baules
on the ground in the confusion of close battle as they had for cemuries.
A third theme concerns initiative. T hroughout the entire period of this connlct,
the Iraqi Army allowed the V U Corps to dictate the pace of operations. Saddam
Hussein obviously made a political decision not to imerfere with the American
deployment to Saudi Arabia, thereafter ordering his army to adopt a defensive posture. Had the lraqi Army been allowed other options, the ultimate m il itary outcome
of the war probably would have been the same, al though the cost and political
e!Tects could have been much different. The lraqi governments failure to respond
to the Vll Corps activities helped set the conditions for its ultimate defeat.
Command and control is anoth.er m~jor theme. This short conOict exposed
some rather rough edges in American large-unit organization and command procedures. Despite the Armys huge investments in staff training, decision-making aids,
and communications equipment, by the end of the war sen ior commanders had only
a slightly better perception of conditions at the front than their World War ll counterparts had. ln retrospect, the personalities of the senior commanders, rather than
standardized procedures, dictated the context of Vll Corps' command environment.
The attention paid to planning, training, and execution is the last but most
important theme of this book. Western news reports portrayed the Iraqi Army as
simply running away from the coalitions massive ground onslaught-nothing could
be further from the truth. The Iraqi soldiers, especially those in the R.epublican Guard
Forces Command, fought vvith singular bravery against the Vll Corps. The massive air
campaign did not destroy the lraqi Army$ will to fight. When faced vvitb Vll Corps'
overwhelming combat power, lraqi soldiers stood their ground and often counterattacked. However, \ovhile the Iraqi Army had enough good equipment, its soldiers simply did not knovv how to use it as well as did their American and British opponents.
lL was an absence of skill , not bravery, which doomed the Iraqi Army to defeat.
On the VII Corps side, the soldiers were extremely well trained and competent.
At all levels, from senior olTicers to the lowest private, Vll Corps soldiers knew their
jobs. Intensive field and classroom training had prepared them for combat and,
while not veterans o r actual battle, they behaved as though they had been in combat for years. Before the offensive, Vll Corps units maintained their eq uipment and
continued to train with an intensity rarely noticed until nearly the day of the attack.
ln the face of the enemy, these soldiers performed a myriad of duties with professionalism and speed. Postwar statistics on baulefield performance, equipment
maimenance, and even refugee assistance fully documem th is proficiency.
This story or Vl l Corps during the Gu lf War looks at two different aspects of
the con nict: First is a story of competence at the tactical level of war. Brigades, battalions, companies, platoons, crews, and individual soldiers demonstrated technical ability and personal initiative that marked this force as one or the finest organizations ever assembled by the United States, or any nation, on the battlefield. Their
vi

performance reflects the years of dedicated education and training that the Army
invested in individuals and small units in the years following the Vietnam War.
The second aspect of the story concerns large-unit command and control.
Problems in organizational design, communications, and staff work remain hidden from most observers of the conflicl. Yet these problems, which did not begin
to surface until the latter hours of the conflict, had a profound effect on the campaign. In the end commanders did not employ their extensive staffs and, like
nineteenth-century commanders, gave orders based on their own perceptions of
the baule. Often, these perceptions were wrong.
I have received the help o( a great number o f people in both the government
and academia in the preparation of th is book. To each of them I owe a profound
debt and offer my thanks in partial payment. W ithin the Army, my mentor and
friend , CoL Greg Fontenot, urged me to take on this project and provided generous advice and assistance throughout the entire process. Lt. Col. Peter S.
Kindsvatter, the VII Corps historian during the war, prepared superb notes, articles,
and interviews that provided the fi rm foundation on which l buill. General (Ret.)
Frederick M. Franks, Jr., the VU Corps commander, was most gracious in his interviews and a great help in sorting through the complexities of his corps operalions.
Other officers generously took time to read all or parts o f this manuscript. They
include Col. Montgomery C. Meigs lV; Ll. Gen. Thomas G. Rhame; Brig. Gens.
Stanley F. Cherrie, William G. Mullen lll, and Robert Wi lson; Cols. Mike Kendall
and David Gross; and Ll. Col. john Burdan. Ll. Gen. Rupert Smith and Lt. Cols.
Tom Camp and Melvin Mungo helped me to bette r understand the British contributions to the Vll Corps campaign. Dr. (Col., Ret.) Richard Swain has been most
gracious in trying to explain to me the intricacies and nuances of the theaters command relationships and in commenting on major ponions of this book. 3
At the U.S. Army Center of Military History, Brig. Gens. john S. Brown and
j ohn W Mountcastle provided the command and financial support needed to
complete this projecl. Dr. jeffrey]. Clarke, the chief historian, reviewed the entire
manuscript several times and made recommendations to correct my own oftenincoherent prose. During the final phases of preparation, Dr. Robert K. Wright, Bill
Epley, Frank Shirer, and Stephen E. Everett were essential in locating the information l needed to fill in the historical record. Special thanks to Diane Donovan,
Sherry Dowdy, and Beth MacKenzie of Production Services, who worked miracles
in transforming my ragged manuscript into a quality product.
Dr. Susan Canedy at the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC) labored through every chapter and provided me both moral and practical suppon to complete my initial manuscript and the dissertation that is the
foundation for this book. john Romjue, also from TRADOC, served on the review
panel and made numerous scholarly and structural suggestions to improve the
quality of the text. This work could not have been completed without the help of
Bill Stacy, Tammy Howle, and Warner Starke from the U.S. Army Forces
Command History Office. Not only did they provide office space, classified storage, mail support, and research materials, they also gave the support and encouragement that helped geL the job done.
vii

l conducted most of the original research for this manuscript at the U.S.
Armys Combined Arms Center at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Harlan Crouse
declassified most of the documents 1 used . Without his ability to cut through the
red tape, 1 would never have finished. Harlan person ifies what is best about the
Army:S civil servants. His colleague, Dr. Dale Steinhauer, remains the master of the
DESERT STORlvl archives. His help was essential in finding many of the documents
l needed. At the National Archives at College Park, Maryland, Dr. Timothy
Nenninger was instrumental in identifying and obtaining records from the U.S.
Army Central Command and a constant supporter of my scholarly efforts. The
XVlll Airborne Corps historian, Cynthia Hayden, graciously answered innumerable questions about corps documents and operations.
The original manuscript began as a dissertation for Georgia State University. My
good friend and mentor, Dr. Bob Sellen, encouraged me to take on this project and
stick with it. Before his untimely death, he read and commented on most of the
manuscripts chapters. His enthusiasm and advice are greatly appreciated and sorely missed. Drs. Gerry Davis and Don Reid stepped in right after Bobs death and
worked to keep me on track Their friendship, advice, and support have been
essemial ingredients of this book l finished the manuscript at California State
University-Northridge, where my chair, Dr. Charles Macune, gave this wandering
scholar the moral support and guidance he needed to complete this complex task.
University staff members Dan Wakelee, Maria Tauber, Sue Mueller, and Kelly
Winkelblack were essential in providing me the administrative support l needed to
operate within the university$ structure. My students have been a major source of
my motivation and inspiration. I appreciate them more than they will ever know.
l owe a special debt to my wife, Debra Anderson. Also a DESERT STORM veteran, she has had to relive that experience by reading and rereading this manuscript
several times over the last few years. This work would never have been completed without her involvement and enthusiastic support.
Finally, in spite of my best efforts, I know l have not covered every action and
event with the accuracy or detail I should have. I hope other scholars will be able
to build on my narrative and satisfactorily explore the details of this complex operation. Of course, for any errors of omission or fact, 1 assume full responsibility. The
views expressed in this book are those of the author and do not reflect the official
policy or position of the Department of the Army, the Departmem of Defense, or
the U.S. Government.
Camarillo, California
28 May 2002

STEPHEN A. BOURQUE

1
Rick Atkinson, The Long Gray Line (Boston: 1-loughLOn Miffiin Co., 1989), and james KiLCield,
The Prodigal Soldiers (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1995), are good sources for the Armys changes
in the 1970s and 1980s.
2
For example, Stephen P. Gehring, From the Ftdda Gap 10 Kuwait: U.S. Army, Eu rope, and the Gulf
War (Washington, D.C.: Govemment Printing Office, 1998).
3
1've listed ranks according to the period during which the officers provided assistance to me.
lvlany went on, of course, to achieve higher rank. Colonel Meigs, for example, rose LO four-star general and commander of U.S. forces in Europe.
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JAYHAWK!
The VII CoiJis in the Persian Gull War

1
Bat:kgmund: VII Corps in Europe
The Army Corps
The U.S . VI I Corps that campaigned during Operation DESERT STORM was
the product of almost two hundred years of military theory, evolution, and practice. llistorians often credit Napoleon Bonapane for developing the original
arm)' corps as a means of controll ing the multiple divisions of his Grand Armee.
Each corps, with its own infant!')', cavalry, and anillel')', was in itself a small
army. A corps could march and fight in suppon of a concentrated effort or be
detached for a special mission. Napoleon's abillt)' to march his corps along multiple routes and then concentrate them in time for a decisive baule gave him an
early advantage over his opponents in the European wars of the early nineteemh
century. 1
In the United States, President Abraham. Lincoln directed the fi rst organ ization
of the U.S. Armys fighting divisions into corps on 8 March J862. !lis order directed Maj. Gen. George B. McClellan to organize the Army of the Potomac into five
corps of three divisions each. 2 These corps were essentially tactical organizations
designed to execute the directions of the army commander. There was no staff to
assist the corps commander, and normally he had no cavalry or artillery of his own
to innucncc the baule. The corps commander was simpl)' an executor of the army
commanders plan. 3
That focus and structure con tinucd through the Spanish-American War and
World War I. By World War II , the corps commander had a swff, a small contingent of corps troops, his own corps anillery, and the control of three to five divisions. During the vvar tank-destroyer baualions, rnechanizcd cavalry groups, engineer units, and additional anil lcry appeared in the order or battle as the need
arose. Above the corps echelon, the controlling field army headquarters routine!)'
assigned or reassigned these divisions and independent units depending on the
corps' mission and tactical situation.~ The mission of the corps commander was
primaril)' tactical: employing his clements in the right combination to defeat the
cnCI11)' on the battlefield. >
The corps remained a tactical unit during the l<orean War, but in addition to
the maneuver divisions the Army routinely assigned other units. Now the typical
corps had an engineer brigade, a signal baualion, an armored cavalry regiment, a
tank regiment, and corps art illery in addition to the three or more divisions it
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directed. The corps remained a tactical unit with no responsibility beyond the
immediate tactical area. 6
By the 1980s, following the great debate that resulted in the development of
Airland Battle Doctrine, the corps took on a greater degree of importance. lts tactical role on the battlefield was much larger. ln addition to directing the close combat
of ground divisions, the corps commander was also responsible for "deep operations" with his long-range aviation, artillery, and signal intelligence capabi lities. The
corps also replaced the World War l1 field army as the primary agem of operational
maneuver. 7 vVith more logistics units and responsibilities, the corps commander
now performed a critical combat service support role in the theater of operations.8
As a result of those mission changes, the U.S. Army coTps of the 1990s was a
large organization, with most of its combat and combat support elements organized into division and brigade commands. ln addition, now the corps often had
personnel, finance, and civil affairs units as well as a large corps suppon command _9 In size it was comparable to the largest World War 11 field armies.

VII CorpS; 1862- 1945
The first U.S. Vll Corps was Maj . Gen. john A. Dixs command , formed on 1
june 1862 at Fort Monroe, Virginia. 10 This unit never took to the field and vvas little more than a fortress command. ln January 1864 the 'Nar Department transferred the "Vll" designation to Maj. Gen. Frederick Steeles command in
Arkansas. 11 Two-thirds of his "frontier Division" were Kansas troops, bringing
with them the appellation "jayhawkers," the name for pre-Civil War free-soil guerrillas in Kansas and Missouri. 12 Although the Army disbanded this particu lar organization in August 1865, the nickname would follow corps commands having the
number seven into the twentieth century.
When the war with Spain began, the Army again found it necessary to reestablish the corps structure. General orders in May 1898 established seven of these
commands, each with a major general in charge. Each corps had three infantry
divisions of three brigades each, for a total of 30,000 soldiers. The Army planned
to attach cavalry and artillery to these corps according to the needs of the campaign. The Vll Corps' first assignment, wi th the old Confederate cavalryman Maj.
Gen. Fitzhugh Lee in command, was to Tampa, Florida, to prepare fo r the invasion of Cuba. Departing troops made Tampa much too crowded, so Lee assembled
his command at Camp Cuba Libre outside o[Jacksonville instead. Lee quickly got
clown lo business and organized one of the mosl efficient commands in the Army.
He was soon preparing for his mission of attacking Havana. Rather than attacking,
the VII Corps adminislratively moved from jacksonville to Savannah during the
autumn of 1898. Lees command moved to Havana in 1899 to enforce the provisions of the armistice foll owing the quick capitulation of the Spanish Army after
the Battle of San Juan Hil l. However, without a conOict, the War Department once
again d isbanded the Vll Corps. 13
The Army officially traces the lineage of its armies, corps, and divisions as far
back as the First World War. 11 The Vll Corps again joined the rolls of the active
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Army in August 1918 in the Vosges Mountain town of Remiremont, France. Its
first commander, Maj. Gen. William M. Wright, began with the administrative (but
not operational) control of four d ivisions attached to the French Seventh Army. On
8 November the U.S. Army Expeditionary Forces general headquarters assigned
the Vll Corps headquaners to First Army, where it took control of five different
divisions and began preparing for combat operations. The collapse of the German
front and the Armistice on 11 November again Led to a change of assignments as
the VII Corps came under the command of the U.S. Third Army on 22 November.
A week later it moved into an occupation zone in the German Rhineland, centered
on the towns of Trier, Saarburg, and Bitburg. In july 1919 the corps returned
home LO its formal demobilization at Camp Upton, New York. 15
On 25 November 1940, the Vll Corps, again reactivated, became the general
headquarters for three National Guard divisions at Fort McClellan, Alabama. 16 In
September 1941 the corps fought as part of the "Red Army" during the Louisiana
Maneuvers, the Armys first large-scale exercises since World War L 17 From
December 1941 until September 1943, it directed the training of units, first in San
jose, California, and later in jacksonville, Florida. Finally, in September 1943 the
Vll Corps headquarters moved to England and began preparing for the liberation
of France. Maj. Gen.]. LawLOn Collins took command in February 1944 as the
training for the upcoming invasion intensified. 18
"Lighting joe" Collins led VII Corps in its first combat action of the twentieth
century. Ultimately controlling six divisions, Collins secured the right Oank of the
Allied landing on the Cotentin Peninsula during the invasion of France in june
L944. By the end of the first day of combat, one of its divisions had stormed ashore
on UTAII Beach to link up wi th the airborne divisions that had dropped farth er
inland the night before. By 27 june Collins' troops had cleared the entire peninsula and seized the heavily defended port of Cherbourg. 19
With the peninsula cleared of German soldiers, Vll Corps moved south to join
the breakout from the Normandy beachhead. With three infantry divisions, the
corps threw itself into the bocage, or hedgerow, country of western Normandy. For
two weeks the corps' divisions were unable to penetrate the tenacious German
defenses. Finally, in mid-july Lt. Gen. Omar Bradley, the First Army commander,
reduced the width of the corps' secwr to only four and a half miles and added two
armored divisions and an infantry division to Collins' force. Following a massive
air bombardment on 25 july that mistakenly killed or wounded 550 Americans as
well as hundreds of German soldiers, Vll Corps attacked. By the evening of the
twenty-seventh, its armored divisions had passed through the forward infantry
and ruptured the German Seventh Armys defenses southwest of the tovm of St.
Lo. 20 By 3 August the Vll Corps was at the village of Monain, just as the Germans
launched a desperate counterattack to restore the integrity of their Normandy
defenses. By 7 August Collins had defeated the attack of the four panzer divisions
in -..vhat had constituted the most important German offensive operation against
the Americans before the Ardennes offensive in December. 21
By l 3 August Vll Corps \vas back on the offensive, attacking into the
Argentan-Falaise Pocket. In five d~ys of combat Vll Corps captured over three
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thousand Germans and destroyed a
large amount of enemy equipmemY
Then the corps, as the rest of the
American First and Third Armies,
moved from the attack to the pursu it.
By 25 August the VII Corps, now controlling one armored and two infantry
divisions, was along the Seine River
south of Paris. From there, it was a race
to the German border, slowed only by a
lack of fuel. By 10 September Yll Corps
had liberated the Belgian ci ty of Liege
and secured a sector just west of the
German border. 23
Collins continued to push the Yll
Corps against the German defenses
along the border in September and
October with liule success. In November
the corps became the Fi rst Armys main
effort, an attack through the HCtrtgen
Forest to seize the German city of l<oln .24
General Collins, Shown Here
in july 1952
For this unenviab le task Lt. Gen.
Courtney H. Hodges, the First Army
commander, gave Yll Corps three infantry divisions, a regimental combat team, an
armored combat command, and a mechanized cavalry group. The Germans defended the forest with tenacity, and by 16 December Vll Corps and the rest of First Army
had little to show other than a fe-.v miles o f (orest and over thirty thousand soldiers
killed, wounded, or m issing. 25
The Y IL Corps' attacks finally came to a halt with t he German offensive in the
Ardennes Forest on 16 December. On 21 December First Army ordered Yll Corps
to turn over its sector to Nimh Army in the north, move west, and counterattack
against the Gennan penetration. With two infantry and two arrnorecl divisions, the
corps tnoved into the line along the Ounh River, b locking the German assault
LOwarclthe Meuse River. By 24 December Coll ins' entire corps was heavily engaged
with a German panzer corps and by the twenty-sixth had permanently halted its
westward aclvance. 26
The Vll Corps joined the Allied counterattack that began in early january
1945. At the beginning of the counteroffensive, Collins' command contained
almost one hundred thousand soldiers and included 2 armored and 3 infantry
divisions, as well as 12 battalions of corps artillery. Collins, attacking from the
north of the German bulge, linked up with Lt. Gen. George S. Pauons Third Anny,
auacking from the south, on 17 january 1945. After a few rnore days of ballle,
First Army pulled Vll Corps out of the line for rest and refiuingY
On 22 February the Vll Corps, no-..v with three in fantry divisions, an armored
division, and a mechanized cavalry group, returned to battle. Collins, as pan of
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"Sherman Tcmhs Passing Streams <?f German Prisoners," St. Lo, France, WW/l,
hy Ogden Pleissner
Operations GRENADE and LUMBERJACK, crossed t he Rur River, captured the cily of
DOren, and cleared the western portion of Koln by 7 March. Shifting its combat
power south across the Rhine and into the Remagen bridgehead, Vll Corps broke
into the open on 24 March. With an armored division in the lead, Vll Corps
auackecl to the vvest and north to encircle the Ruhr Pocket and its 350,000
German defenders. From there, the corps continued across Germany, arriving at
the Mulde River on 17 April. A week later the corps was in contact \ovith the
Russian Army, which occupied t he other side of the river. 28

Cold War; 1945- 1990
Without the need for ground combat againsljapan, the VH Corps headquarters returned to the United States and was disbanded at San Francisco in March
1946. 29 The deacLivaLion would not last long, as the North Korean auack on South
Korea in june 1950 caused a stir in war-weary Europe. Many Europeans, seeing
the potential for a Communist assault across the new lron Curtain, believed it was
time to coordinate the Wests defenses. T hey accepted President Harry S Truman$
offer to deploy American troops to help defend Europe, and Vll Corps returned to
active duty in 1.951, moving back to Europe as one of Seventh Army's two corps
commands.
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For the next thirty-five years the Vll Corps headquarters directed the planning
and training activities of a mixture of combat units defending a sector of the East
Gennan-Czechoslovakian border. From the beginning the headquarters was in the
Baden-Wurttemberg city of Stuttgart. Budget and political considerations affected
the composition of the Vll Corps, as divisions and brigades returned to the United
States or deployed to Europe to improve the corps' combat capability. By 1990 the
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lst Armored Division in Ansbach, the 3d Infantry Division in Wurzburg, the 2d
Cavalry in Nurnberg, the lst Infantry Division (Forward) in Goppingen, and the
1lth Combat Aviation Brigade in lllesheim were the major combat forces at the VII
Corps commanders disposat3° ln addition, three brigades of corps artillery, an
engineer brigade, and numerous other combat support and combat service support organizations rounded out the command.31
Year after year corps units planned and practiced for defensive operations in the
Coburg Gap, the Hof Corridor, and the Cheb Approach, the logical Warsaw Pact
attack avenues into the southern portion of the Federal Republic of Germany. In most
cases these defensive plans were focused only on stopping an attack within their
zones. Proposals for dramatic corps maneuvers or ofTensive operations to the east
were rare. 32 The corps' primary role was to coordinate the divisional plans and feed
reinforcements from the Un ited States into the fight. In 1969 this defensive planning
LOok on a higher degree of sophistication with the introduction of the REFORGER
(Return of Forces to Germany) exercises. Now units such as the lstlnfantry Division
from Fort Riley, Kansas, practiced deploying to Europe, picking up combat equipment stored in bunkers in southwest Germany, and joining the corps' fight 33
During this period Vll Corps units rotated through an annual series of exercises and training events. The exact nature of these activities changed as the corps
changed in composition. In the 1950s it was primarily an infantry force with a
handful of armored battalions. By the mid-l970s, the corps' combat power had
changed to a balanced mix of tank and mechanized infantry battalions. 34 The 1990
version of the Vll Corps possessed some of the latest technological weaponry, with
most ground combat units mounted on new Ml series tanks or M2/3 series fighting vehicles. All of the corps artillery was self-propelled. Furthermore, the introduction of aviation brigades into the corps and division force structure created an
additional combat dimension.
Increasing sophistication meant commensurate needs to increase training and
maintenance. Firing ranges at Grafenwohr and maneuver courses at Hohenfels
were the primary training facilities for VII Corps troops. Careers and reputations
were made and broken on Tank Table Vlll, small-unit drills, and exercises such as
the Platoon ARTEP. 35 Units also conducted cross-country maneuvers on the
German countryside in the fall and winter. The annual REFORGER exercises were
the largest of many similar events. 36
In the Vll Corps area, most of the 2d Armored Cavalry patrolled the East
German-Czechoslovakian border from an area west of Coburg south to Passau.
Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, ground and air patrols observed the
border zone and watched for any indication of a Warsaw Pact attack. That situation changed in 1989 as the borders between East and West Germany opened,
allowing free travel between the two states. With the end of the division between
the two sectors, there was no further need for border patrols. The commander of
the U.S. Army, Europe (USAREUR), General Crosbie E. Saint, directed his corps
commanders to halt all border surveillance operations in March 1990Y
Lt. Gen. Frederick M. Franks, Jr., had taken command of the Vll Corps in
August 1989. Few active officers in the Army could match Franks' record as a
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General Franlls

General Saint

commander of armored units. l ie had s pent most of his career as a cavalryman,
leading units from platoon through regimenl. l n Vietnam, Franks bad served as
operations officer of the 2cl Sq uad ron , 1 lth Cavalry, and later professed that ten
months' combat was equal to three or four years of peacelin1e operational experience. But the experience had also impressed on him the value of combat basics:
marksmanship, equipment maintenance, and tactics.JS In L982 Franks returned to
the I lth Cavalry, now V Corps' first line of defense in German}"s Fulda Gap, where
he served as its commander until 1984. After an assignment at Fon LeavenworLh,
Kansas, he returned to Germany in 1987 as the commander of the lst Armored
Division, the position he held umil he took command o f the Vll Corps. 39
Several important thread s made up the core of General Franks' career. Most
in1ponant was his serv ice in the cavalry. Cava lrymen , w hether ground or a ir,
develop a unique character. ln mobile warfare t hey are the first to come to blows
with the enemy. They pride themselves on their nexibility and aggressiveness
and arc often called upon to serve on independent missions. Service in these
se lf-contained, combined-arms units places a premium on leadership and initiative. Cavalry troopers consider themselves the elite of the mounted force:
'The cavalry is not a branch, it's a state of mind.""0
Another thread that ran through Franks' career was military education, which
received great emphasis in the post-Vietnam Army. Franks applied his master's
degree in English from Columbia University to teaching cad ets at West Point. He
worked at the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command in the late l 970s and
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early 1980s, developing AirLand Battle Doctrine and its matching force structure.
He ran the Army$ Command and General Staff College at Fort Leavenworth
(1987) and was instrumental in implementing small-group instructional techniques in the Regular Course and a staff procedures course for senior captains. 41
In addition, Franks oversaw the expansion and refinement of the School of
Advanced Military Studies (SAMS) into one of the most important educational
institutions in the Army. Finally. he commanded one of the Armys premier training establishments, the 7th Army Training Command (ATC). 42 The 7th ATC supervised all the major training activities in Europe and, until the advent of the
National Training Center (NTC) at Fort lrwin, California, ran the most sophisticated training facilities in the Army at Grafenwohr and Hohenfels.
Franks' wartime experiences became part of his character. A North Vietnamese
hand grenade had ripped off part of his Left foo t during the llth Cavalry$ attack
into Cambodia in 1970. Follow-up surgery removed the rest of his damaged
appendage. Rather than accept a disability discharge, however, Franks fought to
stay on active duty:•3 Twenty-one months in Valley Forge Hospital, living with his
own pain and the physical and emotional traumas of his comrades, forged a determination to "get it right" the next time. 44 He sometimes drove aggressive, but less
experienced, subordinates mad with his attention to detail. 45 But as Franks, who
bore on his shoulders the responsibility for the success of the corps, pointed out
after the Gulf War:
I think commanders need to be tactical problem solvers. They need to have their heads in the
game. They need to be working all the time, ... constantly gathe ring information, probing for
infonnation, looking for information and synthesis. More than analysis and synthesis, grabbing
b its and pieces of info rmalion, lis] making an inductive leap to a conclusion; and then deciding
whether you need to act on that conclusion or not. Sometimes, the more senior )'OU get, the less
that answer is yes. '* 6

The new VII Corps commander d id not arrive in Germany alone, but brought
many trusted professionals to help him . His chief of staff, Brig. Gen . j ohn R.
Landry; artillery commander, Brig. Gen. Creighton W Abrams, Jr.; and operations
officer, Col. Stanley F. Cherrie, had all worked for Franks at Fort Leavenworth.
Cberrie had spent time with Franks at Valley Forge Hospital and had also served
as his chief of staff in the 1st Armored DivisionY
The collapse of the Warsaw Pact and the impending reunification of Germany
changed much more than border operations. ln 1989 the entire USAREUR war
plan became irrelevant in the space of a few weeks as the Soviet Army fell into disarray and began pulling back to the east. During the 1980s VII Corps had prepared to fight a defensive battle along tbe m.ain avenues of approach into southern Germany. Essentially, it planned to defend as close to the East German and
Czechoslovakian borders as possible and await reinforcements from the United
States. 48
General Saint, in response to the new politico-m ilitary situation in Eastern
Eu rope, developed a concept called Capable Corps, essentially anticipating a
mobile and freewheeling European battlefield . ln this new paradigm, Saint envisioned one or two armored cavalry regiments conducting advance guard opera-
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Colonel Cherrie (With Glasses)

General Land1y

tions tovvard the attacking enemy from the east. Behind the cavalry, two heavy
divisions would follow and maneuver against the attacker. Saint required that this
corps be 100 percent mobile and capable of rapid maneuver anywhere in the themer of operations, up to 250 kilometers a day. The scope of those changes encompassed all aspects of the command's operating systems, including command and
control. maneuver, fire support, intelligence, and combat service support. 49
Generals Saint and Franks, both cavalry officers, worked hard in 1989 to
transform a relatively stationary headquarters and support structure into a mobile,
maneuver-oriented force. The problems in creating this transformation were
immense. Standard operating procedures, load plans, deployment plans, and
command-post configurations all had to be developed from scratch. ln many
instances the required equipment was either missing or unserviceable. As late as
November 1990 many observers doubted if Vll Corps was capable of commanding, controlling, and supporting a rapidly moving force in either Europe or the
deserts of Southwest Asia. 50
Saint built on his operational experiences at Fort Hood. While Ill Corps commander, he had conducted long-distance maneuvers across Texas tO develop his
unit's ability to move. He applied the same maneuver techniques when he brought
Ill Corps to Europe for REFORGER 87.'1 After he became Commander in Chief, U.S.
Army, Europe, General Saint intended to shake his two army corps out of their
bunker mentality and force them to adapt to maneuver warfarc. 52 General Franks
en thusiastically embraced General Saint's Capable Corps proposals and began work-
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ing through the problems of maneuvering the force in meeting engagements,
making hasty attacks, moving long distances, and rapidly changing from
offense to defense operations.53 For Vll
Corps, Col. Leonard D. (Don) Holder,
the former l1l Corps plans officer, who
now commanded Franks' 2d Cavahy,
eased the transition. 54
Franks' fi rst opportunity to transform the corps' war-fighting philosophy took place in the fall of 1989. He
and his staff acted as the senior headquarters for the Battle Command
Training Program exercise with the lst
Infantry Division (Mechanized) al Fon
Riley, Kansas. 55 The original scenario
had the division de fending in th e
Coburg Gap as pan of a traditional
European war defense. F ranks and
General Abrams
Maj. Gen. Thomas G. Rhame, the lsl
Infan try Division commander, changed
the entire scenario. The corps and division staffs now had to p lan for and execute long-distance maneuvers, hasty
attacks, and meeting engagements. l.l was a radical departure from. previous exercises.56 Franks then repeated and revised the maneuver program for the 3d
lnfantry Division (Mechanized) exercise in May and a Vll Corps commanders'
seminar in September 1990. W hile these training events d id not require large
numbers of t roops, they were essential for changing the defensive outlook of the
corps' leadership. 57
ln REFORGER 90, General Fran ks had the chance lO practice corps-level maneuver against V Corps. He had the 2d Cavalry conduct advance covering-force operations trailed by the lst Armored Division in a movement to contaCL. It was a
major demonstration of how far Vll Corps had come i.n a relatively short period
to reverse the decades o f inenia and adopt the mobile principles espoused in the
Army's Airland Battle Doctrine. 58 Indeed, most of these changes took place before
there was any indication thaL Vll Corps would be called upon to practice such
skills in Southwest Asia. 59
While Franks and Saint were working to develop Vll Corps' mobiliLy, they had
lO contend wiLh another result of the end of the Cold War. By early 1990 tbe Army
had decided to begin pulling American troops out of Europe. On the day lraq
invaded Kuwail, 2 August 1990, representatives from General Saints headquarters
were in Washington, working out the details o r the proposed troop withdrawal.<111
The Depanmem o f Defense announced on 18 Septembe r 1990 Ll1e closing of
almost one hundred U.S. military installations on Lhe Continent during the sub-
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sequent fiscal year. Many were in the
Vll Corps area of operations. 61 On 26
September the Army followed by
announcing a schedule of major troop
withdrawals from Germany in 1991, to
include all of the 1st Infantry Division
(Forward), several battalions from each
of Vll Corps' combaL divisions, and
many support troops. The drawdown
notification came aL the same time
USAREUR was becoming involved in
the buildup in Southwest Asia. Over
the next year iL would be a consideration in determining which units would
be deployed to support VU Corps.62
The lraqi invasion of Kuwait in
August 1990 found Vll Corps in its best
possible state of combat readiness. Freel
Franks was now an experienced corps
commander with over a year in comGeneral Rhame
mand. In conjunction with General
Saint, General Franks was well on the
way to revising the VII Corps' warfighting philosophy. He and his command had practiced mobile corps operations
over the pasL year in a variety of exercises and seminars. The corps' combat units
possessed the finest equipment in the Armys invemory, from MlA2 tanks to M2/3
infantry fighting vehicles, Apache helicopters, and Multiple Launch Rocket Systems
(MLRS). The officers and soldiers were the finest the Army had trained in a generation, the product of an elaborate recruiting, education, and training system.
On the other hand, opportunities to exercise their new tactics and techniques
in the field had been few and confined to units below division level. Nor could
any training exercise hope to duplicate the sLresses and demands of actual combat. Fortunately, at least, Lhe changes in the international situation had not yet
eliminated the Vll Corps from Europe. Within two years of the Iraqi invasion, the
reunification of Germany and domestic budgetary considerations would call
home the entire Vll Corps and all its combaL units. Most of its installations would
close, and Lhe Army in Europe would be but a shadow of its former self. 63 Thus,
a year laLer the Vll Corps would not have been available Lo deploy to Southwest
Asia. Sacldam Hussein could not have selected a worse time to challenge
American military power.
Generals Saint and Fran ks and their commanders and staffs had transformed
the VII Corps from a defense-oriented command into a much more mobile and
responsive combat headquarters. As news broke about the coming reductions in
force, many officers wondered if the revitalized training program had any practical goal. In August 1990 Saddam Hussein provided the corps with that purpose.
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2
Nolificalion/ Deployment and Planning
On 2 August 1990, lraqs l~epublica n Guard Forces Command (RGFC) crossed
the border into Kuwait. The s pearhead of this force encompassed lraqs most powerful combat units: the Tawakalna Mechanized Division and the 1/ammurabi and
Mecli11a Armored Divisions. The small l<uwaili Army could do li ttle against this
assau lt or over 800 tanks, 650 inrantry nghling vehicles, and hundreds or artillery
pieces. By the evening of 3 August t he Iraqi Army had secured Kuwait City and
had moved armored units to the border with Saudi Arabia. By 6 August Iraq had
another eight divisions in or on their way to Kuwait. 1
The Iraqi Army that poured across the border into Kuwait was the product of
the rough world o f Middle Eastern politics. As in the case of several armies in this
part of the world, British troops had provided the Iraqi Army its initial training,
equipment, and organization. Although nominally independent in 1932, Iraq had
remained under British military occupation until 1958. In the 1950s Iraq became
a player in Cold War politics during the rule of King Faysal 11 , joining the Britishs ponsored, American-supported Baghdad Pact in 1955. The period of anti-Soviet
orientation and British supervision ended in 1958 with a bloody coup that
brought Abel al Karim Qasim to power. With a government now receptive to support from the Warsaw Pact, equipment and training teams arrived in Iraq. The
Soviets bolstered the Iraqi Army with their standard variety of small arms, T-55
main battle tanks, and large amounts of field and air-defense artillery. 2
The Iraqi Army had already joined the Arab war against Israel. ln 1948lraq had
committed about ten thousand troops o rganized into four infantry brigades, an
armored baualion, and two air squadrons into the sector north of j erusalem. They
fought the Israeli forces to a standsLi ll and defended the town o f Nablus at tbe end
o f the campaign. Ln 1967 several Iraq i divisions arrived in northern Jordan too late
to halt the lsraeli capture of the West Bank of the j ordan River. 1 In the 1973 campaign, lraqs 3d Armored Division attacked Israeli forces in support of the Syrian
Armys anempt to regain the Golan Heights. It was lraqs first opportunity to employ
its new Soviet armor in a large combined arms operation. Unfortunately, the Iraqi
soldiers' training was not the equal of their equipment. Israeli gunners, using
American and British tanks, destroyed almost an entire Iraqi armored brigade,
including 130 tanks, in less than an hour. 4 Although Iraq i soldiers attacked with
determination , bravery alone cou ld not make up for their lack o f technical combat
skills, s uch as tank gunnery and the coord ination of artillery, infantry, and armor.
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With Soviet help, the Iraqi regime rebuilt this force. Although its overt enemy
was relatively d istant Israel, Iraq's major security threat was from its powerful,
American-supported neighbor lran. Only Iran had the military power to separate
Iraqi oil from the Persian Gulf. The relatively small Iraqi Army was no match fo r
the massive quantity of American armor, personnel carriers, attack helicopters,
and jet aircraft that had swelled the Shah of lran:S arsenal. This situation changed
in 1979, when AyaLOllah Ruhollah Khomeinis revolutionary Shi'ile followers
destroyed the American-backed government and crippled its regular armed forces .
ln 1980 President Sacldam Hussein saw an opportunity to alter the balance of
power in the Gulf and gain prestige at the expense of lraqs neighbor. On 22
September the Iraqi air force and army attacked southwestern lran in an attempt
to capture the strategic lowlands at the head of the Persian Gulf and destroy
Iranian military power while Iran was relatively weak. 5
lran, however, refused to bovv before the Iraqi aggression. For eight years these
two Middle Eastern powers continued an age-old conflict between the people of
the Mesopotamian lowlands and the Iranian plateau. Although the war was generally a stalemate during most of this period, the Iraqi Army continued Lo improve,
aclapling its tactics to defeat the military operations of its much larger neighbor.
Iranian human-wave auacl<s, led by religious fanatics, roulinely disintegrated into
blood baths on the banks of the Shalt al Arab and other sectors of the common
border. lraqi armored and mechan ized forces became adept at containing the
Iranian offensives and then maneuvering from the flanks to cut off and destroy the
remaining attack force. lts artillery and attack helicopters often rained havoc on
retreating Iranians. By 1987 Hussein's forces were routinely in(licting three to six
times as many casualties on Iranian troops as they suffered themselves, kill ing over
six hundred thousand young lratTian men and wounding more than twice that
many. Politically, the Iranian religious leadership was hard pressed to justify continuing the war. 6
Iraq, meanwhile, had continued to improve its combat capabilities. The
Republican Guarcl Forces Command developed from Saddam Hussetn:S personal
bodyguard to a corps-size force that pro,ridecl the lraqi Army its maj or offensive
capabili ty. 7 Armed with the best equipment available, such as the Soviet-made
T-72 rank, the RGFC also received, as did selected other Iraqi units, extensive
training in combined arms operations. This training covered corps-size maneuver,
massing of artillery !he, collection of intelligence, and auack-helicopter operaLions. The Iraqi Army also improved the ability of its chemical corps to deliver an
array of chemical weapons, from mustard agents to nerve gas, against its opponents. In addition, the army improved its logistics capability and increased the
number of Lank transporters, essential in mobile desert vvarfare, to over fifteen
hundred. 8
On 17 April 1988, the Iraqi armed forces clem.onstrated a new capability.
Under command of Maj . Gen. Maher Rashid, the RGFC and the Til and VII Army
Corps attacked the strategic, Iranian-held AI Faw Pen insula. Within thirty-five
hours, Iraqi armored and mechanized forces ejected the remaining Iranian forces
from Iraqi soil and forced the Khomeini government to the negotiating table 9 This
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offensive was a dramatic demonstration of lraqs abilit)' to conduct combined arms
operations. With the largest, most experienced, and apparently best-trained
armored and mechanized force in the Middle East, lraq in L990 was a military
power l hat the world cou ld not ignore. 10
Then, on 2 August J 990, came the invasion of Kuwait. From the American
and Saudi Arabian perspective, the Iraqi Army that now occupied the small Arab
sheikdom appeared to be preparing for a further strike toward the northern Saudi
oil fields around the eastern port of Ad Dammam. Without significant outside support, the Saudi government had little hope of stopping this huge force from
obtaining whatever political or military objectives it desired. However, if Saddam
Hussein had a master plan that included the invasion of Saudi Arabia, few of his
subordinates knew anything about it. 11 The Iraqi leader certainly had the combat
capability to continue south, if not confronted, down the coast to the oil fields at
Ad Dammam. As a minimum, he could intimidate the Saud i government and the
Gulf sheikdoms. Such possibilities were immediately evident to Washington and
Riyadh. 12
The Response

Within days of the Iraqi invasion, American forces were on their way to the
Persian Gulf. Command responsibility for these forces rested with Headquarters,
U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM). Essentially a planning headquarters for
coordinating the operations of all the armed services, the Central Command had
no pcnnanemly assigned units. Since 1988, 53-year-old General H. Norman
Schwarzkopf, Jr. , had commanded this small headquarters based at MacDi\1 Air
Force Base near Tampa, Florida.
The son of a major general who had also served in the Middle East,
Schwarzkopf was coming to the end of a long and distinguished career. Having
graduated from West Point in 1956, he entered the infantry. During two tours in
Vietnam (1965-1966 and 1969-L970) he served as an adviser to a South
Vietnamese airborne brigade and a battalion commander in the America! Division.
He was wounded in each of his year-long tours and won three silver stars for his
bravety under fire. Besides a number of staff and school assignments, Schwarzkopf
com manded an infamry brigade at Pon Lewis, Washington, and the 24th Infantry
Division (Mechanized) at Fort Stewart, Georgia. While command ing his division
in 1983, he served as deputy to the commander in chief of the American invasion
of Grenada (Operation URGENr FURY). He then went on to command l Corps at
Fon Lewis in 1986, but had little opportunity to direct his three infantr)' divisions
in a tactical environment. Immediately before his assignment with Cemral
Command, Schwarzkopf served at the Pentagon as deputy chief of staff for operations, working for his mentor, Army Chief of Staff General Carl Vuono. Although
an extreme!)' brave and dedicated officer, Schwarzkopf had only limited experience with large-scale mechanized operations. 13
Schwarzkopf now directed the largest buildup of American forces since the
Vietnam War. On 6 August Saud i Arabia agreed to station forces from a coalition
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on its soil, and by 7 August American
forces were on the way. By 9 August
U.S. Air Force F-15C fighters from the
lst Tactical Fighter Wing at Langley Air
Force Base, Virginia, were patrolling
along the Saudi-Kuwaiti border. That
same day the 82cl Airborne Division
from Fort Bragg, North Carolina, also
began arriv ing. By 12 September the lst
Marine Division was in the Persian Gulf
with many of its combat elem.ents
ashore. ln early October the lOlst Air
Assault Division and the 24th Infantry
Division (Mechanized) were also in
Saudi Arabia. By the end of the month
the l st Cavalry Division had joined the
DESERT SHIELD fo rce, precluding the
possibility of an Iraqi invasion of eastern Saudi Arabia. 14
In add ition to U.S. forces, a powerGeneral Schwarzkopf
ful international coalition sent troops to
assist in the de fense of the Arabian
Peninsu la. Following an em e rgency
meeting o f the Arab League in Cairo on 10 August, other Arab states agreed to
send forces to Saudi Arabia. Before the end of October Egypt and Syria had sent
three heavy combat divisions and numerous other combat and combat support
units. 15 Many other Islamic states, such as Morocco, Pakistan, and Bangladesh,
also contributed troops to support the growing forces arrayed against Iraq. 16
France and Great Britain both deployed major combat l'o rces to Saudi Arabia. The
French ground force was built around the 6th Light Armored Division , which
grew to six annor/cavalry/mechanized baualions and other combat forces . Lt. Gen.
Gary E. Luck's XVlll Airborne Corps took tactical control of this force on 17
j anuary. 17 British troops, primarily the 7th Armoured Brigade, began moving from
Europe on 28 September and arrived throughout October. They based out of the
industrial complex at AI jubayl, on the n o rtheast coast, and worked alongside the
U.S. I Marine Exped itionary Force.' 8
General Schwarzkopf and Saudi Arabian Lt. Gen. Prince Khalid ibn Sultan
j oin tly wielded command of the coalition. As the host country and guardian of the
holy lslamic cities of Mecca and Medina, the Saudi government insisted on this
command arrangement. In practice Schwarzkopf directed American and British
ground forces, the naval forces, special o perations units, and tbe U.S. Marines.
Khalid coordinated the o perations of most lslarn ic ground troops. In addition,
Khalid was instrumemal in coordinating Saudi Arabian commercial and political
support. 19 By the end of October General Schwarzkopf and Prince Khalid had a
force that could d efeat the Iraqi Army should it choose to invade Saudi Arabia.
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CenLral Command was not as organized as it appeared on paper. For
example, there was no overall ground
force commander. The American air
and sea components each had their
individual, specialized headquarters,
but the ground force planning and control depended on Schwarzkopf and his
staff. His deputy commander, Lt. Gen .
Calvin A. H. Waller, who would arrive
on 14 November, coordinated the U.S.
Marines and Arab corps ground operation the best he could. However, he had
no staff to do so and wielded only limited command authority when dealing
with corps and army commanders. 20
Lt. Gen. John j. Yeosocks Third
Army directed the buildup of army
ground forces. A 1959 graduate of
Pennsylvania State University, Yeosock
had commanded armor-cavalry units
General Khalid
from platoon through division . During
the Vietnam War, he had served as an
adviser to South Vietnamese forces. Furthermore, he had extensive experience
with Saudi Arabia, having served as an adviser to its National Guard from 198lto
1983. From 1984 to 1987, he had commanded the 1st Cavalry Division as part of
Lt. Gen. Crosbie E. Saint's lll Corps at Fort Hood, Texas. He then served under
General Schwarzkopf on the Army Staff at the Pentagon from 1988 to 1989.
However, with all of his desert and tactical experience, Yeosock had never commanded an army corps. Now, without that important experience, he found himself commander of a rapid ly growing anny. 21
General Yeosock directed a very complex organization, as his army had three
separate functions. First, Third Army functioned as the Army componem headquarters in Southwest Asia. In that role, it coordinated with other major Army
organizations, such as Forces Command, the Army Materiel Command, and U.S.
Army, Europe (USAREU R), to get ground troops and supplies into the theater of
operations. lt was the principal organization to resolve problems between Army
forces and foreign army organizations and the Navy, Air Force, and Marines. In
this capacity, Third Army was often referred to as Army Forces Central Command,
or ARCENT. Secondly, Third Army func tioned as a theater army. This kind of organization supervises units not assigned to the individual corps and provides the
logistics support the ground forces require to operate. Finally, Third Army operated as a field army, such as General George S. Patrons Third Army did in World
War II. A field army essentially directs ground operations, allocates combat units
to the corps, coordinates supporting elements from other services, and plans for
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subsequent operations. Could it perform these three roles with one commander
and one staff? 22
After the beginning of Operation D ESE RT SHIELD, the code name the U.S. joint
Chiefs of Staff gave to the buildup in and defense of Saudi Arabia, General Saint
also began planning for possible commitment to Southwest Asia. From the beginning USAREUR was an important participant in forward ing units, equipment, and
ammunition to the CENTCOM area of operations. On 21 August the 45th Medical
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Company, consisting of ambulance helicopters, became the first Europe-based
troops to deploy to Southwest Asia. Other medical personnel would follow over the
coming momhs, as would intelligence, communications, and chemical reconnaissance units. Saint also sent combat units to the Gulf, with the l2th Aviation Brigade
arriving during the middle of August. The brigades two auack helicopter battalions
gave Yeosock badly needed mobile firepower in the early days of the buildup. 23
Between August and OcLOber USAREUR also sent Central Command equipment from its war reserve stocks and items that were available only in Europe.
Ammunition, chemical protective suits, chemical masks, combat rations, tents, and
medical supplies began Oowing LOward pons in Saudi Arabia. In September alone
Saints logisticians sent over 1.6 million meals, ready to eat, or MREs; 2.2 million
"T," or Tray, rations designed to [eed several soldiers; 244,000 sets o f chemical protective overgarments; 36,000 mine fuses; 6,663 army cots; 2,912 large tents; and
hundreds of thousands of other items of ammunition and equipmenl. 2 ~
Unit deployments remained one of General Saints most important concerns.
Beginning on 4 September, a planning staff began examining the steps needed to
send personnel replacements to Saudi Arabia. Most troops would go as part of a
small unit; the memory of problems associated with individual replacements during the Vietnam conOict was still strong in the minds of most senior commanders.
On 20 September, following high-level discussions at the Pentagon, Saint directed his planners to develop schedules for battalions, brigades, and divisions to
rotate with those in Southvvest Asia. While the Army had not directed Saint to start
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such planning. it was the prudent step. Saint planned to maintain seven baualions
at full strength available for six-month tours in Saudi Arabia. Meanwhile, the
remainder of his command would con tinue to close European military bases and
send units back to the United States for reassignment or inactivation. 25
Following a telephone call from Army Vice Chief of Sta!T General Gordon R.
Sullivan on 5 October, General Saint ordered an increase in the scope and tempo
of the USAREUR planning effort. While the initial concept was for the Europebased army to send a division and an armored cavalry regiment to the Gulf, Saint
quickly expanded the planning guidance. He believed that as a minimum he
would have to send an ent.ire corps to replace the units already in the theater. He
also anticipated sending a corps headquarters to replace the XVlll Airborne Corps.
ln the background o r this planning effort, his staff had to l<eep in mind Lhe other
imperative of moving selected units entirely out of Europe and back to the United
States 26
Early in the process Saint decided that of his two corps, General Franks' VII
Corps would be the better one to send to the Gulf. He based his decision on several factors. First, the V Corps commander, Lt. Gen. George Joulwan, was in the
process of Leaving his corps and taking over the U.S. Southern Command. Franks.
on the other hand, had a year's worth of command experience and still had at least
a year left with Vll Corps 27 Second. based on the training exercises of the previous year, Saint was con fid ent that Franks and his staff understood how to maneuver a heavy corps. As mentioned earlier, the Army had not attempted such large
armored operations since the end of the Second World War. General Saint, who
had practiced such operations with Ill Corps, knew of the difficulty of such
maneuvers. 28 Finally, there was a strong mutual bond between Franks and Saint.
Franks had followed Saint through many of the same assignments, and they
enjoyed a close working relationship. 29
From his headquarters in Stuttgart, Franks had been watching the situation in
Southwest Asia since the lraqi invasion. Once Iraq was in Kuwait, he organized a
small planning team to monitor the situation and develop options in the event the
Army asked Vll Corps to participate. The cell, called a crisis action team (CAT),
contained one member from each staff section and representatives from all of the
corps' specialized functions. including signal, aviation, chemical, and logistics.
and worked closely with the simi lar USAREUR planning cell. The CAT received
information copies of the current Third Army situation reports to track the coalitions deploymenL and the Iraqi buildup in Kuwait. Twice each day, at 0700 and
1900, the cell briefed Franks on the events of the previous twelve hours. Included
in these briefings were discussions on weather conditions. lraqi equipment characteristics, and analysis of the weather and terrain. Soon the cell was operating
twenty-four hours a day30
Almost immediately this group began to work through a series of problems
that the G-3 (operations officer), Col. Stanley E Cherrie, called "what il?" drills 31
These informal exercises exam ined a variety of possible missions and worked
through all the o perational, personnel, and logistic steps needed to accomplish
each task. Possible missions included sending an attack helicopter brigade to
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Saud i Arabia or moving an armored cavalry regiment by rail to eastern Turkey.
They also planned and control led the cleploymenL of several small units from
Europe to Southwest Asia, a process that required extensive logistic and diplomatic coordination. As the s ummer turned to fall, the number of these small support missions began to increase rapidly. 32
Immediately after General Saint's return from an Army commanders' con ference in Wash ington on 27 October, the Army Staff d irected him to prepare to
deploy a tvvo-division corps to Saudi Arabia by 15 j anuary 1991. Saint learned
that he vvoulcl also receive a division from the United States to round out the corps'
combat strength . Only a few in 'vVashingLon knew about this requirement, and
Saim could share it on ly with his essential staff and planners. On 28 October
Saint; his deputy commander in chief, Lt. Gen. John M. Shalikashvili; his chief of
staff, Maj. Gen. Willard M. Burleson, Jr. ; General Franks; and selected others
began plann ing the deployment of the Vll Corps. Saint and Franks agreed that V ll
Corps would be armor heavy, as Southern. Iraq had some of the best terrain in the
world for tank operations. The two combat divisions, the lst and 3d Armored,
would each con trol a powerful mixture o f six armored and four mechanized battalions. The generals insisted that all un its from Europe would deploy with the latest combat equ ipment available, be at fu ll strength in equipmem and personnel,
and have been through a recent training cycle. 33
Saint's decision to send the 3d Armored Division rather than Vl1 Corps' own
3d lnfantry Division created some concern in Washington and Europe-from
Saints and Franks' perspective, it was the logical choice. The 3d Armored Division
had the latest MlA1 tanks and new radio equipmem, making it one o f the most
techno logically advanced combat organizations in the world. Saint also wanted Lo
leave at least one division from each corps in Europe to con tinue to deter a changing and unpredictable Soviet Union . H Finally, it was easier to move one fu ll division from each corps out o f Europe than it was to try to move an entire corps. The
divisions that remained behind could help their deploying counterparts during
the entire deployment process. 35
On 30 October the Department of the Army told USAREU R to include some
aclcliLional units in its deployment plans. The 2d Armored Division (Forward) , a
brigade-size unit located in north Germany, would become the 3d Brigade of the
lst Infantry Division , deploying from the Un ited States. The lst Infant ry Division's
Europe-stationed brigade was already in the process o f turning in equipmem and
deactivating units and was not available for combat cleployment. 36
Generals Saint and Franks made a number of decisions to determine which
units would actually deploy as pan o f the lst and 3d Armored Divisions. For
example, the 3d Brigade, 3d Infantry Division, replaced the lsL Brigade, lst
Armored Division. The 3d Brigade was totally modernized , unlike the lst Brigade.
In a deli Lion, the 3d Brigade was better trained, having just returned from exercises at Grafenwohr and Hohenfels. Finally, the 3d Brigade was scheduled to inactivate in 1991, while the 1st Brigade would remain in Eu rope following the conOict.
The 3d Brigade personnel thus could leave their equipmem in Southwest Asia,
return to Europe to pick up their families, and move on to other assignments with
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no further loss in European readiness. The generals directed several other units,
such as 6th Baualion, 6 th Infantry, and lst Battalion, 37th Armor, to join deploying brigades because of similar considerations. 37 Saint and Franks, both former
cavalry regiment commanders, drew the line on unit exchanges when it came to
choosing the armored cavalry regiment. Col. Don Holders entire 2cl Cavalry
would deploy intact without any cross-attachment with the V Corps' 11th
Cavalry 38
On Thursday, 1 November, the Army chief of staffs office told Saints staff to
stop all planning efforts. The president d id not wish to complicate the upcoming
congressional elections with rumors of increased combat deployments to a potentiaL war zone?' This political pause did not last long. General .John R. Galvin, the
Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, called General Saint during the evening of
7 November to warn him that the deployment plans were again under consideration. The next day Saint and h is major commanders and staffs met to discuss the
deployment options and to review each organization's progress. That night, 8
November, USAREUR received the deployment order from the Department of the
Army. Tvvo hours later President George H. W Bush and Secretary of Defense
Richard B. Cheney announced on American television that Vll Corps was deploying to Saudi Arabia.~0
Franks and many of his important staff members were in the basement of the
corps headquarters in Stuttgart when the Cable News Network broadcast Bush's
and Cheney$ announcement. As he listened to the end of the presentation, Franks
began scheduling his activities for the next few days, especially assembling his
commanders and focusing their attention on the upcoming mission. He also began
planning for a leaders' reconnaissance to Southwest Asia. 41
The next morning Franks received a call from Maj. Gen. Wi.Lliam G. ("Gus")
Pagonis, commander of the logistics effort in Saudi Arab ia. Pagonis warned Franks
about some o r the important problems that faced troops on the ground in Lhe theater of operations that was so unlike Europe. They talked about weather and the
cold desert nights, with Pagonis describing the lack of tents and cots for the troops
in the field and the severe shortage of prepackaged unit meals. He explained to
Franks that power-generating and other critical engineer equipment was often
breaking down and advised him to develop a maintenance and training plan to
keep his equipment running. Finally, Pagonis gave Franks some suggestions on
how to sequence the deployment of his un its. He urged Franks to get as many of
his Logistics assets, especially his truck fiee t, into the theater as early as possible. 42
A short time later General Yeosock, the Third Army commander in the Gulf,
called and reinforced Pagonis' suggestions. He also identified for Franks the general location of the Vll Corps tactical assembly area (TAA), an area in northeast
Saudi Arabia into which his corps would initially move from the port.'u
Franks convened a meeting of his commanders the following morning. He
set the tone for the upcoming mission by laying out the specific logistics and
training they had to accomplish before their departure. At the individual level,
these included improving the soldiers' weapons proflciency, sharpening nuclearchemica l-biological warfare defense skills, and learning how to live in a hostile
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desen environment. At the collective, or
unit, training level, Franks wanted each
element to focus on improving command and comrol, especially wh ile
maneuvering over a great distance. He
wanted crews frozen in their positions,
keeping internal unit personnel changes
to a minimum. He reminded his leaders
to carefully manage the use of their time
and focus on training fundamentals,
teamwork, and discipline. They should
also be agile and anticipate the many
changes and unforeseen circurnstances
they would face in the months ahead.
Finally, he told his commanders to prepare to depart for a leaders' reconnaissance to Saudi Arabia on Su nday.~"'
The corps staff prepared the
deployment order, OPORD 1990-1
(Operation CAPABLE COMPELLER) on the
General Pagonis
ninth and tenth. Based on the final
USAREUR deployment plan issued on
10 November, OPORD 1.990-1 outlined the parameters for moving the newly configured Vll Corps out of Europe.
Pranks personally wrote the execution paragraph: "The co rps will execute tasks as
professional soldiers-focus on the mission, the troops, and the fami lies we leave
behind. l want an aLtitude of disciplined professional competence."~ 5

Developing DESERT SABER
On Sunday, 11 November, the VTI Corps commanders and principal staff officers headed for Saudi Arabia. General Franks' aircraft stopped at Cairo West
Airport in Egypt, refueled, and then n.ew on to Dhahran ."'<• The other principal
Europe-based cornmanclers, including Maj. Gen. Ronald H. Gri!Tith, commanding
the 1st Armored Division; Maj . Gen. Paul E. Fun k, leading the 3d Armored
Division; General Abrams; and Colonel Holder Dew to Dhahran on a separate aircraft. Meanwhile, Maj. Gen. Thomas G. Rhame, the Ist Infantry Division commander, and his planners n.cw in from Fort Riley, Kansas. Now the nucleus of the
new Vll Corps leadership was together for the firsttime. "'7
The leaders spent their first night and the next day in Saudi Arabia becoming
familiar with the terrain and the tasks ahead of them. They met with commanders
and staffs from the XV III Airborne Corps, the 24th lnfantry Division
(Mechanized), and the Ist Cavalry Division to discuss the problems these units
had cxperienced .411 The VII Corps officers also began to explore some of the details
of theater planning.
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As Generals Yeosock and Franks discussed various issues concerning the Yll
Corps cleploymem, Colonel Cherrie and Brig. Gen. Robert P. McFarlin, the commander of Lhe corps' 2cl Corps Suppon Command, spent the night working out
deLails. Using hundreds of cut-up index cards to represenL units, these two officers
attempted to balance the arrival of combat un1Ls with the appropriate amount of support. ln their minds was the message Cherrie and McFarlin had received time and
again from Third Army and Central Command representatives: The present theater
logistics structure was only large enough to sustain the XVlll Airborne Corps. The
Yll Corps needed to bring in its logistics units early and plan for providing its o>vn
supporL. ~ 9 Since the location of the proposed corps assembly area was near the
Kuwaiti border, the leadership also had to plan for enough combat power to protect
Yll Corps during the buildup. These security forces had to include not on ly ground
combat units buLalso air defense artillery and medical forces.
On Tuesday, 13 November, General Schwarzkopf presented his general plan
of operations to both corps and all division and major subordinate command comm<mders. Although Franks and Cherrie knew the general outlines before the meeting, it was the first time the rest of the corps' leadership was briefed on their mission.50 Using maps and butcher paper, General Schwarzkopf presented his entire
plan to liberate Kuwait. He described the essence of the air campaign and a deception plan designed to make the Iraqi Army believe that the coalition was attacking
directly into Kuwait, accompanied by an amphibious assault.
Schwarzkopf next outlined the role o f General luck's XY ll l Airborne Corps.51
The role of his light, mobile command was to race north from its starting positions
more than three hundred and fHty miles from the coast, bypass the Iraqi defensive
belt in the west, and secure the south bank o f the Euphrates River. This move
would isolate the theater of operations and prevent Iraqi reinforcement or escape.
Once that sector was secure, luck was to turn his forces to the east and, according to Schwarzkopf, '~join the attack on the main body of the lraqi Army."52
General Schwarzkopf now turned to Franks and the commanders. He wamed
the VII Corps to au.ack through a weakly held sector in the Iraqi line just east of
the airborne corps' stan positions. Franks would then find and destroy the
Republican Guard Forces Command "within his zone of operations. "53 Schwarzkopf
wanted Vll Corps to "pin Ithe Iraqi Republican GLwrdj with their backs against the
sea, then go in and wipe them out. " For good measure he added, "Once they're
gone be prepared to continue the attack to Baghdad."54
ln retrospect, General Yeosocks two corps had extremely different missions.
The Yll Corps forces had to fight their way through the initial Iraqi defenses and
then find and destroy the RGFC within the Yll Corps zone of operations. l n contrast, the XVlll Airborne Corps, with only a few lraqi units in front, had fixed territorial objectives. In spite of mobility and firepower, the XVlll Airborne Corps
was not part of a comprehensive plan to destroy the Republican Guards heavy divisions. It would be Yeosocks challenge to direct both the Vll and XVlll Airborne
Corps, as 'vvell as the coalitions tactical air power, against these units if they moved
out of Franks' operational zone. It was a task for which neither Yeosock nor
Central Command had yet planned. 55
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For the first two weeks after his reLUrn from Saudi Arabia, General Franks carried Schwarzkopf$ planning guidance in his notebook. While the rest of the U.S.
Arm.y in Europe was '..Vorking on the practical matters of training and overseas
deployment, the commander wrestled with the outlines of the plan he was developing in his mind. Hour after hour, as subordinates watched from a distance,
Franks worked out the b ranches and sequels of an operational concept. 56 On 26
November he formed a small, ten-person plann ing cell and began the process of
wTiting the plan for destroying the Republican Guard Forces Command.57
"I intend to conduct a swift violent series of attacks to destroy RGFC and min imize our own casualties," Franks began as he laid out his concept. "Speed, tempo
and a concentrated air-land campaign are key [to our success]." Considering the
RGFC, which was still very much respected by the Vll Corps o fficers, Franks said ,
"I want Traqi forces to move so we can attack them throughout the depth of his
formation by fire, maneuver and air." 58
To fulfi ll the first pan of his mission, he wanted the lst Infantry Division to
conduct the breach with "precision and synchronization resulting from precise targeting and continuous rehearsals." Once forces were through the breach, the main
effort of the operation would shift to the 2d Cavalry and the lst and 3d Armored
Divisions in a "fast moving baule with zones of action and agile forces attacking
by fire, maneuver, and air." Finally, he admonished his logisticians that "CSS [combat service support) must keep up because there would be no pause. We must
strike hard and continuously, and finish rapidly." 59
General Schwarzkopf had presented to his commanders on 13 November on ly
a general concept-there was no real plan.60 With General Waller's arrival in Saudi
Arabia on 14 November, planning at Central Command and Third Army began in
earnest. Waller turned the commander in chiefs concept into reality, using
Yeosocks staff to work out the details. He LOok over control of the Third Army
planning cell, consisting of graduates !"rom the School of Advanced Mi litary
Swdies, and began to develop an operation plan for units from the U.S. Army. This
cell did not, in spite of doctrine that called for "synchronization" of all assets, integrate the US. Marine and Arab Corps' operations into an overall ground attack
concept 6 1
About the same time the Vll Corps' p lanning effort began. First there was just
the small cell at the Stuttgart headquarters. Its members began to work through
the various problems in anticipation of briefing General Yeosock on 7 December.
As they became familiar with the mission and terrain, they began to consider
diverse aspects of the operation. Frorn the beginning they recogn ized that Army
planners had placed the corps initially too far east. Waller agreed and secured
Schwarzkopf's approval to move the assembly area 110 kilometers farther west,
just to the east of the Wadi al Batin 62
Another change was the addition of the U.K lst Armoured Division to the Vll
Corps. The British overall commander, Lt. Gen. Sir Peter de la Billiere, asked
General Schwarzkopf to assign his ground forces to Vll Corps. Pohtically, it was
important that the British contribution be pan of the n1ain thrust, not pan of a secondary effort along the coast. 61 The Marines, of course, wanted an armored force
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to replace the British. After a series of discussions between Franks and Waller,
Central Command assigned the I st ("Tiger") Brigade, an armored brigade from the
theater reserve, the lst Cavalry Division, to support the 2d Marine Division . If the
l st Cava lry Division became comrn ined to any un it in the theater, Franks
promised to send a brigade from h is late-arriving 3d Armored Division to return
it to full strength. 64
On 7 December Franks and Cherrie returned to Saudi Arabia to bridYeosock
on the corps' progress and present several planning alternatives. The army commander had made few changes in the concept to date, and he directed the Vll
Corps, along with the XVIII Airborne Corps, which had briefed earlier, to continue their operational planning. It was at this meeting that Franks received confirmation that the British division was coming to Vll Corps.M
General Franks and his staff organized the corps plan into six distinct phases:
(1) the movement [rom ports to tactical assembly areas; (2) the movement from
tactical assembly areas to auack positions; (3) the breach of the forward lraqi
defensive positions; ( 4) the defeat of the lraqi VII Corps' tactical reserves behind
the front lines; (5) the destruction of the Repllblican Guard Forces Command that
served as the theater reserve; and (6) the defense of nonhern Kuwait after the cessmion of hostilities. 66
After moving into their taclical assembly areas and auack positions during the
first two phases, the corps' forces would attack in Phase 3. I !ere, the lst Infantry
Division would create a breach in the Iraqi defensive line through which the U.K.
Jst Armoured Division would pass. The British would then attack to the east to
protect the corps' right Hank and destroy the mobile forces of the front-line lraqi
co rps. Once tbe British were through, the 2d Cavalry, the I st and 3d Armored
Divisions, and, if released by General Schvvarzkopf, the 1st Cavalry Division
would pass through the breach in search of the Republica11 Guard. The fourth phase
anticipated the 2d Cavalry's finding the Republican Gllard moving to counter the
coalition offensive and then forcing the Iraqis to deploy. Then the Vll Corps would
slam its three heavy-division "fist" against its target, accompanied by deep artillery
and air strikes.67
Almost three weeks later, on 20 December, Franks returned to Riyadh for one
of the most important meetings of the campaign. He and General Luck briefed
their respective corps battle p lans to Secretary Cheney and the Chairman of the
joint Ch iefs of Staff, General Colin Powell. Franks' p resentation reHectecl the
habiwal detail found in the Army in Europes defense plans. lt was also, as he
pointed out later, his effort to show his com manders that "we had done our homework and that we knew what we were doing."68
As in any good European briefing, Franks presented over thirty slides with
titles such as Vff Corps Missio11, Correlation of Forces, Logistics Estimate, and Issues.
The oral presentation focused on the corps' breakthrough, or breach operation,
and the various options for destroying the Republica11 Guard. Franks later related
that he consciously tried to avoid a Vietnam-era "can do" briefing. While he was
con fid em of success, he presented the risks as he, Cherric, and other members of
the corps staff saw them. Major concerns revolved around the availability of trans-
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portation equ ipment to move his corps units to their assembly areas and the lack
of dismounted infamry. He was also unhappy with the available intelligence information. Finally, he argued that he needed three full combat divisions to destroy
the RGFC, believing that the U.K. lsL Armoured Division would be totally occupied securing his flank while the lsL Infantry Division was mired in the breach.
From Franks' perspective, iL had been a good briefing with the secretary of defense
and the chairman listening attemively and asking sharp , focused questions. 69
The basic outline of the plan would remain unchanged to the end, but ils
refinement was continuous. After the corps deployed to Saudi Arabia, it was obvious that the lraqi defensive line no longer extended across the corps' emire sector.
Just west of the 1st Infantry Divisions breach zone, the line stopped, leaving a gap
of about forty kilometers betvveen the lst lnfamry Division sector and some
extremely rough terrain farther west. Lacking delailed information, Franks
ordered Colonel Holder to send out a small area-reconnaissance party. lts mission
was to determine if the corps' armored vehicles cou ld traverse that rough ground
and if there was enough room lo place the two huge armored d ivisions side-byside. Holders scouts discovered there was no problem with cross-country movement, and although it would be a tight squeeze, both armored divisions •voulcl fit.
Whi le the corps' commanders and staffs were engaged at a command post exercise at King Khalid Military City (KKMC), Franks modtried his concept. The 2d
Cavalry would now lead the 1st and 3d Armored Divisions, each starting their
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auack on an extremely narrow from
west of the breach. Franks' mass of
maneuve r would thus bypass the
breach and its potemial for conrusion
to envelop the Iraqi defenses completely. 70 The corps still had to execute the
breach operation. The Iraqi defenses
controlled the routes into the l raqi
desert that Franks' logisticians would
need to move supplies forward to his
auacking divisions.
DESERT SABER and the divisional
plans that supported it placed a great
deal of stress on the concept of sy nchronization. One of the imperatives
of Airland Battle Doctrine, synchronization implied more than standard
combined-arms tactics. It was based in
pan on ideas, labeled "deep attack" or
"deep battle," which General Donn
Starry and others had developed in the
General Stany
1980s. Starry had been instrumental in
th e Army's post-Vietnam dow·inal
reassessmem that led to the development of AirLancl Battle. As con1mander of the
U. S. Armor Center (1973-1976) and V Corps in Europe (1976-1977), he led a
group of officers who were convinced they had to extend the traditional battlefield. In their view the way to counter the multiple echelons of auacking Soviet
forces that would face American units in Europe was to strike them before they
arrived at the forward line of troops. As commander of the U.S. Arm)' Training and
Doctrine Command from 1977 to 1981, Starry had turned these ideas into doctrine with the publication of FM 100-5, Operations, in 1982. 71
As a result, corps and divisions now organized their operation into deep,
close, and rear battle zones. Within each zone, all available combat and intelligence units would work together to ach ieve tactical success. In the deep battle, for
example, corps commanders were to utilize Army attack helicopters, long-range
missiles such as the new ATACMS (Arm>' Tactical Missile System), electronic warfare units, and Air Force aircraft to disrupt and destroy enemy forces behind the
from lines before the ground banal ions ever made contact. Effective synchronization required detailed target ana1)1Sis, called intelligence preparation of the battlefield. The obvious problem was that synchronization detracted from other battleneld imperatives, such as agility and initiative.72
On l3 january, from its headquarters in Saudi Arabia, Vll Corps issued
OPLAN (Operations Plan) 1990-2, Operation DESERT SABER. In the basic document and twenty-one separate annexes, the plan spelled out the details of the
operation, such as the western offensive incorporating Franks' decision to attack
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with the 2d Armored Cavalry and two armored divisions west of the breach. While
the details changed, and would continue to change as Franks' planners worked LO
anticipate the Iraqi actions and adjust to changing conditions on the ground, the
basic premise remained constant. 73
Secretary Cheney and General Powell returned to Saudi Arabia on 9 February
for a final briefing by General Schwarzkopf and his commanders. Generals
Yeosock, Franks, Griffith, and Maj. Gen. Barry McCaffrey (commander o f the 24th
Mechanized Division and the XV!Il Airborne Corps representative) presented the
plans that their forces had completed and rehearsed over the previous three
monthsH From the beginning the meeting was controversial. General
Schwarzkopf had established a command climate, stemm ing possibly from h.is
O\vn impatience, which allowed little debate or professional give-and-take.
Commanders and staff officers, in a variety of forums, later testified that his legendary mercurial temper did little to foster honest clebate.75 By now General
Franks had concluded that there was no need to discuss issues of substance directly with Schwarzkopf. lf he had problems or suggestions, he brought them to
Generals Yeosock or Waller, or to Schwarzkopr's planners working for Col. Joe
Purvis.76 Had Franks known Schwarzkopf better, he might have been more wary.
Prior to the briefing, Schwarzkopf had apparently formed an unfavo rable
opinion of the Vll Corps commander and expressed to General Yeosock his disapproval of Franks' plan or aLtack. According to his memoirs, he wanted Franks
to move faste r and dispense with the detailed, synchronized operations upon
which Franks had based the entire Vll Corps plan 77 However, the commander in
chief did not convey his concerns directly to Fred Franks.
The stage was set for a personal con flict between the two leaders. To some officers, Schwarzkopf appeared disinterested in the fine r points o f large-scale armored
operations.78 General Franks in contrast believed himself the theaters expert on
mechanized tactics, considering himself the only one at the 9 February meeting
who fully understood the complexity of the tasks ahead .79
Franks voiced his concerns as he had in December. He explained how he
expected the fight to develop and identified tl1e maj or problems ahead. Another
d ivision, he argued, would provide him a three-division fist to auack the
Republican Guarcl. When pressed by Secretary Cheney, General Franks saw the lst
Cavalry Division, then serving as the thealer reserve, as providing the combat
power he needed. The request, according to some accoums, made Schwarzkopf
furious. 8 Franks' presentation, deliberate and comprehensive, took longer than
amicipated. 8 1 Franks' and Griffith 's briefings seemed pessim istic and plodding
when compared with the dynamic and positive presentation of General McCaffrey
from the 24th. Infantry Division (Mechanized) .s2 McCaffrey, however, was commanding only one d ivision, not five. All of his forces were in theater; Franks' were
not. Moreover, in contrast to the Vll Corps situation , McCaffrey had no substantial enemy force in front of him.
After the war General Schwarzkopf wrote that Franks' plan was simply "too
deliberate and lacked llexibility. "83 Yet, in sp ite of such concerns, neither he nor
Yeosock ever d irected Franks to modify the plan.84 Schwarzkopf could have
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ordered Franks Lo cancel the breach operation and send his enlire corps around
the exposed lraqi llan k. With such an order, the Vll Corps staff, paying auention
to their logistic concerns, wou ld have been hard-pressed to develop a more aggressive concept of operations. When Franks left that meeting on 9 February, he
believed that his operation plan had the support of both Yeosock and
Schwarzkopf.$'
Some aspects of the briefing bothered the Vll Corps commander. From
Franks' perspective, the ground plan was not synchronized between the two
corps. The XVlll Airborne Corps' deep terrain objectives had little to do with the
destruction of the RGFC. There was no plan or concept for a possible coordinated two-corps attack to encircle and destroy the Guard's heavy clivisions 86 As army
commander, Yeosock had Lhe responsibility to coord inate such an attack if the
RGFC attempted to withdraw or maneuver out of the Vll Corps' zone of attack.
Although Franks believed Yeosock had agreed to coord inate the two corps in such
an attack on 1 February, the Third Army commander never developed or published a coordinated army plan before the war for accomplishing General
Schwarzkopf's most important priority. 87 The Vll Corps had planned for operations only within its boundaries, while the A.'VlTl Airborne Corps, realizing that the
RGFC was the main objective, had developed independent contingency plans
cooperating directly with Vll Corps. 88
At the end of Franks' briefing, the secretary of defense asked the Vll Corps
commander, "How will it all en.d7" With Powell, Schwarzkopf, Yeosock, Waller,
and General Charles A. Horner present, Franks believed that was a question for
Schwarzkopf, not for him. After waiting a few moments, Franks gave Cheney an
answer fron1. his perspective, initially outlining how the Vll and XVlll Airborne
Corps would ultimately trap and destroy the RGFC. lronically, however, there was
no publi.c comment from either Schwarzkopf or Yeosock. Franks believed Cheney
bad asked the right question but had gotten the answer from the wrong leader. 89

VII Corps' Deployment
While General Franks and his planning group developed the operations order,
the rest of his staff and most of Vll Corps' commanders focused on the difficult
business of moving their soldiers and equipment to Southwest Asia. On 9
November, the day after the presidents announcemem, General Saint's headquarters issued USAREUR Operations Order No. 22. That document outlined logistics
policies and procedures that all units that deployed and supported the deploymem would follow. lt froze all soldiers in the theater in place; no further rotations
back Lo the United States or discharges from the service would be allowed until
the end of the conflict. The order further pointed out that General Saint would
retain command of all deploying USAREUR units until they arrived in SouLhwest
Asia and were attached to the U.S. Army Central Command.90
Saim and Franks both believed it was important to start moving units out of
Europe immediately. Al though Third Army and Cemral Command wanted logistics
units first, Saint also wanted to shake out the deployment system, a task he knew
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would be difficult. The only unit he had
that could move on shon notice was the
cavalry reg1ment. 9 1 With Franks' telephonic approval, Holders cavalrymen
began immediately. Operating from five
railheads and working twenty-four
hours a day, the regiment began sending
its equipment to North Sea pons. By
Thanksgiving Day, 22 November, almost
all its equipment had been loaded on
ships and was en route to Saudi Arabia.92
All of USAREUR participated in the
dep loym.ent from Europe. General
Shalikasbvi li, the deputy commander
in chief, and Maj. Gen . j oseph S.
Laposta, the deputy chief of staff for
logistics, performed much of the coordination needed to push Vll Corps out
of Europe. Shalikashvi li visited most
major NATO commanders and important German business Leaders, such as
General Sllalilwshvi/i
the director of the German rai lway system, to explain the huge task facing all
ofUSAREUR and to ask for their support. Laposta set up a theater movement control center, collocated with the VII Corps movement control center, to bring
together all the military and civilian logistics experts from throughout Europe in
order to keep equipment moving lO the pon. Franks placed his deployment operation under the d irection of Brig. Gen . Eugene L. Daniel, who, as a former brigade
commander in the 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized), had experience w ith contingency and deployment operations.93
A number of issues made the deployment difficult. The German rail system
was unprepared to support the massive exodus of almost half of Americas combat
forces from Europe. To augment rail transport the corps used, for the fi rst time in
memory, barges on the Main and Rhine Rivers to move large numbers of vehicles
down to the ports of Bremerhaven, Antwerp, and Rotterdam. 94 The scale of the
deployment was impressive: The 3d Armored Division alone used 57 trains and
200 barges to move its equipment.95 But a constant shortage of metal containers
to ship unit supplies and equipment made the task difficult. 96
Maj. Gen. Wilson A. Shoffner's 3d Infantry Division ran the corps' Pon
Support Activity cells at Bremerhaven, Antwerp, and Rotterdam. These organizations assumed control of the corps' equipment, taking responsibility for ensuring
that it was loaded on ships so the soldiers could return to their home station and
finish training, packing, and deploying to Southwest Asia by commercial and military aircraft. 97 ln spite of their best efforts, major problems developed in loading
vehicles and equipment on the ships. Army doctrine specifies that units ship all

Loading MlAl Tanks by Crane into the Well Dec!? of a Chartered Freighter; below, Crates
Filled with Artille1y Projectiles To Be Deployed to Saudi Arabia from North Carolina
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their vehicles and equipment together. But, once the units' equipment was
assigned to the pon support activity, other factors dictated how ships were loaded
and when they departed. When there was space remaining on a ship, the civilian
and military personnel at the port filled it from the next equipment in line. In
other cases, there was not enough room for the whole unit, so some of the equipment went on a later ship.
The ultimate result was that Vll Corps units arrived in Saudi Arabia in a disorganized manner. Colonel Cherrie offered an analogy for the entire deployment
planning process: "We were trying to do laser brain surgery [with our planning],
while there were people out there [at the ports] doing it with sledge hammers."98 It
was, according to one critic, "the logistical equivalent of taking the drawers out of
the dresser, throwing the clothes into a suitcase, slamming it shut, and then sorting
it out on the other end. "99 The Army and USAREUR representatives at the ports
were unable to enforce the unit loading plans that the deploying corps required.
Although individual units were sometimes disorganized during the deployment, the major subordinate commands generally deployed according to plan.
Along with the 2d Armored Cavalry, the Corps Tactical Command Post (TAC) and
essential combat service support units also moved to the ports. Those were followed by more combat support and service support units, including the 7th
Engineer Brigade. After the remainder of the corps' logistics units departed, the
combat units began heading (or the ports. The 1st Armored Division led the way,
followed by the 11th Aviation Brigade, Vll Corps headquarters, VlT Corps Artillery,
the 2d Armored Division's Europe-based brigade, and the 3d Armored Division . 100
The last of the forty-eight ships arrived at Ad Dammam, Saud i Arabia, on 7
February 1991, carrying the equ ipment of the 3d Armored Division. 101
The 1st Infantry Division from Fort Riley, Kansas, and the 142d Field Artillery
Brigade (National Guard) from FayetteviHe, Arkansas, as well as numerous smaller units joined the Vll Corps in Saudi Arabia. Fort Riley deployed dozens of
Regular Army, National Guard , and Army Reserve units to Southwest Asia before
its own division was alerted. After 8 November all members of the post strained
to move the "Big Red One" to the port. 102
The 1st Infantry Divisions deployment was different from that of lhe other
major VII Corps units in many ways. Because of its location in the heart of Kansas,
far from its expected Warsaw Pact adversary, the lst Infantry Divisions equipment
was not as modern as that of the Europe-based divisions. Because of its location
in the central United States, however, it was relatively easy to conduct a major
force modernization effort. In only a few weeks, almost 600 new M939A2 five-ton
trucks, over 500 M998 high mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicles (HMMWVs),
over 100 10-ton heavy expanded mobilily tacti.cal trucks (HEMTTs), and 28 M9
armored combat earth movers (ACEs) were turned over to the divisions troops.
Soldiers turned in their old M19ll .45s for new Beretta M9 9-mm. pistols. In
addition, the division received various new radars, chemical defense systems,
global posilioning systems, and other equipment. 103
The divisions G-3 section, Fort Riley$ director of logistics, and individual unit
commanders managed to have all of the lst Infantry Divisions 6,800 tracked vehi-
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des, wheeled veh icles, and engineer
equipment painted in the desert sand
motif. Working around the clock in
three post locations and several unil
bays, the entire repainting process took
only ten days, using 22,079 gallons of
painl. To match their equipment, th.e
soldiers received an initial issue of two
complete desert camouOage uniforms. 104 The tremendous amount of
work involved in this and thousands of
other seemingly minor tasks was
accomplished wi.th little or no fanfare.
On 27 November retired General
William E. DePuy came to speak to the
lst Infantry Divisions omcers. DePuys
career had begun during the Normandy
Campaign of World War ll, went
through command of the lst Infantry
Division in Vietnam, and concluded as
General DePuy
the founder of the U.S. Army's Training
and Doctrine Command. As one of the
primary driving forces in the Army's
reform movement o f the 1970s and 1.980s, DePuy made some sobering points to the
ofricers, few of whom were veterans of other conOicts. He reminded them that in
World War ll, his "division lost 40 percent of its platoon leaders each week for seven
weeks." He asked the lst Infantry Divisions leaders: "Why fight the battle the way
the enemy wants?" He advised them instead to "fight the battle on our terms."
Emphasizing that "synchronization is important," he urged them to "try to fight the
battle as smart as we can and use all of the tools that are available." 105 lt was a fitting
send-off and the last time for many months all the divisions officers would gather.
That same clay the first of thjny-seven trains pulled out of Fort Riley headed
for Houston, Texas. There, the equipmenL was loaded on the eighteen ships that
carried it to Ad Dammam. Soldiers began moving to Topeka, Kansas, the closest
large airfield to Fon Riley, on 3 December. U ltimately, 115 aircraft of all sizes and
types moved the divisions personnel to the Persian Gulf. 106
The U.K. 7th Armoured Brigade was already serving alongside the U.S.
marines on the coast of Saudi Arabia when President Bush announced the decision to send the Vll Corps. On 22 November the British government announced
it was sending the lst Armoured Division headquarters, under Maj . Gen . Rupert
A. Smith, to Saudi Arabia. To the 7th Armoured Brigade already there, the British
added the 4th Armoured Brigade. By the end of December more than half of the
4th Armoured Brigade was at AI jubayl, drawing their equipment. When these
troops arrived in january, the British Army would have over 33,000 soldiers serving alongside Vll Corps. 107
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Before 1990 VII Corps had never
envisioned ils deployment to another
theater of war. Unlike a contingencyoriented corps, it had neither the
equipmem nor the training to conduct
such an operation. Yet, by a combination of will, planning, and general professionalism, the jayhawks began to
leave their home stations and head for
Southwest Asia with high hopes. By the
middle of December, General Franks
would assemble his new corps of four
heavy divisions and an armored cavalry
regiment in the desert of Northern
Arabia. It constituted the most powerful American corps ever under the command of a single commander, \Vith
more combat power than General
George S. Pattons World War II Third
Army. Franks also had a battle plan. For
General Smith
better or worse, DESERT SABER focused
the efforts of the corps' leaders on the
tasks of breaching the Iraqi defenses
and finding and destroying the Rept~blican Guard Forces Command. With their mission clear, division and subordinate commanders began issuing their own guidance and developing their own plans. But before they could devote their time to
training and preparing for their attacks, they had to accomplish one of the most
difficult tasks of the entire operation: moving their soldiers and equipment out of
the ports of Al jubayl and Ad Dammam. The task proved far more difficult than
anyone had anticipated.
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3
Port Operations
An eerie experience awaited those soldiers arriving at night in Saudi Arabia in
the winter of 1990-1991.. They could see very little as they began their descent
after crossing Egypt and the Red Sea. The few towns and villages in the center of
the kingdom gave off only dim light not visible to most of the airborne passengers.
Continuing the descent, the soldiers suddenly found themselves over the Persian
Gulf. Now the coast came alive with bright lights from the ports, coastal cities, oil
wells, and refineries. As they dropped farther, they could see a long row, extending back toward the Strait of Honnuz, of dimly lit cargo ships waiting to be
unloaded at Ad Dammam and AI jubayl. As they turned and headed west, back
toward the Saudi coast and King Fahd International Airport or Dhahran Air Base,
many soldiers became aware of what a tempting target they made in the night sky.
As the landing gear was lowered from the belly of the plane, many wondered if
they would take fire from some Iraqi commando with a Soviet-made SA-7 antiaircraft missile. Suddenly, the light disappeared and they were over the desen
darkness again. Then they were on the ground and rolling down the runway
Looking out the window, soldiers saw sandbagged bunkers, radars, and Hawk and
Patriot antiaircraft missile launchers. 1
Climbing off the aircraft, the arriving soldiers marched across the airfields tarmac to a sanely area several hundred meters from the aircraft. While a detail
helped unload their duffel bags from the airplanes cargo companment, a soldier
from the movement control center briefed them on what do in case of an Iraqi
Scud attack and what their schedule would be for the next twelve hours. Soon the
baggage detail had lined up the duffel bags behind the formation, and after locating their bags the soldiers trundled onto a waiting bus. A drive through the clark
streets of a clean, deserted city brought them to a warehouse at the port of Ad
Dammam. An officer, previously named flight commander, then coordinated with
the duty officer at the 1st Infantry Division (Forward) (lDF) PorL Support Activity
headquarters. Once the latter determined at which port the unit's ships were to
arrive, the newly arrived soldiers moved either to the port of AI jubayl and its
troop housing or most likely to one of the se,;eral billet areas around Ad
Dammam. 2
When the Vll Corps arrived in Saudi Arabia, it began an operation its soldiers
had not trained for or thought much about since the corps' original landing in
France in 1944. The reception of a large combat unit in a new theater of opera-
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tions is a complex task. Even without enemy interference, friction affects every
aspect of the complex endeavor. Units can find themselves bogged down in the
port area, looking for equipment and supplies, rather than in the sectors where
they need to conduct combat operations. Such prospects faced General Franks
and his corps in Saudi Arabia at the end of 1990.
Brig. Gen. William]. Mullen 1ll and his 1st IDF, in conjunction with the 22d
Support Commands 7th Transportation Group, supervised this massive undertaking. Before the deployment ended, over 51,000 VII Corps vehicles and aircraft had to be off-loaded from 152 ships. ln addition, over 107,000 soldiers
arriving at the various airports had to be mel, billeted, protected, and organized
for movement. As crews picked up their equipment, Mullen's team organized
and dispatched over 900 unit convoys to the tactical assembly areas. ln addition
to normal maintenance operations for arriving vehicles, they also supervised the
desert-painting of over 8,600 corps vehicles, modernizing of equipment, and
replacing of several hundred other pieces of equipment. 3 Mullen's soldiers performed these massive tasks so the rest of the corps could move freely to the tactical assembly areas.
Like most American troops, the Vll Corps' first stop in Southwest Asia was the
Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia. The port and administrative center of Ad
Dammam is the heart of the kingdoms petroleum-chemical industry and the
administrative capital of the province. Almost all the oil found in Saudi Arabia is
located within a 200-mile radius of this important port.~
Although few people, except for Bedouin tribes and small traders, lived in the
Eastern Province at the beginning of the twentieth century, by 1990 the region
around Ad Dammam had grown into a large urban center. The Arab-American Oil
Company (Aramco) had built the commercial port of Ad Dammam for the Saudi
government. 5 A large, modern facility with thirty-six berths for off-loading ships,
Ad Dammam handled 10 percent of the kingdoms imp.orts, over 15 million tons
annually 6 It also contained numerous warehouses that were ideal for billeting the
troops who unloaded the arriving ships. A few miles south of the port was the
small industrial city of Al Khobar, home to many Palestinian "guest" workers.
Adjacent to AI Khobar, Dhahran International Airport became a major military
base for the Saudi and coalition air forces.7 Dhahran also contained the homes of
Aramco's American employees, a western enclave in this lslamic world.8 Across a
narrow strait linked by a causeway was the former British colony of Bahrain, the
Persian Gulfs preeminent banking, insurance, and ship-repair center. Thirty miles
west of Ad Dammam in the open desert was the new King Fahd International
Airport. This Eastern Province was therefore one of the most important locations
in Southwest Asia. 9
About fifty miles north of Ad Dammam was the new industrial port city of Al
jubayl. The Saudi Arabian government had built these port facilities in the late
1970s on barren wasteland. The government had wanted to develop an industrial center powered by the gasses that normally escaped during the oil-drilling
process. Gathered at the oil wells and piped to AI Jubayl, in 1990 the gasses powered an array of developing industrial p lants. 10 Early in the development process,
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the Saudi governmem had also constructed a large, modern, deep-water port with
both commercial and industrial sections. 11 Its commercial pan was much smaller
than Ad Dammam:S, but the industrial port was one of the busiest in the kingdom,
importing over 19 million tons of supplies in 1987. 12 By L985 AI Jubayl was also
home Lo a major Saudi naval base built under the supervision of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. 13

Command and Control
For forty-five years, VII Corps' organizational mission had been to defeat a
Warsaw Pact invasion of the German Federal Republic. Working out of command
posts and bunkers near its headquaners in Stuttgart, Germany, VII Corps had no
need for the many headquarters, control elements, and transportation units needed to safely and quickly deploy its units from one theater of operations to another.1'1 Units that arrived in Europe LO reinforce the vn Corps had been controlled
by the 21st Theater Army Area Command, based in Kaiserslautern, Germany. As
rehearsed year after year on training exercises, that headquaners supervised the
reception, linking soldiers with either their own or pre-positioned equipment, and
sem them fanher east, where VII Corps would be in battle against Eastern Bloc
forces.
No such organization awaited Vll Corps in Southwest Asia. Lt. Gen. William
G. Pagonis reflected after the war that his 22d Support Command, the theater army
suppon group in Saudi Arabia, had only three months' experience in receiving and
processing xvm Airborne Corps troops and equipmem through the port area. 15
The command was grossly undermanned and lacked the capacity to receive the
massive VI I Corps' personnel and equipment at the pon and send them forwarclY'
For several reasons Pagonis' unit charged with directing movement from the
pon, the 3l8th Theater Army Movements Control Agency (TAMCA), never gained
comrol of the in-theater deployment. The 318th arrived after the XVlll Airborne
Corps was already in motion and had to assist with the operation already in place.
The unit, which actually required a baualion, was underequipped and, like the
22d Support Command, grossly undermanned. Moreover, the scale and energy of
both XVlll Airborne and Vll Corps deployment efforts essenlially overwhelmed
the 3l8th's ability to provide a theaterwide logic to the departure into the interior
from the port. The 318tl1 TAMCA was si mply too late and too small to run the
effort as its cloCLt·ine dictated. 17
In addition to the 318th, wl1ich was supposed to be the brains of the deployment, this activity required personnel and equipment. In place of a full-fledged
area support group that logistics doctrine required, Pagonis assigned the much
smaller 7th Transportation Group the mission of running both terminal port operations and the movement of units out of the pan. In addition, Pagonis was unable
LO provide the people or equipment that the 7th Transportation Group needed to
accomplish its many missions. 18 Since this unit was unable to provide Vll Corps'
required support, Franks had to develop his own plan and infrastructure for running the port operation. 19 While he preferred to have detailed plans to guide his
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corps' activities, he had little choice but to improvise a way to get his divisions
through the labyrinth of the port area.
Without an effective theater structure in place, Franks determined early to run
the port operation , rather than wait for some senior headquarters to take responsibility. Therefore, it was an improvised operation from the beginning of the
deployment until the last vehicle and unit headed for the desert on 18 February.
Throughout this period, corps leaders continued to develop, improve, and refine
solutions to respond to the myriad tasks and obstacles facing them.
To minimize the distraction of his tactical unit commanders' trying to supervise their units' activities at the port, Franks formed an ad hoc "Forward HQ." His
deputy corps chief of staff, Col. Edwin W Simpson, used this headquarters to control all Vll Corps operations at Al jubayl and Ad Dammam. It served as the corps'
headquarters in the port area until General Franks and his staff arrived. It also
acted as the reception element for all the corps' units arriving from both Europe
and the United States and coordinated with both the Third Army logisticians and
Pagonis' 22d Support Command. Simpson's advance party arrived at Dhahran Air
Base on 25 November to begin operations. 20
Within a short time Simpson's headquarters developed four main sections.
First was a small staff with representatives from each of the VII Corps staff's major
functional areas, such as personnel, intelligence, logistics, and operations. The
staff kept Simpson fully informed of the corps' tactical and logistical operations. 21
The corps' forward command post was responsible not only for port logistics, it
also had to be capable of assuming emergency direction of the entire corps in combat if other VII Corps command posts were unable to do so.
The second element was a transportation operations cell. Its mission was to
monitor, analyze, and coordinate the movement of soldiers and equipment into
the various airfields, or aerial ports of debarkation, and ports, called seaports of
debarkation. Franks wanted his units to spend no more than two to three days in
the port. This would be just enough time for the soldiers to become accustomed
to the weather, adjust to jet lag, and pick up their equipment at the port. Then the
unit could deploy to its tactical assembly area. However, the sea movement
became almost impossible to manageY Lt. Col. William W Spyker, detailed from
the USAREURs 21st Theater Army Area Command, directed operations of this
section for the corps, and the 1st Infantry Division (Forward) provided most of the
officers and noncommissioned officers to operate it. 23
The VII Corps' own 229th Transportation Center, commanded by Lt. Col.
john Pittman, ran the movement control center, the third element of Simpson$
headquarters. Pittman had the task of coordinating all ground transportation with
the arrival of soldiers at the airfields. Between one and five thousand soldiers
arrived at King Fahd International Airport each day in December. All required bus
transportation to the port where their equipment was arriving. Once the vehicles
were ready to go, this cell coordinated with the 318th TAMCA at Dhahran to move
the unit convoys out to the TM. This coordination included scheduling HETs
(Heavy Equipment Transporters) to carry the tanks and other trucks to move
equipment. They obtained buses to move the troops. Finally, they initially
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arranged for police escort to move the convoys inland. This ad hoc arrangement
was only marginally successful and extremely inefficient. 24
An important and often unrecognized element in the VII Corps' forward headquarters was the group of unit liaison officers that remained at the forward corps
command post. Acting as the transient unit commanders agem, they kept the
corps staff apprised of the specific needs and problems of the tactical units. 25
Because of their sense of urgency, they were usually able to solve communication
and administrative problems before they required a senior commanders involvement. Commanders selected these officers because of their proven ability to make
quick, on-the-spot decisions 26
The final elements in Simpson$ ad hoc arrangement were the port assistance
task forces: lt. Col. Myron ]. Griswold$ 3d Battalion, 34th Armor, and Lt. Col.
Russel L. Honore$ 4th Battalion, 16th Infantry, from the lst lnfantly Division
(Forward). Generals Franks and Mullen infiltrated these units to Saudi Arabia without w1itten orders but with the guidance to receive the Vll Corps and "do whatever
is necessaty" to get the corps to the desert ready to fight. 27 Each task force consisted
of 750 soldiers from the lst IDF and a 100-person company sent from the 3d
Armored Division and 2d Armored Division (F01ward) in Germany. 28 These units
unloaded incoming ships, moved vehicles to holding areas, moved the soldiers from
the airfield to their billet area, and operated the housing facilities. To accomplish
these missions, task force commanders organized their command into companies
and special platoons whose soldiers ·were able to operate all VIl Corps vehicles 29
By Christmas Franks realized he needed to change his organization in the port
area. His corps' command and control facilities had to be moved out of Dhahran
and into the area of operations. The current system was not responsive and force-
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ful enough to keep the arriving units Oowing out of the staging areas near the
ports. The headquarters staff was undermanned and unable to keep up with the
expanding workload. In addition, Colonel Simpson did not have the position and
amhority needed to negotiate successfully with Third Army and the 22d Support
Command. 3° Finally, the scope of the mission , partially caused by the lack of an
effective supporting term inal organization and problems with shipping, had
expanded far beyond the corps' original projections. The combination of an efficient airOow and irregular ship Om.v forced thousands of troops Lo remain too long
in the port areas waiting for their equipment. By the end of December both ports
housed 30,000 soldiers, twice the anticlpatecl number. 3 1
Therefore, Franks reorganized his operation. On 28 December the corps main
command post moved out to the tactical assembly area. 32 The same day Colonel
Simpsons headquarters moved from Dhahran to King t<hahd Military City and
became part of the corps rear command post. 33 Now tactically deployed, the corps
staff could concentrate on the various precombat tasks it needed to accomplish for
the upcoming offensive. ln the place of the Vll Corps organization at the port,
Franks d irected General Mullen, commander of the 1st lDF, to deploy from
Europe to Ad Dammam. There, Mullen joined his staff, already working under
Col. Stephen D. Wesbrook, the brigade commander, and assumed control of the
entire port support activity. 34
The improvement in the port situation was immediate. Now Franks had a general officer and almost two battalions of soldiers dedicated to the tasks of managing the reception process and pushing troops and equipment to the TAA. 35 Mullen
assumed all the tasks that had been the responsibility of Simpson's tiny headquarters. Providing general supervision for Wesbrook and his already functioning command, he merged his staff with the small Vll Corps and Corps Support Command
staffs that did not move out to the desert with the rest of the headquarters. He integrated the unit liaison officers into his planning and control process. Without
teamwork, he knew he could never get the job done. 36
Mullens personal presence also made an immediate difference. As a general
officer, Mullen had direct access, unlike his predecessor, to the Third Army and
22d Support Command commanders. This allowed him to present issues not
resolved by normal staff-to-staff communications. At least twice a day Mullen contacted the corps commander or deputy commander to keep them informed of
activity in the port and to ensure there was no confusion concerning Franks' priorities. His staff was also in constant contact with the Vll Corps staff, resolving various personnel and equipment problems that were important from the perspective
of those in the field.37 Daily they provided a detailed breakdo..vn of important statistics, such as hovv many tanks, infantry fighting vehicles, artillery, aircraft, and
other equipment had arrived. They reported on the arrival of troops into the theater, their status in the port, and their departure to the tactical assembly area. In
addition, they monitored the progress of the ships at sea and anticipated the
arrival of critical corps units. The goal was to keep Fr~nks infonn~d as to the.exact
status of his command in motion. 38 In turn, this information helped General
Pagonis' headquarters to better support the corps' move.
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Mullen's presence at the port allowed him to work closely w ith the assistant
division commanders as their units moved through the port areas and to resolve
their problems as quickly as possible. He took command responsibility for supervising the development of postal and post exchange services, as well as the operation of dining facilities and equipment issue points. Most important, he supervised all elements of force protection and security in the port area. 39
One of the bligade's principal tasks was to fix the transportation system. The
control of thousands of buses, light and heavy trucks, and convoys on the crowded main supply routes was beginning to approach chaos, with each unit trying to
scrounge its own vehicles. To fix the growing problem, Mullen brought Lt. Col.
George A. Higgins, commander of the inactivating lst Battalion, 16th Infantry,
from Germany and placed him in charge of ground transportation management.
He set up an operations center at Ad Dammam to coordinate, on a 24-hour-a-day
basis, all corps elements involved in the transportation process. That center also
acted as the main point of coordination between VII Corps and the 7th and 32d
Transportation Groups. Having a central clearinghouse of information was a great
way to start improving this complex process. 40

Personnel and Equipment Reception
The original plan to mesh deploying soldiers with their equipment had not
considered the differences between airflow and seaflow. While the Military Airlift
Command continued to push troops into the Ad Dammam area with ruthless efficiency, the ships often took much longer than expected. In some cases, soldiers
waited in the port anywhere from ten days to three weeks for their ships and
equipment to arrive. 41 From fewer than 5,000 soldiers at both ports on 5
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December, the population of the camps swelled to 10,000 on the eighth, 20,000
on the fifteenth, and over 25,000 by the end of the year. By the start of the air campaign a month later, almost 40,000 Vll Corps soldiers were still living in the various camps around the two ports. 42 ln addition to the crush of arriving Vll Corps
soldiers, marines and the U.K 4th Armoured Brigade were also coming ashore at
Al]ubayl. 43
When Colonel Simpson and the VII Corps forward headquarters had arrived
in November, they had found only a limited amount of troop billet space available.
Moreover, these early forces lacked the equipment and gear needed to sustain
themselves adequately. They usually carried only their sleeping bags and a nearworthless half of a two-person tent. Other than some packaged rations, they had
no ability to sustain themselves. They required basic sanitation support, personal
transportation, and a host of similar necessities.
Initially, only 8,000 living spaces for the corps' soldiers were available in warehouses at the port of Ad Dammam, sarcastically called Hotel California, and at Al
jubayl a tent camp called the Dew Drop lnn. 44 For the next few weeks Mullen and
his staff scrambl.e d to find and assemble tents before units arrived at the port area.
First the VII Corps forward headquarters added a 6,000-person camp called
Seaside in the port area of Ad Dammam. Next came Cement City, courtesy of the
XVIll Airborne Corps, which gave General Mullen another 4,300 spaces, some
eighteen miles away. As tentage and sanitation equipment became available, the AI
Jubayl port support activity was able to establish a 10,000-person camp at the
staging area eleven miles west of the port. About the same time Franks called Lt.
Gen. Walter E. Boomer, the L Marine Corps Expeditionary Force commander, and
arranged for several warehouses at the port of Aljubayl to give him another 3,000
spaces. 45 With all of that, 20 ,000 arriving Vll Corps soldiers still faced the
prospect of no reasonable billet space in the port area.
In one of the most importanL moves of this phase, Third Army negotiated
with the Saudi Arabian government to use a large, modern apartment complex to
house the rising number of Vll Corps troops. The Saudi government had constructed the complex , located sixteen miles away from the port of Ad Dammam
in the subu rb of AI Khobar, as public housi ng for foreign workers. For a number
of economic and culwral reasons, it had not been occupied before 1990. The
Saudi government turned it over to the 22d Support Command in late December.
Because of its comparatively generous facilities, American soldiers named it the
MGM Grand. Arriving troops slept four or five to a room, without cots, on carpeted floors. There was running water, but the toilets did not always work properly; Americans apparently flushed them much more than would the local inhabitants. At the height of the deployment. almost 19,000 Vll Corps soldiers resided
in AI Khobar. 46
These cam.ps developed an impromptu but massive infrastructure to suppon
the transient troops. The lst LDF established post exchange facilities. post offices,
and finance and personal serv ices offices. They set up clothing and equipment
facilities to allow soldiers to exchange or replenish worn or damaged equipment
and clothingn They developed a medical support plan for basic sick call and
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worked out the procedures to transport soldiers to the next level of medical care.
Mullens soldiers accomplished all this without requiring the transient units to
use their combat equipment or supplies. ~ 8 The Saudi Arabian government performed admirably in providing two hot meals a day to the over twenty-five thousand soldiers. Using local contracLOrs, the government set up dining facilities in
each of the transient camps. As soldiers adjusted to Arab cooking, the Saudi
provide rs also worked to make the food more appealing to the American palate.
U ltimately, the quality and quantity o f rations satisfied most soldiers."'<> O nce they
had moved inland, the almost-home cooking of the Saudi contractors looked
quite good.
The lst IDFs commanders specifically addressed sanitation and personal
hygiene. This was a continuing effort to get arriving units to supervise and check
their soldiers much more deliberately than they would in their home stations.
With soldiers living in close quarters, the potential for an epidemic was high. The
penalty for ignoring such hygiene issues would have been severe, as casualties
from illness have always greatly outnumbered those from combat in all major
connicts. ln the port, unit sergeants checked the living areas daily and made sure
they were not magnets for rats and other vermin. Soldiers at the piers and camps
used ponable showers and latrines. Local contractors regularly emptied and
cleaned them , and Vl l Corps leaders checked such see mingly mundane measures
continuously. 50
To facilitate the local movement of unit commanders and their staffs, Third
Army contracted for civilian four-wheel-drive vehicles. Initially, the Vll Corps staff
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received llO jeep Cherokee utility vehicles. 5 1 As un its arrived, the staff assigned
those vehicles to the individual divisions and subordinate commands. Initially,
they served as command and staff transportation in the port area. Later, they
accompanied the units forward and served as nontactical transportation between
the division rear command posts and corps and theater installations.
Unit commanders worked to keep the waiting soldiers busy with approprime training tasks as best they cou ld . These included physical training, nuclearbiological-chemical (NBC) defense, driver safety, small-arms range firing, and
some dismounted land navigation. The lst Infantry Division (Forward) set up
an abbreviated tank crew proficiency course to keep crew skills sharp. Most
important were the four small-arms ranges that allowed many soldiers to practice with their personal weapons.52 While most of this training was limited and
depended on unit noncommissioned officers' motivating soldiers, it allowed soldiers in camp to continue to focus on their upcoming missions. 53 Commanders
most feared that prolonged idleness would erode both the high morale and overall readiness of Lheir soldiers.
Protecting the arriving units was a major concern for the lst IDFs leadership,
especially for Majs. Marvin l<. Decker (G-3) and Richard E. Brown (G-2) and
Capt. David Meadows (NBC), who developed and supervised the security plan.
Combat units were extremely vulnerable while in the port area. They were separated from their major weapon, communication, and mobility systems. During the
unloading and painting process, unit chains of command should have been more
efficient. The thousands of soldiers living in the crowded camps made a lucrative
target for terrorist bombs, commando attacks, or missile-delivered chemical
attacks. In addition, well -armed but uncoordinated friend ly units could overreact
during an attack, inf1icting u11intended casualties among the densely packed
troops.
The command's force protection plan contained several important features. lt
limited the ammunition issued to the passing units and based initial reaction
fo rces to military police or scout platoons assigned Lo the port support activity
(PSA) battalions. The plan established four rear-area operations centers to com·dinate security operations among the six separate camps. To improve security and
survivability, the command supervised physical improvements in the camps, such
as the use of sandbags and barbed wire to reinforce important locations. Decker,
Brown, and Meadows directed an active defense effort that included security
patrols, checkpoints, and rapid-reaction forces . Finally, they developed and
refined the NBC reporting and reaction procedures for the port area. Force protection was a continuous effort that required constant refining, coordinating, planning, and supplying throughout this period. 5-l
General Mullen and his lst Infantry Division (Forward) accomplished the critical task of receiving the corps' soldiers in Saudi Arabia and preparing them for
their upcoming operations. Over 107,000 Vll Corps soldiers passed through
Mullen's various billet camps, which ranged in size from under 3,000 to over
19,000 soldiers. 55 The reception of troops was only part of their task. They also
had Lo receive the equipment thaLwas slowly arriving at the ports.
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Sealift
Not since the Korean War had the United States attempted to rapidly reinforce
a theater of war by ship. Probably no aspect of Americas strategic capability was
less prepared for the conflict than sealift. The Navy$ Oeet of eight fast sealift ships
(FSSs) was first class and could move one combat division to the theater of war.
Ultimately, FSSs carried l3 percent of all U.S. ocean cargo .56 There were also 96
ships in the ready reserve fleet, organized into readiness categories of 5, 10, and
20 days. Unfortunately, the ships were between twenty and forty years old. The
Navy had not put many of these vessels to sea or tested them in over thirteen
years. The Navy used 72 ships, but few met their designated readiness dates. 57
Finally, the Department of Defense chartered 213 ships of various kLnds and
nationalities to carry equipment and supplies to Saudi Arabia. 58 The best of these
were the roll on-roll off (RO-RO) container ships, which allowed combat vehicles
to load and unload under their own power. Most ships required cranes to lift vehicles and cargo off the deck and onto the pier below, a much slower process. 59 The
VII Cor ps used 11 FSSs, 63 RO-ROs, and 74 other ships in its voyage to Saudi
Arabia. 60
Ships began arriving at the ports of Ad Dammam and AI jubayl on 5
December with the 2d Cavalry and continued through 17 February, when the
l42d Field Artillery Brigade arrived from the United States. A variety of factors
often delayed these vessels. ln one instance, a ships crew deserted at port in Crete,
leaving a portion of the 3d Armored Divisions combat equipmem temporarily
stranded in the Mediterranean. 61 Usually, the ships were simply moving slower
than the corps planners had anticipated . As late as the eve of the air campaign, 15
january, only 68 percent of the corps' tracked and wheeled vehicles had arrived in
Saudi Arabia. 62
Once the ships arrived in port, the PSA supervised the discharge of cargo with
unloading teams based on the specific type of ship and the kind of equipment i.t
was carrying.63 Between one and seven ships arrived in the two ports each clay The
length of time a ship remained in port for off-loading depended on a number of
factors: its size, method of unloading (drive-off or by crane), and the type of
equipment it carried (containers, tanks, pallets, etc.). On a normal clay, the teams
removed between 300 and 1,000 items of unit equipment from the ships, but the
exact tonnage varied considerably. 64
If the ship was a RO-RO type, the driving team unchained each vehicle and
drove it off the ship onto the pier. On other ships, the crews unhooked vehicles,
while the team lifted them by crane off the ship and omo the dockside. Once the
vehicles were on land, logistics inspectors checked shipping documents and maintenance teams from the 593d Area Support Group made safety checks, fue led
them, and organized them by company. At the port of Ad Dammam, the team or
unit drivers then drove the vehicles to a local staging area; at AI Jubayl, un it drivers drove the vehicle eighteen kilometers to the local staging area. The growth of
these staging areas eventually required General Mullen to activate four staging
companies to provide round-the-dock supervision. 65 Even with the best inten-
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An M109 self-eropelled howitzer disembarks from a RO-RO.
tions, drivers sometimes parked vehicles in the wrong part of the staging area or
became lost en route. Units spent days, and in some cases weeks, combing the
staging areas for their essential equipment. 66
In addition, arriving units tended to remain in the staging areas only until they
had sufficient equipment to move to the assembly area.67 ln their haste to depart,
many ldt critical equipmem behind, hoping it would arrive before the battle
began. ln at least one instance, an infantry battalion, which had packed the firing
bolts for its M2 Bradley$ Bushmaster cannon in its large metal containers,
deployed to the assembly area before the bolts arrived in port. Fortunately, the
bolls were unloaded within a few days and the battalion was capable of mounted
combat. 68
Genera l Mullen found himself with yet another unanticipated requirement,
painting the corps' green vehicles desert sand. The CARC (Chemical Agent
Resistant Coating) paint provided a smooth coat that was supposed to prevent liquid chemical agents from sticking to the vehicle. ln addition, the sand color was
supposed to help them blend in with the brownish terrain, preventing enemy
observation. However, the application of this paint was quite difficult. Problems
included the CARC paints extreme toxicity and the large amount required for the
corps' combat vehicles. The Big Red One had found the time, facilities, and paint
to accomplish this task back at Fort Riley. The Europe-based units, however, did
not have the lu)\'\.try of painting facilities and time. The vehicles had to be painted
after they arrived at the port.
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Painting (I Trached Vehicle in Desert Camouflage

The painting process was done by lst lDF soldiers at a central location near
the pon to minimize damage to soldiers' health and the environment. Vehicles
pulled into covered facilities, such as large maintenance terns, where trained crews
sprayed them with large quantities of the toxic paint. Initially, Franks directed that
just the close combat vehicles such as tanks, armored personnel carriers, and engineer breaching equipment, be painted. As more paint became available, other
vehicles moved through the paint line. By the beginning of the ground war,
Mullen's soldiers, with help from the deploying units, had painted over 10,000
tracked and wheeled vehicles, using over 30,000 gallons of paint.69

Transportation Management
Ultimately, combat crews met up with their vehicles. The last task that General
Mullen and his command had to master was the movement of vehicles, equipment, and personnel from the ports to the TAA. Most of the transportation units
in Saudi Arabia were under the control of the 22d Support Command. Col. David
Whaley, Pagonis' deputy commander for transportation, coordinated their activities. The 318th TAMCA at Dhahran Air Base supervised the corps' move from the
port staging area to the tactical assembly areas. The 318th , organized into two
movement control battalions and thirty-three movement control teams, regulated
all road traffic to and from the pons. It had the task of preventing confusion when
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Vll Corps, XVlll Airborne Corps, the U.K. 1st Armoured Division, 1st Cavalry
Division, and logistics convoys were all trying to use the same routes at the same
time. At Ad Dammam, the 93d Movement Control Battalion was the headquarters
that also received the corps' transportation requests and arranged for vehicles to
carry troops and equipmenL. 70
To reduce the wear and tear on tracks and vehicle engines, it is important to
move tanks and other tracked vehicles by wheeled transport. The 7th and 32d
Transportation Groups provided the trucks to carry the vn Corps, as they did for
all units in the theater. The 7th Transportation Group, led by Col. Daniel G.
Brown, had a mixed mission of terminal (i.e., port or airfield) operations and theater operations. Under his control he ultimately had three motor transportation
battalions. The battalions, however, often deployed with only 70 percent of their
authorized strength and seldom received any replacementsn Col. Michael T.
Gaws 32d Transportation Group prO\rided the heavy lift for the corps' combat
vehicles. One of its four truck battalions, the 369th Truck Battalion, operated
HETs that could carry the heavy U.S. M1 Abrams and British Challenger tanksn
That battalion, augmented by two companies !'rom Vll Corps, could provide only
141 of these systems, far too few for the needs of the army forces. n
With the 318th TAMCA coordinating, truck transportation. was augmented by
a variety of other sources. For example, the 318th used heavy trucks belonging to
the Egyptians, the Italians, Local contractors, and a variety of other units and organizations. By February over one thousand trucks capable of carrying main battle
tanks were available to relocate the Vll Corps to the TAA and the XVlii Airborne
Corps to iLs attack posiLions. 71 However, that number was still far less than the two
corps needed to move any appreciable distance.
When the Vll Corps forward headquarters arrived in November, it brought
the 229th Transportation Center (Movement Contro l) to coordinate the corps'
movement to the assembly area. The 229th sent a movement control team to each
of the staging area control cells at AI jubayl and Ad Dammam. These teams coordinated between the 318th TAMCA and the deploying units to obtain the trucks
to haul equipment and the buses to carry troops. ln addition, they obtained clearance from the military police to move their convoys onto the main supply
routes. 75
ln fact, there were never enough heavy trucks to adequately support the
movement to the tactical assembly area. ln january, the peak of the deployment,
Vll Corps units required an average of 137 HETs daily, but normally had only 54.
They also needed 178 smaller trucks each day for carrying medium-size tracked
vehicles but received only 61. They needed a daily allocation of 254 flatbed trucks
for carrying light tracked vehicles and large metal containers but received only 62 .
The result was a huge backlog of combat equipment waiting in pon. 76 On 10
january, for example, 15 company sets of equipment waited in the port for transportationn By the seventeenth, the clay the air campaign began, l3 tank companies, 7 Bradley companies, and 21 self-propelled howitzer batteries waited to
move to the tactical assembly area.78 Only at the end of the month did the backlog begin to subside.79
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Once the vehicles left the pon holding area, there was little way of knowing their
exact location. Especially at the beginning of the process, neither the 318th TAMCA
nor the lst !DF could monitor the progress of this equipment as it moved to the
assembly area. Once the convoy departed, it was out of communication and on its
own .80 ln most cases, though, the vehicles arrived at or near their required desert
locations. That helter-skelter approach to tactical road marches worked for several
reasons. First, there were on ly a few routes to take, primarily the Tapline Road. If a
vehicle took a wrong turn, toward the Kuwait border, for example, it quickly ran into
the deployed troops, who ordered or guided it back to its appropriate route. Second,
unit leaders took the initiative to look for their vehicles and to wait for them at their
potential off-loading ramps. Finally, we must note that there was no enemy interference with any of these efforts, tnaking them purely administrative affairs.
As mentioned earlier, in addition to the combat vehicles and equipment,
Mullen's command had LO move soldiers out of the port area. Most of them moved
on buses contracted from the Saudi Arabian governmem. UlLimately, the corps
accumulated a neet of 290 of these vehicles, which were essentially designed for
moving passengers on city streets. The 229th Transportation Center tried to manage these fragile assets. Problems in this regard included poor vehicle maintenance,
long-distance travel on desen roads, and the paucity of trained bus drivers. 111
More difficult was the movement of over 3,500 large shipping vans and commercial trailers off-loaded from ships. Problems included a shortage of rough terrain cargo handlers (RTCHs), or forklifts, to unload these heavy containers from
truck beds and the already noted shortage of medium trucking. 82 Mullen helped
to solve this second problem by requiring units to prioritize containers into three
groups. He used theater and corps assets to move the most important first; deploying units then returned to Dhahran to pick up most of the second and third
groups. In some cases Mullen was able to use a rail link to Riyadh, where containers were trans-loaded onto commercial contract trucks and moved forward to
unit rear support areas. 83
A daily average of over 800 wheeled vehicles, 175 tracked vehicles, and 2,050
soldiers flowed from the port to the assembly areas. A persistent container backlog hovered around 500, with an average of 48 per day flowing forward. After 29
january demand for heavy li ft and buses diminished substantially, and the corps
effort went to moving late-arriving units as fast as possible, expediting the flow of
containers, improving Administrative and Logistics Operations Center (ALOC)
operations, and clearing the ports o[ residual equipment. When the final RO-RO
ships carrying most of the tanks and Bradleys for the 3d Brigade, 3d Armored
Division, arrived on 6 February, the painfully refined movement system was able
to off-load, safety-check, refuel, paint, trans-load, and move them to the assembly
areas in but twenty-nine hours. 8 '

The Port in Retrospect
The commanders in the field were never happy with the speed of the administrative movements. This became even more complicated when the VII Corps
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units began moving even fanher inland to the west. In frustration some unit commanders road-marched their uni ts to the front, as d id the lst Arn:wrecl Division,
which moved over half of its infantry battalions without transportation support 85
The shortage of heavy transport was never resolved.
Wh ile the slow movement of equipment to the TAA frustrated the unit commanders, they appreciated the work General Mullen had done. Army logisticians
were supposed to supervise the entire process. With those specialists unavailable,
combat arms officers and noncommissioned ofricers accomp lished a mission for
wh ich they had not been trained. By trial and error, with proactive leaders and a
strong organization, working in an unfamiliar logistics environment and with the
Saud i Arabian bureaucracy, they maintained a clear focus on their m.ission: to get
the VII Corps to the desert and ready to fight.
From the point of view of the 7th Transportation Groups after action-repon,
appointing General Mullen was the right way to run this kind of port operation.
The report urged the Army to adopt this system during future contingency operations.86 Other theater support units, such as the 3 l 8th TAMCA, were not as charitable, accusing Vll Corps o f ignoring "theater transportation policies unless it was
in their self-interest."87 Most likely the "make it happen" method of the lst lDF
troopers was moving much too fast for the theater's administrators. From their
perspective, once they were unable to deploy adequate service units into the theater, they had lost control of the process.
Nevertheless, Mullen had an immense task He ran essentially a small city in
a relatively confined area. He supervised the dispatch of over forty thousand track
and wheeled vehicles and pieces of equipment to the tactical assembly area.
Without any hope of special support from Third Army, his people had to "grit
[their) teeth and work through the issues because there was just no alternaLive."88
The lst Infantry Division (Forward) chain of command did just that. As one unit
after action-report pointed ouL, however, the corps was also extremely lucky.89 The
Iraqi military forces did nothing to interfere with the American and Britisb deploymenL There were no air attacks, car bombings, suicide attacks, ambushes, sabotage, or other such endeavors. Soldiers, usually without ammunition, went about
their business without incident or serious concern. The entire VII Corps was able
to arrive without any interference. USAREURs and Vli Corps' inability to req uire
the combat-loading of ships by unit, which seriously prolonged the soldiers' stay
in the port area, could have contributed to a d isaster in the face of any determined
opposition. lraq had missed its first opportunity to derail the American juggernaut. More opportunities would present themselves in the weeks ahead.
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Tat:timl Assembly Area JUNO
The whole purpose of the activity in the port area was to get to the first phase
of Opera lion DESERT SABER: the movement of Vll Corps from the port to a tactical
assembly area in northern Saudi Arabia. Once there, General Franks and his staff
had to plan, implement, and supervise numerous complex tasks that helped to set
the stage for the corps' later operations. Hidden from the view of the American
public, as well as the Iraqi Army, Vll Corps transformed itself from a collection of
disparate units from Europe and the United States into a cohesive combat force.
For VII Corps the TAA served several functions. It allowed the corps combat
units to organize and recover from the several-hundred-mile movement from the
port. Soldiers had time to become acclimated to the hostile desert environment.
The TAA provided space for units to train with new and improved combat equipment, while allowing for the tactical dispersion necessary to respond flexibly to
iraqi combat operations. Finall y, it eased the rapid transi tion to the forward assembly areas (FAAs) and into the offensive against Iraq. Much more than a simple
assembly area, the TAA became the focus for training and future operations.1

Operational Situation
By late November 1990 Operation DESERT SHIELD had achieved its strategic
objectives. First, the coalition's response had deteJTed Saddam Hussein from
attacking Saudi Arabia, if that had been his intention. Second, there were now sufficient forces in Southwest Asia to defend Saudi Arabia if Hussein decided at this
late date to attack south. In addition to the U.S. XVLll Airborne Corps and the U.S.
Marines, brigades and divisions from France, Great Britain, Syria, Egypt, Kuwait,
and Saudi Arabia all defended the approaches to the eastern ports of the oil-rich
kingdom. Finally, General Schwarzkopf and Lt. Gen. Khalid ibn Sultan, his Saudi
Arabian counterpart, had adopted procedures and operating measures to unify
this diverse coalition of military forces. 2
The original Iraqi invader of Kuwait, the Republican Guard Forces Command
(RGFC), had pulled back to the northern portion of Kuwait and southeastern Iraq
by the end of October. In its place was the less capable regular Iraqi Army. These
units created a series of defensive belts that extended from the so-called neutral
zone between lraq and Saudi Arabia east to the Persian Gulf. The Iraqi high command organized these regular army rorces into 4 army corps. The JJ Corps, with 8
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infantry, 1 armored, and l mechanized divisions, defended northeastern Kuwait
and southeastern Iraq from airborne or sea invasion. Farther south was lii Corps,
consisting of 9 infantry, l mechanized, and l armored division. This corps guarded the most direct approach from Saudi Arabia to Kuwait City. Farther west were
the lV Corps' 5 infantry, 1 mechanized, and l armored division, with the corps'
right, or western, flank anchored on the Wadi al Batin, a 355-kilometer-long,
north-south dry streambed that formed part of the boundary between Iraq and
Kuwait. Finally, Vll Corps' 1 armored and 5 infantry divisions protected the border west of the Wadi al Batin, thus completing the first Iraqi operational echelon. 3
The Iraqi buildup continued as coalition forces moved into Saudi Arabia. They
arrayed a second operational echelon in depth, 75-150 kilometers north of the
front lines. This force consisted primarily of the new Jihad Corps (lOth, 17th, and
52cl Armored Divisions) and the three heavy divisions of the Republican Guard.
Other RGFC infantry divisions also moved into the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations
southwest of Basrah. 4
By 16 November, therefore, the coalition faced a much larger force than the
Iraqis had used to invade Kuwait the previous August. Coalition intelligence estimated that over 400,000 Iraqi soldiers manned over 3,600 tanks, 2,300 armored
personnel carriers and infantry fighting vehicles, and over l ,300 artillery pieces.
With this powerful force, the Iraqis had the capability to launch a spoiling attack
toward the growing VII Corps tactical assembly area before the Americans were in
position to defend it effectively. It was a possibility neither Franks nor General
Yeosock, the Third Army commander, could take lightly. 5
Defending against such an attack in November was a line of units commanded by General Khalid and his joint Forces Command. West of the Wadi al Batin,
the French 6th Light Division, Syrian 9th Armored Division, and a Syrian special
forces regiment watched the Saudi-Iraqi border. East of the Wadi al Batin, a collection of Kuwaiti, Egyptian, and Saudi Arabian troops screened the border with
the main combat power provided by the Egyptian 3d Mechanized Division. 6
Positioned in depth along the main approaches southward in the east were units
from the American XV1ll Airborne Corps, the U.S. Marines, and the British 7th
Armoured Brigade. 7
The locations of the Syrian and Egyptian units created a special problem for the
VII Corps commanders and staffs. Ever since the training and doctrine revolution
of the mid-1970s, American combat vehicle crews had trained to destroy exactly
the kinds of equipment their Arab allies were using. Year after year tank crews practiced engagements against T-72 tanks and BMP infantry fighting vehicles. Young
soldiers trained against silhouettes constructed to look like Russian-made equipment and practiced identifying them as enemy vehicles. An early indication of the
potential (or accidental encounters between coalition forces took place even before
the arrival of these Arab soldiers in theater. In October two carrier-based American
aircraft fired on ships carrying a brigade of Egyptian troops to Saudi Arabia. There
were no casualties, and the Egyptian ships returned to port while the senior commanders considered why the potentially deadly error had happened and how to
prevent it in the future. 8 This attack was against a large vessel on the sea lanes. The
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problem of sorting out friend from foe would be much worse on the ground battlefield with hundreds of tanks and infantry fighting vehicles facing each other in
the gloom of the winter desert.
Now commanders had to temper that rigorous Cold War training with common sense. An American officer~ nightmare was the possibility of Egyptian or
Syrian units withdrawing in front of or mixed up within an Iraqi attack. There
would be no easy way to sort out friend from foe in that kind of engagement. In
the confusion of battle, with inexperienced tank and Bradley crews ready to fight,
there was a high probability of what the Army called fratricide, the accidental
infliction of casualties by one friendly force on another. As VII Corps officers saw
it, the fastest way to end the fragile coalition would be for some nervous American
tank crews to destroy a few friendly T- 72 tanks. 9 As a stopgap measure against
such disasters. Central Command assigned U.S. Special Forces teams to the
Egyptian and Syrian divisions. These soldiers worked with their commanders to
keep American and British units aware of their activities. 10
Army helicopter pilots also worried about taking fire from friendly troops as
they flew through the Arab sectors. In order to preclude such engagements, the
Vll Corps' 11th Aviation Brigade flew attack and observation helicopters over
Syrian troops on a regular basis to familiarize Syrian soldiers with the kinds of aircraft the Vll Corps soldiers were flying and to allow special forces soldiers to work
on their coordination procedures. 11
On 17 janua1y the joint forces commander ordered the Syrian forces to move
out of the Vll Corps sector. 12 Their movement across the Wadi al Batin actually
began four days later, on 21 January. It was a tense time for the corps staff as the
Syrian division took almost a full week to leave its area of operations. 13 Ultimately,
there were no shooting incidents between the units from the two armies. There was
potential. however, for the Iraqi Anny to exploit these awkward dispositions and
imperfect command relationships to embarrass, if not derail, the coalition.
Fortunately for VII Corps, the enemy did not take advantage of these opportunities.

TAA Organization
Soon after President Bush identified the VII Corps for deployment to Saudi
Arabia in November 1990, General Yeosock proposed an initial location for the
corps tactical assembly area to General Franks. This sector was just west of the
XVlll Airborne Corps, then defending the eastern avenues of approach into Saudi
Arabia. Once Franks and his staff studied their maps, they realized they were too
far east. He saw two advantages to moving farther west: lt would shorten the distance to his attack positions west of the Wadi, and it would reduce the potential
competiLion for road use when the XVIII Airborne Corps moved even farther
west. The location he wanted was 100 kilometers farther west, just east of the old
oasis town of Hafar al Batin. From Germany, Franks sent his chief of staff, Brig.
Gen. john Landry, w ask Yeosock for the switch. Yeosock consulted with Lt. Gen.
Calvin A. H. Waller, General Schwarzkopf~ deputy, who had already arrived at
the same conclusion. They wem to Schwarzkopf and convinced him that the
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proposed corps location would not compromise the plan. The Army Staff named
this new area TAA juNO. The corps staff further subdivided the 17 ,000-squarekilometer juNO into smaller assembly areas for each division and major subordinate unit. The army commander approved this change, and the corps began planning for occupation of the TAA. 14
Two main supply routes (MSRs) supported the tactical assembly area. Best
known to most Vll Corps soldiers was the route that included the coastal highway and th.e Tapline Road. The latter took its name from the Trans-Arabian
Pipeline Company (Tapline), a subsidiary of Aramco (Arab-American Oil
Company) that had built a 744-mile-long pipeline from AI Qaysumah to the
Lebanese coast. By the mid-l970s Aramco was pumping over 480,000 barrels
of crude oil per day to waiting oil tankers at the port of Sidon. The advent of
supertankers and the problems in Syria and Lebanon in the 1980s ended
Taplines operations to the Mediterranean, and by 1990 it was little more than a
line feeding a small refinery in j ordan. 15 Although the pipeline had lost its usefulness, the adjacent road, which Tap line built for construction and maintenance
of the pipeline, had become an important part of the Saudi Arabian transportation network.
This route, initially labeled MSR (Main Supply Route) AuDI, ran as a four-lane
road from the port of Ad Dammam to an intersection approximately forty-five
miles north of AI jubayl. 16 If the convoys missed that intersection, as some did,
including two Army speciallsts who became prisoners of war, they would find
themselves approaching the front lines near the town of R'as al Khafji. 17 As the
route headed nonhwest, its name changed to MSR DoDGE. lt followed the pipeline
for another 200 mi les on a paved two-lane road. General Pagonis, the theater
logistics commander, reserved this route for the movement of coalition troops and
combat equipment from the ports to the TAA. 18
The only rest facility along this 300-mile route was at Logistics Base (Logbase)
BASTOGNE, lll miles north of Ad Dammam, operated by Pagonis' 22d Support
Command. This installation was similar to a truck stop on an American superhighway. Here, drivers could refuel their vehicles and obtain any needed mainte~
nance. The facility also had the only constructed Loilet faciliLies along Lhe entire
route, as well as a 24-hou r-a-day mess hall, where the standard fare was hamburgers, fries, and sofl drinks. l9
The second route consisted of two highways that ran south of the Tapline
Road in a wide arc from Ad Dammam to Hafar al Batin. The first leg of the journey, initially called MSR TOYOTA, went from Ad Dammam west to Riyadh on a
four-lane road for 226 miles. From there, another highway, now called MSR
SuLTAN, headed north another 302 miles to King Khalid Military City. General
Pagonis reserved this route for the trucks that carried supplies to the logistics bases
in Lhe north. While the distance was over 200 miles longer than the northern
route, this was much less congested, and the supply convoys often made better
time than the tacLical units moving along Tapline Road 20
The key to the TAA and the success of VII Corps was Logbase ALPHA, the second of the desert supply installations of Pagonis' 22d Support Command. 2 1 Brig.
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Tapline Road

Gen. Robert P. McFarlin$ 2d Corps Support Command controlled VII Corps support operations from this facility, Located seventy-five miles southeast of Hafar a!
Batin. Until Vll Corps units moved west, into their forward assembly area sectors,
it would be the primary location of all corps combat service support activities.
When the U.K. lst Armoured Division began moving west on 18 january, its
Forward Force Maintenance Area, commanded by Brig. Martin White, also moved
to the vicinity of this logistics base. While technically separate from the U.S. installation, its proximity allowed for the sharing of transport and common supply
items such as fuel, food, medical supplies, and water, as well as force protection
requirements. 22 Such a large and growing installation was an obviously tempting
target for lraqi units, so force protection was an important responsibility of the
assembling Vll Corps.
The corps staff divided TAA j UNO into assembly areas for each of the major
subordinate commands. Northeast of Logbase ALPHA was the 2d Cavalry$ TM
SEMINOLE, named after the first campaign in the swamps of Florida of the 2d
Dragoons. the historic name for the regiment. Located north of Tapline Road,
about sixty-five miles east of Hafar a! Batin, SEMINOLE was a classic desert waste-
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land with only sand and no hills within sight. For some strange reason the area
was littered with dead camels and sheep. On its arrival, each troop and squadron
spent many hours in the assembly area policing up the carcasses.U In addition to
normal assembly area operations conducted by all units, the 2d Cavalry also
screened the corps' northern boundary behind the Egyptian 3d Mechanized
Division and covered the corps' movement into assembly areas. 24
The corps staff specified two other division assembly areas north of the
Taphne Road. The 1st Infantry Division's crescent-shaped TAA RoosEVELT lay just
west of the 2d Cavalry and just north of Logbase ALPHA. Other than a few small
trails, there was nothing significant about the terrain in this sector. Farther north
of the 1st Infantry Division was TAA KEYES, into which the British moved in late
january. 25 Although KEYES was another nondescript area located just south of the
Egyptian security force, the proximity of the British and the 1st lnfantry Division
allowed for the extensive cross-training and rehearsals needed to effect a successful breaching operation.
The two American armored divisions moved to assembly areas south of
Tapline Road. The 1st Armored Division ("Old Ironsides") occupied TAA
THOMPSON, a circular area west of Logbase ALPHA and southeast of the main corps
airfield at AI Qaysumah. The 3d Armored Division set up just east of KKMC. 26
Sometimes called the Emerald City, KKMC was a large military installation built
for the Saudi military in the 1980s at the head of the Wadi al Batin. lt remained a
key command and logistics facility for the duration of the conflict. 27 From their
locations near this installation, these heavy divisions could either block an lraqi
strike down the Wadi al Batin or, as part of Schwarzkopf:S offensive concept, swing
northwest across the desert to their ultimate attack sectors.
Franks' staff assigned sectors in TAA]UNO for the corps' other combat support
and service supporL commands. Corps artillery units moved into the assembly
areas of those divisions they would support in the opening stages of the combat
operation. The llth Aviation Brigade moved to a makeshift airfield just east of
Logbase ALPHA. The corps' main command post occupied a site between the lst
and 3d Armored Divisions, and the corps tactical command post moved just off
Tap line Road behind the 2d Cavalry. 28
Another unit that would have a key role in Vll Corps operations at TAAj UNO
was the lst Cavalry Division. This unit from Fort Hood, Texas, nicknamed the
First Team, had been in the Gulf since October. Designated as Schwarzkopf's theater reserve, it was the one ground unit of which the commander in chief retained
personal control until the last moment to either reinforce success or prevent disaster. On 3 January Third Army placed the division under the operational control of Vli Corps, and it began moving from its sector near Ad Dammam north to
TAA WENDY, an assembly area on the west side of the Wadi al Batin. Located just
north of KKMC, the lst Cavalry Division was the only unit allowed in that sector until the beginning of the air campaign. While Vll Corps moved its forces into
TAA jUNO, the lst Cavalry Division provided most of the ground combat power
necessary to stop a preemptive Iraqi auack against the growing TAA or Logbase
ALPHA 29
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Building Combat Power
Drawing the boundaries on desert maps was the job of Franks' planners at the
corps headquarters. Squeezing the combat power into the tactical assembly area
so these plans could work was the job of individual officers and soldiers. It was a
job as dif(kult as any they had ever imagined. In j anuary and February 1991 the
VII Corps began to assemble a combat capability in the tactical assembly area. The
late arrival of cargo ships, the barely adequate numbers of heavy equipment transporters, and the traffic on the main supply routes all contributed to delay the
movement of the combat units to the desert. ln spite of the delays, combat units
continued to arrive into their sectors at a steady pace during these critical months.
Simultaneously with the buildup, the Army gave many of these units new equipment to enhance their fighting capability.
Most soldiers did not move to TAA jUNO with their combat vehicles but on
buses the 22d Support Command had rented. By the time the corps' movement
was over, the command had a fleet of 290 of these red, white, and blue vehicles.
The harsh road conditions, long distances, and generally poor equipment maintenance contributed to keeping a high percentage of them out of service at any given
time. But somehow the transportation specialists kept enough buses running back
and forth to the assembly area to do the job. Each day ten lo fifteen convoys with
ten to twenty buses each moved an average of 1,500 Vll Corps soldiers and their
personal equipment to TAAjuNo. 30
This journey to the deserl assembly area was sometimes quite an adventure.
At the beginning of the deployment, contracted civilian drivers d rove one-third of
the buses. Most were [rom a variety of countries and spoke little or no English.
They did not respond to American rules of convoy discipline and had the tendency to break out of their assigned convoys and go on to their supposed destination solo. For example, the author traveled to TAA ROOSEVELT in late December
on one such bus with the lst Infantry Division Band. South of AL]ubayl, the driver broke from the 1st Infantry Divisions headquarters convoy and began driving
the route alone. After a couple of hours he pulled the bus over to what looked like
a rest stop. Dressed in his Bedouin robes, he got off the bus and walked about
twenty-five yards toward a deserted building. Stopping in full view of the male and
female soldiers of the band, he squatted and defecated on the ground. After the
American passengers recovered from their cu lture shock, they jumped off the bus
and proceeded to find their own piece of desert to relieve themselves. Female soldiers quickly developed a "battle drill" fo r such contingencies. One soldier provided local security, while the other covered herself with rain ponchos to give a
small sense of privacy in the open desert. Back on the bus, the driver turned onto
Tap line Road and the adventure ended when the band rejoined the rest of the convoy at Logbase BASTOGNE. ln spite of these drivers' guileless breaches of protocol,
most stayed on the j ob until actual hostilities began in early j anuary. 3 L
The traffic on Tapline Road became heavy, and accidents were common.
Trucks, also d riven by civilians with little concern [or military convoy discipline,
often forced other vehicles off the road or drove much too close to the vehicles in
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A co1llracled Saudi bus prepares wil/1 llle rest of a convoy lO leave lhe porl area.
front. Saudi Arabian civilian and commercial traffic also used the Tapline Road,
creating even more confusion.:n ln one incident on 30 December, an Aran1co
Lanker truck hit an American troop bus that had stopped behind a Saudi truck.
Fortunately, none of the thirty casualties, all soldiers assigned to the l28th Com bat
Suppon Hospital, was serious 33 A few days later another truck accident sem two
more soldiers to the hospitat.3 4 These incidents continued throughout the deployment, adding another element of risk to an already dangerous mission.
As mentioned earlier, the lst IDF that ran the pon operation had a serious
problem retrieving buses from the units in the field . For various reasons, once
units got hold of the vehicles, they were inclined to keep them under their control. Some kept them in the assembly area while waiting for some of their own
combat vehicles to arrive. Other units sent the buses back bm tried to retain control of them in the port area. As a result a steady stream of wri.tten and verbal
orders emanated from the corps commander and staff to the divisions and other
commands, demanding that the buses be returned. Ultimately, the 2d Corps
Support Command took control of all buses in Ad Dammam, and the 1st Armored
Division Support Command took control in Al jubayl, thus limiting the disappearance of these precious assets that eventually moved over 100,000 soldiers to
the assembly areas.35
Moving military vehicles to TAA j uNo was an even more complicated process.
Crews convoyed wheeled vehicles along the Tapline route under the supervision
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of the 1st IDF's debarkation control headquarters. The soldiers of each convoy performed extensive preoperations maintenance and gathered three days' worth of
food and water, maps o( the region, and enough ammunition w perform limited
self-defense. 36
Most frustrating to commanders was the movement of the corps' heavy
equipment-Lanks, infantry fighting vehicles, and self-propelled artillery-to the
TAA. Compared to pneumatic tires, the tracks of armored vehicles had a short life
span: depending on the type of vehicle, about two thousand miles. After that distance , individual track blocks would start to break, crippling the vehicle as effectively as a land tnine or an antitank rocket. No one really knew how many miles
the tanks would have to travel in the upcoming connict. Furthermore, the desert
environmem, with its fine sand, cou ld wear the track even faster. It ,,vas foolish,
especially before the connict began, to waste track mileage on the 300-mile
administrative movement to the desert assembly area. ln add ition, driving the
extremely heavy tanks on the Tapline Road would destroy it, or at least render it
unusable for most wheeled vehicles.
The answers to the problem were heavy equ ipment transponers, large tractortrailers. Originally designed to carry a 60-ton vehicle, these systems now had to
carry the heavier Abrams tank. The extra few tons limited the traclOrs' speed to
around 15 mph and con[ined them. to the few paved roads in the theater. Because
o f the extra time needed to properly load and maintain these vehicles and drive to
the various unit assembly areas and return, only a portion of them was available
at any time. With only 1,300 HETs in theater, including tractors from several coalition partners, to serve the whole coalition, there were never enough heavy transporters to go around.37 The result was a backlog of fighting vehides in pon, waiLing to move out to the TAA. 38 The Vll Corps and the lst LDF staffers did what they
cou ld to make the most efficient use of these precious assets. They directed that
all units moving to the held notify the movement control center in the port of any
space available on their vehicles. The staff also directed units to immediately
unload all HETs and smaller tractor-trailers and return them to the pon. 39
ln general, most of the corps' equipment arrived at the from in good shape.
Occasionally, a HET driver would dump a tank or other combat vehicle along the
side of the road at the wrong place. Sometimes the driver, who o ften moved without a formal convoy, became lost. On 12 january, for example, one HET carrying
a 2d Cavalry tank took a wrong turn and headed for Kuwait and the Saudi border
town of Khafj i. Fortunately, U.S. Special Forces soldiers stopped the driver before
he strayed too close to the border and called back to the vn Corps headquarters
for someone to guide him to the right localion:10 While appearing uncontrolled,
the movement of heavy equipment went as well as any of the commanders cou ld
expect. The Army for many reasons had fail ed to invest in the 1-lETs needed to project combat power within a theater of operations. Even vvith the addition of similar equipment from coalition partners, there simply \.vas not enough heavy transportation available.
By january there was a heightened sense of urgency to move equipmem
forward. By then the XVIll Airborne Corps units had begun moving west of TAA
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jUNO, forcing Maj . Gen. Eugene L

Daniel and his Vll Corps rear command
post to fi ll any gaps between their uni.ts
with Vll Corps equipment. As a result
the Tapline Road during this phase was
a solid wall of moving vehicles and soldiers. 41 Still, Vll Corps' backlog of vehicles in port continued to grow. In some
cases, commanders such as the lst
Armored Division's Maj. Gen. Ronald
H. Griffith, in spite of the wear on the
vehicles' tracks, moved some units
directly from the pon to the TAA by
traveling on the side of the Tapline
Road. 42 It was fortunate that more units
did not have to resort to this method of
moving to the field.
The first Vll Corps combat units
reached TAA jUNO on 18 December.
On that clay the 2cl Cavalry, led by its
2d Squadron, had begun the 300-mile
General Griffith
trip. With a priority of transportation
suppon, the regiments move was the
most organized in the corps, with an entire squadron moving each day. Behind
the tractor-trailers carrying tanks and other tracked vehicles came buses carrying
the crews and the squadrons remaining wheeled vehicles. The combat vehicles
carried their basic load of ammunition, and each unit was ready to fight upon its
arrival in the assembly area. 43 By the twentieth most of the regiment was in the
desert and beginning its program of training and security as the rest of the corps
moved into TAA juNo. The 11th Aviation Brigade moved all its combat elements
to the assembly area by 12 January. Both Apache-equipped attack helicopter battalions had their Hellfire missiles loaded and were ready to respond to an Iraqi
attack+~ With these two units, the 2d Cavalry anclllth Aviation Brigade, in place,
the corps heavy divisions began moving from the port.
At 1300 hours on 27 December the VII Corps main command post (CP) fol lowed the 2d Cavalry on its journey from the port to its command post location.
The trip for the advance party took all day, and they arrived after clark, around 1800
hours. With little visibility, all the soldiers could do was to set up their tents in a
sandstorm and weather their first dismal night in the desert. Few members of the
command post had any ammunition at all, and even members of the small security force had lO pass on their loaded magazines as they changed shifts.45 By the end
of the next day, the headquarters still had no communications or power to start
operating, and all were simply figuring out how to live in the desert environment.
After three long days on the road, the main body of the command post fina lly arrived on the afternoon of the twenty-ninth. The next clay the tactical opera-

Convoy along Tapline Road; below, Vll Corps Headquarters, "Camp )ayhawh," with
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tions center, the hearL of the command post, began the process or establishing
communications with lower, adjacent, and higher headquarters . ~ 6 For the first
time since World War Il , the VII Corps' headquarters was truly "in the field."
As noted earlier, the entire piecemeal buildup of tl1e corps at juNO caused
much anxiety among the leadership. Isolated facilities, such as the Vll Corps main
command post, and growing logistics installations, such as Logbase ALPHA, were
obvious targets for small groups of Iraqi commandos. Generals Franks and Landry
and Colonel Cherrie, all veterans o[ the lllh Cavalry in Vietnam, recognized the
danger and expected an Iraqi response. Operations by the Viet Cong against such
bases had been common during the conOict in Southeast Asia. Later incidents,
such as the 1983 car bombing of the American embassy in Beirut, showed that
Arab m ilitants were well versed in such tactics. The corps' leaders also assumed
that the Iraqis would use every weapon and tactic at their disposaL Franks' staff
thus took a number of precautions for defense. Most visible was the construction
o f berms around the command post vehicles and individual fighting positions to
p rotect soldiers from small-arms fire.~ 7
Soon these protective measures became standard for most o f the corps' suppon facilities. For example, on 2 j anuary Colonel Cherrie ordered the 7th
Engineer Brigade to prepare two evacuation hospital sites, each requiring fi fteen
acres of level, compacted earth surrounded by a berm. In addition, the engineers
constructed a heli.copter landing pad, as well as an easily accessible airstrip for
C-130 airCTafL~ 11 Once the engineer work was clone, the un it moved in and set
up its hospital facilities. Eventually, five-foot-high walls of earth and dug-in crevv
and individual fight ing positions dotted TAA j uNO. These earthen walls, however, gave only an illusion o f protection and in the event of an attack would have
been of no value in stopping high-velocity projectiles from hiu ing thei r intended
Largets ..19
At the same time the VII Corps headquarters was establishing its positions, the
divisions were also moving into their portions of the tactical assembly area. A
small detachment of the lst Infantry Division unfurled the divisional Oag on 9
january in a ceremony at TAA RoOSEVELT.50 It was the fou rth time in a century that
the Big Reel One had deployed to a foreign shore. For the rest of the month the
division continued to convoy units from the port to the TAA. For Maj Gen.
Thomas G. Rhame, the division commander, it was a painfully slow process.
When the air campaign began in mid-january, Rhame~ 3d Brigade, previously
known as th.e 2d Armored Division (Forward) stationed in northern Germany, had
just arrived at the port of AI jubayl. So that it could reduce truck transportation
and be ready to fi.ght as soon as it got to its desert location , the 3d Brigade received
permission to load its ammunition in its combat vehicles at the port.51 In spite of
these efforts, the brigade was not ready for combat until 25 January. Most o r the
lst Infantry Division would not be ready to move to its forward assembly area farther west until 2 FebruaryY
The transportation logjam that General Griffiths lst Armored Division met
du ri ng its movement to TM THOMPSON was another exercise in frustration. Troops
began arriving at the ports on 16 Decernber, and their equi p ment arrived a week
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later. Individual vehicles and parts of units began to trickle out to the desert just
after ChristtTlas. The sen ior maneuver commander in the tactical assembly area,
Col. Daniel Zanini of the 3d Brigade, organized these crews into ad hoc fighting
units and directed them Lo their battalion sectors. At the same lime he established
effective comrnand of these uni.Ls in case they had to respond to an Iraqi auack
before thei r fu ll chain of command arrived. 53
Frustrated by the lack of transportation, Griffith received permission on 24
january from General Franks to road-march two battalions of Bradleys to TAA
THOMPSON. While this rapid dep loyment improved the lst Armored Division's
combat capability, there were almost a hundred MlAJ tanks and over e ighty
more Bradleys that vvere still waiting t ransportation in mid-january. 5~ Each o f the
1st Armored Division's brigades took app roximately twenty-five clays to clear the
port area and move to the tactical assembly area. The last of the brigades, the
3d, was ready to start its desert training cycle o n 24 January. 55 H.owever, noL
until 2 February did most of "Old Ironsides" arrive in the desert ready for combat operations.56
The 3d Armored Division was the last of the corps' American combat divisions
to arrive in the desert. The division commander, Maj . Gen. Paul Funk, had his
command ready Lo receive equipment with his division tactical command post in
place in TAA H ENRY before Christmas.57 However, the movement of his units to the
assembly area took much more time. On l3 january he had over seven battalions'
worth of equipment waiting fo r truck transportation at the pon. 58 Although the
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main command post headed to the desert on 21 january, getting the rest of the
division on the road was a slow process. 59 As late as 24 january, over a week after
the air campaign began, the division still had over ten battalions of tanks,
Bradleys, and field artillery in the port area. 60 Not until 11 February did all of the
"Spearhead~" combat systems arrive in TAA HENRY. 6 1
On the morning of 18 January the U.K. 1st Armoured Division began moving
from its training areas north of Al jubayl to TAA KEYES, becoming part of Vll
Corps.62 In three weeks of constant motion the entire division and its support
operation relocated, using the Tapline Road (MSR DODGE) as its principal route.
Each 700-kilometer round trip took between twenty-four and thirty-six hours.
Some truck drivers, according to the units history, made the trip as many as twenty times during the move.63
The transfer to Vll Corps meant that the British Logistics operation now had
to move into the interior of the country as well. The scale of this deployment is
quite impressive. As Sir Kenneth Hayr, former British deputy chief of staff for
commitments, pointed out, the British moved their 25,000-man fighting force
in nineteen clays the "equivalent of the distance from the Normandy beaches to
Berlin."61 Since most of the British equipment was unique, the U.K. lst
Armoured Division had to depend on its own supply service and could not
count on the American corps' logistics for support. As a result, the British divi sion's stockpiles were impressive: Its new forward force maintenance area, next
to Logbase ALPHA, held enough artillery ammunition for 15 days, tank and other
ammunition for 8 days, and fuel for 10 clays of sustained combat. 65 By 31
january the entire division was set in TAA KEYES and ready for focused training
and combat operations. 66
As noted earlier, the 1st Cavalry Division was General Schwarzkopf~ theater
reserve, located northwest of j UNO to block the Wadi al Batin approach to KKMC
and the growing logistics bases along Tapline Road. 67 On 7 January, minus one
brigade that was now under the operational control of the marines, the division
began moving from its assembly area on the coast near Dhahran to TAA WENDY, a
distance of over three hundred miles. Remembering problems with their initial
deployment to Saudi Arabia that summer, the division staff ensured that sufficient
combat service support and Life support equipment arrived in the new assembly
area ahead of most of the combat elements. Each brigade took about ten days to
complete the movement, ·with the last elements of the 2d Brigade arriving at 0530
on 16 j anuary.68
These last two arrivals gave the Vll Corps its organization for the remainder of
the conflict. By all accounts, the movement had been an exercise in frustration.
ReOecting on this period after the war, Stan Cherrie, the VII Corps G-3, noted:
"The most difficult thing [during DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM] was getting
from the ports of Jubayl and Dammam into the TAA."69 Franks was fortunate that
nothing serious went wrong during this deployment. Most notable during this
operation is the total absence of Iraqi activity along the main supply routes or in
TAA j UNO. Iraqi commando probes or raids by units could have slovved the entire
operation. The lraqis chose to let yet another opportunity pass.
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Force Modernization
Simultaneously with the deployment into the tactical assembly area, many
units began replacing old equipment with the latest in the Army's invemory. 70
These improvements took place both in the port areas and in the TAA. All of them
con tributed in some way to Vll Corps' success against the Iraqi forces. None of
them happened by chance; they were the results of the intensive management by
the corps and unit staffs. and in fact by the enlire Army.
Few peacetime Army units were ever at full strength. Units normally deployed
in Europe, such as the lst and 3d Armored Divisions, usually had most of their
soldiers assigned, but not all were present for duty. The 2d Brigade of the lst
Armored Division, for example, had on ly 75 percent of its tanks fully manned in
1990. 71 School assignments, details, and annual leaves furthe r reduced the number of soldiers available !'o r training and operations. Uni ts stationed in the United
States, such as the lst Infantry and Ist Cavalry Divisions, were in worse shape. ln
some cases, these personnel shortages caused unit commanders to take combat
equipment out of service and place it in temporary storage. 72 That situation
changed dramatically as the VII Corps deployed to Saudi Arabia. Now the corps
had more soldiers than normally authorized .
The Army's active and reserve soldiers enthusiastically greeted DESERT STORM.
Across the active Army and reserve components, many soldiers sought assignments in units ordered to Southwest Asia. In addition, unit commanders reassigned soldiers to deploying combat units, bringing them up to full personnel
strength. Tbis influx of new soldiers created some problems. Many crews had not
trained LOgetber and practiced the critical timing needed to fire tank and Bradley
engagemems. 73 Some soldiers arrived in theater with Ml6Al riOes, while the rest
of the d ivision used Ml6A2s. The ammunition is not interchangeable, and units
went through all sons of gyrations to ensure the appropriate 5.56-mm. ammunition went to the right soldier. 74 Leaders resolved these problems as all the corps
units were brought up to full combat strength.
ln addition, Arab linguists began joining the corps on 15 january. Most were
Kuwaiti students who had been studying engineering, computer science, and
other technical disciplines in the United StaLes. The Kuwai t embassy in
Washington, D.C., selected these sLudents and formally enrolled them in the
Kuwaiti Army. Each division received thirty-five li nguists and further assigned
them down to brigades and baualions as the tactical plans req uired. 75
Most VII Corps units arrived in the theater in green baulc dress uniforms
(BDUs). The Army simply could not procure and ship enough of the new brown
desert carnoufiage uniforms (DCUs) before the corps deployed from Germany.
Units that left from the United States, such as the lst Infantry Division, arrived
with both desen and green combat uniforms. Lack of the DCUs was never a big
issue. Many soldiers believed the BDUs marked them as soldiers who trained to
beat the Russians in Europe, giving them a psychological edge over the lraqis. 7<>
After the war, most soldiers finall y received their allotment of DCUs, jusL in Lime
to return to Germany.
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While the U.S. Armys combat equipment was superb, its personnel support
equipment was extremely unsatisfactory. ln an age of lightweight quick-erecting
camping tents, most Vll Corps soldiers used World War 1-era shelter halves and
general purpose (GP) medium tents. These were difficult to assemble, had no
floors, and were unstable when desert winds began to blow. 77 Latrine facilities
were just as anliquated. Male soldiers urinated in "piss tubes," pipes strategically situated in the unit's encampment. For defecating, and for use by female soldiers, the corps built wooden latrines with three stalls and placed them in each
unit's assembly area. Fifty-five-gallon oil drums, cut in half and placed under
the seat, caught the waste. Each morning details of soldiers pulled the full drums
from the back of the latrine, added gasoline, and burned the waste, the same
way the Army had twenty-five years earlier in Vietnam. 78 Although soldiers of
the opposite sex tried to respect each other's privacy in these crude contraptions,
often they wou ld share the stalls as just pan of the job. The VIl Corps soldiers
went to war with living and san itation facili ties that would be familia r to their
World War I predecessors. 79
Although the soldiers of VII Corps complained about their food, they were
probably the best-fed troops in American history. The old C-rations of the World
War 11-Korea-Vietnam eras were gone. Now soldiers in the field ate from small
brown packages called meals, ready to eat (MREs). They were easy to carry in a
soldier's trousers pocket. While somewhat monotonous, they formed the basic
meal for most members of the corps during the early stage of operations. When
the unit could set up its mess trailer, tray packs (T-rations) with fresh chicken, rice,
salads, and bread would improve at least one of the days meals. 80 Troops soon
tired of small cans of lasagna and other pasta dishes called MOREs (meals off-theshelf and ready to eat) that were designed to augment the MREs. 81 Finally, soldiers
in the assembly area could often grab a hamburger, nicknamed Wollburger, and a
soft drink at one of the mobile snack trucks designed and organized by the 22d
Support Commands food service adviser, CWO Wesley C. Wolf. 82 No soldier in
Vll Corps ever went hungry.
Combat equipment, fortunately, was first rate in almost every regard. The Vll
Corps arrived in Saudi Arabia with a mixture of main baule tanks. Most Germanybased units possessed the M lA l tank with a 120-mm. smoothbore gun and
improved defensive armor. Un its from the United States deployed with Ml tanks
with the older but accurate 105-mm. rifled cannon. Both had a 1 ,500-horsepower
wrbine engine, a superb suspension, and a sustained cross-country speed greater
than fony miles per hour. Both tanks had laser range-finders and thermal imaging
sights that gave their crews the ability to acquire targets at night. Both also carried
a .50-caliber machine gun in the commander's station, a 7.62-mm. machine gun
at the loader's station , and a 7.62-mm. machine gun mounted coaxial with the
main gun. The major difference between the two tanks was the MlA I 's improved
NBC defensive system and the improved range and tank-killing ability of the larger smoothbore gun.s1
For years critics had attacked the Ml as being too costly, a "gas guzzler," and
generall)' unreliable. 8~ By 1990 the Arm)' had almost a decade of experience with
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this system. Years of improvemcms and training bad resolved most of the tanks
earlier maintenance problems. Tank crews deployed to Saudi Arabia believed their
system was supetior to any other tank on the battlefield . lls Achilles heel , however, continued to be its excessive fuel consumption.
Col. David 0. Bird supervised the MlAl "rollover" program in Saudi Arabia.
I lis team of over six hundred military and civilian technicians and trainers 'vvorked
out o f the port of Ad Dammam. The MIAI tanks shipped from storage in
Germany were not always the most modern. Bird's team made several major mod ifications on the equipment, including the attachment o f hardened steel to the turret ncar the gun tube for extra protection, installation o r a heat sh ield in the engine
compartment, upgrade of optical systems to protect against laser threats, and
painting for desert operations. Ultimately, this operation resu lted in all but two of
Vll Corps' armored baualions fighting with the most modern tanks available.65
Changes in the corps' tank invcntaty began almost immediately. Around
Christmas the lst Cavalry Division exchanged its ncet of 240 worn Ml tanks,
some of the oldest in the Army, for a new issue of modified M1Als.86 The lst
Infantry Division, which also had a neet of old Ml tanks, was able to reequip the
two baualions from its 1st Brigade with the improved models. The division's tank
crews had trained on M lA ls before their departure from l<ansas, so it was simply
a matter of swapping equiptn ent and calib rating the new tank's main guns 87 Some
units, such as the 2d Armored Cavalry, the 3d Armored Div ision, and the 2d
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Armored Division (Forward), which Central Command attached lO the lst
Infantry Division, arrived with the most modern tanks, called MlAl HA because
of their "heavy armor" plating. In late December the lst Armored Division also
upgraded two more of its battalions to MlAl HA tanks. ln a close-range battle
with T- 72s, these improvements in the corps' main battle tank fleet could be that
qualitative edge that made the difference. Only the lst Infantty Divisions 2d
Brigade wem into combat using the basic Ml tank with its 105-rnm. gun. 88
All the corps' infantry and armor baualions arrived equipped with the M2
infantry fighting vehicle (lFV) or the M3 cavalry fighting vehicle (CFV). The latter, used by regimental and d ivisional cavalry squadrons, had less room for
infantry and more for ammunition. With a 25-mm. Bushmaster cannon, a TOW
antitank missile, and a 7.62-mm . coaxial machine gun, the M2/3 was a match for
the iraqi BMP and all of the other enemy personnel carriers 89 An improved version, the M2Al , was in production as the corps went to the Gulf. This model incorporated the more lethal TOW 2 antitank missile and improvements in armor protection and fuel stowage.90 Enough of these new vehicles were available to reequip
the 2d Cavahy. In a short time the regimental crews were able to reconfigure these
infantry vehicles to carry the extra ammunition the cavahymen neecled. 9 1
The Vll Corps' first battle task was to break through the Iraqi defenses before
maneuvering to engage the RGFC. The lraqi defensive works were based on measures that had proved successful during the war with lran. These included trenches,
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The ARCENT liaison learn uses TACSAT telephone to receive a sittwlion report.

oil-filled moats, barbed wire, and mines. Army leaders expected the Iraqis to cover
all these obstacles with direct and indirect fire weapons. To assist in breaching these
potentially formidable barriers, the Army added a whole range of engineer mobility
equipment to the corps' inventory. These additions incl uded mine rollers and tank
plows that attached to the from of the Ml series tanks. There were also antimine
rakes to put on the from of combat engineer vehicles (CEVs) to further improve the
corps' countermine capability.92 Most of this equipment wem to the lst Infantry
Division, with a set to each of the other divisions and the 2cl Cavahy Engineer battalions also turned in their old bulldozers and replaced them with the M9 armored
combat earthmover (ACE). This armored bulldozer had improved mobility and
armored protection for the operator. During combat operations, the ACE could
move forward of the tanks and Brad leys, fill ing in trenches, plowing under obstacles,
and destroying bunkers.93
Few soldiers had seen a global positioning system (GPS) receiver prior to
deployment to Saudi Arabia. It turned out to be an important addition to the
corps. By communicating with satellites, the GPS could guide its operator to the
exact location desired. Whole units could now maneuver in the desert without
fear of becoming losl. There were never enough of these precious devices-only
about three thousand for the more than fo rty thousand vehicles in the VII Corps 9 '
Unit commanders took great pains to ensure that the GPS went to their most
important leaders and vehicles.
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Tile Autlw1; a.h.a. the "Night May01;" with Early Laptop Computer

Less noticeable, but also imponam, were recent changes to the command and
comrol infrastructure. Supplementing traditional corps and division communications systems were the new single-channel and multichannel tactical satellite
(TACSAT) telephones. The phones were critical because of the great distances and
high speeds Franks expected in the desert environment. The capability they provided was impressive. Because of the satellite technology, division commanders
could call back to their home station in Europe or in the United States to check
on morale or suppon issues. Staffs could , using electronic data transfer between
computers, download in an hour large amounts of personnel or logistics in formalion that would take a week or more to arrive by mai l. Finally, it became the pri mary means of command and control between the Vll Corps and Third Army
commanders while the former was commanding at the front. 95
Franks and other corps commanders needed infonnation on what the lraqi
Army was doing on the other side of the border. Most of this information came
from the numerous collection units directed by Central Command, the Army
Intelligence Agency, and other strategic commands. For this information to be useful, these agencies had to share it quickly with the corps and division staffs. The VII
Corps arrived in theater without the communications systems that would allow for
this rapid exchange of intelligence information. Brig. Gen. John F. Stewart, Jr., the
Th ird Army G-2, worked to open these communications channels.96 Unit commanders were seldorn, l1owever, satisfied with the intelligence they received.
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The last major item of equipment that appeared in the desert was the personal computer. Many had been pan of the corps' garrison authorizations back
in Germany or in the United States. Some units purchased their systems just
before their departure to Saudi Arabia. They were everywhere, and few staffs from
battalion through corps could function withom at least one per section. Their
electronic mail (email) capability, then unfamiliar to most soldiers, provided an
alternate method of communications within the corps staff and clown to the major
subordinate commands. Staff officers in every command, using computer programs such as Harvard Graphics and PowerPoint, prepared briefing charts showing everything from deployment progress to the lraqi order of battle. Without
doubt, these computer operators generated huge quanti ties of information for
their commanders and senior headquaners 9 7
Once the units of Vll Corps arrived in TAAjUNO, they spent several days organizing and adjusting to living in the desert environment. They could not rest long,
however. General Franks had directed a rigorous training schedule to prepare the
jayhawks for the battle ahead.
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Precombal Training
rramtng is the Army$ top priority; 1t prepares us w fighL. As leaders, our s.'lcrcd responsibility is to
ensure that no soldier ever dies in combat because that soldier was not proper!)• trained.
-Carl E. Vuonot

In a chapter contributed to America:s First BalLles, written several years before
the Army's deployment to Southwest Asia, the noted militar>' historian john Shy
identiried the major weakness of American forces in their rirst encounter with the
cncm)•:
Vinuall>• ever)' case study emphas1zcs the lack of realistic large-scale operational exercises before the
fir:;t baulc, exercises that might ha,·c taught commanders and staffs the hard, practical side of thc1r
wart11nc business as even the most basic training introduces it to the soldier at the small unit levc1. 2

The U.S. Army that arrived in the Gulf in the fall and winter of 1990 was the
product of a recent revoluti on in military training. Before 1975 unit commanders
measured training effectiveness by time. How long did the unit remain in the field?
I low many hours of such and such training did the unit experience? Missing, of
course, was any analysis as to the effectiveness of the training. There were no training objectives and standards of performance that indicated how well the unit or
soldier actual!)' performed the mission. 3 Following the 1973 Arab-Israeli War and
the American withdrawal from Vietnam , General William E. DePuy and his new
Training and Doctrine Command shoved a seemingly radical training program
down the throats of Army commanders around the world.~
13y 1975 Field Manual (FM) 21-6, How To Prepare and Conduct MiliLc11y
Training, one of the most important mi litary docun"lel1ls since World War ll, was
in the hands of unit com manders. It taught tbe basics of "Performance Oriented
Training," which demanded specific standards for all the tasks the Army said soldiers and units should perform. American soldiers trained to standards contained
in Soldiers' Manuals, not to time. Under the direction of the units noncommissioned officers (NCOs), who were responsible for individual and crew training,
soldiers became proficient in the basics of their specific military skills. ~ Senior
commanders arranged for skill qualification tests to ensure their soldiers could
perform their individual combat missions.6
Offi cers supervised unit training, now called collective training. Organizations
of all sizes trained according to the specific ARTEP (A rmy Training and Evaluati on
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Plan) [or their un it. These ARTEPs were essentially lists of tasks needed to accomplish a specific mission (hasty attack, river crossing, etc.). Specialists at Army service schools d ivided each major task into the various smaller steps that successful
units usually performed during such a mission. These ARTEPs provided a baseline
for units to use in developing Lheir training plan and for evalualing their training. 7
At least once a year senior commanders arranged for an exercise to measure their
subordinale units' performance. Wherever possible, these unit exercises were at
the Armys combat training centers
For ten years the Army refined its training system and tested it at the several
combat training centers (CTCs) in the United States and Germany. Most important
of these was Lhe National Training Center in the hean of the Mojave Desen. Using
sophislicatecl laser technology to support combat engagements, Army trainers
subjected armored and infantry battalions to the most demanding evaluations in
the world.S For several weeks, without rest, unils fought and re-fought an experienced OPFOR (opposing force) that used Soviet-like equipment and tactics. ll was
the toughest, most demanding, and most stressful training American units had
ever experienced. Battalions that were successful at the NTC were justifiably proud
of their accomplishments.9 Those units r.hat did not perform as well went home
and started the training process again. Officers' careers were made and broken in
the computerized sands of the Mojave Desert.
ln 1988, FM 21-6 was replaced by FM 25-100, Training the Force, which discussed the mature philosophy of Army training. A subsequent manual, FM
25-100, BaLLle Fowsed Ii'aining (1990), spelled out the specific techniques needed
to implement this training philosophy. 10 An important element was the need to
sustain proficiency in tasks for which soldiers and units had previously trained. 11
The key was to focus on the combat tasks the unit needed to accomplish its
wartime mission, vis-a-vis the mission essential task list (METL). Each unit, from
platoon through division, had a METL. For example, the 1st Armored Divisions
METL, developed before the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, listed the following essential tasks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transition Lo war
Move the d ivision
Defend
Anacl< from the march
Counterattack or rein force
Secure the division rear
Attack (by fire) deep targets affecting the close battle
Sustain the d ivision fight
Command and control the clivision 12

Once in TM juNo, commanders modified these METLs to reflect the ne"v
dimensions of the units tactical mission. After talking with the XVUI Airborne
Corps commander, LL Gen. Gary E. luck, and other experienced leaders, Franks
concluded he wou ld need a three-week training cycle to adapt the soldiers' skills
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Weapons Ii·aining at tile NTC with a .50-caliber Machine Gun Equipped with Blank
Firing Device and Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (MILES)

to the desert environment. He wanted them to rehearse and develop new skills
based on the environment and the enemy the corps was facing. 13 This cycle, which
most units were able to accomplish, provided a focus fo r units arriving in the
desert. Each subordinate commander used the time to achieve his own special
training needs. For example, the lst Armored Division commander, General
Griffith, stressed mobility and massing of combat power, while General Rhame,
the lst Infantry Division commander, focused on the skills his division needed to
breach the Iraqi defenses. 14 Training in each of the tactical assembly areas began
with the individual soldier.

Individual and Small-Unit Training
At the most basic level soldiers trained on individual skills needed to survive
and defeat Iraqi soldiers in the upcoming fight. Using the Soldiers' Manuals as their
guide , NCOs drilled their charges in small-arms care and use, first aid, NBC operations, and hundreds of other repetitive and mundane tasl<s. 15 This kind of training is usually not very dramatic or exciting. Under the direction of their NCOs,
infantrymen assembled and disassembled their Ml6 rifles, tank loaders practiced
selecting the proper ammunition and loading it into the main gun's breech, and
tank and Bradley gunners honed their vehicle identification skills. Across the
corps, soldiers practiced these and thousands of other skills until they became second nature.
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Demonslrclling an RPC-7 Rockel Launcher al tile NTC Firing Range

Building on the individual training came the crew and squad exercises. The
firing of their weapons was their most important training task. Good combat unit
commanders have always emphasized gunnery skills. Frederick the Great, for
example, argued that "infantry that can load the fastest will always defeat those
who are slower to reload."16 The 1973 war between Israel and its Arab neighbors
convinced General DePuy, at the beginning of the TRADOC train ing revolution,
that firing first and accurately was still a fundamental principle of warfare. 17
Franks believed in li ve-fire training just before combat operations. 18 He insisted
that his solders sharpen their vveapons skills with live fire as soon as they were setlied in their assembly areas. Gaining confidence in their weapons systems, some
that they fired for the first time, was critical. Training ammunition is often different from the ammunition used in combat. A large percentage of corps soldiers had
never fired the more powerful service ammunition. Franks wanted his soldiers to
experience its k ick "before we c rossed the line of departure. "19
Soon after the corps' arrival, the G-3 training staff began coord inating witl1 the
Saudi Arabian authorities to establish firing ranges. Understandably, the Saudi
government wished to restrict the fi ring to as few areas as possible. Even after firing has stopped, the target area often contains unexploded ordinance that can
cause injuries long after the firing un it has departed. The Saudi commander at
l<ing Khalid Military City worked with General Franks and his staff in obtaining
the appropriate land for this important training. 20
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Each of the divisions built ranges for firing their combat systemsY Although
relatively primitive in comparison to the great ranges the Army used in Europe,
they were sufficient for the tasks at hand. Divisional and corps engineer units
assisted in constructing berms LO restrict the flight of various projectiles and in Larget emplacement. For the tanks, the engineers constructed these ranges as close as
possible to the standards that the Armor School prescribed 22 For example, on 2
january the corps ordered the 7th Engineer Brigade to build a tank gunnery range
for the 2d Cavalry. Its heart would be a 100-meter-long berm, 15-20 meters high
and 10-15 meters deep. ll was to be ready not later than 9 januaty. 23 The engineers finished the job on time, and by 17 january the 2d Armored Cavalry, firing
on that range, completed all of its tank calibration and M2/M3 zeroing. 24
The corps artillery also had the opportunity to fire its M109 howitzers and
multiple launch rocket systems. Based on the unit task list, each battalion shot a
variety of rounds, including dual-purpose improved conventional munitions
(DPlCM), Copperheads, and rocket-assisted projectiles (RAP). 25
Even more complex than the training received by maneuver and artillery
crews was that undertaken by the corps' aviators. First was the basic task of flight
training. Aviators are always practicing, and almost every hour of flight during
peacetime operations is some kind of training event Flying in the desert environment was extremely treacherous and an important training task in itself. Making
this problem more difficult was the fact that many aviators had not flown for about
a month while their aircraft were on ships en route to Saudi Arabia. Most attack
helicopter operations were to take place at night, so many of the corps' aviators
went to "reverse cycle" (i.e., sleeping during the clay, flying at night) training to
help prepare them for these missions. Flying at night is dauming even for the
experienced aviator. Night optics, while excellent for finding targets, d istorts the
pilots depth perception and confuses his orientation to the horizon. 26 Basic night
Oight training thus became an early priority of all corps aviation units.
Beyond flying, the Cobra and Apache gunners needed the opportunity to fire
their weapons. The cost of TOW missi l.es, fired from Cobra l1ehcopters, and Hell fire
missiles, fired from Apache attack helicopters, restricts the number that are fired
during peacetime. In addition, most gunners had only fired target practice missiles.
Now, at the assembly area ranges, Franks ordered eacl1 attack helicopter crew to fire
one service missile. The firing of service ammunition increased the crews' proficiency and conridence as the beginning of the ground campaign approachedY
The training of the engineer crews was also quite demand ing. Soldiers had to
learn to operate the new armored combat earthmover (ACE) and maneuver it as
part of a mechanized company team. Soldiers practiced mine clearing by hand and
wi th the mine clearing line charge (MlCLI.C), essentially a trailer pulled by a tank.
Once near the minefield, lhe operator fired a rocket that pulled a line charge, like
a long rope, across the minefield. Once the line rested across the barrier, the operator detonated the charge. ln theory, the mines were neutralized to a depth of 110
meters, creating a lane eight meters wicle. 28 In practice, the MlCUC was only marginally effective. At one point it appeared as though it would be of no use during
the lst Infantry Division's breach. 29 In spite of extensive practice and assistance
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Mine Clearing Line Charge

from outside experts, especially marines familiar with this equipment, the 1st
Infantry Division's success with this device ranged from a low of 50 percent in
early training up to nearly 90 percent before the ground campaign. 30
Across the corps soldiers rehearsed the tasks they would need to know by
heart in the upcoming weeks. Medical personnel practiced the difficult task of
triage, separating wounded soldiers who would survive with immediate treatment
from those who probably would not survive at all. Other soldiers went over the
grim graves registration procedures, especially the task of temporarily burying and
marking the graves of American and lraqi soldiers killed in combat. 31
The soldiers of the British 1st Armoured Division were also busy working on
their individual skills. With one of the finest noncommissioned oCficer corps of
any army in the world, the division was adept at preparing its soldiers for war.
Their individual training began as soon as they arrived in the theater in November.
British NCOs were extremely aggressive in their training, and several soldiers,
including the commander, the second in command, and the regimental sergeant
major of the Staffordshire Regiment, were injured on the hand-grenade range. 32
Nevertheless, their commander deemed their small-unit training effective and
continued it as they pulled into TAA KEYES.

Collective Training
Individuals, crews, and squads do not win battles-company teams, banalions, and brigades do . Wh ile the noncommissioned officers focused on lhe
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small-unit training, the corps' officers supervised collective training. As units
arrived in TAA jUNO, they began conducting exercises to address the problems
they expected in the upcoming conflict. This training took several fo rms, most
importantly firing and maneuver exercises, breach techniques, and command
and staff exercises.
Since World War ll no army has been able to mass artillery fire better than the
U.S. Army. One call from a battallon forward observer can stan a sequence that
culminates with several brigades' worth of artillery ordinance all Landing on the
same target. A few moments later the artillery commander can shift all that firepower against another target or divide it between several smaller ones. The flexibility of a centralized battlefield system of linked fire-direction centers has made
the U.S. ground sold iers' tasks much easier and has saved many American lives.
Recent additions to the Armys arsenal, such as the MLRS, Firefinder artillerylocating radar, fire support team vehicle (FIST-Y), and TACFlRE (the computerbased tactical fire-direction system), have made it easier for the artillery commander to mass fires effectively.
As the artillery units arrived at j UNO, they practiced under desert condi.tions
the collective skills they had rehearsed year after year on ranges in Grafenwohr in
Gerrnany and at Forts Riley and Hood in the United States. The regimen included selecting and rapidly occupying firing positions; rehearsing firing missions
under both dry and live fire; and tactical redeployments before counterbattery systems could return fire. Batteries learned to move in the desert using a battalion
wedge, rather than in column as they had moved in Germany. General Abrams,
the corps artillery commander, and the divisional artillery commanders drilled
these units until such movements were natural. Abrams, the former head of the
Army's Combined Arms and Services Staff School (CAS3 ) at Fort Leavenworth,
conducted routine meetings of artillery commanders to ensure they were thinking
through the problems of fighti ng an Iraqi artillery force that was every bit, at least
on paper, their equaP3
The corps' aviation battalions contin ued to improve their ability to maneuver
in this new aerial environment. One of the first unit training events for the llth
Aviation Brigade took place on 7 january, when it conducted a mock mission with
two Apache and one OH-58 helicopter against the Syrian forces. While planners
designed such exercises to lessen the possibility of an unintended engagement
with the Syrians, they also served to improve the brigades flying capabilities in the
featureless desert environment. 34 As noted earlier, aviators also went to reversecycle training, sleeping during the day and conducting their flight operations by
night. By 5 February the llth Aviation Brigade was vvell along in preparing for
night and deep operations by its attack battalions. 35
The U.K. lst Armoured Division had a special problem to work through, that
of Brig. Christopher]. A. Hammerbecks 4th Brigade. While the individual battalions of the 4th Brigade were excellent units and well trained, they had no experience working together. To remedy this deficiency and bring the 4th Brigade up to
the standards of the 7th Armoured Brigade, which had been in the Gulf much
longer, Maj. Gen. Rupert A. Smith and Brigadier Hammerbeck sought as many col-
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lective training opportunities as possible. 36 Determined to whip his new command
into shape, the brigade commander launched a series of training events in early
january called Exercise NESSUN DORMA ("let Nobody Sleep"). Hammerbeck repeatedly maneuvered his brigade over twenty-five kilometers, sequentially committing
his battle groups into a series of six separate and two brigade attacks. By the end of
the month he reponed to Sm ith that the 4th Brigade was reaclyY
Some of the most dramatic and comprehensive training exercises in TAAjUNO
centered on the 1st Infantry Division's expected breach of the Iraqi defenses and
the subsequent passage of lines by the U.K. 1st Armoured Division. On l3 january
the American division received the l76th Engineer Group (three baualions)
(direct support) and the 9th Engineer Battalion (operational control) so the division could stan preparing for the breach operation. 38 Lt. Col. Stephen C. Hawkins,
commander of the 1st Engineer Battalion (lst Infantry Division), planned and
supervised the construction of a five-kilometer-wide replica or a ponion of the
Iraqi trenches as they existed on the eastern side of the Wadi al 13atin. lt was as
accurate as current intelligence would allow, even in its direction of orientation.
The battalion took almost two weeks to construct this obstacle, complete with
tank ditches, fire trenches, berms, wire, and practice mines. 39 The divisions
brigades also built reproductions of Iraqi company positions behind the barriers
to familiarize their soldiers with the difficult tasks (e.g.• clearing trench lines, moving through minefields, and neutralizing strong points) at hand. 40
Training for the breach operation was a multi-echelon process with much
coordination between the Americans and British. The American troops had to
develop the techniques to accomplish several separate tasks. They had to approach
the enemy positions, cut lanes through the mincfields and obstacles and across the
trench line, and move tanks and infantry carriers across the lane. Once into the
Iraqi positions, the combat troops had to clear their immediate zone and then
enlarge their sector on the Iraqi side of the line. Finally, the lst Infantry Division
had to pass the British units through the marked lanes at night and direct them
into their own zone of auack. This training took place with the assumption, which
later proved incorrect, that the Iraqi 26th Infantry Division, which defended that
sector, would develop a deliberate defensive barrier system. 41 The British training
problem. was how to move through the American breach under conditions of limited visibility amid heavy combat. Once across, tbey had to reorganize and attack
cast out of the breach head against the Iraqi VII Corps' tactical reservesY
As they arrived in j uNO, the 1st Infantry Division's attacking battalions began
to practice their breach techniques. The commanders experimented with various
arrangements of tanks, rollers, plows, and engineer equipment to determine the
best combat formation to use. There was no universal solution; instead each unit
developed its own formation to defeat a specific Iraqi defensive position. ln addition to the breach process, the baualions practiced the techniques they needed for
assaulting and clearing trench lines, the timing between ground auacks and
artillery fires, and medical evacuation techniques while under fire. 43
The after-action reviews of the early practice runs were, in the words of one
battalion commander, "humbling." Initial movements to the line of departure were
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"ragged" and initial attacks "uncoordinated." Timing between attacking units and
field artillery was unsatisfactory, resulting in his battalions being unable to execute
its fire-support plan.+• With little previous experience in breaching enemy defenses, and using new equipment such as the ACE, mine rollers, and tank plows, the
rehearsals showed just how ill-prepared the division was to assault a well-prepared
defensive line. Ultimately, companies, battalion task forces, and the two lead
brigades resolved each problem they discovered and rehearsed all aspects of the
breach plan, to include operations during hours of darkness. Before the division
moved out of TAA ]UNO, each brigade ran a dress rehearsal, with all elements of
the command participating, through the breach replica.45
The training plan was not complete, however, until the U.K. lst Armoured
Division joined in the exercise. On 4 February both the lst Infantry Division and
the British brigade and battalion commanders participated in a seminar that examined in detail how the passage was to take place. It was designed to develop specific procedures and identify responsibility for each aspect of the passage. The list
of specific discussion topics was extremely extensive and included such wideranging issues as securi ty proceclmes, priorities of routes, combat service suppon,
procedures to react to chemical attack, and the transfer of enemy prisoners of
war. 46
The British had already trained hard for their part in the exercise. Like their
American counterparts, they used the crawl-walk-run approach to training.
Starting vvitb the basic skills and intellectual preparation, they progressed until the
entire division could accomplish this mission with as few changes as possible.
They ran orders drills, essentially practice among commanders and staffs, on
27-28 january. Then they progressed to a Leaders tactical exercise without troops
on 29-30 january. During this phase, staffs issued orders and subordinate commanders conducted the operation using only their own vehicles and assistants.
The nexL step in the training schedule was brigade fie ld training exercises, from 31
january-2 FebruaryY
Following the passage of lines seminar with the lst Infantry Division on 4
February, the U.l<. 1st Armoured Division began a full-scale exercise called
DtBDIBAI-I DRIVE. At 0500 on the fifth, the entire division began a training passage
through the lanes marked by lst Infantry Division soldiers. American and British
commanders established adjacent command posts to facilitate communications
and problem solving. At the appointed time, British scouts made contact with
American engineers at the appropriate linkup points outside the passage lanes.
The British reconnaissance troops, guided by the American engineers, moved
through the lanes and marked the attack positions for the following battalions.
While troops groped throughout the night in Lanes marked on ly by chemical lights
and an occasional nash light, the collocated staffs worked through the details of fire
support, moving the Royal Artillery through the breach and preparing contingency plans in case of a determined Iraqi counterattack. 48 ln spite of the friction,
accidents, and occasional chaos from thousands of soldiers and vehicles moving at
night, the exercise was an important step in preparing the two divisions for the
difficult task. Even without enemy interference, the passage of one entire division
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through another is extremely complex. Few commanders had ever planned or executed one in training, and no one had done so in combat. ~ 9
While the l st Infantry and U.K. 1st Armoured Divisions continued to prepare
f'o r their breach operation, the rest of the corps' divisions continued training at all
echelons. Training of the battle staffs was an importam element of this preparation.
Nowhere in Europe or in the Un ited States did divisio n and corps staffs routinely
practice moving, commanding, and controlling units over the great distances they
would confront in Southwest Asia. Most American postwar mechanized experience was in defending against a Soviet penetration within the limited geographical confines of Central Europe. Now they would be the ones anacking hundreds
of kilometers deep into lraq . Much training was needed to accustom commanders
and staffs to this radical change in operational maneuver.
Staffs also needed to practice proper communications tech niques and the
operation of command posts in the fi eld. American leaders have historically tended to talk too much on the radio, and the trend continued with the early corps
arrivals at TM j uNo. On 2 j anuary the corps staff began enfo rcing communications discipline among these arriving command posts. Units were to monitor their
radio frequencies continually and answer calls on the corps command net after the
first transmission. 50 Franks wanted to instill a sense of urgency into radio operators and battle staffs and to force them to understand that the)' were at war and
not on a training exercise. He moved the corps tactical command post frequently
to accusLOm the crews to tearing down, moving, and reassembling the equipment.
He had the tactical command post control the move from the port so it could practice controlling the corps, rather than relying on the corps main command post as
had been the normal practice in the past.
In january Franks ran a series o f war councils with his senio r commanders
and staffs to improve their teamwork for the new mission. This effon included
informal discussions around map boards about the upcoming battle, as well as a
three-day BCTP command post exercise at King Khalid Military City. 51 During this
exercise, Franks reacted to intelligence information confirming that iraqi defensive
positions ended opposite the intended breach site, opening the way for the bulk
of the corps to bypass the breach and attack deep into the Iraqi rear.52 This kind
of rehearsal, adjustment, and training was conducted simultaneously at all levels
of the command.
O n 21 january the corps command posts and all major subordinate commands conducted a fi ve-hour communications rehearsal of all command and contro l nets. The exercise scenario portrayed the 2d Cavalry seventy-five kilometers
beyond the border with the rest of the corps followingY From their command
posts, commanders and staffs worked through the orders they could expect in battle with the Republican Guard. For several hours the corps nets intermingled messages from the exercise with real-world communications.
Regimental and division commanders also worked to improve the performance of their own forces. They practiced battle formations by day and night, navigation, changing formati ons (going from a wedge to a line and from a column to
a wedge), and fitting fire support into the maneuver formatio n so that fires were
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immediately available. 5 ~ All units conducted command post exercises to familiarize their commanders and slaffs with the terrain on which Lhey would fight and
the courses of action they might take. 55
Franks had done his best to learn from the words of Shy and other hisLOrians.
After a couple of weeks in TAA j UNO, he believed that most his corps was ready
for combat. 56 He continued Lo emphasize his training program even after the
beginning of Lhe air campaign on 16 january. With the beginning of hostiliLies,
Franks now forced the corps leadership Lo prepare for a number of potential combat contingencies.
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The Defense of TAA JUNO
On 16 january the war began with an air campaign designed to destroy Iraq's
ability to maintain its hold in Kuwait. During this period Vll Corps continued to
train and absorb new equipment, but increasingly its units became involved in
immediate operational and tactical concerns. The VU Corps was now in a war
zone; combat was imminent, and preparation of the battlefield had begun.

Security and Deception
The numerous command posts and supply convoys moving along the Tapline
Road offered a tempting target for Iraqi special forces and commando units.
American and British division and corps command posts were easily identified by
their large complement of wheeled vans and huge antenna farms. Defended only
by service supporL soldiers, they would be lucrative targets for raids. A successfu l
Iraqi attack on one of these locations could also result in the loss of key operational plans and codes, the destruction of important equipment, and the deaths of
between fifty and a hundred coalition soldiers. Such a loss would affect both the
conduct of the ground offensive and the concern of the American and British
publics about casualties.
The 1983 terrorist attack on the U.S. Embassy in Beirut, Lebanon, was on the
minds of many commanders throughout the corps. Army commanders believed
that the success of the auack was primarily the result of security compromises and
were detennined to prevent such an event from recurring. 1 This concern was communicated to all U.S. troops, who reacted accordingly. For example, on 24 january
a guard assigned to the 2d Brigade of the lOlst Air Assault Division, guarding AI
Qaysumah, fired at the tires of a civilian vehicle that was approaching his compound and would not stop . ln this case the driver turned out to be Saudi Arabian
soldier who was late for work. 2 The potential effects of even one bomb-laden car
or van on a U.S. installation could not be ignored.
Deployed command posts were a lso vulnerable to attack. Most of the principal command posts were located in the center of clusters of other units. For Iraqi
raiders to approach a division command post, they would have to pass by a
dozen or so company and battalion bases armed with tanks, infantry fighting
vehicles, and other heavy equipmenl. One way to infiltrate into the center of
these clusters would be to appear as a group of Bedouins. Clans of the Mt1tayr
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tribe had long herded their sheep and goats in the region occupied by the Vll
Corps 3 To the amazement of British and American soldiers, a seemingly empty
plot of desert near their compounds would be transformed in a fevv hours imo a
small tent village vvith fot'ty to fifty inhabitants. These groups were able to move
without incident through the American lines right up to the entrance of an
American division headquarters. 4 Erecting gigantic wire perimeters around the
huge assembly areas was simply not practical. Thus, as in Vietnam, determined
enemy commandos could exploit such weaknesses.
To minimize the danger from such potential attacks, Franks directed that the
entire corps go to "stand-to" at 0500 each day. During stand-to, all soldiers were
awake and manning their fighting positions; all combat vehicles were started and
ready for combat. Essentially, the entire corps was prepared to defend itself. Once
all commands reported "stand-to complete," Franks or his G-3 wou ld order them
to "stand down. " Standing down required approximately 50 percent of the command to be awake and on duty. While these defenses were never tested, these
activities contributed to a heightened sense of threat awareness throughout tl1e
entire command. 5
While there were no actual attacks on Vll Corps encampments, an apparently
aborted attack was cause for concern. Before dawn on 19 january a Nissan pickup
truck with five armed "civilians" was spotted south of the border berm west of the
Wadi al Batin, not too far from the growing Logbase ECHO, apparently observing
supply activities. The corps tactical command post called the military police, who
went out in search of the pickup. The corps main command post also reacted to this
potentially dangerous surveillance and requested the closest combat un it, the 1st
Cavahy Division, to send soldiers to investigate. Apparently, the offending pickup
truck departed before American soldiers arrived on the scene and was never founcl 6
On 22 j anuary, shortly after implementation of the stand-to policy, Franks
requested permission from Third Army to move the Bedouin tribesmen away from
the American sector. He hoped it could be clone with the assistance of the Saudi
government. 1f not, he wanted Yeosock to provide clear orders on the kind of force
he could use. 7 Fortunately, he did not need coercion to clear his sector. Working
with Saudi officials, the 14th Military Police Brigade removed all Bedouin camps
from TM juNo and the newly developing installations in the sector on the western side of the Wadi al Batin. Thereafter the corps policed the area and kept these
exotic tribesmen at least ten kilometers from unit activities. 8
In addition to securing TAA j uNO, Vll Corps participated in a theaterwide
effort to confuse the Iraqi Army. When presented the final offensive concept in
early November, General Schwarzkopf had insisted on a comprehensive program
to mask the coalitions intentions and focus enemy attention away from the actual
attack zone. This deception would try to convince the Iraqi defenders that the
main coalition force would attack direcLly against Iraqi forces in southern Kuwait.
In order to reinforce this image, Schwarzkopf prohibited American units from
operating west of the Wadi al Batin until after the start of the air campaign.9
The Vll Corps supported the deception plan in a number of ways. One was to
position the 2d Cavahy essentially northeast of Logbase ALPHA, in a very visible

VII Corps Soldier in Defensive Position with an M60 Machine Gun; below, The
Ltbiquitous appearances of Bedouins could have masl~ecl an enemy sneah attach.
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location, as though it would constitute an advance guard for an auacking corps.
Corps leaders also made a point to maintain positive contact with the western
boundary of XVlll Airborne Corps, 3d Cavalry, and the Northern Area Command
forces that were screening the Kuwait border. This arrangement presented lraqi
intelligence analysts "vith the image of a forthcoming attack by two adjacent corps.
To reinforce this charade, Franks also placed a Hawk air defense battery in that
area , with instructions to activate its radar and other electronic emitters. In addition, he deployed some deception cells with electronic emitters to give the impression of additional unil activity east of the Wadi . Ultimately, in supporL of
Schwarzkopf's offensive plan, Franks wanted to make sure the lraqis believed that
the entire Vll Corps would attack east of the Wadi al Satin and was not simply
assembled in a temporary holding area. 10
In compliance with Sch,varzkopfs instructions, Franks permitted no traffic
across the depression or in the town of Hafar al Batin until the beginning of the
air campaign. Making very few exceptions, Franks usually restricted permission to
communications and logistics officers in civilian clothes in civilian vehicles.
Crossing the Wadi was primarily to examine the ground (for elevation, drainage,
soil composition, etc.) so the staff cou ld complete plans for supporting the ground
offensive. Franks and Cherrie personally monitored such movements on a
makeshift chart with sticky notes. 11
Once the air campaign began, Vll Corps began bringing combat and combat
support elements into the attack sector. At the same time the lst Cavalry Division
began a series of border operations designed to keep the Iraqi high commands
attention focused on the Wadi al Batin, an effort that will be vvill be d iscussed in
detail later. Meanwhile, the corps continued to respond to the potential of an lraqi
spoiling attack.
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Cherrie~ Map

Battles Never Fought
ln December 1990 the Iraqi Army possessed the capability to launch a spoi ling attack against the coalition's buildup soULh of the Kuwait border. The Third
Army intelligence briefing of 27 December described General Yeosocks concern:
a four-division main Iraqi attack down the Wadi al Satin with a secondary attack
toward the border town of KhaGi. Possible objectives included the command posts
at King Khalid Military City, Logbase ALPHA, and the embryonic Vll Corps assembling in TAA j uN0. 12 While such an attack might appear suicidal from hindsight,
its chances of political, if not mili tary, success were reasonable. The Vll Corps
G-2, Col. j ohn C. Davidson, believed the Iraqis could make it at least to Hafar al
Balin and the Tapline Road, ninety kilometers south of the Iraqi border. Yeosock
thought such an attack was a possibility, although not a probability, and his command needed to take appropriate precautions. 13
If the Iraqis chose to gamble on such a raid, and their armor was able to reach
TAA j UNO before being destroyed by coalition aircraft, the attackers would be
almost immune from funher air strikes. Mingled among logistics bases and command posts, with few organized ground forces to stop them, the Iraqi Army had
the potential for a reasonable battlefield victory. H The political repercussions of
such a success, with thousands of British and American troops killed and wounded, might have altered the ullimate outcome of the war and the peace that fol lowed. It was a dangerous threat that required serious consideration. 15
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An Element ~f the Frencl1 6th Light In.fc111Uy Division in Bivouac

On 1 January General Franks began to address the defensive alignment of the
corps. Following Yeosocks lead, he urged his commanders and staffs to ponder:
"What if we have to fight LOnight?"16 At this point, however, the corps had onl)'
limited combat power, primarily the 2d Cavalry, but dozens of logistics centers
and command posts. 17 Therefore, the corps staff on 7 January requested that T hird
Army assign Lhe corps operational control of the 1st Cavalry Division and French
forces if VTl Corps had to execme a defense forward of the Tapline Road. 18
ln response, on the night of 8 january, Third Army issued FRAGO 91-2,
Defense in Sector. The Vll and XVlll Airborne Corps 'vvere to deny the Iraqis access
to the growing logistic base. ln addition to the 2cl Cavalry and the 1st Cavalry
Division, just arriving in the vicinity o f Hafar al Batin, Yeosock gave Franks tactical control of the 2d Brigade from the lOlst Air Assault Division 19 AL 2300 the
three in fantry battalions li·om Col. Theodore Purdom$ brigade, an artillery battalion, and an Apache battalion began a forty-p lus-hour movement from the coast to
tbe airfield aL the town of AI Qaysumah. 20 Two days later Third Army notified the
corps that it was now under "Threat Condition Charlie," a high risk of enemy
operalions. 21 That same clay, as if to underscore the potential threat, four lraqi jel
aircraft penetrated Saudi airspace to the east of the corpsY
General Franks linked up with the infantry brigade at AI Qaysumah on the
thirteenth. On that rainy afternoon the corps commander's Black Hawk was
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grounded. As Franks approached the brigade's developing defenses in his
IIMMWV, he realized they were the only American forces nonh of Tapline Road
in the area of Hafar al 'Batin. He knew, despite any heroics, they would be doomed
if the Iraqis ever attacked in force. Franks was moved by the sight of the I01 st
troopers at work-by themselves in the driving rainstorm, trying to dig in with
only the personal entrenching tools they carried. He also noticed that they were
grossly under-armed for a fight with enemy armor, with only 60- and 81-mm.
mortars, their own machine guns and a few TOW, Dragon, and LAW antitank missilcs.U The brigade's immobile clirect-suppon battalion of 105-mm. artillery
would be an easy target for Iraqi counterbanery fire. This was a light infantry
defense wailing for an armored assault it could not stop. 24 The outlook continued
to worsen, as Franks received another report of the probability of an Iraqi attack
clown the Wadi al 'Bat in that night. 25
One of the nightmares of American military history is the saga of Task Force
Smith during the Korean War. In july 1950 Lt. Col. Bradley Smith led an infantry
task force [rom the 21st Infantry, 24th Infantry Division, into Korea. Little else was
avai lable. With only thineen antitank rounds for their anillery battery, and without other weapons capable of stopping North Korean T-34 tanks, the small force
hurled itself into the teeth of the Communist offensive. It was a disaster. The task
force lost 153 men killed and wounded in that futile, arrogant auempt to stop a
determined enemy. 26 American commanders were determined not to repeat that
experience.
While the 2d 'Brigade, lOlst Air Assault Division, was far better trained than
Sm ith's troops, they were physically incapable of stopping a determined iraq i
assau l.t with the equipment they had. Franks decided on the spot to treat the iraqi
threat as real and incorporate the 2cl 'Brigade into a coordinated defense . For the
first time in the Gulf, he began to deploy his forces to fight Iraqi troops. He contacted the 7th Engineer Brigade and directed four baualions of engineers to help
prepare the 2d Brigade's defense. Soon engineer bulldozers and ditching machines
replaced entrenching tools as they dug an 8 1/2-kilometer-long tank ditch and
sowed over 4,000 mines. The engineers dug in all sixty of the brigade's TOW missiles and built hundreds of other emplacements and fighting positions. Franks also
contacted his corps suppon command and ordered it to give the 101st Air Assault
Division any needed logistics support. Finally, he repositioned an MLRS battery so
it could reinforce the fires of the air assault brigade's light artillery. 27 This support
ensured that the airmobile infantrymen cou ld del'end the airfield 28
Shortly thereafter, at 1530, the corps commander ordered Brig. Gen. john H.
Ti lclli, jr.s 1st Cavalry Division forward to a defensive sector along the Tapline
Road. To improve the sectOr's command and control situation, Franks placed the
2d Brigade, 101st Air Assault Division, under the tactical control of the 1st Cavalry
Division. 29 Franks also told Tilclli to employ a ground surveillance radar platoon
under the operational control of the 5th Special Forces Group that was, along with
the Syrian forces, screening the l.raqi border. This platoon would give the lsl
Cavalry Division, as well as the entire corps, some dedicated early warning in case
of an attack down the Wadi al Batin. 30 Within two hours the First Team was on
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the move. Across areas soaked by recent rains, in total darkness, the lst Cavalry
Division inched forward. By 0300 the following day, the division was arrayed on
either side of the Wadi at Batin and prepared for defensive operations. 3 1
In addition , Franks ordered the lst Infantry Division, moving into TAA
RooSEVELT north of Tap line Road, to establish a blocking position. With negligible
combat power in j u NO at this point, the division would be hard-pressed to stop
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any attack into Hafar al Batin and
Log base ALPHA from the northwest. 32 To
supporL this defense, he ordered the
75th Fie ld Artillery to reposition across
Tapline Road to the .lsL Infantry
Division's assembly areaY
The Iraqi forces failed to attack on
the thirteenth or in the days that followed. It was probably their best chance
to disrupt the progress of the growing
D ESERT STORM o ffensive force. Franks'
response, however, improved the command and control capabilities of his
growing command. 3•1
Tilellis division took a few days to
recover from its dramatic march from
the coast. On 16 january Franks decided to strengthen his position in the
event of an atlack He ordered the lst
Cavalry Division north o f Tapline Road
Genem/ Tilel/i
to a sector on the \vest side of the Wadi,
near the small town of Ruqi, but behind
the screen line provided by the Syrian
forces, as noted earlier35 By the beginning of the air campaign, the division thus had both brigades in its defensive array
north of Tapline Road with the 2d Brigade of the lOlst Air Assault Division still
entrenched in the vicinity of Al Qaysumah Airfielcl. 36 The tactical situation seemed
under control.
H.owever, on 19 january, just as the defensive situation appeared to be stabil izing, Colonel Cherrie discovered that the Saudi Arabian forces to the east of the
Syrian d ivision and the eastern side of the Wadi al Balin had departed w ithout
warning. As far as Central Command was concerned, this early movement was not
part of the plan. Although the Saudis were ordered to reestablish a screen line as
quickly as possible, there was no assurance they were going to return. 37 The 2cl
Cavalry, already in the process of moving into its attack sector, was available only
in the event of an emergency. Cherrie, therefore, contacted the U.K. 1st Armoured
Divisions liaison officer at the corps main command post and told him to be prepared to establish a screen line along the border Lo detect any Iraqi attack toward
TAA jUNO. 38 He then directed the lsL Cavalry Division Lo be prepared to establish
a screen line along the border if the Syrian units also departecl. 39 To add urgency Lo
the situation, at 1324 corps intelligence assets intercepted a message that confi rmed
the Iraqis had detected the movement of the Arab forces out of the sector. A few
moments later Third Army authorized Vll Corps to occupy a screen line in the sector vacated by Saudi Arabian troops.~ 0 Both the 1st Cavalry Division and U.K. lsL
Armoured Division deployed their recon naissance squadrons acco rdingly.~ 1 Franks
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also gave the U.S. lst Armored Division a warning order to auack and destroy any
penetration of Lraqi forces down the Wacli. 42
By 19 january the VII Corps' combat power had increased to levels that "vould
support effective defense operations. The two brigades of General Tile lli~ l st
Cava lry Division were still reinforced by the 2d Brigade of the lOlst Air Assault
Division and the 42d f ield Artillery Brigade from corps anillery. Maj. Gen.
Thomas G. Rhame's lst lnfamry Division, while still shon of ammunilion and
tanks, was ready to defend with essentially two brigades, a field artillery battalion
and the 75th Field Artillery Brigacle.n Maj. Gen. Rupen A. Smith~ entire U .K. lst
Armoured Division was pulling into its assembly area and now had two armored
battalions and one infantry battalion ready for combat operations. Maj. Gen.
Robert H. Griffiths U.S. Lst Armored Division, now the corps reserve, continued
to improve its combat capability and had its 2d Brigade, 4th Brigade, and one ad
hoc brigade ready to respond to an 1raqi attack. Maj. Gen. Paul Funk's 3d Armored
Division now had two armored battalions and one infantry battalion as well as an
M LRS battery and a fi eld artillery baualion in TAA jUNO. The Vll Corps now had
the combat power to sound ly defeat an Iraqi auack. ~~
llowever, not to be complacent, the corps staff continued to be concerned
with Iraqi intentions during these last days of january. The staff believed the Iraqis
were about to enter a new phase of active operations, which included firing rockets, multiple-rocket launchers, and field artillery against the coalition buildup.
Intelligence specialists believed they might even reson to using chemical weapons.
Furthermore, special operations forces could augment these artillery missions by
striking at the corps' rear area and threaten ing its lines of communications.45
An Iraqi auack on a Saudi border police station in the early morning hours of
22 j anuary gave credence to the offensive potential of the Iraqi forces. 46 Around
l J 00 the Vll Corps staff began to receive information that lraq i ground forces were
crossing imo Saudi Arabia north of the lst Cavalry Division zone. Between the
border and the lst Cavalry Division was the Syrian 9th Armored Division, which
was in the process of moving out of the VII Corps' sector to its own attack zone
farther east. The situation had to be handled carefully. Colonel Cherrie notified the
2d Cavalry and told them to put their aviation units on standb)' and to be prepared to move one cavalr)' troop west to Logbase ECJtO on one hours notice. His
staff apprised all other headquarters of the situation so they could begin to tighten their own security and prepare for combat operations. 47
At 1125 Third Army verified that there were dismounted enemy ground forces
moving into the corps' sector. The situation, however, was extremely confused with
both VII Corps and S)'rian forces in the same general area. In order to mitigate this
condition and provide surficient warning for the American troops, Cherrie asked
Third Army for pennission to send forces into the sector to find out if, indeed, lraqi
forces had crossed the border. At 1210 Cherrie gained Syrian approval to launch an
American reconnaissance sweep along the border. He ordered the lst Cavalry
Division LO investigate the supposed attack \.vith an air cavalry troop. 48
At 1400 corps intelligence specialists reponed that some of the Iraqis •vere
special forces or commando units and were heading south. The tension in the
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command post continued to rise, and combat appeared imminent. 49 The lst
Cavalry Divisions air troop, however, found no Iraq is, nor did a second air mission flown from the opposite direction . At l 635 the mystery was solved as an
American special forces commander, operating in that sector with the Syrians,
reported that he now had fifteen Iraqi prisoners of war. 50 Instead of a commando unit, they were merely defectors. Although the incident reflected the inadequate bo rd er surveillance of the period, the threat of such a probe caused the
corps staff and subordinate commanders to improve their combat read iness.
They tested their communications and staff proced ures, coordinated between
units, and deployed or prepared to d eploy combat forces. It was solid training
for commanders and staffs.
The corps staffs information that something was going to happen came true
on the night o f 29-30 january. East of the VU Corps zone, Iraqi forces crossed the
I<uwaiti border and attacked toward the seacoast town of R'as al l<hafji and at
other areas across the from , includ ing areas near Ruqi adjacent to the 1st Cavalry
Divisions sector. These auacks were probably reconnaissance operations designed
to identify the coalitions composition, disposition, and combat effectiveness. 51
That morning Third Army called the Vll Corps main command post to ask how
many Hellfires and tactical missiles they had fired. Furthermore, they wanted to
know how long it would take the corps to dispatch an attack helicopter baualion
to supporL the U.S. Marine and Saudi Arabian forces in their fight along the coast.
The corps to ld them it would take an hour and forty-fi ve minutes but was never
o rdered to send forces east. 52
The Iraqis were apparently probing other parts of the Saudi border. In the
early hours of 1 February, fifty exhausted Saudi border guards arrived in the l st
Infantry Division's new forward assembly area, on the west side of the Wadi al
Batin. The divisions lst Squadron, 4th Cavalry, had been screening that sector and
protecting a logistics base under construction. The Saudis claimed to have been in
battle with a heavy Iraqi force. That afternoon cavalry troopers escon ed them out
of their area and down to the Tapline Road.$3 The probes at Khafji and other pans
of the sector prompted VII Corps to o rder the l st Infantry Division to reinforce
their units in the forward assembly area.5"'
On 2 February Third Army was still concerned enough over the potential of
another Iraq i spo iling attack to issue a warning order for the d efense of the sector. The concern was heightened by the repo rt from the lst Infantry Division
that Iraqis were cutting down the border berm north o f its forward assembly
area . The offending Iraqi engineer eq uipment was destroyed by an Al-1-l Cobra
he Iicopter. 55
The actions Franks, his staff, and commanders took to defend the tactical
assembly area and logistics installations were an important pan of preparing the
corps for baule. The Iraqis never chose to interfe re with the Vll Corps buildup,
and only the shonage of heavy transportation continued to slow the progress. All
these reactions to the potential threats went a long way toward increasing the security posture of the corps and psychologically preparing its soldiers for their various future tasks.
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Fire Support
The VII Corps also conducted limited, but imponant, combat activities from
j uNO involving two new systems, the Patriot ai.r defense missile and the ATACMS
(A rmy Tactical Missile System). On 10 January Task Force 8th Battalion, 43cl Air
Defense Anillery, the Patriot missile air defense unit , went to its highest state of
readiness with two batteries "hot" at all times to protect Logbase ALPHA and the
corps rear. 56 Although the Army had designed the Patriot as an antiaircraft
weapon, it was the only system available that had any hope of defeating a Scud
missile attack. Starting on 18 j anuary, continuous Scud launches were directed
toward the ports, Riyadh, and KKMC. 57 Many of the missiles new over Vll Corps
posilions in TAA j UNO. Attacks o n Israel caused special concern in the command
g roup, and after the attacks on J8 january the corps went to 100 peTcent alen. 58
Nevertheless, no Scuds or lraqi ai rcraft attacked the VII Corps wh ile it was in
TAAjUNO.
The corps used another new weapon during this period, the Army Tactical
Missile System. At 0043 on 18 january, Capt. jeffrey Liebs Battery A, 6th Battalion,
27th Field Artillery, 75th Field Artillery Brigade, fired two ATACMS missiles against
an Iraqi SA-2 antiaircraft missile bauery 150 kilometers away in southwest Kuwail.
This was the first Vll Corps engagemem since World War II. later that night Bauery
A fired at another SA-2 site 126 kilometers awa)~ 59 The next day the battery also
fired at three SA-2 and one SA-3 anliaircraft missile baueries.60
Al though the ATACMS was only in the early stages o f production, those that
were ready had been assigned to batteries and rushed o ff to Saudi Arabia with the
corps. Two missiles, each contai ned in their own special canister, were mounted
on an MLRS launcher. With ranges beyond150 kilometers, the ATACMS gave the
Army the capability to destroy high-priority targets well beyond the range of standard field artillery. 61 The ATACMS targets were usually enemy combat units
rather than fixed installations. Almost all the early targets were ai r defense missi le sites. These attacks contributed to the air campaign by destroying those systems before they had a chance to fire. From 12-14 February the battery also fired
at several Iraqi multiple rocket launcher batteries located north of the intended
breaching area. 62
The most difficult problem of the ATACMS engagements was determining
missile effectiveness. Targeting was accurate and used multiple collection sources
such as aerial reconnaissance, satellite imagery, and the new joim Surveillance
Targeting Acquisition Radar System OSTARS). Once Iraqi units turned on their
radar and guidance systems, the various coalition collection elements could identify them by type and location and send the fire mission down to the targeting cell
at the corps main command post. However, in most cases, the only way the hit
was confirmed was by the absence of further enemy electronic activity. 63 In only a
few cases did Air Force reconnaissance confim1 that the targeted antiaircraft missi le sites had been destroyed. 64
The first launches of these missiles, at dark and from within the tactical. assembly, caught most Americans by su rprise. Radio nets came alive as duty officers

Patriot Missile System , 7th Air Defense Arliliely Brigade, Saudi Arabia; below,
ATACMS Fired During Testing, White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico
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throughout the corps attempted to find out what happened. In some cases, units
broke into their chemical protective clothing and assumed a higher state of alen.
Once the pandemonium abated, the corps artillery became much more proactive
in warning friendly units that they were near an imminenL ATACMS launch.65

Preparing To Move West
The air campaign began on 17 January at 0200 local time 66 The next day
Franks removed many of the restrictions placed on his troops regarding movemenL
west of the Wadi al Batin. Unit commanders could now stock Logbase ECI-10 with
supplies, searcl1 for corps and division CP sites, and select airfield locations. They
could also reconnoiter their new attack positions and sectors, routes to those locations, and crossing sites at the Wadi and Tapline Roacl. 67 But only on 26 january
did Franks authorize all commanders to begin limited reconnaissance of their new
sectors to the west with their subordinate commanders and leaders.68
On 19 January the Vll Corps' sister unit, the XVlii Airborne Corps, began
moving to its attack positions to the vvesL. The llth Aviation Brigade set up and
operated a forward area arming and refuel point (FAARP) for support of the 1OJ st
Air Assault Divisions massive helicopter fleet as it moved into positi.on 69 The 2d
Brigade of the lOlst was returned to its division and pulled out of its defense at
AI Qaysumah Airfield.
By the beginning of February, most of the Vl l Corps had arrived in j uNO. Over
100,600 American and 30,000 British soldiers were now ready fo r combat. With
over 90 percent of his soldiers and over 96 percent of his combat equipment on
hand, the VU Corps commander was ready for the next phase or the operation: the
movement west of the Wadi al Batin imo attack positions. 70 ECHO, the corps' new
vvestern logistics base that would ultimately support the ground offensive with over
130 mi llion gallons of water, 60 million gallons of fuel, 6,000 tons of ammunition,
and thousands of truckloads of other supplies, was growing as trucks arrived
daily. 71 As already noted, the 1st lnl'amry Division dispatched its cavalry squadron
to prOLect the growing supply depot from the prying eyes of lraqi reconnaissance.
Soon 2d Cavalry$ air cavalry scouts would start to patrol the sector of their attack,
signaling the corps' readiness to begin occupying its final attack positions.72
The time the co rps units spem in the tactical assembly areas was important.
These assembly areas became the focus for building combat power, for training,
and even for combat planning and operations. Unit commanders were able to
incOLvorate new equipment, train their soldiers, and plan and rehearse all aspects
of the upcoming campaign. Over one hundred separate corps fragmentary orders
and thousands of staff and subordinate unit orders, messages, and other documents indicate the incredible dynamics of the period. Most of these disparate
activities were directed, comrolled, and managed by the corps sta!T. lL was a complex effort that rivaled in scale and intensity the operations of any large civilian
corporation. Its bottom line, however, was not financial success. The American
public would evaluate the campaign at its end in terms of missions accomplished
and lives saved.
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7
The Iraqi Defenses and the
1st Cavalry Division
If the Vll Corps vvas to reposition to its attack sector successfull y, it had to
divert the Iraqis' attention and prevent them from imerfering with the move. lt was
critical that the enemy not detect the movement. Franks needed to do several
things to Maj. Gen. Ahmed Ibrahim Hamash, the opposing Iraqi VII Corps commander. First, as pan of General Schwarzkopf$ overall deception plan, Franks
wanted to convince Hamash that VII Corps planned to auack into his alt·ead)' prepared defensive positions west of the Wadi al Batin. Second, he sought to prevent
the Iraqi forces from detecting and interfering with his operational movement to
the west. ln addition, just before the ground offensive, Franks needed to create
gaps in the barrier between the Iraqi and Saudi Arabian borders. Simultaneously,
1-: ranks wanted his artillery, auack helicopters, and supporting aircraft to destrO)'
the Iraqi VIJ Corps' artillery, command and control facili ties, and mobile reserves.
To accomplish these tasks, the U.S. VH Corps had to begin dueling with the Iraqi
Army long before the formal start of DESERT STORt..ls ground campaign.

The Iraqi Front Line
Defending the area west of the Wadi al Balin, the depanure sector for the U.S.
VI I Corps' offensive, was the Iraqi V// Corps. General Hamash, the Iraqi commander, deployed his five "straight-leg," or nonmotorized, infantry divisions in fixed
fighting positions along the border. Each division entrenched two brigades forward , on line from east to west, and its third brigade several kil ometers to the
rear- 1raqi standard format ion for a deliberate defense. Hamash deployed the 27th
lnfwwy Division in his eastern sector to block the Wadi approaches. This unit had
a narrow sector, only ten kilometers wide. To the west, in similar formations but
with larger frontages, were the 25tlt, 31st, 48tlt, and 26tlt lnfanlly Divisions. The
26tlt lnfantty Division, VII Corps' westernmost, had a frontage of almost thirt)1 -five
kilometers, with its right (western) Oank virtually unprotected. 1 General Hamash
dispersed the 52d Armored Division, behind the forward units, prepared to counterauack any penetrations in his sec10r.
The Iraqi TV Corps, east of the Wadi al Batin, also had units oriented on the
defense of this critical avenue of approach. lts 20th infant ry Division defended close
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Source: Vll Corps G- 2, "The 100-Hour Ground War: The Failed Iraqi Plan," [Mar 91], an. L, in
VII Corps AAR.

6th Armored Division was farther back in reserve. Should the
Iraqi commanders become aware of the massive U.S. displacement west, the Iraqi
IV and VII Corps' tactical reserves could use the Wadi al Batin approach as an
attack axis to cut n1ain supply routes of both American corps and seriously disrupt the coalitions attack schedule. 2 ln the event they achieved any success against
the U.S . forces, the Iraqi high command could order the heavy divisions of the
Republican Guard to move clown the Wadi al Batin and reinforce the initial attack.
The Iraqi intelligence organization should have detected the movement along
Tapline Road of the two massive U.S. corps. Because reconnaissance operations
had been a well-known lraqi problem during the lran -lraq War, iLwas reasonable
for American planners to assume that their foes would have corrected any deficiencies in this area. 3 Before its invasion of Kuwait, Iraq had an extremely large
intelligence-collection capability-on paper:• After two weeks of aerial pounding,
Iraq's reconnaissance capabi lity probably had diminished, but it still should have
possessed the abi lity to discover the Vll and XVIll Corps' movemenL west into
their attack positions.
Iraqi corps commanders had many units they could use for reconnaissance
tasks. The VIl and IV Corps were each authorized a reconnaissance battalion . Each
b.aualion, organized into two companies, had forty-six vehicles, primarily Sovietmade BRDM-2 and French-manufactured AML wheeled scout cars. Each regular
infantry division also had a similar unit. Each brigade and battalion had an additional reconnaissance platoon of six BRDMs or AMLs. 5 The lraqi corps also had a
number of potentially capable reconnaissance elements. These included artillery
locating battalions, combat engineers, and chemical defense reconnaissance platoons. However, traditionally lraq had relied heavily on signal intelligence. During
the lran-lraq War, it demonstrated a significant electronic comm.unicalions interception capability and was able to exploit such info rmation on the battlefield. To
to the Wadi, and its
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accomplish this task, each corps had an electronic warfare battalion with a mix of
Soviet and Westem equipment.6
During the lran-lraq War, the Iraqis also had special detachments for missions
behind Iranian lines and in Kurd-controlled areas. These units, each made up of
twenty-five to thirty men, including Iranians or Kurds who rallied to the Iraqi side,
conducted long-range patrols to collect information and to ambush and capture
prisoners. Sabotage may have been an additional mission of these detachments. 7
There was always the potential of civilian Iraqi supporters and Bedouin tribesmen
reporting the movement or preparations of the U.S. V11 Corps for its movement
across the Wadi. Saudi police discovered Iraqi agents at facilities in the rear and
posing as contractors at coalition base camps. 8 While Hafar al Batin was rumored
to be a hotbed of Iraqi sympathy, Franks was not too concerned over "some
human [intelligence] collector driving around out there among the sheep."9
While the air campaign neutralized the Iraqi Air Force, the possible Iraqi use
of drone observation aircraft (remotely piloted vehicles, or RPVs), created a stir in
the VII Corps sector. These small, unmanned aircraft could fly to an area and
essentially make a movie of the enemys defenses and facilities. The VII Corps
intelligence officers knew about their potential reconnaissance capability since
they used similar aircraft in their own collection effort. 10 Starting in early February,
there were many reports of Iraqi RPVs in TAA juNO. In response Colonel Cherrie
asked Task Force lst Battalion, 83d Air Defense Artillery, equipped with Patriot
missiles and sophisticated air defense radar, to help identify these aircraft and to
assist the corps in their detection. Friendly aircraft were also warned to use their
transponders to avoid accidental engagement. 11 No Iraqi drones, however, were
ever captured or shot down, and the affair seemed to reflect American anxiety
rather than Iraqi reconnaissance capabilities.
lf Iraqi reconnaissance forces located American forces on the move or in the
tactical assembly area, their extensive gun and rocket artillery could disrupt the
corps. During the Iran-Iraq War, Iraq had been able to place effective indirect fire
on targets within Hve minutes of their location. On paper, the Iraqi artillery even
outgunned its coalition opponents. 12 Between the two Iraqi corps, there were
potentially three to six corps artillery battalions and possibly twenty divisional battalions in position to attack the immediate area opposite the Saudi border.
The most dangerous items of artillery came from the Iraqi corps rocket
brigade. Using Soviet-made FROG- 7s (free-rockets-over-ground, or unguided
missiles), and Brazilian Astros Multiple Rocket Launchers, the Iraqis could deliver high explosive, DPICM (dual-purpose improved conventional munitions),
chemical and, the most dangerous, fuel-air mixture munitions. While the Iraqis
did not employ this last munition during the ground campaign, corps planners
had to consider its presence and capability. 13
Finally, the various types of Scud systems had an even greater predicted range
and potential. "Scud" was the NATO code name for the Soviet SSl series of ballistic
missiles. Mounted on a truck that combined the roles of transporter, erector, and
launcher, the Scud was a highly mobile system. Dming the war with Iran in the late
1980s, Iraq modified the basic missile to give it an extended range of over six hun-
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dred kilometers. 14 The Iraqis had launched the first Scuds on 17 january against
Israel, wounding ninety-six people and damaging almost 1,700 apartments. On 18
january Iraq began firing Scuds into Saudi Arabia. Although tactical success was
minimal, their appearance caused significant psychological stress in the coalition
camp. 15 Coalition air and special forces units followed these attacks with massive
Scud-hunting expeditions in western lraq. 16 However, neither Scuds nor FROGs had
used their chemical warheads as of l Februaty. Had the Iraqis chosen to use chemical weapons, their disruptive effect when dropped into the middle of a moving
corps was unimaginable, even with the Americans' chemical defensive equipment. 17
Franks also worried about an lraqi reconnaissance in force, an attack designed
to force the enemy to disclose his strength, d ispositions, and intentions.18 In its
simplest form, platoon and company-size elements could attack limited objec-
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tives. The Iraqis had already carried out
an operation of this size on the Saudi
border post of Ruqi on 30 january. 19 If
the lraqis were successful in such
probes, Franks knew they could follow
up with larger, more destructive
efforts. 20
The possibility of a large-scale spoiling attack was also a continuing threat. 21
The vulnerability of the logistics bases
near Hafar al Batin, King Khalicl Military
City, and Logbase ECHO developing west
of the Wadi presented tempting targets
to any enemy commander. The vulnerability o r two corps using one main supply route made the potential rewards for
an aggressive Iraqi commander high
indeed. A surprise Iraqi offensive down
the Wadi al Balin would have resulted
ultimately in lraqs decisive defeat. The
effect, however, of even a few dozen
tanks and armored vehicles creating
havoc among the transports on Tapline
Soviet-buill, Iraqi-modified Scuci-B
Road or among the supply depots of
Missiles and Launchers on Display
Logbase ALPHA wou ld have been dramatic. Pictures of exploding ammo dumps and American bodies, carried by the
international news media bacl< to the United States, could have created a change in
the political situation and weakened Americas will to pursue the conflict. Political,
if not mililary, rewards awaited such an action. Historical examples warned the
corps' leadership that Saddam Hussein might attempt such a desperate gamble if
there was a possibi lity of obtaining strategic successn
The Iraqi attack on Khafj i on 30 january underscored the threat. An Iraqi
brigade had attacked southward and seized the small Saudi coastal town of R'as al
Khafji, some 225 kilometers east of the VI.I Corps, on the Persian Gulf. While this
engagement ended in a rapid defeat for the invading force and the destruction of
the Iraqi second echelon in its assembly areas, the Khafji attack demonstrated the
Iraqis' capability to launch such a probe. There was no reason to believe that they
would not do better in a second attempt elsewhere. 23
lf Lheir reconnaissance elements discovered the Vll Corps' movement, the
Iraqis could reposition their forces to meet the attack. RaLher than hitting
Republican Guard troops out of position, the Americans might then engage them
al'ter they had repositioned and had the Lime to prepare the terrain for a cleliberaLe defense. Tn addi tion, the Iraqis could withdraw their front-line forces deeper
imo Iraq and out of range of coalition artillery. Such a move could seriously affect
the coalitions battle plans.
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A soldier examines a Scud missile that a Patriot shot down in Saudi Arabia.

By 13 February Col. john C. Davidson, the VII Corps G-2, believed the Iraqis
were still capable of interfering with the commands move. He expected the Iraqi
Army to continue to defend in depth and its command to adjust unit locations to
compensate for losses in forward defenses because of coalition air attacks. The
main lraqi effort wou ld continue to focus on the defense of the Wadi al Batin
approach. The divisions to the west were performing economy-of-force missions,
especially in the far west, and the G-2 believed the Iraqis would attempt to use
chemical weapons to assist them. He did not believe there would be a major spoiling attack on the scale of KhaQi because of the significant degradation of the Iraqi
mobile forces and their overall logistical capabilities. He did, however, expect
them to conduct aggressive counterreconnaissance operations using company and
battalion forces. He further believed that if the lraqis discovered the VU Corps'
movement, the probability of such reconnaissance activity wouLd increase. He
warned that while Iraqi signal intelligence was limited., the moving divisions
would generate excessive radio communications traffic, which was vulnerabLe to
Iraqi interception. He noted that Iraqi forces retained the capability to infiltrate
units into the western pan of the corps sector to reinforce elements of 26th Infcuwy
Division. This reaction could slow the required rapid advance of the Vll Corps during the attack. 2 ~ The G-2's analysis, as it turned out, was wrong only concerning
the use of chemical weapons.
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The 1st Cavalry Division's Deception
Articles and books published soon after the war portray the ground offensive
as one rapid sweep across southern Iraq and Kuwait. Even General Schwarzkopf,
in his briefing of 27 February 1991, referred to the attack as a "Hail Mary Play."25
In fact, the ground offensive was a complex, phased scenario that took over a full
month to execute. The initial step in this operation was the movement of the 1st
Cavalry Division north to the sector just west of the Wadi al Batin. From here, the
division conducted a deception operation to attract the attention of lraqs degraded intelligence collection assets, causing their commanders to focus on that sector.
Next, the 1st Infantry Division sem combat units west of the Wadi to secure the
new logistics facility (Logbase Eo-to) in the attack sector. Then, each of these two
divisions conducted a series of limited actions in front of their existing positions
to further confuse the Iraqi commanders as to the intended d irection of the
American attack. With the border area secure, the remainder of the Vll Corps and
the entire XVlll Corps moved several hundred kilometers from their DESERT SHIELD
locations in the east to their DESERT STORM sectors west of the Wadi al Batin. Only
then, in late February, was the Third Army prepared to throw the Iraqi Army out
of Kuwait.
The 1st Cavalry Division was the first Am.erican unit to confront the Iraqi
defenses. After its activity in defense of Tapline Road and searching for potential
border crossers discussed earlier, Brig. Gen. John H. Tilelli, jr.s division returned
to TAA WENDY and well behind the Syrian 9th Armored Division still along the
border. On 20 and 21 January the Syrian division began moving, and the First
Team was ready to assume control of that sector opposite d1e Iraqi defenses. 26
Although the division had been the designated theater reserve, during this phase
of the campaign it was under General Franks' operational control.
The cavalrys lst Brigade, under Col. George H. Harmeyer, occupied the sector to the west, and its 2d Brigade, commanded by Col. Randolph W House, held
the eastern portion along the Wadi. The 1st Squadron, 7th Cavalry, screened the
sector between the deployed brigades and the border bermY The 1st Cavalry
Division~ role from that clay until 23 February was the same: Fix the attention of
the lraqis on them and the Wadi al Batin approach and cover the VII Corps' movement to its attack positions. 28
The Wadi al Batin is a usually dry streambed that rises in the highlands of
Jabal Shammar, west of Riyadh, and runs northwest to the town of Hafar al Batin.
From there, iL continues in the same direction and forms the western, Britishimposed, border between Iraq and Kuwait. The gully then dissipates thirty miles
southwest of the Iraqi port of Al Basrah. In northern Saudi Arabia, the Wadi creates a broad valley up to six hundred feet deep and up to five kilometers wide.
Slopes are often steep, making east-west vehicle travel clifficull. Lt is traditionally
one of the importanL avenues of approach into Mesopotamia. In the days before
compasses and global positioning systems, the Wadi was one of the few visible terrain features between the Persian Gulf and the SyTian Desert. Camel-mounted
Bedouins used the feature to guide their raids against caravans, moving between
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Persia and the Mediterranean and the city dwellers of the Tigris-Euphrates Valley.
For example, in 633 A.D. the Muslim armies of T<halid ibn al Waleed and al
Muthanna ibn Haritha gathered at Hafar al Batin. Attacking up the Wadi, they
entered the empire of Sassanid Persia. Victories near modern Kuwait City, Ash
Shatrah (Iraq), and the Persian capital at Clesiphon set the stage for the final
Islamic conquest of all of Persia. 29 ln the cemuries that followed, other Arab
raiders, predecessors of the Sabah and Saud families, continueclLO use this route
to prey on city dwellers and farmers of lraq . The Wadi al Batins role in the military history of the region was legendary, and the lraqi Army was going to watch
the Wadi approach closely.
From late january until the beginning of the ground campaign on 24 February,
the lst Cavalry Division conducted a textbook example of deception. First, the
cavalrymen established a security zone along the border. This move took place
right after the Battle of I< hafji, when the Saudi Arabian border guards withdrew
from their screen line forward of the VH Corps. After consulting with the VII
Corps staff, General Tilelli ordered the lst Squadron, 7th Cavalry, to overwatch the
highway complex at the intersection of Kuwait, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and the Wadi
al Batin. Called the Ruq i Pocket by American planners, this sector was the most
dangerous avenue o [ approach into Saud i Arabia west of the coastal highway.
Each night a cavalry ground platoon moved forward and trained its thermal
sights on the potential routes into the sector. ln addition, the squadron began
ground and air surveillance along fifty kilom.eters of the border west of the Wadi.
By 6 January a task force based on the 3d Battalion, 32d Armor, had assumed
responsibility for the western portion o f the division screen line, allowing the cavalrymen the opportunity LO rotate their troopers out of their smaller sector for
some rest, showers, and equipment maintenance. 30As the lsL Cavalry Division
assumed its zone of operations, there were a number of small engagements
between the Americans and the Iraqis. For example, a cavalry troop's Cobra helicopter d rew fire from an l raqi observation post on 5 February. This position soon
became Lhe target o f a divisional test of fi repovver. On 7 February Battery B, lsL
Baualion, 82d Field Artillery, l'ired the first laser-guided Copperhead round of the
war al the unsuspecting observation post. As Iraqi soldiers ran away, a Cobra used
a TOW missile Lo destroy the truck into which they were about to jump. just after
the truck exploded, an artillery battery, each gun firi ng one round at the target, finished off that hapless tower. 31 For such a limited target, this was an excessive use
of firepower, but one sure to capture the attention o f the Iraqi commanders.
After a week of patrolling and observing, General Tilelli launched a series of
"Berm Buster" operations on 14 February. To d iscourage smuggling, the Saudis had
built an eight- to ten-foot-high dirt wall along the border as an obstacle to any
attacking force. By cutti ng gaps in the berm, the lsL Cavalry Division hoped to persuade the Iraqis that an attack was imminent j ust where they expected itY By the
end of the day the lst Brigade had blasted three holes in this berm with combat
engineer vehicles. In addition, it destroyed three Iraqi observation towers and four
trucks. The brigade also identified an Iraqi mechanized platoon on the north side
of the berm, near the western edge of the divisions sector. After coordinating with
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the 1st lnfantry Division on the left flank, three battalion volleys of dual-purpose
(antipersonnel and antivehicle) munitions destroyed these vehicles. By the end of
the first clay of operations, almost 170 Iraqis surrendered to the 1st Cavalry
Division. 33 These operations cominued through the fifteenth with additional towers and buildings destroyed and more prisoners surrendering. 3"
From 15 February until the beginning of the ground war, cavalry units moved
forward of the border berm, igniting a counterreconnaissance battle across the sector. These small fights contributed to the Iraqi fixat ion on the Wadi al Batin. The
Iraqis countered with n•ine-taying operations near the berm and several night
raids and reconnaissance probes. This resulted in numerous small engagements in
the 1st Cavalry Divisions zone as well as that secured by the 1st Infantry Division
to the west. 35
On 19 February Franks ordered Tilelli to conduct a reconnaissance-in-force of
the enemy positions. His instructions for what was to become OperaLion NIGHT
STRIKE were: Find the enemy and determine his composition, his disposition, and
his intent. Franks monitored the divisions preparation and personally approved
its plan and limjt of advance. Tllelli chose Colonel Houses 2d Brigade to execute
NIGHT STRIKE. On the evening of the nineteenth, House sent a mechanized company across the berm to check out crossing points and search for mines. This
reconnaissance found little of importance and returned to the south side of the
screen line. Simultaneously, Tilelli directed Colonel Harmeyer$ 1st B1igade to send
another mechanized team across the berm in its sector to observe the areas where
Iraqi reconnaissance elements bad been active. lt engaged an armored personnel
carrier and about eight soldiers in its ambush zone. 36
The next day House sent a battalion task force based on the 1st Squadron, 5th
Cavalry, which crossed the border at 1200 hours. ln direct support of the one
mechanized and two tank company teams was the 3d Battalion, 82d Field
Artillery. Team A, the mechanized infantry unit, led the battalions diamond formation with its Bradleys and found the Iraqis ten kilometers across the border. Lt.
Col. Michael W Parker, the task force commander, believed he faced on ly a dugin infantry platoon and ordered the trailing tank companies to advance on line and
support the infantry fighting vehicles. Finishing the action seemed a simple matter of rounding up prisoners as during the previous few days 37
The 1st Cavalry Division, however, was no longer fighting isolated reconnaissance and security elements. It was now in the middle of the Iraqi 25th Injant1y
Divisions security zone. Five kilometers farther north, the main Iraqi defenses
wailed. In one of the most heavily defended sectors along the entire front, the Iraqi
staff demonstrated that it had learned its lessons [rom the war with lran. The 1st
Squadron, 5th Cavalry, was heading straight at the dug-in 103d Brigade of the 25tll
Jnfanuy Division . To the west was the 109th Brigade of the 31st l1~[antry Division,
and just to the east was the 25th Divisions 72d Brigade.
The cavalry was also heading into extensive minefields, strands of concertina
vvire, fire trenches, and other obstacles designed to channel the attacking forces.
The Iraqi defenses also had electronic jamming support. These security forces,
normally not authorized heavy antitank units, were reinforced with an antitank
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baualion with 106-mm. recoilless rifles. In addition, Iraqi T-55 and T-62 tanks
were integrated into the defensive scheme. The Iraqis could support those
brigades with at least seven battalions of field artillery with eighteen tubes each. 1f
the American task force succeeded in penetrating the forward Iraqi brigades,
which was doubtful, it would encounter another reinforced divisional brigade.
Behind these two echelons were two brigades from the 52d Armored Division and
many more artillery and antitank units. 38
The 1st Squadron, 5th Cavalry, had run into a deliberate defense. The Iraqi
positions were well sited and camouflaged. Hidden bunkers were everywhere,
with overlapping fields of fire. The artillery remained under cover and undetected
until the battle began. Funhermore, the Iraqi soldiers did not run, but stood and
fought hard. Those who were captured had been overwhelmed by American combat power. AIL the artillery and close air support Tilellis division could muster was
suddenly focused on supponing the developing ground battle. At the end of five
hours of combat, the task force was lucky to escape with only three combat vehicles destroyed and one damaged. Three American soldiers were killed and another nine wounded. That afternoon all lst Cavalry Division units withdrew across
the border to their original positions. 39
The 2d Brigade had accomplished its mission. The skirmish reinforced Iraqi
perceptions that the main coalition attack would be up the Wadi at Batin. lt also
proved conclusively tbaL at least some Iraqis were still willing to fight even after
thirLy-three days of air attack. This was a valuable lesson that Franl<s discussed
with his commanders. The short battle demonstrated that the Iraqi Army still had
plenty of fight and could punish any ill-conceived or poorly executed VII Corps
attack.
The 1st Cavahy Division's efforts did not stop as the 1st Squadron, 5th
Cavalry, returned. That night mounted patrols from the 1st Brigade again moved
forwa rd of the berm into ambush positions and engaged small lraqi elements. The
d ivision continued to conduct aggressive reconnaissance and coumerreconnaissance operations until the beginning of the ground war. 40 Although the drama of
the "100 Hour War" later obscured these efforts, night after night the cavahy
troopers looked into the face of a then still-respected and dangerous opponent. ln
total darkness, young soldiers moved into the unknown, while veterans from the
Vietnam War looked cautiously for signs of mines, booby traps, or antiarmor kill
zones. Thirty days of small-unit actions pressed the limits of soldiers, commanders, and staffs. To push the Iraqis too quickly or too hard could cause a punishing reaction from the Iraqi artillery, a raid, or some other kind of offensive action.
To push too liule would cause the deception to fail. In either case, Lhe final corps
casualty count could have been much higher. The l st Cavalry Division succeeded
in reinforcing Saddam Hussein's illusion thaL the main coalition attack was heading straight up the Wadi al Batin. 41 The unnoticed movement of the bulk of the
Vll and XVlll C01vs units into their western positions, and the ultimate success of
their attacks, was partially d ue to the furor caused by the 1st Cavalry Divisi.on
along the Wadi al Batin.
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1st Infantry Dillision Border At:livities
and Field Arlillery Raids
Even before the lst Cavalry Division moved into its sector, combat units from
Maj. Gen. Thomas G. Rhame~ lst Infantry Division were infiltrating across the
Wadi al Batin to a sector near the Iraqi border. For almost a month these small
units conducted security operations in the attack sector. Some of these early
actions were a reaction to the Iraqi Army~ li mited reconnaissance activities
designed to protect supplies needed for the offensive. Other activities helped to
prepare the battlefield for the corps' attack by destroying obstacles along the border and neutralizing the Iraqi artillery. All these operations, most of which took
place in the breach sector controlled by the Big Red One, took place before the
start of the ground war in late February.

Combat Command Carter
The key to the forthcoming campaign would be the corps' ability to provide
itself the necessary logistics support. The Army defines this capability, operational
sustainment, as "those logistical and support activities required to sustain campaigns and major operations within a theater of war." 1 DESERT STORM planners at
all levels of command, educated at Leavenworth's School of Advanced Militmy
Studies, knew that logistic support was vital Lo the success of the operation. To
facilitate this support, logisticians used a technique as o ld as war itself, staging
supplies forward before the combat troops arrived 2 Third Army established six
major logistics bases to suppon the advance. The command ultimately slOcked
each of these sites with all classes of supply. Most important were Class I (food),
Class lil (fue l), and Class V (ammunition). During the initial stages of the offensive, VU Corps would depend on Logbase ECHO, located near a cluster of old
houses along the border in the lst Infantry Divisions attack sector. 3 The main
problem with these logistics installations was obvious. lt took weeks to stock them
with the tons of supplies needed to support a modern armored corps, and assembling them i.n the forward area made them vulnerable to attack.
During the third week of january, over a month before the g round offensive,
engineer units began to move into the corps' attack sector, west of the Wadi al
BaLin. They started building berms to enclose fuel bladders and ammunition
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yards. They also built roads and other facilities required by the massive logistical
effort. General Franks directed the lst Infantry Division to protect the developing
logistics base, located in that division's future sector.''
The mission fell to Lt. Col. Robert Wilsons 1st Squadron, 4th Cavalry. Like
any divisional squadron of the era, the lst had two ground troops (A and B), two
air troops (C and D), and a headquarters troop. ln addition to its authorized complement of forty-one M3A2 cavalry fighting vehicles, the lst Infantry Division
had augmented the squadron with nine MlAl tanks upon its arrival at the port,
giving the unit far greater combat power than was typicaL.S On 2l January Troop
B left TAA RoosEVELT and became the first Vll Corps combat element to cross the
Wadi al Batin. Six tanks moved with Capt. Michael Bills' Troop Bas it crossed the
Wadi. 6 The troop headed west, twenty kilometers north of the town of Hafar al
Batin, to avoid observation by local civilians. Even a limited reconnaissance in
that sector could have discoveTed the obvious signs of a large logistics site in the
making, which woul.d have compromised the deception plan. Therefore, with
only a global positioning system receiver to guide their movements, these troopers stayed off the Tapline Road and away from Hafar al Batin to remain undetected . They arrived in a region where the only important landmark was the
never-ending border berm.7
On 24 January Franks ordered the lst Infantry Division to move north of the
logistics base and establish a screen line between it and the Iraqi border. The
screen mission is the lowest level of combat security one unit can provide. It
implies dedicated, around-the-clock protection from enemy observation. Such a
mission does not include decisive combat operations against an attacking force.
Once Troop B was in position, it quickly became obvious to General Rhame and
his staff that one troop was too small to do that job alone. He ordered Colonel
Wilson to move the remainder of his sq uadron from TAA RoosEVELT to assume
Troop Bs mission.
Wilsons aviation troops arrived on 25 January, with Troop A and the remainder of the squadron arriving on 27 january. Once Wilson arrived, he made contact
with the lst Squadron, 7th Cavalry, lst Cavalry Division, on its right flank and
began to acclimate to his new, desolate surroundings. The squadron was well
beyond the span of effective division command and control, as communication
between the unit and division headquarters, still back in TAA RoosEVELT, was tenuous and sometimes intermittent.8
The baule at Khafji and numerous reports of Iraqi movement caused the corps
staff to reconsider the security arrangements for Logbase ECHO. The cavalry
squadron was beyond American artillery support and would be unable to stop any
determined Iraqi probe toward the growing logistics installation. Recent Iraqi
troop movements opposite the squadron suggested either Iraqi probes or an
improvement of their defensive posture along the border. For example, at the
beginning of February scouts observed a small Iraqi engineer unit cutting holes in
the border berm. The aviation troops Cobra gunships destroyed the offending
bu lldozer on the morning of 2 February, scattering the Iraqi soldiers working
there. Cavalry reconnaissance patrols later found three additional gaps in the berm
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and a new antitank ditch in front of it. The lst Cavalry Division intelligence officer (G- 2), Lt. Col. Terrance Ford , believed the Iraqis were becoming bolder with
the recent departure of the Saudi border guards 9
Generals Rhame and Franks agreed it was important to reinforce and relieve
the cavalry. On 3 February they sent a small brigade task force, called Combat
Command Carter, commanded by the assistant division commander for maneuver, Brig. Gen. Wil liam G. Carter lll, to the zone being screened by the cavalry
north of Logbase EcHo. Combat Command Caner arrived in the afternoon with a
covering mission to defeat any enemy incursion into Saudi Arabian territory. These
additions gave the lst Infantry Division force in the sector west of the 1st Cavalry
Division a greater defensive capability. It included Lt. Col. David F. Gross' 3d
Battalion, 37th Armor, organized as a balanced task force with two tank and two
mechanized companies. Lt. Col. Harry Emmerson$ lst Battalion, 5th Field
Artillery, provided indirect fire support. Finally, the division tactical command
post brought the sophisticated communications to allow the command to work
with the rest of the division.
Combat Command Carters mission was security: lt was not to engage in combat unless attacked. Carter's orders also specifically directed avoiding any electronic and physical detection. Therefore, for the next two weeks Combat
Command Carter remained in position, observing the border. Tanks and Bradleys
occupied observation posts along an extended screen line. Using these systems'
powerful thermal sights, gunners identified small-unit movements and scouts
occasionally noted Iraqi armored and wheeled vehicles. Ground surveillance
radars monitored possible lraqi avenues of approach, while mortar sections occupied firing positions behind the forward screen. The command then used its
Cobras and OH-58 helicopters to investigate any observed activity tO avoid disclosing the presence of American ground troops. 10
For the soldiers of the armor task force screening a twenty-five kilometer sector, it was their first experience this close to the enemy. The tension was high as
troops peered across the border. Early in the evening of 4 February, they watched
as flares, mortars, and other devices sporadically illuminated the border trace.
Around 2000 the cavalry squadron reported enemy activity across the border.
Shortly thereafter, ground surveillance radars reponed vehicles moving east to
west and stopping from time to time. Gross' tanks and Bradleys were unable to
identify the targets through their thermal sights. Suddenly, the radars reported
these intruders moving rapidly toward Company Cs positions. Gross scrambled
his reserve tank platoon and reponed his situation to the combat commands
headquarters. After several minutes of silence, the Company C commander sent a
spot report. He now had the supposed enemy in sight but was reasonably sure the
rules of engagement prohibited him from engaging a herd o( camels. From Colonel
Gross' perspective, the incident at least reassured him of his command's responsiveness and fire discipline. 11
On 6 February 1991, Combat Command Caners activity increased in the
border area. This activity began with a rash of drone aircraft or RPV sightings
throughout the commands sector. The incidents put everyone on alert. On 9
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February scouts discovered a building
near the berm with five strange antennas on top. Carter believed ir was an
RPV control station o r some other signal intelligence or electronic countermeasures facility. lf it remained in place,
it cou ld ultimately locate the American
troops and the growing logistics complex. General Caner ordered a lst
Baualion, 1st Aviation, Apache to
destroy this structure at 2200 with a
Hellfire missile. That same night, noticing activity in the building hit earlier,
the command attempted to destroy the
building with laser-guided Copperhead
rounds. The first round missed by 200
meters to the right. A second attempt
also failed. The next night they fired
another Copperhead at a differem target with little luck. That night they also
tried to engage one of the reponed
General Cw·ter
RPVs with a Stinger air defense missile,
but it lost its lock-on and self-destructeel. The next evening Colonel Cherrie told the division to "knock it ofr' and stOp
shooting rockets and drawing Iraqi attention to that sector. 12
Combat Command Caner began preparing to turn over its sector to the division's 3d Brigade, configured as Task Force IRON, on 15 February. 13 The command
ended its mission on a sour note, however. On the afternoon of the fourteenth,
Delta Company, 2d Battalion, 16th Infantry (cross-attached to the 3d Battalion,
37th Armor, and temporarily under the control of the cavalry squadron), attempted to clear a small group of buildings on the south side of the berm. The company commander used one platoon to provide covering fire, in case the other two
platoons sweeping through the cluster of buildings needed support. When one
member of the sweeping force fired his weapon, the other members of the two
clearing plaLOons also began fir ing, and three American soldiers were wounded.
Fortunately the overwatch platoon held its fire, or the incident could have been
worse."'

Task Force Iron
The division's 3d Brigade, commanded by Col. David Weisman, provided the
base for Task Force 1RON. 15 The formation was to include the lst Battalion, 41st
Infantry, and the ubiquitous lst Squadron, 4th Cavalry, with the 4th Battalion, 3d
Field Artillery, in direct support and the 1st Battalion, 1st Aviation, with its Apache
auack helicopters, occasionally under the task force~ operational control. The
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317th Engineer Battalion, with its armored combat engineer vehicles, completed
the units organization.
Task Force !RON had a two-part mission. First, just like the lst Cavalry
Division in. the east, IRON had to win the counterreconnaissance battle in the sector where the 1st Infantry and the U. K 1st Armoured Divisions would enter lraq.
This included combat actions to destroy or repellhe enemys reconnaissance elemems, denying the enemy commander any observation of the lst Divisions preparations in the breach sector. 16 It was essential that the Iraqi commander not know
where the actual breach would take place. If he found out, he could place direct
and indirect fire on the vulnerable, and valuable, combat engineer vehicles that
were to clear gaps in the Iraqi defenses, as well as on the troop concentrations
wailing to push through.
The second part of the brigade's mission was to conduct a demonstration in
the sector to further confuse the Iraqis as to the direction of the main attack. Pan
of that effort would include cutting holes in the berm along the Saudi border, as
the J st Cavalry Division was doing to the east. 17 These lanes, however, were for
the U.S. 1st Lnfantry and U.K. 1st Armoured Divisions and much of the logistics
tail supporting the corps. If these gaps were not cut, the auacking brigades would
have to negotiate two separate obstacle zones, slowing the pace of the assault.
The first task in moving the units forward was a leaders' reconnaissance,
which the lst Infantry Division's officers conducted on 12 February.
Representatives from the cavalry squadron, who had now been in the area for
almost a month, guided commanders to their sectors and helped them make final
arrangements [or the disposition of their units. Next, on J3 r:ebruary, Task Force
lRONs quartering parti.es, composed of representatives of each of the brigades subordinate battalions, companies, and separate platoons, departed TAA RooSEVELT. 18
Their mission was to thoroughly reconnoiter the new area, identify the specific
location of units, and guide the units into their respective positions. The intent
was to cause the main body the minimum amount of confusion on arrival in the
new sector and to ensure that it was physically arrayed in the end formation the
commander desired. The remainder of the lst Infantry Division's quartering parLies followed TF [RON's detachments into the new sector. 19
On the fourteenth TF IRON led the 1st Infantry Divisions movement to a forward assembly area called jUNCTION ClTY. The massive administrative march provided the opponunity for a fu ll -scale rehearsal of the tactica l operations that
would follow. For almost one hundred miles the division practiced changing battle formations and refueled. The force moved in a wedge formation with a front of
about four kilometers and a depth of about five. Most of the combat service support elements would follow over the next two days. 20
As the division main command post moved through the town of Hafar al
Batin, a Scud missile exploded above the column. The questions were obvious:
Had the Iraqis detected the corps' movement? Was it just a coincidence? Was it
pan of an effort to interdict the entire Yll Corps while it was on the move? lt was
at least a close call-pan of a warhead fell within one hundred-fifty meters of a
shower point, potentially endangering the lives of twenty-five to one hundred
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men. After a shon time, however, it became obvious that the Iraqis had not discovered the corps' movement, and there were no further attacks. 21
The movement had been an excellent training exercise. The 1st Infantry
Division found out it cou ld maneuver and navigate and still not use as much fuel
as anticipated. Commanders aL d ivision, brigade, and battalion practiced commanding their formations from the inside of Ml tanks and Bradley fighting vehicles, a difficult task for those not accustomed to working in such confined conditions. These commanders, many for the first time, practiced moving their entire
organizations. ll was a valuable experience for all concerned. 22 Within twenty-four
hours of the Big Red One's stan, it was aligned with TF IRON, the 3d Brigade,
deployed along the Saudi-Iraq i border, and the l st and 2d Brigades positioned
from east to west several kilometers w its rear. The Lst Squad ron , 4th Cavalry, now
came u nder the operational con trol of Task Force IRON and the remainder of
Combat Command Carter reLUrned to the 2d Brigade. 13
On the morning of 15 February, Colonel Weisman's Task Force IRON was
arrayed about five kilometers south of the border, ready to move forward and cut
the border berm. Tanks and Bradleys moved into positions where they could shoot
across the berm to targets on the far side. Artillery fire-support veh icles moved forward also and scanned the d istant horizon. Seventeen battalions o f artillery prepared to provide both indirect fire suppon and counterbattery fire. Cobras and
Apaches remained ready to intervene as the situation developed. Engineers from
the 1st and 9th Engineer Battalions, the supporting engineers for the 2d and 1st
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Brigades, respectively, moved their armored combat engineer vehicles forward.
While they began tearing gaps in the earthen wall , the artillery fired at known and
suspected targets. By noon there were twenty gaps in the berm through which the
armor and infantry vehicles could pass into lraq. 21
Shortly after noon the rest of Task Force lRON began moving f01ward in battle
formation. At the border berm, the battallons conducted standard defile drills and
then moved forward in battle formation into lraq. 25 As they advanced, on a front
almost thirty kilometers wide, gunners identified Iraqi vehicles in front of them,
but the enemy withdrew as the task force advanced . By nightfall the brigade had
moved five kilometers into lraq and was arrayed along the Divisions Phase Line
MINNESOTA. 26 That night the task force observed some lraqi vehicles across the
berm but did not engage. The lst Infantry Division made physical contact with the
lst Cavalry Division on its right flank and informed them of TF IRON's new Location. 27 The next day, the sixteenth, was spent clearing the sector and improving the
posture of the brigade. This included the placement of ground surveillance radars
in observation posts to cover mounted and dismounted avenues of approach. 28
General Hamash, the Iraqi VIT Corps commander, probably knew by now that
something was afoot in his sector. From the Wadi al Batin to the west, there was
enemy activity. Gaps had been torn in the berms, and unknown armored vehicles
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had crossed over to his side of the border. His subordinate units were also receiving artillery fire and were now subject to precision air auacks. lt was time for him
to investigate and develop the situation. However, by 15 February the command
and control capabilities of the 25th lnfantly Division had already been degraded by
air attacks and artillery raids. lts reconnaissance assets no longer had the mobility
to conduct activities that close to the berm. Most likely, therefore, Hamash directed his own reconnaissance baualion to develop the situation in the zone forward
of the 25th Division on 16 February. 29
At 2151 hours TF IRON reported the movement of an approximate platoon, six
vehicles, from the northeast. Whether by coincidence or by design, these vehicles
were close to the boundary between the lst Infantry and l st Cavalry Divisions. 30
As the Iraqis were beyond the fire support coordination line, the graphic control
measure that allows for unrestricted indirect fire beyond it, TF IRON prepared to
engage them with artillery fire.
Twenty minutes later another three vehicles were observed six kilometers to
the west. As the tanks cross-attached to the lst Battalion, 41st lnfanuy, prepared
to fire, the Iraqi vehicles disappeared from sight. At 2230 the task force reported
to division headquarters that the vehicles appeared to be wheeled APCs, probably
Soviet-made BTR-60s, accompanied by a tank. They had taken good hull-down
positions and were now difficult to observe. 31
In the division main command post, General Rhame sat alone in his baule center as he listened intently to the various radio nets. After receiving the last repon
from Colonel Weisman, he told him over the radio "not to let any of those tanks get
away." Twenty minutes later the division G-3 reported that the l st Cavalry Division,
to the east, was involved with another reconnaissance force, possibly from the same
unit, and was about to commence firing. Believing these reconnaissance efforts
might presage a major attack, Rhame told Weisman to usc arti llery fire in support
and alerted the Apaches of Lst Battalion, lst Aviation, at 2320_32
For the next hour TF !RON fought a small series of battles with Iraqi reconnaissance elements that mimicked the tactics of a Soviet reconnaissance battalion.
At 2340 the cavalry squadron, still on the western Oank, spotted another group of
vehicles moving from west to cast toward the center of the task forces sector. At
the same time, almost forty kilometers to the east, the 1st Battalion, 41st Infantry,
engaged a group of vehicles it had spotted along the boundary with the lst Cavalry
Division. 33 lt reported destroying one tank and engaging the remainder of the
vehicles with artillery firc. 34 As expected, the difficulty of positively identifying
friend or foe in the difficult terrain at night prevented a more vigorous action.
Into this fragile situation General Rhame introduced a new factor, the Apache.
A platoon led by the 1st Baualion, lst Aviations battalion commander, Lt. Col.
Ralph Hayles, took off soon after midnight on the seventeenth. The AH-64$ nightfighting capabilities appeared ideal for the task at hand. The division tactical command post quickly ordered TF IRON to turn off all ground surveillance radars so
they would not attract the aircraft$ Hellfire missiles. At 0031 the Oight passed over
the Jst Battalion, 41st lnfan try. The infantry baualion commander, Lt. CoL j ames
L Hillman, coordinated di rectly with Hayles to iden tify the friendly line of troops.
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Nine minutes later, at 0040 , Colonel vVeisman shut off all artillery fire so the
Apaches could move forward.
At 0055 an alarm warned Hayles that an unknown radar had momemarily
acquired his aircraft. That signal possibly came from one of the American infamry's
ground surveillance radars that had not yet been deactivated. Later the division
determined that these radars triggered the same warning as a Soviet-built ZSU
23-4 antiaircraft system. 15 Hayles continued on his mission, now also concerned
about his flight's receiving enemy fire. Moments later he reported sighting two
vehicles about a half-mile north of the troop line. Weisman immed iately ordered
them destro)'Cd. A moment later, with more emphasis, Weisman again ordered
Hayles to destroy the target. The aviation commander drew a bead on the vehicles
and at 0059 tried to engage them with his 30-mm. cannon, hoping to test the target vehicle's reaction. In the back of his mind was the concern that they might turn
out to be American troops. The weapon jammed. Weisman again, with even more
emphasis, ordered Hayles to destroy the targets he had acquired. At 0059, remarking "Boy, l'm going to tell you its hard to pull this trigger," he personally fired a
Hellrire at each of the two vehicles. 1~>
Listening to the radio nets of both the infamry battalion and the division,
General Rhame realized that Hayles' targets were lst Infantry Division vehicles.
The infantry$ scouts immediately reported on the battalion net that two of its
radar vehicles had just been destroyed. Troopers from the l st Cavalry Division also
sent the same report over the corps' radio net. 37 Rhame ordered the engagement
to cease, send ing the Apaches back to base; he later directed a formal investigation
into the incident."~~~ Previously, Rhame had made a poim of telling his commanders: "Keep your hands off the trigger. Your job is to command and comrol your
outfit. You have ample weapons and crews to do the killing. Get them to the right
place ... at the right time on the battlefield, and let them do their job.''19
Hayles had violated Rhames instrucli.ons, and wilh in fony-eight hours Rhame
relieved him of his command and returned him to l he United States. The discussion and recrimination over the killing of two soldiers and wounding of six others
would last long after the division returned to Fort Riley, Kansas. 40
The stress of TF IRONs night across the border did not end with that engagement. For the next two hours, the Iraqis continued enemy-probing operations.
Task Force IRON identified an Iraqi mortar position and subjected its crew to direct
and indirect fires. Finally, soon after 0300 on the seventeenth, the lraqi initiative
ended.41 That afternoon Franks ordered Task Force IRON south of the berm, as
Central Command had become concerned that this much activity west of the Wadi
could upset the overall deception plan ...2
Now south of the berm, TF IRON observed the Iraqi nightly probes of its sector. For the next few days gunners watched through their thermal sights as
wheeled reconnaissance veh icles and small units moved in front of them. Several
limes Iraqi mortars fired at their positions, wounding one American soldier with
shrapnel. To add confusion to the situation, during the night one American vehicle lost its way and was temporarily thought to be lraqi. Good fire discipline prevented a repetition of the previous nights mishap. lraqi dismounted patrols also
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continued to probe the divisions sector. On the following day, 18 February, mortar fire wounded another soldier, while Iraqi vehicles and reconnaissance elements
again continued to patrol their sector of the border.'13 On the nineteenth the task
force spent another day receiving mortar fire and, after coordinating with the
corps tactical operations center, returned fire with the divisional artillery. But lraqi
reconnaissance elements continued to probe the boundary between the lst
Infantry and lst Cavalry Divisions.'14 Meanwhile, apart from these skirmishes, the
Vll Corps' air and anillery units were striking at the Iraqi defenses.

Aviation and Field Artillery Raids
ln order to "prepare the battlefield," Vll Corps began a series of raids by field
artillery and aviation units. These operations had several purposes. First, the corps
wanted to destroy the Iraqi artillery in the border sector and especially in the
breach zone. Second, it wanted to neutralize communications facilit ies and command posts to disrupt the enemy's decision-making process and deny him the
ability to develop targeting information. Breaking communications between the
front-line troops and the operational and strategic reserves farther back was key. lt
would prevent Iraqi artillery from placing fire or dropping mines and chemicals
on the units in the breach zone and, perhaps most important, any information
from reaching the Republican Guarcl on the direction and size of the attack. Third,
just as Franks insisted on a pre-G-day rehearsal for maneuver forces, he knew that
the raids would provide the opportunity to shake out the fire support system.
These weapons included counterbattery radar, jet aircraft, and helicopters, as well
as rockets and cannon artillery. Finally, the massive artillery and air attacks would
contribute to the demoralization of the Iraqi Army, signaling the end of the deception phase and the beginning of active ground-combat operations. At the same
time the cominuing air campaign and other artillery fire elsewhere along the coalition front would reduce the significance of the raids to the enemy.~ 5
The concept of the artillery raid is rather recent and became possible only wi th
the introduction of sophisticated fire-direction and targeting systems, as well as
more mobile artillery. During the conOict in Vietnam, the 1st Cavalry Division
Artillery pioneered the use of helicopters to carry artillery batteries quickly within range of a surprised enemy and to attack targets of opportunity or provide fire
support to engaged infantry. 46 ln the desert, each artillery raid was organized into
two main groups: the firing units that would engage the preselected targets and
the coumerfire units that would respond to Iraqi units that returned fire. The
corps artillery commander, Brig. Gen. Creighton W Abrams, Jr., hoped to goad the
Iraqis into returning fire so he could measure their capabilities. On several occasions, these raids were reinforced with Apaches, whose night attack capabilities
enabled them to quickly move into the target areas, engage the enemy, and withdraw without being concerned with friendly ground unitsY
The raids were staged in distinct phases. First, ground troops secured the firing areas. Then firing batteries moved forward from concealed assembly areas to
previously selected firing positions near the border berm so they could engage tar-
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gets out to their maximum range. Next the batteries would execute a short fire
mission, fewer than thirty minutes; finally they would withdraw out of Iraqi counLerbattery range. If the Q-37 or other coumerbauery radar identified Iraqi
auempts to return fire, the counterfire units would destroy the Iraqis. lf attack
helicopters were part of the package, then the plan was synchronized so the
art illery fire would cease minutes before the aircraft crossed the line of departure.
The helicopters would attack while the Iraqis were still recovering from the effects
of the artillery. After about fi ve minutes of combat, the Apaches would withdraw
and the artillery could continue firing if required. 48
Approximately twenty-two battalions of Iraqi artillery stood opposite VU
Corps in the middle of February. Each battalion was organized into three batteries
with six guns each. Almost all were towed pieces. Most common were the D-30
122-mm. howitzer w ith a range o f 15,300 meters and the M46 130-mm. field gun
with a range of 27,490 meters. They usually had dedicated air-defense support.
Many of these battalions were in the Vll Corps eastern sector, opposite the 1st
Cavalry Division, near the Wadi at Batin. Not only did the Iraqis have mo re
artillery available, but also their forces out-ranged the Vll Corps' guns and rockets. These battalions, however, were poorly deployed with no camouflage or decoy
positions. They suffered from poor logistical support and poor operator and organizational maintenance. 49
In addition to the enemy artillery, there were other important targets whose
destruction promised to blind the Iraqis to the ongoing corps movement and
degrade their ability to defeat the breaching efforts. These included Iraqi command posts, air-defense systems, and other high-value targets. Satellite imagery
located many of these targets, while Pioneer RPVs and manned Air Force reconnaissance aircraft further refined their locations. 5°
The initial field artillery raids were part of the 1st Cavalry Division:<; deception
operation. O n 13 February, as most of the Vll Corps began ils movement to the
west , the 1st Cavalry Division Arti llery began the raids in earnest. At dusk three
MLRS batteries from the 42d Field Artillery Brigade and one from the 1st Cavalry
Division moved up to the berm. At 1815 they shot hundreds of rockets that
dropped thousands of bomblets on Iraqi artillery batteries. American Q-37 counterbattery radars waited for the lraqis to return fire, with an MLRS battalion prepared to fire at any sign of an lraqi reaction. As in most cases, the lraqis failed to
respond. Iraqi artillery had not been effective in a counterbauery ro le during the
war with Iran, and it obviously had not improved. 5 1
The biggest preliminary artillery action occurred in the lst Cavalry Divisions
sector in the early morning of 16 February. It consisted of barrage by the 42d Field
Artillery Brigade (Vli Corps Artillery) and an aviation raid by the Apaches of 2d
Squadron, 6th Cavalry, commanded by Lt. Col. Terrence Branham of the 11th
Aviation Brigade. Around midnight five artillery battalions opened a two-kilometersquare corridor by saturating the Iraqi air defenses and field arti llery positions with
indirect fire. At 0059 the artillery shifted its fire to targets in the Iraqi rear and
nanks. 52 At 0101 the attack-helicopter battalion crossed the line of departure. Five
kilometers into 1raq, they fanned out into a line about fifteen kilometers wide, while
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artillery continued to pound secondary targets. 53 ln the fiat terrain, Branhams
Apache crews were able to identify individual targets, including buildings, dug-in
armor, and mortar positions, about ten kilometers from the objective. They held
their fire until they reached a prearranged firing line two kilometers farther north .
Then Lhe squadron opened fire, moving forward at just under thirty knots and
shooting continuously for nearly five minutes. Each troop worked its sector of the
target area. After five rninutes of combat, the Apaches broke for the border before
the Iraqis could respond. They reponed their egress complete at 0137. 54
Generals Franks and Abrams observed the feint from the lst Cavalry Division
Artillery command post. Linked to the corps deep-battle cell and the 11th Aviation
Brigade command and control aircraft by tactical-satellite telephone, the generals
used the entire operation as a carefully rehearsed drill for later deep attacks. just
before the raid began, an orbiting electronic warfare aircraft hit on an active Iraqi
antiaircraft radar directly in the planned path of the Apaches. A quick adjustment
to the fire plan sent twelve MLRS rockets on their way to eliminate the target. 55
The "synchronized" or combined combat was the culmination of hundreds of
hours of training, planning, and practice. While the modern combat systems
employed (Apache, Q-37 radar, MLRS, and TACFIRE) gave the American crews a
qualitative edge, it \.vas their proficiency and teamwork that made them effective.
That afterno9n the lst Infantry Division Artillery, reinforced by the 75th and
42d Field Artillery Brigades, also conducted an artillery rai.cl. These raids continued daily until the beginning of the ground offensive on 24 February. Each day
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artillery from the lst Infantry Division, lst Cavalry Division, U.K. lst Armored
Division, and supporting VII Corps Artillery executed these raids against the Iraqi
front-line divisions. Enemy command posts and artillery units were pummeled by
thousands of bomb lets, conventional munitions, and on several occasions Apache
Hellfire and other munitions. Occasional counterfire attempts were ruthlessly suppressed. Th.ere was no break for the lraqi defenders until the lst Infantry Division
lifted its preparatory fires on the twenty-fou rth and began breach operations. 56
Then it was too late to respond.
As G-day, the clay designated for the ground offensive, approached, these
artillery and Army aviation raids were often supplemented with air auacks. For
exarnple, on 23 February, while the Iraqi 26th lnfantly Division was attacked by Big
Reel One artillery and attack helicopters, the 48th Injantly Division received the
attention of three B-52 bomber missions, with three to four aircraft each, between
0200 and 0400. The massive air strikes could be seen by friendly and enemy soldiers over twenty miles away. In addition, several C-130 cargo aircraft dropped
"BI.u-82" 15,000-pound bombs on Iraqi trench lines. Later surveys indicated that
these B-52 and C- 130 strikes, while the Least accurate of all the bombing used in
the theater, had a demoralizing effect on the Iraqi forward ground troops. The
blast waves, sound effects, and desert fi reballs were terrifying, making the strikes
one of the most important factors in pre-ground war desertions. 5 7
The Iraqi VJl Corps' tactical reserve was the 52d Armored Division. Brig. Gen.
Sakban Turki Mutli k, its commander, had unknowingly deployed his 52cl Armored
Brigade in position to interfere with the Vll Corps' breach. Thal unit, therefore,
becam.e the focus of the corps' prewar deep attack and was referred to affection-
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ately by the Vll Corps staff as the "Go Away Brigade."58 Brig. Gen. Bassil Omar AlShalham, the 52d Brigade~ commander, soon knew that his unit had been singled
out for special treatment, being attacked more than any other. By the time the
British broke out of the breach, his brigade would be combat ineffective, with only
15 operable tanks out of 120. After the war Al-Shalham commented, "Sometimes
l would look up at the A-10 [ground attack aircraft] as he made his run and ask
aloud, 'Why don't you visit the 48th Division or the 80th Brigade?"'59
ln. addition to Army and Air Force air attacks, VII Corps fired over 14,000
rounds of artillery and over 4,900 MLRS rockets at the lraqi VII Corps during their
raids. Seventeen cannon batteries, three MLRS battalions, and six separate MLRS
batteries participated in this devastating series of operations. 60 These attacks during the week of 17- 23 February destroyed much of the Iraqi VII Corps' artillery,
leaving almost nothing left to contend with the U.S. VII Corps ground attack. They
also caused many of the from-line forces to desert their posts, leaving most of the
forward brigades with less half of their soldiers on G-day. 61 The air campaign, most
of which was focused elsewhere, did not break the will of the lraqi defenders along
the border. Bm two weeks of concentrated, deliberate Army combat operations
made a major contribution.
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9
7b the Line Dl Departure
Although some commentators have criticized the U.S. Army for basing its military operations on ideas of attrition and firepower, maneuver also has played a
prominent role. Operational maneuver, normally conducted by a large force,
strives to change the nature of the battle by positioning the tactical forces, those
that do the fighting, where they can have the greatest effect on the enemy. 1
Winfield Scotts flanking maneuver against Santa Ana at Cerro Gordo in 1847 is
one of the best early examples . During the Ci\ril War some generals employed
large-unit nanking maneuvers to great success. Maj. Gen . WilliamS. Rosecrans in
Middle Tennessee (1863) and Maj. Gen. William T. Sherman in Georgia (1864) are
two obvious examples of commanders who maneuvered for advantage as often as
they fought. Before the Second World War, the Armys Command and General
Staff College taught the importance of large-unit maneuver. 2 One instructor at
Leavenworth in the 1930s, Lt. Col. Charles A. Willoughby, wrote an entire text on
the subject.3 Later, as General Douglas MacArthur's intelligence officer,
Willoughby helped to plan operational maneuvers in the Southwest Pacific in
World War II and the envelopment at lnch'on during the Korean War.
Despite the identification of operational maneuver with Napoleon and later
with the German Army, many historical examples attest to its effectiveness and its
role in the American way of war. 4 For example, in May 1863 Robert E. Lee discovered that the Unions Maj. Gen. joe Hooker had maneuvered almost seventy-five
thousand soldiers across the Rappahannock River and was about to attack him on
his left flank Threatened by this potentially decisive maneuver, Lee left a small covering force on the heights above Fredericksburg and conducted a movement
toward the advancing Union forces. The two armies met near the small crossroads
town of Chancellorsville, Virginia. After a sharp engagement with the Confederates,
Hooker stopped his promising advance and began to prepare defensive positions.
Taking advantage of the confused situation, Lee first sent out his cavalry to gather
information on the Union dispositions. Then, once he found Hookers exposed
flank, he ordered Lt. Gen. Thomas "Stonewall" jackson to maneuver his corps,
which had about the same personnel complement as a 1990 Army division, to a
position on the extreme western flank of the Union line. The movement of]acksons
force to a decisive position on the battlefield allowed Lee to defeat a force three
times as large as his own. jacksons vicious attack on Hookers flank psychologically, if not physically, destroyed the Union Army's ability to continue its offensive. 5
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A more recent example is Lt. Gen. GeorgeS. Pattons attack to relieve Bastogne
and sever the German penetration during the Battle of the Bulge in December
1944. As the German offensive was about to reach its culmination, Patton, commanding the US. Third Army, repositioned his command for an attack into the
flank of the German Seventh Army that protected the southern portion of the
"bulge." Transferring part of his sector to Lt. Gen. jacob l. Devers' Sixth Army
Group in the south, and leaving one corps in contact facing east, Patton conducted an operational movement of his other two corps to the north. Within six days
of notification, they were at the line of departure and in position to slam into the
weakly defended flank of the German offensive. Pattons rapid repositioning of
approximately four infantry and three armored divisions, with over 826 tanks,
caught the German forces by surprise. The U.S. III and Vlll Corps relieved the
besieged l01st Airborne Division at Bastogne, cutting off the Germans' offensive
in the south and ensuring their ultimate defeat in the west. 6
The 1954 edition of Operations, which bears the imprimatur of one of
Americas foremost soldiers, General Matthew B. Ridgway. describes the essence of
operational maneuver: "By maneuver, the attacker seeks to create opportunities to
increase the effect of his fire; to avoid terrain organized by the enemy for defense;
and thereby to compel the enemy to defend in the open on terrain chosen by the
attacker. Finally, the attacker maneuvers to close with and destroy the enemy."7
While American officers neglected the art of maneuver in the 1950s and 1960s,
mobile warfare regained importance during the Armys doctrinal reappraisal after
Vietnam. The 1976 edition of field Manual100-5 . Operations, describes the importance of concentrating overwhelming combat power against the enemy: "The
mobility of armored, mechanized, airborne and air mobile forces, and the flexibility of field artillery, Army aviation and tactical air power, permits the commander
to redispose rapidly, mass at the last possible moment, and so achieve surprise."8
The idea of maneuvering for advantageous tactical position gained importance
during the doctrinal debates of the late 1970s and early 1980s. By 1990 most combat arms officers believed it was essential to maneuver against an enemy before
attacking. Graduates of the School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS) examined
both the theory and history of maneuver in war9 They learned how to plan, organize, and direct the massive movement of an army or corps prior to battle. The
concepts studied at leavenworth found their way into all levels of the Armys tactical and operational doctrine. The edition of Operations current at the time of
DESERT STORM defined operational maneuver as:
The movement of forces in relation to the enemy to secure or retain positional advantage. It is the
dynamic element of combat-the means of concentrating forces at the critical point to achieve the
surprise, psychological shock, physical momentum, and moral dominance which enable smaller
forces to defeat larger ones.10

There are several characteristics of a well-executed operational maneuver.
First, it must be done without the enemys awareness. Second, it should place
overwhelming offensive strength opposite a defenders exploitable weakness, forcing him either to fight at a great disadvantage or to withdraw from the positions
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of his choice. Especially at the operational level, maneuver is "the means by which
the commander sets the terms of battle, declines battle, or acts to take advantage
of tactical actions." 11 Finally, maneuver results in the saving of fri endly lives. Its
difficulty, complexity, and skill in execution are invisible to most observers.
Unfortunately, well-executed maneuvers that cause the enemy to withdraw
without a fight or bloodshed are often unnoticed. More well known, for example,
are Ulysses S. Grant's capture of Vicksburg after much heavy fighting in 1863 and
George Meade$ defeat of Robert E. Lee in the bloody Battle of Gettysburg that
same year. Less noted, but no less noteworthy was General Rosecrans' brilliant
maneuver that same summer in eastern Tennessee. ln the short Tullahoma
Campaign, Rosecrans maneuvered Braxton Bragg's Confederates out of eastern
Tennessee, opening the door to Chattanooga. During this campaign, the Union
Army suffered few casualties. In a letter Rosecrans wrote to the chief of staff, Maj.
Gen. Henry Halleck, he voiced his concern that his victory would not be recognized for what it was. "He hoped," wrote Rosecrans, "that the War Department
may not overlook so great an event because it is not written in letters ofblood." 12
Unfortunately for American history, Rosecrans' prediction was accurate. Few
Americans today know of his brilliance at Tullahoma, while most know of the
bloodbaths around Cemetery Ridge and Little Round Top.
Returning to DESERT STORM, the corps staff was preparing to execute its part of
the Third Armys plan to shift most of its fighting power from the tactical assembly areas east of the Wadi at Batin into a sector away from the lraqis' strong defenses, approximately 150 miles away. The biggest problem of this move, in addition
to the sheer logistics of moving over 270,000 soldiers and thousands of tracked
and wheeled vehicles in three days, was to keep the two corps from interfering
with each others movement. Since the XVlll Airbome Corps was using primarily
Tap line Road and moving farther west than Vll Corps, the jayhawks would have
to cross the road without interrupting. 13 Few alive had ever seen such an operation. While the corps and division staffs were veterans of Leavenworth$ Battle
Command Training Program, this generation of officers had little actual experience
with cross-country maneuver of large units. Even graduates of the corps' School of
Advanced Military Studies could only imagine what such a movement would
entail.
Most battalion and brigade commanders were proricient at the movement of
their headquarters in a desert environment, thanks to the extensive National
Training Center (NTC) program in the Mojave Desert of California. Few headquaners above brigade level, however, had conducted large-scale, cross-country
maneuver since the Korean War. The corps and division command posts and the
large support commands had practiced such activities only on paper. Few division
command posts had practiced cross-country maneuver, communicating with
senior and subord inate headquarters while moving. Senior commanders had seldom experi.enced the problem of commanding their large organizations during
rapid cross-country maneuver. The large-scale annual REFORGER (Return of Forces
to Germany) exercises had been primarily road-bound and limited by the local
civilian environment. Franks, therefore, saw the westward shift as an opportunity
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to correct this significant training deficiency. His intem was to use the move as a
training event as well as a precombat maneuver. 14

The Planning Process
The idea of using the westward move as a rehearsal came to the corps commander in late December 1990. As Franks studied his operational maps, he realized that he had arrayed his forces so they could move from their assembly areas
in exactly the same formation that they were going to use in the main attack. The
lsl Infantry and U.K. lsl Armoured Divisions could move west, north of the
Tapline Road, to their attack sector west of the 1st Cavalry Division. The 2d
Cavalry would lead the lst and 3d Armored Divisions toward the attack sectOrs,
souLh of the Tapline Road. The crossing of this road could be a rehearsal for the
corps' crossing of the border berm during the attack. With Lhree days lo conduct
the move, Franks had enough time to practice his movement as well as to move
into his attack position.15
The practice of units rehearsing prior to a combat operation had now become
a standard Army technique. Years of NTC experience reinforced its value in the
eyes of commanders. It was only natural to extend this practice from small- to
large-unit operations. The corps could conduct an unprecedented full-scale practice of the movement lO comact, with actual forces on ground almost idemical to
where they would soon fight. The commanders and staffs could actually test their
command and control equi.pment and procedures. If they discovered problems,
they had some time to make corrections prior to battle. Franks intended to make
the most of the opportunity. t<>
By 15 February most of the corps' combat power had arrived at TMjuNo, easL
of the Wadi al Bat.in. As mentioned earlier, the 1st Cavalry Di\rision was Located
just wesl of the Wadi with two brigades on line and the 1st Squadron, 7th Cavalry,
screening the division's front. They were positioned for the part they would play
in the corps movement and were well along in executing their deception. 17 They
would not move from their sector until after the beginning of the ground campaign. The 1st Infantry Divisions Task Force IRON had relieved Combat Command
Carter and was in position opposite the breach site.
The U.K. lst Armoured Division was consolidated in TM KEYES, to the southeast of the Wadi and behind the joint Forces Command-North forces, especially
the Egyptian 3d Division (Mechanized). The British were fully integrated into the
VII Corps' organization and had liaison teams at the headquarters of both the
corps and the lst Infantry Division, with whom they were conducting training and
preparing an upcoming exercise. Each of these liaison teams included extensive
Lransportation and communications equipment. 18
The 2d Cavalry was southwest of Hafar al Batin in FAA RICl-IARDSON , where the
regiment had trained and rehearsed for the upcom ing mission. Originally, Franks
had wanted to move the regiment from east of the Wadi a! Batin by heavy equipment transporters to a release point on Tapline Road, near the attack sector.
However, there were not enough HETs, since they were being used in the move-
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The 4t.h Battalion, 66£h Ar'mor; 3cl Brigade, 1st Armored Division, moves toward a
laclical assembly area.

ment of the XVlll Airborne Corps, so the regiment would have to move crosscountry also. The 1st and 3d Armored Divisions were located in TAAs THOMPSON
and HENRY, respectively, southeast of Hafar al Batin. They were training and conducting preparations for the movement to the forward assembly areas. However,
not until 10 February did the 1st Brigade of 3d Armored Division finally arrive in
the assembly area. 19 To all Franl<s emphasized the movement as a training event,
noting at the beginning of the maneuver order that "the corps will move rapidly
in tactical configuration," and that "this will be an excellent opportunity to practice those skllls required for future operations."20
With the 2d Cavalry in the lead, the 1st Armored Division would move southwest, past the 3d Armored Divisions tactical assembly area. Once "Old Ironsides"
was out of the way, the 3d Armored Division would move due west, just to the
south of Tapline Road. With the two armored divisions on line, they would move
behind the 2d Cavalry to assigned crossing points on Tapline Road. Once across
the road, they would move north into their designated forward assembly areas.
Meanwhile, the 11th Aviation Brigade would l<eep an attack helicopter company
on twenty-minute alert to respond to Iraqi spoiling efforts. Integrated into the
movement were the supporting engineer and artillery battalions. All the while, it
was essential not to impede the movement of the XVIli Airborne Corps or disclose
the movement to the Iraqis 21 By any measure, this was a complicated operation
that required detailed planning and promptness. On 12 February the corps issued
its Hnal plan for execution in the early morning of the fourteenthY

The Move
On 14 Februmy the 2d Cavahy deployed its quartering parties to the attack sector and began detailed aerial reconnaissance of the border tracen Two days later the
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rest of the regiment left FAA RICHARDSON
and began moving cross-country to the
west. As the COl})S commander directed,
Col. Leonard D. Holder, the 2d Cavalry
commander, used this movement as a
maneuver rehearsal, and for over 125
kilometers the regiment practiced communications and reporting, maintaining
formations and orientation in a barren
desert, and sustaining a consistent speed
so the following divisions would not be
left behind. At the Taphne Road, the regiment simulated crossing the border berm,
essentially a defile drill, which if not clone
correctly could lead to disaster. At 1340
the regiment reported "set" in its forward
sector. 24
On 15 February, once the lst
Infantry Division cleared the Wadi al
Batin, the U.K. 1st Armoured Division
followed it to FAA RAY. Following the
corps commanders guidance and General
Smiths desire to prepare his soldiers, the
British division conducted what amounteel to a rehearsal of the actual attack it
would perform during the campaign. The
"Desert Rats" moved westward, using the
same series of brigade-level maneuvers
over essentially the same distance that it
would use later when it broke out of the
breach and went east. By 1600 on the sixteenth, all of the U.K. lst Armoured
Division had "fought" its way into FAA
RAv.2s
Meanwhile, the U.S. 1st Armored
Division had deployed its quarte1ing parties forward on 14 February. The next
day the division moved in a "desert
wedge," one brigade up and two brigades
back, along the southern portion of the
movement axis toward FAA GARCIA. This
formation was over twenty-five kilometers wide and almost eighty kilometers
deep and moved as one solid, controlled
mass. While the division was under way,
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The 1st Armored Division advances toward the Iraqi forces.

Maj. Gen. Ronald H. Griffith commanded this huge force from his helicopter, giving instructions to the brigade commanders on the ground or the tactical command post or jump TAC when they were set in position. After remaining on the
south side of Tapline Road on 16 February, the division crossed the road the next
day and moved into FAA GAROA. 26
At 0600 on 16 February, the 3d Armored Division left TAA HENRY en route to
its forward assembly area. As planned during the first days of the campaign, the
division began moving in a column of brigades with the 2d Brigade in the lead. The
divisions initial move required that it cross paths with the trail elements of the lsL
Armored Division and assume its position on the right flank of the corps axis. By
1350 the 2d Brigade was crossing Tapline Road, the 1st Brigade was in the middle
of the axis, and the 3d Brigade was preparing to cross the Hafar al Batin-KKMC
road. The total length of the division column was almost one hundred kilometers.
That night the 1st and 2d Brigades arrived in FAA Buns, while the 3d Brigade waited on the south side of Tapline Road and crossed on the morning of 17 February.
Throughout, the division commander, Maj. Gen. Paul E. Funk, remained in his
command vehicle on the ground. Using his mobile subscriber equipment to communicate with his subordinate commanders, he had little problem commanding his
division. 27
General Franks also used the movement to rehearse his own command and
control procedures. He initially tried to command the move from an Mll3
armored personnel carrier and moved along with the tactical command post of the
lst Armored Division. While it was possible to command a brigade or even a clivi-
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sion from a tank or APC, it was quickly obvious that a modern corps commander
could not control such a large clement on the ground. The weather was wet, and
a sandstorm made it difficult to communicate with short-range "whip" antennas.
Even using the bulky, more powerful 524 antenna, it was difTicult to talk. Franks'
worst nightmare was having the lead 2d Cavalry engaged, with him not able to
conduct efficient two-way communications and give his four divisions any orders.
The frustrated commander found himself "approaching a pork chop [hand mike!
throwing situation."28
After some reflection, Franks decided that commanding the corps from a moving tracked vehicle was impractical. lnstead, he would run the corps out of the
jump TAC or the tactical command post. From these locations, which he would
use depending on the tactical situation, he could communicate with the division
commanders and his chief of staff at the corps main command post. For face-toface communication with his commanders and to assist him in gaining an actual
picture of battlefield, he would need helicopter transporl.
During the movement rehearsal Franks established the method of command
he would use for the rest of the war. His Black Hawk helicopter moved him
around the corps area to discuss, face-to-face with commanders, their units' situations. He communicated with the rest of the corps and its command posts
using his TACSAT radio. During the course of the battle he planned to avoid visiting the corps main or rear command posts. When he needed information from
the main command post, he intended to call back and direct certain staff officers
to ny forward and bring along the intelligence and deep operations situations.
Then, they would plan and direct the campaign from the corps tactical command
posl. When flying , he took his aide, Maj. Toby Martinez, and a communications
NCO. When the helicopter was on the ground, the NCO wou ld set up a portable
antenna, hook up his TACSAT phone, and communicate with anyone in the
corps or theater. 29
Franks hoped these procedures would ensure that he was aware of the conclitions on the battlefield and the true status of his command. He did not rely only
on staff officers and reports when making decisions, but spoke directly with the
commander on the scene. Honest and frank appraisals from his commanders
allowed him to understand the baulefield dynamics and friction that his commanders faced. Of course, commanding forward meant that he would be away
from his comprehensive communications network
The keys to r.he success of this command network were Col. Stanley F Cherrie,
the VII Corps operations officer, and Brig. Gen. john R. Landry, the chief of staff.
Cherric, directing the tactical command post, would translate Franks' guidance
and directives into operations orders for the combat divisions. Landry, at the main
command post, would coordinate operations with Third Army and the XVIll
Airborne Corps. 30 A weakness in this system was that with Franks forward neither
of these two officers could monitor and act upon the regular personal conversations that the corps commander could be expected to have with General Yeosock
at Third Army. A rapidly moving situation would simply not allow it within the
given Army tactical command structure.
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The Shape of the Battlefield
With the movement w the west complete, thousands of tanks, armored fighting vehicles, and self-propelled artillery were in position to strike the strategic and
operational weaknesses of the Iraqi military. To the far west, the XVIIl Airborne
Corps was prepared w turn the flank of the Iraqi defenses, having a clear route to
the gates of Baghdad if it chose to head in that direction. The Vll Corps was prepared to envelop the Iraqi forward defenses and confront the lraqi operational
center of gravity, the Republ.ican Guard, with almost all its fighting power on line.
This was one of the largest operational maneuvers in the U.S. Armys history.
After the divisions arrived in the attack sectors, Franks called for a formal afteraction review (AAR) with his senior officers. The AAR had been instituted at the
combat trainjng centers in the late 1980s. The staff and commanders used the AAR
as a forum to reenact an event, discuss its problems and successes, and learn from
each other. ln this meeting, the commanders discussed what they had learned and
what changes they were making in their command and control procedures. 31
Division commanders were thankful that they had been able to practice moving
their entire commands, with all their attached engineers, artillery, and other support. They now understood firsthand how much fue l they would consume and
how long it took to refuel. They also gained a great appreciation for how much terrain they would occupy in the desert. General Smith remarked that he "had no idea
how his division would fit in his [assigned] space" until the rehearsaP2
If they had time to reflect on the last few weeks-and with so much activity
few did- they could feel well pleased with their contributions to the corps' effort.
As though executing a REFORGERor BCTP scenario, they had deployed to the theater of war, linked up the soldiers with their equipment, and moved to the assembly areas. They collected intelligence, planned, and rehearsed. They conducted
tactical and operational movements. They executed decepti.on operations to conruse the enemy.
The achievements of the commanders and their staffs are more significant in
light of some of the other events of the previous few weeks. They had quickly
incorporated the latest technology into their arsenal-such adaptation is not
always the case. In 1870, for example, French commanders did not know how to
employ their new Mitraillwse, an early example of the machine gun, against the
Prussians. Like the "tank" in World War l, it and many similar innovations had
been kept so secret that little thought had been given to how to employ such new
devices most advantageously. 33 In 1990, in contrast, American and British commanders \overe quick to adopt and adapt a whole new range of equipment in their
operations. The ATACMS, RPVs, TACSATs, ACEs and, most important, the MLRS
were integrated into the spectrum of operations. Equipment still in development,
such as the] oint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System, was rushed forwa rd
and used by the theater commander to suppon the air and ground troops. Civilian
equipment, such as the handheld GPS, was pressed into service to prevent units
from getting lost in the trackless desert. Altogether, it was an excellent example of
adaptability and Oexibility:
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Now, just like a training exercise, the plan progressed. Commanders and staff
oflkers checked their event matrix and executed their plans. The events went off
like clockwork, and the Iraqis d id nothing to stop the clock. The Vll Corps G-2,
Col. John C. Davidson, believed this was an intelligence failure. 34 However, the
Iraq i national leadership knew of the massive shipmems of vehicles and personnel into the theater. Their army knew there was activity near the Wadi al Batin. At
some point, any military organization would need to find out just what the enemy
was planning. Moreover, the Iraqi capability to interfere with the Vll Corps movement was still significant, yet their political leadership chose not to interfere. There
were no commando raids down the Wadi al Batin. Iraq essentially conceded the
counterreconnaissance battle and surrendered the berm crossings with almost no
fight. There were no ambushes on the Tapline Road, and there were no artillery
strikes from FROG or ASTROS missiles. While militarily the Vll Corps movement
wou ld have gone on and the coalition would probably have prevailed, politically
the situation could have changed. The buildup might have taken longer. The news
media would have had the chance to report longer casualty lists back to the United
States and England. The American political leadership might have attempted to
change the commanders plan at the beginning, as it would at the latter stages of
the campaign. ll was the last lime the Iraqi military had the capability to defeat the
VII Corps' operational plan and an opportunity lraq would surely regret foregoing
in the week to follow.
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Final Preparations
On 23 February 1991, the U.S. Army began a campaign against a major power
for the first time in over twenty years. The Armys record in its First Battles, to use
the title of a book popular at the time of DESERT SHIELD, was not a matter of pride.
For example, forty-eight years earlier, Maj. Gen. Lloyd R. fredendalls ll Corps had
faced a supposedly exhausted German Afrika Corps on the eastern edge of North
Africa$ Atlas Mountains. ln a space of fewer than ten days, the attacking German
Army killed, wounded, and captured over 6,500 American soldiers and destroyed
over 180 tanks, 100 half-tracks, and 200 artillery pieces. The theater commander,
General Dwight D. Eisenhower, fired Fredendall and two combat command
(brigade) commanders and returned them to the United States. Had the German
Army the reserves available, it might have transformed a tactical success into an
operational victory. Fortunately, the Germans had no such reserves and had to
LUrn to face the British Eighth Army advancing across Libya in the east. The
American public forgot about Kasserine Pass as the Army ran up a string of operational and tactical victories in Italy, France, and Germany. Many were possible
only because Eisenhower had the time to make changes in his commands leadership, equipment, and organization.' In the post-Vietnam era of televised journalism, mistakes such as Fredendall's would be hard ro hide and would probably be
an instant embarrassment to the Army and the government.
The prospect of attacking the defenses of a veteran army further concerned the
Vll Corps leadership. They still considered the Iraqi Army a tough opponent,
although weakened by weeks of aerial bombardment. Earlier lraq had demonstt·ated its fighting skills to the soldiers of the lst Cavalry Division in the Ruqi
Pocket. The corps leadership did not subscribe to the idea that the weight of the
aerial bombardment would be enough to cause the Iraqis to surrender when
attacked. Students of military history, scattered among the thousands of corps officers, could cite examples of bombardments having little effect on the enemy. The
heavy casualties Americans suffered in World War ll in places like Tarawa ancl lwo
Jima, both of which had been subjected to massive preinvasion bombardments,
were only two of many such precedents.
Estimates from. various contemporary sources suggested that initial American
losses against the lraqi forces would be high. Trevor N. Dupuy, a well-known student of war casualties, predicted that American losses in this war would be over
1,200 dead. Other experts suggested an even higher toll of U.S. dead and wound-
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ed. 2 Even Third Armys Personnel Command estimated that the corps would take
20,000 casualties in the first five days. 3 With the potential for such high casualties
and Americas historically poor performance record in opening battles, it is no
wonder that the corps staff planned the initial attack in serious detail. The plan
and execution were deliberate, rather than audacious. Ultimately, the plan vvas also
successful. \tVirh very few casualties, the VII Corps attack destroyed the front-line
units of the Iraqi VII Corps, positioned the U.S. VII Corps to the rear of the remaining Iraqi defenses, and set the stage for the U.S. maneuver toward the Iraqi

Republican Guard.

On the Eve of the Ground War
The corps mission remained the same since the publication of Third Armys
Operation Plan 001, DESERT STORM, on 5 January. Tersely, it read "Conduct main
attack in zone to penetrate Iraqi defenses and destroy RGFC forces in zone."1 The
first task was to penetrate the Iraqi forward defenses. Fortunately, the VII Corps
and Third Army staffs, without Iraqi interference, had placed the largest armored
corps in American history opposite the weakest portion of the Iraqi defenses. Only
Lt. Gen. Gary E. Luck's XVlll Airborne Corps in the west, which completely
"turned ," or bypassed, the Iraqi defenses, would face less opposition.5 While
Luck's corps attacked toward o~jectives on the Euphrates River, the jayhawk
Corps attacked an elusive target. Rather than seizing terrain features or strategic
crossroads, its only objective was the Republican GLwrd itself. The problem with
such a mission is that much of its success depends on the maneuver or posture of
the enemy.
Before Vll Corps cou ld fight the Republican Guard, however, they had to break
through Lhe front-line defenses. The Iraqi VII Corps' 26th Infantty Division was the
unlucky unit charged with defending that portion of the sector. lt defended a front
almost forty kilometers wide and over fifty kilometers deep. lts right, or western,
!lank was essentially unprotected. Even a full -strength Iraqi division could not
defend that large a sector against the U.S. VII Corps, and the 26th was at less than
50 percent of its authorized strength after weeks of air and artillery bombardment.
Two of the 26tl1lnfantry Divisions infantry brigades, the llOth and 434th, were on
the border to cover the most obvious avenue of approach, a dirt road that ran
north from the Saudi border. Fifty kilometers to the rear, with no hope of supporting the front line, was the 806th lnfantly Brigade. Its role was to protect against
any coalition attempts to outflank the Iraqi line and block the southwestern
approach to the lraqi VII Corps' logistics dump at AI Busayyah. 6
Bridging the huge gap between the forward brigades and the 806th Brigade was
the divisions mobile force, a lone battalion ofT-55 tanks. The division commander deployed the battalions companies on a series of small hills that ran along the
western edge of the 26th Division sector. From these positions they could overlook
the road between Hafar al Batin and the village of Al Salman, 100 kilometers to
the west. Unfortunately for the Iraqis, these companies were too far apart to provide for mutual support and observation. A second mission for this battalion,
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accordi ng to lraqi doctrine, was to counterattack in the forward area. If needed in
such a· role, the battalion could use the north-south trail that ran behind the tank
companies and led directly into the rear of the 110th Brigade's position. The 26t11
Jn.jant1y Division also had six artillery battalions deployed primarily along the border.7 In reality, the division had little ability to move out of its positions. Its only
real course of action was to delay an attacking force and warn the VII Corps command o f an attack in that sector. Since the Iraqis assumed the direction of the
coalitions attack was up the Wadi al Batin approach to the east, these soldiers were
probably not overly concerned until just before the ground offensive began.
The two forward brigades of the 26th Infantry Division prepared defensive systems that differed markedly from Iraqi doctrine, which prescribed a complex triangular formation designed for all-around defense. Instead, they had chosen a
standard "two up and one back" formation familiar to most American officers. The
brigade commanders dug their units into the open terrain. The ground they
defended sloped northward and was dominated by a ridge that ran southwest to
northeast. The llOth Brigade "refused" its right flank by curving it about five kilometers to the north , while the 434th Brigade tied directly into the Iraqi unit on its
left, or eastern, flank. In the immediate vicinity of the from-line positions, the
brigades each had a battalion of Soviet-made D-30 towed artillery in direct support, as well as gun and missile air defenses. The enemy also positioned 120-mm.
mortars imrnediately Lo the rear of its forward positions. Events proved that the
Iraqis had selected good firing positions. Despite an intense countetbattery effort,
some Iraqi artillery was still supporting the defense when the Americans attacked.
Each Iraqi platoon also fielded two 73-mm. recoilless rifles and n u merous rocketpropelled grenades. Such defensive deployments had been effective in the IranIraq War and , if properly manned and supported, could be effective against the
attacking U.S. lst Infantry Division.8 Since the 26th In.jant1y Division was understrength and wou ld also have to fight the remainder of the U .S. Vll Corps attacking on its flank, it had no chance at all.
The lraqi VH Corps' tactical reserve was the 52d Armored Division. lts three
brigades, the 52d and 80th Armored and the 11th Mechanized, were arrayed behind
the forward-deployed divisions in the Wadi al Batin sector. With an authorized
strength of 245 tanks and 195 armored fighting vehicles, the 52d Armored
Division had the potential to b lunt the attack if it could be repositioned lO meet
it. 9 This division, however, suffered from severe organizational problems.
Recently organized by combining independent brigades from different corps, the
52d:S inexperienced divisional command and control elements were probably
ineffective in executing any maneuver other than a frontal assault. Like the rest
of the Iraqi forces , the 52d Armored Division's focus was on the Wadi. Its mission
was to support any forward brigade that came under attack and to repel invaders
wi th a "lin ear attack. "10 The one unit of the 52cl Division that could quickly affect
the VII Corps' attack was the 52d Brigade, located behind the 48th In.fantly
Division, just east of the breakthrough zone. As the "go away" brigade, it had
already received especially heavy air and artillery attacks directed by the Vll
Corps' fire suppon element. 11
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The U.S. Vll and XVlll Airborne Corps operated under the direction of the
Third Army commander, Lt. Gen . john j. Yeosock. Not since the Korean War,
almost a half-cemury earlier, had any American commander directed multiple
corps in the attack. Like Franks, Yeosock was a cavalry officer who understood the
decentralized nature of modern mechanized warfare. His unit experience from
cavalry troop leader through command of the 1st Cavalry Division gave h im a
view of the role of the senior commander. Yeosock concluded that it would be a
mistake to micromanage units during rapid operations. He believed, according to
the Third Army command historian, that large units were unlikely to be as responsive as small organizations "to rapid changes in direction or focus." 12
During the 1970s and 1980s the Army had wrestled with the problem of command of large organizations. Army leaders, studying the lessons of prior wars, discovered that corps and divisions do not respond to rapid changes in orders and
direction. They are too large and complex. They rely on the efforts of too many
imerrelated systems, such as fuel and maintenance, that must be synchronized to
bring combat power to bear at the decisive p lace and time. These units depend on
the collective effons of tens of thousands of soldiers, all trying to accomplish their
individual missions. Each unit, made up of soldiers, tries to accomplish its
assigned mission in the best way possible. The combat potential and battlefield
rewards of this huge synergistic effort are great. When it is properly harnessed, the
result can be an overwhelming victory. However, a senior commander can with the
best intentions d iffuse and misdirect this energy by rapid and poorly thought out
"improvements" to the plan. The trick was to balance the competing demands of
battlefield control and individual initiative.
With the introduction of Airland Battle Doctrine in 1982, Army trainers
adapted two concepts that were applicable at all levels of command but were especially important at the large-unit level: explicit statemem of the commanders
intem and mission orders. 13 A commanders intent expresses "his vision of the end
conditions, why those end conditions are necessary, and how the !unit] will
achieve those results." 14 Success requires a commander to think through that concept from beginn ing of the operation to the end. His subordinates have to understand both their commander's intent and their senior leaders definition of success.
Once developed, the expression of intent has to be clear and unambiguous. lt is a
definitive statement of "what the boss wants clone" thaL soldiers two or three levels down the chain of command can understand.
The second concept was the mission order. During the Vietnam War, many
small-unit leaders believed that senior commanders were placing too much
emphasis on the control part of the command and control process. Layers of helicopters transported senior commanders, who supervised platoon, company, and
battalion commanders as they struggled to accomplish their assigned missions in
terrain with difCiculties not easily perceived by those overhead. Junior officers had
little room either for error or for improving the conduct of the operation, because
their senior commanders greatly limited their freedom of action. These junior officers in the post-Vietnam era looked for a solution to minimize control but still
ensure the accomplishment of the mission. The German philosophy of mission
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orders greatly appealed to such reformminded officers: "An order shall contain
all that is necessary for the lower commander Lo know in order for him to
execULe independently his task. lt
should coma in no more.... The commander must never fail to place himself
in the position of the receiver.'' 15
By 1990 many U.S. officers had
accepted these ideas and believed that
the ultimate result of relinquishing some
control would be to unleash the initiative of their subordinates. A change of
personality, however, could cause a
break in this understanding. From
November 1990, when the Vll Corps
was alened, through the middle of
February, General Franks understood
his commander5 intent. On 14 February
this relationship changed as General
Yeosock was hospitalized for pneumoGeneral Waller
nia. Doctors soon discovered a gall bladder condition that required ilnmediate
surgery, and he was evacuated to Germany for an operation. General Schwarzkopf
turned command of the Th ird Army over to Lt. Gen. Calvin /\. H. Waller. 16
Waller's background was primarily in the Chemical Corps with many additional assignments in the Armor Branch. But he had led units at all tactical levels,
culminating in his command of the 8th Infantry Division (Mechanized) in Europe
and I Corps at Fort Lewis, Washington. 17 With Yeosock on the operating table,
General Waller took command of the Third Army with every expectation that he
would command it in battle. His recent assignment as Schwarzkopf$ deputy gave
him an excellent window on both the situation in the theater and his boss' vision
of how the campaign should be run. It is understandable, therefore, that there
were some changes as to how Waller wanted the Third Army fight to proceed.
On the eighteenth Waller discussed his concept of the operation with Franks
at his headquarters. The new army commander wanted a quick move to Objective
COLLINS, an area in the desert l 00 kilometers north of the border and 35 kilometers east of Al Busayyah. Here, Waller expected the Vll Corps to rearm and refit,
then turn east to find and attack the Republican Guard$ heavy divisions. He warned
Franks that units should focus on safety and prevent incidents of fratricide. The
recent destruction of friendly vehicles by an Apache in the lst Infantry Division
and an Air Force engagement or a Marine armored personnel carrier in another
area at the beginning of the month were very much on his mind. 18
Walter also implemented his own philosophy of command during the week
befo re the offensive. ll was apparent to Franks and his staff that the new Third
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U.S. MJ Bradley Destroyed in a Fratricide Incident

Army chief -..vas an activist who wanted to be well fo rward once the battle began
and would command from his mobile command post. 19 lL was also apparent that
Waller intended to impose much more control over his two corps than did
Yeosocl<. On the twenty-first, for example, Waller ordered the corps to coordinate
all preattack ground operations of "company size or larger" through "Lucky
TAC'(Third Army's tactical command post) in advance. 20 He also continued to
emphasize his concern over fratricide, underlining his view that wasting
American lives was the cardinal sin of battle leadership. 21 Nevertheless, by all
accounts Waller and his corps commanders were ready for the fight that was
about to begin.
On 23 February, as the corps and divisions made their last-minute preparations, the command situation changed again. Yeosock returned to Schwarzkopf$
command post and demanded reinstatement. Schwarzkopf, after observing him
for two days, acceded. 22 It was one of the most important decisions of the ground
campaign. Yeosock, looking tired and still recovering from his operation, was a
clear contrast to an active, confidem Waller.U The formers relationship with
Schwarzkopf, never good, could only have been worse as he no longer had the stamina to stand up to his commanders demands. As events were to show, he was
unable to escape his command post in Riyadh and move forward to coordinate the
operations of his two army corps.H Both senior commanders thus became hostage
in the Saudi capital. Nei ther could make decisions based on an accurate assessment of the combat situation.
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As a final comment on the command situation, one must also question the
process by which the Third Army commanders vvere selected. Neither Yeosock nor
Waller had ever served as a corps commander. Neither had the practical experience and responsibility of simultaneously coordinating tactical operations, planning and executing deep operations, directing logistics support, and providing the
essential vision to keep such an organization always in motion toward its objective. Whi.le extremely competent, Yeosock and Waller lacked the practical, tactical
experience an Army commander needed 25 With three heavy corps in the U.S.
Army, there was a pool of veteran commanders who could have brought their
experience to the battlefield. Yet such moves could not be made without good
cause, and the time for action on such matters had long past. On 22 February Vll
Corps received Third Army Fragmentary Order 44 , which confirmed that G-clay
(ground-attack clay) and H-hour (execution time) was 0100, 24 February. Still,
there was doubt, as the Third Army order reminded commanders: "Without
notice, the national command authority may change this date .... Commanders
must be able to execute OPORD 001 , DESERT STORM, on time, but must be able to
hold all actions upon short notification."26

Concept of Operations
The Vll Corps' attack was of course part of the overall coalition effort to eject
Iraq from Kuwait. To the west, the light but fast XVlll Airborne Corps had several
objectives. First it was to turn the Oank of the Iraqi Army in the Kuwait Theater of
Operations (KTO) and penetrate approximately two hundred-sixty kilometers of
desert to the banks of the Euphrates River. This was generally a terrain-oriented
mission that relied on the speed of the corps armor and helicopters in a relatively
empty desert. Once it was along the south bank of the river, Lucks corps would
sever Iraqi lines of communication between Baghdad and the lraqi forces in the
KTO. Next it would assist in the destruction of the lraqi forces in the area and prevent their reinforcement of the theater of operations. Once in place, the heavy elements of this corps, the 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized) and the 3d Cavalry,
would be in position to contribute to the destruction of the Republican Guard near
AI Basrah if the Third Army commander required Y
On Vll Corps' right Oank, in the Wadi al Batin sector, was the 1sl Cavalry
Division, which had now reverted to theater reserve under Third Army direction.
The division could not be employed withoul the approval of General
Schwarzkopf.28 Farther to Lhe east, Joint Forces Command- North (JFC-N),
Marine Forces Central Command (M.ARCENT), and Joint Forces Command-East
QFC-E) would attack dire·ctty into the Iraqi defenses in Kuwait. The two joint
forces commands contained mostly coalition Arab forces. 2Q ln addition, the U.S.
4th Marine Expeditionary Brigade would conduct a series of feints off the coast of
Kuwait and Iraq to ensure that the Iraqi high command had to consider defending the coast. 30
During Franks' initial visit to Saudi Arabia in November 1990, he had received
briefings from the Third Army G- 2, Brig. Gen. John F Stewart, Jr. He and his staff
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told Fran ks that the Iraqis could extend
their barriers and defensive network
completely across the Vll Corps sector.
The only way, therefore, to project the
corps' combat power to the Republican
Guard would be through an initial penetration of the from-line defenses. The
corps' original concept fo r breaking into
the interior of Iraq thus assumed a solid
defensive line along much of the Saudi
Arabian border. Maj. Gen. Thomas G.
Rhame~ lst Infantry Division had experience at the National Training Ccmer in
this type o f operations. His assistant
division commander, Brig. Gen. Wi ll iam
G. Carter ll 1, knew the fine poi ms of
breach doctrine and procedures.
Rhames unit was the obvious choice,
and he volunteered for the mission.
From November through February, the
planning focus of the Big Reel O ne was
thus on the breach of these defenses. 31
Once the breach was complete,
General Smith's U.K. lst Armoured
Division would conduct a forward passage of lines through the lst lnfamry
Division and auack to the east to
destroy the l raq i Vl/ Corps reserve, the
52cl Armored Division, and any e lements
that tried to escape to the north. The
original concept had the 2cl Cavalry
leading the lst and 3d Armored
Divisions through the cleared lanes and
deep into lraqi territory in search of the
Republican Guarcl. In the revised plan,
these last units would bypass the Iraqi
defenses altogether. 32
A forward passage of lines is a dangerous and complex operation in which
one unit passes through the positions of
another directly inr.o contact w ith the
enemy. It requires intense coord ination
between the passing and stationary
units. Seemingly simple questions must
be answered in great detail. When
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should the stationary unit stop shooting at the enemy and "hand over" the baule
to the passing unit? What routes through the stationary unit should the passing
unit use? What are each units frequencies, call signs, and visual signals? When do
the indirect-fire and close-air support assets come under the passing units control?
Whm happens if the enemy counterattacks and drives the passing unit back
toward the stationary unit? The details for such a mission seem endless. The price
for failing to attend to such details can range from simple confusion, to fratricide,
to outright defeat. 33 Subtle, bm real differences in doctrine, training, and equipment between the U.S. 1st Infantry and the U.K. lst Armoured Divisions further
complicated the mission.
Initially, Maj. Gen. Eugene L. Daniel, the Vll Corps' deputy commanding general, would exercise overall command of the breach sector. Working from the
corps' Jump TAC, Daniel and his small staff were to provide general supervision
of the lst ln[antry Divisions breach and coordinate the movement of the U.K. lst
Armoured Division into its final staging area and then through the breach. Once
the Brilish had broken out into the open, Daniel was to direct the movement of
the supporting artillery brigades to the lst and 3d Armored Divisions and supervise the forward movement of the corps' logistics elements. Thereafter, he was
charged with coordinating the movement of the lst Infantry Division forward to
Phase Line SMASH, approximately one hundred kilometers north of the breach, and
the passage of the lst Cavalry Division through to support the Vll Corps. Daniels
little cell was thus an important element in synchronizing the movement of a significam portion of the corps. 34
Since the real objective was to project combat power through the defensive
positions, General Rhame and his staff planned their mission using the doctrine for
a deliberate river crossing rather than for a penetralion.35 General Carter became
the crossing force commander. 36 The 1st and 2d Brigade executive officers became
the crossing area commanders. Each executive officer assumed responsibility for
operations Ln his brigades zone of the crossing force (breach) area. Similarly, the
assaulting task force commanders delegated responsibility [or various activities
within the crossing areas. For example, in Lt. Col. Gregory Fontenot$ 2cl Battalion ,
34th Armor, his engineer assumed responsibility for the lanes from the northern
exit on completion of the initial breach. Within the lst Brigade, the forward support battalion commander controlled all service support assets, including battalion
combat trains that moved within the breach area. Thus, commanders assigned specific attack responsibilities to each unit to limi.t battlefield confusion .37
From the divisional perspective there were several distinct phases of the operation. First was a massive two-and-one-half hour, 90,000-round preparation fire
on the lraqi defensive positions.38 The lst Infantry Divisions fire support commander, Col. Michael Dodson, would synchronize the artillery from the lst
Infantry Division, the U.K. lst Armoured Division, and the Vll Corps' 42d, 75th,
and l 42cl Fi.eld Artillery Brigades. His goal was to allow the assault troops to close
within 200-300 meters of the enemy before the artillery fires stopped falling. Just
as the Iraqi defenders came out of their bunkers, they vvould find the Big Red
Ones infantry and armor on top of their positions. 39
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Briefing in the President~ Residence Q_{fice. Left to Right: Richard B. Cheney,
Secretary of Deferlse; General Powell; General Brent Scowcroft, U.S. Air Force (Retired),
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs; john Sununu, White House
Chief ~f Staff; President Bush; Vice President Dan Quayle; and Marlin Filzwate1;
Presidential Press Secretwy.

Second, two brigades would conduct a penetration of the Iraqi defenses while
a third brigade prepared to follow and exploit the success of the initial attack. 40 In
a zone only six kilometers wi.de, the 1st Infantry Division would mass most of its
334 MlAl tanks, 224 M2A2 Bradley fighting vehicles, and 3 battalions of combat
engineers. They would strike at the same location the artillery had pulverized only
seconds before. The synergistic effect of indirect fire, massive direct fire, and
maneuver should cause all but the most determined survivors to surrender quickly.41 Once the brigades were on top of the Iraqi defensive positions, they would
send battalions to the right and left to auack the other positions from the flanks.
This technique, given the German term Aufrollen, or rolling out, would ensure that
the attackers hit the linear defenses where they were the weakest. 42 During the lranlraq War, lranian anackers usually attacked dismounted in almost World War !- like
infantry assaults. The Big Red One would not be so accommodating. Its commander planned to conduct both the penetration and Aufrollen mounted, using the protection, firepower, and mobility of the Ml tank, the M2 infantry fighting vehicle,
and the M9 armored combat earthmover to dear the Iraqi fighting positionsn
When Lhe initial task forces cleared a zone in the enemy positions, each brigades
follow-on task force would pass through and continue the penetration in depth.-~'~
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When Rhame was satisfied with the assault force~ progress, he would launch the 3d
Brigade into the center of the breach between the lst and 2d Btigades. Clearing this
area would ultimately create the maneuver space on the far side of the breach to
allow the British to form up after passing through the lanes marked by the lst
Infantry Division~ engineers. The engineers would plow these lanes, clear them of
mines and obstacles, and mark them so following units could use them safely. Each
unit posted guides to assist the British and the artillery in their passage.
When the passage lanes and the final breached hne (Phase Line NEw jERSEY)
were secure and held by the three brigades abreast, the final phase could begin.
Daniel and Carter would then move the U.K. lst Armoured Division through the
marked lanes and into forming-up points on the far side of the lanes.45 The crossing force commander (the brigade executive officer) would retain control of the
passage and the passing units until they moved through these lanes. Then the lst
Armoured Division would conduct another passage of Lines through the forward
brigades of the lst Infantry Division and swing east toward the Iraqi tactical
reserves mentioned earher. 46
What should be apparent is the complexity and difficulty of the operation. ln
a rather small space, many dangerous actions were to take place. Hundreds of
armored vehicles and thousands of friendly troops would be shooting at lraqi soldiers, who would be returning fire. Other units would be trying to pass through
the numerous obstacles and firefights to attack objectives farther to the rear.
During the Atifrollen process, friendly troops would move and shoot toward each
other, especially along the inside brigade boundaries. Units would call indirect fire
on presumably enemy positions, but Lraqi signal troops could try to interfere vvith
the attackers' radio communications. Each unit would be navigating through Iraqi
mines and other obstacles. To add to the potential battlefield friction, the 3d
Armored Division and a squadron from the 2d Cavalry would also be attacking
along the western flank of the breach area. Add the normal first-battle jitters,
reduced vision, and confusion to the process, and the dangers become even more
obvious.
Although the initial main effort along with most of the artillery support would
go to the lst Infantry Division in the breach sector, VII Corps arrayed most of its
ground combat power to the west. On a very narrow sector, less than forty kilometers wide, Franks concentrated the greater part of his mailed fist. At the same
time the lst lnfantry Division attacked, most of Vll Corps would envelop the
entire lraqi defense line. The 2d Cavalry led the movement of this force in a classic covering force role. 47 Once the situation was clear and the Republican GLtarcl
located, Franks intended to pass the two U.S. armored divisions plus one other
division, either the lst Infantry or the lst Cavalry, through the 2d Cavalry and
move to engage the Republican Guard d ivisions.'18
Initially, the two heavy armored divisions moved beh ind the cavalry regiment.
They shared a narrow sector that permitted each division to move its brigades
across the berm and northward. The lst Armored Division, commanded by Maj .
Gen. Ronald H. Griffith, was the westernmost unit of the corps. Once across the
berm it would deploy into a "division wedge" with the lsl Brigade forward and the
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other two brigades on the right and left. This formation gave the division commander the most combat options if he met the enemy while on the march. As the
2d Cavalry moved ahead to the northeast, the lst Armored Division would continue to head due north toward its initial objective, an Iraqi supply base at the crossroads at Al Busayyah, almost one hundred-fifty kilometers north of the border.
From there, the division would move toward the east on Vll Corps' left fiank.'19
To Griffiths right, Maj. Gen. Paul E. Funks 3d Armored Division would move
through an even narrower zone of attack At first, the Spearhead Division would
follow the 2d Cavalry and maintain a solid front between the 1st Armored and 1st
Infan.Lry Divisions. ll would initially move as a column of brigades, passing north
of the breach zone. The potential for accidental contact between the two converging divisions was high, and constant coordination between them was imperative .
When Franks was sure of the Republican Guards location, he would direct GeneraL
Funk to move north of the 2d Cavahy, striking out directly toward the Iraqi formation.50 During this phase, the 1st Armored Division would be on Funks left and
the 2d Cavalry on his tight.
Finally, Franks wanted a third heavy division to j oi n his attack. That lineup
would give him at least one armored or mechanized division to send against each
of the Republican Guards three heavy divisions. This three-division fist was, in his
view, what he needed for a knockout blow. Anything less would contribute to the
coqJs' delay and additional casualties.5 1 He had t\ovo possible units for this task, the
1st Infantry Division, which would be available depending on its losses in the
breach, and Schwarzkopf$ reserve, the two-brigade 1st Cavalry Division. 52 Franks'
vision of how he wamed the battlefield arrayed on contact, an armored cavalry
regiment in front and three divisions following on line, revealed how he expected
to fight the battle.

Battlefield Preparation
One of the major changes to U.S. Army doctrine since the Vietnam War was
the development of Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield, or lPB. This process
took the old Intellige11ce Estimate of the SilLLation and made several important
improvements.53 The IPB analyzes the enemy's doctrine, along with the weather
and terrain, to determine how the enemy m.ighL fight in a given time and place.
Key to the lPB process is the idea of "templating." A template is noth ing more
Lhan a graphic portrayal of the enemy forces. There are three types: The doctrinal
template portrays bow the enemy says he will fight. To develop this template the
G-2 placed the enemy forces, in this case the 26th and 48th llifcmtry Divisions and
the 52d Armored Divisi.on, on the map. The intelligence officers arranged subordinate units according to Iraqi defensive doctrine. They incorporated all assigned
and available units, including those not yet identWed or located, down to brigade
and artillery battalion. Simultaneously, each of the corps' divisions similarly located the Iraqi battalions and each brigade identified possible Iraqi company positions. The final result was a corps-\.vide picture of how the Iraqi forces possibly
intended to fight.
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The G-2 next applied what was known about the enemy and the terrain to the
doctrinal template, creating a situation template. lt included all the reconnaissance
and intelligence information gathered so far. As with doctrinal templates, staffs
develop situation templates at all levels of a U.S. command. That was a constant
procedure, and intelligence officers strained to verify these templates from all possible sources, adjusting and refining their picture of the enemy defenses as new
information arrived. Du ring DESERT STORM, the cumulative result of this lPB
process was a comprehensive evaluation of the front-line positions down to individual platoons and crew-served weapons. ln the case of the Iraqi front line, the
American appraisals were often more accurate than the Iraqi commanders own
knowledge of his forces. 54
Finally, each command prepared decision support templates and integrated
them into the unit's concept of operations. 55 Commanders and staffs constantly
analyzed the decision support template and used it to refine their plans. From
these templates, they also developed terrain models and mock-ups to examine,
evaluate, and rehearse courses of action. For example, the lst Brigade, lst Infantry
Division, developed a three-dimensional model of the entire zone of attack The
brigade used it to wargame its attack and think through its battle plan. 56 The intelligence and operations planners transformed these templates into detailed event
matrices, outlining specific actions to take at decision points and portraying to the
commanders and staffs some of the options. 5 7
This lPB process sounds dogmatic, stilted, and inflexible. In general, it was
not. lts intent was to ensure the detailed planning for that first encounter. lt was
importam, for example, that the U.K. lst Armoured Division knew exactly when,
where, and how to pass through the 1st Infantry Division. lt was essential that the
commanders of the supporting field artillery brigades knew exactly when to stop
supporting the 1st In fantry Division and shift their support to the new main effort.
It was essential that logisticians at all levels knew when and where to deliver the
fuel and ammunition. From the operational perspective, this process helped to
identify the operations culmination point. 58
The process did, however, have its dangers. While a useful tool for commanders and staffs, the IPB had the potential to erode the quality of the commands
operation. For example, the process could become an end in itself. Staff officers
could ignore other options and opportunities as they continued to refine the existing templates with which they were comfortable. In addition, constant emphasis
on "worst case" capabilities and ideal enemy doctrine could lead to the command's
over-preparation. In the case of the U.S. Vll Corps against the lraqi 26LI1 Infantry
Division, probably the most analyzed enemy unit in American history, both conditions were present.
In the aftermath of the war, however, it is easy to forget that the U.S. Army was
not, like the Iraqi force, a veteran army. Its last m3:jor effort under fire, in Vietnam,
had ended in a strategic defeat. The corps' leaders wanted no bloody noses in their
first battle. Their goal in developing the plan was to predict what could be predicted, rehearse what could be rehearsed, and remain flexible to fight a live and
aggressive enemy. The fact that the Iraqis turned out to be less aggressive than
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expected does not invalldate this planning process. However, more effective Iraqi
resistance would have more thoroughly tested the accuracy and effectiveness of
this process. Another question is how well this headquarters-intensive ritual
would work during a period of rapid tactical maneuver.
Rehearsals continued as G-day, 24 February, the start of the ground campaign,
approached. Now they were more detailed and conducted with a greater sense of
urgency. All aspects of the operation from combaL assault to medical evacuation
were rehearsed Lo assure that everyone understood the plan and contingencies.
Wherever possible, units developed standard operating procedures (SOP) and battle drills. Small units practiced such tasks as medical evacuation from a damaged
vehicle to the unit aid staLion and how to dismount from a combat vehicle and
clear an lraqi position on foot. Battalions and brigades practiced unit-breach operations. Senior commanders talked through the battle plan in formal and informal
wargam.e seminars, using maps and sand tables. 59
Commanders shared their last-minute information with their soldiers. Few
armies in h istory have gone into battle with their front-line fighters so well
informed about the enemy. ln some units, leaders showed their soldiers videotapes
made by RPVs flying over the enemy front-line trace. In spite of the pounding the
Iraqis had taken, the tapes provided chilling evidence that Iraqi soldiers still occupied those trenches in force. Soldiers saw the lraqi infantrymen walking about and
moving in and out of bunkers; they also saw that the picture of the Iraqi positions
their leaders had given them was accurate. 60 Throughout the corps, there was an
air of anticipation and quiet professionalism asH-hour approached.

The Final Moments
On the eve of G-day, the 1st Infantry Division occupied the Vll Corps' front
line in the easL and the 2d Cavalry the sector in the wesL. To the east of the Big Red
One was the 1st Cavalry Division. On the morning of 23 February the 1st Cavalry
Division again became the theater reserve with a mission to continue its deception
operations. Throughout the day it continued to conduct artillery raids and reconnaissance operations along the border berm. 61 To the west of the 2d Cavalry was
Col. Doug SLarrs 3d Cavalry, XVlll Airborne Corps. Early on the morning of 22
February, two clays before the official G-day and while the Vll Corps conducted its
field artillery raids, the regiment had fired a short artillery prep at Iraqi targets
across the border. At 0700 it crossed into lraq as engineers began to tear gaps in
the border berm. 62 Al 0910 they reported their location to the 2d Cavalry as ten
kilometers into lraq63
On 23 February the 1sl Infantry Division was set, with Task Force IRON north
of Lhe border berm screening the gaps previously cut on the fifteenth. During the
day the division conducted more artillery raids against lraqi targets. 64 Behind
them, the U.K. 1st Armoured Division was in FAA RAY, ready to follow the Big Red
One through the breach.
On 23 February (G minus 1) the Vll Corps' 2d Cavalry, still south of the border berm, was also ready to move. Its mission LhaL day was to conduct a zone
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Loading an M102 Towed Howitzer for a Heavy Artille1y Barrage Demonstration

reconnaissance forward of the berm and clear lanes through it for the two following American armored divisions. The regiments radio nets came alive at 1310,
when, for the first time since May 1945, the oldest mounted unit on continuous
active service in the U.S. Army began moving in battle formation. Twenty minutes
later the 210th Field Artillery Brigade conducted a preparatory fire with two 155mm. battalions, an MLRS battery, and the regiments howitzer batteries. Al 1339
the fire mission was complete. Ten minutes later two troops from the 4th Aviation
Squadron flew nine kilometers across the berm lO cover the crossing of the ground
squadrons. They reported that the area across the berm was clear, with no sign of
the enemy. At 1353 Troop E from the 2d Squadron crossed the berm and moved
into Iraq. 65 Soon after the remainder of the 2d and 3d Squadrons was across and
deployed with scouts forward and tanks in overwatch. Behind this force, engineers
from the 84th Engineer Battalion began cutting more and larger gaps in the berm.
By the end of the day, forty-three gaps had been created for the lst and 3d
Armored Divisions. 66
The lst Squadron moved behind the 3d Squadron in the east, while the
Support Squadron followed the 2d Squadron in the west. There was no serious
opposition, and possibly the movement was never even reported to the Iraqi
command. At 1430 hours Troop 0 replaced the other two aviation troops screening forward of the regiment's ground troops. By 1530 all the regiment's longrange surveillance units were extracted from their observation locations north of
the berm to move them out of the way of the assaulting armored forces. 67 The 2d
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210th Field
Arty Bde

Source: Col. Leonard D. Holder, Comdr, 2d ACR, "Second Armored Cavalry Regiment, Operation
DESERT

STOR~I

1990- 1991," Troop Handout, 1 Mar 91.

Cavalry and the 1st Infantry Division established physical contact that afternoon
at a contact point north of the border berm. Th is linking of the two units meant
there were no gaps in the Third Army$ front line.
As the regiment moved forward, it suffered its first casualties. At 1628 an
unexploded DPlCM (Dual-Purpose, Improved Conventional Munitions) round
injured two soldiers supporting the 2d Squadron. These shiny metallic balls, each
a liule larger than a golf ball, were tempting acquisitions for novice souvenir
hunters. They looked harmless and attractive but were extremely dangerous.
When a soldier, unaware of the danger, tossed one into his M3 Bradley, ostensibly
to save and bring home, it exploded, and two sold iers were wounded. These little
bomblets continued ro kill and maim long after the war vvas over.68
The 2d Cavalry spent the remainder of the night forward of the berm and
ready to execute the attack on order. Later that evening the 3d Squadron reported
enemy infantry moving on its right flank, but no serious action was reponed in
the regimental sector for the rest of the evening. Farther east, the 1st lnfantry
Division conducted one more Apache rai.cl on the night of the twenty-third. The
raid targeted the forward positions of the Iraqi llOth lnfantl)' Brigade. There was
little coruact, although assault helicopters did discover some fresh defense
entrenchments in the penetration zone. Several sorti.es of B-52 bombers attacked
these trenches soon after the 1st Divisions Apaches departed. 69 With the Vll
Corps' advance elements across the border berm, the stage was set for the coalition's ground offensive scheduled for early the next morning, 24 February, G-day.
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11
Initial M111111s
Once the results of the first batlle are known, the events of the battle and what led up to it are seen
in a new perspective; if the militat)' outcome was decisive, the blunders of the defeated and the brilliance of the victor shape the postbaule inquiry, while a stalemate draws attention to the misguided
optimism and mistaken predictions of both sides, perhaps to lost opportunities as well. In any case,
the actu<ll experience of the first banle- lhe perceplions, problems, calc~dmions, decisions and
actions-is distorted by knowledge of the omcome.
- john Shy 1

ln the west, the XVlll Airborne Corps' French 6th Light Division and U.S.
lOlst Air Assault Division struck at dawn, 24 Februa1y, tovvard objectives deep in
Iraq. The French, reinforced by the 2d Brigade of the 82d Airborne Division,
crossed the border unopposed. By noon they had capLured Objective
ROO!AMBEAU, ninety miles beyond the border on the road to As Salman, destroying a brigade from the Iraqi 45tll Division. That same morning the lOlst Air Assault
Division attacked deep to seize an objective that became the division's Forward
Operating Base (FOB) COBRA, 165 kilometers into Iraq and halfway to the
Euphrates River. 2
Farther to the east, on the coast, j oint Forces Command-East, consisting of
troops from Qatar and Saudi Arabia, attacked at 0800. They made excellent
progress through the lraqi obstacle belt. To their west, the lst and 2d Marine
Divisions, supported by the lst ("Tiger") Brigade of the 2d Armored Division,
auacked into the teeth of the strongest lraqi defenses in the theater. Their progress
was excellent and would profoundly affect the VII Corps' operation. 3
Franks' divisions were not scheduled to participate in the initial coalition
attack on G-day. Their role was to make contact with the Iraqi defenses, get as
much of their combat units as possible across the berm, with its actual attack
scheduled to start at dawn on 25 February, or G plus 1. The specific unit tasks
were different on Lhe corps' breach sector on the right (lsl lnfantry and U.K 1st
Armoured Divisions) and the envelopment sector (lsl and 3d Armored Divisions
and 2d Cavalry) to the easL. Hovvever, because of the coalition's success along the
coast, General Schwarzkopf would ask the jayhawks to change their plans and
attack much earlier than anticipated.
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The Breach Sector
ll was a rainy morning in the VII Corps sector on 24 February. The showers
continued until about 1000 hours. As the day went on, the visibility continued to
decrease from unrestricted at dawn to less than 200 meters later in the day.
Blowing sand, fog, and occasional showers all helped to li mit unaided observation.
Winds were fairly strong with gusts up to twenty-five knots during the day.
Morning light could be detected in the eastern sky at 0531 and sunset was to come
at 1753 hours. 4
On the right nank, the lst Cavalry Division, still the theater reserve, continued to play its part in General Schwarzkopf$ plan. In order to give him the ability to employ his reserve quickly, the division staff had developed a series of contingency plans called Six Shooter Plus. These options allowed the division to
auack quickly, defend, or reinforce the success of the attacking coalition forces.
Ultimately, it executed the option called DESERT STORM 1, projecting the 1st
Cavalry Division through the Vll Corps breach to participate in the destruction of
the Republican Guarcf.5
Meanwhile, the lst Cavalry Division continued to execute deception operations. These feints, which began on 24 February, were intended to confuse the
Iraqis as to the direction of the main attack and reinforce the impression of a general offensive across the entire Kuwaiti border and up the Wadi al Batin.6 That
morning the division fired an artillery raid against Iraq i artillery in the 27th, 25th,
and 31st Divisions' sectors. The lst Cavalry Division's counterfire radar had
acquired these targets the clay before. At 1326 the artillery fired a SEAD (suppression o f enemy air defense) m issio n, preparing the way for a raid by the cavalry$
aviation brigade that crossed the line of departure shortly afterward. That raid
struck a series of bunkers, reinforced by T-55 Tanks, in the iraqi 25th Division~
defensive zone. 7
While the lst Brigade and lst Squadron, 7th Cavalry, secured the western pan
of the lst Cavalry Divisions sector, Brig. Gen. john Tilelli launched Col. jonathan
Houses 2d Brigade on a "reconnaissance in force" against the 25th Division. Unlike
the previous operation on the twentieth, this was a full brigade attack. Operation
QuiCK STRIKE, as it was called, focused on identifying weaknesses in the lraqi
defensive belt. 1( the 1raqi defenses were penetrated , the division could execute
another of the Six Shooter Plans, OPLAN MILES, and attack north into Iraq. At
1638 on 24 February the 2cl Brigade crossed the line of d eparture in a brigade
wedge with the lst Baualion, 5th Cavalry, an infantry task force, at the point; the
1st Battalion, 32d Armor, in the west; and the 1st Baualion, 8th Cavalry, an
armored task force, in the east. Soon they ran into enemy minefields, bunkers, and
other defensive obstacles. By 2200 the brigade was in a hasty defense fifteen kilometers north of the border. Throughout the night it fought a battle with the iraqi
defenders, using tanks, Bradleys, and artillery fires to destroy enemy bunkers and
vehicles.8
Shortly after 0530 on 24 February, the lst Infantry Division moved forward
to clear a zone between the border berm (Phase Line VERMONT) and a line just out
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A mechanized unit moves through breach lanes marhecl by the 1st Tnfanuy Division.

of direct-fire range of the enemy front-line trenches (PL KANSAS) . Col. Lon E.
Maggart's lst Brigade, reinforced by the lst Squadron, 4th Cavalry, lst Cavalry
Division, advanced on the left, while Col. Anthony Moreno's 2d Brigade moved
on the right. Col. David Weisman's 3d "Brigade remained south of the border prepared to exploit the breach. By 0535 scout platoons from both brigades were
north of the berm and into the lraqi 26th Infantry Division's security zone, which
consisted of isolated outposts and patrolsY The advancing brigades quickly
destroyed them and began capturing prisoners. During this phase of the advance,
there was also a brief exchange of gunfire between two adjacent battalions, giving an early indication of the potential for "fr iendly fire" engagements. 10 Gaining
physical contact with the enemys main line of resistance provided space to
deploy the field artillery units scheduled to fire in support of the division's assault
on the Iraqi defense lines the next day. After the zone was clear to Phase Line
KANSAS, around 0900, General Rhame ordered his supporting artillery brigades to
start moving into their firing positions across the border in Iraq. 11 The lead
brigades assumed a hasty defense for the night. The scale of this artillery movement was unprecedented in the post-Vietnam War U.S. Army. Almost five full
brigades of self-propelled artillery and multiple rocket launchers moved through
or up to the berm. Once in place, this massive artillery force, essentially an
artillery division, would fire the prep and support the breach operation that the
division planned to conduct the next day (G plus l)Y
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Meanwhile, the ground units executed the plan they had practiced and
rehearsed. By 1000 hours the divisions forward units were along a ridge just short
of Phase Line WISCONSIN, north of PL KANSAS and in direct-fire range of the Iraqi
defenders. 13 As the 1st Brigade swept to the top of that ridge, they found themselves in direct-fire range of the enemy positions about 1,200 meters north. H
While this move could have been extremely dangerous, the Iraqi reaction betrayed
the weariness of their front-line units. It also showed their level of surprise. Most
of their front-line trenches had been used to move between fighting positions and
were extremely shallow, often only twelve to eighteen inches deep. Nor were their
fighting positions as sophisticated as those the lst Cavalry Division had encountered in the Wadi al Batin sector a week before. Vehicle revetments were unreinforced sand mounds and relatively easy to destroy. There were no fire trenches or
sophisticated wire barriers, even though unused concertina wire lay within the
defensive sector. 15 Almost immediately, some of the Iraqis began leaving their positions to surrender. This created a tense situation in which those who wanted to
give up were mixed with those who still intended to fight. Surprisingly, the more
bellicose Iraqi soldiers did not fire at their acquiescent comrades, including a
handful of officers. After a few moments in contact, the 1st Brigades forward units
moved to the back side of the slope and out of sight of the Iraqi positions. By 1030
both brigades were refueling and preparing to continue the mission. 16

The Envelopment
In the enveloping sector, the 2d Cavalrys G-day mission was to move ten
kilometers farther into Iraq to allow the trail squadron to cross the berm and the
following divisions to move up to the border.17 Almost as soon as the regiment
began moving, it made contact with Iraqi infantry. Cobras engaged Iraqi vehicles
on the western flank of the sector as the 3d Squadron began a series of small
engagements with units on its flank. Throughout the day the squadron had many
small skirmishes with Iraqi units. Troop Lalone fought nine engagements along its
eastern boundary. These enemy units from the Iraqi llOth Injant1y Brigade were
caught between the enveloping regiment and the advancing 1st Infantry Division.
ln most cases, the engagements were uneven firefights between armored Bradleys
and dismounted infantry, although the troopers also destroyed a few Iraqi tanks
and armored personnel carriers. At 0703 the regiments supporting 82d Engineer
Battalion began the process of turning over the berm lanes to the follow-on divisions. The corps was slowly moving from its tightly compressed staging area,
northward into lraq. 18
Initially the enemy forces offered only limited resistance. From 0910 to 1118
the 2d Cavahy received some artillery fire on its western flank and quickly
responded with counterbattery fire. Most fighting, however, took place on the
right. The vise of the 2d Cavalry and 3d Armored Division was slowly squeezing
the same Iraqi brigade the 1st Infantry Division had attacked. Even before the
main attack began in the afternoon this unlucky brigade was forced to fight against
attacks from three separate directions. 19 Before noon hundreds of Iraqi soldiers
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began to surrender. ln a scene that was repeated hundreds of times during the ·war,
they were searched and disarmed, given food and water, and left for fo llow-on
units to direct them to the corps' enemy prisoner of war (EPW) holding area. 20
Meanwhile, the 4th Aviation Squadron started a running battle with the northern
company of T-55 tanks that the Iraqi 26th Infanl.ly Division commander had
placed on his rlank. Using helicopter-launched TOWs and Air Force close air support, the squadron destroyed most of the vehicles in this unit, whi.le the remainder of the Iraqi battalion fought all day against the 2d Cavalry$ 3d Squadron and
later the 3d Armored Division. When the lst Infantry Division attacked the trench
lines, these tanks were thus unavailable to support the lraqi clefenders.21
By 1000 hours both the lst and 3d Armored Divisions were moving up to the
border. The first units out of the assembly areas were the divisional cavalry
squadrons. With cavalry fighting vehicles and scout helicopters, they acted as the
eyes and ears of the division commander. Although the Army of Excellence
changes to the organizational tables had placed these squadrons under control of
the aviation brigades, few armor commanders accepted the loss; most division
commanders persisted in considering them separate units in their traditional cavalry role. During this initial movement, the squadrons were to lead the combat
brigades across the border berm and then maintain contact with the 2d Cavalry to
the front and the units on their flanks. 22
Following the cavalry squadrons moved the three brigades of each division. By
1990 a U.S. Army heavy brigade was more powerful than any World War ll division. Each had 2 or 3 battalions of MlA2 Abrams tanks (58 tanks per battalion),
and l battalion of M2A2 infantry lighting vehicles (54 each). ln addition to their
tanks or Bradleys, each battalion had a seoUl platoon, a mortar platoon, and a
complement of fue l, ammunition, and maintenance vehicles. From other units in
the division they were augmented with a package of additional systems that
included a fire support team, Stinger air defense teams, and engineer platoons.
The tank and infantry battalions exchanged companies with each other, so most
of them were combined-arms task forces. Such cross attachments allo>vecl the
capabilities of the tanks to complement those of the Bradleys with their TOW
antiarmor systems and infantry. O ften one of the tank battalions remained "pure"
and had a primary role as a reserve-counterattack-exploitation force. Then the
commander relied on the tanks' protection, speed, firepower, and shock action to
change the situation on the battlefield. 23
Advancing with the b rigade was the direct support artillery battalion. lts
commander had two separate roles. First, he was the commander of a battalion
organized into three firing batteries. Along with the twenty-four Ml09A2 155mm. self-propelled artillery systems, this battalion contained over two hundredfifty other vehicles including fire support team vehicles (FlSTVs), command
tracks (M577), ammunition trucks, fuel trucks, and tracked ammunition carriers. The actual tactica l direction of this large organization was usually in the
hands of the uni t executive officer, because the bat.talion commander's second
role was even more important. He was the brigade commanders key to the division's fire support system. Not only could he call for his own battalion's fires, but

Small Emplacement Excavator; below, Small Emplacement Excavator and Armored
Combat Earchmover (Lefl) Used To Dig Protective Posilions for Vehicles and Equipment
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could quickly channel fires from all the other division and corps artillery units
if available.
Traveling as a separate division element was the force artillery, controlled by the
division artillery commander. This collection of artillery batteries, battalions, and
brigades was a potent combat element. Since World War 11 the Army had developed
a comprehensive hierarchical system of controlling artillery by giving it direct support, rein forcing, general suppon-reinforcing, and general support missions.2"' The
result was an extremely soph isticated, mobile, and responsive field artillery system.
For DESERT STORM each of these divisions had, in addition to its direct support battalions with the brigades, at least one MLRS battery as the divisional general support artillery and usually one field artillery brigade of three assorted battalions.25
Dispersed throughout various pans of the division formation were the other
combat suppon elements. These included an avialion brigade 'IIVitb two battalions
of AH-64 Apaches, a company of Black Hawks, and a platoon of the modern
OH-58D Scout helicopters. While the support vehicles would move with the division, most of the ah·craft would leapfrog from FMRP (forward area arming and
refueling point) to FMRP. This brigade was the division commanders real reserve
that he could use lo influence the battle anywhere in the division sector.
There were several engineer battalions with an incredible assortment of equipment from simple dump trucks and backhoes to combat engineer vehicles (CEVs)
with dozer blades and 165-mm. guns to the M9 armored combat earthmovers. ln
most divisions, the assigned engineer battalion joined engineer battalions provided by the corps in a provisional engineer brigade. This mission-based engineer
brigade, or E Force, grouped under one commander all the mobility and countermobility units in the division. For example, the 3d Armored Division formed a
provisional engineer regiment under Col. john Morris. It reorganized its 12th and
23cl Engineer Battalions into three engineer task forces that could support the
maneuver brigades as the mission required. 26
There were also signal, intelligence, air defense, chem ical, and military police
units attached or assigned to the division.H Incorporated at every level of command, in every moving formation and trailing the entire division, was the huge
combat service support organization. Each baualion had its own maintenance
organization with M113 armored vehicles, M88 tank retrievers, and maintenance
trucks. There were medical platoons with Mll3 ambulances, support platoons
with dozens of heavy expanded mobility tactical trucks and five-ton trucks, and
mess teams with field mess trailers. Al brigade these elements formed the forward
support baualion that had the sophisticated equipment to support the high-tech
combat vehicles in use. At division they were organized into a main support battalion augmented by assets drawn from the corps support command. Each unit
had medics and aid stations to support the complex triage evacuation system that
terminated, in the corps, at the mobile hospital (MASH). Often overlooked by
commentators on modern war, the service support system was the muscle that
provided Lhe power for the combat units of the division.
If the service support system was the muscle, the divisions nervous system
consisted of the communications that connected a complex series of command
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posts. Each division had a tactical command post (TAC), about the size of a
brigade command post with several M577 command tracks and a miniature staff.
Usually headed by the assistant division commander for maneuver (ADC-M), the
TAC provided forward control of the dose battle.
Farther to the rear was the large main command post with its critical tactical
operations center (TOC). Of varyjng sizes, consisting of a mixture of expandable
five-ton trucks and smaller vans, the TOC was a small cit)' in itself. During combat, it monitored the close battle, controlled the deep battle, planned future operations, and directed service support operations. In fast -moving operations, the
TOC would break off a van, often the chief of staff~ van, and move it forward
while the rest of the main command post prepared to reposition. This "jumpTOC' had representatives from each staff section and could act as a temporary
headquarters.
The rear command post was directed by the assistant division commander for
support (ADC-S). Usually collocated with the division support command post, the
ADC-S directed all combat service support activities, with a limited capability to
control the battle in case of emergency: Moving as needed were the commanding
general (CG) and his command group, officers the CG had selected to remain with
him at all times during the battle. While the makeup of this group depended on
the commander~ personality and command style, it usually included his aide, the
G-3, an intelligence officer, a communications specialist, and a fire support officer. Transportation ranged from Black Hawk helicopter, such as used by the 1st
Armored Divisions General Griffith, to MlAl tanks, used by the lst Infantry
Divisions General Rhame.28
A "heavy" division on the move occupied a huge amount of desert, with
frontages of 25- 45 kilometers and depths of 80- 150 kilometers. It had over
22,000 soldiers and over 1,940 tracked vehicles, including tanks, infantry fighting vehicles, and artillery. There were well over 7,234 wheeled vehicles assigned
or attached. Hundreds of other corps and miscellaneous vehicles moved with the
unit. ln addition, over 129 divisional and hundreds of other aircraft could be seen
in the unit's skies. Each of these dangerous moving cities acted on the order of one
man, the division comrnander. 29
Franks knew that what really made the corps come together that morning was
the training and proficiency of the individual soldiers and the officers' common
understanding of· both the unitS mission and the commander's intent. As they
donned their NBC-protective clothing, took their nerve agent antidote pills, and
moved to the line of departure, they all expected that they were going to test their
mettle against the best lraq had to offer. 30

Adjustments
Early on 24 February it was obvious that the offensive all across the theater
front had been enormously successful. Iraqi units began to surrender en masse
along the coast, as resistance seemed to be crumbling in the Marine Central
Comrnand and Joint Forces Command- North sectors. General Schwarzkopf, back
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in Riyadh, was encouraged by the impression that the Iraqi Army was on the run.
He also learned that the lraqis were destroying facilities in Kuwait City and
appeared to be preparing an evacuation. Now the timing of the VII Corps attack
\Nas about to receive a sudden jolt. Schwarzkopf called Yeosock, who was also in
Riyadh, a little before 0900 and asked if he could accelerate the time schedule and
launch the Vll Corps that day, rather than the next day as planned. Yeosocl< called
his corps commanders for recommendations. 31
Franks received his call from at 0912. Yeosock's question was simple: Could
the corps be ready to launch its main attack early? Yeosock had already talked to
the XVIII Airborne Corps commander, Lt. Gen. Gary E. Luck, who said that he
could attack on two hours' notice . Franks gave a tentative "yes" to this same schedule, pending consultation with his commanders.32 The corps G- 3 immediately
issued a warning order, requiring that lead units be prepared to attack on two
hours' notice. Franks believed that an attack around noon would cause little disruption and would maintain the momentum the corps had already developed. At
that moment his biggest challenge was in the l st Infantry Division sector. Artillery
batteries had to move forward and occupy firing positions. Simultaneously, large
amounts of artillery ammunition had to be brought forward and placed in local
ammunition supply points. At almost the same time the U.K. lst Armoured
Division had to move forward to its forward staging area.33 Given the state of the
Iraqi defenses, however, the need for a prolonged preparatory fire seemed less
immediate.
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To confirm his impression that the corps was ready to attack, Franks called his
two lead commanders, Col. Leonard D. Holder and General Rhame. Both officers,
one a traditional armored cavalryman and the other a modern mechanized
infantryman who commanded his division from an M1 tank, said they would be
ready in two hours 3 '' Franks called back to Third Army around 1000 and told
Yeosock they would be ready to attack by noon. At 1030 Franks received a fo rmal
warning order to prepare to attack in two hours. By 1130 the corps was moving
forward, expecting to launch its attack within the hour. 35
General Rhame, executing the most complex element of the corps plan, was
receptive when Franks called him and asked if he could attack sooner. At 1115 the
corps commander flew to the 1st In fantry Division's command post to discuss the
details. While Rhame hoped to start the formal assault around 1300, his main concern was with the artillery that was already hurrying into position. Because of the
opportunities in a rapid advance , he agreed to shorten his preparatory fire from
the original two-and-a-half-hours to one-half hour. Rhame agreed with Franks
that it was best to maintain the attack's momentum. 36
This incident also illustrated a trademark of Franks' style of command that he
was to display throughout the campaign. Conducting frequent face-to-face meetings with commanders was his way of ensuring that his intent was fu lfilled. It also
meant that he understood the conditions his subordinates faced. ln the next four
clays he would nearly wear out his Black Hawk, flying from divisional command
post to his tactical command post and out to other units. The corps' leaders knew
that a needed decision or conference was only a radio call away-these frequent
meetings increased the mutual trust and confidence among the VII Corps commanders and staff officers. However, Franks' constant motion may have limited his
ability, according to a marine who studied this campaign, to "see the whole battlefield, think of the future, and influence and shape the battle to achieve the decisive victory he desired."37
After Yeosock's original call, shortly after nine in the morning, Franks began
to review his attack options He also called the 3d Armored Division commander,
General Funk, and the 2d Cavalry commander, Colonel Holder, to the corp's tactical command post. On a sheet of butcher paper Franks sketched out the possibility of anacking more shallow with the 3d Armored Division. Th is change would
place the 2d Cavalry between the two armored divisions, with the 3d Armored
Division sweeping due east across the front of the lst Infantry Division. The move
could have increased the pace of the attack, since it would take a good deal of time
to bring the British through the breach to attack the Iraqi VII Corps' tactical
reserves. After reviewing the options, Franks rejected the plan, primarily because
in his estimation it gave the corps insufficient combat power to deal with the
Republican Guard. For better or worse, he stuck with his original plan and waited
for the order to execute. 38
By early afternoon the corps had pushed against the main defensive zone of
the lraqi 26th Injant1y Division. The lst Infantry Division was ready to sweep the
trench lines only a fe\v thousand meters away. As the 2d Cavalry and following
armored divisions moved farther into lraq , it was also engaging the western flan k
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of the 26th Division]9 Shortly before 1300 the corps received a warning order to
prepare to attack at 1500, two hours later. Franks spoke to Yeosock, confirming his
receipt of the order. The new time was almost fifteen hours ahead of the originally scheduled attack at dawn. However, the high command's delays had wasted a
half-day of precious daylight that would have been valuable during the breach of
the Iraqi defenses. 40 The delay was frustrating. Nevertheless, Franks called Colonel
Holder and told the 2d Cavalry Lo stan their attack at 1430 hours, so the following divisions could dear the berm quickly. At 1415 Holder sent his Cobras and
scout helicopters of the aviation squadron into Iraq and began moving his 119
MlAl tanks and 124 Bradley cavalry fighting vehicles fifteen minutes later. 41 The
VII Corps' attack had formally begun.
The change of the offensive time placed the VII Corps in a difficult situation.
Essemially, the assaulting units were now being asked to accomplish their mission
in the dark, a task for which they had not adequately prepared. From the tactical
perspective, unit commanders would have welcomed an order to attack at 1130.
Now there was a delay that wasted daylight. 42
This waste of daylight became a sore point after the war. Franks believed that
those four extra hours would have allowed the 1st Armored Division the daylight
they needed to seize the crossroads and supply base at AI Busayyah before the end
of the twenty-fourth. In this scenario, the 2d Cavalry and the 3d Armored Division
would have been in position that evening for a wheel the next morning toward the
Hepublican Guard. The 1st Infantry Division would have secured its bridgehead,
allowing the British armored division to move to its staging area for an early passage through the breach. Whi le we will never know if f-ranks was right, we do
know that neither he nor his subordinates sensed that Schwarzkopf and Yeosock
were in a hurry to close with the Republican Guarc/. Lf they were, why delay the
operation until 1500?H
The formal attack order came at 1330, thirty minutes after the informal warning order. The corps staff quickly confirmed the former, a standard procedure and
an example of how commanders tried to make their communications systems
"reliable, timely and redundant." 44 The leaders responsibility, especially in large
organizations, is to ensure that the order is both received and understood. If necessary, the senior should require his junior to explain how he intends to accomplish the mission and correct him if there is a misunderstancling. 45
If time is available, leaders may give full briefings and presentations. The staff
supports the commander through its own communications network by ensuring
that the orders are received and understood. The senior staff contacts its counterparts at lower command levels and tells them of the order and explains how it
affects the staff process and procedure. 46 This complex process overcomes the
normal friction that exists in a complex, hostile environment. The leader who
received the first verbal order could be distracted-tired, sick, or concerned for
his own safety. To ignore redundant communications and depend on one command , and no subordinate feedback, is to invite disaster.'17
In this case thirty minutes, over a quarter of the time remaining, passed before
the corps received the forma l order to attack Because Franks had anticipated the
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order and acknowledged it, there was no case of misinterpretation of the mission.
Everyone in the corps was ready, and the mission had already been planned and
rehearsed . Yet Franks may have misunderstood Schwarzkopf's intent. The commander in chief was d emanding an exploitation o f, from h is perspective, the
crumbl.ing 1raqi defenses. Franks, however, detected no sense of u rgency in the
instructions he received from Yeosock.
A shon lime after 1400 the fire suppon officer from the 2d Battalion, 34th
Armor, lsl Brigade, lst Infantry Division, adjusted the individual rounds fired
from its direct support artillery baualion, lst Battalion, 5th Field Artillery...8 The
2d Brigade and 2d Cavalry fired similar missions. At exactly 1430 the massive
preparator)' fire began. 4Q lt was an amazing display of firepower that none of the
participants had ever seen before, nor expected to see again. 50 For the first time in
over fifty years, the jayhawks were on the attack.
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Into the Breat:h
At 1500 on 24 February the two lead bri.gades of the Big Reel One lunged
forward. The lst Brigade, in the west, attacked w ith the 2cl Batta lion, 34th
Armor, on the left and the 5th Battalion, 16th infantry, on the right. The 2d
Brigade, in the eastern zone, struck with the 3d Baltalion, 37th Armor, on the
left and the 2d Battalion, 16th lnfantry, on tbe right. All four battalions were
organized as combined-arms task forces. To the defending Iraqis, they must have
appeared as a solid wall of fire and iron. The assaulting battalions began the
move with 120-mm. volleys from their tank platoons. Tank- and Bradleymounted machine guns poured rounds into all possible positions, while smoke
rounds marked assault sectors and isolated Iraqi positions from each other.
As the lead elements closed with the trenches along Phase Line IOWA, the
lraqis could see that many of the tanks pushed plows and mine rakes forward in
front of them. Combat engineer vehicles with their short-but-lethal 165-mm. guns
and plows headed for trenches and bunkers. The nevv armored combat earthmovers worked to plow lanes through the obstacle belt. Behind this 6,000-meterwide wall of iron came the remainder of the battalions, especially the Bradley
infantry fighting vehicles, with soldiers ready to fire from the ports on the side and
rear. ln the turrets, the gunners prepared to engage with 7.62-mm. coaxial
machine guns and 25-mm. Bushmaster automatic cannon. Five hundred meters
south o( the trench line, the assaulting task forces dropped their plows from their
carry position. They continued north at fifteen kilomeLers per hour, firing coaxial
machine guns and 120-mm. cannon into the trenches. Trailing the four maneuver
and two engineer task forces were the Lhree exploitation baualions: the lst
Squadron, 4th Cavahy, and lst Battalion, 34th Armor, from the lst Brigade and
the 4th Battalion, 37th Annor, from the second. Both lank battalions were "pure,"
in other words without infantry attachments.1
Although enemy resistance was generally limited to uncoordinated small
arms, riOe-propelled grenades (RPGs), artillery, and mortar Hre, the Iraqis did not
simply quit In the lst Brigade sector, Lt. Col. Gregory FonLenot, the 2d Battalion,
34th Armor, task force commander, and one of his teams were forced off a low
ridge by lraqi artillery. The 5th Battalion, 16th lnfantry, task force took fire from
an Iraqi platoon and used concentrated coaxial mach ine-gun and Bushmaster fire
to capture the position and its twenty-five survivors. 2 1n the eastern part of the sector, the 2d Brigades movement went faster and met li ttle sustained resistance . lraqi
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soldiers continued to fight from their trenches and bunkers, obviously expecting
a friendly counterattack to drive off the attackers. Mounted fire from approaching
American armored vehicles was not enough to defeat the defending lraqis. 3
Finally, the attacking baualions reached the trench lines. The Iraqis probably
anticipated dismounted American soldiers assaulting their ground positions. But
the lst Division had no intention of playing by lraqi rules. Once across the trench,
tanks equipped with menacing mullitoothed plows turned either right or left. With
blades down, these tanks moved along the back of the trench lines, filling them in
as they went. Behind the Abrams tanks were mechanized infantry, and the soldiers
dismounted only to gather the Iraqis who poured from the positions with hands
high in the air. Some Iraqis tried to run away, but were either killed or captured by
the following American assault elements. A few fought to the death. The 1st
Divisions soldiers did not, however, dismount. lt was an unequal battle, as tanks
pushed the sand back on top of the resisting Iraqis. When RPG and small-arms fire
bounced off the tanks, mostlraqis realized they had no choice but to surrender. The
U.S. infantry dismounted and gathered prisoners according to the drills they had
practiced since they came into the Army. Then the grisly process of filling in the
trench line, burying those who resisted , continued. Probably fewer than two hundred members of the llOth lnfanlly Brigade chose this method of martyrdom. Most
were content with surrender and removal to the EPW cage in the rear. 4
At 1530 Franks flew forward and met with Rhame to assess how the breach
was progressing and how rapidly the lead forces were moving. He also wanted to
see how hard the Iraqis were fighting. The division commanders report of weak
resistance with lots of prisoners reassured him that the attack was on track and
moving with a satisfactory operational tempo. 5 Once the leading Big Red One
troopers were through the first trench belt, the artillery shifted its fire farther north
against other positions. By 1615, fo ny-Cive minutes after the attack began, the lead
baualions had lanes cleared through the first trench line, and the following battalions were passing through the open lanes and attacking the 26th lnfantly Divisions
positions farther to the rear. By 1600 the 1st Infantry Division reported that the
lead elements had cleared sixteen lanes through the forward positions.6
By 1630 all combat elements of the 1st Infantry Division were either moving
or fighling. The exploiting 1st Squadron, 4th Cavalry, destroyed three antitank
guns and a Panhard reconnaissance vehicle, taking over o ne hundred prisoners in
the process. On the cavalry$ right, the 1st Battalion, 34th Armor, overran the I lOth
Brigade's command post, capturing the commander and gene rally wreaking havoc
in the rear area. Meanwhile, the 5th Battalion, 16th Infantry, continued to clear the
trenches, seizing over one hundred-sixty prisoners. 7 The 2d Brigade fight was as
quick. Passing through its lanes, the 3d Battalion, 37th Armor, attacked and
destroyed an Iraqi D-30 artillery battery and many trucks and bunkers in the Iraqi
rear area. 8
As darkness began to fall, the Iraqis continued to resist, firing artillery and
mortars at the lanes cleared through the forward positions. Now the loss of those
hours of daylight became critical. Evening found the lst Brigade still in the process
of clearing tbe Iraqi fighting positions on the western part of the objective. The 2d
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Brigade had cleared its sector on the
eastern side and had reached Phase
Line COLORADO, allowing for the commitment of the 3d Brigade. Just after
dark a soldier e ither stepped on a mine
or detonated one of the many shiny,
unexploded, DPlCM rounds on the
ground. 9 1-lis death added to Rhames
concern about continuing to clear the
Iraqi positions at night. The lst
Division still had much to do, but clearing the Iraqi trench system would be
more dangerous at night. Meanwhile,
American engineers still had to mark
lanes for the following U.K. lst
Armoured Division and move the 3d
Brigade into the battle zone to expand
the breacbhead to Phase Line NEW
JERSEY. Rhame, however, hesitated to
employ the brigade at night this way.
The 3d Brigade was the same force that
had formed the core of Task Force l RON
and had suffered the casualties from the
Iraqi Fighting Position
Apache strike. lt had little real experience in night combat operati ons.
Without those three homs of precious daylight, Rhame was uneasy about continuing the attack. 10
Later, General Rhame would argue that those additional hours of daylight
were critical, and vvith them the lst Infantry Division could have secured all of
Phase Line CoLORADO. His 3d Brigade was in position and could have quickly
exploi ted the assaulting brigades' success to Phase Line NEW jERSEY, the battle
hand-over line to the U.K. lst Armoured Division, by nightfall. While the 3d
Brigade was opening the door at NEw jERSEY, the 1st and 2d Brigades could have
consolidated and completed clearing the lanes for the British and thousands of the
corps' support vehides. 11 But by the end of the clay the lst Infantry Division had
taken only about two-thirds of the objective and over one thousand enemy prisoners of war. Friendly casualties amounted to one dead and one \NOunded; the
anticipated casualty rate had been more than 40 percent. 12
During the lstlnfantry Divisions attack, the U.K. lst Armoured Divjsion had
been preparing to move its two combat brigades, the 7th and 4th, to the breach
zone. The British d ivision staff had planned to use heavy equipment transporters
to move their armor from FAA RAY to a staging area near the breach . General Smith
vvas concerned over any delay that would hamper his ability to position his troops
for the breakom from the breach. Rather than risk being out of position, he
ordered his 4th Brigade to begin moving forward that night. 13
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Iraqi p1isoner (Notice his looh offear: The author believes the prisoners thought they
woulcl be killed.)

To the west, at 1500 the 2d Cavalry's 3d and 4th Squadrons continued their
series of engagements with the westernmost elements of the 110th Infantry
Brigade and the remnants of the 26th lnfantly Division's tank battalion that lay near
the low hill marked "1381" on the 1:100,000 maps. Continued advances
required the regiments jump TOC to take control of the radio net at 1500 as the
main command post moved forward. 14 By 1700 the regiment had advanced over
fony kilometers imo lraq, meeting only scattered resistance, while capturing several hundred prisoners from the Iraqi 26th Infantry Division, whose main defenses the 2d Cavalry had essentially bypassed to the west. The regiment maintained
contact with the 3d Cavalry from the XVIII Airborne Corps, attacking on its left
Oank. On its right Oank, according to Lt. Col. Scott Marcy, the 3d Squadron commander, the biggest problem was coordination with the 1st Infantry Division
fighting in the breach. lt was hard to keep track of the location of the division's
front lines. Troop L, which had to shoot across those imaginary boundaries to

Iraqi Prisoner; below, Processing Traqi Prisoners
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engage the Iraqis, controlled its fires closely to avoid hiLLing the lst Infantry
Division soldiers in the assault. 15
Behind the cavalry regiment, the 2d Brigade of the 3d Armored Division
crossed into lraq at 1500, with the aviation brigades 4th Squadron, 7th Cavalry,
screening the divisions right flank At l621 the l st Brigad e crossed the berm. 16
The movement illustrated what could happen during such a maneuver even in
daylight and not under fire. Some lead company commanders became confused
because they approached the berm passing lanes at the wrong angle and missed
the lane marker signs. Poor weather made visibility difficult, and some lane-marker
signs were either not visible or had been moved or demolished during the earlier
crossings. Some units missed their military police guides, who had not been told
of the changes in times and were not at their posts. The l st Brigade's after-action
report later noted that these problems "in effect snowballed causing follow-on
elements to quickly accept whatever lane they carne to first. "17 They passed
through their lanes and emerged on the other side to reassemble in their combat
formations. ln the long run, all was well. But to [he leadership of the division and
the corps who had to helplessly watch the platoon, company, and battalion commanders sort out the confusion on the scene, it was a prime example of the "friction" of war at work.
Farther west, the lst Squadron, lst Cavalry Division, led the lst A1mored
Division across the border berm at 1500. Behind came the armored brigades in
their desert wedge formation. 18 The 2d Brigade was echeloned to the left and the
3d Brigade to the right behind the l st Brigade. 19 The boulder-strewn terrain past
the border berm forced tanks to sometimes travel in column. ln addition, there
we re large sabkhas, or dry lakes, which recent rains had made soft and sandstorms
were making hard to see. Several M Is became stuck in the two-to-three feet of wet
sand . Each time a vehicle became mired, the progress of the unit would slow as
drivers and track commanders searched the ground ahead to avoid the fate of their
stalled comrades.20

The Command Gap
In the three hours of daylight remaining on the twenty-fourth , Vll Corps had
done quite well. General Yeosock was pleased with its p rogress, as was General
Schwarzl<opf. 21 Unfortunately, the differences between the reali ty on the ground
and the image at the senior headquan ers began to grow. Time and space make the
role of theater commander difficu lt, especially in a fast-moving si tuation. The theater headquarters in Ri)1adh was over three hundred miles from the Vll Corps area
of operations.
In addition, General Schwarzkopf's information and orders were filtered
through Third Armys commander and staff. General Yeosock, who was at his own
headquarters across town, gathered some of his information on the battleneld
directly from the subordinate commanders . Other data came from his liaison officers at each of the corps. Still other reports arrived through stalT channels from
Yeosock's own tactical headquarters at King Khalid Military City. After a period of
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time, maps posted in each of these command posts (Central Command, Third
Army, and Vll Corps) began to take on a life all their own 22 All too soon the reality of conditions on the ground, inclement weather, the dynamics or combat,
fatigue, and combat service support problems were subordinated to the illusion
portrayed by the location of a unit sticker on the map.
Some theater commanders have successfully tackled these information problems. For example, during the American Civil War, Lt. Gen. Ulysses S. Grant sent
Maj. Gen. William T. Sherman on a generally unsupervised operation toward
Atlanta, while he personally rode with Maj. Gen. George G. Meade in Northern
Virginia. During the Second World War, General Dwight D. Eisenhower worked
to coordinate the efforts of General Omar N. Bradley, Lt. Gen. j acob L. Devers, and
Field Marshal Sir Bernard L. Montgomery and rarely interfered in the tactical
affairs of their corps. When he did, it was to take decisive action, such as the relief
of the XIX Corps commander, Maj. Gen. Charles H. Corlett, or to direct the allocation of resources as in the case of the defense of the Ardennes in December

1944. 23
Other theater commanders have been notably ineffective in transcending the
barriers of time and space. General Robert G. Nivelle, for example, during the First
World War, lost all sense of perspective during the o ffensive of 1917, which resulted in a mutiny by the French Army and severe demoralization across the front. 21
Theater commanders can also let great opportunities pass by not personally taking control of the campaign. For example, Field Marshal Gerd von Rundsteclts
halting of General Heinz Guderian$ assault toward the Channel beaches in May
1940 allowed the British Army to escape. 25 Early in the European Campaign,
Eisenhower was unable to coordinate the armies of Bradley and Montgomery after
the breakout from Normandy, allowing the Germans to escape through the Falaise
Pocket. 26
One solution to the problem of theater command is simply to exit the command post, leaving details to trusted subordinates, and to move forward to coordinate with engaged commanders d irectly. Given the high-speed transportation
assets available to a Gulf War-era senior commander, there were few reasons to
remain tied to a fixed installation. There is no substitute fo r personal communication between the boss and the subordinate. It is also imperative that the senior go
forward to meet with the subordinate, not the other way aroundY
The issue of senior commanders visiting the front lines is important Lo an
understanding of how the Americans prosecuted the ground campai.gn. Not once
during the entire conOict did Schwarzkopf or Yeosock go forward to meet either
corps commander. The trip from Riyadh to the forward area was a little over two
hours by Black Hawk. These could have been productive visits, making the offensive more effective and preventing some of the recriminations that developed
later. 28 Moreover, principal staff officers never came forward to meet with General
Franks on the front lines for an appraisal of the true situation on the ground. 29 By
relying solely on long distance communi.cations, the army and theater commanders became prisoners of their map boards and their perceptions. Working ouL of
a bunker without windows, they lost the perspective of night combat. Converging
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arrows drawn on a map board are harmless blll belie the situation on the battlefield. As one commentator on the war noted, "Yeosock might have just as well
been in Washington."30
To make mauers worse, on 25 February reponing problems began developing
between the VII Corps and Third Army staffs. For example, the ann)' situation
report for the morning of the twenty-firth noted the anticipated start of the passage
of the U.K. 1st Armoured Division through the 1st Infantry Division as 0800, with
an estimated completion time at J200. lt was an inaccurate projection. Richard
Swain, who wrote the history of the Third Army, believed that this error probably
came from overly optimistic or ill-informed staff officers at the Vll Corps main
command post or the Thi rd Army liaison officer at the VII Corps tactical command
post. Nevertheless, the report then went to the Third Army mobile and main command posts that the U.K. 1st Armoured Divisions passage would be complete by
noon. 31 But the Vll Corps chain of command had already issued orders instructing the 1st Infantry Division to begin the passage of the British before 1200 on 25
February. 32 The Third Army main command post had a copy of that document.
The disparity between a 1200 stan and a 1200 completion time should have triggered an inquiry from the higher command to the lower. There was none. "It was
a characteristic example of the fog of war which, for all the Army's emphasis on
training staff officers to value precise and correct information, has still not been
removed. The problem of inaccurate staff reporting would later have painful consequences for both ARCENT and Vll Corps."33
Such reponing discrepancies between headquarters are difficult to eliminate,
and this friction continued to permeate the entire command and control process
at every level. Only regular face-to-face communications between commanders
could significantly reduce these hindrances to effective command and control.
11

1

Hold What We Got'

By dark the VII Corps G-2 believed that the Iraqi VII Corps commander had
lost control of his forward forces, as well as the ability to employ his mobile
reserves in a coherent defense. There had been little effective artillery fire and no
employment of chemical weapons. The G-2 did not yet declare victory, but
expected strong Iraqi resistance only at the Al Busayyah logistics depot and when
the corps made contact with the Republican Guarcf.3'1 Three hours of concentrated
attacks by the Lst Infantry Division and the 2d Cavalry had destroyed the Jl Oth
and 434th lnfanuy Brigades of the 26th Tnfanlly Division. Its T-55 tanks had been
driven from their positions, and the few vehicles that remained had retreated to
the east. While some Iraqi troops continued to resist the jayhawk attack, they had
little chance of success. There were too few soldiers, too few weapons, no reserves,
and no competent direction from the senior headquarters.
As darkness approached on the twenty-fourth , Franks faced one of those decisions that rest squarely on the back of a corps commander: whether to continue
the fight or stop and wait until dawn. On one hand, the plan was ahead of schedule and the Iraqis appeared to be withering before the combined effects of the
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main and supporting attacks. On the other hand, the command faced the prospect
of trying to continue the breach and passage at night of one U.S. armored brigade
and one British Army division through both the American lines and the Iraqi
infantry that were still fighting. In his gut, Franks wanted to continue to press the
enemy.
Franks had considerations other than the breach sector. He was hesitant to
meet the Republican Guard with the elements of his command separated. The
Iraqis demonstrated during the lran-lraq war the ability to counterpunch and
deliver some punishing blows against their opponents.35 Recently, the 1st Cavalry
Division had run into effective opposition in the Ruqi Pocket area. Franks believed
that if the Iraqis were able to reorient the Republican Guard and move their artillery
into position, they could be effective against the attacking corps. He did not wanL
to lose the effect of his three-division fist by a piecemeal, strung-out series of unco•
ordinated engagements. 36
Further, a night move would have virtually guaranteed that enemy forces
would be bypassed, and still-untouched elements of the Iraqi 26th Infantly Division
were in front of both the 1st Infantry Division and the 2d Cavalry. These bypassed
forces might have caused problems for the critical follow-on logistics. echelons. 37
He did not want to allow the remaining small units of the 26th Infantry Division to
interfere with fuel and ammunition trucks moving north. The o~jective was the
Republican Guard, and the corps would need a full load of supplies once the battle with that elite force had begun. Furthermore, the corps' right flank was
exposed until the British were able to break out to the east and destroy the Iraqi
tactical reserves. There was no sense in allowing the V1I Corps to be significantly
weakened before the main engagement took place. 38
Franks also doubted whether the British would be ready to execute their passage of lines in the early morning if the 1st Infantry Division was forced. to fight
through the night. The Desert Rats had been set 60- 80 kilometers south of the
breach when the corps received the early attack order. They had originally planned
to come forward on heavy equipment transporters. With the change in the attack
plan, which required the British to be ready to go fifteen hours earlier than scheduled, this transportation was not available. Smith, after the change, had decided
to move cross-country. Although Franks knew the British commander was doing
the best he could and moving with all due speed, he feared that they would not
be ready at first 1ight.39
As Franks had done earlier in the day, he mel face-to-face with his commanders on the scene, starting with Generals Rhame and Smith. The 1st Infantry
Division commander had several concerns. First, he had serious reservations
about commiuing his 3d Brigade into the breachhead at night and attacking to its
objective. There was still a lot of small-arms fire taking place in the area cleared by
the lead brigades. The division had already suffered a major fratricide incident and
the theater was emphasizing fratricide prevention. The introduction of a third
brigade into such a small space would guarantee another friend ly fire incident.
Furthermore, the 3d Brigades night-fighting abilities were questionable. The 1st
and 2d Brigades were recent veterans of night operations at the National Training
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Cemer, but the 3d Brigade came from Germany. Rhame believed they would be
asking for trouble by direcling a mission for which the unit had not trained or
planned and which might not be absolutely necessary. General Rhame recommended that Franks continue at first lighL General Smith concurred and agreed
that it wou ld be best to pass his division through at 1200. 40
The potential for fratricide was more acute during this phase of the operation
than at any other time of the offensive. Not only was there potential within the
breach, but it soon became obvious that the problem could exist between the two
attacks. As the 3d Armored Division advanced in the west, the possibility was sufficiem for the corps to place a five-kilometer buffer zone between the armored
divisions advance units and the 1st Infantry Division. Some of the Iraqis within
this zone were spared further attacks that night, and the coalition would need to
eliminate them later. 41
The corps commander next Oew to Col. Leonard D. Holders command group
in the western sector. Franks relied on the regimental commander for more than
a simple appraisal of the current situation. Don Holder was one of the best armor
tacticians in the Army. A tough graduate of Texas A&M University, Holder had
been the operations officer of the 2d Cavalry under the namboyam and innovative
Col. Robert Wagner in the early 1980s. Holder was one of the key authors of the
current edition of Operations and the former director of the School for Advanced
Military Studies at Fan Leavenworth. Holder, also a military historian, knew the
baule was far from finished. If the 1st lnfamry Division had trouble in the breach
and if his enveloping force advanced imo the open, the lraqis could have an
opportunity to coumerattack. Additionally, the corps would lose the element of
surprise if it ran into the Republica11 GLwrd too early. Holder also advocated consolidating for the night. 4 2 ·
To Franks it appeared that Generals Yeosock and Schwarzkopf also wanted a
coordinated, synchronized auack. Why else would they have kept the entire corps
wailing for almost six hours of daylight? Lf Vll Corps had been successful, it might
have caused that part of the plan to go awry, since the Egyptian corps on his right
had not yet begun to allack the Iraqi defenses. 43 Therefore, from Franks' perspective, there were many reasons not to continue to grope in the dark trenches of the
forward defensive belt on the night of 24 February.
Franks was not one to make 1hese d ecisions in private, and he communicated
his concerns to Yeosock , who told him not to worry. Yeosock also briefed General
Schwarzkopf on the Vll Corps plan to pause during the night. Schwarzkopf was
unperturbed and remarked that there would be plent)' o f lraqis around for Franks
to auack the next day. 44
With this guidance, Franks and his staff made the following evaluations:
• The mission had not changed-they still had to destroy the Republican
Guard, and the problem remained to determine how to best maneuver the corps
to that end.
• The enemy was, in general, putting up only a minor fi ghl. However, the commander was hesitant, based on the Iraqis' previous battle record and their capabil-
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ities, to disregard them. History is full of dramatic examples of overconfident generals underestimating the fighting ability and resilience of their opponents.
• The terrain was wide open, except in the area of the breach that was littered
with mines, trenches, and recalcitrant Iraqis.
• At the end of their first day of battle, Franks' troops found themselves in the
middle of a breach operation. The operation should have taken all day, but they
had only three hours of daylight left.
• They were already ahead of schedule; the risks of the night operation in such
close quarters were noLwarranted.
• The corps had lost the opportunity of a rapid penetration at 1200, not at
1800."5
lt was the combination of Franks' own experience and training, as well as
those of Rhame and Holder, that caused the corps commander to order a ha lt to
the forward penetration until dawn . However, while unit symbols that d isplayed
the leading edge of the advance would not move for several hours, both sectors
were far from quiet. In fantry, cavalry, and armor companies controlled the sectors to their front. Direct and indirect fires attacked probable targets. Apaches
hunted the forward sectors for Iraqi vehicles o r weapons systems. Artillery
harassment fires kept the Iraqis guessing about the next blow. Tanks and
Bradleys were refueled and rearmed; artillery ammunition carriers were replenished. The U.K. lst Armoured Division completed its movement into the forward staging area.-~ 6
There can be no question that rather than pausing, Franks could have modified his plan and shifted his main effort from the breach to the enveloping arm led
by the 2d Cavalry to take advantage of the nonex istent Iraqi defenses and the
night-ftghting capability of American armor. While such a change in plans was
risky, it was exactly the kind of innovative, audacious, and flexible leadership that
Airlancl Battle Doctrine required. But General Franks was not the only one
focused on existing plans. Neither Yeosock nor Schwarzkopf called Franks and
ordered him to bypass the breach and drive for Objective COLLINS, deep in the
lraqi rear, during the night. This apparent lack of llexibility became the subject of
"Monday morning quarterbacking" that began almost as soon as the war was
over.'17 Even in his own book, Schwarzkopf criticizes Franks fo r cautiously sticking with his plan. 48 It was not, however, Schwartzkopf's responsibility to criticize
but to command. If he did not like Vll Corps' progress, he should have made that
clear at the time and ordered the advance to continue. Perhaps caution was a condition of the U.S. Army:S entire chain of command.
Once the boundary was established between the 1st Infantry and 3d Armored
Divisions, combat action in the breach zone almost stopped, but it was not quiet.
Fires burned and Iraqi ammunition stockpiles exploded, "casting an eerie orange
light that everyone in the desert came to associate \Vith burning equipment. "~ 9
Units in the breach gathered prisoners and waited for the next day. The lst
Infantry Divisions 3d Brigade prepared (or its morning exploitation, while the
U.K. 1st Armoured Division moved into a staging area just south of the breach,
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with their alternate headquarters now collocated with the lst Infantry Division
tactical command post. 50
ln the enveloping western sector, the lead scouts of the 2cl Cavalry were over
seventy kilometers deep into Iraq. The lst Squadron, slightly to the rear of the 3d
Squadron, performed a Oank-guard mission to protect the regiment from possible
attack from the southeast. The regiment's air liaison officer effectively used the
available Air Force aircraft to harass the Iraqis forward of the ground squadrons,
causing hundreds o( soldiers to surrender throughout the night. Troop Fs lst
Platoon alone reported taking a battalions worth of prisoners. The 2d Squadron
also captured an Iraqi lieutenant colonel, the assistant division artillery commander from the 26th lrifanuy Division. Prisoners became a problem, as they overwhelmed the squadrons holding capacities. Attached prisoner of war teams from
the 214th Mil itary Police Company (Alabama National Guard) were kept busy all
night consolidating and imerrogating the captives, while the ground squadrons
continued Lo engage Iraqi targets all night with mortars and artillery. 5 1
Behind the 2d Cavalry, the lsLand 3d Armored Divisions used the lul l to move
the remainder of their units through the gaps in the berm and into the open desert.
They were able to consolidate their brigade formations, ensuring tbey would move
in the morning ·with all their support elements intact. The lst Armored Division
was now fully deployed in its desert wedge. 52 ln the 3d Armored Division sector,
the 4th Squadron, 7th Cavalry, screening the right flank o( the envelopment, was
in contact throughout tbe night with those unlucky inrantry who were caught
between the 4th Squadron and tbe lst lnfantry Division. They had captured
another one hundred Iraqi soldiers in this area by dawn. 53
The Vll Corps' report to the Third Army commander that night was upbeat
and confident: "Attack on 24 February carried through to depths of enemys tactical defenses with no enemy related casualties. VII Corps continues to attack to
destroy the RGFC. JAYHAWK." 54
The clays signtlicance would be lost in postwar celebrations and critiques.
journalists, with little background in military history and the art of war, would
later focus on personal ity clashes between the senior commanders. Others
searched for the villains that permitted some of the Republican GLtctrd to withdraw
into lraq and sustain the brutal regime of the Iraqi dictator. Few, however, noticed
the collective sighs of pride and relief that emanalecl from the officers and noncommissioned offi.cers of both army corps in the waning hours of 24 February. For
only the second time in the republics history, the U.S. Army had won the first battle. Not since Zachary Taylor squared off with Mexican General Marino Arista at
Palo Alto in 1846 had the outcome been so favorable. The institutional ghost that
so haunted the corps' leaders failed to appear. With confidence, the command
anticipated the next day.
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Breakout: 25 February
On the morning of 25 February VII Corps was beyond the defensive line of
Iraq$ VII Corps. Lt. Gen. Frederick M. Franks, Jr., now had to find the heavy divisions of the Republican Guard Forces Command, to change the direction of his
northerly moving forces, and to maneuver against the Iraqi defenders. In pursuit
of these goals, VII Corps would traverse an almost barren landscape in horrendous
weather for almost two days. To the outside world, and to some in higher levels of
command, this movement was an unopposed march. 1 Postwar news clips and
movies portrayed an almost seamless, flawless "wheel" that plowed through masses of surrendering Iraqis.
·
To the commanders and soldiers of the VII Corps, however, the task was anything but easy. Operationally, during those two days of February the two opposing corps maneuvered toward each other. General Ayad Futayih al-Rawi, commander of the Iraqi Republican Guard Forces Command, deployed his forces to meet
the attacking vn Corps. General Franks pushed his forces out of the envelopment
and bridgehead, secured both flanks, reoriented his command to the east, and
focused his tactical divisions so they could strike their adversaries with overwhelming force. At the end of this movement to contact, VII Corps would match
each one of its combat divisions with, generally, one Republican Guard brigade at a
time. This maneuver avoided the enemy$ strength and set the stage for a series of
climactic battles that began on the night of 26 February.
The corps' maneuver on 25 February was part of a coalition strategy that
forced the Iraqi Army to look in all directions at once. In the west, the XVIIl
Airborne Corps raced north by ground and air, turning the defenses of the Iraqi
Army, avoiding the Iraqi defenses in the Kuwaiti theater of operations, and attacking deep toward the south bank of the Euphrates by ground and air. The XVIll
Airborne Corps blocked lraqs north-south lines of communications, limiting
resupply operations into Al Basrah. It also created the potential for the annihilation of the Republican Guard near that city.
ln the east, the marines and joint Forces Commands North and East continued their deliberate approach toward Kuwait from the south. By the evening of the
twenty-sixth, they occupied the dominating terrain of Al-Multa Ridge and the outskirts of Kuwait City. The lst Cavalry Division, still the theater reserve, continued
to put on pressure in the Wadi al Batin approach. ln the Persian Gulf, the Navy
threatened amphibious landings along the coast behind Iraqi lines. Overhead, the
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coalilion air forces continued to attack moving Iraqi troops. Many of these soldiers
were caught on the Kuwaiti City-Basrah Highway, later known as the "Highway of
Death" because of the vivid scenes of destruction sent back by the various news
services.2 While pressure was building on all sides, the l.raqi high command began
to receive reports that a large American force was moving cross-country from the
wcst. 3

The Republican Guard
Soldiers of the two American army corps probably gave linle thought to the
history of the land they were crossing. As they moved north, they left behind the
land called the Nafud, or Great Desert. They traveled ncar the routes that Arabs
had used for centuries in their raids on the decadent Sassanid Empire. Northsouth roads, such as the one the lst Armored Division paralleled in its march to
AI Busayyah, had guided pilgrims from the Abbasid and Ottoman Empires to
and from the holy city of Mecca. Throughout the area were the watering holes
and oases, where pilgrims, traders, and Bedouin farmers watered themselves and
their mounts. Their names on the map attest to both their importance and their
history. 4
As the corps' soldiers continued to descend from the desert, they came across
primitive roads that ran generally northwest to southeast. Few probably realized
they were crossing boundaries of empires long since vanished. Mounted warriors
from Sumer, Assyria, and Persia once patrolled along these routes to protect the
farmers of the Euphrates Valley from the Arab raids. Du ring the last centuries
before the Muslim conquest, tbe Christian Lakhm icls lived i.n the area between
Arabia and the river valleys. They served both as a buffer against the roving Arabs
to the south and as an ally against the Byzantine Empire to the northeast. The 82d
and lOlst Divisions would occupy the ancient capital of An Nasiriya at the end of
the Gulf War. 5 Throughout the region, small towns and ruins of forts and other
structures testify to an era of greatness long since past. As the soldiers from both
corps continued north and cast, they entered the origins of numerous dry
streambeds, or slwibs, that meander down to the Euphrates Valley. Along that Liver,
the remains of the ancient cities ofUr and Eridu stand as silent testimony to man's
past empires. 6
The enemy facing the Vll Corps on 25 and 26 February \oVas a strange mixture
of equipment and organizations. First VII Corps had to finish the battle with the
Iraqi Vll Corps' front-line infantry divisions. Without the ability to move, these
unfortunate units defended in place, supported by a variety of artillery and a few
tanks. While they could damage the auacking jayhawks, they were unable to
maneuver to defeat them. At best, the Iraqis could hope to delay the Vll Corps and
warn the more maneuverable forces in the rear. 7
The most immediate threat to the Vll Corps attack came from the Iraqi Vll
Corps' tactical reserve, the 52d Armored Division. It had been targeted by the VII
Corps fire-support elements and had by the twenty-fifth lost much of its combat
power. But the division still had plenty of fight left in it. The T-55 main battle tank
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was the 52cl's primary weapon system. Built in 1961, this old tank may have been
effective against waves of Iranian infantry or Kurdish rebels; however, it was no
match for the British Challenger tanks it would meet along the border. With thin
armor, a top speed of only thiny miles per hour, and an effective main-gun range
of 1,300 meters, the T-55 was outclassed by coalition armor in every way. The 52cl
Armored Division's infantry motored around the battlefield on the Soviet-built MTLB armored transporter. Armed with only a 7.62-mm. machine gun, the MT-LB had
no amiarmor capability.8 During the night of the twenty-fourth, some of the 52c/
Division moved forward to reinforce the front-line infantry. The westernmost 52cl
Armored Brigade could do little after the heavy pounding it had received by anill.ery
and air. The 80th Armored and 11th Mechanized Brigades began moving south 9
Farther to the rear was the jihad Corps, a conventional theater reserve force. 10
lt consisted of two armored divisions, the lOth and 12th. T-55 tanks and MT-LB
transporters were the 12th Armored Division's primary equipmenl. This division
was slow moving and like the 52d lacked the capability for modern mobile
armored warfare. The lOth, in contrast, enjoyed the reputation as the best regular
division in the Iraqi Army. 11 It had much more modern equipment, including
T-62 and T-72 tanks. Its most common system, the T-62, had a speed sligh tly
better than the T-55 ; the effective range of its main gun was 2,000 meters-still
less than two-thirds the range of the British Challenger. 12
The apparent mission of the jihad Corps is still in dispute. The Vll Corps G-2
believed this corps had the "mission of counterpenetration, counterattack and ad
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hoc strengthening of weak points in the Iraqi defensive line." 13 ln practice, however, the jihad Corps would perform as a covering force for the Republican Guard.
The 12th Armored Division now moved to the west to protect the southern fiank o f
the RGFC from that direction. The better-equipped 1Oth Armored Division probably had the mission to cover the same force from the main coalition avenues of
approach in Kuwait or the Wadi al Batin.
Deployed east and north of the jihad Corps were the heavy divisions of the
Republican Guard Forces Command. The Tawakalna Mechanized Division and the
Hammumbi and Medina Armored Divisions represented the elite of Saddam
Hussein's military. Beginning essentially as a regime security force, the Republican
Guard grew during the Iran-Iraq War into a major offensive weapon. Its position
within the lraqi armed forces was not unlike the Waffen 55 in the German
We/mnacl1t of World War II. These three divisions alone had an authorized
strength of over 660 tanks, another 660 infantry fighting vehicles, and thousands
of antitank weapons, self-propelled artillery, and other combat systems. 14 Saddam
Hussein had provided them with the best machines the Soviets had to sell: T-72
tanks, BMP fighting veh icles, and 122-mm. self-propelled artillery weapons. By
Middle Eastern standards, the Republican Guard represented awesome combat
power. The Guard was not, however, the equal of the coalition forces arrayed
against it. The BMP, with its 76-mm. gun and Sagger antitank missile, was a good
match for the Bradley or the Warrior, the British armored personnel carrier. The
T-72, however, was sti ll much slower with a third less main-gun range than the
Abrams or the Challenger. 15
The Republican Guard suffered from four deficiencies that it could not overcome, in spite of how hard its sold iers fought. First, the jayhawks had control o f
the air. Scout (OH-58) helicopters flying forward of the advancing line of tanks
and fighting vehicles discovered the RGFC's well-prepared positions and kill
zones. Apaches, A-lOs, Cobras. and indirect fire adjusted by airborne fo rward
observers killed or suppressed its tanks and fighting vehicles. Control of the air
allowed the Vll Corps commander to fly several times a day to each of his divisions in contact and back tO his own command post. Because of this mobility,
General Franks could work out operational and logistic problems on the spot. He
understOod the problems and opportunities o f his forward commanders. Written
fragmentary orders from the corps' tactical command post confirmed, elaborated,
and shared Franks' decisions wit h the rest of the command. The lack of lraqi
mobility, in contrast, forced General ai-Rawi to command from his headquarters
on the ground. He had to rely on reports received from the front through imperfect and interrupted communications systems. He could not savor the taste of battle throughom his sector firsthand, nor could he detect the advancing British and
Americans at long range. The lack of an air capability in a region \>\rithout natural
obstacles or choke points was devastating to the Iraqi batLie plan.
Furthermore, the Iraqi arti llery was ineffective. The Republican Guard had an
array of capable self-propelled indirect-fire systems. They had the ability to move
and mass these fires in support of their defending divisional tank and mechanized
battalions. They could have fired their hundreds of rockets and multiple rocket
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Abandonee/ BMP Armored Personnel Carrier of the Republican Guard

launchers into the rear of the attacking VII Corps forces. The effect of such fire, at
a minimum, would have been to slow the American advance and inflict greater
casualties. The RGFC's artillery, however, failed to suppon its fellow tankers and
infantry. It seldom fired effectively in defense. The lraqis never massed their rires.
When the artillery did fire, it received immediate and punishing counterbattery
fire from the American and British MLRS's. Because of rigid fire-contro l procedures, lraqi artillery also lacked the ability to respond to the rapidly changing conditions of mobile \ovarfare. It failed to move or reposition to meet the coalitions
attack or to avoid counterfire. 16 ln contrast, the Vll Corps' artillery was forward
and engaged. Had the Iraqis managed to deter the Jayhawks' advance, Brig. Gen.
Creighton Abrams, the corps artillery commander, could have quickly massed 30
to 60 percent of the enLire corps' artillery on any target. The absence of an effective indirect-fire system doomed the front-line RGFC troops.
Additionally, the Iraqi commanders could not compete with the cohesion of
the Vll Corps leadership and the quality of their training. Omnipresent secret
police, routine officer purges, and an overly centralized command strucwre
ensured that lraqi senior officers followed orders but suppressed any initiative the
officers might have taken. 17 junior officers lacked confidence in themselves and
their organizations. Fearing harsh punishment for failure, they also displayed little nexibility in the absence of orders.18 lt was a command system that fostered
personal mistrust and organizational incompetence.
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The quality of the lraqis' training was no better. Iraqi soldiers and crews were
unable to perform simple banlefield tasks, such as identification of the enemy,
combat security, and field sanitation. Most important, the upcoming battles would
demonstrate that the Republican Gw:nd:S crews were unable to perform the most
essential combat skill: hitting the target.
The Americans' command relationships were the opposite of the Iraqi system. From corps through division to brigade and battalion command, there was
an extraordinary level of trust, confidence, and understanding. These products of
years of common schooling and exercises placed the combat leaders in a very
small , elite club. A study of their after-action reports, interviews, and briefings
explains how their backgrounds coalesced on the batt lefield , allowing impromptu forward passage of lines and rapid hand-off of artillery brigades between d ivisions. A solid plan with Clausewitzian branches and sequels, a clear chain of
commander's intents, and a single campaign objective focused the energies of the
leadership.
The final and most importam factor that undermined the Republican Guard in
its contest with the U.S. Vll Corps was the ineffectiveness of the RGFCs main battle tank, the T- 72. This 1970s-era tank had a powerful 125-mm. gun. While dangerous in a close fight, the T-72s daylight maximum effective range was much less
than that of the U.S. MlA l Abrams. Worse, it did not have a thermal imaging
capability for fighting at night. When American tankers took the time to acquire
thei r targets, the T-72 vvas defenseless. At night in the open desert, without hills
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A captured lracti T- 72jlies the l<uwaiLijlag.
or forests to interfere with the line of observation, Abrams' gunners identified targets at ranges out to 3,000 meters. These "hot spots" appeared as tank silhouettes
in the M1A1s' sights. Battalion commanders could move their companies to a firing line 2,000 meters from the Iraqi defenses. With 500-1,000 meters of range
superiority to spare, American tank gunners could fire at will with little danger of
effective return fire. Only when the Americans encountered the Iraqis at close
range was the T-72 effective. 19 Because lraqi tank crews were so poorly trained in
tank gunnery, they were seldom able to capitalize on American and British tactical
mistakes.
However, General ai-Rawi, the RGFC commander, probably faced the future
battle with confidence. He was an experienced officer who had led the Republican
Guard in its final offensive against Iran on the AI Faw Peninsula in 1988, helping
to conclude the war. He had also directed the rapid conquest of Kuwait in 1990.
He was a seasoned combat veteran with over a decade of combat experience
behind him. 20 On the evening of 24 February, the Iraqi general headquarters
ordered him to stop a major penetration developing to the west of his central position. Like any experienced commander, he hesitated committing his most powerful forces too soon. The most important principle in Iraqi defensive doctrine was
"depth," and what General al-Rawi needed was, in U.S. doctrinal terms, a cover-
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ing force. Such a unit would allow him time to concentrate his forces where they
could do the most damage to the attacking coalition forces. An effective covering
force had to be large enough to force the attackers to commit their own main-force
elements to the battle and disclose their baule plan. At his disposal for this task
were the Jihad Corps' lOth and 12th Armored Divisions. The Iraqi high command
thus probably deployed these divisions to the KTO with the express purpose of
covering al-Rawi$ force. 21
Late in the evening of 24 February, General al-Rawi ordered the 12th Armored
Division to the west of the Tawakalna Mechanized and Medina Armored Divisions.
The 12th Armored Division$ 50th and 37th Armored Brigades moved out that night
and took the Al Busayyah-Kuwait border road to the west. Their mission was to
block the most dangerous approach into the Oank of the Kuwaiti/Wadi al Batin
defenses. Its third unit, the 46th Mechanized Brigade, apparently, took a more
northern route and moved to block any attacks due east from Al Busayyah. In
addition, at least one brigade of the lOth Armored Division moved toward the
southeast to perform the same covering-force role to identify the threat from the
Wadi and Kuwaiti approaches. Once in position, these brigades would provide the
depth General al-Rawi needed to maneuver his elite a rmored and mechanized
forces into position to defeat the coali.tion advance. This plan would have worked
well against the infantry-heavy Iranian Army. Unfortunately, the 12th Armored
Division's Chinese-made T-55 tanks moved more slowly than Franks' approaching
armored fist. Only pans of the 12th Armored Division arrived in position in time to
engage the VII Corps and cover the deployment of the RGFC. 22
While the lOth and 12th Armored Divisions moved forward , General al-Rawi
adjusted Lhe orientation of his heavy divisions. The Tawalwlna Mechanized Division
moved about twenty kilometers to the wesL and deployed all three brigades on a
forty-kilometer fronl. The width of this defensive zone was according to lraqi doctrine and made good sense if the attacking force was using the two main routes
from the west as avenues of approach. The Adnan Jnfantly Division, located southwest of Basrah, moved one brigade southwest to defensive positions on the norLhern Oank of the Tawalwlna Division. 23 The two Republican Guard armored divisions
remained in reserve. The ultimate goal of the Iraqi commander was to execute the
same tactics that had worked so well in the lran-lraq War, contain the assault with
second-class units, and counterattack behind the coalition$ penetration with his
elite armored force.24
In spite of a late start on the previous day, the VU Corps' plan was still on
track. An imperative of the Army's AirLand Battle Doctrine was a clear and identifiable main effon. 25 Such a focus ensures that most of a command$ combat power
and logistics resources are directed toward achieving the units' mission . On the
morning of the twenty-fifth, Franks changed his main effort from the breach sector to the central zone led by the 2d Cavalry. The lst Armored Division would
drive north to seize the crossroads at Al Busayyah and then attack east. The 1st
Infantry Division would secure the breach and then pass the U.K. lst Armoured
Division to the easL to freeze and destroy any enemy tactical reserves. The 2d
Cavalry would conduct a movement to contact to find the Republican Guard. The
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3d Armored Division would continue to follow the 2d Cavalry, prepared to
respond to their contact with the lraqi main force.

The Attack Resumes
The corps staff drew the first major comrol measure, Phase Line SMASH, a diagonal line across the corps sector from the northwest to southeast, to accomplish
two purposes. First, its "echelon right" characteristic helped to align the corps so
it could wheel toward the RepLiblican Guard's heavy divisions in the east. It ensured
that each division would complete its wheel to the right with all elements in the
correct alignment with the other divisions. Second, it appeared to be the westernmost location where the RGFC could meet the attack of the corps. lt vvould be, in
the words of Col. Stanley E Cherrie, the Corps G-3, "Where the battle was
joined."26
Objective COLLINS, a large circle east of Phase Line SMASH in the middle of the
corps zone, was another prominent mark on the battle map. Although CoLLINS
was devoid o[ significam terrain features, it was important for several reasons.
First, it was the general location from which General Franks needed to make a
decision on how to maneuver the corps against the Rep~1blican Guard. Before the
beginning of the war, he had told the Third Anny G-2, Brig. Gen. john F. Stewart,
Jr., that he needed to know the location and intentions of the lraqi force by the
time his units reached that area. From there, he could implement one of his various contingency plans to smash into the enemy with his three divisions on line."27
When the bulk of Franks' forces was in the vicinity of Objective COLLINS, the
theater's deception plan would end .28 From then on there would be no reason to
continue pretending that an attack was coming up the Wadi al Batin. The corps
would be deep into lraqi territory by the time the Republican Guard realized from
where its g reatest danger was com ing. Finally, Objective COLLINS was a potential
culminaLion point for the corps. The staff planners identified it as the area where
the logisticians needed to plan for refueling the divisions just west of the expecteel main Republican Guard defense. 29 Fuel was always a critical consideration for
commanders and their staffs. An Ml 's turbine engine could operate from six to
eight hours before refueling. Crews needed to enter battle with their systems as full
as possible, knowing they could fight the enemy without worrying about coming
to a stop. 30 During Yeosock's absence Lt. Gen. Calvin A. H. Waller, the acting Third
Army commander, had briefed Franks "that we may have to pause at Collins for a
clay or two before we attacked the Republican Guarcls."31 Such a pause was not part
of either Franks' or Schwarzkopf's intent.
The replenishment process itself was a spectacle thaL could be accomplished
expeditiously if fuel was on hand . Battalion suppon platoon leaders, according to
an often-rehearsed battle drill, placed their half-dozen 2,500-gallon HEMTis in a
fonnation that allowed Lwo combat vehicles at a time to drive up to a tanker and
refuel. Several p latoons moved forward to the tankers, while the remainder of the
company provided local security. While the refueling was taking place, supply
sergeants, ammo handlers, and medics moved from vehicle to vehicle, dispensing
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supplies. First sergeants talked to vehicle commanders and soldiers, checking on
their health, appearance, and general welfare. Once a company team was ready, it
moved off to a defensive area until the remainder of the battalion was full. The battalion then moved out, and if the timing was right the entire brigade quickly continued on its way. This whole process took less than an hour if all the parts were
in place at the right time. Obviously, the fiat desert terrain also eased the process. 32
The most important phase line on the VII Corps' baule map was Phase Line
TANGERINE. This north-south line was drawn east of Objective COLLINS and just to
the west of the expected location of the RGFCs heavy divisions. It could serve as
a line of departure for destroying these divisions if they chose to stay and fight. lf
VII Corps' divisions could reach TANGERINE, deploy their brigades in normal battle formation with artillery in support, the corps would be in its best possible battle array to destroy the RGFC and maneuver to take advantage of the tactical situation.J3 ln addition, TANGERINE served as a control measure to coordinate the
attack of the U.K. lst Armoured Division, in the south, with the rest of the corps.
By the morning of 25 February two different perceptions of the battle began
to develop within the American chain of command. At the VII Corps tactical command post, General Franks believed he was right on target and fighting according
to the plan he had been briefing since the previous December. He believed that the
halt the night before was a smart move in preparation for the next phase of the
ope ration. 34 His own experiences, and those of his staff and other commanders,
told him that he still had some very complex maneuvers to execute before he
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would be in position to destroy the RGFC. The simple process of maneuvering his
large force out of the penetration sector, into the open terrain beyond the defenses, and turning the entire force 90 degrees toward the enemy was difficult to execute under any circumstances. Given the terrible weather and a hostile enemy, it
was much more complicated on the ground than on a map board.
A second perception, however, was emerging at higher headquarters. Officers
located hundreds or thousands of miles away from the front line began to criticize
the pace of tbe attack From Schwarzkopf$ perspective, the Iraqi Army was beginning to break. Although he had delayed the Vll Corps attack until late in the afternoon on 24 February, he now wanted Franks to pick up the pace. 35 Yet the soldiers
o[ Vll Corps did not share the belief that the attack was turning into a pursuit. As
the next seventy-two hours showed, the soldiers of the RGFCs armored and mechanized divisions did not share this view e·ither36
During the night of 24-25 February, the 2d Cavalry remained in contact north
of the lst Infantry Divisions breachhead, about 50-60 kilometers into Iraq.
Soldiers from the lraqi 26th lnfanuy Division, who had experienced the Big Red
Ones onslaught during the day, tried to escape to the north but ran into the waiting sights of the regiments cavalry troops. Most lraqis gave themselves up to the
troopers without a fight. By 0200 the regiment had gathered over 400 prisoners.
Not all the 26th Infcmtty Division, however, was surrendering. Ground and air
troops had to destroy those few Iraqi soldiers and vehicles that continued the fight.
Also, lraqi ground fire hit an Apache on a mission forward of the ground cavalry
units. 37
Behind the 2d Cavalry, the lst and 3d Armored Divisions remained massed in
very narrow sectors. Other than the 3d Armored Divisions 4th Squadron, 7th
Cavalry, on the right flank, these units had not yet been in combat. The troopers
of the cavalry squadron had little sleep, as their proximity to the lst Infantry
Divisions breach ensured a noisy night. ln addition, they were in contact with the
western edge of the Iraqi llOth lnfantty Brigade's defenses. At 0130 the 4th
Squadron, 7th Cavalry, reported capturing fifty-two traqi soldiers. That batch of
enemy prisoners of war consisted primarily of soldiers of Kurdish origin and contained four officers who spoke English. All were wearing NBC protective clothing,
which could have reflected the cold weather as much as a concern about chemical warfare. 38
On 25 February the lst Infantry Division began the clay in the breach with the
lst and 2cl Brigades occupying the positions the Iraqi 26th lnfantty Division had
defended the clay before. Mter seizing the forward positions, the Big Red One had
evacuated more than a thousand EPWs toward the corps collection areas. Stacked
behind the border berm and ready to carry the attack forward was the lst Infantry
Divisions 3d Brigade and the U.K. lst Armoured Division. The 3d Brigade's mission was to pass through the lead brigades and seize the final bridgehead line,
Phase Line NEW j ERSEY. Then the British forces would pass through the lst Infantry
Division and attack east into the lraqi VIT Corps' tactical reserves. 39
The Vll Corps' concern for preventing accidental engagements between
friendly forces remained high as the corps prepared for the next phase of the oper-
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ation. The effective range of the Ml tank's 120-mm. smoothbore cannon was
beyond 3,000 meters. By comparison, the tanks that General Pauon used during
his ballles in the Ardennes in l 944 had less than a quarter of that range. ln addition , Franks had many more lethal systems than the old Third Army. The Bradley
and 'vVarTior each contained gun and missile systems with ranges greater and more
lethal than anything World War ll armies had carried across Europe. No natural
barriers constrained the range of these modern systems. There were no forests or
hills to stop stray high-velocity rounds from Abrams, Challengers, Bradleys, and
Warriors. The corps staff knew that as arrows on the map converged and
enveloped they had to take every precaution to avoid fratricide.
That morning Colonel Cherrie and his staff called each of the major commands to enforce coordinalion with their adjacent units. Most important in the
G-35 mind was the nank coordination between the almost stationary 1st Infantry
Division and the 3d Armored Division now passing Lo the northeast, just in front
of it. A second conce rn was 1he danger of an engagement between anxious members of the lst Armored Division and the 2cl Cavalry. Such a fight was most likely
when the regiment turned to the northeast and 1st Armored Division continued
to the north. Cherrie told the Dragoons to Leave someone to continue coOI·clination with the lst Armored Division until the danger had passed. ~0
Colonel Cherrie was pruclem in forcing the flank coordination, as the weather on the twenty-fifth continued to be poor. Overcast skies, cold temperatures,
rain showers, and generally limited visibilit)r created miserable conditions for
troops on both sides. During the clay the weather continued to deteriorate. A line
of heavy thundershowers moved through the secLO r. Wh ile the weather degraded
the Iraqis' ability to see and acq uire targets, it also limited the effectiveness of the
Vll Corps' scout and attack he lico pters. ~• The potential for mistakenly shooting
friend ly troops through rain and blowing sand was high.
On the corps' right flank, the Lst Cavalty Division continued to pressure the
Iraqi 31st and 25tl1 Infantty DivisionsY The cavalry probes continued to test the
Iraqi defenses to see if resistance was light enough to continue to attack to the
north. It quickly ran up against strong defensive positions and began a morninglong duel with the dug-in enemy. Iraqi defenders shot down one of the divisions
Apache auack helicopters early in the operation. The assessment of the 1st Cavalry
Divisions staff was that the 1raqis "had fallen for the deception and had tied up
many valuable assets defending the Wad i al Batin."43
Meanwhile, the X:Vll l Airborne Corps on the west nan k was continuing its
rapid turning movement at a breakneck pace. The 24th Division (Mechanized)
and the 3d Cavalry moved almost unopposed toward the Euphrates River. But
their rapid progress later became the standard used by senior commanders to measure the progress of the VI I Corps' attack. H

The Envelopment
At 0600 on 25 Februa ry 1he 2d Armored Cavalry, reinforced by the 2 IOth
Field Artillery Brigade, moved into attack positions. Thirty-five minutes later the
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artillery shot a five-minute preparatory fire on suspected Iraqi. positions. Once the
fires lifted, the regiment continued its movement northeast, passing north of the
1st lnfantry Divisions breach. Soon after the armored cavalry began its advance,
the staff learned that the Iraqi 12th Armored Division was moving in its direction,
increasing the regiments tension and anticipation. As the 2d Armored Cavalry
began shifting east toward Phase Line SMASH, the troopers "uncovered" (ceased
protecting) the lst Armored Division that was attacking to the north. From this
point, Old Ironsides would provide its own forward security. By 0705 the 2d
Cavalry's lead squadrons were sweeping through their initial objectives, finding
only empty fighting positions. 45
At 0841 the 4th Squadron, the aviation unit, identified Iraqi forces near one
of its intermediate objectives, including the 50th Brigade of the 12th Armored
Division. The 4th Squadron commander, Lt. Col. Glenn MacKinnon, who had
them under observation, wanted to bring in A-lOs to engage these forces early, but
the weather did not allow the aircraft to come forward. ln preparation for a probable ground engagement, the regimental commander ordered all tanks refueled by
1000 hours.~ 6 General Franks, who wanted to assess the progress o( his forward
unit, flew forward to meet with Colonel Holder.H
Soon after Holders troops completed refueling, they made the first contact
with Iraqi armored and mechanized units from the 50t11 Armored Brigade. This
brigade, and the followin g 37th Armored Brigade, were still trying to reach their
positions to cover the Tawalwlna Mechanized Division. At 1220 the 4th Squadron,
flying forward of the ground squadrons, located at least a battalion of T- 55s and
MT-LBs. 48 Troop 0 engaged these Iraqis, destroying several tanks and personnel
carriers with TOW missiles and machine guns, while a supporting MLRS battery
moved to firing positions behind the lead ground cavalry troop. With the 3d
Squadron in visual contact, the aviators passed to the rear and handed off the battle Lo the ground troops. Within seconds of their egress, volleys of American rockets landed on the hapless 50th Armored Brigade. ~ 9
Troop l soon ran into a company of infantry and i.ts MT-LB armored personnel carriers. Although they had just been under air and artillery attack, the Iraqis
apparently did not expect ground combat so soon. Perhaps they considered the
initial bombardments just an extension of the weeks-old air campaign. lL was obvious to the attacking cavalry troopers that the enemy had no idea they were
approaching. The troops Bradley fighting vehicles drove unchallenged into the
area where the Iraqis were digging defensive positions. The Iraqi infantry failed to
react. They may have believed the American vehicles were BMPs or some other
system in their own army. Oblivious to the arriving Americans, they kept digging
until the Dragoons opened fire.50
The tall Bradleys would have been good targets for prepared dismounted
infantry, and the Iraqis should have engaged them before they came that close.
This Iraqi company, however, had no warning, no individual ini.tiative, and no
idea of the equipment its enemy possessed . For the lraqi Army to win the campaign, small Iraqi units had to win their individual engagements. They had to have
local security; they had to position their weapons to take advantage of the terrain;
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Soldiers examine em abandoned MT-LB armored personnel carrie1:

and they had to shoot their weapons at the best possible range. Already, early in
the contest, the differences between the two armies' individual training were
beginning to show. General al-Rawis plans began to fail at the lowest common
denominator: soldier proficiency.
Franks' new orders to Colonel Holder were simple and to the point: "Develop
the situation, stand off with artillery and air, do not become decisively engaged."51
H this was truly, as the 2d Cavalry commander believed, the RGFC security zone,
then Franks needed to maneuver the lst and 3d Armored Divisions into positions
to conduct the attack and push the lst Infantry Division forward rapidly so he
would have the three divisions massed. He did not want Holder's regiment to
become so entangl.ed with the lraqis that he could not pass the heavy divisions !'o rward. Fran ks had commanded the lst Armored Division at one time and had a
great respect for the combat power it possessed. If Holder could just find the
RCFC, the heavy divisions would do the rest. 52
Once Franks realized that the regiment was still fighting the 12th Armored
Division, and not the Republican Guard, he ordered Holder to continue moving east.
For the rest of the clay the 2d Cavalry acted as a classic covering force for the corps.
It discovered the enemy positions, attacked them, and kept them from interfering
with the movement of the two armored divisions. 53 The 2d Cavalry$ movement,
however, was rather slow. Franks returned to see Holder and told him to continue
to maintain contact, increase the pace, and push to the east past Phase Line 5MASH. 54
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The regiment's more rapid movement had caught the Republican Guard's covering force, the 12th Armored Division, out of position. Al l day the Dragoons
encountered Iraqi battal.ions trying to accomplish the last orders they had
received. They were trying to occupy blocking positions east of AI Busayyah that
had already been overrun by the 2d Cavalry. 55 At 1343 elements of the 4th
Aviation Squadron, always searching to the front and flanks of the regiment, located the lead battalion of the Iraqi 37th Armored Brigade that had been following the
50th Armored Brigade. Troop G, 2d Squadron, quickly began a firefight with an MTLB company and destroyed it in fifteen minutes. ln the open desert, with few limitations on target acquisition and few features to conceal the enemy, the Bradley
overmatched the MT-LB in every respect. At 1650 Troop L captured a BMP 56 lt was
the first indication that the Republica11 GLwrd might be in the sector. This vehicle
was probably part of a Tawal?alna. reconnaissance element moving forward to coordinate its activities with those of the 50th Armored Brigade. Its capture indicates the
confusion that must have existed in the Iraqi forward units.
Starting the day to the left-rear, or northwest, of the 2d Dragoons, the l st
Armored Division jumped off at first lighl with the lone 806th Brigade of the Iraqi
26th I11jant1y Division as its first target. Before reaching that brigade, the 2d Cavalry
reported a BM-21 MRL (Multiple Rocket Launcher) inside the lst Armored
Division's zone of attack. Each MRL can send forty 122-mm. rockets over twenty
kilometers. Although the Dragoons reported only one truck-mounted launcher,
probably three (a platoon) or six (a battery) were in the area. The artillery headquarters gave the mission to Battery A, 94th Field Artillery Battalion, the lst
Armored Division's ow·n MLRS battery. Battery A quickly fired twelve rockets on
the reported BM-21 location. Weather, plus the impending fight with the 806Lh
Tnjc111tly Brigade, prevented any immediate battle damage assessment. 57 Corps
intelligence and engineer troops identified a destroyed BM-21 battery in the targeted area during their postwar analysis. These Iraqis were possibly the first victims of Old Ironsides' firepower. 58
By 0700 the 1st Armored Division had reached the 806tl1 Infantly Brigade. The
26th lnfanuy Divisions reserve force, the 806th had already fought part of the passing 2d Cavalry, but irs destruction was the job of the 1st Armored Division.59 The
attack went according to the staff's detailed plan . The division attacked with the
3d Brigade on the right and the 1st Brigade on the left. The 2cl Brigade followed
the lst Brigade. Both attacking brigades had their supporting artillery battalions
fire a preparation. They then swept across their respective objectives with armor
and mounted infantry. The division's execution matrix accurately predicted the
location and type of force it was attacking. The violence of the attack shocked the
Iraqi defenders, who probably expected to sit out the war while most of the fighting occurred in the Wadi al Batin sector and Kuwait. Resistance was light, and the
lsL Armored Division took no casualties in capturing its first 400 prisoners of war.
The 3d Brigade cleared the obJeCtive while the other two brigades moved ahead. 60
While the 3d Brigade finished the 1st Armored Divisions fight against the
Iraqi 806th Injant1y Brigade, General Griffith pushed the remainder of his division,
hoping to reach Al Busayyah before dark. The town lay at the crossroads of two

British troops pose on a T- 55 tank, part of a convoy destroyed during the Iraqi retreat
from Kuwait; below, Destroyed T-62 Tanh
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old road networks. One route ran north to south and connected An Nasiriya on
the Euphrates River with the defending from-line divisions on the Saudi border.
The other network was the old east-west mil.itary border trace. As in ancien.l times,
its location made it an important military objective. Once the 1st Armored
Division captured this town, it could turn due east LOward the Kuwait border. Al
Busayyah was now an Iraqi VII Corps logistics base. It was probably the main supply depot for the western portion of the defensive line in the KTO. An infantry battalion, a commando battalion, and a company ofT-55 tanks protected iL. Aerial
photographs had shown prepared but unoccupied artillery positions in the area. 61
A principle of Ail-Land Battle Doctrine is the deep operation. Tactical air, Army
air, special forces, and long-range artillery conduct such deep operations, wh ich
are beyond the range of normal tactical weapons. Enemy force concentrations,
logistics installations, and transportation centers are the normal targets of these
engagements. The attacks can "shape the battlefield to assure advantage in subsequent engagements."62 Grifflth launched an AH-64 Apache attack on the Al
Busayyah complex at 1400 hours. The plan also called for fixed-wing aircraft
attacks as the division advanced on the objeclive, but the weather prevented further air strikes. A primary mission of the Apache auack was to locate and destroy
artillery that might have moved to the previously identified prepared positions. A
secondary mission was to locate and destroy the tank company. The Apaches
reported no artillery in the area but destroyed several trucks and assorted armored
vehicles. The attack helicopters engaged numerous vehicles and destroyed a tank,
an armored personnel carrier, a radar facility, and several trucks and logistical
bunkers. Some Iraqis, it seems, believed the only way to stop the attack was to surrender to the attack helicopters. Soon, most of the attack fl ight returned to its base
and made a report. Scout hel icopters, flying low to the ground, then herded the
surrendering Iraqis into groups like western ranchers rounding up cattle. Ground
units from the 1st Brigade moved to within a few kilometers of Al Busayyah and
rounded up the demoralized Iraqi clefenclers. 63
Meanwhile, the 3d Armored Division had followed the 2d Cavalry throughout
25 February. lts movement began al 0430, when the 4th Squadron, 7th Cavalry,
began moving its screen line toward the boundary with the 1st Infantry Division.
h was a dangerous maneuver that required coordination between the two divisions to keep soldiers from shooting at each other. The rest of the 3d Armored
Division began moving northeast at 0551 in a single column of brigades. The haze
and fog made movement difficu lt and limited long-range visibility. Vehicles followed one another in almost precise geometric formations that would have made
the writers of tactical manuals at Fort Benning and Fort Knox proud. Throughout
the morning, the cavalry squadron continued to screen the division's southern
flank to pick up any withdrawing lraqi units and to preclude engagements with
the 1st Infantry Division. At the same time, the d ivision staff worked on clarifying
the boundary with the 1st Armored Division in the north.64
All morning the 4th Sq uadron, 7th Cavalry, continued to move along the
Spearhead's southern boundary, watching for remnants of the Vll Corps' defense
trying to escape to the north through the enveloping jayhawk fist. The advance
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Tar1k Company in Battle Formati.on just North of the Iraqi Borde;. (Note weather:)

slowed around 1000, as the 3d Armored Division refueled its combat systems,
then the movement continued to the east. At the same time the division artillery
sent a liaison team back to a contact point near the 1st Infantry Divisions breach
to meet a team from the 42d Field Artillery Brigade that was soon to be detached
from the lst Infantry Division. 65 Soon that brigade would be on the way to support the 3d Armored Division's battle.
Around 1100 the 2d Brigade made contact with some Iraqi infantry on its left
11ank and quickly dispersed them. They were probably an isolated unit from the
806Lh lnfanlly Brigade that the 2d Cavalry and lst Armored Division had already
encountered. At Phase Line MELON, an east-west control measure just nonh of the
1st Infantry Division's breach, the Spearhead moved more to the northeast and the
brigades deployed into a wedge formation. The 3d Brigade in the north maintained contact with the 1st Armored Division; the 2d Brigade moved on the right;
and the 3d Brigade traveled in reserve, centered on the lead brigades. Throughout
the movement, vehicle crews looked in all directions for the attack that they
expected at any moment.66

The Breach
The corps' original main effort had been in the 1st Infantry Divisions sector.
Now that most of the Iraqi forward positions were under Amet"ican armor, the role
of the breach began to change. Now it became the route to pass the British to the
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east, to secure the corps' nank, and to become the main supply route (MSR) for
the corps into Iraq. At 0600 hours, 25 February, the 1st Infantry Division and supporting artillery executed a short preparatory fire on suspected Iraqi positions.
Soon after, the lst Infantry Division resumed its attack to the final breachhead
li ne, Phase Line NE'vv jERSEY. At 0915 the 3d Brigade passed through the berm and
through the 2d Brigade into the center of the enlarging semicircle. All three
brigades then attacked, rapidly overwhelming Iraqi resistance and moving toward
the days objective. As they cleared the enemy bunkers and trench lines, they captured two brigade command posts and the command post of the Iraqi 26th Infantty
Division. A brigade commander, several battalion commanders, company commanders, and staff officers joined the parade back to the corps EPW confinement
area. Along with the officers were another 871 members of the 26th Division. Big
Red One soldiers also found a complex bunker system with underground stores of
RPGs, artillery rounds, monar rounds, and small arms. Despite these provisions,
the Iraqi defense had been weak and sporadic in the face of the overwhelming
combat power arrayed against it. 67
Shortly after llOO the 1st Infantry Division determined that Phase Line NEw
jr:RSEY was secure and prepared to guide the U.K. 1st Armoured Division through
the breach and into its forward positions. Simultaneously, it was time to pass the
corps' field artillery brigades to the main effort that had now shifted farther north.
The 42d Field Artillery Brigade moved to reinforce the 3d Armored Division
Anillery, and the 75th Field Artillery Brigade did the same for the 1st Armored
Division Artillery. A cardinal principle of American arlillery was that it was never
kepi in reserve. Once its mission was accomplished in the breach, it was time to
move forward to support the advancing units. The 42d Field Artillery Brigade
linked up with the 3d Armored Division by nightfall, wh i.le the 75th Field Artillery
Brigade, with farther to travel, joined the 1st Armored Division the next day. The
Royal Artillery Regiment, which had also supported the 1st Infantry Division, refocused its efforts to supporting the British armor as it moved through the breach. 68
The U.K. lst Armoured Division was ready in its forward assembly area. Like
the rest of Vll Corps, the British had a "force-oriented" mission: "to defeat the
enemy tactical reserves in order to protect the right nank of Vll (U.S.) Corps."69
The assumption by the corps' planners was that the 52d Armored Division assigned
to the Iraqi Vll Corps would, in accordance with its doctrine, counterattack to
break up the penetration once it was discovered. lt was the British role to destroy
these forces before they could hinder the corps' main effort. The division staff estimated that, based on the lraqi performance in the war with lran, these reserves
would be on the move while the penetration was still in process. They had to plan,
therefore, for a clean passage of lines and prepare for a heavy fight immediately
thereafter. 70
The Vll Corps officers and men had a great deal of respect for the Desert Rats.
Two World Wars, Korea, and almost four decades of joint operations in Germany
had forged a surprising degree of cooperation and understanding between the two
armies. The audacious British operations in the Falklands and their clogged determination in Northern Ireland demonstrated that one should never underestimate
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the modern British Army. American officers, who had been force-fed mllitary history at West Point, ROTC, branch service schools, and the Command and General
Staff College, knew and respected the tradition of their coalition partner.
The roots of the British contingent were in the 7th Armoured Division that
had formed the base of Maj. Gen. Richard O'Conners Western Defense Force in
1940. Both 4th and 7th Brigades had been part of that d ivision. The British 1st
Armoured Division, the parent unit of these modern brigades, arrived in late
1942. For the next year those two divisions formed the main striking arm of the
British in North Africa. Battles such as Gazala, Tobruk , and El Alamein, fought
against the German Ajrilw Corps commander, General Irwin Rommel, evoked a
certain mysticism. 71 The Desert Rats, as the 7th Armoured Division was known,
then fought across Northern Europe from Normandy to the Bulge and beyond. 72
The modern British Army was a well-trained force that ranked among the best
in the world. Its combat power was built around the Challenger main battle tank.
With a 120-mm. rifled main gun, thermal optics, and state-of-the-an Chobbam
armor, its only rival in the theater was the American Abrams. British infantry rode
into baule on the section vehicle variant of the Warrior infantry fighting vehicle.
Speed, reasonable armor protection, and a 30-mm. Rearden cannon made it ideally suited for the desert environment. Modified Warrior fighting veh icles included mortar carriers, Milan antitank systems, and command and control veh icles;
and the British possessed a variety of excellent light armored veh icles built on their
Scorpion chassis. While not designed for heavy combat, they had the abili ty to
fight on favorable terms with T-55s and MT-LBs.
Their artillery, primarily American-built M109s (155-mm.), MllOs (203mm.), and MLRSs, were compatible with the American systems. After they passed
through the breach, they would have the support of the U.S. Vll Corps' 142d Field
Artillery Brigade. Because of years of joint operations, the British fit into the VII
Corps fire-support system with little difficulty. Their dedicated air support consisted of Gazelle helicopters, used for reconnaissance, and the Lynx helicopter,
used like the American Cobra. They had a full contingent of engineer, logistics,
and medical uni.ts. Their prisoners of war were guarded by a small force of their
elite ceremonial troops: the Coldstream Guards, Royal Highland Fusiliers, and the
Kings Own Scottish Borderers. 73
Forty-seven-year-old Maj. Gen. Rupert Smith commanded this small but
powerful division. A member of the Parachute Regiment, Smith was an expen
on Soviet armor and tank tactics. With two brigades operating on a narrow
front, he planned his auack within a "two-tier" framework. First was the depth
battle. Under the direction of the Commander of the Royal Artillery (CRA), Brig.
lan Durie, the depth battle was designed to prevent the Iraqis from firing and
moving to reinforce the contact battle. For target acquisition he used his remotely piloted vehicles, long-range ground reconnaissance, and the intelligence
assets available to the corps. ln addition to his ground reconnaissance, 16/5
Lancers, the Royal Artillery's MllOs, and the MLRS, he also had the three aviation attack squadrons to destroy and disrupt the armor of Lhe Iraqi 52d Armored
Oi vision .74

British Challenger Main BaiLie Tank; below, British FV-432 Warrior lnfanuy
fighting Vehicle
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The second tier of Smiths operational concept was the contact battle. WiLh
only two maneuver brigades, he had to be careful in their sequencing so both were
not decisively engaged at the same time. Unlike the Americans, Smith wan ted to
sequence the blows of his two fists, the 7th and 4th Brigades, so \vhen they
punched they had the full weight of air support and artillery fire behind them.
Each objective he assigned was digestible by an individual brigade. 75
The original plan had given the Royal Military Police plenty of time to set up
routes and trafric release points from the breach to the brigade and division assembly points. With the fifteen-hour advance in the schedule, they had to move faster
to fo llow the lst Infantry Division. As the 1st Infantry Division vacated the space
to the rear of the berm, the Royal Military Police organized staging areas for the
combat and logistical elements of the division. This had to be done while all the
artillery and logistics supporting the lst Infantry Division were still in place. 76
facilitating much of this coordination was the collocation of British officers with
each key Vll Corps headquarters. British officers worked beside their American
counterparts at corps headquarters, responsible to the sections staff chief. Liaison
officers and all their excellent equ ipment were collocated with the Vll Corps TAC
and the lst Infantry Division main headquarters. The U.K. 1st Armoured Division,
therefore, was fully integrated into rhe Vll Corps operation. 77
Until just before the breach operation, General Smith had not yet decided
which brigade would lead. He wanted to wait and see how the Iraqis reacted. lf
they counterattacked , he would commit the infantry-heavy 4th Brigade first.
Reinforced with extra engineers and artillery, the 4th Brigade would continue the
breakout and clear the ground. For a tank-on-tank engagement he would use his
7th Armoured Brigade. H the lraqis did not react, he also wanted Lo use his 7th
Brigade to overwhelm them with armor shock-action and keep the tempo high. lL
was this last condition that developed.
At 1000 hours, 25 February, the U.K. l st Armoured Division began moving
out of its staging areas through the twenty-four lanes cut through the Iraqi defenses. The passage of the divisions 7,000 vehicles took until 0200 on 26 February.
The 7th Armoured Brigade crossed its line of deparLure, Phase Line NEw j ERSEY; at
1515 and began attacking east toward Objective CoPPER. At 1930 the 4th Brigaqe
completed its passage and began attacking toward O~jective BRONZE.78
The actual passage of the British on the twenty-fifth took place with only a bv,
problems. As the lst Armoured Division moved forward through the berm, it
passed through lanes marked with a large sign that read, "Welcome to Iraq,
Courtesy of The Big Red One," which cheered the troops as they moved forward.
The trucks and buses of Iraqi prisoners of war heading south also reassured them
that the battle was going well. The 16/5 Lancers crossed Phase Line NEvV jERSEY to
screen the northern boundary of the 7th Armoured Brigade. Once this brigade was
through the breach, the tank regiments (Royal Scots Dragoon Guards and Queens
Royal lrish Hussars) halted and topped off their fuel tanks. There was one major
problem- the 1st Battalion, The Staffordshire Regiment, was unable to refuel. lts
tanks and some of the U.S. 1st Infantry Division became enmeshed in a massive
traffic jam and could not rejoin the regiment in time. At 1515 the brigade began
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its advance with the Queen's Royal Irish Hussars leading, the Staffords on the left
rear, and the Scots Dragoon Guards on the right rear. 79
Defending the zone just east of the 26th Injant1y Division, the Iraqi 48th
Infantry Division was the first unit in the path of the advancing Desert Rats. The
48th had already been badly mauled by coalition air and lst [nfantry Division
artillery, and it had remained oriented to the south. Thus, there was now little protection on its western flank. By now Brig. Gen. Saheb Mohammed Alavv, the 48th
Division's commander, knew he was going to get attacked on his right flank, rather
than from the front as his superiors expected. Early that morning a flank unit
warned him thaL the Americans were overrunning the 26th lnjant1y Division and
that his 48th I1~{ant1y Division could expect an attack on its flank soon.
Unfortunately, there was little he or his comrades could do. The Iraqi units did not
have the vehicles to move or the time and information to develop a new defensive
scheme. By the end of the day the rapidly attacking British had smashed into the
western flank of the 48th T!ifantry Division and destroyed it. That evening General
Alaw was in the hands of the Vll Corps interrogators.80
The Iraqi VII Corps, however, tried to react. Two brigades from the 52d
Armored Division began traveling on the twenty-rifth toward the forward defensive
lines to reinforce the 48th Injant1y Division. One brigade, the lltl1 Mechanized,
moved just south of the 48th Division, immediately opposite the U.S. lst Cavalry
Division, to establish blocking positions against an imaginary attack from that
direction. Another brigade, the 80th Armored, had farther to go and headed toward
objectives that the British called CoPPER and ZINC. 81 By early evening the British,
as well as the American divisions, seemed to be on the eve of a decisive battle.
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Objective CoLLINS:
Night o/25-26 February
As darkness fell on the twenty-fifth, Colonel Holder ordered the 2cl Cavalry to
assume a hasty defense just to the southeast of Objective COLLINS. Holder had
good reasons for a pause. First, they were on the route that at least two brigades
from the Iraqi 12th Armored Division were using to move toward AI Busayyah.
From his position, Holder could innict heavy casualties on the Iraqis as they came
into the regiment's sights. Second, the halt allowed the squadrons to reorient due
east so they could attack to gain contact with the main body of the Republican
Guard. Most important, the regiment was low on amm.unition. By noon most of
the support squadron's ammunition trucks were stuck in sand that had turned to
mud in the rain. An emergency resupply, coordinated by the corps staff, sent in
three CH-4 7 Chinooks full of ammunition. Inclement weather canceled five additional resupply sorties. Other regimental wheeled vehicles moved back and forth
between the stuck vehicles and the squadrons trains all night. While none of the
combat vehicles had shot that much ammunition, it would have been less than
prudent to approach the Republican Guard with less than a full combat load. 1 It
was not a quiet night, however, as the 12tl1 Armorecl Division tried to discover what
force was in front of il.
The 1st Armored Division arrived south of AI Busayyah around 1715. 2 Franks
had originally wanted that village (Objective PuRPLE) captured before dark and the
division on Objective COLLINS by 1000 the following day. Its cross-country movement, however, was much slower than the d ivision staff had anticipated. With
darkness approaching, General Grifri th wanted to postpone the attack on the
built-up complex. Franks agreed, but told him he still wanted most of Old
Ironsides on the nonhern part of Objective COLLINS by 1000 on the twenty-sixth. 3
That night the lst Armored Division repeatedly struck AI Busayyah with artillery
and attack helicopters. They also attacked the objective throughout the night with
MLRS's and 155-mm. artillery in preparation for an earl)r-morning attack by the
lst and 2d Brigades. 4
Meanwhile, south and southeast of the 1st Armored Division, the 3d Armored
Division had been moving cross-country for almost nine hours. By 1430 much of
the division was strung out along the 75-mile route back to the border. While the
tracked combat vehicles sped along, the heavy-laden wheeled vehicles of the
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brigade and division combat trains moved slowly. The 42d field Artillery Brigade
was not yet fully assimilated into the divisions order of march. When the 2d
Cavalry went into hasty defensive positions south of Phase Line COLLINS at 1400,
General Funk had little choice but to issue orders for a division laager. 5 That lull
would allow the division to attack in the morning with all elements fully fueled
and all its combat power together. 6 The 3d Armored Division was still about thirly kilometers short of Objective COLLINS.
The establishment of a laager, just west of Phase Line SMASH, allowed the elements of the division to close together. All night individual units, including the
42d Field Artillery Brigade, came together and prepared for the resumption of the
advance to the east. Crews performed the numerous maintenance checks that each
of the complex fighting systems required. They refueled, cleaned their weapons,
and inspected their combat loads. The battalions and brigades also passed their
prisoners up the evacuation chain. Over two hundred-twenty Iraqis were captured
that day as the division negotiated almost one hundred kilometers of desert.
During the night the division and brigade staffs completed their plans and began
to coordinate their movement to the left flank of the 2d Cavalry.7
The 1st Infantry Division had always had an on-order mission to assist in the
destruction of the Republican Guard. It was no surprise to General Rhame, therefore, when at 1400 Franks gave him the order to move north. Rhame was to leave
a small security element to guard the passage lanes while the rest of the division
caught up with the 2d Cavalry. Rhame's division could expect to attack part of the
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Tawalwlna Mechanized Di.vision around an objective called NORFOLK sometime late
Tuesday, 26 February. 8 Leaving a task force built around the 2d Battalion, 16th
Infantry, at the breach area, he prepared the rest of the command for the long
march to the easL. Rhames division would not depart, however, until the U.K. 1st
Armoured Division with its thousands of vehicles passed through the lst Infantry
Division en route to its ovvn battlesY

Night Probe
That night the 2d Cavalry formed into a regimental laager on the road between
AI Busayyah and the Kuwaiti border. As Colonel Holder pulled in his regimental
trains and refueled his combat vehicles, he wanted to keep the pressure on the
lraqis to his easl. Beginning at 2200 on the twenty-fifth, Company M moved forward of the regimental position and cleared a zone for an MLRS bauery. At 2230
and again at 2400, the battery launched rockets into the center of the lraqi position. Arter each engagement, the tanks and MLRS launchers returned to the interior of the regimental defense. Holder had also planned to use his aviation assets
in these attacks, but inclement weather again grounded them. 10
The weather allowed the Iraqi infantry to move close to the cavalry$ lines.
Soon after the cavalry artillery raid aL 2400, the lraqis began a series of probes of
the regimental sector. Around 0200 on the twenty-sixth a small lraqi mechanized
unit, probably from the 37th Armored Brigade, broke into the regiments perimeter,
likely seeking the rocket launchers that had been bombarding iLduring the night.
This unit struck a sector of the screen line occupied by the 3d Squadron. A confused firefight ensued with lraqi vehicles and crews mixed in among Bradleys and
maintenance crews on the screen line. ln the clark, MT-LBs and the U.S. Mll3s
used by the maintenance crews looked alike, even through thermal sights. Some
scouts reponed enemy vehicles to the rear of the screen and increased the danger
to all, as Bradley and Ml turrets turned to the rear for potential targets. By the time
the firefight was fin ished, the squadron had destroyed nine MT-LBs and one Iraqi
tank and had another sixty-five prisoners. But the friendly toll confirmed the danger of ni.ghL combat at dose quarters. The Iraqi raid and friend ly fire damaged two
Braclleys and destroyed t\VO Mll3s, killing or wounding several U.S. solcliers. 11
One wonders how much greater the damage vvoulcl have been if an lraqi tank battalion had followed the Leading ~rf-LBs into the regimental perimeter.
Holder's hasty defense on Phase Line SMASH allowed the lraqi commanders
time to develop the situation along their line of march. During the night, the 50th
and 37th Armored Brigades sent other mounted reconnaissance elements forward
to probe the American positions.12 The Iraqis did not follow up the generally
uncoordinated probes with ground or artillery attacks, and the series of engagements was thus a lost opportunity A serious, competent reconnaissance effort
would have discovered the 2d Cavalry recovering from several days of demanding
movement. Vulnerable fuel, ammunition, and maintenance vehicles were dispersed throughout its position. A determined attack by a couple of battalions of
T-55 tanks and infantry imo the regimental laager could have seriously disrupted
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Franks' plans. lnstead, the 2cl Cavalry defense refueled and rearmed w ith little
effective iraqi interference.
The Iraqi commander's defensive scheme began Lo unravel in a second area,
offi.cer leadership. Mobile armored warfare requires audacious leadership at all levels o f command. According to its offensive doctrine, the lraqi Army understOod
the imperative of retaining the initiative on the battlefield. 13 lraqi armored operations during the end of the lran-lraq War had demonstrated that their commanders understood the importance of developing battlefield momentum and keeping
the enemy guessing as to where the next blow would fall. H In this and other
engagements, however, the local Iraqi commanders failed tO respond effectively
and, where possible, preempt or disrupt the impending attack. Perhaps, as an
intelligence specialist had asserted before the war, "junior commanders often
lacklecl] initiative and confidence, fear[ed] harsh punishment for failure and
[were) stiOed by a forced loyalLy to the regime." 15 ln most instances, Iraqi units
simply waited for the Americans to strike.
Arguments asserting that the Iraqis failed to attack because their equipment
was substandard are specious. Many examples in modern history altest to poorly
equipped units defeating better-armed opponents. 16 ln fact, T-55 tanks can fight
at close range with the Mls and Bradleys on almost an equal footing. ln a close
fight, American thermal gun sights "white-out" and become almost useless as the
battlefield becomes li ttered with exploding ordnance and burning vehicles.
Vehicle identification in such fights is confusing as tank rounds engage targets in
all directions. American soft-skinned vehicles would be easy prey for Iraqi infantry
or tank-mounted machine guns. In such a close-in fight, the victor would have
been the one most resourceful, proficient, and determined. The few lraqi probes
into the 2d Cavalry's perimeter showed the potential results of such tactics. 17
The payoff for a successful probe would have been the information General
al-Rawi needed to adjust his forces to meet the American attack. He then could
have either rearranged his defending Tawahalna Division or withdrawn into a
more defensive sector. lt was an opportunity for maneuver that the Iraqi Army
never again had.

Objectives COPPER, BRONZ~ and ZINC
South o f the 2cl Cavalry and the 3d Armored Division, the U.K. lst Armoured
Division continued its attack on the night o f the twenty-fifth. The Desert Rats ran
into their first serious fight within two hours of passing through the breach at
O~jective COPPER-North. There, Brig. Patrick Cordingleys 7th Brigade found the
remnants of the lraqi 52d Armored Brigade. Through the Challenger's TOGS
(Thermal Observation and Gunnery System) sights, tankers from the Scots
Dragoon Guards identified many Iraqis running to their righting positions. Because
of the rain and blowing sand , the tankers had to close to vvithin several h.undrecl
meters of the enemy positions. Young 2d Lt. Richard Telfer won a Military Cross in
this engagement by directing a night attack on this objective. In a lone Challenger,
under almost fony-five minutes of heavy fire, he directed the Warriors and dis-
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moumed infantry of the baule group through the enemy positions. While he was
directing the infantry. his gunner continued to acquire and destroy lraq i vehicles
and positions. In rainy darkness, with light provided only by burning Iraqi vehicles, the Scots cleared two lines of enemy positions with rifles and hand grenades. 18
The Scots next encountered the brigade headquarters located at a desert
watering hole. The squadron surprised several companies of T-55s and MT-LBs
and destroyed them as they tried to move out of their hiding positions. Far from
being defeated, the l raqis counterattacked directly into the sights of the waiLing
Scots' Challengers, but British gunners destroyed them ai L The Iraqis wounded
three British soldiers in this confusing melee, but the Scots killed many lraqis and
sent over sixty prisoners to the corps' rear EPW cages. 19
While the Scots were fighting at Objective COPPER, the remainder o f the 7th
Brigade maneuvered around that engagement to Objective ZINC, the location of
the 49th Brigade o[ the 31st Tnjant1y Division. The 52cl Armored Division had obvi ously reinforced this unit, probably with the 80th Armored Brigade. With the
Scots still fighting on COPPER-North, Corclingley had only two battle groups to
challenge this potentially formidable force. Reconnaissance by the QRIH
(Queen's Royal Irish Hussars) determined that Objective ZINC was a welldefended position. Corclingley, concerned about the impending fight, asked
General. Smith if he could delay his attack until dawn. Smith calmly responded,
"That would be disappointing."20
Energized by his commander~ comments, and vvith more artillery available
than Montgomery had used at El Alamein, the 7th Brigade commander decided to
use the artillery to prepare the objective for his assault. He patiently waited for his
artiUery, five British regiments and the American l42d Field Art illery Brigade, to
occupy firing posiLions. jusL before 0100 on the twemy-sixth the artillery opened
fire on Objective ZINC. For almost half an hour in the greatest British firepower
display since World War ll, MLRS rockets and high-explosive rounds from 155mm. and 8-inch howitzers raked the objective. Almost thirty minutes later the
brigade began moving on to the objeclive. 21
The Iraqis, however, had no intention of quitting. At 0300. after three hours
of combat in the dark and rain, Cord ingley decided to hold in position and wait
until dawn. Less than half an hour later British gunners identified vehicles
approach ing from the northeast. Soon an Iraqi tank battalion entered the range o f
the Challengers' main guns. For almost ninety minULes the 7th Brigade fought a
night tank battle against counterattacking Iraqi armor, probably from the 52d
Armored Division. Several other attacks followed; however, in the dark the uncoordinated attacks of the T-55s had little chance of succeeding. Not only were they
out-classed by the Challengers' night-fighting capability. but also the British crews
were ready and alert. The Iraqis made little use of indirect-fire support and fai led
Lo provide a base of fire to suppress the British armor so the T-55s could close to
wiLhin effective range. Those uncoordinated tank attacks, while brave, were essentially inept and suicidal. When dawn broke, over fifty Iraqi tanks and armored
personnel carriers were burning hulks 22 Objective Z INC was clear of Iraqi sold iers,
and the 7th Brigade was ready to continue its auack
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Following the 7th Brigade was Brig. ChrisLOpher j. A. Hammerbecks 4th
Armoured Brigade. AL 1930 on the twenty-fifth the brigade passed out of the U.S.
lsl lnfantry Divisions breachhead and attacked east, toward Objective BRONZE.
lntelligence reports indicated that it contained the entrenched 802d Brigade of the
Iraqi 48th l1~[a11Uy Divisiol1 . Soon after the British completed their forwa rd passage,
they ran into the rear of the 807th Brigade, the un it o f the 48th Division closest to
the breach, and destroyed a headquarters and artillery site. Continuing, the 4th
Brigade attacked into its primary objective. As in the case of the 803d Brigade that
had faced the 7th Brigade, additional armor had reinforced the defenders at
BRONZE. The British infantry dismounted and cleared Iraqi positions wi th automatic weapons and hand grenades. By 0230 the o~jective was clear, and the
British moved on to their next battle. In their wake were the destroyed rem nants
o f several infantry brigades and a tank or mechanized battalion.
As the British continued forward, they encountered a column of about fifty
vehicles. The commander of the lst Royal Scots, Lt. Col. l. A. Johnstone, held his
fire until the Scots could positively identify the vehicles. This convoy turned out
to be a British aid station wi th about three dozen ambulances that had somehow
moved in front o f the brigade. British armored-crew discipline averted vvhat could
have been one of the most devastating fratricide incidents of the war. 23
By m idnight on the twenty-fifth, the 4th Brigade was at Objective
COPPER-South. The 52d Armored Division commander had apparemly reinforced
th is sector and was waiting for the Brilish . Using their TOGS to acquire targets,
the Challengers opened fire first. Apparently the lraqis were looking to the south
as Hammerbeck's force attacked from the northwest. Again, Lhe Lraqis violated the
principle o f security, and the 52d Divisions soldiers paid the price. For several
hours the 4th Brigade fought against a battalion o r more of dug-in soldiers and
T-55 tanks. By 0530 hours CoPPER-South was secureH By dawn the U.K lst
Armoured Division had completed the firs t pan o f its mission, the destruction of
the Iraqi VII Corps' tactical reserve. Both the 52d Armored Division and the 48th
lnfanll)' Division \vere no more, and their commanders were sluing in prisoner of
war pens to the rear. 25

Fragmentary Plan (FRAGPLAN) 7
ln the early afternoon of 25 February, General Franks called his key staff forward to the jump TAC to review the corps' options. 26 All indications were thaL the
Republica11 Guard was not withd rawing, but maneuvering to defend against the
corps' attackY A principle of Airland Battle Doctrine, adopted d irectly from Carl
von Clausewitzs 011 War, was to have branches and sequels for every operation.28
The Vll Corps planners had developed a number of the..se contingencies.
The planners had developed a branch, or fragrnentary p lan, based on the
assumption that the Republican Gua rd would stand and fight. Part of the VIl Corps
would act as a "base of fire ," keeping pressure on the lraqi forces in contact while
the remainder of Lhe corps, hopefully in conjunction wi th the XVlll Airborne
Corps in the north, maneuvered around its Oanks and d rove the RCFC back into

Postwar Scenes from tl1e V/l Corps TAC. During tile war; the TAC was usually
separated into jump ancl Main TACs.
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Basrah. Franks had presemed this concept to Generals Yeosock and Luck before
the start of Lhe ground war. 29 Once the corps compleLed the breakthrough, it
would continue the attack east Lo isolate Iraqi forces still in Kuwait. The graphical
control measures for that plan, which all the subordinate units had, fit the corps'
current Lactical situation.30
For many decades the U.S. Army had used Lhe fragmentary order, or FRAGO,
to modify current operations orders. A FRAGO gave only essential information to
the subordinate units. ln this case, it was a written confirmation of instructions
that Franks had already given a specific unit. The FRAGO acted as both a confirmation of Lhese verbal orders and an updaLe to the rest of the command.
During the evening of 25 February, Colonel Cherrie sent FRAGO 140-91
(FRAGPLAN 7) to the remainder of the VII Corps. This order turned the corps to
the east, brought each of the divisions on line at Phase Line TANGERINE, and attacked
the Republican Guard in Franks' zone of action along Phase Line LIME. The FRAGO
identified four initial objectives to focus the effort of the corps. Objective WATERLOO,
assigned to the U.K. lst Armoured Division, cut off the Iraqi battle line from the
south and opened the way for an envelopment on the right flan k. The 2d Cavalry
would make contact with the remainder of the lraqi 12th Armored Division and pan
of the Tawakalna Meclwnized Division in Objective NORFOLK. Once the situation was
clarified, the 1st Infantry Division would pass through the cavalry and complete Lhe
destruction of lraqi forces in NORFOLK. The 3d Armored Divisions role was to defeat
the bulk of the Tawakalna Division in Objective DORSET in the center of the corps line.
In the north, on the corps' left flan k, the lst Armored Division was to find and
destroy the Medina Armored Division somewhere around Objective BoNN.
FRAGPLAN 7 also identified two major objectives closer to the enemy rear.
Each of the corps' combat units had "be prepared" missions to continue their
attack toward one of these two objectives. These locations allowed Franks to
rapidly exploit any breakthrough that might occur in the forward battle area and
send either a ground or air unit in that direction. Centered behind Objectives
DORSET and NORFOLK, j ust east of the Kuwaiti border, was Objective MINDEN and
the identified Location of the lOth Armored Division. Farther to the rear, and controll ing the main Iraqi egress routes out of Kuwait, was Objective DENVER. Once
DENVER ·was occupied, all Iraqi forces in Kuwait would be either back in Iraq or
surrounded and facing imminent destruction 3 1
Franks' tactical operations center had not yet caught up with the fast-moving
divisions. His j ump TAC had follovved the 3d Armored Divisions command post.
Here, in two M577s with extensions, he and his p rincipal staff planned the fight
of the next forty-eight hours. Rivers of water ran through the work area, and water
dripped onto the planning maps. The soldiers, including the corps commander,
were diny, wet, and tired. Still, with multichannel TACSAT communications and
secure FM radio, Franks was able to talk to the regimental and d ivision commanders several miles away. With the chief of staff, the G- 2, G-3, fire support officer
(F$0), and chief planner available, he had the basic group to synchronize the close
and deep operationsJ 2 At 1310 on the twenty-sixth the corps full tactical command post reached the forward jump TAC. 33
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A HMMWV, trucks, and APCs ~f the 1st Armored Division advance on the lraqis.

General Situation
For the second night in a row, Franks thus decided to stop the Vll Corps
attack. The corps commander, wrestling with the reality of stuck supply vehicles,
low fuel, and great distances, saw no other realistic choice. He trusted the recommendations of Holder and Griffith, both of whom wanted to stop. Franks believed
that the best way to prepare his force for the attack was to allow his two lead units
to reorganize. He agreed with their recommendations and ordered them to continue moving at first light. Simultaneously, he arranged for a third division to join
his auack. 3~
From the perspective of the corps commander and stafr, 25 February had been
a demanding but successful clay. In the north, the U.S. 1st Armored Division had
crossed over sixty-five miles of broken terrain, destroyed a hapless in fantry
brigade, and maneuvered into position for a daylight attack against the supply
depot at Al Busayyah and a movement due east toward the Republican Guard's
heavy divisions. On the right Oank, the U.K. lst Armoured Division had passed
through to the east and in three engagements destroyed most of the lraqi 52d
Armored Division. In the center, the 2d Cavalry had attacked and destroyed much
of the 12th Armored Division and was prepared to continue to the east. The 3d
Armored Division, initially following the 2d Cavalry, had captured stragglers from
the 26th and 48th lnfantty Divisions. Now on Objective COLLINS, they were prepared to assume a zone of operations just north of the 2d Cavalry The 1st Infantry
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Division had cleared the breach, passed the British forward, and were prepared to
receive new orders. 35 Especially in the 2d Cavalry and U.I<. Jst Armoured Division
sectors, the rights had been sharp and violent.
From the perspective of the senior headquaners, however, Franks was moving much too slowly. Early that morning Schwarzkopf had ordered Yeosock to
speed up the VU Corps: "j ohn , no more excuses. Get your forces moving. We have
got the entire godclamn Iraqi Army on the run. Light a fire under VII Corps. I want
you to find out what they intend to do and get back to me." 36
While Franks was at the from, Colonel Cherrie was besieged with calls from
General Yeosock and other senior staff officers tr}ring to get the corps to pick up
the pace. Both Yeosock and Brig. Gen. Stephen Arnold, the Third Army G-3,
called before noon.>7 By late afternoon Franks became aware of the pressure building in the chain of command. After some communications difficulties, he called
back to Yeosock and explained his concept for the next t\.venty-four hours.
Yeosock accepted his corps commander's explanations, believing that the commander on the scene had the best perspective on the battle. 36 According to Franks,
Yeosock told him: "You are doing exactly as 1 want done .... I'm pleased with what
VII Corps is cloing."39
In spite of Yeosock's assurance, Franks sensed that Schwarzkopf believed Vll
Corps was simply marching nonh without opposition. He also believed the theater commander's staff underestimated the time it took to reorient the corps from
non h to east. Yeosock also was unhappy with how inaccurately the Vll Corps' situation was presented to Schwarzkopf each clay, and he often corrected the briefer
in Schwarzkopf's presence. Nevertheless, Yeosock believed that Schwarzkopf was
satisfied with Franks' progress on the twemy-fifth and plans for the twenty-sixth. 40
However, according to his memoirs, General Schwarzkopf found VLJ Corps' operational tempo much too slow."11 Yet, if that is true, he never communicated his ire
directly to the VIL Corps commander.
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15
Sean:hing lor the Guard
By the early morning of 26 February Vll Corps had been fighting for over two
days and nights. Fear and the rush of adrenaline had kept most soldiers awake on
the nighL o[ the twenty-third. Moving, fighting, and resupplying had kept most
avvake during the next two nights. Franks and Cherrie, along with the divisional and
regimental commanders, had been awake each night, p lanning and directing. Each
slept when and where possible; most had no more than an hour or two of sleep during the night. Colonel Cherrie, for example , remembered lying down around 0200
on the twenty-sixth and being called to his phone only fifteen minutes later. 1
The weather on the twenty-sixth continued to favor the defense. The constant
rain limited the eiTectiveness of American helicopters and air support. That afternoon there was a fu ll-scale shamal, or sandstorm. Even though the crews used
thermal sights, blowing sand severely limited visibility. The water, sand, and cold
made the attacking soldiers miserable. Vehicle crewn1embers remained exposed in
their open hatches as they carefully approached the enemy or raced cross-county
to catch up with forward units. Had the Iraqis effectively employed their security
forces and commun icated to their command posts the direction of the Vll Corps
attack, this weather could have been a greater ally, making maneuver free from air
observation possible. 2
Most of the lraqi VJT Corps was combat ineffective by dark on 25 February. The
lst Infantry and lst Armored Divisions had destroyed the 26thlnfanLly Division
during their initial assaults. To the east of the Big Red One's penetration, the 48th
lnjant1y Division had fought both the lst Infantry Division and the British 7th
Armoured Brigade. Before the night was over the U.K. 1st Armoured Division had
destroyed all of the 48th Division. Far to the rear of the front-line trenches, the
defenders of the Logistics base at AI Busayyah were under artillery fire throughout
the night. When dawn arrived, the U.S. lst Armored Division destroyed that
installation and continued its attack to the east. 3 The Iraqi 52d Armored Division,
the only combat-e f[eclive and mobile unit left in the VII Corps, had moved its two
remaining mobi le brigades toward the defensive sector to reinforce the front-line
divisions. Other than a few depleted front-line infantry divisions, only the Lwo
brigades of the 52d Armored Division remained to threaten the U.S. Vll Corps' right
flank. But they were now in the path of Rupert Smiths alternating armored punch es.4 As discussed previously, the British would destroy this force by dawn on the
twenty-sixth.
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Long before General ai-Rawi knew the fate of the lraqi VII Corps, he maneuvered his Republican Guard to meet the attack coming from the west. By the morning of 25 February he knew there were coalition forces (the 10 lst Air Assau lt
Division) along the Euphrates River. He probably detected a second attack up the
pilgrim roads to An Nasiriya. This force must have appeared a typical American
corps with one armored cavalry regiment (the 3d Cavalry) and two heavy divisions
(the 24th Infantry [Mechanized! and lst Armored). A third force probably
appeared to be attacking toward the juncture of AI Busayyah and the border roads
ten miles west of the Kuwaiti border. This force had been in contact with al-Rawis
12th Armored Division all night. Believing there was a gap between the corps heading north and the one heading cast, he arranged his forces to deal with his most
dangerous threat.
First, ai-Rawi moved the Medina Armored Division from its original positions
nonh of Kuwait, southwest to block ing positions near the Rumaylah Oil fields,
eighty kilometers southwest of Basrah. This division was in an excellent location
either to defend the theaters logistics installation and lines of communication or
to attack against the Oank of the corps moving from the west. His second force,
the Tawakalna Mechanized Division, waited in defensive positions, oriented general!)' westward, with three brigades mostly in revetted fighting positions. Mixed up
among these units were two brigades from the 12th Armored Division still meandering toward the American units on the border road. In addition, the 46th
Mechanized Brigade, from that division, was still advancing farther north toward AI
Busayyah. 5
The l-Jammurabi Armored Division was also pulling out of its concealed positions.
By maneuvering this division toward the Rumaylah Oil riclds, General al-Rawi had
three options. First, he could reinforce an attack by the Medina Armored Division inLo
the Oank of the coalition auack frorn the west against the U.S. Vll Corps. Second, he
could auack with the 1-lammurabi, possibly supponed by the Tawakalna, into the
Oank of the American offensive to the Euphrates. Finally, he could use the
llammurabi to cover an Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait.<• Most of the literature of the
immediate postwar period implies that Saddam Husseins elite troops were trying
either to retreat or to block the coalition advance in the west. When all the evidence
is gathered, historians may find that the Republican Guard intended to allack into the
Oank of the attacking fo rce and inOict either a military or a pohlical defeat on the
coalition.
The greatly enlarged U.S. Vll Corps, however, with simultaneously coordinated attacks throughout the western approach to l<uwait, upset General
ai-Rawi's plans. During this phase of the operation, General Franks executed
FRAGPLAN 7 and maneuvered his units so he could mass the concentrated firepower of most of his corps against pan of the Republican Guard's heavy divisions. By dark on Tuesday, 26 Februar)', he wanted his combat power to be
massed along Phase Line TANGI:RINE. To accomplish this task, his command
would have to fight serious engagements on the nanks, defeat the lraqi covering force in the cemer, and rnove a third heavy division from the breach to the
batt le area.
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Flank Engagements
At 0615 on 26 February the Lst Armored Divisions anil lery shot a preparalOry !'ire on targets in AI Busayyah. With the 1st Brigade (Col. james Riley) on the
right and the 2d Brigade (Col. Montgomery Meigs IV) on the left, the division
swept through the old town. Maj . Gen. Ronald H. Griffith, the division commander, needed to comply with Franks' order to move toward Objective COLLINS and
avoid bogging down his division fighting for the village. Griffith thus ordered his
tanks and Bradleys to sweep around the objective and avoid dismouming or
reducing isolated positions.
The ensuing fight through the objective -..vas sharp and violent, but no contest.
Old Ironsides encountered a company of dug-in T-55 tanks and a reconnaissance
battalion equipped with French-made Cascaval armored reconnaissance vehicles
with 105-mm. cannon and Soviet-made BRDMs and BTR-60s. The attacking
brigades destroyed most of this equ ipment on their first pass through the town. In
most cases, quick-firin g Ml crews dispatched T-55s before they could fire off a
round. Ahhough grossly overmatched, the Iraqis chose not to surrender, firin g
14.5-mm. machine guns and RPGs from buildings and trenches. One commando
battalion in particular defended its position with discipline and resolve. 7
Griffith directed the 2d Brigade to Leave behind a battalion task force to clear
AI Busayyah. Colonel Meigs, the brigade commander, delegated the job to Lt. Col.
Mike McGees task force based on the 6th Banalion, 6th Infantry. As McGee's force
relUrned to the village, the Iraqi commandos began shooting. Almost immediately, a Bradley crevv destroyed a machine-gun emplacement on the left flank of the
baualion advance, turning the building into rubble. ln another case, the Iraqi soldiers tried to lure the Americans into entering their ki ll zone, waving ·white flags
and placing their hands in the air. The troopers of Company C were not fooled
and refused to come within RPG range. After a few moments, the Iraqis jumped
back imo their positions and began to fire at the Americans again.
After that failed ruse, the battalion commander decided to end the commandos' futi le resistance in a more deliberate fashion. First, McGee waited for the
division's support elements to clear the objective area. Next, he maneuvered his
companies and supporting engineers to positions encircling the town. Around
1 LOO he requested a ten-minute preparatory fire on the Lraqi defenders. As the
prep nre ended, McGee's battalion opened up in a dramatic display of firepower.
An assaulL team, consisting of an infantry platoon and an engineer plaLOon,
auacked the town from the south as the remainder of the battalion provided overwatching fires. As they entered the town, they received fire from several of the
small buildings. The combat engineer vehicle (CEV) crew ended that and all
resistance by destroying those buildings with twenty-one rounds of 165-mm.
high-explosive ammunition. There were no more lraqis. The battalion saw nothing more than a few stray dogs among the ruins. As the brigade commander later
pointed out , "These guys died in their holes, they were given plemy of opportunity to quit." 8 lt was another warning that the lraqis could and would fight if they
thought they could be effectivc. 9
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General Gri ffith flew back to Al13usayyah late r in the rnorning to con fer with
McGee about the baule. After a sho rt discussion Griffith took off and began flying toward his lead brigades. As his aircraft circled above the now-destroyed
town, he spotted something about two kilometers nonh. He radioed to McGee
that he was going down ro take a look and told him to send some armored vehicles in supporl. With his division commander on the ground, the task force
commander personally led the company of reinforcements. \Vhen McGee
arrived, he d iscovered a huge logistics dum p in a depression; on th e ground was
his generals Black Hawk. GrilTith had his arm around an Iraqi officer. The general introduced him as Capt. Islam Islamabad, commander of the Iraqi Vl/ Corps'
logistics installation. He spoke English and had a degree from San Diego State
University. Captain Islamabad had already surrendered the dump and its six
guards to the Ist Armored Division comm.ander. The dump itself was well
stocked with tools, machinery, petrol, ammunition, and food. In spite of the air
offensive, the installation was almost untouched. Gri!Tith ordered McGee to
leave some engineers behind LO stan destroying the site and move the rest of his
task force forward. 10
Meanwhile, the remainder of the lst Armored Division moved without serious oposition in a division wedge with the lst Brigade at the point, the 2d Brigade
on the left, and Col. Dan Zanini's 3d Brigade on the righl. The 75th Field Artillery
Brigade, wh ich had supported the lst lnfamry Division in the breach, had not yet
caught up wi th the division. The divisional artillery left behind a liaison team to
meet the artillery brigade and gu ide it forward imo the division formation. Because
the division staff had planned and coordinated this link-up, the 75th Brigade did
not wander around the battlelleld but joined the division in the afternoon to support the upcoming baule. 11
All morning the lst Armored Division moved without serious contacl. Aerial
scouts from the Jst Squadron, Jst Cavalry Division, searched across the front to
find approaching l~cp ublican Guard units. They !'inally found the 1raqis as Griffiths
division rolled past Phase Line TANGERINE with three brigades on-line. At J 312 a
Cobra scout team led by CWO Gar)' Martin, working the southern portion of the
division sector, discovered one battalion of the Tawakalnas 29tlt Mccltanizecl
Brigade with about rifty T-72 tanks moving wesl. As with the situation in the 2d
Cavalr)'S sector in the south, this RCFC force received support from a brigade, the
46th Mechanized of the 12th Armored Division. 12
Another hunter-killer team joined Martin's as the squadron prepared a JAAT
(Joint Air-Arti llery Team) mission with two Air Force A-lOs. As the team moved
into position, Martin opened fire with his rockets. His aerial-delivered bomblets
added to the thousands dropped on the Iraqis by MLRS's. While the air-anillet)'
attack was in progress, Martins engine suddenly malfunctioned. He fired off his
remaining rockets, pointed the nose of the Cobra toward friendly li nes and called
for help. Once sa fely on the ground, Martin and his gunner nervously awaited rescue as the A- lOs roared overhead, pounding Iraqi vehicles fewer than 1,500
meters away. Short ly thereafter, a ground cavalry platoon arrived and rescued the
grateful crew. The)' quickly transferred their radio cryptographic equipment and
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other sensitive items into a Bradley and headed west. Martin spent most of the rest
of the war as a ground scout. 11
In the southern pan of the corps' sector, the U.K. lst Armoured Divisions 7th
Armoured Brigade regrouped on the eastern edge of Object ivc ZINC. Maj. Gen.
Rupen A. Smith ordered the 7th Brigade to continue tbe attack to Objective
Pt.ATINU~l. This objective had been identified as the original locmion of the 1 Hh
Mechanized Brigade of the 52d Armored Division. By now most of the 11th Brigade
had either moved south to reinforce the from-line divisions or coumerauacked the
British the night before. For about two hours the Staffords and Irish Hussars swept
along a linear defense. Engagement ranges were very short, about four hundred
meters, because of the poor weather and visibility. Again, the Iraqi soldiers did not
simply run, but returned fire as they withdrew to the east.
Wh ile British tank crews were alert and ready, their Iraqi counterparts failed
to provide for all-around security. North of Objective Pi.A1 INUM, the Staffords'
reconnaissance platoon, with a section of Milan antitan k guided missiles mounted on Spartan APCs, was working around the objective on the nanks of the main
British force. The platoon approached an Iraqi command post from the rear. ln
addition to a command bunker, there were several armored vehicles, including
tanks and armored personnel carriers. The lraqis were observing the fight on the
objective fanher south and had no security on their flanks or rear. When the Iraqis
finally saw the British, the tankers tried to move out of their dug-in positions.
Before they could either maneuver or escape, the reconnaissance platoon directed
its Milan missiles at the bunker and the lraqi tanks. When the engagement was
over, at least six T-55 tanks were bu rn ing and lhe British left nank was secure.14
B)' 1800 the 7th Brigade cleared Objective PLATINUM and headed fo r Objective
LEJ\0. 1 ~

Moving just north of the border and south of the 7th Brigade, Brig.
Christopher j. A. Hammerbccks 4th Brigade advanced cast toward Objective
COPPER- South, which it captured in the early morning hours of the twenty-sixth.
There , the 14/20 Hussars, with llammerbeck~ command group in support, surprised a T-55 company and a brigade headquarters. Taken from the flank, the
Iraqi tanks tried desperately to turn their turrets in the direction of the attacking
British. In most cases the Challengers destroyed them before they could fire a
rouncl. 111 The brigade then coni inued on to Objective BRONZE, where it had good
intelligence of the remnants of an Iraqi armored brigade, probably the last of the
52d Armored Division. British artillery rounds raked the objective and then stopped
just as the attacking veh icles arrived in view of the enemy position. Again the
Iraqis were looking in the wrong direction and were surprised by the 4th Brigades
auack. They tried to fight but were no match for the violent British assault. 17
One task force from the 4th Brigade attacked to seize Objective STEEL, a small
area thought to part of the 103d 81igade, 25th lnfantly Divisions defense. After a short
barrage, the 3d Battalion of the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers attacked around 1430.
Yet again the Iraqis were looking the wrong way. As the Fusilicrs advanced, they
destroyed Iraqi guns and positions before. the lraqis could return fire effectively. ln
the midd le of the fight, sudden ly, two Warriors exploded. Crews searched evety-

A-lOA Thunderbolt; below, AH-1 Cobra
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where for hidden armor or buried antitank mines but could find no source of this
accurate fire. Shortly thereafter, the command discovered that U.S. Air Force A-lOs,
which had fired on the wrong side of the fire-suppon coordination line, had
destroyed the Bri tish vehicles. The toll was nine British soldiers killed and seven
wounded. The 4th Brigade commanders and staffs quickly reorganized and
regrouped, evacuating casualties and remains and preparing for their next mission. u\
By evening the U.K. 1st Armoured Division had accomplished most of its
initial mission. The 52d Armored Division was no longer a threat to the Vll Corps
offensive. This had not been a simple cross-country march, however. The determined resistance of the Iraqi VII Corps' tactical reserve refutes the myth that air
power had somehow destroyed the Iraqis' will to resist. They had plenty of fighting armor still moving and shooting. What obviously defeated this force were the
professional tactics and techniques of Brilish soldiers mounted on first-rate equipment. In addition, had the 52d Armored Division commanders and soldiers followed elementary security precautions, they could have detected the advancing
British. With any reasonable proficiency in tank gunnery, they could have inflicted serious casualties on the attacking Desert Rats. Thoroughly trained ground
combat units won the engagements at Objectives CoPPER, ZtNC, BRONZE, and STEEL
against a brave but incompetent Iraqi division.

Clearing the Central Zane
Between the British and the U.S. 1st Armored Division were the 2d Cavalry
and the 3d Armored Division. The 2d Cavalry began moving out of its defensive
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laager at 0330 on 26 February. It had been a busy night for the troopers, who had
now gone with little rest for over fou r clays. Problems with ammunition resupply,
artillery raids against the Iraqis, and the 12th Armored Division's inept but noisy
attacks had precluded any significant pause. The regiment's change in d irection
to the southeast launched it squarely toward the Tawalwlna Mechanized Division
of the Republican Guard. Colonel Holder now deployed all ground squadrons on
line -,vith Lt. Col. Michae l Kobbe$ 2cl Squadron in the north, Lt. Col. Scott
Marcy$ 3d Squadron in the center, and Lt. Col. Tony Isaacs' lsl Squadron in the
south. 19
By 0620 the squad rons were on line and began moving slowly east through
the two degraded brigades of the Iraq i 12th Armored Division. Rather than a road
march, this was a deliberate zone reconnaissance. Weather was terrible, and visibility was clown to less than one hundred meters. Gunners on tanks and Bradleys
strained through their thermal sights for enemy vehicles. They destroyed the isolated T-55s and MT-LBs they encountered during the slow movement. At 0713
the 3d Squadron reponed the nrst kill of a T- 72 tank just short of Phase Line
TANGERINE. This vehicle, like others encountered the day before, vvas probably pan
of a reconnaissance effon by the Tawalwlna Division. For the rest of the morn ing,
isolated detachments of Republican Guard vehicles were engaged among the remnants of the 12th Armored Division$ two brigades. At 0845 the 3d Squadron
received accurate artillery fire from the lraq i defenders, which damaged one 1-.t[l
tank. A forward air controller spotted the offend ing battery and destroyed it with
effective close air support. By 0900 the inLensity of the combat convinced Maj .
Steve Campbell, the regimental S-2, that the cavalry was now approaching the
Tawakalna Division's security zone. But the weather had continued to worsen. A
shamal forced the regiment$ aero scouts to lancl. 20
Without aero scouts, in a sandstorm, the regiment moved forward in a slow,
but deadly efficient pace, bounding overwatch formations toward the main Iraqi
defenses. In this painstaking ritual, a platoon halted and scanned the horizon for
enemy positions. Meanwhile, another platoon carefully moved forward to the next
terrain feature- if there was one- or about one thousand meters forward of the
stationary platoon. Then, the second platoon halted and scanned the horizon
while the first moved forward. This technique ensured Lhat the command would
not stumble en mass into an lraqi kill zone. 21 In the southern portion of the regiment$ sector, the 1st Squadron was in constant contact. For over three hours it
fought with the withdrawing 37th Armored Brigade. By noon, without losing any
sold iers, tbe lst Brigade had destroyed 23 T-55 tanks, 25 armored personnel carriers, 10 trucks, and 6 anillery tubes. 22
Shortly after 1300 on the twemy-sixth, the corps commander ordered Col.
Leonard D. Holder, the 2cl Cavalry commander, to continue moving easl. General
Yeosock had j ust told General Franks that he wanted the "OPTEMPO increasedwe are in the pursuit mode." 23 While Yeosock personally wanted Vll Corps to pick
up the pace, he also detected a significant change in the theaters overall command
climate. During the previous evening, the army commander judged that
Schwarzkopf was satisfied with VII Corps' operation and concerned that any haste
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could lead to additiona l rrmricide. During the night, however, the situation
changed. Electronic intercepts monitored an Iraqi evacuation order for units in
Kuwait. Shortly thereafter, aerial surveillance QSTARS) aircrart detected Iraqi troop
movements out of Kuwait City. Now Schwarzkopf wanted Yeosock to "light a fire
under VII Corps."l-1 Within hours Schwarzkopf's intent, as Yeosock understood it,
had changed, according to his executive officer, Lt. Col. john M. Kendall, from a
"slow and deliberate" pace "to magic[ally moving) units forward." Yeosock
believed the theater commander had lost his appreciation of the "time-distance
factors associated with the movement of a heavy corps against enemy forces whose
intent was still ambiguous." 25
Meamvhile, the soldiers of the 2d Cavalry, like their comrades in the corps'
other front-line units, saw no evidence of a retreat. The swirling sandstorm and
the increasi ng number of Iraqi vehicles brough t their speed down to around three
kilometers an hour. Around 1430 the regiment ran into some outposts along the
68 east-west map grid line. What the troopers believed to be machine guns turned
out to be the turrets of dug-in T-72 tanks.16 Rather than a pursuit, the 2d Cavalry
now prepared to conduct a haSt)' auack imo the securit)' zone of the Republican
Guard. With dug-in T-72s and BMPs oriented in the right direction, the Iraqi
defenders gave no evidence either of having been destroyed by the air campaign
or of withdrawing from the theater. Political and strategic perceptions of the war
now came into conflict with the operational and tactical rea lities of bad weather,
supply distribution, and a ready encrnyY
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The 2d Cavalrys change of direction on the morning of 26 February now
uncovered the 3d Armored Division, which advanced on line with the regiment to
the south. At 0832 the di.visi.on crossed Phase Line SMASH and by 0930 hours completed its passage around the 2d Cavalry. It now had to provide its own forward
security. Its immediate mission was to attack toward Phase Line TANGERINE while
maintaining contact with the lst Armored Division in the north and the cavalry to
the south. At Phase Line TANGERINE, Col. William Nash's lst Brigade moved southeast and came on line with Col. Robert W Higgins' 2d Brigade in the north. Col.
Leroy (Rob) Goffs 3d Brigade continued as the division's reserve. To provide for
immediate suppression of enemy units, Maj. Gen. Paul E. Funk, the 3d Armored
Division commander, pushed his MLRS batteries right behind the lead brigades. 28
As the lead brigades advanced east, they encountered and destroyed various
armored vehicles from the 12th Armored Division. 29
At 1230 the 3d Armored Division located three companies of T-72 tanks.
Since the lraqi 37th Armored Brigade, like the rest of the 12th Armored Division,
never arrived in its position, the Tawakalna also had to provide its own security.
The positions, like those in the lst Armored Division and 2d Armored Cavalry sectors, were oriented generally to the west on the 70 east-west grid line. Soon Funk
received other reports of lraqi tank and infantry units moving northwest behind
the security zone. 30 As was the case across the front, the Republican Guard was not
moving away from the Vll Corps, but was advancing toward it into previously prepared positions.
By 1330 the 3d Armored Division was in contact with the security zone o f the
29th Mechanized Brigade of the Tawakalna Division. Reinforced by part of the 37th
Armored Brigade, these Iraqis had no intention o f withdrawing. Almost immediately they engaged four Bradleys from the 4th Squadron, 7th Cavalry, with T-72
sabot fire, killing two and wounding several other soldiers. The weather continued to deteriorate, and visibility was less than one kilometer, assisting the waiting
lraqi defenders. By 1630, after several hours of slow moving and short, intense
fights , the Spearhead discovered the main defensive line of the 29th Iraqi
Mechanized Brigacle. 31 Soon after 1700 General Funk, only recently having been
told that the corps was on the pursuit, came forward to d iscover why the 2d
Brigade was moving so slowly. There, he d iscovered that rather than withdrawing,
the enemy had well-prepared positions, including dug-in artillery and a complex
of bunkers and fighting positions. The Iraqis engaged the approaching 3d
Armored Division troopers with artillery and mortar fire . The American soldiers
replied with direct and indirect artiller}' fire. 32
The baLLle line was now formed. Perhaps there "vas an Iraqi strategic withdrawal in progress, as the senior American commanders believed. Operationally,
however, aL least one and possibly two Republican Guard divisions .had repositioned behind an advancing covering force provided by the 12th Armored Division.
At the tactical level Vll Corps' battalion and company commanders were now in
contact with an almost solid line of T-72 tanks. Rather than leaving, the lraqis
gave every indication of staying and fighting. Given thaL situation on the ground,
American and British commanders had no intention of running blindly into these
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Showing the Effects of Days with Little Rest

defend ers. From their perspeclivc, BMPs and T-72s were capable of infliCLing seri ous damage to units that ignored the basics of tactical warfare.

Completing the Fist
At 0430 on 26 February the lst Infantry Division moved at twenty to thirty
kilometers per hour toward its designated assembly area. With the lst and 3d
Armored Divisions shifted to the north and the U.K. 1st Armoured Division
engaged to the soUlh , there was now a great void between them and the 2d
Cavalry, almost one hundred kilometers away. The Big Red O ne had to fill that gap
quickly and fall in behind the 2d Cavalry that was strung out on a wide from with
all squadrons on line. The regiment lacked the combat power to fight through the
Tawalwlna and continue the auack east. Lt would also be hard pressed to defend
against a subsequent counterauack from the Hammurabi Armored Division. In both
contingencies, the firepower o f the three-brigade, lst In fantry Division was
Franks' insurance policy.
It had been a sleepless night for most soldiers and all of the divisions leadership. Exploding ammunition, occasional shots, helping the British move through
the sector, and essential combat service support activities kept everyone awake
most of that night, as it had for the previous two days. The soldiers' fatigue worsened the experience of the movement across this wet, sandy terrain. Rain, thun der, and lightening onl.y added to the m isery. They continued to move, knowing
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that up ahead the troopers of the 2d Cavalry were in a fight with the Tawahalna
that the lst Infantry Division would have to fin ishY The weary soldiers would
have no rest when they arrived at their next location.
At 1030 hours on the twenty-sixth the lead elements of the Big Red One began
to outrun the communications from the division main command post. The battle
center, consisting of a five-ton "Expando Van" commanded by the chief of staff,
Col. john Hepler, and a representative from each staff section, moved forward . The
remainder of the main command post continued to control the exit of the d ivisions follo•v-on forces from Phase Line NEw jERSEY. ln the early hours of the twenty-seventh the main CP, including most of.' the intelligence, chemical, and [iresupport staff, departed on what became a continuous journey to KuwaiL. The pace
of the battle meant that Rhame was without a good portion of his staff support for
most of the ground offensive. 34
When the 1st In fantry Division's maneuver brigades arrived at their reserve
area, forty kilometers southwest of Phase Line SMASH, there were still hostile Iraqi
soldiers operating between them and the 2d Cavalry. The Big Red One destroyed
severa l tanks and captured more Iraqi soldiers the Dragoons had left behind during their rapid advance. But soon after the leading 1st Brigade arrived, the division
was hit by a violent shamal that lasted over two hours and continued to make the
soldiers, who had to stay alert and ready, more uncomfortable. Most of the division had to occupy the new positions during this storm.35
While the 1st Infantry Division combat units consolidated in the turbulent
assembly area-still waiting for much of the slower-moving field artillery and
logistics supporl to arrive- they received the warning to continue to move. As
part o FFRAGPLAN 7, Franks had committed the Big Red One to pass through the
2d Cavalry and complete the destruction of the Tawakalna Division in that zone.
The li nk-up point between the division and the regiment was a good twenty kilometers farther east, so the d ivision had to move immediately. Leaders at both headquarters scrambled to coordinate the complex details for a nighuime forward passage of lines in a fluid battlefield environment. 36
As the 1st Infantry Division had moved north, General Schwarzkopf finally
assigned the lst Cavalry Division to the Vll Corps. 37 Franks ordered the division
commander, Brig. Gen. john Tilelli, to move through the lst Infantry Divisions
breach area to Assembly Area LEE, behind the lst Armored Division. Franks
planned to use the 1st Cavalry Division in the final battle against the RGFC. 38 The
d ivision moved all night and began arriving in its assembly areas at 0030 on the
twenty-seventh. This was an extremely rapid trek, covering over one hundred-fifty
kilometers in a liule more than twelve hours. The entire division would be ready
to go by 0300.39 ln a fight to destroy the Hamm.urabi Armored Division, the lst
Cavalry Division's experience and firepower would be a welcome add ition to the
Vli Corps' strength.
By 1700 on the twenty-sixth, General Franks believed he had fulfilled his mission. In fewer than three clays the corps had penetrated the enemy defenses and
was deep into Iraq. The 2d Cavalry and the 3d Armored Division had fought
through the lraqi 12th Armored Division and had found the left flank of the
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Republican Guard Forces Command. Franks' three-division fist, including the 1st
Infantry Division, was now in position to attack the Tawakalna Mec1wnized Division
with overwhelming combat power. Each of its brigades would feel the attack of an
entire U.S. heavy division. Roaring up behind, the 1st Cavalry Division would
soon be in position to augment the 1st Armored Division or, in conjunction with
the 2d Cavalry, exploit the battle success. The ]ayhawks' right Oank was secure,
Lhanks to the British 1st Armoured Division that almost alone had desLroyed the
Iraqi Vll Corps. In the next twenty-four hours the U.S. Army would fight the
largest mounted battle in its history The experience would validaLe or disprove the
Army's doctrine, tactics, techniques, and procedures that had developed in the
tvventy years since the end of the Vietnam War.40
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17ank and Deep Operations
The coalitions offensive was proceeding far better than anyone had a right to
expect. ln the far west, the XVlll Airborne Corps had met all its original objectives
by Lhe afternoon of 26 February. The lOlst Air Assault Division was now overwatching the Euphrates Valley and interdicting any Iraqi movement in or out of
the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations. The French 6th Light Division was screening
the western portion of the coalitions operations area. The 24th Infantry Division
and the 3d Cavalry were racing on a narrow front, just south of the great marshy
Hawr AI Hammar, toward Basrah and the RGFC's northern nank. ln the center,
j oint Forces Command-North bad seized its initial objectives and turned east
tovvard Kuwait City. Farther east, the 2cl Marine Division, led by the Tiger Brigade
(lst Brigade, 2d Armored Division), was occupying Multa Ridge, effectively cutting of any further Iraqi movement in or out of Kuwait City. Along the coast, the
joint Forces Command-East had also attained all its objectives and by nightfall
was preparing for the Arab reentry into Kuwait City. 1

Corps Situation
By the evening of 26 February General Franks' Vll Corps had finally made
contact with the RepLtblican Guard. Once the divisions began engaging the enemy,
Franks wanted to turn the tactical battles over to his commanders. Tactics, at its
simplest level, is the art of fighting battles and engagements. While engaged, division, brigade, and battalion commanders would determine the best way to
maneuver and deploy the multiple combat systems under their control. Battalion,
company, and platoon commanders would lead their soldiers in individual
engagements. Battle, of course, is not a game of solitaire. General Ayad Futayih alRawi, commander of the Republican Guard Forces Comma11d, was doing the same
thing. His divisional commanders were also preparing to fight that "mother of all
battles" that President Saddam Hussein had promised . That evening the outcome
of the campaign depended on the relative effectiveness of the opposing division,
brigade, and battalion commanders.
AL 1800 on 26 February General Franks called General Yeosock on the tactical satellite telephone to discuss Vll Corps' progress. He described his situation as
"a combination hasty auack and pursuit," with over five thousand captured Iraqi
soldiers in the corps' possession. ln his center, the 3d Armored Division contin-
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Abrams tanhs and Bradley frgll!ing vehicles of the Tiger Brigade provide secwity for the
2d Marine Division area of responsibility.

ued to auack, with the 1st lnfantry Division beginning its passage of lines through
the 2d Cavalry. On the left (north) flank, the lst Armored Division had overrun
the Iraqi VII Corps support area and was continuing to pursue to the east.
Nleanwhile, the lst Cavalry Division was moving through the breach, intending to
arrive at Assembly Area LEE by midnight. Franks reported that the corps' right
flank was now secure, as the U.K. lst Armoured Division had destroyed the Iraqi
VII Corps tacti.cal reserves and was preparing to continue the attack to the east
toward Objective MINDEN. 2
Although tired and showing some of the strain of almost four consecutive days
with very little sleep, General Franks knew the corps had found his target. He
returned to the tactical command post around 1730, after another of his endless
helicopter journeys to all parts of his corps' sector. After briefing his staff on his
assessment of the battle and giving the required commander:S guidance, he urged
his staff to keep up the pressure: "We are going to drive the corps hard for tl1e next
24 to 36 hours, day and night, to overcome all resistance and to prevent the enemy
from withdrawing. We will synchronize our fight, as we always have, but we will
have to crank up the heat. The way home is through the RGFC. "3
A problem with the new order, based on FRAGPLAN 7, was the future mission of the U.K. lst Armoured Division. The corps' current southern boundary
with joint Forces Command-North ran along the Wadi al Batin and then turned
northeast toward Kuwait City. That arrangement left only enough maneuver room
for one division, either the lst Infantry Division or the U.K. lst Armoured
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Division. Franks needed only one of the two divisions to attack northeast to cut
the Kuwait City-Basrah Highway, unless Vll Corps could have the boundary
changed . The coalitions generally northward advance would simply squeeze out
one of his southernmost divisions. Franks realized, at the same time he was issuing FRAGO 140- 91, that he would have to decide by Wednesday morning which
division to use. 4 If he gave the British the mission, they would have to maneuver
northeast in front of the 1st Infantry and 3d Armored Divisions. He dropped that
i.dea soon after the U.S. Air Force A-lOs destroyed the t~;vo Warrior fighting vehicles. The last thing Franks or General Smith wanted was another major "blue on
blue" engagement. 5
To complicate the situation further, the Third Army staff gave the corps a
warning order to clear the Iraq Petroleum-Saudi Arabia (IPSA) Pipeline Road
south to Ruqi on the Saudi Arabian border. This was a major road that ran along
the Wadi al Batin inLo Saudi Arabia . Army logisticians wanted to use the Pipeline
Road as a main supply route for both Vll Corps and XVIII Airborne Corps. This
would greatly reduce the transit time for badly needed supplies. The obvious

choice for this mission was the U.K lst Armoured Division, located on the corps'
southern Dank. However, the division would have to be totally reoriented from an
easterly to a southerly direction. ln addition, the task would require a huge engineer effort to clear some of the most heavily fortifi.ed areas in the theater. Although
Franks did not like the mission, he gave it to the British to plan and execute on
order(> Later, when Franks discussed this mission with the theater commander,
Schwarzkopf exploded at him: "Freel, for chrissakes, don't turn south' Turn east.
Go after 'em."7 Someone forgot to communicate Schwarzkopf's intent to the Third
Army staff, and the corps commander took the heat.
Of course, those changes caused quite a stir in the British command post.
American staffs are quite liberal concerning warning orders. These orders cause
the receiving commander to pause, consider what he has to do, give some planning guidance to his staff, and continue the current mission. The U.S. Army corps
or division, with large planning staffs, could receive a half dozen of these "be prepared missions" every clay. The British, on the other hand, simply did not have the
planners Lo respond to that many missions. The lst Armoured Divisions planning
staff consisted of only two officers supported by essential members from engineer,
artillery, and other cells 8 Each order initiated serious planning efforts that
required critical manpower and ef[ort. 9
Fortunately, the staff soned out the problems of terrain and missions. Central
Command changed the boundary with joint Forces Command-North so Lhe U.K.
lsL Armoured Division was able to continue its attack east to the north of l<uwait
City. Franks also persuaded the Third Army to retract the mission to clear the IPSA
Pipeline Road south through the minefielcls. The corps staff assigned the British
ObjecLive VARSITY, thirty kilometers east of the Wadi at Satin. From there, they
would ultimately continue the attack east to the Kuwait City-Basrah Highway. 10
The ground baLLie was now in the hands of Franks' division commanders.
On Vll Corps' right nank, General Smith's 1st Armoured Division had cleared
out mosL of the lraq i Vll Corps and was about to attack Objective WATERLOO aL
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the base of the IPSA Pipeline. Colonel Holder's 2d Cavalry had located part of
the Tawahalna Mechanized Division and was about to develop the situation in his
sector. Rapidly moving up behind the cavalry was General Rhame's lst Infantry
Division. lt \vould pass through Holders force and clear Objective NORFOLK, a
major supply and support area north of Objecti ve WATERLOO. just as the 2d
Cavalry was approaching the Republican Guard, General Funk's 3d Armored
Division was encountering the same. General Griffiths lst Armored Division
had broken away from AI Busayyah and was also beginning to encounter the
Republican Guard in the soUlhern pan of its sector. Franks had maneuvered his
forces into almost exactly the alignment he had wanted from the start of the
campaign. 11
With the attachment of General Tilelli's lst Cavalry Division, General Franks
now commanded one of the largest forces ever under a single American commander. He had almost three thousand tanks and infantry fighting vehicles, over seven
hundred artillery tubes and rocket launchers, and thousands of support vehicles
scattered across the desert. Just before Tilellis troops began moving, Franks firm ed
up his operational concept. He wanted the 1st Cavalry Division to move through
the breach and then nonh to AA LEE, approximately ninety kilometers north of the
breach. When he gave this order, he had no way of knowing what the outcome or
enemy disposition would be when the 1st Cavalry Division finally anived in position. From AA LEE he wanted to move the lst Cavalry Division northeast, to the
north of the lst Armored Division. It would then become the left hook of a double envelopment of the RGFC. 12
At 0925 the corps tactical command post gave that mission to the 1st
Cavalry Division, and Tilelli wasr.ed no time in getting the division on the move.
ln less than fi fteen hours, it broke contact with the enemy and moved west over
sixty kilometers. By 1415 the lead elements of the division were passing through
the lst Infantry Division's breachhead area. By 0030 on the twenty-seventh, the
lead elements had arrived on AA LEE with the remainder of the division covering the ninety kilometers by 0300. At 0500 Franks ordered the lst Caval!)'
Division to move northeast lOa new assembly area (AA HORSE), just behind the
1st Armored Division. B)' I I00 hours the First Team (1st Cavalry Division) had
moved east another 100 kilometers and was in position and ready to join the
attaek. 13
The lst Cavalry Division, in its 250-kilometer dash across the desert, clemonstraLccl an impressive, but generally unnoticed, display of skill and Oexibility. lt
was a testamem to the quality of the Armys vehicles and equipment, the stamina
of its soldiers, and the ability of the Army to provide the fuel for such an operation on short notice. The lst Cavalry Divisions movemem is also a good example
of how a corps staff can operationally position a force to strike at the enemys center of gravit)~ To put this division in place, Franks and his staff had to plan the mission almost thirty-six hours in advance and issue the order over twenty-four hours
in advance. Had the war continued another day, this relatively fresh division
would have contributed to a decisive blow against the remaining Iraqi forces in the
Basrab Pocket.
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Enemy; Weather; and Terrain
The weather reminded the soldiers more of Germany than lraq. lt was wet,
foggy, and often rainy. The cloud ceiling was often so low that A-10 close-support
aircraft could not safely attack targets in the corps' sector. Ground visibility was
between 200 and 1,400 meters without assistance from sophisticated optics. Even
with thermal sights, tank gunners could acquire, but not identify by type, enemy
vehicles much beyond 1,500 meters. Gale-force winds and blowing sand forced
helicopters to operate beyond normal safety margins. Stinging rain mixed with
sand hit the faces of vehicle comn1anders looking for some sign of their opponent.
The fighting of that afternoon and evening took place during some of the worst
weather the area l1ad seen in a long time. Many Iraqi commanders assumed that
they were generally immune from attack as long as the storm continued. H
The Vll Corps moved across generally fla t and sanely terrain. Because of the
heavy rains, a thin layer of grass appeared, feebly hid in g patches of the barren soil
beneath. In the 1st Armored Division's secwr, the terrain slo\vly changed from flat
gravel to slightly rolling hills punctuated with clamp wadis draining into marshes
that were once a channel of the Euphrates River. Each of these wadi-hill lines
cou ld complement the Iraqi's defensive efforts and mask their units from Vll Corps
observation. To the east, corps units encountered the Wadi al Batin as they
approached the Kuwait border from the west. Here, it vvas no longer an effective
obstacle to east-west movement. The most imponant barriers were man-made.
Extending for over fifty miles west of Basrah were the Rumaylah Oil Fields. A
major conglomeration of oil wells, oil tanks, and build ings, Rumaylah was also the
hub of a series of roads and pipelines. Most went east to Basrah, but others lead
north , then northwest up the Euphrates River Valley One of the road-pipeline systems, Lhe lPSA Pipeline, which would figure prom inently in the upcoming battle,
headed south to the Saudi Arabian border. The pipeline was so new that. most Vll
Corps units did not even have it on their maps. Th is double line linked Iraq's southern oil fie lds with Saudi Arabia's east-west pipeline. An italian consortium had
begun building the first pan, lPSA-1, in 1984. By 1987 lPSA-1 was pumping
500,000 barrels per clay to the Saudi term inal at Yanbu on the Reel Sea. ln 1987 an
Italian-Japanese company began a second, parallel, pipeline that apparently never
operated at full capacity A UN-sponsored international o il embargo stopped the oil
flow before the stan of the ground war. 15 Adjacent to the berm-covered pipes was
a hard-surface road used by construction crews and pipeline engineers.
The IPSA Pipeline gave the lraqis two imponam advantages. The berm that
covered the pipeline acted as a defensive barrier. Properly reinforced by mines,
preplanned indirect fire, and well-constructed fighting positions, the berm could
help to stem the Vll Corps' advance from the west. Much more important, however, was the IPSA Pipeline's use as a main supply route. The blacktopped road
intersected most of the desert trails that headed toward Kuwait from the west and
sout.hwest. 1t was the fastest and most d irect route between southeast lraq and the
Iraqi forces aligned along the western Kuwaiti border. Bec~use the Iraqi High
Command used this route to support units in both southern Iraq and Kuwait, sup-
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ply depots, fuel tanks, ammunition depots, and other logistics installations lined
both sides of the road 1 6 Units advancing or retreating could use this route to reposition quickly. Next to the Kuwait City-Basrah Highway, the IPSA Pipeline Road
was probably the most important Iraqi supply route in the theater. The main battles would be fought west of this road.
Some fourteen hours before Vll Corps closed with the Republican Guard, Radio
Baghdad announced that Iraq was pulling out of Kuwait. High-fiyingjSTARS aircraft confirmed that the withdrawal was in process by 0300 hours, 26 February.
The Iraqi 111 Corps, which defended southeast Kuwait, and IV Corps, which
defended southwest Kuwait, began their hasty departure. A small hill just nonh of
the city, the Multa Ridge commanded the intersection through which all forces
south of the city had to pass. This road network funneled almost all lraqi forces
withdrawing from the Kuwait-Saudi Arabian border into this intersection. That
important choke point and the Kuwait City-Basrah Highway north became major
focal points for coalition air forces until the end of the war. 17 The press soon
referred to the Kuwait City-Basrah Highway as the "Highway of Death" because of
the obvious carnage induced by air interdiction auacks. 18 By 1600 Iraqi sold iers
were either withdrawing north under constant air attack or surrendering to the
U.S. Marine and Arab forces pushing into Kuwait Ci ty. 19
lt was relatively easy for the western press to report the results of the air campaign and the coalitions race to Kuwait City. Farther west, along the Iraq-Saudi
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Arabian border, the effects of the ground campaign were just as impressive, but
less obvious to news reporters The Iraqi VIJ Corps that had defended the sector
was now buL a shadow of its former self. By the late afternoon of the twenty-sixth,
the British 1st Armoured Division had overrun most of the 48th, 31st, and 25th
Infantry Divisions. The 27th Injant1y Division and part of the 52d Armored Division
remained to either block the Desert Rats' advance or withdraw north on the IPSA
Pipeline Road . While advancing American troops found some VII Corps units
mixed among the Republican Guard, most met their fate at the hands of the
British.20 At least pan of one tank baualion, probably from the 52cl Armored
Division, ran into the 2d Cavalry on the Al Busayyah road early in the evening.
The 12th Armored Division, apparently working for the Republican Guard commander, had lost most of its 50th Armored Brigade while fighting the 2d Cavalry.
The Tawaha1na's commander integrated any survivors into his divisions defensive
line. The 37th Armored Brigade anchored the southern flank of the Tawahal11a
Division. More importantly, it guarded the base of the IPSA Pipeline Road and a
large logistics area that once supported the Iraqi VII Corps. The mystery unit of the
division was the 46th Mechanized Brigade, which never made it to AI Busayyah or
a zone in from of the northern flank of the Tawaha1na Division. Based on Vll Corps
sightings of parts of this unit throughout the sector, the Republican Guard used it
in battalion packets to augment its divisions. 2 1
Contrary to some reports, the Republican Guard was not hollow and the ulLimate outcome not certain. 22 There was no guarantee that the VII Corps would
defeat two divisions of the Republican Guard and numerous other units of the jihad
Corps during those two days of February 1991. Military history has many examples of overconfident armies marching off to battle, assuming easy victories. Lt.
Col. George A. Custers 1876 defeat on the Little Big Horn and LL. Gen. Frederic
A. Chelmsford$ 1879 defeaL at Isandhlwana are two good examples. More recently, poorly equipped but highly motivated soldiers in lndochi.na and Afghanistan
frustrated the best efforts and technology of France, the Un ited States, and the
Soviet Union.
It was as easy after the war to dismiss the prowess of the Republican GLICird as
it had been before the war to make it seem invincible 23 The truth was somewhere
in between. From 1800 on the twenty-sixth until 1400 on the twemy-sevemh,
the RGFC fought Lo the best of its ability to stop the U.S. Yll Corps' advance.
When it was over, however, the ]ayhawks inOicted a crushing clefeal on the two
heavy divisions that stood and fought. Over 800 tanks and 600 infantry fighting
vehicles simultaneously attacked and destroyed the 220 tanks and 270 fighting
vehicles of the Tawakalna Mechani zed Division. Eighteen hours later the lsL
Armored Division annihilated Lhe Medina Armored Division. The remaining
Republican Guard armored division, the Hammurabi, withdrew from the corps
sector in what was perhaps the best-executed lraqi operation of the campaign.
Franks won this massive battle primarily because he was able to mass overwhelming combat power against the Iraqi defenders. Furthermore, the corps
attacked the lraqis, not just at the forward line of troops, but to the depths of
their positions. Finally, American and British tactical commanders proved far
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more proficient than their Iraqi counterparts in employing their own combat systems and synchronizing them with supporting ones.
The Tawakalna Mechanized Division formed the first Iraqi line opposing the Vll
Corps. lt moved into defensive positions, covered by the 50th Armored Brigade, on
the evening of the twenty-fourth. The Tawaka/na was in a good location just west
of the IPSA Pipeline, lying athwart most of the major roads from the west. From
this central location, the Tawalwlna could also defend against an attack coming up
the Wadi al Batin. When the RGFC ordered the division to move, the Iraqis probably believed that their most serious threat was sti ll from that direction. In addition, the hardtop road to their rear allowed rapid resupply, reinforcement, and
evacuation. ln the south, the 18th Mechanized Brigade tied in vvith the 12th Armored
Division's 37th Armored Brigade. The 9th Armored Brigade defended the center of the
Tawalwlna's defensive line. l n the north, the 29th Mechanized Brigade occupied the
division's right Oank. The d ivision commander failed to provide for security on
this brigade's exposed right, or northern, Oank. 24
The Medina Armored Division was sim ilar co the Tawaka/na, except it had two
annored brigades and one mechanized infantry brigade. For most of the air and
ground war, the Medina had remained generally a long the IPSA Pipeline Road,
about forty kilometers west of the border town of Safwan and northeast of the
Tawakalna. 25 From this location, near the Rumaylah Oil Fields, the division could
use several h igh-speed roads, including the IPSA Pipeline, to move rapidly in any
direction. There were several motorized infantry divisions deployed in the
Euphrates Valley that could move rapidly to support either offensive or defensive
operations. At least one brigade from one of these divisions, the Aclnan Jnjantly
Division, moved south on 26 February. The brigade's apparent m ission was to
establish a security zone in the gap between the Tawahalna and Medina Divisions.
j ust to the rear of the Medina was its sister armored division, the Hammurabi. It
began moving out of its initial locations toward the Rumaylah. Oil Fields. 26
There is little evidence that on the morning o f 26 February the Republican
Guard planned simply to die in static positions. It was not a defensive but an offensive force, and in this battle it was ill prepared to withstand a concentrated attack.
lts vehicles' fighting positions were hastily dug into the ground, providing on ly
ma·rginal protection against small-arms fire. These fight ing vehicles were not
mutually supporting, did not employ mines and wire, had few kill zones, and did
not have an effective defensive fire planY
More likely, General al-Rawi deployed two divisions, the oldest of the
Republican Guard and the most prestigious in the army, to auack a weakness in the
coalitions advance. Using well-reconnoitered auack routes through the Rumaylah
complex's road network, they were positioned to strike the left !lank of the advancing two-division US. Vll Corps. General ai-Rawi probably assumed the XVlll
Airborne Corps, imagined to contain the 24th Division (Mechanized), 3d Cavalry,
and the lst Armored Division, was en rome to An Nasiriyah on the Euphrates. He
also probably assumed that the Americans would move along the road complex
into the Tawal?alna's defenses. By maneuvering his two armored d ivisions around
the north of the Tawahalna, he could have massed over Cive hundred tanks on the
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left Oank or the advancing Vll Corps. It could have been a classic envelopment
with potentially decisive resu lts.
By the late afternoon of 26 February coalition success across the front had d ramatically changed the Iraqi strategic situation. The Iraqi high command realized
that its forces in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations were on the verge of annihilation. With a general withdrawal from Kuwait under '..vay, Iraqi units began moving north out o f the theater and toward Basrah. The high command further
ordered the RepL1bliccm Guard to stop the coalitions advance from the west. With
the Tawakalna in place, the Medina Armored Division began moving from its o riginal location to occupy a line west of the IPSA Pipeline and the Rumaylah Oil
Fields. One brigade and the tank battalion from the Adnanlnfantty Division moved
to provide the Medina forward security and to Lie in wi th the Tawakalrw
Mechanized Division. Finall y, the Iraqis began moving the last of their RGFC
armored divisions, the Hammurabi, north o f the Medina .28

Objective MINDEN
While the close fight was under the control of the ground commanders in contact, Franks su pervised the deep battle. Properly executed, deep operations
degrade and demoralize the enemy. They limit his ability lo maneuver forces to
respond to the attacking fo rce, destroy pre-positioned fhe support, and disrupt
command and control. General Franks had an array o f weapon systems at his disposal for these operations. For p recise targets, the ATACMS-equipped field
artillery battery was the corps commanders weapon of choice. It was especially
effective against missile sites, command and control facilities, and concentrated
logistics complexes. For targets that were either moving o r in improved positions
o r when the exact location was unknown, Franks called on his Apache-eq uipped
battalions of the 11th Aviation Brigade. 29
With missions flovvn by extremely proficient crews after clark, this brigade vvas
able to infiltrate its attack helicopters across the from lines, find and fight the
enemy, and then have them return to their arming and refueiing poinLs to prepare
for another mission. By carefully sequencing the flow of the individual companies,
the aviation battalion commander can keep an enemy target under cominuous fire
until the arrival of divisional air or g round forces. Often Lhese aircraft work in conjunclion with Air Force aircrafL and long-range anillery, creating a devastating
effect on the enemys subsequem defensive belts. In addition to the obvious use of
weapon systems, Franks could also use intell igence-gathering and electron ic warfare units in his deep-attack operations. 30
Reinforcing the Republican Guard behind the Wadi al Batin and blocking two
major roads into KuwaiL was the lOth Armored Division. The Iraqis considered the
10tl1 Armored Division the best unit in their regular army. They had equipped the
mechanized brigade (24th) with T-55 tan ks and BTR-type personnel carriers. The
two armored brigades (17th and 42d), however, used some of the best equipment
available, T-62 tanks, T-72 tanks, and BMP infantry fighting vehicles 31 Wh ile
some units had moved, most remained in their original locations, which the VII
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Corps designated Objective MINDEN. If Franks could use his anack helicopters to
disrupt this division, it would be unable to reinforce the RGFC or block the corps'
subsequent exploitation into Kuwait. Air attacks on M INDEN and the Kuwait
City-Basrah Highway could thus isolate the RGFC on the baulefield. Therefore,
during the same meeting in which Franks ordered the execution of FRAGPLAN 7,
he also gave Col. jonnie Hitt, his llth Aviation Brigade commander, the mission
LO auack the lOth Armored Division. 32
The most dangerous parts of a helicopter deep attack are flying to and returning from the target area. The aircraft must first travel over friendly troops who, if
they believe the helicopters to be hostile, want to "shoot them down and sort them
out on the ground." 33 As the helicopters approach the target area, they must coordinate their actions with Air Force attack aircraft that may also be operating
against the same target. The attack battalion operations officer must also work
with corps artillery to temporarily suspend guns and rockets firing into the target
area and along the flight routes. Then, preferably at long range, the Apaches
engage the enemy target. Once the attack is complete, the aircraft must head back
through the lethal weapon systems of their ground comrades. All parties to the
passage must continue their coordination and maintain their fire discipline as
these aircraft pass at a relatively low level over both enemy and friendly troops. In
the llth Aviation Brigades case, some air units would pass through the 2d Cavalry
and return while the ground forces were managing their own passage of lines.
Although all these tasks had been practiced endlessly in training exercises, they
could not adequately prepare for the reality and confusion of battle. 3~
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Lt. Col. Roger McCauley$ 4th Battalion, 229th Aviation, received the mission
to attack Objective MlNDEN. After careful coordination with Hitt, Franks, Cherrie,
and other corps staff officers, McCauley developed his battle plan. MINDEN was
forty to fifty kilometers east of most of the fighting. Furthermore, he could not fly
too far east because Air Force F-llls and other aircraft were flying interdiction on
the Kuwait City-Basrah Highway. To keep the operation simple, McCauley gave
each of his three attack companies its own sector so they could maneuver and find
the best fighting locations under their own company commanders. 35
The baualion took off shortly after 2100 hours on 26 February with its sixteen
Apaches organized into three companies. With over 250 Hellfire missUes, the batLalion had the capability of destroying an entire Iraqi brigade on one mission, if it
could get through the forward area . On Objective MINDEN, at 2200 hours, the battalion found an assortment ofT-55 and T-62 tanks, MT-LBs, BMPs, and many
other enemy vehicles.
An Apache engagement is nothing like a fixed -wing attack There is little highspeed strafing and bombing. Instead , in this relatively slow and deliberate process,
OH-58D Scout helicopters and AH-64 crews fly low toward their target area. In
this case, Company A, the lead unit, flew at 120 l<nots as low as ten feet above the
desert floor. Night illumination '.vas poor, with little contrasting terrain to give the
pilots a visual bearing.36
Once an Apache detects the image of its intended victim, it flies slowly to an
appropriate firing position. When ready, the Apache slowly rises above the horizon and fires one of its sixteen laser-guided Hellfire missiles at a target that may
be as far as Lhree miles away. Then it drops clown and moves to another firing posiLion to repeat the process. These are precision systems, and the crews that fight
them. are akin to surgeons at an operating table. However, in this case, limited visibility, burning oil-vvell fires, and the revetted nature of the enemy dictated a closer fight, often within Iraqi main-gun range. At 2245 Companies A and B arrived
on station. After approximately thi.rty minutes of engaging Iraqi vehicles, the battalion aircraft returned to their rearming and refueling point (AA SKIP)Y
Although the corps had not planned a second attack, the mission had been too
successful not to return and exploit. From their vantage point over Objective
MINDEN, McCau ley$ pilots had watched Iraqi vehicles escaping north, up the
Basrah Highway, and asked permission to attack farther east. Franks asked that the
fire-support coordination line, which divides area responsibilities between the air
and ground commanders, be shifted farther east. His air liaison officers told him
that it could not be done in time.38 Therefore, at 0200 hours on 27 February, two
attack companies returned for second strike at Objective MINDEN, flying over the
huge tank battles below After another thirty minutes of working over the targets,
they returned to AA SKIP.39 The final tally for both deep attacks included fifty-three
tanks and thirty-five armored personnel carriers, essentially two heavy battalions'
worth. 10
When the 3d Armored Division arrived on O~j ective MINDEN in the closing
hours of the war, it reported whole sets of abandoned enemy equipment. Fully operational, uploaded Iraqi tanks stood in reverted positions waiting for crews to man
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them. 41 Most likely, the effect of the 4th Battalion, 229th Aviations attack, combined
with the Air Force attacks on the main highway to their rear, caused much of the
IOtll Armored Division to panic and run. Historys first example of an attack-helicopter deep attack at night against prepared enemy defenses was a success. 42

Objective

WATERLOO

On the Vll Corps southern Oank, the U.K. 1st Armoured Division continued
its isolation of the Iraqi VII Corps from line and the destruction of its tactical
reserves. General Smiths task on the evening of 26 February was to clear Objective
WATERLOO, a control measure that encompassed several main routes on the southern portion of the Iraqi defenses.'13 For better maneuvering, Smith divided
WATERLOO into smaller, force-oriented objectives that each brigade could attack
indcpendentlyH
North to south, the objectives were LEAD, PLATINUM, and TuNGSTEN. The northernmost of these objectives was LEAD, located at the intersection of the border road
and the IPSA Pipeline. LEAD contained remnants of the 80th Armored Brigade, 12Lil
Armored Division. This brigade, badly depleted by air attacks and a piecemeal
deployment, anchored the southern portion of the entire Iraqi Oank, extending
nonh all the way to Basrah and the Euphrates. Once the British defeated this force,
the IPSA Pipeline route north would be open if Franks decided to exploit it. The
British named WATERLOO's southern portion Objective TuNGSTEN. East of the
pipeline, TuNGSTEN was home to the 102d Brigade of the 25th lnfanlly Division. This
brigade was the rear of the Iraq i VII Corps Wadi al Bat in defenses. ln addition to
the dug-in infantry brigade, TUNGSTEN contained four or five anillery battalions. 45
Around 0700 on the twemy-sixth, the divisional reconnaissance regiment,
16th/5th Queens Royal Lancers, moved against Objective LEAD ..16 As the division
staff predicted, numerous T-55 tanks and MT-LB personnel carriers defended the
position. 47 At the first encounter, the Iraqis fired back and tried to stop the
Lancers' movement. As in previous engagements, the Iraqi tank fire was ineffective. Sensing that the Lancers might be unsupported, the Iraqis tried to drive them
away. The Lancers stopped this counterattack by well-directed indirect fire from
the divisional anillery. 411 The British reconnaissance troops, hovvever, lacked the
firepower to secure the objective.
At the same time the Lancers auacked Objective LEAD, the bulk of Brig. Patrick
Corclingley's 7th Armoured Brigade prepared to assaul t Objective PLAT t NU~I.
Originally, PLATINUM had been home to the recently defeated52cl Armored Division.
Since it was a large objective, Cordingley divided it into the two pans, PLATINU~I l
and ll. PLATINU~I I was, Cordingley believed, lightly defended, and he assigned the
Queens Royal Irish Hussars, under Lt. Col. Arthur Denaro, the task of clearing
that objective. After a short artillery preparatory fire, the Hussars struck at noon.
Within half an hour most of the objective was secure, with a large number of Iraqi
soldiers surrendering to the British regiment.49
Taking Objective PLATINU~I II was not as easy for Lt. Col. Charles Rogers' 1st
Battalion, the Staffordshire Regiment. While in the process of exchanging one of
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his infantry squadrons for an armor squadron from the Hussars, Rogers discovered
an undetected Iraqi position west of his line of departure. Around 1000, in a short
but violent engagement ar close range, Stafford infantry and Hussar tanks
destroyed the Iraqi tank company that was facing the wrong way. By l l 00 the
position was dear of Iraqi defenders. so
What the British remember most about the assau lt on Objective PLATINUM was
the weather. At ground level, the swirling sand reduced visibility to less than six
hundred yards, making it extremely difficult to differentiate between friend and
foe. In only one instance, a Challenger tank from the Royal Scots Dragoon guards,
the brigade reserve,.engaged the Stafforcls' alternate command post. In what could
have been a much more serious incident, only one officer was wounded. As
Cordingley remarked, such engagements were the price one paid for maneuver in
such conclitions. 51 Desert war in 1991 was not the clean, high-technology conOict
pon rayed by the news media. It was dirty, confusing, and bloody. Only training
and discipline limited the amoum of friendly engagements and presented the illusion of sirnplicity.
The actual battle for PLATlNUt-1 ll began at 1245, and it took until 1730 to
clear the objective. There was relatively little combat. However, since the area was
a former major headquarters and logistics area, thousands of Iraqi soldiers who
made up the bulk of the headquarters and supply personnel from the lraqi 52d
Armored Division awaited capture. Most were either children or elderly soldiers,
and many did not know what to do. One British captain remembered: "The most
amazing sight was in the center of the biggest part of the position. All these lraqis
were just loafi ng around with their hands in the ir pockets, wandering around
aim lessly." 52
Around 1500 the 7th Brigade, led by the 1st Baualion, The Staffordshire
Regiment, arrived on Objective LEAD to reinforce the Lancers. Now the British had
the overwhelming combat power they needed to defeat the Iraqi defenders, but
still not all the Iraqis surrendered. In several short engagements, British and lraqi
soldiers exchanged small-arms and antitank rocket rounds. Finally, at the cost of
one soldier killed, the British captured over eight hundred Iraqis, including the
52cl Armored Division commander, and killed many more. They destroyed over
forty tanks and numerous other combat systems. By 1740 Objective LEAD was
secure. 53 As details rounded up the prisoners and searched the objective, the rest
of the brigade moved forwa rd to Phase Line SMASII. Duri ng all these maneuvers,
the Iraqis fired artillery and amitank missiles at the Desen Rats to no effect. 54
With the 7th Armoured Brigade set in the non h along Phase Line SMASH,
Brigadier Harnmerbeck~ 4th Armoured Brigade began its movement toward
Objeclive TuNGSTEN at 1900 hours. Hammerbeck~ first task was to cross the IPSA
Pipeline. The Iraqis made a feeble attempt to defend the pipeline's obvious crossing points. Apparently, they had not expected an attack from the west and had not
prepared a defensive plan. The British found no mines, wire, prcplanned targets,
or antitank kill zones. It was another instance of the Iraq i commanders' fa iling to
put the terrain and their combat systems to their best usc. Had tbe 25tl1 Infantry
Division commander planted a few mi nes and antitank "veapons at those crossings,
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they could have slowed the British advance. Without loss, the 4th Armoured
Brigade crossed the obstacle and cominuecltoward Objeclive TuNGSTEN. 55
l lammerbeck now had priority for use of the divisions indirect fires, and the
U.S. 142d Field Artillery Brigade was in position w support his attack. At 2000
hours the brigade let loose with MlJ.O 203-mm. howitzers and MLRS rockets.
British batteries with their M109s and MLRS's joined in the preparatory fire on the
objective. As the baule groups advanced, they had American MLRSs and M 11Os
firing over their heads and British MLRSs coming in from another direction. As
the fires lifted, the brigade cleared what was left of the enemy artillery and infantr)'
forces on TuNGSTEN. By 0430 on the twenty-seventh, the 4th Armoured Brigade
comrolled the objective. 5(>
The British now held Objeclive WATERLOO, the large complex at the base of the
Kuwaiti Theater of Operations. In addition, the Vll Corps' logislics trains, moving
across the desert to the northwest, were safe from any organized attack from the
south. They had , in only forty-eight hours of sustained combat, eliminated the
greater part of five divisions of the Iraqi Vll Corps. Over seven thousand prisoners
of war, including two division commanders and two other general orficers, were
moving to the rear. 57 While much of the Iraqi infamry gave up without a fight,
some units, especial!)' tank companies, had fought bravely. However, bravery was
not enough against the coalition soldiers who maneuvered and fought in their
Challengers and Warriors. In addition, the lraqis fought inept!)': minimal local
security, firing positions oriented in the wrong direction, poorly planned artillery
fire, and miserable tank gunnery characterized almost all their engagements with
the British.
On the morning of 27 February, after some refueling and maintenance, the
Desert Rats' mission changed from attack to exploitation. lts next goal was
Objective VARSITY, east of the Wadi al BaLin. Farther north, just as General Smith
was finishing off the Iraqi VII Corps, the rest of Franks' U.S. VII Corps slammed
into the Tawalwlna Mechanized Division.
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17
Deslruclion ollhe
Tawakalna Mechanized Division1
Kind-hearted people might of course think there was some ingenious way lo disarm or defeat an
enemy without too much bloodshed, and might imagine this is the true goal of the an of war.
Pleasant as it sounds, it is a fallacy that must be exposed: war is such a dangerous business that the
mistakes which come from kindness are the ver)' worst.
-Ciausewitz 2

The Tawalwlna Mechanized Division b locked the Vll Corj)s' advance on the
evening of 26 February: 1n spite of weeks of aerial bombardment, this most powerfu l division of the Iraqi Army prepared to defend the western approach into Kuwait.
General Schwarzkopf's perception that the lraqi Army was in fu ll retreat had little
validity in the deserts of southeast lraq that evening. Because General Fran ks had
insisted on three heavy divisions for his main battle, V1l Corps approached the
Tawakalna with an almost four-lO-one superiority in combat vehicles.
As the intelligence community predicted, the lraqi mechanized unit deployed
its security forces , the equivalent of a reinforced battalion, eight kilometers west of
its main defensive area. This belt was approximately fony~five to sixty kilometers
wi.de and ten k ilometers deep. The divisions rear area >vvas only two to three kilometers deep and contained the divisions service support units 3 The 37th Armored
Brigade of the 12th Armored Division, with three armor battalions and one mechanized battalion, defended the southern flank, along the lPSA Pipeline Road. Th is
brigade was probably under the operational control of the Tawakalna's commander. The d ivision was in a good location and deployed to block the most important route in Lhe sector, the AI Busayyah Road. It could also protect the logistics
dump aL the intersection of that road and the IPSA Pipeline Road and cover any
units withdrawing up that route lo the north.
Most VII Corps contact reports indicate that tanks were in every battalion of
the Tawalwlna Division. Like its American and British opponents, this d ivision regularly organized its battalions into mission-oriented teams. Each mechanized battalion operaLecl in a combat grouping, usually consisting of three mechanized
companies, a tank company, an artillery battery, an engineer company, and an
antiaircraft batLery. ln the 9tl1 Armored Brigade , the proportion of Lank and mech anized infantry in such Leams was reversecl. 4
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TA\VAI<ALNA M ECHANIZED DtV/5/0N

Tawakalna
M ech Div

Authorized Equipment
220 T- 72 Tanks
284 Infantry Fighting Vehicles
126 Arti llery Tubes
18 Multiple Rocket Launchers
14,000 Soldiers

Source: Vll Corps G-2, "The 100-Hour Ground 'vVar: The Failed Iraqi Plan," IMar 911, an. L, in
Vll Corps AAR; l77th Armel Bde, The IIYICfi Army: Organization and Tactics (Fort Irwin, Calif.:
National Training Center, 1991), pp. 25-31.

The Tawahalna auempted to organize these battalions into triangular defensive
arrays, with two company teams forward and one in depth. The Iraqis adapted
these formations from the latest Soviet tactical d octrine and modified them based
on their experience in the war with Iran. The base of this equilateral triangle,
approxin1ately three kilometers long, was oriented toward the coalition. A reinforced company team worked to establish a strong point at each corner. In fantry
and supporting weapon systems fought from numerous trenches and defensive
bunkers. Protected by a defensive berm if possible, each squads BMP remained
nearby. Often, a tank platoon (three tanks) or a tank company (ten tanks) occupied the center of the company position. Other tanks and fighting veh icles
assumed fighting positions along the outer berm. 5
ln practice, however, the sophisticated planned defensive fortifications ·were
se ldom completed. Most fighting vehicles (tanks and armored personnel carriers)
fought from shallow, scraped fighting positions vvi.th the earth pushed up on three
sides. These mounds were more of a liability to the Iraqis, as they were usually
observable at a great distance and so thin that American tank rounds passed right
through the berm to destroy the lraqi vehicles. ln addition, they provided no overhead cover and were visible from the air. With liule all-around security, these positions were often little more than lines arranged in triangu lar formation. 6 Since the
TaiVahalna Division was primarily an o ffensive force, the Iraqis apparently gave little thought to training and supplying it for defensive operations.
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Inside the defensive positions were several other groupings of equipmenl.
First, there were vari.eties of small units from other commands now fighting with
each RGFC battalion. Many of these vehicles probably came rrom the now-reduced
12th Armored Division. ln addition, the Tawakalna's commanders probably took
control of fragments from other units that were escaping the British attack The
numerous Vll Corps reports of non-RepLtb1ican Guard "battalions" attest to their
incorporation into the Tawa halna's defensive scheme. lnside these defenses were
also heavy mortar and antiaircrart batteries, as well as the battalions combat service support units with their fuel and ammunition supplies all normalLy near the
center of the sector. 7 Some of these small strong points, therefore, vvere closer in
size to a light brigade than a simple battalion. Seldom, however, were these defenses prepared in detail or reinforced by mines and wire.
Baule reports from most Vll Corps units note counterattacks by enemy formations. Iraqi doctrine recognized the importance of striking the attacker while
he was inside the defensive zone. To that end, located behind the forward battalio ns were tank companies prepared to contain the coalitions penetration. Also in
depth were the brigade's direct support and general support artillery. Although
the Republican Guard's heavy divisions had more artillery availab le than did their
American counterparts, their fire control and targeting were rather unsophisticated. For example, seldom did coalition forces find themselves simultaneously
fighting Iraq i ground units and receiving artillery fire, indicating an absence of
Soviet-style "kil l zones" and the integration of the fire plan into the overall defensive effort. 8 The U.S. Vll Corps approached the enemy with the material assets
and tactical doctrine capable of conducting an effective defense. In contrast,
because of some combination of poor training, ineffective leadership, or limilecl
supply, the Tawaka!na Mechanized Division was not prepared for its nexl twelve
hours of combat.

7:3 Easting
The southern sector of the Tawahalnas line contained m uch of its combat
power. Concentralecl on an approximately thirty-kilomeler front, north to south,
were two battalions (armored) from the 9th Armored Brigade and four battalions
(three mechanized and one armored) from the 18th Mechanized Brigade. As noted
earlier, the Jlt/1 Armored Brigades four battalions anchored the southern pan of Lhe
sector. ln addition, remnants of the 50th Armored Brigade, 52cl Armored Division,
and other units moving from the south to escape the British attack on the rtank
thickened the line. Overall , the ratio of Len Lo twelve maneuver battalions defending against twelve lst lnfantry Division/2d Cavalry ground combat battalions
should have been favorable enough, by convemional calculations, to stop the Vll
Corps attack.
American "combat multipliers," however, modified that ratio, significantly
changing the odds. As elsewhere, superior equipment, especially the MlAl tank
and the Apache attack helicopter, for fighting at night took away much of the Iraq i
defensive advantage. American artillery was far more responsive and effective than
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the lraqi batteries. Moreover, weather permitting, coalition control of the air
allowed almost unlimited Army and Air Force attacks on the Iraqi d ivisions rear
area. Finally, the American military trained its leaders and soldiers better. The battle in the south of the Tawahalna Division's sector demonstrated the cumulative
effect of the Armys intensive training program.
Probably no aspect of the Vll Corps story has received more attention then the
2d Cavalry$ "Battle of 73 Easting," one o f the best-documented accounts of an
engagement with the Republican GLwrcl. Several Army historians visited that site
soon after the war and, along with participants of the battle, reviewed and analyzed it from almost every angle. The result became the base scenario for a con•puter simulation used in the Armys school system. Accounts of this battle have
appeared in almost eve1y publication that describes the action of the U.S . Army in
the Gulf War.9
By 1500 hours, 26 February, the 2d Cavalry was moving across Phase Line
TANGERINE, the "60 Easting." Since 0600 the Dragoons had fought a continuous
battle with the withdrawing 50th Armored Brigade, 12th Armored Division. The Iraq i
soldiers never had a chance, even with the inclement weather. MlAl tank and
Bradley gunners could find the T-55s, MT-LBs, and other vehicles on the vvideopen terrain and destroy them before coming into the Iraqis' view. By noon the lst
Squadron alone had destroyed almost two dozen T-55 tanks and another dozen
infantry carriers. Mixed in among the older kinds of equipment were several T-72
tanks and BMP fighling veh icles, probably representing the Republican Guards
long-range reconnaissance efforts. to
Col. Leonard D. Holder maneuvered the 2d Cavalry in a standard movementto-contact formation: 2d Squadron in the north, 3d Squadron in the center, and
lst Squadron in the south. Normally, each cavalry squadron (equivalent in size to
an armored battalion task force) moved with its three cavalry troops (equivalent to
armored company teams) on line, within their own sectors, with the tank company trailing the center of each squadron. The latter represented the squadron comtTtanders reserve force to either exploit success or support a cavalry troop in trouble. just behind the tank company was the squadrons own howitzer battery. This
arrangement, normal in all armored cavalry regiments, was one of the fevv
instances in which a battery was dedicated to a maneuver battalion. When the
weather allowed, the 4th Squadron's Scout and Cobra helicopters Oew forward of
the ground troops to find the enemy. Holder's own resources for affecting the battle included the 210th Field Artillery Brigade and the Apaches o f the 1st Annored
Divisions 2d Battalion, 1st Aviation.
At 1520 Holder ordered his squadrons to continue to attack to the east to "fix"
the Tawaka/11CL Mechanized Division. 11 His orders from Franks were to "gain and
maintain contact, determine [thel size, disposition land ] strength !of the
Tawalwlna]," but, "Do not become decisively engaged.'' 12
In the northern part of the sector, Lt. Col. Mike Kobbe's 2cl Squadron moved
adjacent to the old AI Busayyah trail that intersected the IPSA Pipeline. Because of
its narrow sector, it moved with Troops E and G forward and Troop F and
Company H (the tan ks) in the rear. The road was a natural route for isolated units
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of the lraqi VH Corps to try to escape to the north and tlle primary route the Iraqis
were trying to block The squadron moved directly toward the southern portion
of the Tawalwlna's defensive line. At 1530 it began encountering more enemy vehicles, and Troop G destroyed th ree tanks near the 68 Easting. 13 Ten minULes later,
as the squadron came closer to the 1raqi positions, it began receiving airburst
artillery fire. Continuing to move in a howling sandstorm, "Eagle" Troop ran right
into an Iraqi battalion strong point. It was built around a small village at an intersection of several trails on the 68 Easting, just north of the boundary with the 3d
Squadron. 14
The Eagle Troop commander, Capt. Herben R. McMaster, ordered his unit forward. His troop attacked the enemy 'vvith two tank platoons abreast and McMaster
leading. The scout platoons following the tanks provided "scratching fires" to protect the tanks from d ismounted infantry. Eagle Troop swept clown on the enemy's
defensive position with every vveapon firing. Iraqi vehicles exploded as 120-mm.
rounds found their marks. Enemy infantry attempted to fight back with RPGs and
AK-4 7s but were cut clown by the fires of the following scouts. McMaster finally
stopped his charge at the 73 Easting when he arrived at the rear of the lraqi position. Just as he was moving onto the only high ground in the vicinity, the Iraqis
launched a counterattack that Troop E stopped in its tracks. In twenty-three minutes, Eagle Troop had destroyed over half of the Iraqi battalion. 15
Lt. Col. Scott Marcy's 3d Squadron was moving east, just to the south of Eagle
Troop. His "Iron" Troop, commanded by Capt. Dan Miller, made contact w ith the
southern portion of the same strong poinL about 1530. Like McMaster, Miller
pressed the attack. His unit hit the same Iraqi battalion abom twenty minutes after
Eagle Troop and then destroyed whatever resistance remained . According to
Captain Miller:
Enemy tank turrets were hurled skyward as 120-mm. SABOT rounds ripped through T-55s and
T-72s. The fireballs that followed hurled deblis one hundred feeL into the air. Secondary explosions
des1royed 1he vehicles beyond recognition. Resistance was sporadic .... The unforgenable odor of
burning diesel, melting metal and p lastics, expended munitions and anything else that happened lO
be burning in bunkers, hung heavy in the air. 16

At 1645 the Iraqis launched a counterattack against lron Troop with a T-72
tank company, opening fire on the Bradley scout vehicles at 2,500 meters. The
range was too great, and their rounds did little other than strike the earth just
short of their intended targets. The)' were unable to shoot off many more rounds
as the troop's MlAl tanks bounded forward and at about 2,100 meters destroyed
most of the attackers. 17
How could these two armored cavalry troops, with only eighteen tanks and
twenty-four cavalry fighting vehicles, destroy over thirty dug-in T-72s and twelve
BMPs? The Iraqis should have stopped this assault and inflicted serious casualties
on the Americans. The answers were simple. First, the Americans totally surprised
the Iraqis, many of whom were our of their vehicles because of earlier air bombardments. Eagle Troop, supported by Iron Troop from the south, attacked so violently that the Iraqis never had Lime to put their vehicles back into operation. 18
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Destroyed T- 72 of tile Tawakalna Division

Second , the defending battalion had failed to deploy any effective security. While
some units identified the 2d Squadrons approach, as evidenced by the firing of
airburst artillery, the word never worked its way down to the individual crews and
platoons. In addition, the battalion had not prepared its positions well; the obstacles were obviously incomplete, and it had placed only a few of its mines.
Full credit must be given tO the Dragoons' excellent discipline, training, and
crew drill. Tank and TOW gunners were ruthlessly efficient in acquiring and
destroying enemy targets. There was no hesitation in choice and timing of weapons.
The gunners moved through the position as though they had rehearsed its sequence
a thousand times before. The squadrons howitzer battery effectively contributed to
the victory by silencing any return fire from the Iraqi batteries and destroying targets
beyond Troop ES main-gun range. 19 That demonstrated cre·w- and soldier-level
training in marked contrast to the lraqi crews' inept efforts to acquire and destroy
the multiple American targets closing on their position. The engagement was a total
mismatch of training and preparation rather than of equipment and tactics.
Nevertheless, Captains Miller and McMaster were extremely lucky. Had this
Iraqi battalion done anything right, the results could have been vastly different.
Some well-placed obstacles, accurate artillery fire , and a dozen good 125-mm.
tank gunshots at relatively close range would have made it a much different battle. Nevertheless, none of that happened, and the Eagle and Iron Troops emerged
almost unscathed from one of the most lopsided engagements of the war.
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While not as dramatically as Eagle and lron Troops' fight, Lt. Col. Tony Isaacs'
lsl Squadron spent the day fighting the remainder of the 50th Armored Brigade in
the southern portion of the regimental sector. By the Lime Isaacs squadron arrived
at the 70 Easting, it had destroyed another and probably the 50th Brigades last
organized battalion. By 1700 Isaacs' troopers were on line with the rest of the regiment and opposite the lraqi 37th Armored Brigacle. 20
General Franks had ordered Colonel Holder not to become decisively
engaged . Holders troops had successfully eliminated one Iraqi battalion, but there
were still at least six or seven awaiting the regiment, which did noL have the combat power to break through those defenses. Holder, therefore, ordered his
squadrons ro hold at their current positions and prepare to pass the lst Infantry
Division forward.
Disengaging from the battle proved somewhat difflcult as the Iraqi soldiers
continued to fighL. ln. the north, Capt. j oseph Sartianos "Ghost" Troop, of the 2d
Squadron, had increasing contact, while Eagle and lron Troops were in the battle
to its south. Sartianos troopers had moved into positions along a small wadi near
the 73 Easting at 1615, opposite another company strong point of the 18tl!
Mechanized Brigade. Almost immediately the two sides began to exchange both
cli.recL and indirect fire. Iraqi airburst artillery exploded overhead, keeping the Ml
and Bradley crews under cover. Around 1745 one Iraqi round hit and destroyed a
Ghost Troop cavalry fighting vehicle, killing the gunner. 2 1
Around 1800 the character of the battle changed, as d ismounted infantry,
T- 55 tanks, and MT-LBs began a series of furious attacks on Troop G's positions.
One can only speculate why the Iraqis auacked as they did . Some, such as Maj.
Steve Campbell , the regimental intelligence officer, believed the Iraqis were trying
to retreat north up the wadi in front of Ghost Troop. 22 Other attacks, especially
those carried out by T-72 tanks, were possibly attempts to gain the high ground
in order to flank Eagle Troop to the south. For whatever purpose, the attacks were
brave but inept. Soon the troop was in a close-in firefighL. Iraqi tanks and MT-LB
personnel carriers raced toward the tank and Bradley platoons, firing their main
guns and machine guns. Dismounted infantry, believing that the darkness and
poor visibility would protect them, charged toward the American troopers, fir ing
their AK assault rilles and RPG antitank rockets.
Ghost Troop's defensive !'irepower stopped the Iraqi attacks cold . TOW antitank missiles destroyed truck-mounted enemy sold iers before they could dismount, and 120-mm. tank rounds demolished T- 55 and T-72 tanks long before
they could close to within their own firing range. The troops mortar section began
firing airbursts at the dismoumed Iraqi infantry, causing them to either retreat or
entrench. During several hours of combat, Sartianos troopers knocked out at least
two companies of lraqi armor. Hundreds of Iraqi infantrymen and their lightly
armored transporters lay scattered on the wadi lloor. 23 Low on TOW ammunition,
Colonel Kobbe pulled Troop G off line to rearm and refuel. Anticipating further
coumerattacks, he moved Company H into Ghost Troops sector. 24
Beyond the sight of the ground troops, the Tawakalna Division had begun taking a beating in depth. Starting at 1630, the 2d Battalion, lst Aviation's attack heli-
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copters struck at artillery and support areas to the rear of the Iraqi front lines. They
destroyed at least two artillery batteries and dozens of vehicles and suppon installations along the IPSA Pipeline Road. 25 Artillery from the squadron batteries and
the 210th Field Artillery Brigade pounded the second line of Iraqi troops. Those
missions destroyed troops and supply installations and interfered vvith the Lraqi
command and controt.26 From the time the 2d Cavalry made contact until the following morning, \vhen the 1st Infantry Division cleared Objective NORFOLK, the
soldiers of the 18th and 37th Brigades found no respite from constant ground,
artillery, and air attacks.
The 2d Cavalry had done its job and found the left !lank of the Tawaka/na
Meclwnizec/ Division. In the process of gaining contact with the Tawahalna, it had
destroyed the 50th Armored Brigade, a mechanized battalion from the 18th
Mechanized Brigade, and hundreds of other vehicles and infantry squads from
other mlxecl Iraqi units. The 2d Cavalry had led the Vll Corps since crossing the
border over four clays before. Now the tired troopers prepared to pass the attack
to the Big ·Red One.

Objective NoRFOLK
just as the soldiers of Troop G emered the fight of their lives, the lst Infan try
Division began its move toward the 73 EastingY Not since the Second World War
had a U.S. Army armored or mechanized division conducted a passage of lines in
combat. ln the space of only two days, the Big Reel One had the opportunity to do
it twice. The first time it had been the stationary unit, w ith the U.K. lst Armoured
Division passing to the east. Now the lst Infan try Division was the passing unit in
an operation that required the utmost in unit and personal discipline. Twelve battalions of mechanized infantry and armor (the lst lnfantry Division) approached
three squadrons (the 2d Cavalry) that were engaged with the Iraqis. This time
there were no rehearsals. At precisely the right points in the desert, the passing
units moved through the lines of the exhausted cavalry troopers, turning their gun
tubes toward the enemy and assuming control of the battle. Simultaneously, all
artillery systems came under the control of the lst Infantry Division. As the divisions brigades, "Devil" (lst), "lron Deuce" (3d), and "Dagger" (2cl) passed into
enemy comact, the 2d Cavalry ceased fire. Front that point on, the regiment could
only engage targets it positively identified. Any mistakes in the approach, passage,
or baule handoff would spell disaster.
To preclude engaging each other by mistake and to minimize the natu ral friction of an operation conducted at night by tired sold iers, the leadership of both
units u·ied to conduct the operation by the book. lt was, however, a hasty passage,
with little time for all of the procedures spelled ouL in the Annys field manuals.
The corps staff directed the regiment to select coordination points on the 62
Easting.28 At these points, one for each of the lead passing brigades, leaders from
each unil worked through the innumerable details of the operation. 29
At l400 General Rhame had ordered Lt. Col. Robert 'vVilsons lst Squadron,
4th Cavalry, to contact the 2d Cavalry and coordinate the d ivisions forward pas-
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sage. The S-3 (operations officer), Maj. John Burdan, moved forward and met the
regimental commander at 2004 and prepared for the divisions passage. 3 Friction,
thaL cumulative effect of tired soldiers and leaders, darkness, great distance, and
little time, began to interfere with the operation. The original plan had envisioned
Wilsons squadron making the appropriate coordination and then guiding the lst
and 3d Brigades forward. However, the line of contact between the regiment and
the Iraqis was fluid. Although the 2d Cavalry was on the 70 Easting when the lst
Infantry Division started moving toward it, the regiment ended up closer to the 73
Easting and in comact with at least Lwo more Tawalwlna battalions as the actual
passage approached. Funhermore, Rhame had second thoughts about trying to fit
his relatively light cavalry sq uadron between the 2d Cavalry and the defending
Iraqi armor. Essentially, it would have been a double forward passage in the face
of the enemy. Therefore, in keeping with the American Army:S old adage of KISS
("Keep ll Simple, Stupid"), Rhame directed the two brigades to pass directly
through the regiment. While the change made tactical sense, especially in this dangerous environment, it drove the 1st Infantry Divisions brigade and battalion commanders frantic. Col. Lon E. Maggart, the lst Brigade commander, remarked:

°

This FRAGO necessitated a complete change in direction for the brigade. ll is difficu lt to describe
how complicated it was to redefine the direction of auack and LO change fo rmat ions while bouncing
across the desert (in a tank or Bradley! in the dead of night at high speed using a 1:250,000 scale
map. Even with the Magellan (a brand of global positioning receiver!, this was an incredibly difficult
unden aking. Notwithstand ing lhe problems of changing the plan enroute (sicl, the brigade modified the zone of act ion and continued toward lhe passage poinL 31

ln the lst Brigade sector, facing the Iraqi 18th Mechanized Brigade, the two lead
battalions headed for their passage lanes. It soon became obvious LhaL Lhe original
passage arrangements needed to be m.odified as a result of the rapidly changing
battle. Maggart ordered both lead battalions, the 1st and 2d of the 34th Armor, to
pass through one passage lane insLead of two. That change simplified forward
movement but limited the direct coord ination and exchange of informaLion
between divisional battalion and regimemal squadron commanders. 32 Col. David
Weisman$ 3d Brigade, moving in the south, coordinated a separate passage lane
for each of his three battalions. Each commander had the opportunity to receive
an appraisal of the enemy situation in his zone of attack. 33 The different procedures reflected the more dangerous enemy situation in the north of the sector.
As the lst infantry Division soldiers approached their passage lanes, they
passed the wreckage of an Iraqi brigade whose burning hulks marked the way LO
the front lines. They drove by baueries of MLRSs and Ml09 systems Gring aLtargets a dozen miles to the east. As the divisions tank and Bradley crews neared the
passage lane, main-gun and machine-gun tracers shot Lhrough the darkness just
above the ground . The horizon, in Iraqi Lerritory, was fi lled with blazing fires and
massive explosions. 34 Approaching the rear of the 2d Cavalry$ defenses, they
could see the many multicolored chemical lights that each Dragoon vehicle had
affixed to the friendly side of its turret. 35
Shortly before 2230, 1st Infantry Division brigade and battalion S- 3s and
executive officers, moving slightly ahead of Lheir main bodies, jumped down
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from their veh icles and conducted last-minute coordination with their regimental counterparts. lt was suddenly quiet across the thirty-kilometer front, as the
Dragoons held their fi re. Scouts on the forward line fired green star clusters to
mark the exact passage lanes. Then, past the 2cl Cavalry soldiers and burning
T-72 tanks, the lst Infantry Division assumed responsibility for the battle. The
regimental squadrons remained in position to assist the other lst lnfantry
Division units in their passage. 36
Some of the fireworks the approaching lst Infantry Division soldiers sa·w that
night were caused by their own lst Battalion, lst Aviation's attack helicopters. Lt.
Col. Ronald Richelsdorfer's Apaches attacked the 9th Armored and 18th
Mechanized Brigades' second tactical echelon at about 2100 hours Y At least two
battalions of the Tawahalna Mec11Cmized Division and one from the 12th Armored
Division were deployed along that line. ln addition, dozens of artillery batteries,
command and control faciLities, and much of the Iraqi triborder logistics complex
were located there. The helicopter attack continued the pressure on the Iraqi
commander and his artillery, preventing him from interfering with the lst
Infantry Divisions passage of lines.
By 2230 five heavy battalions and the divisional cavah')' squadron had passed
through the 2d Cavalry and advanced on Objective NoRFOLK. As the 1st lnJantry
Division took contro l of the sector, the 210th Field Artillery Brigade joined the
attack w ith reinforcing fires. 38 ln the lst Brigade sector, Lt. Col. Patrick Ritter'S lst
Battalion, 34th Armor, a pure Ml battalion, led the way through the single passage lane. Soon after the lst Battalion completed its passage, it ran into a battalion
of the 18th Mechanized Brigade. Ritter'S Bradley-mounted scouts were forward,
screening the advancing battalion. 39 Iraqi gunners acquired two of the vehicles,
probably silhouetted against the Cires of burning Iraqi vehicles, and destroyed
them. RitLer immediately pulled his scouts back and moved his tank companies
forward. Unlike the enemy the division encountered in the breach, these lraq is
intended to fight.'10
Lt. Col. Gregory Fontenot'S task force based on the 2d Battalion, 34th Armor,
followed Ritters tanks through the passage lane. As Fontenot'S task force moved
through the lane, the two northern company teams strayed off their axis and began
moving north rather than east. 41 Notwithstanding all the postwar celebration of
technology, commanders on Ml Al tanks still had no sure way of knowing their
direction while on the move. There was no vehicle-mounted compass or navigation
system. The Ml did not even have the old azimuth indicator that tankers had used
for years as a navigation aid. Unable to locate his two teams and sensing they were
beading in the wrong way toward possible annihilation by the friendly 2d Cavalry
in the rear or the 3d Armored Division in the north, Fontenot called the leading
Team C commander. After a short radio discussion with the battalion commander,
Company Cs Capt. Robert Burns j umped off his tank to determ ine his actual direction of movement. Not knowing how close the enemy was or the condition of the
ground, Burns moved away from his MlAl s protective mass of metal and pulled
out his trusty Lensatic compass. Quickly realizing his directional error, he figured
out his correction and returned to his tank before taking fire, fr iendly o r enemy.42
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Colonel Maggan, following in Fontenot's sector, reviewed the reports from his
two baualion commanders. Although dismayed that his attack had come to a
quick halt, he had worked with both Ritter and Fontenot for a long time, and he
knew there was little he could do but calmly urge Ll1em to son o ut their problems.
Ritter and Fontenot both pro mised to resume Li1eir auacks soon, while Maggart
notified the 2d Cavalry that one of his task forces was "pirouetting forward of their
positions."43 Within forty minutes, an extremely long wait for Maggart, both battalions were back on line and ready to resume their advance. The third baualion
of the brigade, Col. Sidney ''Skip" Baker's task force based on the 5th Battalion,
16th Infantry, was moving up quickly behind the nonhero task force.++
The passage of the 3d Brigade began much more smooth!)'· The brigade
moved though three separate, well-marked passage lanes. The lead ing units made
almost immediate contact with the Iraqi defenders. The primary enemy force in
this sector consisted o f the remaining two battalions of the 37Lil Armored Brigade;
but since the zone contained the southern nank of the Tawa lw /n a Mechanized
Division, they could expect to encounter T-72s and BM Ps. Finally, remnants of the
50th Armored Brigade and units from the Vll Corps that the British •vere overrunning in the south were also present. Most of the Iraqi defenders were oriented
toward the southwest. Hundreds of destroyed trucks and anillet')' pieces littered
the area. 45
Almost immediately after their passage, the northern banalion, Lt. Col. Ta)•lor
jones' 3d Battalion, 66th Armor, ran into a T-55 equipped Iraqi tank battalion.
Colonel Weisman, the brigade commander, believed the constant pounding by
Army aviation and the Air Force had blinded the Iraqis to the reality o f a ground
auack. Although the assault o f the 3d Brigade caughl many 1raq i tank crews on the
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ground in their shelters, their scattered deployments sometimes made a more
organized battle difficult for the Americans. Many Iraqi tanks, for example, did not
show on the Ml's thermal sites because they had not been manned or their engines
started.~ 6

This pan o[ the objective had been an Iraqi supply depot, and underground
storage and living bunker complexes were everywhere. Constructed by non-RGFC
soldiers, these were organized as mutually supporting defensive positions with tank
ditches and a limited amount of wire and mines. The lraqi fighting positions, however, vvere still poorly prepared and required a soldier to expose his head and shoulders to fire, making him a sure target for tank and Bradley mach ine gunners.47
After the passage, the 3d Brigade fought a confusing battle for the next several hours. The IPSA Pipeline ran through the sector and slowed the brigade's movement.'18 All night bypassed Iraqi infantry squads and tanks tried to engage the
American vehicles crossing their sector. ln one instance, 2d Battalion, 66th
Armors command sergeant major, Vincent Conway, was trailing the combat units
with the battalion's combat trains. 49 His entourage was a little closer to the front
line than it should have been, and he witnessed an lraqi RPG team trying to take
a shot at a Bradley on the battalions left. Conway and two soldiers moved forward.
Armed with only one Ml6 and two .45-caliber pistols, they surprised and killed
the RPG team. Next they saw a bypassed T-55 tank slowly turn its turret toward
the rear of the American battalions lead units. Conway and his driver, Spc. james
Delargy, ran tovvarcl the tank. Meanwhile, the other soldier, Sgt. john Rowler, used
his Ml6 to suppress an lraqi machine-gun position. j umping on the tank, Conway
dropped two incendiary grenades into its crew compartment. The tank exploded,
knocking Conway to the ground. Undeterred, he jumped up and returned to his
original location, ""here a small firefight was still in progress. Conway threw a couple of grenades at the offending Iraqi bunker, and the remaining lraqis surrendered. 50 Such small fights were typical and took their own toll on both sides, at
least slowing the American advance east.
ln another instance, an Ml tank platoon passed by several Iraqi positions that
appeared to contain nothing more than burning or destroyed vehicles. Hidden in
this array were at least five operational T-55 tanks, with their engines of[, hidden
in revennents and invisible to the Americans' thermal sights. Iraqi infantry units,
ranging in size from platoons to companies, also hid among the tanks. A slightly
misoriented Bradley platoon, attempting to follow the Ml tanks, moved across the
front of these Iraqi positions, illuminated by burning vehicles behind them. The
Iraqis took advantage of this target and opened fire from three d irections. The initial volley hit a Bradley, killing three American soldiers. 51
An American tank company trailing the lead units saw the engagement to their
front and joined the melee, quickly destroying three T-55s before they could fire
another shot. At the same time several antitank missiles hit the Bradley platoon.
From the perspective of the tank gunners looking through the thermal sights of
the Ml tanks, these Bradleys appeared to beT-55 tanks shooting at them. The
young and exhausted American gunners, convinced they were fighting a determined enemy, opened fire and hit three more Bradleys. 52
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When the confusing melee in the 3d Brigade's sector was over, 1st lnfanll")'
Division crews had destroyed 60-plus Iraqi tanks and 3 dozen armored personnel
carriers. They ultimately captured937 prisoners after having killed perhaps a third
as many Iraqi soldiers. Unfonunately, they had also d isabled 5 of their ovvn tanks
and 2 Bradleys. Six brigade soldiers perished in the fighting, and 25 others were
wounded. 53 Rather than "press the attack" as those at Third Army and Central
Command were demanding, Weisman decided to pull back the battalions, consolidate, and use artillery to destroy the remaining Iraqi infantry.'H Once on line,
they would be prepared to continue.
By 0030 on 27 February, one hour after the attack had begun, the two auacking brigades of the lst lnfamry Division were arrayed along the 75 Easting. 55 For
the next three hours, they methodically crossed the remaining ten kilometers of
Objective NORFOLK. The 1st Brigade commander, following just behind his lead
baualions, thought he was "watching a vintage black and white movie.
Everything seemed to move in slow motion." Such was the thunder of battle that
"there was no noticeable sound that anyone could recall." 56 As they slowly
advanced, MlAl tank commanders acquired the thermal images of the Iraqi
tanks or infantry fighting vehicles long before they were in visual range. PlaLOon
leaders, team commanders, and even battalion commanders issued unit-wide fire
commands. Before the defending Iraqis had any idea what was happening, their
whole line of vehicles explodedY
The concentration of Iraqi combat units and suppon units made Objective
NORFOLK dangerous. Vehicle commanders of the lst Infantry Division learned to
engage all targets, not just those that were "hot" in tl1eir sights. Iraqi soldiers ran
from bunkers to their vehicles and tried to fire their cannon at the Mls and
Bradlcys without starting the engines. There were Iraqi bunkers everywhere, and
most of them housed RPG-equipped infantry. Finally, and most dangerous from
the American perspective, there were large stocks of fuel and ammunition. At first
the Ist Division~ crews engaged them like any other target. The result, however,
was unlike anything they had witnessed in training. The vehicles erupted with
incredible violence, showering the passing baualions with dangerous munitions
and increasing the obscuration of the battlefield. The coalition forces subsequently bypassed many of these support installations, when they could identify them,
and later the following divisional elements or engineer demolition destroyed
them. 58
In the north of the 1st 'I nfantry Division's sector, Colonel Wilson's 1st
Squadron, 4th Cavalry, screened the division~ flank with the 3d Armored Division.
Around 0330 the squadrons command group was moving toward the front line
and bumped into an Iraqi position in a gap between the two divisions. With both
T-55 and T-72 tanks, as well as many dismounted infantry, it was probably a fragment of the force that had fought 2d Squadron, 2d Cavalry, the night before. In a
shan firefight, the command group and some of the screening platoons destroyed
some of the enemy. Since they were unequipped for heavy combat, Wilson pulled
back his screen line temporarily. When all its forces were consolidated in the north
of NORFOLK, the squadron relUrned in force to the enemy positions around 0615.
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Within two hours, it had destroyed another eleven tanks and many infantry vehicles, artillery batteries, and logistics bunkers. 59
By dawn the lst Infantry Division controlled Objective NORFOLK. The combined attack of the 2d Cavalry and the Big Red One had destroyed almost four
Iraqi armored or mechanized brigades. In addition, they had captured the remainder of the massive logistics installation at the conl1uence of the IPSA Pipeline, Al
Busayyah, and Saudi border roads. The Republican Guard's left llank was gone, and
the way was now open for exploitation.

The Center of the Line
At the same time the 2d Cavalry was making contact with the Tawakalna, Maj.
Gen. Paul Funk's 3d Armored Division was starting iLs battle. Funk had two
sequential objectives: DORSET, the original location of the Tawakalna. Mechanized
Division, and MINDEN, the defenses of the 10th Armored Divisior1 . ln addition to
combat troops, Funk expected both objectives to contain large supply dumps and

other logistics support facilities. By 1630 hours, 26 February, the 3d Armored
Division had found the center of the Iraqi division's defenses. Like the 2d Cavalry
on its southern flank, the 3d Armored Division first encountered the enemy's security zone outposts. Brushing those and remnants of the 50th Armored Brigade aside,
the Spearhead hit the center of the lraqi line around the same time as Lhe 2d
Dragoons found their prey. 60 The Iraqi defenses in this sector consisted of three
mechanized battalions from the 29th Brigade and at Least two armored and one
mechanized battalion from the 9th Armored Brigade. In addition, they faced one
battalion from the 46th Mechanized Brigade, 12th Ar-mored Division, which was
intermingled in the sector. There is also evidence that at least one T-62 tank battalion, most likely from the 10th Armored Division, was also attached to the
Tawahalna here. 61 Approximately eighL Iraqi heavy battalion groupings faced the
attacking 3d Armored Division's ten heavy battalions.
ln a space of only 270 square kilometers, Iraqi defenders had thus massed
over 122 tanks, 78 BMPs, and hundreds of other combat vehicles and fighting systems. Almost every meter of ground was covered by several weapon systems.
Thousands of infantrymen had dismounted their combat carriers and, once on the
ground, constructed dug-in company strong points and prepared to use their
Sagger antitank missiles and RPGs to engage the attacking Americans. Finally,
there were approximately a dozen field artillery batteries arrayed along the rear of
the Tawakalna's operations zone in this sector. The Iraqi defenses were thick, and
General Funk had no soft or exposed Iraqi flanks to exploit.
In an era of highly publicized "high tech" weaponry, the basic conditions of
armored combat have changed very little since Rommel's and Montgomery's
tankers faced each other in the North African desert during the Second World
War. One side waited in the best possible defensive position, hoping to get a good
shot at his attacker. Even with the best theater intelligence available, the individual tank or scout crew still had to physically locate the defender. Without a covering force , the role the 2d Cavalry performed for the lst Infantry Division, the 3d
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Armored Divisions troops had to find the specific enemy locations themselves.
Then brigade and battalion commanders had to usc their tactical expertise to
determine the best way to defeat the defenders.
General Funk deployed his division to maximize its flexibility in the face of
the uncertain situation. The divisions formalion resembled an inverted "V" moving to the easl. Col. Raben Higgins' 2cl Brigade led the northern wing of the formation, while Col. William Nash's lst Brigade led in the south. When the two
brigades reached the edge of the Tawakalna$ operations zone, there was a sixkilometer gap between them. Col. Rob Goffs 3d Brigade, located at the base of the
V formation, prepared to support the attacking brigades, assume the battle, or
exploit their success.62 Behind each of the two lead brigades were the direct support artillery battalions and the batteries from the 42d Field Artillery Brigade. Also
in support of each brigade was an attack helicopter company from Funk's 2d
Battalion, 227th Avialion. To influence the baule , the division commander kept his
MLRS batteries under his control. The 4th Squadron, 7th Cavalry, moved along
the southern flank of the d ivision to screen that sector.<>l
In the south, the 1st Brigade moved on a relatively nan·ow sector, less than five
kilometers wide, in a brigade wedge. An infantry task force, organized around the
3d Battalion, 5th Cavalry, moved at the tip of the formation, while Task Force 4th
Battalion, 32d Armor, advanced on the northern flank and Task Force 4th Battalion,
34th Armor, attacked in the south. The brigades fourth task force, 5th Battalion,
5th Cavalry, supported the 3d Armored Divisions rear operalion. 64 Late in the afternoon division headquarters released the 5th Battalion back to the lst Brigade, but
the unit did not physically rejoin the brigade until early the next morning. 65
Task Force 3d Baualion, 5th Cavalry$ scouts screened the forward movement
of the entire lst Brigade. At l702 they ran into the reinforced northern Iraqi battalion of the 9ti1 Armored Brigade. Deployed in their triangular sector, the Iraqis
had sufficient time to prepare each company$ individual and crew bunkers. That
battalion of the Tawalwlna Division was prepared to fight. 66 The lead American
company team established a base of fire as two other company teams moved on
line. Not inclined to hastil)' assault the center of this complex, Lt. Col. john M.
Browns battalion moved into firing positions and began acquiring Iraqi targets.
Long-range tank and TOW fires, high-explosive and DPICM rounds, and even
Copperhead rounds ravaged the Iraqi complex. For the next twelve hours, however, the battalion advanced no farther67
Aroundl920 Lt. Col. john F Kalb's 4th Battalion, 32d Armor, moving on the
left nan k of the brigade, identified a T- 72 covered with infantry heading toward
them from the southeast at a range of around five hundred meters. That vehicle
may have been a patrol seeking the flank of the battalion assaulting the strong
point farther south or moving to establish a new squad fighting position. In a
short, confused fight, American Bradleys destroyed the tank and scattered its passenger infantry. Soon a platoon ofT-72s and other dismounted infanuy joined the
fight, forcing a draw. By 2 l 00, in the end , the American task force made little
progress in the zone and shot up one of its own Bradley scout vehicles, killing two
soldiers and wounding two more. 68
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Lt. Col. Michael A. Burton$ 4th Battalion, 34th Armor, task force anacked on
the right, or southern, nank and made no better progress than its two sister battalions. After closing with lraqi units that had stopped the 4th Squadron , 7th
Cavalry, to the south , the 4th Battalion remained generally along the 71 Easting for
the remainder of the twenty-sixth. The 1st Brigade, 3d Armored Division, pounded the lraqi defenders for the next twelve hours. All night U.S. A-10 ground attack aircraft, Apache helicopters, and indirect artillery fire hit identified and suspected enemy targets. Abrams and Bradleys fired at identified targets; the brigade
had some success in clearing the defensive complex, especially in the 3d Battalion,
5th Cavalry$ task force sector69
Around 1800 Troop A, 4th Squadron, 7th Cavalry, screening the division's
southern flank, ran into the same battalion that was fighting the 2d Squadron, 2d
Cavalry, just to the sou th. Like other Iraqi defenses, the unit was hastily
entrenched and waiting for a fight. The Bradleys were o ut of their elemem in such
an engagement. After more than an hour of fight ing, the cavalry began to pull back
from the lraqi position, when a friendly tank, probably from the approaching 4th
Battalion, 34th Armor, fired at one of Troop f.:s Bradleys and killed the gunner. The
2d Cavalry in the south engaged and disabled another vehicle. Before the 2d
Cavalry could back off and pass the fight to the 4th Battalion, 34th Armor, Iraqi
fire hit and damaged nine o f thirteen M3 cavalry fighting vehides, in addition to
the two hiL by friendly fire . Troop A losL two soldiers killed and twelve wounded.
When given the opportunity, the Iraqi Army could inflict serious losses on the
attacking coalition and its well-trained soldi.ers. 70
While these Iraqi defenders were indisputably badly bruised by the effects of
the bombardment , they had stopped the 1st Brigades advance. ln twelve hours, in
spite of overwhelming Hrepower and night vision capabi lities, the American
brigade had moved forward onl)' four kilometers and had failed to dear the Iraqi
battalion position. The enemy's tactical success here, however, had Little effect on
the battle's ourcome. Before 2100 General Funk had determined that his main
effort was in the nonh, and he was plann ing a coordinated attack to defeat the
enemy in that sector. Nevertheless, the engagements demonstrated that the Iraqis
were not running away and had the will and combat power to stop the Americans
in a straight fight.
General Funk, of course, did not intend to right those battalions on equal
terms. His main effort was in the notthern portion of his sector, where Colonel
Higgins' 2cl Brigade moved across Phase Line TANGERI NE at 1645 hours. Each o f
Higgins' battalions vvas organized as a combined arms task force. The brigade
moved in a \>veclge formation with the 4th Battalion, 8th Cavalry, in the lead; 4th
Battalion, ] 8th Infantry, on the left (north); and 3d Battalion, 8 th Cavalry, on the
r ight (south). Like the lst Brigade, the 2d attacked on a relatively narrovv front,
less than five kilometers wide. Funk had already pushed most of his two arti llery
b rigades forvvard, with much of il in position to range the northern sector. ln addition, behind the 2d Brigade was LL. Col. Billy Stevens' 2d Battalion, 227th
Aviation, with Apache heli.copters waiting Lo break away from the close fight and
strike to the Tawahalna's tactical depth. Finally, impatiently wailing less than ten
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kilometers behind the 2d Brigade, was Colonel Goff's 3d Brigade, whose four battalions were eager to join the fight at the first opportunity.
Until 1720 the 2d Brigade had moved slowly through the Iraqi 29th
Mechanized Brigade's security zone. As the 2d Brigade advanced, scouts reponed
and occasionally destroyed BTR-60 type vehicles. 71 Those wheeled and lightly
armored vehicles and their Czechoslovakian-made OT-64 counterparts were
probably pan of the 46th Mechanized Brigade, 12th Armored Division, still trying to
cover the Tawahalna. 72 As darkness arrived, the scouts of the 4th Battalion, 8th
Cavalry, crossed into the Iraqis' operations zone, but backed off after a quick firefight with an Iraqi infantry squad. Behind the Iraqi infantry was a platoon of four
BMPs, which engaged the battalion's scout platoon with direct and indirect fire. n
Like its counterparts in the adjacent sector, that battalion of Iraqis prepared their
defenses according to doctrine. Bunkers, dug-in vehicles, and preplan ned fires
made a formidable barrier. 14
Like Colonel Nash, Colonel Higgins pulled back his forward units and began
to pound the Iraqi defenses. Direct, indirect, air, and targeted counterbattery fire
all ripped into the Iraqi strong point. ln order to bring his most effective artillery,
his MLRS systems, into range of the enemy targets, the commander of Battery A,
40th Field Artillery Regiment (MLRS), had to turn his launchers around and move
them back outside the eight-kilometer-minimum safe distance range. In response
to the artillelys move to the rear, "several HMMWVs" in the words of the author
of the 2d Brigades history, "bugged out."75 Fortunately, local commanders on the
scene restored order and discipline. Further confusing the situation, Iraqi prisoners told their 2d Brigade captors that a tank battalion vvas waiting to ambush them
just behind the forward battle li ne. Higgins held back, comacted General Funk,
and continued to pound the Iraqi positions. Quickly, the division and brigade
intelligence officers prepared a template of the probable battalion location and
assessed the enemy to their front. 76
Subsequently, General Funk and his staff planned and orchestrated an effective destruction of the center of the Tawakalna~ defensive line. Without maneuver
space, flanking attacks were out of the question; instead Funk had to rely on mass
and shock action to break the will of the Iraqis. First he planned to strike the Iraqi
positions with all the indirect fire available: almost five baualions of artillery firing
at identified and suspected targets in a nine-square-kilometer box n Then Stevens'
attack-helicopter battalion would cross the forward line of troops, remaining east
of the 73 Easting, and engage rear units from the 29th and 46th Mechanized
Brigades.nl In the southern part of the sector, the 1st Brigade would continue its
secondary attack against the reinforced battalions defensive line. Finally, when all
the parts were in place, General Funk would again order his 2d Brigade forward.
At 2200 Higgins' three battalions and supporting artillery provided the Iraqis
a classic demonstration of a coordinated combined-arms attack. For the next four
hours disciplined tank and Bradley crews moved through the 29th Mechanized
Brigade's defenses. Tank companies bounded forward by platoons, using their
thermal sights at standoff range to engage lraqi veh icles on their own terms. Outranged and fighting blind , the RepLiblican Guard soldiers returned fire without any
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noticeable effect. Attack helicopters and MLRS's destroyed Iraqi artillery almost as
soon as it fired. As the brigade line moved forward, Iraqi infantrymen emerged
from their hiding places and tried to engage American armor at close range. They
had little chance of success-the line of Bradley fighting vehicles moving j ust
behind the tanks killed them with machine-gun fire. 79
Nevertheless, the Iraqi 29th Brigade commander continued to resist the
American advance, directing several counterattacks by armored and mechanized
platoons and companies. Many of those were effectively targeted against the 2d
Brigades Oank; but concentrated tank, Bradley, and artillery fire stopped these
attacks before they could interfere with the 2d Brigades progress. To some it was
a confusing melee, with rounds flying in all directions. Beyond the range of the
advancing tank and Bradley crews, attack helicopters and artillery continued to
suppress or destroy any Iraqi units that moved or appeared to threaten the
advance. Given the depth of the American attack, the Iraqi brigade had no ·way of
countering the effects and no choice but to stand and fight or surrender. Most
enemy soldiers continued to fight. 80
By 0200 hours, 27 February, the 2d Brigade had [ought through the 29th
Brigade's first defensive echelon to the 73 Easting. lt had destroyed over a battalion of T-72/BMP vehicles, as well as large numbers of other vehicles and supplies.
j ust beyond that line was the wreckage of the nights deep artillery and aviation
battle. Those attacks in depth had seriously weakened two reserve heavy battalions and destroyed much of the Iraqis' combat service support infrastructure. The
situation was right for Funk to order Colonel Goff's 3d Brigade forward. That
morn ing Goff's brigade passed through the thin front line and stan ed the 3d
Armored Division's exploitation through Objective DORSET to Objective MINDEN 8 1
The 3d Armored Division's battle against the Tawakalna Mechanized Division
illustrated that good tactics are just as important as good technology. Had General
Funk chosen to attack the lraqi defenses without evaluating the enemy-deciding
on a main effort, massing his forces, and using his systems as they were
designed-the outcome might have been different. In addi.tion to the good tactics
of 3d Armored Division ground units, the Iraqi defenders in that sector were
undermined by the divisions deep operations. Funks constant bombardment of
combat and combat service support units positioned in depth made Iraqi COLll1terattacks, resupply, or reinforcemem almost impossible. Those incessant attacks
destroyed Iraqi artillery, broke up units assembling for counterattacks, and thoroughly disrupted Iraqi command and control. When the 3d Brigade passed
through at dawn, there were no more lraqi strong points to slow the attack.
Often forgotten in the backslapping after a victory is the role of the stafL Those
officers and noncommissioned officers perform innumerable unappreciated but
essential tasks that ensure tactical success. Intelligence officers gathered infonnaLion and updated their battlefield projections. These templates were passed to the
operations and plans cells. Operations cells in both the tactical command post and
tactical operations center matched those intelligence projections with the reports
they received from the front-line and air units. The G-3 (operations) officers made
recommendations to the battalion , brigade, and division commanders. Once
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approved, the orders were disseminated to subordinate unit commanders.
Logistics officers monitored the fight and directed combat service support assets,
including fue l, ammunition, maintenance, and medical units, to support the main
effort. That staff effort ensured the 3d Armored Divisions Apaches could fl y, the
arti llery had ammunition, and the tanks and Bradleys had fuel. The 3d Armored
Divisions command and control system worked and that, as much as the bravery
and ski ll of the front-line soldiers, destroyed the center of the Tawahalna Division's
line.

The Exposed Northern Flank
At the same time the 2cl Cavalry and the 3d Armored Division were attacking
the Tawahalnas forward defenses, the Iraqis' northernmost baualion lay in the path
of the l st Armored Division. It is doubtful that General ai-Rawi, the Republican
Guard commander, knew that the lst Armored Division was part of the same
attacking force that was assau lting his forces just west of the IPSA Pipel ine Road.
He probably believed that it was pan of the XVlll Airborne Corps heading north.
Since most U.S. corps during the Cold War period had two divisions and an
armored cavah'}' regiment, such an assumption was reasonable. ln this case, however, it was erroneous.
After capturing the logistics site at AI Busayyah, Old Ironsides advanced east
on a twenty-kilometer front. That movement brought it through the area held by
the right (northern) flank baualion of the Tawalw/na Division, although General
Grirnths primary objective was the Medina Armored Division, about thirty kilom.etcrs fa rther east. 82 The one baualion of the 29th Mecha nized Brigade that occupied
positions in this intermediate sector, however, was too good a target to overlook.
Those fighting positions, as many in the Tawakalna's sector, had been prepared in
advance. They were empty when the war began, but the Iraqis began occupying
them on the twenty-fourth. 83 The battalion lay in the path of Col. Dan Zaninis 3d
Brigade. While Zanini maneuvered his battalions into position, the lst and 2d
Brigades continued to move east, lOward the Medina.IW
Colonel Zanini deployed his three task forces for a hasty auack. Lt. Col. Ed
Dyers lst Battalion, 37th Armor, became the assault force; Lt. Col. Ward Critz's
7th Baualion, 6th lnfan tr)', provided suppon and overwatching fires; Lt. Col. Ed
Kane's 3d Battalion, 35th Armor, remained in reserve; and Lt. Col. David A.
Hahn's 3d Battalion, LsL r ield Artillery, had responsibility for direct-support fires.
Around 1930 Hahns baualion began firing at the Iraqi positions with 155-mm.
self-propelled howitzers. Colonel Critzs infantry-heavy task force moved to the
68 Easting and assumed firing positions oriented toward the Iraqis two and a half
kilometers to the southeast. By 2000 hours it was adding TOWs and 120-mm. tank
guns to the artiller)' fire hiLLing the Iraqi battalion. Colonel D)'er's armor-heavy task
force then moved on line and deployed its scout platoon on the southern flank to
maintain contact with the 3d Armored Division. 8~
Colonel Zanini synchronized the fight to maximize his fi repower and minimize battlefield con fusion. Artil lery, Apaches, and Cri tzs infarury task fo rce pro-
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vided overwatching suppressive nres as Dyers armored task force began to move
tovvard the Iraqi defenses. Forty-five Abrams tanks attacked on li.ne, moving at less
than ten kilometers per hour. Behind that wall of steel came the task force's
infantry company mounted on its Bradleys, following about one thousand meters
behind the tanks to help destroy any threat to the tanks from their rear. As the
tankers crossed the 69 Easting, Critz's infantry lifted its fires and began shooting
illumination rounds from the mortar platoon. The brigade commander now
turned the fight over to the lst Battalion, 37th Armor. 86
In the words of the unit's journal, the "T[ask] F[orce l c11arged!"87 Dyer's three
tank companies rushed forward in the dark and began engaging "hot spots" two
to three thousand meters, almost two miles, away. Only after the gunners came
much closer, less than fifteen hundred meters from the thermal images, could they
positively identify the targets as T-72 tanks and BMP fighting vehicles. By 2130
the battalion closed on the objective, finding lraqi vehicles behind a low ridge,
protected by an antitank minefield . As they crested the ridge, the Mls lost their
range advantage and were now in a close fighL 88
As was the case with the entire Tawa1?alna Division, the lraqi soldiet·s fought Lo
the best of their capabilities. Many tanks had kept their engines off to dupe the
American thermal sights. U.S. tankers, however, were often able to locate those
vehicles because of the strange white spot, the tank commander's head, seemingly suspended in thin air. 89 However, when not found first , the Iraqis were able to
turn their turrets by hand and engage the Mls close in their flanl<s and rear. lraqi
infantry moved in three-to-five-second rushes in the hope of moving close to the
attacking American armor. Burn ing vehicles and explosions "washed out" the thermal sighls, making target acquisition difficult. 90 ln the confusion of the fight, 3d
Armored Division Apache helicopters, working in the sector just to the soULh,
unleashed a barrage of Hellfire missiles that damaged four MlAl tanks. The quality of the American armor was obvious, as all four rank crews walked away with
only minor injuries.9 1
That Iraqi battalion, however, never had a chance. lt was receiving direct fire
from at least three American battalion task forces. 92 Several field artillery and
attack helicopter battalions had engaged it throughout the depth of its position .
Moreover, it was assaulted by a tank battalion with arguably the best gunnery
skills in the entire U.S. Army. 93 When Dyer's battalion emerged on the far side of
the objective, the lraqi unit was in shambles. By 2300 the American infantry company commander reponed the objective clear and prisoners captu red; and the lst
Brigade prepared to continue its mission east. The lst Battalion, 37th Armor, lost
four tanks and six soldiers wounded. Because of good luck, good training, and the
effectiveness o f the Abrams' enhanced arn;wr, there were no American fata lities.
The lst Brigade had swept through two Iraqi tank companies and one mechanized
infantry company: approximately twenty-four T-72 tanks and fourteen BMPs
were burning hulks. Pan of one BMP company escaped and fled clue east, away
from the brigade.94
After the war 1st Armored Division officers returned to the scene of the battle
to determine what tactical lessons they could learn. In that sector and in the
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adjoining portion that was in the 3d Armored Divisions zone, over seventy-six
Iraqi tanks and eighty-four infantry fighting vehicles were destroyed. That northern Tawahalna strong point contained almost two combat battalions. At dusk on
the twenty-sixth, they and all the battalions of th is Republican Guard division had
been deployed and ready to fi ght the attacking Vll Corps. Nevertheless. Colonel
Zanin is lst Brigade destroyed the iraqi unit in less than three hours of combat.
In sum, soon after the lst Armored Divisions auack started at 2000 on 26
February, the 3d Armored Division launched its attack just to the south. One hour
later the lst Infantry Division passed through the 2d Cavalry and captured all of
Objective NORFOLK. The Tawakalna Division's commander, who probably petished
in this battle, had been decisively engaged by a force four times the size of his
command, from the beginning of the battle until his unit was annihilated during
the early morning hours of the twenty-seventh. He never had an opportunity to
maneuver, use reserves, or even use his artillery to any effect. His spirited defense,
however, confirmed Franks' concern that the Republican Guard did not enter the
battle already defeated. They d id not run away but fought with extreme bravery.
The Tawakalna also had good equipment, although its soldiers proved no match
for the American troops in tank gunnery and other combat skills.
More important than equipment problems. this Iraqi division was simply
overwhelmed and unable to inflict any significant losses on its opponent. In
General Franks' most significant tactical success of the war, he had massed six
heavy brigades and a cavalry regiment directly against the Tawakalna, while flanking it to the north and south with two more brigades. Franks used a little luck and
good tactics to effect a double envelopment on this once-proud Iraqi unit. By
attacking the Tawahalna in depth with helicopters and long-range artillery systelns, Vll Corps provided a textbook example of land combat at the end of the
twentieth century. lt was, however, the application of the Army:S Airland Battle
Doctrine, executed by wel l-trained and motivated soldiers, led by experienced
leaders, which defeated the Iraqi force. By dawn, the devastating effects of synchronized combat power stretched along forty kilometers of the 73 Easting.
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Task Force 4th Battalion, 18th Infantry, 3d Armored Division. in the south and Lst Battalion,
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93
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91
Bohannon, "Dragons Roar," p. 17; VII Corps TAC, Staff Jnl, 27 Feb 91, entr)' 19.

18
Battle of Medina Ridge
The Medina Armored Division began moving on the afternoon of 26 february,
before the RGFC knew the fate of the Tawahalna Mechanized Division . The
Medina's task was to prepare a defensive line west of t.he lPSA Pipeline and northeast of the Tawaha/na to defend the massive theater logistics site just to the rear.
The Medina's 2cl Armored Brigade moved flrst into a defensive sector west of the
Rumaylah Oil Fields in the early morning hours of the twenty-seventh. The 14th
Meclwnizec/ Brigade occupied the center of the line to the southwest. Defending
on the division's left nank was the Jd Armored Brigade. Elements from the lOth
and 12th Armored Divisions were interspersed with in the Medina's formation. 1 Not
all these formations made it into proper positions before the arrival of the U.S.
Vll Corps because of coalition air attacks. 2 In some cases, Iraqi commands oriented their vehicles to the southeast, as though still defending against an coalition attack up the Wadi al Batin. Others were lackadaisical about preparing their
defensive sectors for the impending attack, as though it was only a temporary
halt. 3
One reason not all of the Medina Division arrived in position or completed the
construction of defenses was the massive pounding it was taking from the air. Air
campaign planners had devised a system of kill boxes. These boxes, each thirty
miles square, were the primary control measures for coalition aircraft. The
i\l!edina's box, "AF7 ," received 30 percent more sorties than any other box in the
theater. While ai r attacks spared most of the Medina's tanks and fighting vehicles,
they greatly diminished the unit's overall combat capability. Equipmenl maintenance, resupply, and refueling became almost impossible. Moving supply vehicles
often attracted the attemion of coalition pilots with devastating consequences. The
pressure from the air continued until the fire suppon coordination line moved
near the I<uwait Cily-Basrah Highway at 1250 hours.·1
The lack of synchronization between the operations of the VII and XVIII
Airborne Corps began to show during the early morning of 2 7 February. Wh ile the
lst Armored Divisions forward line approached Phase Line LIME, thousands of
soldiers remained in the division's rear. These included combat servi.ce support
personnel moving suppl ies, engineers building depots and roads, and rear headquarters installations trying to keep the support process as orderly as possible. ln
addition, there vvere dozens of broken clown or lost vehicles throughout the division sector. These included three lst Armored Division M548 ammunition carri-
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crs that had stopped that morning at the small airfield of Umm Hajul, about twenty miles northwest of AI Busayyah.
On the division's left Oank, the XVlll Airborne Corps' 3d Cavalry vvas twenty
miles behind Old Ironsides. Around 0100 Capt. Bo Friesen's Troop I strayed across
the boundary between the two corps and approached the smal l airfield, observing
bu ild ings and troops on the rumvay. Friesen received permission from his
squadron commander, Lt. Col. j ohn H. Daly, Jr., to fire warning shots at the enemy
troops. While his scouts dismounted, the troop commander looked through his
thermal sights and discovered that the soldiers they were about to attack wore
American kevlar helmets. As Friesen shouted "Cease fire," Colonel Daly arrived on
the scene and joined what he presumed to be the attack. Machine-gun rounds
from Daly's Bradley pierced the night, killing one American soldier and wounding
several others.5 Although the Ist Armored Division's 2d Brigade had previously
denied the 3d Cavalry's req uest to attack that airl"ield, somehow the cavalry's
squadron commander ignored the message.6 At best, the incident was a result of
poor coordination between the two corps, a problem that could only have become
worse in a climactic baule around Al Basrah.

The Security Zone
Meanwhile, the 1st Armored Division's attack continued to the east. A serious
problem during the movemem was the navigation of the division's logistics support. Most fuel and ammunition truck convoys moved without navigation aids
such as global positioning systems. Without roads, trails, or other terrai n features,
it was relatively easy for such convoys to become lost. With thousands of veh icles
crisscrossing the wet desert sand , "l"ollowing the [preceding! unit's tracks" was not
an option. One solution, which the 2d Brigade developed, was to construct a "log
[logistics! line." Col. Montgomery C. Meigs lV, the brigade commander, detailed a
plalOon from the 54th Engineer Baualion to follow the brigade and erect a string
of wooden stakes, each about four hundred meters apart, for the brigade's support
units to follow. From Al Busayyah in the west to Medina Ridge in the east, this
wooden, "low-tech" solution ensured that his brigade never stopped because of
fuel vehicles lost in the desert. 7
As Maj. Gen. Ronald H. Griffith , the l st Armored Division commander, was
giving his instructions to Col. Dan Zanini , the 3d Brigade com mander, to attack
the Tawakclina, a new obstacle emerged to block the movement or the remainder
of Griffith's forces to,vard the Medina Armored Division. Approximately one
brigade from the Republican Guard's Adnan Motorized Division appeared on the 1st
Armored Division's left flank. The Adnan was one of the more recently organized
divisions in the Republican Guard. Its organization was similar to a regular
infantry division, except that it had sufficient trucks and possibly light wheeled
armored personnel carriers to transport its infantry, making it one of the more
mobile units in the Iraqi Army. Al though fast, the Adnan clearly lacked the defensive firepower to stop an American armored division. Nevertheless, it had a battalion of tanks added to improve its antiannor capabilities. This unit may have
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been moving forward to secure the Tawakalna Division's northern nank, but there
is a more logical explanation for its deployment. With the Medina Armored
Division now moving into its blocking positions, General Ayad Futayih al-Rawi,
the Republican Guard commander, needed a covering force for the unit. Rather
than slow-moving T-55s or MT-LB infantry carriers, the motorized brigade
would serve that purpose aclmirably. 8
Once the lst Armored Division identified the Iraqi brigade, it began a deep
battle operation. The 75th Field Anillery Brigade, having left the breach site the
da)' before, finally joined Old Ironsides around noon. Within an hour its three battalions were in position to support the attack. Around 1624, just as the battle
along the 73 Easting was starting, Griffith launched the attack helicopters of Lt.
Col. William]. Hatchs 3d Baltalion, l st Aviation. Air Force A-10 close-support
aircraft added their weight to the attack. Throughout the night the Apaches struck
the Adncm. Long-range Hellfire missiles destroyed the tanks and other armored
veh icles one by one. By J9 l5 the 1st Armored Division Artillery \vas in place and
began a series of MLRS raids on the Iraqi positions. The aviation brigades aero
scouts were on station, and they were able to adjust this fire and ensure it was
accurate and effective.9
The deep fight continued for several hours as the lst Armored Division moved
through the dark. Around 0300 the Iraqis launched at least one FROG (free-rocket over ground, essemially an unguided projectile) missile toward the Americans.
It was one of the most successful Iraqi anillety attacks of the war. Twenty-three l st
Squadron, lst Cavalry Division, soldiers, located just to the rear of the l st
Armored Division, were wounded and several vehicles damaged. Fortunately, the
missile launcher had no furth er success. Quick intelligence and direction-finding
located the suspected baucry just south of Basrah in the XV Ill Airborne Corps sector. Because the battery was out of the lst Armored Divisions sector. the division
received permission to attack the target and several others emiuing signals. The
75th Field Artillery Brigade had an ATACMS battery assigned; the targets,
although far away (93-148 kilometers), were well within its range. At 0450 the
75th Field Artillery fired its missiles, ending the problem with this FROG site. 10
While Griffith fought the deep battle against the Adnan, he began locating and
attacking the Medina Armored Division as well. ln the vicinity of the Medina~
planned defensive line were seven logistics sites for the l<uwaiti Theater, hidden
among the numerous oil wells and service roads of the Rumaylah Oi l Fields. As
the target came within range, the lst Armored Division Anillery and 75th Field
Art illery Brigade moved w engage it with MLRS's and MllO 8-inch howitzers. Not
only did this artillery fire wreak havoc in the supply area, it also thoroughly disrupted the movement of pan of the Medina Division into its defensive positions. 11
By dawn on the twenty-seventh, the Adnan Brigade had had enough. Some soldiers escaped into the thirty or so trucks they still had available and headed back
north. The lst Armored Divisions lst and 3d Brigades attacked and captured
those who had not been lucky enough to flee. All that was left for the advancing
brigades was the task of processing hundreds of prisoners of war who had lacked
the ability to move out of the Americans' way. 12
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By 0930 all three brigades (the 3d Brigade had rejoined the division) had
cleared their sectors of Iraqi units and refueled their combat vehicles. Fuel was
becoming a problem for Griffith's combat battalions, which had moved almost 220
kilometers, farther than any other units in Vll Corps. Since M1Al tanks could run
for only eight hours on their internal 500-gallon fuel tanks, they needed to refuel
at least three times a day to keep moving. Of course these requirements do not
include the needs of the M3 Bradleys, Mll3 maintenance vehicles, engineer
equipment, and the host of other vehicles traveling with each battalion. The battalions twelve 2,500-gallon heavy expanded mobility tactical trucks carried all this
fueL While these HEMTTs were more than adequate to supporLtraining exercises
or maneuver over short distances, they could barely keep a battalion supplied over
extended desert distances. In addilion, since the entire corps was on the move,
there were few additional trucks to allocate to the forward units. After each refuel
operation, the HEMTTs had to race back to the rear, find the closest logistics supply point, take on a new load o r fuel, and return to the batta li on before the combat vehicles had used more than half o f their fue l capacity-all this in poor weather, al night, cross-country, and with both logistics supply points and combat units
simultaneously moving. By the morning of the twenty-seventh, O ld Ironsides was
stretch ing this fragile system to its limit, and all units were reporting serious fuel
shortages. 13
The battle in the Medina$ security area was not yet finished. While the lst
Armored Division was replenishing its badly needed petroleum supplies, the Iraqis
opened up with artillery. Hundreds of rounds landed near the 2d Brigade behind
preregistered markers, but none of them hit any U.S. personnel or vehicles. For
over twenty minutes the Iraqi artillery pounded the en:1pty desert without a single
adjustmem- but there was always potential for mo re effective action. Again , it was
a matter of poor Iraqi training rather than poor equipment. 14
Battery B, 25th Field Artillery, the division's target acquisition battery, oriented an AN/TPQ-3 7 fire-direction radar southeast but failed to locate the Iraqi
firing un its . The battery commander then set up another Q-37 and aimed it at
the northeast. Almost immediately it found the Iraqi batte ries firing from the
XVIll Airborne Corps' sector. Receiving permission to fire across the corps
boundary Look almost thirty minutes, but then a hail of MLRS rockets took two
Iraqi battalions (fifteen D-30 J52-m m. howitzers and thirteen GHN-45 155mm. howitzers) out of commission. The target acquisition battery then began
bounding its radars fo rward to ensure constant coverage whi le the division was
moving. 15
General Griffith had already demonstrated his use of the deep attack at AI
Busayyah and against the Adnan Divisions covering brigade. He continued this paltern against the Medina. As the Acinan Br·igade was beginning to pull out, he shifted his efforts east. Starting at 2000 on 26 February, Colonel Hatchs 3d Battalio n,
lst Aviations Apaches attacked the Medina$ defenses several times with their
weapon of choice: the Hellfire missile. Fired at long range, six to eight kilometers,
these missiles were guided to their targets by either the firing aircraft or OH-580
Scout helicopters. The effect on the l raqi rankers was demoralizing: Vehicle after
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vehicle exploded as if by magic. 16 By
0930 Ll. Col. john M. Ward's 2d
Battalion, lst Aviation Brigade, had
returned to the lst Armored Division
from its temporary assignment with the
2d Cavalry. It would pick up the deep
battle as the crews and equipment of
Hatch's battalion, after almost forty
hours of continuous combat operations, took a well-earned rest. 17
Located on the divisions left flank,
Lt. Col. William C. Feyks 4th Battalion,
70th Armor, was stopped to refuel and
perform equipment maintenance.
Around 1000 one of his companies
reported a pickup truck moving west at
high speed toward its position. Captured
shonly thereafter, the truck contained
three l~epublican Guard offtcers, documents, and small arms. The captured
officers reported an Iraqi infantry battalion wiLh tan ks from the Adnan Division
located just to the north that wanted to
surrender. About the same time another
AN/TPQ-37 Fire Finding Radar
company reported dismounted infantry
2,500 meters away. 18
Feyk sent his Company D with its fourteen tanks to investigate. Moving cautiously into the XV!ll Airborne Corps sector, the troops came to within 2,300
meters of the closest lraqi vehicle. Sudden ly, several lraqi tanks started their
engines and began moving behind defensive berms while dismounted infantry
carne out of foxholes with their hands in the air as if to surrender.
Simultaneously trucks fu ll of soldiers appeared to start shooting at the surrendering Iraqi infantrymen. However, it was not the case. Soon the "fallen"
infamrymen were fi ring small arms and rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs) at the
American vehicles.19
With little hesitation, Feyk ordered Company D to destroy the Iraqi unit and
sem Company A for support. Company D knocked out three T-72 tanks and one
American-made lmprovecl TOW Vehicle, probably captured from the Kuwaitis;
Company A destroyed another tank and a truck auempting to escape. Both units
engaged the lraqi infamry, which fired almost forty RPG rounds at the Americans.
For some reason, while several rocket grenades hit American tan ks, none of them
exploded. Meanwhile, Iraqi artillery fire fell on the battalions position, disrupting
its resupply activities. Since his mission was to the east and he needed to move
with the brigade, Feyk decided to pull his companies back and allow the surviving Iraqi infantrymen to escape or remain in place. 20
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The Medina
By late morning on 27 February the
depleted Iraqi Army was trying to block
the Americans' push toward al Basrah.
ln the Vll Corps sector, these defenses
were based on the Medina Division,
defending just west of the Rumaylah
Oil Fields. Extending south for almost
fifty kilometers, just west of the Kuwait
border, was a line of mixed units from
lOLh, 12Lh, and 17£11 Armored Divisions
and other surviving units. Despite the
destruction of the Tawakalna and supporting units, the lraqi High Command
still hoped to stop the Americans long
enough to evacuate most of its troops
from KuwaiL. 21
Around 1130 soldiers of the
Medi 11a's 2d Armored Brigade began
preparing lu11ch. Although previously
Meigs, Having ALtai ned Four Stars
ancl Command of USAREUR
under attack from the air, they obviously believed that special precautions were
no'vv unnecessary. It was so rainy and overcast that the American A-10 aircraft were
unable to find and attack them. Although Colonel Meigs' 2d Brigade had overrun
their forward security element around 0900, apparently they were unaware of its
fate or that of other RGFC units farther west. The brigade arrayed its combat vehicles to take advantage of a low ridge-a rear slope defense. Such a defensive
arrangement seeks to draw an attacker's lead vehicles over a hill and into a prearranged kill zone, while the following vehicles, still on the back of the hill, are
unable to observe the engagement. Defenders can improve the effectiveness of these
kill zones by using mines and other engineer obstacles, as well as prearranged
artillery fires, to destroy and disrupt the following units.
However, as was the case of most Republican Guard units, the 2d Armored
Brigade had prepared its positions poorly. All its own vehicles were entrenched but
only superficially and with very few obstacles. Iraqi unit commanders had not verified their weapons' ranges LO the top of the hill and were unaware that their battle line was too far back from the ridge to hit the attacking American armor when
il crested the top. While these may have been some of Iraq's best troops, their tactical ability, especially on the defense, was not up to the standard expected of an
elite forceY
Colonel Meigs' 2d Brigade resumed its advance west almost the same time as
the Medina's 2d Armored Brigade began its lunch. All of the brigade's four battalions
were organized as combined-arms task forces. Meigs had no idea that this large
Iraqi formation was less than 7,000 meters away. Visibility was poor, and vehicle
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commanders could see no more than 1,500 meters without the aid of thermal
sights. At 1217 Colonel Feyk's 4th Battalion, 70th Armor, moved over a small rise
with his three tank companies on line. As the battalion reached the top of the
ridge, its thermal sights went wild with images of hundreds of Iraqi vehicles 3,000
meters away. The naked eye even with binoculars would have missed the targets.
But now, thanks to thermal imagery, an entire reinforced armored brigade lay
arrayed as if stationary targets on a tank range at Grafenwoehr or the National
Training Center. Moments later, Lt. Col. Steve Whitcomb$ 2d Battalion, 70th
Armor, crested the ridge, unmasking the Iraqi brigade. 21
The U.S. vehicles soon opened fire, interrupting the Iraqis' lunch. With an
effective range of less than 2,000 meters, the Iraqi crews in their T-72 tanks were
unable to see the Americans on the ridge. Although they returned fire toward the
Oashes of the MlAl's can nons, most of their rounds landed harmlessly in the din
in front of the American line. Whitcomb$ tankers showed discipline, control, and
deliberate gunnery. There was no special haste, as they picked off their targets with
impunity beyond the Iraqis' range. 2'1
To the south of Whitcomb$ battalion, Lt. Col. jeny Wieclewitschs lst
Baualion, 35th Armor, moved to the top of the same hill and also began to acquire
targets in the valley. His Company D, the first on the hill, destroyed two BMPs
about 2,700 meters away. Suddenly the valle)' came alive as Iraqi crews returned
fire. As Wiedewitsch's companies each crested the low rise, they replied to the ineffective lraqi fire with platoon and com pany volleys of tank and TOW fire. M1
crews registered hit targets out to 4,200 meters, over two miles away. For almost
forty minutes the battalion fired away at the hapless lraq i dcfenders. 25 Meanvvhilc,
Will iam Feyks task force pulled on line in the northern porLion of the brigade sector. At ranges of 2,600-2,800 meters, his armor began shooling at an Iraqi mechanized battalion in the distance. 26
The Iraqis called for artillery fire, and the guns, all preregistered to targets previous!)' engaged, overshot the Americans and caused no initial damage. Lt. Col.
james E. Unterheseher, Meigs' fire-support coordinator and commander of the 2d
Battalion (155-mm. SP), 1st Field Artillery, joined the counterartillery fire banle
by shooting at any Iraqi battery his target acquisition radars could identify, as wel l
as at the Iraqi reserve force. As in previous engagements, the Iraqis adjusted none
of the anillery missions, so identification was rather easy. Within a few minutes,
Old Ironsides counterbanery !"ire destroyed the Medina fir ing batteries, allowing
Unterheseher to shift his artillery fire to help Meigs' committed baualionsY
Colonel Meigs positioned himself as he had trained, to the right-rear of the
most committed baualion commander, Steve Whitcomb. Although he was unable
to sec all of the battle, he had probably the best view of any brigade commander
during the war. While his tank crews and artillery pounded the 2c/ Armored
Brigade, he struggled to direct Apache helicopters and Air Force ground anack aircraft into the battle. However, they did not show up until after 1300, after Meigs'
"Iron Brigade" eliminated the Iraq i 2c/ Annored Brigade. 2t1
Meanwhile, Col. james Riley$ 1st Brigade, l st Armored Division, encountered
the 1raqi defensive line just south of Meigs' unit. ln this sector, many or the veh i-

BMP Destroyed by lsl Brigade, 1st Armored Division; below, Destroyed T-72
near Medina Ridge
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Franks' Black Hawk. Tile large fuel tanks coulclilave alloiVecl il to be mistaken for a
/-line/ (enemy) aircraft.

des were still facing south, as though the attack was coming from that direction.
Using the standoff capabilities of the MlAl and Bradley, the brigade shot first at
almost maximum range, killing several T- 72s and T-55s before they were able to
rotate their turrets and return fire. A handful of T-72s were out in the open,
apparently receiving supplies, and were quickly destroyed by U.S. armor. The
remaining Iraqis fought back but were incapable of hiuing the Americans so far
away. 29
ln the sou thern pan of the l st Armored Division secto r, Colonel Zaninis 3d
Brigade struck the left of the Meclinas line around 1300 hours. Here, as in the l st
Brigade sector, the foe constituted a mixture of units caught generally out of position, and the earlier scenario repeated itself as tankers continued to methodically
engage and destroy Iraqi tanks and fighting vehicles. Now Apache helicopters
joined the firing line, sending I Iellfire missiles over the heads of the American
tankers. Air Force close-support aircraft arrived and began attacking Iraqi forces
beyond the range of the U.S. ground troops. In only a few hours of intense combat, the Medina Ar·mored Division and several smaller units essentially ceased to
exist. The valley was littered wit h hundreds of burning tanks and armored personnel carriers. 30
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An Iraqi 1-lind-D Helicopter Aba11doned during

DESERT STORM

Around 1330 General Franks Oew out w see General Griffith. Such was the
confusion that his pilots overshot the lst Armored Division commanders location
and headed straight across the front line of troops and over the Iraq i units. Franks,
studying h is maps, didn't notice the error, but his crew did and turned the helicopter around. His Black Hawk, equipped with external fuel tanks, looked very
similar to a Soviet-made Hind helicopter, and it was fortunate that none of the
American soldiers on the ground shot at the aircraft_31 Soon Franks was on the
ground with Griffith, working over plans for the next phase of the operation.
Barrage after barrage of Iraqi artillery landed behind them, but each round bit in
the exact same place. Finally, to avoid the noise of incoming Iraqi and outgoing
American artillery, they rtew back to Griffiths tactical command post, about five
kilometers to the rear, to work out the next days attack. 32
Already, by 1300 on the twenty-seventh, the rest o f the corps was well into its
exploitation phase. At one level it had been a series of small tactical successes.
Better gunnery, better drill, better train ing, and better equ ipment had all contributed to the overwhelming success of the Vll Corps armor and infantry crews.
At another Level the success reflected the sophistication of the corps and di\rision
commanders and their staffs. Each tactical engagement was part of an operational
concept that simultaneously massed overwhelming combat power against the
enemy$ front and struck him with artillery and air throughout the depth of his
battle position. Franks and his commanders fought the battle exactly as the U.S.
Army doctrine, developed in the years after Vietnam, prescribed.
Novv the exploitation could begin in earnest. Thejayhawks had hemmedlraqi
forces into a small area around the city o r al Basrah. ln addition to the VII Corps
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Generals Franks and Griffith

auack from the southwest, the XVIII Airborne Corps' 24th Division (Mechanized)
and 3d Cavalry were charging toward al Basrah from the nonhwest. The routes
across the Euphrates were under constant interdiction by coalition and Army air
power. The stage was set for a climactic battle of anni hilation. The only choice for
the Iraqi Army was to surrender or die.
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Exploitation and Pursuit
By the afternoon of 27 February the coalition had defeated thirty-three lraqi
divisions. Across the entire battlefront, Iraqi units were in headlong !1ight north
LOward the Euphrates Valley. The U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency estimated that
eigh ty thousand retreating Iraqi soldiers were in and around Al Basrah. Other
Iraqi units vvere fleeing across the Hawr al Hammar causeway out of the Kuwaiti
Theater. L Squeezing these lraqi forces into the Basrah PockeL was Vll Corps. lts
five heavy divisions, along with the armored cavalry regiment and supporting
artillery and attack helicopters, continued to pressure the Iraqis from the southwest. From the northwest, Lt. Gen. Gary Luck's XVlll Airborne Corps prepared
to block the Iraqi escape routes on the Euphrates. His 24th Infantry Division
(Mechanized) and 3d Cavalry attacked clown the south side of the Euphrates
Valley, while the lOlst Air Assault Division prepared to use its attack helicopters
and heliborne infantry to interdict any Iraqi crossing of the Euphrates. With total
dominance of the air, the combat power of these two corps could destroy or force
the surrender of most of the remaining Iraqi combat units in the Basrah Pocket
within twenty-four hours. It promised to be a military victory of monumental
proportions.
Such a decisive success, however, was not to be. With Saclclam Hussein$ center of gravity, the Republican Guard, within reach of the coalition juggernaut, the
American political authorities called off the offensive. While the campaign
achieved the immediate political objective of ejecting the Iraqi Army from Kuwait,
il failed to achieve its major military objective of destroying the entire RGFC. Like
the German Army at the end of World War I, much o f the lraqi Army was able to
withdraw into the nations heartland generally intact. It would remain a potent
force to suppress internal rebell ion and form the foundation for a resurgent Iraqi
mililary. 2
On the night of 27 February, however, Franks' Vll Corps appeared to be on
the verge of a decisive vicwry. To the wesl o f VII Corps, the XVlll Airborne Corps'
82cl and lOlst Air AssauiL Divisions had interdicted lraqi tnovernent along the
EuphraLes River Valley and its road network from. As San:lawah southeast to An
Nasiriyah. On the afternoon of the twenty-seventh the lOlst Air Assault Division,
demonstrating the rtexibili.ty of modern rotary-wing aviaLion, relocated 200 kilometers east to Forward Operaling Base (FOB) VtPER. From this location, attack
helicopter banahons sLrucl< deep near AI Basrah and across the Hawr al Hammar. 3
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On the morning of 27 February the 24th Infantry Division, with the 3d Cavalry
under its operational control, seized the jalibah and Tallil Air Bases. That afternoon the division began its attack down Highway 8 toward the Rumaylah Oil
Fields. 4 The XVlll Airborne Corps had blocked the Iraqi escape routes to the
northwest.
To the east of Vll Corps, the two Arab corps and the U.S. I Marine
Expeditionary Force reached their limits of advance. That morning Saudi Arabian
and Kuwaiti troops had begun liberating Kuwait City. The once beautiful city
looked like it had been captured by an ancient barbarian army. Over 170,000
homes and apartments had been ransacked, the markets looted, and anything that
could be moved carried north to Iraq.5 ln addition to destroyed property, the
returning Kuwaitis had to contend with the human toll of the Iraqi occupation .
Between eight and ten thousand Kuwaiti citizens had disappeared, many horribly
tortured to death. Another twenty-five to thirty thousand had been taken to Iraq
to serve as hostages or slave laborers. 6 lt would be a long time before the effects of
the Iraqi occupation were erased.
Meanwhile, the air campaign continued against Iraqi targets. Coalition Hghter-bombers destroyed thousands of wheeled vehicles near the Multa Ridge, north
of Kuwait City, and the Hawr all;ammar causeway. However, poor weather, burning oil wells, and congested terrain limited the ability of fixed-wing aircraft to
interdict the movement of Iraqi troops during these last hours of the conl1ict. 7 ln
one important way, the air campaign was ineffective. The authors of the Air Forces
postwar study believed the RCFC was immobilized and at 50 percent effectiveness
because of the air campaign.8 However, air power alone had done relatively little
damage to the three Republican Guard heavy divisions. The Tawakalna Mechanized
Division, the most severely damaged of the three, still had over 60 percent of its
armored personnel carriers and about 70 percent of its tanks when it faced the VII
Corps. One of the Tawahalna's tank battalion commanders commented after the
war: "When the ai r operations started, I had 39 tanks. After 38 days o[ the air battle, I had 32 tanks. After 20 minutes against the 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment, 1
had zero tanks. "9
Air strikes had damaged only one brigade of the Medina Armored Division
while it was on the move, and it arrived with almost two full armored brigades
intact. The 1-/wnmurabi Armored Division, now moving to the north, still had over
80 percent effective combat strength. 10 The Air Force's own history documents at
least some of the reasons behind this situation: lts theater leaders had ignored
Schwarzkopf$ guidance to destroy lraqs center of gravity, the Republican Guard.
While they went after every other conceivable target, the key to lraqs possession
of Kuwait was hardly affected. 11
On 27 February, however, the destruction of the next two Republican Guard
heavy divisions seemed imminent. At dawn the M577s o f the Vll Corps jump
Tactical Command Post pulled into position behind the 3d Armored Division. By
0700 General Franks had arrived and begun developing a plan ror the corps'
future operations. DESERT SABER was working just as he had briefed it months
before. At least two of the three heavy Republican CLtard divisions had not mn

Kuwait City after DESERT STORM and the Iraqi Retreat; below, This charred })ui/ding
typifies the damage that shelling and air bombardments caused in Kuwait City.
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Rescued Kuwaili Citizens Who Would Otherwise Have Been Taken Captive to Iraq

away, but had chosen to stand and fight and were soon destroyed. Earlier that day
the lst Infantry Division had secured Objective NORFOLK and destroyed the southern portion of the RGFC line. With its right Oank protected by the U.K. lst
Armoured Division, the Big Red One was in position to drive east to the sea or
northeast LOward the port city of AI Basrah. ln a few hours the U.S. lst Armored
Division would close with the Medina Division, engaging the northern portion of
the RGFC defenses. At this poim the Hammurabi Armored Division was still somewhere behind the Medina. 12
The corps commander's new task was to develop a scheme of maneuver that
would set up a decisive tactical engagement with the Hammurabi Division twentyfour hours later. As Franks saw it, the air operation would be able lO keep that
division from escaping. The 24th Infantry Division and the 3d Cavalry. n:10ving
clown the Euphrates Valley, would block the escape routes to the northwesl. He
hoped the air campaign would prevent their escape across the Euphrates River.
Therefore, Franks believed the Hammurabi had nowhere to go and would be
forced to fight somewhere in northeast Kuwait or southeast Iraq. lf he could slide
the fast-moving lst Cavalry Division around to the left of the lst Armored Division
and drive the Jst Infantry Division to the northeast, then the last of the RGFC
heavy divisions would be caugh t in a classic double envelopment. 13
Franks sketched this plan in the sand for his jump TAC officer in charge, Lt.
Col. David McKiernan, and then took off to the front in his UH-60 to solicit
assessments from his subordinate commanders. 1'1 At the lst Infantry Division,
Brig. Gen. William Caner Ill, the assistant division commander for maneuver,
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assured him that Lhe Big Red One was now in the exploitation role and could be
on Objective DENVER, astride the Basrah Road, by nightfall. 15 Franks then flew to
the lst Cavalry Division and briefed its commander, Brig. Gen. j ohn Tilelli, on his
plan to pass it around the lst Armored Division. Next he flew to the lst Armored
Division, as noted earlier, and caught up with General Gliffith. who was orchestrating his attack against the Medina Division. They worked out the details of the
lst Cavalry Divisions passage and began the interdivision coordination.16 Franks
believed it was essential, especially as commanders and staff officers grew tired, to
move forward and explain his ideas in clear and colorful language. 17 Radios and
telephones were only a supplement to his personal style of command.
At 1250 the remainder of the tactical command post arrived at the jump TAC
location. The G-3 plans chief, Lt. Col. Bob Schmitt, arrived by helicopter from the
corps' main command post. The Corps G- 3, Col. Stanley F. Cherrie , and the staff
wem to work on a fragmentary order for the double envelopment. The final plan
directed the lst Infantry Division to orient on Objectives HAwK and DENVER on the
Kuwait City- Basrah Highway. The U.S. lst Armored Division would narrow its
sector and pass the lst Cavalry Division around the left flank to attack toward
Objective RALEIGH to destroy the remaining elements of the Medina and
Hammurabi Armored Divisions, assisted by the l st Infantry Division and 2d Cavalry
attacking from the south. Meanwhile, the lst and 3d Armored Divisions \Vould
attack due east and destroy the Iraqi forces that still faced them. 18 The U.K. 1st
Armoured Division would continue to protect the corps' right flank and drive
across Kuwait until it reached the Bay of Kuwait (Khalij al-J<uwayL). 19 This plan
assumed there were at least twenty-four to forty-eight hours of combat remaining.
While the corps commander and staff were planning the next step of the operation, the heavy divisions were completing their tactical battles and moving into
the final stage of combat operations: exploitation and pursuit. 20 In Franks' scheme
of maneuver, each of his divisions in contact would transition into an exploitation.
The VII Corps plan provided an encircling force to catch the Hammurabi Armored
Division, the last of the heavy RGFC divisions, and destroy it. ln the end, however, the Vll Corps forces could not prevent the Hcunmurabis movement beyond the
corps' northern boundary. The combat power to seal the northern exits, such as
ground attack aircraft and heliborne infantry, would have to come from either the
Third Army or the coalitions air forces.

The Problem of Air Coordination
While the VU Corps appeared to be part of a theatenvide encirclement of the
remaining units of the Republican Guard, this operation was not as coordinated as it
looked. The VII Corps was trying to envelop the Hammurabi from the south. The
XVIII Airborne Corps' 24th Infantry Division and the 3d Cavalry were attacking
from the north, advancing down the south side of the Euphrates River. Both of those
army corps relied on the coalitions ground-attack aircraft to hold the Hammurabi in
place until they could reach them. Such a mission required an integrated air campaign, General Schwarzkopf's responsibility, to keep the pressure on the Hammurabi
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Division until Generals Luck and Franks could maneuver against and destroy the
lraqis. 21 The coalition air forces were unable to pin the Hammurabi in position.
General Schwarzkopf had not appointed an overall ground force commander,
as U.S. Army doctrine had prescribed. 22 However, the commander in chief knew
the Arab forces, led by Lt. Gen. Prince Khalid ibn Sultan, would never agree to
serve directly under an American general officer. He and his deputy commander,
Lt. Gen. Calvin A. H. Waller, would have to act informally in that capacity. 23
Because of this political arrangemem, General Charles A. Horner, the air component commander, had no Army counterpart with whom to coordinate the ground
and air campaigns. Thus there were numerous targeting, coordination, and perception problems between the ground commanders and the air component commanders.24 During the last stages of the ground offensive this problem is best illustrated in the movement of the fire support coordination line (FSCL).
The ground commander, lO ensure coordination of air and ground fires not
under his control but which would affect his tactical operations, estabLished the
FSCL. Within the line, all Air Force aircraft, normally A-lOs, Oew under the supervision of air controllers coordinaling with ground force commanders. Forward of
that line, pilots could strike at enemy targets at will, knowing there was no probability of bombing or strafing their own ground troops. With no overall ground force
commander, Schwarzkopf$ own headquarters was responsible for the FSCL. Given
the fast-moving pace of operations in the Vll Corps sector, Cemral Command was
too senior a headquarters to manage this responsibility effectively. 25
Early on the twenty-seventh the FSCL was located just west of the
Basrah-Kuwait City Highway. 26 That arrangement allowed coalition aircraft to
attack escaping Iraqi vehicles and equipment at will. However, at 1400 Central
Command imposed a new FSCL that essentially ran from just west of Basrah
southeast to the Persian Gulf. 27 Franks continued to assume the Air Force was
attacking and interdicting the Hammurabi Armored Division and other Iraqi forces.
An underlying scenario in all theater planning sessions was that if the RGFC
auempted to escape across the Euphrates or through Basrah, air power would stop
it. 28 However, the new FSCL prematurely halted the air attacks before the ground
forces were in position to intervene.
Schwarzkopf himself believed the escape routes out of Kuwait were closed. At
his triumphant briefing on 27 February he told reporters: "When I say the gate is
closed, I don't want to give you the impression that absolutely nothing is escaping. Quite the contrary. What isn't escaping is heavy tanks. What isn't escaping is
artillery pieces. What isn't escaping is that sort of thing." 29
Unfortunately, he was wrong. Almost 90 percent of the remaining
Hammurabis tanks, 70 percent of its armored personnel carriers, and about 75
percent of its artillery ultimately escaped into Iraq. 30

Objectives BONN and DORSET
From the time the lst Armored Division ran into the Medina Armored Division;
from the early afternoon of 27 February until late that evening, it was involved in
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close battle. Although the fight at Medina Ridge took only two hours, Old
Ironsides continued to move through the western portion of Objective BONN. Al
the end of the day, the division had defeated the defenses of the Medina and
brigades from the lOth and 17th Armored Divisions. In addition, the lst Armored
Division overran the Iraqi theater-level logistics complex, capturing at least eight
major logistics sites that contained over a thousand supply trucks and thousands
of bunkers full of fuel and ammunition. 31 The division consolidated and reorganized that night and prepared for resurnption of the offensive early the next day.
As noted previously, the race across southern Iraq and the subsequenL battle
with the Medina and other Iraqi units had taken quite a toll on the division~ fuel
supply. 32 General Griffith notified the corps commander that he was low on fuel
early on the twenty-seventh, even before closing with the Medina Division east of
Phase Line LI!I•IE. By late morning the situation was serious enough for Franks
either to find a temporary fuel supply or to pass the lst Cavalry Division, now
resupplying in an assembly area just to the rear, through the 1st Armored Division
to keep pressure on the Iraqi forces. Fortunately, General Funk's 3d Armored
Division solved the problem by sending ove1· a brigades wonh of the precious liquid.33 Not until 2200 hours, however, was Old Ironsides refueled and ready to
continue. It was a close call: Colonel Meigs' 2d Brigade had only two hours of fuel
remaining at the end of the daY,:14
As part of his revised attack plan, Franks sought to bring the lst Cavalry
Division into the battle. He directed General Tilelli:S troops to move that evening
through the lst Armored Division~ left flank brigade and attack toward Objective
RALEIGH, forty-five kilometers to the east, in hopes of catching the Hamml!rabi off
guard. However, around 1700 General Griffith called Franks and told him that his
northern brigade was still in combat with the Medina and other lraqi forces. He
judged it unwise to pass the lst Cavalry Division around the northern Oank until
that fight was over. With great hesitation, Franks accepted Griffith~ assessment but
told him to be prepared to pass the lst Cavalry Division at first light. He radioed
Tilelli, informing him of the delay. 35
To the south, the two bri.gades of Funk~ 3d Armored Division had fought
through the center of the Tawakalna Division~ defensive positions during the night
of 26-27 February. The Republican Guard defended this part of the sector better
than any other. Reinforced by troops from other units, dug in, with both llanks
secure, it forced the Spearhead brigade commanders to use all the weapons in
their arsenal. By the early morning hours of 27 February, however, the Tawahalna
was no longer effective.
At 0345 Funk ordered the 2d Brigade to pass Col. Rob Goff's 3d Brigade forvvard at first light. He wanted his fresh brigade to pick up the pace and exploit the
success of the night battle. During the ensuing passage, brigade tact ical command
posts were collocated, fire plans coordinated, and guides posted to ensure that the
battle handoff was clone correctly. At 0720 the division's artille1y shot a preparatory fire on known Iraqi positions, and the 3d Brigade began to pass into the
attack. The 2d Brigade reverted to division reserve and began clearing the area
passed by the 1st and 3d Brigades. 36 The passage itself proceeded slowly, and not
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umil 1000 was Goffs unit in comrol of the baule. Almost immediately, his unit
made contact with various disorganized units from the Iraqi 10th, 12th, and 17th
Armored Divisions. Colonel Goff pushed his commanders relentlessly as they began
to exploit the success of the previous night. They encountered companies and platoons instead of battalions. Many of the Iraqi vehicles they discovered had been
abandoned during the night. 17
While the 3d Brigade began its passage around 1000, the lst Brigade, 3d
Armored Division, conlinued its movement to the east. As one task force bounded forward, another provided overwatching fire support. The 4th Battalion, 34th
Armor, task force executed the initial bound in the southern part of the sector. lt
moved with its two pure tank companies forward , whi le the two mechanized company teams followed. At a distance they could see Iraqi armor and tried to engage
at maximum range. The enemy vehicles, probably a reconnaissance screen, soon
withdrew from sight and departed the task force's sector. That advance put the task
force about two tO three kilometers to the east of the rest of the brigade.
At 0700 the second task force, the 4th Battalion, 32d Armor, began its bound.
Th is movement resulted in almost immediate contact \vith an ll'aqi mechanized
baualion strong point of fifteen tanks, twenty-five armored personnel carriers, and
a bunker complex defended by dismounted infantry. The commander, Lt. Col.
john F. Kalb, directed all fort)r- three of his MlA l tanks to come on line with the
lead compan)~ Simultaneously, he directed his eighteen M2 Bradleys to move to
the task forces right nank, thus engaging Iraqi vehicles with TOWs at maximum
range. One of the early shots destroyed a vehicle almost [our thousand meters
away and served as the task force 's target reference point. In spite of the screen the
lraqis had posted to their from, this violent engagement surprised them. The
shocked Iraqi forces milled about without any apparent purpose. Some troops
clove into fighting positions; others ned. Iraqi direct and indirect fire was indfcctivc, and it failed to injure any of the attacking American soldiers. Colonel Kalb
received additional fire support, and the lraqis were raked by a combination of
direct ground fire, indirect artillery fi re, Apache fire, and A-10 auacks. 38
As this fight began to wind clown around 0730, two events occurred almost
simultaneously. First, Iraqi forces began to surrender, exiting their fighting positions within the bunker complex and moving LOwarcl the U.S. task force. About
1he san1e time the commander of l<alb's right nank company reported that the
Iraqis were counterauacking with twenty to thirty tanks and personnel carriers
from the southeast. The task force maneuvered to engage those attackers with both
direct and indirect fire. Simu ltaneously, it accepted the surrender of the Iraqis from
the bunker complex. Colonel Kalb:S tank and Brad ley crews destroyed another
four tanks and fifteen BMPs in this short engagement. For the next two hours the
brigade remained near the bunker complex, processing prisoners and destroying
enemy facilities and equipment. 19
By 1030 the 3d Armored Divisions exploitation was under way toward
Objective DORSET, twenty kilometers to the east. As the Spearhead advanced, its
maneuver battalions continued to encounter small groups of armored vehicles.
The disorganization of the enemy was obvious as the division engaged retreating
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Iraqi units. By 1230, just as the 1st Armored Division was about to demolish the
Medina Divisions 2d Brigade, the 3d Armored Division was on its objective. 40 lt had
liule Lime to rest and continued to push toward the next objective, MINDEN, twenty kilometers to the southeast. As the division advanced, it continued to encounter
small units of T-72 and T-62 tanks, BMPs, and all sons of other vehicles. With
no pattern to the enemy defense, tank engagements that afternoon were as close
as 300 meters and as distant as 2,800. By late afternoon hundreds of burning lraqi
vehicles lay in the wake of the passing American armor:11
The 3d Armored Division crossed into Kuwait at 1643 on the twenty-seventh.
Again, the pace of the auack caught the Iraqis unprepared . Lt. Col. Dan Merritts
2d Battalion, 67th Armor (3d Brigade), caught one Iraqi tank company with many
crewmembers sitting on top o f their vehicles. The U.S. troopers held their fire ,
hoping for a surrender. lnsteacl, the Iraqis jumped into their tanks and began moving toward the Americans. Merritts tankers destroyed this unit before it could get
off a shot. 42
As the 3d Armored Division closed toward Objective MINDEN, it overran more
than a brigade's worth of abandoned equipment from the lOth Armored Division.
The crews had probably vanished after the devastating attack by the 11th Aviation
Brigade the night before:13 By 2100 the division was crossing the lPSA Pipeline
complex. Rather than defensive firepower, Spearhead troopers were greeted by
surrendering Iraqi soldiers. Many of them were probably not combat troops but
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headquarters and logistics specialists 'vvho ran the numerous support racilities scattered around the area. 44
The pipeline road was as serious a barrier here as it was in the British sector
fanher south. The two elevated pipelines, each protected by a berm, required most
wheeled vehicles to use a limited number of crossing sites. Isolated Iraqi defenders could block those crossings, separating the advancing combat vehicles from
their precious fuel. ln addition, the dispersed crossing sites delayed and separated
the brigade trains from the lead elements, a situation made worse by the rapid
eastward movement of the maneuver units. To ensure that the trains crossed
through this barrier, a special task force of one mechanized and one tank company was organized and dispatched to ensure that the badly needed fuel followed the
task forces safely. 45
By 2130 the 3d Armored Division had reached its limit of advance, Phase Line
KIWI. To prevent fratricide incidents between the Spearhead and the 1st lnrantry
Division moving in a northerly direction just east ol' l{N/ 1, the corps established a
five-kilometer buffer zone. 46 Pinched out by the advancing Big Red One, the 3d
Armored Division would become the corps reserve, prepared to respond to the situation on the twenty-eighth.-17

Objective DENVER
In the early morning hours or 27 February, Maj. Gen. Thomas G. Rhames lst
lnfantry Division was reorganizing and refueling on the eastern side of Objective
NORFOLK.411 Still burning in its wake were two full heavy brigades of the Iraqi Army
and tons of supplies stored along the IPSA Pipeline Road.~ 9 Although Franks wanted the 1st Infantry Division to continue the auack at first light, the fueling process
took longer than the brigade commanders had hoped. 50 Shortly after 0600 Col.
Lon E. Maggart, the 1st Brigade com mander, notified Rhame that his unit would
not be prepared to resume operations until 0830. Col. David Weisman reponed
that his 3d Brigade could auack no earlier than 0800 hours. 51 As frustrating as
those delays were to senior commanders, there was liule they could do but wait
until the process was complete. Fuel and ammunition for the 1st lnfamry Division
had to travel through the dangerous, smoldering wasteland of NORFOLK. Iraqi vehicles and ammunition continued to burn and explode, the ground was liuered with
unexploded mun itions, and some Iraqis conLinued to fight. 52 Considering the unit
had traveled over 130 kilometers in the preceding twenty-four hours, the fuel
problem appears even more daunting. Nevenheless, by dawn it appeared that the
division's chain of command had solved its supply problems.
At 0700 General Rhame ordered the 4th Brigade to launch its Apaches and the
2d Brigade lo stan moving forward through the 1st Brigade and to cominue the
attack to the cast al 0830. '>3 The 3d Brigade would resume its attack on the divisions southern axis at the same time. As 3d Brigade crews began mov ing on line
around dawn, they discovered a line of l raqi tanks at a great range. Using thermal
sights, gunners from 2d Battalion, 66th Annor, and lst Battalion, 41 sl lnfanuy,
destroyed several before the Iraqi crews had any inkling of their danger. Before
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beginning its formal auack, the 3d Brigade thus accepted another battalion's wonh
of lraqi prisoners. 54
Shonly after 0800 Rhame and his G- 3, Col. Terry Bullington, j umped back
into their MlAl tanks and began moving into a position behind the 3d Brigade.
The division commander reminded his brigade commanders to keep all gun
rounds heading east. The division TAC made a communicalions check with Vll
Corps, and the Big Red One began to move.55
The division d id not, however, move very far. At 0835, one hour after the
attack was supposed to begin, the 2d Brigade was still behind the lst Brigade.
Apparently, the satellite that the brigades g lobal positioning system (GPS) devices
had acquired gave the w rong reading. Rather than go straight to the east, its two
battalions (the third was still back at the b reach site) literall y drove around in a big
circle before discovering the error. After locating a new satellite, the two battalions
headed for their line of departure. 56
Col. Anthony Moreno reported to Rhame that it would take his 2d Brigade
another thirty to sixty minutes to pass through the 1st Brigade and begin the
attack. A frustrated division commander put off the attack until 0900, over three
hours after the original advance was supposed to begin. Finally, at 0915 the 2d
and 3d Brigades moved forward. The 1st Squadron, 4th Caval ry, resumed its
screening mission, protecting the left Oank o f' the division from Iraqi probes from
the north. 57
The morning's delay had set the division back several hours, a testimony that
technology, in this case the GPS, was not a foolproof answer to wars friction and
confusion . Of course, General Rhame was straining to attack the lraqis and urged
his brigade and battalion commanders not to waste a minute .513 Lt. Col. David
Marlin, commander of 4th Battalion, 37th Armor, lar.e r remembered racing
through the desen at 30- 35 miles per hour in an attempt to get to the li ne o f
departure, observing "tanks with plows almost flying through the air as they hit
small berms and rough spots on the terrain."59 The Big Red Ones delay did not
escape the notice of the omnipresent corps commander, who arrived at the d ivision tactical command post at 0920, while Rhame was already forward with his
lead brigades. 60 Franks talked to General Carter and by radio to General Rhame.
Rhame promised Franks to keep his d ivision moving and to cut the Basrah
Highway by that evening.6 1
After the mornings disruption, the 1st Infantry Division spent most of the clay
in exploitation across Kuwait. Rhame's concern to avoid more fratricide incidents
was reinforced around 1130 when a 3d Brigade tank destroyed a Bri.tish reconnaissance vehicle on its nank. Fortunately, tbe crew was not inside and escaped
injury. 62 Staffs at both divisions and corps continued to work at refin ing the
boundaries to prevent further in terd ivisional incidents, with the lack of terrain features, as elsewhere, making it a difficu lt chore.63 Meanwhile, the attack continued
and by 1230, while the 1st Armored Division was fighting at Medina Ridge, the
1st Squadron, 4th Cavalry, had reached the divisions first objective, Phase Line
BERLIN, a line between the 3d Armored Divisions Objective MINDEN and the U.K.
lst Armoured Division's Objective VARSITv.6" Soon the rest of the lst Infantry
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Division came on line and paused for yet another refueling operation. In a liule
more than an hour the division was on its wayM
The Big Red One's mission was to auack east and seize a large objective, called
DENVER, on the Basrah Highway I 00 kilometers away. The lst Squadron, 4th
Cavalry, now performed two screening tasks: the d ivision's left Oank and its zone
or advance, far in from of the rest of the lst ln fam ry Division.66 Franks expected
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Rhames armor to be on the objective by nightfall. vVith the highway cut from the
south, the corps commander would have the southern portion of his double
envelopment complete and would be well on the way to destroying the remaini ng
I<epublican Guard units to the northwest.() 7
The attack, however, did not go as planned. The 2d Brigade moved forward
slowly, coordinating with both the 3d Armored Division on its left flank, passing
the lst Brigade to its right, and destroying isolated pockets o f Iraqi armor. The lst
Brigade, now in the division's center, ran into a firefight as soon as it completed its
passage of lines. The 3d Brigade working on the division's right flank was also in
contact with Iraqi defenders. For a short time the divisions three brigades were all
on line and engaged in a confusing baule.68
The 3d Brigade on the divisions right flank fought a series of short, sharp battles with Iraqi tank platoons as it moved across the Wadi al Batin into KuwaiL. The
situation was so fluid that Col.onel Weisman left a tank platoon beh ind to protect
his direct support artillery, the 4 th Battalion, 3d Field Artillery. Later that evening
an Iraqi tank unit did attack the battalion but the American platoon destroyed it
before it could do any damage.69
Rather than an exploitation, the division was fighting through isolated Iraqi
defenses in the worst terrain the division encountered during the entire war, a
twenty-square-kilometer open-faced mining area. Although the terrain was gently
rolling, heavy mining equipment had dug huge craters one or two kilometers
wide. ln the lst Brigade sector, this man-made moat could be traversed by o nly
two trails. On the far side of this obstacle waited Iraqi armor and dismounted
infantry. While the defense was not well organized, it did slow the l st Infantry
Divisions advance in what l st Brigade soldiers called the Valley of the Boogers. 70
LL. Col. Robert Wilson's cavalry squadron, hovvever, continued moving with
litLle opposition.71 General Rhame gave the squadron an objective astride the
Basrah Highway. Without a clear area of operations, the squadron operations officer, Maj. John Burdan, developed, in conjunction with the 2d Brigade, a series of
points along the way for the squadron to use as a path toward its objective. 72
Somehow these points were well north of the 2d Brigades sector and avoided most
lraqi defenders and the mining quarry.
Given the hilly terrain and the speed at which the squadron was moving, some
interruption of communications was to be expected. In most cases, the radio operators in tbe command post vehicles could hear radio messages over the division
command frequency. As they began to lose contact with the division, they relayed
Lheir messages through the 2d Brigade, which was closer to them than the division
tactical command post. No one at division or brigade called the cavalry and told
it to stop or slow down. By 1600 Colonel Wilson found himself out of contact
with the rest of the Big Red One.
Wilson discussed his options with Burdan and his two ground troop commanders. They were comfonable with their mission and assumed that the rest of
the division was on its way. It vvas obvious to all that organized Iraqi resistance had
evaporated. The aero scouts reported no meaningful enemy activity in tbe area and
no organized units within ten kilometers of the squadron. The best decision was
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to secure the road and wait for the arrival of the rest of the division. 71 General
Rhame, because of the mission o rders he had given his cavalry, had kept his
promise to the corps commander about blocking the Basrah Highway. As darkness
approached, and still out of radio contact, Wilson consolidated his screen line into
a circular defense to prevent Iraqi withdrawal north. 74
The rest of Rhames division, however, had not followed the cavalry squadron.
The nonheasterly movement of the lst Infantry Division was bringing it across the
front of the easterly moving 3d Armored Division. Franks wanted the Big Red One
to stop its advance northeast before it reached the Basrah Highway. Colonel
Cherrie, Franks' operations officer working from the Vll Corps' tactical command
post, ordered the division to stop moving at 1846, while he worked out plans for
the corps' attack. He wanted to coordinate the operations of all the corps' divisions.
Impatiently, the lstlnfantry Divisions TAC called back to the Vli Corps a half-hour
later and asked permission to continue, but a duty officer told them to keep waiting. Once Cherrie finished his current crisis, he imended to send a new set of
instructions to General Rhame, defining his new avenue of advance. However, they
never arrived. Organized around five M577 command post vehicles and about two
dozen other vehicles, the corps TAC at that moment was a very busy place. 75 In all
the confusion and working on little sleep for the last several days, Cherrie, as he
admitted later, simply "forgot to tell [the lst Infantry Division] to stan again." 76
Staff problems in the Big Red One further complicated the cavalry squadron's
situation. General Rhames fire support o fficer told the lst Infantry Divisions tactical command post about Wilson's squadron cutting the Basrah Highway at 1828.
For some reason the duty officer changed the location in the log from the correct
location to ten kilometers south. 77 To confuse the issue further, at 1905 the lst
Infantry Divisions TAC reponed to the Vll Corps that Wilson's squadron was
twenty-three kilometers southwest of its actual location. 78 Around 0130 the next
day, the Vll Co rps staff found out there was a un it, probably from the lst Infantry
Division, astride the Basrah Highway. In spite of the fact that the lst Squadron, 4th
Cavalry, had regained radio contact with the 2cl Brigade, the lst Infantry Divisions
TAC continued to deny that they had any units in that area.79
Rhame, who was forward , commanding his division from inside an MlAl
main battle tank, failed to challenge the order to halt his division. He would later
regret his inaction .80 Because of sloppy staff work, however, Rhame had no idea of
the squadrons actual location and assumed it was next to the 2d 13rigade. With the
suspension or hostilities announced at 2245 and scheduled to resume at 0500 the
next day, neither Rhame nor Franks felt any reason to change the tactical alignment that night.111 For the next twelve hours, therefore, the 1st Squadron, 4th
Cavalry, was the easternmost and most exposed unit in Vll Corps. By the end of
the night, the squadron would capture over fifteen hundred prisoners. 82

Objective VARSITY
Maj. Gen. Rupert Smiths U.K. 1st Armoured Division had not traveled as far
as the rest of the VII Corps, but it had been in almost forty-eight hours of constant
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com bal. After the passage of lines through the lst Infantry Division on the twentyfifth, the lst Armoured Division had encountered a continuous array of dismounted infantry and armor from the Iraqi VII Corps. Like a boxer, Smith alternated the punches of his brigades. Each brigade attack had the full attention of his
artillery and close air support. Uncoordinated Iraqi counterattacks and inadequate
Linear defenses had little chance against this relentless onslaught.83 The Desert
Rats' attack destroyed or isolated four Iraqi infantry divisions (the 26th, 48th, 31st,
and 25th) in succession and overran the 52d Armored Division in several sharp
engagements. By midnight on the twenty-sixth there was no organized l raqi resistance between the 1st Armoured Division and the Persian Gulf. 8~
The British began their exploitation on 27 February, aligned along Phase Line
SMASH. The 7th Brigade was to the north, just vvest of the Wadi al Batin, with the
4th Brigade ten kilometers farther south.85 At 1850 the corps G-3 received notification by telephone from Third Army that Central Con1mancl had approved the
southern boundary changes the VII Corps wanted with the Joint Forces
Command- North. The corps boundary now extended all the way to the Persian
Gu lf, just north of the Arab and U.S. Marine forces 86 Franks gave Smith an initial
objective, named Vt\RSITI, in western Kuwait, thiny-five kilometers east of SM.ASH.
Later, he assi.gned Smith subsequent objectives on the Kuwait City-Basrah
Highway (COBALT and SODIUM) that were j ust north of the Multa Ridge and sixty
kilometers east of VARSin.S7
just after midnight on the twenty-seventh, the U.K. 7th Armoured Brigade
began moving across Phase Line S1\,lASH into attack positions. 88 The 4th Brigade
remained oriented toward the Wadi al Batin corridor to catch enemy forces that
·were cut off and still fleeing nonh in the face o f the Arab and U.S. Marine offensive.89 At 0712 the 7th Armoured Brigade began its race east. By 0820 it vvas across
the Wadi al Batin, and by 1230 all of Objective VARSITY was secure 90 As the day
continued, Smith recognized the weariness of his soldiers and his staff. He started
using more written operation o rders and began requiring positive responses to
indicate they were understoocl. 91 To the north, the British liaison officer, traveling
with the lsl Infantry Division, began providing an increased number of updates
on the Big Red One's progress to minimize cross-boundary incidents duri ng this
flu id operational period. 92 Later that night Smith moved the 4th Brigade to
Objective VARSITY. The entire division was now across the Wacli al Batin and prepared to continue to the Kuvvait City-Basrah Highway. 93 Franks then ordered
Smith to continue to drive east, securing the final objectives on the Basrah
Highway north of Multa Ridge.

Command and Control
General Smith later commented that Vll Corps was "stressed by our own success." 9~ The command and control system was beginning to show the effect of the
imense campaign. ln the Vll Corps command posts, the duty logs reOected the
strain of battle. After a cryptic comment on the lst Infantry Division at 0645, 27
February, the Vll Corps G-3 (Operations) log reflected a major gap in its account
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of the war. Nothing more was documented until early in the afternoon, when the
duty noncommissioned officer obviously tried to ascen ain the situation. In
between, at 0842, the corps tactical command post had moved out and passed the
staff supervision of the Vll Corps to the jump TAC until l 930. If the corps j ump
TAC maintained a duty log of any kind , it has not yet been discovered. Over four
hours of critical corps operations went unrecorded. For that period the largest
armored combat organization ever riclded by the U.S. Army depended on the personal "push-to-talk" capabilities of the corps commander. 95
Communications between the corps command posts were also strained. For
example, at 1345 the G-3 section in the corps tactical operations center received
a call from the XVIII Airborne Corps G-3. Arter the previous fratricide incident
between the 3d Cavalry and the lst Armored Division, the XVlll Airborne Corps'
main command posts were working to improve cross-corps communications. The
XVlll Airborne Corps was preparing to auack a possible enemy un it near the corps
boundary and wanted to ensure that the unit was nol from the new ly arrived Ist
Cavalt")' Division. But neither the XVlll Airborne Corps' nor the Vll Corps' main
command post was able to contact the forward VII Corps tactical command post. 96
Stress was also renected in communications between staffs. For example, at
1500 the Third Army engineer called the VII Corps staff engineer and passed on
a potential fragmentary order requiring corps engineers to clear the IPSA Pipeline
Road and to establish a fuel supply point. In the action column of the log, an exasperated Third Army duty officer noted the results of his conversation with the
corps dut)' ofricer: "asked for update from him and got no lnfo!''97 Unlike brigade
and battalion staffs, corps' staffs normally had not been subjected to the recurring
stress of a National Trai ning Cemer exercise. Few Battle Command Train ing
Program (BCTP) scenarios were as intense as the last five clays of combat operations had been . Although still functioning, the corps staff was beginning to come
apart. Mistakes, such as the corps staffs failure to keep the lst Infantry Division
moving or to pass the 2d Cavalry forward, had a pronounced effect on the o ffensives outcome.
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20
Battle~ End
Once it has been determined, from the political conditions, what a war is mcam to achieve and what
it can achieve, it is cas)' to chan the course. But great strength of character, as well as greatlucidit)'
and firmness of mind, is required in order to follow through steaclil)', to carr)' out the plan, and not
tO be thrown off course b)' thousands of diversions.

At 2230 hours, 27 February, General Colin Powell , chairman of the joint
Chiefs of Staff, spoke by telephone with General Schwarzkopf. News repons of the
killing and destruction in Kuwait were beginning to make the political authorities
in Washington uneasy. If the campaign was almost over, as Schwarzkopf had
alleged in his briefing earlier that evening, then the president wanted go on television and announce a cease-fire at 0500 local time. 2 Schwarzkopf claims to have
agreed wi th that decision. He then called General Yeosock and gave him the word.
"Unti l five o'clock it's business as usual. I encourage you to do as much damage as
you can with your Apaches right up till then." 3 Yeosock was now concerned that
he had on ly six hours to commun icate this order through the "nine Levels of command from him to the soldier."~

A Poorly Coordinated Order
At VII Corps, units were executing night operations and planning for the next
day's push. At 2320 Blig. Gen. Steven Arnold, General Yeosock's G-3, called the
Vll Corps chief of staff, Brig. Gen. j ohn R. Landry, and read him a fragmentary
order directing a temporary cease-fi re as of 0500. Landry then called the corps
G-3, Colonel Cherrie, who was with General Franks al the corps tactical command post, and passed on the order. 5 After talking to Cherrie, Land1y, located at
the corps main command post more than one hundred miles to the rear, called the
Third Army headquarters back to confirm the wording of the warning order.
Landrys contact confirmed that a temporary cease-fire would take effect at 0500
and that the corps should expect the written fragmentary order shonly:6
Once Cherrie received the new order, he awakened Franks and told him the
news. The corps commander could not believe the Third Army commander was
serious. He reached Yeosock, who was also trying to get in touch with him, around
2330. Like any commander anlicipating a decisive victory, he pointed out the great
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opportunities for Th ird Army and the
progress the corps was making and
urged him not to stop. Yeosock understood, but told him to issue the order to
his command. Franks did this, telling his
division con1manders that there was a
"possibility" of a cease-fire at. 0500
hours. 7 Franks later commented that the
cease-fire order was his "biggest tactical
surprise of the war."8 He had expected
another clay of combat to complete his
task of destroying the RepL!blican Guard
Forces Command. With only several
hours until the cease-fire, he saw no reason to make any changes in his commands current alignment. However, he
stopped the double envelopment he had
planned and ordered everyone to stand
by and wait for further orders.9
From Franks' perspective, this order
signaled the end of tl1e ground war. The
"General in the Oeser£'' [General
Powell}, by Henriella Snowden
written order, FRAGO 67, arrived at his
headquarters around midnight; it clearly emphasized breaking contact and ceasing combat operations: "USARCENT temporarily ceases offensive operations and establishes a hasty defensive posture in
zone NLT 280200Z [0500 local time]. Forces will break contact to safeguard soldiers lives and cease all cross FLOT !forward line of own troops]/deep operations.
ARCENT forces will be prepared to resume offensive operations on short notice."10
Concerned with saving lives, the army and corps commanders, Yeosock and
Franks, decided to ignore Schwarzkopf$ instructions to keep attacklng the lraqis
with Army aircraft-no reason to lose a pilot on a fruitless mission. Franks directed his staff to pass this information on to all maneuver units. There was to be no
change in the scheme of maneuver, and units were not to take any special risks
before 0500. He then ordered each of his combat commanders to acknowledge
receipt and understanding of these instmctions. 11 ll would take almost two hours
before word of the cease-fire made its way clown the six or seven layers of command to the individual tank commanders and all 145,000 solcliers. 12 Finally, by
0100 hours, having received the acknowledgments from his senior commanders,
Franks lay clown for a few hours of rest. By h is own admission, he began to relax. 13
The vvar, however, was not over yet. Fragmentary Order 67 also told the corps to
"be prepared to continue offensive operations on orcler." 1'1 Apparently, though, the
Vll Corps' leadership gave Little thought to the possibility that its senior headquarters would issue new orders within only a few hours.
In the early hours of 28 February the Isl Infantry Division was consolidating
southwest of the Basrah Highway with its l st Squadron, 4th Cavalry, in front of
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A soldier prepares to get some needed rest behind his HMMWV

the leading brigades blocking that road. The lst Armored Division was still in contact with remnants of various lraqi divisions. The rernainder of the corps had
slowed. With a cease- fi re ordered for 0500, no one wan ted to be responsible ror
the death of the last American or British serviceman in Southwest Asia. At 0200
Colonel Cherrie at the VII Corps tactical command post lay down for a few hours'
sleep. In his battle dress, he stretched out on a cot behind his HMMWV The war
seemed just about finishcd. 15 Almost the same time, General Powell in
Washington called General Schwarzkopf in Ri)radh and told him that President
Bush would announce a cease-fire at 0800 local time, three hours later than originally scheduled. 16
Shonly before 0300 Schwarzkopf notified Yeosock, who was in his quaners,
of the change in the cease-fire time. 17 These two experienced commanders did not
consider the effects of their aclion. They ignored basic troop-lead ing procedures,
which give subordinate commanders time to plan their own role in the operation.
They did not consider what effects the exhaustion of commanders and troops in
the field might have on this orders execution. Located almost three hundred miles
behind the front lines, living and working in rather pleasant facilities, they had lost
the feel of battle. They had also lost their understanding of what five days of continuous operations can do to a combat organizations cfficicncy. 18 Unfortunately, it
was at this moment that Schwarzkopf instructed the Third Army to seize a road
junction near the border town of Safwan.19
In his memoirs, General Schwarzkopf says he believed that the Safwan Road
junction was the key to blocking the iraqi troops' escape route and seizing a large
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The lsL Squadron, 4Lh Caval1y, 1st Infantly Division, corrals Iraqi prisoners in the
Basrah Iliglnvay sect01:

hill from which the Iraqis had launched Scud missiles toward Saudi Arabia. 20
Yeosock probably had suggested that location to Schwarzkopf as a "place to block
the road" out of Kuwail. 21 The junction itself was the intersection of the Kuwait
City-Basrah Highway and High,.vay 8 that ran along the south bank of the
Euph rates River. Iraqi troops still in Kuwait would have to pass through that intersection.22 ln addition, there was a small airfield between the mountain and the
town.
Schwarzkopf further states that Yeosock assured him that the lst Infantry
Division "could easily reach the junction before the cease-fire."13 If Yeosock made
such a statement, he did so without consulting his VII Corps commander, whose
unit would have to seize that objective. A half-hour later, Third Army headquarters issued the written copy of FRAGO 68, Continue·with Offensive Operations. 24
lt spelled out what Franks and his staff understood to be the armys mission. The
Third Army was to continue "offensive operations to destroy ]the] maximum number of enemy armor in [thel I<TO. " Specifically, Vll Corps was to "attack in zone
to destroy enemy armored vehicles and to seize road junction Inear Safwan] £o
block Iraqi witildrawal Iwhile making] ma.ximw11 LISe of All-64s and Air Force Assets"
(authors emphasis). 25
The new orders had a different tone. The intent of FRAGO 67 had been to protect the force and break contact with the withdrawing Iraqi units. The new order
renected in contrast the need to innict the maximum destruction of Iraqi equipment. 2(l Around 0315 Franks received the call from Yeosock changing the ceasefire time from 0500 to 0800. Whatever Yeosock told him , Franks, who had just
awakened from two hours of sleep, came away from that conversation believing
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that there was no substantial change in his instructions. ln his mind, the only difference was to continue attacking until 0800, when they would essentially stop in
place and stop engaging lraqi forces. Troop momentum had died down after the
original cease-fire order, and Franks was not particularly eager to resurrect an
"offensive spirit" in the middle of the nightY ln their exhaustion , the troops had
equated "cease-fire" with a field -train ing event's "ENDEX," or end of exercise command, and had begun to relax and lose momentum. Throughout the chain of command there had been, for no apparent reason, little consideration of what to do if,
as the original order prescribed, they had to resume offensive operations.
All the conversations between Franks and Yeosock were conducted on tactical
satellite telephones. No transcripts were kept. Whatever the specific conversation
was among the leaders that morning, the Third Army staff had written FRAGO 68
poorly One of the principles of order writing is to ensure that the recipient understands the commanders intent. Franks and Cherrie both believed Yeosocks verbal
emphasis in Lhe new FRAGO was simply the change of the cease-fi re time from 0500
to 0800 hours and to advance as far north as they could before it was time to stop. 28
In addition, in some cases these two orders became "commingled, as they progressed
clown the chain of command, further exacerbating the confused situation."29
ln addition, the order vvas unclear and left the exact mission open to interpretation . Franks and Cherrie believed they were to block the Iraq i withdrawal at
the Safwan intersection with avialion assets until the cease-fire. lf Schwarzkopf
and Yeosock '..Vanted the Safwan Road junction occupied by the Lime of the ceasefire, then they and their staffs should have said so in the order. At best, Lhe phrase
"seize ... to block" is ambiguous. 30 If the Safwan intersection was truly important,
the Th ird Army commander or an important assistant should have by different
means made sure that Franks and his staff underslOod its importance 31 Most likely, in Yeosock$ eyes the intersection was not that important, and he did not make
a poim of pressing the issue on Vll Corps. 32 Even if Yeosock bad, as he maimains,
told Franks to capture that crossroads, neither Franks nor the Third Army staff
made that point clear to Colonel Cherrie, the person responsible for issuing orders
to the entire corps. 33 Interviewed a li ttle tnore than six months after the event, the
Vll Corps G-3 continued to maintain that he had no idea he was supposed to
occupy the Safwan intersection by the time of the cease-fire.J'1 The mission, from
the corps' point of view, was go north as fast as possible and stop exactly al 0800. 35
Finally, Schwarzkopf's instructions as presented in FRAGO 68 were not realistic and attainable for those last few hours of the war. The VII Corps' assignment,
as stated in the order, was to seize the Safwan Road junction "to block fraqi withclrm.val."36 While it was possible for the corps to seize the crossroads before 0800
hours, it could not have blocked Lhe lraqi n1ovemem. It was too late: The Iraq i
Army had already relocated nonh of the targeted crossroads and in the XVlll
Airborne Corps' sector, a fact that Cemral Commands intelligence staff should
have presented to its commander.
Trying to accomplish the mission, Franks and his exhausted battle staff continued to focus on the objective at hand. Over 145,000 soldiers, five divisions, a cavalry regiment, and an aviation brigade were complying with the previous Third
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Army FRAGO 67, directing cessation of
oiTensive operations, and were in various
stages of resupply and consolidation.
Now, because of the decision to press the
auack for three more hours, Franks had
to try to transition quickly from slowing
to accelerating. To keep the process simple, he directed no changes in the units'
attack orientation, except for the Ist
lnfanuy Division, but told them to reorganize and resume the attack at 0500.
The l st Armored Division had planned
an artillery preparation for 0530 before
cor11inuing its attack to the east with a
limit of advance at Phase Line l<rw1. The
3d Armored Division had been auacking
all night and would continue the auack
in the morning to Phase Line l<rWI. Maj.
Gen. Rupert Smiths U.K. lst Armoured
Division would continue to establish
itself along the Kuwait City-Basrah
llighwayY
lsl Armored Division Main Command
Post Shortly A.fcer che End of Hostilities
Franks did a quick evaluation of
how he cou ld improve the corps' posture in those last few hours. He considered the use of the I lth Aviation Brigade's
attack battalions to strike deep into Objective RALEIGI I and possib le ways to insert
the 1st Cavalry Division into the fighl. Time, however, was too short to coordinate all that with a cease-fire only a few hours away. Instead, he chose a simple
plan to reduce the risk of funher American casualties and still accomplish the
corps' mission. 38
The lst Infantry Division was already along the Basrah Highway. Franks wamecl ilto auack nonh with a limit of advance of the 50 Northing. 39 He envisioned
the division sweeping up the Basrah Highway for about forty-five kilometers,
auacking in a deliberate fashion, and avoiding a reckless pursuit that could result
in need less casualties in the fin al hour of the war. 40
Brig. Gen. Bill Carter, the 1st Infantry Divisions assistant division commander,
received the order from Franks, since General Rhame was still too far forward with
his command group to talk directly to the corps commander. Carter told Franks that
the new order caught the lst Infantry Division logistically unprepared to continue
the attack at 0500. Because of the Big Reel Ones long move and attack on Tuesday
and Wednesday, many units were low on fuel by Thursda)' morning. The divisions
service support units had not yet finished refueling the combat units. 41 Carter told
Franks that the division could accomplish the mission, but it could not begin moving umil 0600. Franks accepted his logic and ordered him to executeY Franks also
instructed him to interdict the Safwan Road complex with attack helicopters.43
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Vehicles of the 1sL Armored Division in Northwest Kuwait

Shortly after 0400 General Carter called Rhame on the FM radio. "I've been
instructed by the corps to tell you to resume your auack at 0600." Rhame reacted
with understandable frustration, considering he had just gouen his division preparcel for a cease-fire. Carter went on: "Instructions from the corps commander
were to close on DENVFR, and cut the highway before the cease-fire. " Interviewed
after the war, General Rhame was adamant that no one ever talked to him about
doing anything with ground forces north of Objective DENVER or the Kuwait
boundary:14 The written corps order, sent to the l stlnfantry Division at 0300, says
that the division was to attack to destroy the enemy forces within its zone of operations, oriented toward Objective DENVER. Their northern li nt it of advance was the
50 Northing, or about sixteen kilometers north of the lraq-Kuwait border.n
General Yeosock later claimed that the mission to seize Safwan "was passed on
verbally to the Vll Corps commander, as well as incorporated in the FRAGO
itsclf.'' 46 That may be true, but the intent he passed clown in writing was to use aviation assets to bloch the road and cease all operations at 0800. Colonel Chet-rie
believed at that time that the army commanders intent was to have U.S. forces as
close as possible to the northern boundaty of Kuwait by the cease-fireY Other
than a circle around Safwan on Cherries map, there is no indication that the VII
Corps leadership ever knew of a stated or implied task to seize and retain that
crossroads. There was no coordination betvveen staffs to change the perception
Franks had about his mission. There was no "back-brier· to Yeosocks G-3 to
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check on Franks' and Cherries understanding of the mission .48 No matter what
was taking place 300 miles to the rear, Franks was executing the mission he
thought he had received.
What is obvious, therefore, is that the theater's chain of command was no
longer functioning appropriately. The commander in chief, in response to directives from Washington, attempted to direct actual combat units as though they
were symbols on a computer simulation. Field commanders, exhausted after days
"in the saddle," were no longer sharp enough to react to changes in orders. Finally,
the staff, the glue that holds tactical activities together when commanders are not
at their best, was no longer involved in the process. The result was an imperfectly planned and executed mission. All of this confusion, without active Iraqi opposition, indicates that a serious structural Oaw existed within the chain of command
during those last hours of the Gulf War.
At 0428 hours the lst Infantry Divisions tactical command post called Vll
Corps and identified specific objectives for each of its three brigades. All the objectives were south of the Kuwait-Iraq border and blocking the Kuwait City-Basrah
Highway and within Objective DENVER. 49 That morning the lst Infantry Division
and the corps battle staff prepared for one final push to clear the Iraqis out of
Kuwait. One corps staff officer may have added to the senior commands complacency by reporting to Third Army that "the lst lnfantry would be moving at 0530
to the road junction in question to establish a blocking position."50 That was,
unfortunately, not the case.51

Ending the Campaign
As a result of the fuel delay, the lst Armored Division remained stationary for
most of the night of 27-28 February. The soldiers, however, did not rest as they
were in contact all night with elements of the Medina, lOth, and 17th Armored
Divisions. 52 ln the lst Armored Division's area of operations, General Griffith was
determined to launch the last offensive with a massive bombardment to shatter the
lraqi front lines and support areas. Once the artillery was done, the 2d Battalion,
1st Aviations attack helicopters would strike deep, knocking out anything that was
still moving. Behind the helicopters, the three b1igades would attack in their standard "desert wedge" to Phase Line K1w1. 53
At 0530 the lst Armored Division Artillery opened up on twenty-six Iraqi targets. For forty-five minutes, the division fired over four thousand artillery rounds
and rockets in the last great barrage of the war. Not all of the lst Armored
Divisions artillery could join the fight. Concerned for the safety of friendly troops,
Franks denied the divisions request to fire an ATACMS against an Iraqi battalion
command post at 0550. A few moments later he reiterated his concern to Grifrith
to control his fires since the lst Infantry Division was attacking in front of his division "to interdict the Kuwait City/Basra high,..vay. " 5~ Franks wanted all fires east of
Phase Line KIWI cleared through his command post.
Once the fires lifted, Lt. Col. john Wards attack helicopter battalion crossed
the forvvard line of troops with all three attack companies on line. They destroyed

Oil Field Fires outside Kuwait City; below, Apaches head toward burning oil wells.
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a few tanks and infantry fighting vehicles, but most of the targets they discovered
were already cold. By 0700 they had reached Phase Line KIWI. At the same time
Ward's Apaches took off, the rest of the division crossed the line of departure. 55
The ground maneuver brigades were able to secure Phase Line KIW I with almost
no contact. 56 As unirs neared their objectives, all noticed the dense black smoke
in the air from the burning Ar Rawdatayn oil wells east of the Basrah Highway. 57
By the time of the cease-fire, O ld Ironsides had captured over 300 more prisoners
of war and eliminated 2 more mechanized battalions and 2 artillery battalions.
Those last two units, equipped with Soviet-made 122-mm. self-propelled howitzers, were discovered with "radios running, rounds chambered, and guns laid ."58
With a few minutes to go until the cease-fire, the lst Armored Division had overrun the Medina Armored Division's command post. 59 At 0800 General Griffith
acknowledged the cease-fire order to the Vll Corps tactical command post. 60
Meanwhile, Maj. Gen. Paul Funk's 3d Armored Division had only a short distance to go that morning. Its mission was to complete the destruction of Iraqi elements west of Phase Line l<IwJ. 6 1 W ith the lst lnfantry Division moving across its
fronl en route to Objective DENVER and the lst Ann.ored Division moving to the
north , the Spearhead ran out of maneuver room before the cease-fire. At 0725
hours an MLRS unit from the 42d Field Artillery Brigade, supporting the 3d
Armored Division, thought it was under fire from friendly troops. The corps staffs
fixation with preventing further fratricide was displayed by an immediate halt of
the 3d and lst Armored Divisions' attacks. While it turned out that the artillery
commanders concerns were groundless, his call had the effect of stopping the VII
Corps' attack thiny minutes before the formal cease-fire. Only the lst Infantry
Division continued its operations until 0800 62 Nevertheless, that morning the 3d
Armored Division reported destroying forty more tanks, mostly T- 55 type, and
twenty-five armored personnel carriers.63
General Smiths lst Armoured Divisions mission was to attack from Objective
VARSITY east to the Kuwait City-Basrah Highway to protect the Vtl Corps' southern flank and complete the encirclemenL of Kuwait City64 At 0630 the Desert Rats
began the last phase of their operation, heading for the coast. Resistance was light,
as most Iraqis were either gone or ready to surrender. By 0725 the 7th Armoured
Brigade was in possession of Objective COBALT on the main highway, while the 4th
Brigade halted farther west. The division immediately began to tie in with
Egyptian and U.S. Marine forces to the south.65
General Tilelli called Franks early in the morning and told him that the lst
Cavalry Division was still ready to go. With the cease-fire at 0800, Franks thought
it unwise to risk a forward passage of Li.nes or some other complicated maneuver.
Except the artillery, the lst Cavalry Division never engaged the Republican Guard
forces. Franks always regretted that circumstances worked out as they did. 66
At 0600 the I st Infantry Divisions lst Squadron, 4th Cavalry, the northeasternmost unit in the Vll Corps, came under the operational control of Col. Tony
Moreno$ 2d Brigade. 67 The entire lst lnfantry Division then lurched forward in
one last move toward Kuwait$ northern border, still acting as the southern pincer
or Franks' original auack scheme. As the division moved north, the landscape on
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the Basrah Highway reminded some of scenes from the post-apocalyptic genre of
popular movies. The thick smoke of hundreds of fires from the Ar Rawdatayn Oil
Fields blocked the light of the slowly rising sun. Iraqi military and civilian equipment littered the highway.68
Meanwhile, by 0615 the l st Infantry Division was moving through Objective
DENVER and closing in on two of its three intermediate objectives. As the Big Reel One
advanced, it encountered several baualions' worth of abandoned enemy equipmem
but no Iraqi troops. General Rhame moved immediately behind his lead brigades.
Right to the end he commanded his mechanized infantry division from the turret of
an MlAltank; he was the only Vll Corps commander to do so.69 The tactical command post reponed to Vll Corps that the division was continuing to advance.
Franks' instructions were to keep moving and bypassing enemy equipment. 70
Rhame had understood the order to send his attack helicopters to the Safwan
intersection. At 0510 he directed Col. Jim Mowery's aviation brigade to conduct a
zone reconnaissance north to that area. By 0645 Mowery had an Apache company in the air searching for enemy armor as far north as the road crossing. 71 The 1st
Infantry Division and the Yll Corps thus accomplished the mission specified in
Third Army FRAGO 68. Unfortunately, there were no Iraqi units ldt to block.
Fifteen minutes later the lst Infantry Division occupied all of Objective
DFNVER. 72 If the Safwan crossing, some fifteen kilometers to the north, was truly
an imponant objective, this was the time for action. If Franks and Cherrie had
known that Schwarzkopf wanted that crossroads, they should have ordered the 1st
Infantry Division to seize the crossing. With almost an hour to go umilthe ceasefire, there was still time.
Safwan, however, was never a concern for Franks- the cease-fire was. Wil h
years of responding to Cold War border operations in their backgrounds, Franks,
Land ry, and Cherrie were all sensi tive to the international ram ifications of violating rules of engagement. They focused on carrying out the cease-fire order and
ending the baule without incident. At 0758 General Franks ordered his command
to cease firing. All corps fighting units acknowledged receipt of the order. At 0805,
just to ensure the word was out, he again ordered: "Cease-fire. Remain in current
locations. Report status and unit locations to brigade level by 0900. Unit LNOs
!liaison officers) to Corps TAC by 1000."73
To place this suspension of orrensive operations in proper perspective, it is
similar Lo events in May 1940.1-1 Du ring the Battle of France, Field Marshal Gerd
von Rundstedt had stopped Lhe German panzer divisions as they surrounded the
pockel of retreating British troops outside the port of Dunkirk. Over 350,000
British and French troops lay at the mercy of the converging German armies.
Adolph Hitler, with Herman Gorings promises of victory in hand, turned the battle over to the German Air Force. The Luftwaffe was unable to deliver, and over
320,000 Allied soldiers escaped across the English Channel to fight again. Never
again would Hitler find the British in such dire straits. 7 ~
The similarities in this campaign should not be lost on the reader. After a brilliam ground offensive, one armored and four infantry Republican Guard divisions
were trapped between the Hawr al Hammar causeway and AI Basrah, the only
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routes across the Euphrates River. Remnants of other armored and mechanized
d ivisions were also packed into this relatively small space.76 just as the XVIII and
Vll Corps were about to converge on this location, President Bush, advised and
supported by Generals Powell and Schwarzkopf, decided to end the war before
American armor and auack helicopters had the chance to truly destroy the

RepLd?lican Guard. 77
General Schwarzkopf argues that on the night of 27 February he ordered
Yeosock to seize the Safwan crossroads and block the Iraqi escape. 78 The heavy
ground forces, however, could not move fast enough to seize that crossroads ahead
of the retreating Iraqi Army General Yeosock could have ordered an audacious
attack by the lOlst Air Assault Division to seize and hold Safwan, blocking the
Iraqi withdrawal until heavy armor could arrive, but he did not. lf the Third Army
cou ld not maneuver in time, then the coalitions air forces had to accomplish the
mission. Unfortunately, the air forces also were unable to stop the movement of
these units to Basrah. ln the Hammurabi Armored Divisions best-executed operation since the invasion of Kuwait the previous August, it simply packed up and
withdrew. ln spite of one of the largest, most celebrated air campaigns of the twentieth century, the Hammurabi was able to move at will wi.thout serious interference.
Ultimately, over 70 percent of its combat strength escaped north of the Hawr al
Hammar marshes. 79 The rest were destroyed in a firefight with the 24th Infantry
Division near the Rumaylah O il Fields two days after the cease-fire.80
From 25-27 February General Schwarzkopf had been unhappy with the pace
of the VU Corps attack. 8 1 While slow-moving symbols on the commander in
chiefs map may have been a constant source of irritation, they had almost no effect
on the Hammurabis escape. Had Franks' troops moved faster, the Hammurabi
Division could have moved earlier. The means of preventing its withdrawal, the
direct pressure force, was the coalition's air element at the disposal of the commander in chief himself. 82 Apparently, Schwarzkopf$ staff, who could see the war
frorn the theater perspective, never made the isolation of the Hammurabi the air
commands most important priority The premature and inappropriate shifting of
the fire-support coordination line on the afternoon of 27 February was the essential condition that allowed the Hamtmtrahi$ evacuation . There was no ground
force commander to coordinate the attack on this division with the air component
commander. Without the synchronization of the ground and air services, the
I-Iammurabi Armored Division simply drove away unimpeded.
No one ever gave the order to the lst Infantry Division, the most logical Vll
Corps unit, to seize Safwan with ground troops. Not until after the cease-fire did
Franks learn that he had failed to carry out one of General Schwarzkopf$ instructions. Three conditions explain this omission. Most important is the effect of friction in war.rn General Powells decision to stop, start, and then stop the offensive
created a myriad of opportunities [or error and confusion. Kuwait that morning
was an extremely confusing and dangerous place. His adding of a new task, with
everyone focused on the fonhcoming cease-fire, only increased the confusion.
Given those dynamics, it wou ld have taken positive action at every level of command to ensure that Schwarzkopf$ intentions were fulfilled.
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General Yeosocks personal cond ition may also have infiuenced the orders
transmission process on the twenty-eighth. He was still recovering from his midFebruary gall bladder operation, although by all indications he was fully fun ctional in his role as commancler.84 His location in Riyadh, near Schwarzkopf$
headquarters, certainly placed him at the mercy of the theater commanders personality and far away from the action. In spite of his hope that Third Armys communications could give him an adequate picture of the two corps' combat situation,
he was now out of touch. 8 -; At no time during the campaign had he fiown forward
to discuss the battle situation with Generals Franks or Luck to ensure that the
corps commanders understood Schwarzkopf's intent.116 Now, using maps that differed in scale from those of Franks and his division commanders, over five hundred kilometers away from the front, Yeosock tried to mesh the immediate
response demanded by Schwarzkopf with the realities of micromanaging a huge
and complex army corps with many subordinate layers of command.
That leads to the fina l explanation as to why VLI Co rps did not seize the crossroads at Safwan; its o[Tensive had reached its culminating point. Although this
phenomenon is often discussed in terms of logistics, it also applies to soldiers:
''The soldiers of the attacking army may become physically exhausted and morally less committed as the attack progrcsses."87 The Vl! Corps leadership was
exhausted. Franks and his tactical command post were now in their seventh day
of almost continuous operations. 88 Soldiers under such circumstances, according
to the Armys own leadersh ip studies, will "be unable to concentrate, perform
complex operations, or readi ly understand instructions; and also may be unable
to remember events clearly land may] begin to skip routine tasks."89
Given the confusion and exhaustion at that stage of the operation , Yeosock
should have spelled out the VII Corps mission in clear and unmistakable terms. He
did not. However, while it is easy to blame the commander, Yeosocks staff failed to
back up the Third Army commander and ensure that Stan Cherrie and john Landry
knew they were to seize the Safwan crossroads. The staff should have required, b)'
several redundant channels, acknowledgment that this was an important objecLive.<Xl It never took such action, which probably reflects the fatigue and confusion
that existed even at the command post in Riyadh. The instructions to seize the
crossroads were simply never properly transmiued to the point of the arrow.
According to both f ranks and Cherrie, no one from Third Army ever asked if
the Safvvan intersection had been secured by the time of the cease- fire . '>~
Meanwhile, the l st Infantry Division headquarters continued to accurately report
the locations of its ground units to the VII Corps tactical command post.92 At
Yeosock's 0830 briefing, he asked his staff about the status of the road junction
(Safwan). General Arnold told him that the lst Infantry Division was at the intersection and had found a battalion of equipment, the same report they had forwarded to Schwarzkopf$ headquarters.93
As late as 1900, the lst In fantry Divisions command post reponed that the
division's northern limit was soutl1 of the 33 Northing, approximately five kilometers away from the Safwan airfield.<HThere vvas an obvious disconnect between the
levels of com mand. General Schwarzkopf soon identilkd this problem.
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The Negotiation Site
ln the early morning hours of l March 1991, the lst lnfantty Divisions night
operations oiTicer had just seulecl clown to what he anticipated would be a routine
shift. The Big Reel Ones headquarters was on the Kuwait City-Basrah Highway, j ust
west of the burning fires of Kuwait$ Ar Rawclatayn Oil Fields. The night sky had a
red glow, accompanied by the constant roaring of the naming wells. Troops moved
around in the night without flashlights. General Rhame and his principal staff officers had finally gone to bed after almost a week of operations that had begun on 23
February. The command posts night shift began the routine task of general security,
accounting for all soldiers and equipment, and planning for subsequent operations.
Shortly before 0200 the Vll Corps tactical operations centers duty officer
called to ask if the lst Infantry Division had the area around Safwan under control or observation. Since the duty officer had just confirmed the locations of all
units in the division, he said no.95 Suddenly, the town of Safwan had become
extremely important. Over the next eighteen hours two commands from the lsL
Infantry Division vvould confront Saddam Hussein$ Army on lraqi soil in an incident that threatened to reopen the just-concluded conflict.
On 28 Feb ruary General Powell had ordered General Schwarzkopf to conduct
a cease-fire ceremony with the Lraqi high command . Schwarzkopf wanted the site
located deep in lraq to make it obvious to all who was the victor and who was the
vanquished. He also wanted the ceremony at a location that the lraqi delegati.on
could reach by road. 96 He directed his chief of staff, Maj . Gen. Robert B. johnston,
to locate a suitable area. Around 2100 johnston called General Yeosock, who was
at his command post on the other side of Riyadh, for suggestions. Without contacting either of his corps commanders, who were fam iliar with the conditions on
the ground, Yeosock suggested three possible locations: the village of Shaibah outside of AI Basrah,jalibah Airfield about eighty miles west of AI Basrah, and a location across the Hawr al HammatY Only jalibah was under American control, so
it appeared the logical choice.
Only after Yeosock passed on his suggestions did he order General Luck and
the XVlll Airborne Corps to prepare the airfield fo r the ceremony. Later that night,
however, Luck advised Yeosock that jalibah was not the site to use. lt had been the
target of a violent attack by the 24th In fantry Division on the morning of 27
February. 98 Unexploded munitions and damaged vehicles were still everywhere,
and iL could not be cleaned up in time for the proposed meeting. Yeosock now had
to call the theater commander and tell him to change his plans 9 9 Apparently, he
did not provide Schwarzkopf a suggestion for an alternate location.
Schwarzkopf had already sent a message to Powell, describing his concept for
the negotiations. Now he had to retrieve his message and change the site of the
talks. Looking at his map, without suggestions from his staff, he selected the airfield at Safwan as an alternate site and redrafted his message to the joint Chiefs of
Staff. 100 Of course, the airfield at Safwan was six kilometers west of the intersection near Safwan, and Schwarzkopf had never ordered anyone to seize the airfield.
Now it became an objective that shou ld have been taken .
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After the fact, later that night General Arnold, the Third Army G-3, asked
Colonel Cherrie about using Safwan for the negotiations. Cherrie told him that it
was on the other side of the demarcation line in enemy terriLOry. It was the first
tbe corps G-3 had heard of the airfield at Safwan as a possible site, and he could
not understand why it had been chosen. 101 Around 0130 Yeosock himself called
Franks and asked about the status of the airfield near Safwan and told him about
the upcoming conference. 102 A few minutes later one of Cherries staff officers
called the lst Infantry Divisions main command post. For almost ten minutes the
divisions duty officer confirmed to several corps staff officers that no one in the
lst lnfantty Division was near Safwan and that unit locations had not changed
since the report he had rendered at 1900 hours. 103 Finally, an agitated General
Pranks had enough and grabbed the telephone from his staff officer. "Do you
know who this is?" He shouted at the stunned duty officer. "Get Rhame on the line
now!" The duty officer raced out of the tactical operations center and across fifty
yards of !'ire-illuminated sand to wake his exhausted commander. 104
General Rhame, awaking from his first decent sleep in over a week, at first
thought it was some kind of a joke. Nevertheless, throwing on his trousers and
boots, he raced back to his command post that he had left only a couple of hours
earlier. There, he found Franks still on the telephone wanting to discuss Safwan.
ln a few minutes, Rhame confirmed that Safwan was not under the control of his
division and had never been an assigned objective. 105 By now almost forty-five
minutes had gone by since that first call from the corps. Rhame finally asked what
his orders were. Working with Yeosock's guidance, Franks then gave Rhame a mission to reconnoiter the area around Safwan but to avoid becoming decisively
engaged .106
Off the phone with the corps commander around 0240, Rhame radioed his
lst Squadron, 4th Cavalry, commander, Lt. Col. Robert Wilson. 107 Like other units
in the lst Infantry Division, the cavalry squadron had only a minimum number of
soldiers awake and on dut)'· For almost a month the squadron had been on a war
footing, and few soldiers had been able to get any sleep over the previous four days
and had spent the previous night surrounded on the Basrah Highway. Once
Wilson was awake, Rhame told him to move as soon as possible to reconnoiter the
area near Safwan. 108
Franks, meanwhile, had second thoughts about this impromptu mission. At
0308 he called Rhame again and o rdered the lst Infantry Division to stop its
movement. At first light, he wanted Rhame to conduct a reconnaissance to determine if Schwarzkopf could use the site as a meeting area. Rhame was to find out
if there were any enemy troops in the area but avoid becoming engaged in a serious fight. Finally, Franks, under pressure from Schwarzkopf and Yeosock, also
asked him to run an "audit trail" on the mission. ln other words, had the 1st
Infantry Division received the order to seize the Safwan crossroads? lf so, why was
it not accomplished? l[ not, why not? 109
Schwarzkopf by his own admission came "completely unglued" when he
found out that Vll Corps had not taken Safwan. He shouted at Yeosock: "l ordered
you [i talics are Schwarzkopf$] to send VII Corps to that road junction. I wam to
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know in writing why my order was violated and wh)' this mission was reported carried OUt when it wasn \. "110
Given the scope of all that Yeosock and Franks had accomplished in the previous few weeks, it was a demeaning exercise that seriously soured morale at the
end of the war. Months after the conflict Stan Cherric remembered l1ow irate he
was as he read Franks' personally typed reply to Schwarzkopf. Here was a commander who had achieved al l that had been asked, now accused of dishonesty? 111
Yeosock and Franks both accepted full responsibility for unintentionally ignoring
the details of the order. 112 Of course, the issue '<vas not about seizing the road
junction, but about an airfield. Schwarzkopf had never told Yeosock to seize the
airfield.
The VII Corps now had one last combat task to perform. At 0350 Franks
called Rhame and laid out his plan for seizing Safwan without bloodshed. The
"intent is to not take any casualties," the corps' log read, "H you run into enemy
forces, then stop and report to CG Vll Corps." 11 l Wilsons cavalry squadron still
had the mission and was to move to and seize the airf"ield near Safwan and occupy it in preparation for the surrendet· ceremony. Rhame, passing along Franks'
guidance, told him to avoid combat (and restarting the war) if possible, but to
defend himself as appropriate. These orders, from Wilson's perspective, were just
what he needed: clear senior commanders intent, maximum flexibility for the
ground commander in an unclear situation, and no hint of the tension and politics taking place between division, corps, and army headquarters. 11 -+ Wilson had a
powerful force at his disposal, two tank-reinforced ground troops, two air cavalry
1roops, and an Apache attack helicopter company. 115
Wilson moved out at 0615 with his two ground troops moving cross-country,
north to northeast. 11 6 The ground scouts moved quickly in standard traveling
overwatch formation. With the Safwan Mountain (Jabal Sanam) as their guide,
Troop A moved in the east and Troop B moved on the western side of the zone. 117
Forward of each ground troop was an aerial scout-weapons team consisting of
OH-58 Scout helicopters and Cobra attack helicopters. The AH-64 Apache company was kept on the ground at a holding area, ready to respond if Wilson's troopers ran into trouble. 118
Rhame could tell Wilson little about the enemy situation. The lst Infantry
Division's main command post had only recently reorganized after the ground
offensive, and its G-2 (Intelligence) section was unable to provide the squadron
with any information on the lraqis' composition or d isposition. 119 The aviation
scouts, however, were soon reporting dozens of abandoned Iraqi Army vehicles on
the way to the airfield. Rhame ordered Wilson not to slow down and destroy any
of these vehicles so he could reach Safwan before the Iraqis could react. 120
As the ground troops approached the mountain, around 0700, Troop A swung
to the east and Troop B moved to the west. The squadron had been expecting a
large runway, but Troop 1\s soldiers crossed the narrow asphalt strip thinking they
were on an unfinished four-lane highway Initially it appeared deserted, but a few
moments laler the air scouts discovered tanks and other vehicles in reveued positions on the nonhern side of the airfield, oriented toward the south and west.
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Behind the dug-in armor, the lraqis had positioned many more tracked and
wheeled vehicles. 121 What the cavalry squadron had found, defending 1,500
meters north of the airfield, was an entire Iraqi armored brigade. Three battalions
were on line and an additional battalion positioned in depth All the lraqi combat
vehicles were in prepared positions. 122 Wilson reminded his commanders not to
fire, unless fired upon or in danger, but to continue in a steady advance to the airfie ld. 123 The troopers were nervous, and some feared they would be the first casua lties in a renewal of the fighting. Courageously, they drove their combat vehicles
within the range of the Iraqi weapon systems and occupied the airfield. 124
With the cavalry squadron on the o~jective, Rhame ordered Wilson to move
his air scouts to the important road junction, about five miles east of Safwan
Mountain. As the air cavalrymen continued to investigate, they found the area full
of other Iraqi tank and mechanized units. As the squadrons scouts watched, hundreds of Iraqi vehicles continued to move north and away from the Americans. 125
The squadron had obviously arrived at the southern boundary o f the Basrah
Pockel.
Around 0830 Wilson moved forward to the airfield, dismounted from his
Bradley, and approached several "well-dressed and well-fed" Iraqi soldiers whose
uniforms indicated that they were from a Republican Guard unit. Their equ ipment
appeared in very good shape, and Wilson noticed trucks with fresh vegetables and
other supplies. Wilson then spoke, through an interpreter, with the senior officer
at the site. He wid the Iraqi colonel that the airfiel.d at Safwan was under U.S. control and that he must move his men and equipment immediately. Obviously disturbed by Wilsons words, the lraq i ofricer left to speak to his commander. 126
As the officer departed, four Iraqi tanks moved in front of Wilsons command
group and lowered their gun tubes. The young squadron commander realized this
was no time for bravado and calmly pulled his group south 100 yards. He then
alened his troop commanders, vvho were also negotiating with Iraqis at other portions of the airfield, and directed the Apache company to fly over his location in
a show o f force . Arriving a few moments later, the greatly feared attack helicopters
caused a change in the Iraqi attitude, as almost immediately the Iraqi tanks moved
back. With the situation now clarified, Wilson, along with h is boss, Colonel
Mowery, the lst lnfamry Divisions aviation brigade commander, again moved forward to confront the lraqi ofricers. An Iraqi colonel told Wilson that his general
said they were to remain on the airfield. Wilson calmly replied that if they did not
move, the emi1·e 1st Infantry Division would attack them within hou rs. Looking
at the hovering Apache helicopters, the Iraqi officer said he needed to speak with
his superior and departed. 127
Similar situations were taking place in the two cavalry troop sectors. Not all
the Iraqi soldiers were in as good shape as the troops Wilson encountered. ln
many cases the cavalrymen provided rations for obviously hungry Iraqi soldiers,
many of whom came out of hiding and surrendered to the squadrons troopers.
Just as they had done during the previous week, American troopers disarmed the
Iraqis willing to surrender, gave them food, and sent them south toward the VII
Corps' prisoner of war compounds. 128
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In the Troop A sector, about the same time that Wilson was having his first
encounter, an Iraqi Republican Guard colonel approached the American troops. He
was angry that they were feeding his soldiers on his land. As a response, he directeel his own men to brew some tea for the troopers. Capt. Ken Pope, the Troop A
commander, told the Iraqi officer that they had to leave the area because of the
upcoming peace talks. The two leaders exchanged map locations, and the Iraqi
colonel depancd to confer with his superiors. 129 So far, the cavalrymen had
accomplished their mission with skill. Their command discipline prevented a
tense situation from turning into a needless firefight.
Not surprisingly, Rhame was uncomfortable with the situation. I le directed
Moreno$ 2d Brigade, consisting of two tank baualions, a mechanized infantry battalion, and a field artillery battalion, to move into the sector. At 1009 Moreno$
brigade advanced toward Safwan. Rhame placed Wilsons cavalry squadron under
its operational control. 130
At 1020 the Iraqi colonel returned to Troop A and LOld its commander that he
was not going to leave the airfield . just at that moment, the now ubiquitous
Apache attack helicopters Oew overhead. Pope, knowing the terrifying reputation
these aircraft had among the Iraqis, told the Iraqi colonel that if he did not move,
American forces would attack him. This Iraqi colonel also '.vent back to find his
superiors. 1J l
ln Capt. Michael Bills' Troop B area, a similar scenario developed. He and a
detachmem of combat vehicles moved toward the Iraq i defenses. Once close, the
young captain dismounted, approached some soldiers, and asked to see their commander. Soon a lieutenant colonel arrived and asked in broken English, "Why are
you in Iraq? Are you lost?" 132 Bills assured him that was not the case and he was
here to secure the site for the cease-fire negotiations. The Iraqi commander told
his junior enlisted soldiers to leave and surrounded Bills with about fifteen to
twenty orficcrs and sen io r soldiers. The lraqi officer t.h.en left to con fer wi th his
superiors. A short time later he reLUrned with additional soldiers, wearing the
black leather jackets. camouOage uniforms, and berets of Iraqi commando units. 133
To Bills, the situation looked as though it had taken a wrn for the worse.
After a short, tense standoff, this Iraqi unit and all the others on the airfield
received orders from their superiors to leave. By 1200 the entire airfield complex
was clear of Iraqi troops. General Caner, the 1sL Infantry Divisions assistant division commander, Oew to Wilsons location and LOid hirn that the lst Squadron, 4 th
Cavalry, was now under the approaching 2d Brigades operational control. 134
The standoff was not yet over, however. While most of the 2d Brigade moved
cross-country, its supporting 4th Battalion (155-mm. Self-Propelled), 5th Field
Artillery, moved directly up the Basrah Highway. At the village of Safwan, an Iraqi
infantry unit stopped the battalion as it tried to move through the town. This unit
was from Saddam Hussein$ hometown of Tikrit and had no imention of moving.135 Around l 100 Colonel Moreno arrived wi th armored reinforcements and
asked to sec the senior Iraqi officer. A major arrived, but Moreno wan ted a more
senior officer. Then a command car arrived with two generals and a civilian government official. Moreno calm!)' LOicl the group that he was bringing his forces to
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Safwan for the peace negotiations and they had to stop blocking the road. The
Iraqis did not understand and actually thought they had the Americans surrounded. Moreno demanded to sec a more senior official. 13<>
Meanwhile, Yeosock was under increasing pressure from Schvvarzkopf to
secure the area. After l 500 Yeosock called General Rhame clirccLiy and told him:
\l...'e mus1 have the airfield. General Schwarzkopf wants iL to show that we ht1ve wrecked the country
and to humiliate the Iraqis. We must show the world knocked out btuldings and equipment. I want
you lOgo IntO the airfield m Safwan with o,·erwhelming combat power and force the Iraqi units out.
Try using psychological warfare operations to co1wince them to lea\'e; 111\'itc them 10 surrender. If
they do not withdraw, use combat power and, if the)' fire destroy them. llowever, auempt to a\'Oid
contact and request permission from the commander in chief before mitimmg offensive action. 117

Yeosock, under obvious pressure from Schwarzkopf, was obfuscating the
issue. 138 Did he wam Rhame to force the Iraqis out or not? These were garbled
instructions that left the disposition of the problem to the commander on the
ground. From the perspective or VII Co rps and l st lnfamry Division o[[icers, if
something went wrong Yeosock and Schwarzkopf would have a subordinates
career ready to sacrifice. Ultimately, it did not matler. Rhame, nol known [or being
indecisive, had already determined to end the standoff. Ten minutes before
Yeosock called, Rhame had ordered Moreno to tell the Iraqis to move or die b)'
J600 hours. 139
Tony Moreno was tired. The infantry colonel had been commanding from the
confined quarters of his Bradley fighting vehicle for over a week. Both Generals
Rhame and Caner were at his headquarters providing more supervision than he
needed. Once Moreno received Rhames instructions, he jumped at the chance to
end the standoff. He deployed his forces for an overwhelming d isplay of combat
power, moving the cavalry now under his operational control and his other three
baualions to surround the airfield and the to>vn around 1500. lie drove his M2
Bradley right up to the recenLI)' arrived Iraqi delegation. On his way out of the vehicle Moreno hit his mouth on his binoculars, causing his lip to bleed. As the somewhat intimidated Iraqi delegation began reading a statement, Moreno cut them off.
Spilling a wad of blood at the feet of the surprised Iraqis, the stock)' Hawaiian
pointed his fi nger and said, "If you don't leave by 1600 hours, we will kill you."140
just at 1hat moment a tank battalion arrived to add emphasis to Morenos threat.
Tanks moved right up to the enemy command vehicle, as the Iraqi officers looked
on horrified. Moreno again told them 10 move. The Iraqi comrnancler requested
some more time, and Moreno consented but emphasized that at 1630 hours, 'Tm
com ing through." 141
The Iraqi general left to stan his soldiers m.oving out of the area. A short while
later he reappeared and thanked Moreno for not killing his soldiers. Then he asked
if he could leave some of his tanks to help secure the negotiation area. An amazed
Moreno denied the request and drew him a map of where he should move his soldiers. "An)'thing within three kilometers of that box when the sun rises we will
kill." The lraq i general nodded in agreement and departed. 142
The Iraq i units soon left, and the l st Infantry Division began preparing the site
for the negotiations. Rhame, Moreno, and Wilson had pulled off a demanding mis-
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sion without a loss. In his memoirs, Schwarzkopf says his threat to use force was
"bluffing." 143 Yeosock is much more candid, having been concerned that Safwan
could have become a place the Iraqis chose to stand and die, forcing the
Americans to violate the cease-fire on lraqi soif. 1H
Whi le the rest of the corps began to focus on consolidating its units, destroying captured equipment, and enforcing the cease-fire, Tom Rhames Big Reel One
continued its high-profile mission in Iraq. Even before the airfield and the town of
Safwan were secure, the corps staff gave the division extremely specific guidance
on how to prepare the negotiation site. 145
This was to be a political show at its finest, and the 1st lnfanuy Division got
more supervisory attention and assistance in this mission than in any of its combat actions of the previous week. Schwarzkopf, wanting to orchestrate a humiliation of the Iraqis for the international media, personally called Rhame and told
him the guidance he had already received through normal command and staff
channels. 146 Third Army began forwa rding supplies and equipment for the site by
convoy and helicopter. 147 General Landry persona ll y ca lled the division's main
command posl with specific guidance for Col. john Hepler, the division chief of
staff. 148
Rhame gave Colonel Moreno the mission of securing the site and all external
operations. He also beefed up the brigade's combat power to five combat baualions. Schwarzkopf wanted an impressive display of American firepower to ensure
the Iraqi representatives had no question about the combat power of the victors.
Moreno deployed these forces around the Safwan airfield so they could simultaneously be seen and respond to any legitimate security rcquirements. 149
After some delays the actual meeting took place on 3 March at llOO. General
Schwarzkopf and Lt. Gen. Prince l<halid ibn Sultan, the joint Forces commander,
arrived at Safwan to conduct the negotiations. While the coalition was representeel by its senior commanders, two generals of no special importance represented
Iraq. No one from Sacldam Husseins Republican Guard came forward to participate
in the negotiations. 1w From the VII Corps' perspective, the negotiations went just
fine, and all breathed a sigh of relief when the Iraqi delegation agreed to all points
of UN Resolution 686 calling for an end to hostilities.
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21
Postwar Operations
While the 1st Infantry Division's 2d Brigade was orgamzmg the Safwan
Conference, the remainder of the Vll Corps was performing a variety of diverse
tasks throughout the sector. First and most important ~;vas the reconstitution of the
combat units. ln the event that Central Command ordered the Vll Corps to continue the offense Loward Basrab or Baghdad, the divisions had to be ready. 1 These
actions, performed at the end of any combat or training operation, included
accounting for vehicles and soldiers, repairing broken equipment, and performing
required maintenance on the rest of the units' equipment. 2
Most imponam in terms of leadership and morale was locating all of the command's missing soldiers. Immed iately after the cease-fire, commanders began
looking for troops who had become lost during the rapid cross-coumry movement. Many vehicles, especially cargo trucks, moved without radios, maps, or GPS
support. An isolated truck with one or two soldiers "vas a tempting target for lost
Iraqi soldiers trying to make their way north. The corps' journals are full of
requests for assistance in locating these unaccounted-for soldiers 3 Ultimately, all
were found and reLUrneclto their units.
In addition to these routine postoperations requirements, General Franks was
also charged vvith perforrning other tasks before his corps was allowed to redeploy
to Saudi Arabia and stan its journey back to Europe and the United States. Often
neglected in postwar analysis of the Armys performance during DESERT STORM,
these less glamorous missions were sLill significant. While waiting for the order to
return home, the Vll Corps' soldiers maintained military pressure on the lraqi
regime, cleared the battlefield o f serviceable Iraqi equipment, and helped thousands of refugees fleeing from the turmoil to the north. These political, combat,
and humanitarian operations began immediately after the suspension o f offensive
operations on 3 March and continued until the last of the VII Corps withdrew in
the middle of April.

Political Operations
On 3 March 1991, as General Schwarzkopf emerged !'rom his meeting with
the lraqi delegation, he told General Franks to establish a small facility at the road
junction north of the Lown of Sal'wan. Located near the armistice meeting site, this
position would serve as a meeting place for the Iraqi and coalition military repre-
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scntatives to exchange infonnalion or discuss problems in implementing the
cease-fire. That evening the lst Infantry Divisions 2d Brigade carried out those
instructions and deployed a general-purpose med ium tent and an M577 command post from the divisions tactical command posl. To assist, the corps sent Maj .
Bernard j. Dunn, an Arab linguist who had served as the corps' liaison to the
Egyptian corps. On 5 March Third Army scm Col. Richard Rock and a liaison
team to help man the facility. The lst Infantry Division, with corps and army support, operated this exchange point until the 3d Armored Division relieved it on 20
March. The 3d Armored Division operated the facilit)' until formally handing it
over to United Nations forces on 24 April 1 991.~
A number of important transactions between the American and Iraqi representatives took place at this location . Among the first were the negotiations that
led to the release on 5 and 6 March of 1,182 l<mvaili cilizens held by the Iraqi govcrnmenl. 5 Other meetings concerned resuming the operation of the Iraqi
Rumaylah Oil Fields, which lay with in the area occupied by the coalition, a
request that Schwarzkoprs headquarters denied. 6 In another instance, on 16
March the Iraqis requested permission to fly fighter aircraft over the land they controlled. This led to a meeting at the exchange point on 17 March between the Iraqi
milital")' and the Central Command chief of staff, Marine Maj. Gen. Robert B.
johnston, who refused the Iraqi request. Several days later the Iraqis came back
with a similar request. johnston told the Iraqis poim-blank that if they flew the
fighters, the coalition would shoot them dovvn. Soon after, in spite of the warning,
the Iraqis flew several fighters, only to have two of them quickly shot down by
U.S. Air Force pilots. 7
During the cease-fire negotiations, Schwarzkopf presented th.e Iraqi delegation
with a map showing a temporary boundary line that separated coalition and Iraqi
mi litary forces. The Central Command staff developed this bounclal")', called the
Military Demarcation Line (MDL), based on the locations of coalition troops.
Possession of Iraqi land was an importam bargaining chip, and Schwarzkopf was
determined to hold on to the Iraqi territory south of this line until Saddam
Hussein$ government signed the formal cease-fire with the coalition. Permanem
loss of territory was apparently one of the possible outcomes that Saddam Hussein
feared most. By holding on to pans of Iraq, Schwarzkopf hoped to force the Iraqi
dictator to quickly sign a permanent cease-fire agreement. ln the meantime, opposing forces would stay 1,000 meters away from the line to prevent a resumption of
hostilities, as had taken place the day before in the 24th Infantry Divisions sector.
With great hesitation the Iraqi commission agreed to the temporary boundary. 8
During those first days of March numerous Iraqi units were still south of the
MDL, having been bypassed by the auacking coalition. Schwarzkopf agreed that
these troops could move north if they made no hostile actions. In addition, units
that displayed an orange international distress color panel would also be considered nonhostile and allowed to move out of the occupied zone and back into their
own lines without interference. If at any time an Iraqi vehicle turned its gun tube
or acted in a hostile manner toward a VII Corps unit, American commanders were
allowed to destroy the o1Tcnder. 9
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Generals Schwarzkopf and Klwlid at the Negotiation Ta/Jle, Safwan, 3 March 1991

Overshadowing the Vll Corps' operalions were events taking place •..vi thin
Iraq. On 3 March an Iraqi civilian approached a 24th Division checkpoint in the
XVIII Airborne Corps sector and reponed there was n1ass rioting in Basrab led by
an anli-Hussein group. The refugee alleged that the mayor of Basrah was killed
and most of the local Baath pany either killed or taken prisoner. 10 On 4 March
Iraqi helicopter units began to attack Shi'a strongholds in Basrah, As Samawah,
and other cities. In some cases the)' were using the chemical weapons they never
used on the coalition forces. 11 That same day the corps observed heavy fighting,
including use of artillery, in and around Basrah city. 12 According to the cease-fire
provisions, Iraqi forces were allowed to fiy their helicopters, but not their fighter
aircraft, without the coalition air forces shooting them clown. Originally, they
argued they needed them for the command and con trol of their forces and moving about the country. Ul timately, they used them as nying artillery to do what
their air force could nol. 11
The Shi'a uprising apparently caught Hussein's forces off guard, and the
rebels were able to gain control in several regions of the south. However, after
some initial setbacks, the reconstituted regular arm)', especially the survivors of
the Republican Guard units, began a brutal program to destroy the Shi'a rebellion.
They conducted these operations in full view, just across the military demarcation line, of Vll Corps soldiers. Major suppression effons took place in towns
within view of the MDL, such as al Basrah, Karbala , and An Nasiriya. Since
President Bush had decided not to intervene in this fight , there was little the
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corps' soldiers could do but watch. It was as unpleasant a role as soldiers could
ever be asked to perform. 14
On the morning of 17 March a general !'rom the Shi'a resistance and three others arrived at the 3d Armored Division5 "Checkpoint Charlie," requesting assistance from the Americans in combating the Republican Guard. The 3d Armored
Division quickly called the corps and asked for guidance. Franks' staff told the 3d
Armored Division to send the Iraqi representatives to the Third Army checkpoim
at Safwan. Franks emphatically added that the V I I Corps would have no contact
with the resistance and would not do anything for them; they had to return to
their own side of the demarcation. 15 Franks and the corps' officers would have relished the chance to inflict punishment on Husseins vind icLive troops. Practically,
any action could find the U.S. Army engaged in a civil war whose length, cost, and
outcome was uncertain. They would have gone into Iraq alone; most of the coalition would not have followed. Iran might have intervened on one side or another,
further complicating the situation. Veterans o f the Vietnam era knew what such a
misguided crusade could cause. 16
For the next month Sadclam Hussein unleashed all the power at his disposal
against his fellow countrymen. Iraqi soldiers ravished cities such as Najaf and
Karbala. Thousands of Shi'a holy men were rounded up and executed. Civilians
were tied to the front of tan ks and used as human shields as Republican Guard soldiers moved through the streets. Swamps in the south, the traditional homeland
of many somhern Iraqi Shi'a, were drained and contaminated. Men, women, and
chi ldren were shot without mercy. With in three weeks the cities of the south were
a wreck, but the government had restored order. 17

Combat Operations
The cease-!'ire broke down almost as soon as it began. At 0800 hours, 2 March,
a brigade from the Hammurabi Armored Division tried to overwhelm what it
believed to be isolated scout elements from the U.S. 24th Infantry Division
(Mechanized), XVUl Airbo rne Corps, near Highway 8. Appa rently the Hetmmurabi
was trying to escape across the Hawr al Hammar causeway, which was in the 24th$
security zone. Its intem was obviously hostile and, according to the 24th Division,
Iraqis fired at the American scouts first. In a shon but violent engagemcm, the lst
Brigade under Col. j ohn Le Moyne conducted a classic maneuver baule. He
auacked in the center while maneuvering armor against the Iraqis from the south
and attack helicopters across the Hawr al Hammar from the north. ln a little more
than one hour, one-third of the l-lammurabi Division ceased to exist. Maj. Gen.
Barry McCaffrey limited his attack and did not engage the other two brigades that
had not shown any hostile moves. 18 This engagement demonstrated the importance of maintaining security in spite of a cease-fire.
General Schwarzkopf and Central Command were determined not to withdraw [rom iraq until the formal cease-fire was signed. 19 At first VII Corps had
about 20 percent of occupied Iraq , which reflected the coalitions dispositions at
the end of the baule. Within a few days, however, the soldiers from the XV!ll
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1st Armored Division's Chechpoint on Highway 8

Air borne Corps, who had been in the Gulf since the previous August, began to
head for the pons and their rewrn to the United Stales. Like all troops at the end
of a conflict, the VI I Corps soldiers wanted to go home. However, Schwarzkopf
was determined not to give up any territory until the Iraqis had complied with all
the terms of the cease-fire. 20 On 7 March the Vll Corps' hopes of an early redeployment from 1raq and Kuwait were disappoimed, as it received the mission to
not on ly remain in place but also to assume control of the sector occupied by the
24th Infantry Division and 3d Cavalry.21
Third Army sent the VII Corps a warning order on 17 March, telling the corps
to be prepared to relieve the entire XVlll Airborne Corps not later than 25
March. 22 As the news spread, soldiers began griping about how long they had to
stay in Saudi Arabia. Franks and subordinate leaders made a point to inform the
command~ soldiers that they would go home as soon as possible. However, it was
only right for the first U.S. soldiers to have arrived in the theater to be the first to
leave. Most soldiers were displeased but understood and continued to perform
their tasks the best they could. 23
As corps units took up their positions, there were still incidents that emphasized how dangerous the mission still was. For example, on 11 March an Iraqi
T-55 tank trained its gun at American scouts from the 3d Armored Division. The
action, considered a hostile act, continued long enough that the scouts called for
help. Soon a Cobra helicopter arri ved and destroyed the Iraqi tank with a TOW
missile. 24
By 24 March the XVUI Airborne Corps had moved south and was on its way
home, leaving the Vll Corps responsible for all of the militar)' demarcation line.
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The 1st Cavalry Division, which had originally been under XV111 Airborne Corps
control in October, also moved south of the Iraqi border and was reorganizing for
its departure in M KlLEEN, just north of Hafar al Batin. The llth Aviation Brigade,
with the French 1st Combat Helicopter Regiment under its operational control,
screened the western sector rrom Rafha north to the area opposite As Samawah.
The 2d Cavalry overwatched the Euphrates River from As Samawah, east to An
Nasiriya, backed up by the lst Infantry Divisions 3d Brigade. The lst Armored
Division secured the sector and Highway 8 to Ar Rumaylah. The 3d Armored
Division, which had replaced the lst Infantry Division in the Safwan area, occupied the corps' right flank . Located in the center of the sector, at AA ALLEN -.vas the
rest of the 1st lnfamry Division. The remainder of the U.K lst Armoured Division
remained just nonh of Kuwait City. 25
The cease-fire was full of danger. As the Baghdad regime battled the Shi'a
rebels, the fighting often spi lled over into the Vll Corps sector. For example, on
28 March twenty-five rounds of artillery landed two kilometers south of the MDL
near a 2d Cavalry outpost. As the day progressed, there were additional Iraqi violations, to include the crossing of the boundary by Iraqi helicopters. That morning Franks, aware of the dilemma that the soldiers on the front line faced, contacted Col. Leonard D. Holder, the 2d Cavalry commander. He reminded Holder
of the Third Army rules of engagement and added that he did not wish to create
an international incident or restart the war by aiding the rebellion. However, if the
Iraqis appeared to be firing at his soldiers, they were to return fire. If an incident
involved a gunnery error or stray rounds and no one was hurt, he would protest
through channels to Third Anny. 26
As hundreds of Iraqi soldiers made their way north toward their O\vn lines, it
was inevitable that there would be some confrontations between them and the
numerous small American patrols scouring the desert. On the evening of 4 March
a lst Cavalry Division military police patrol came across fifty Iraqis and a BMP
infantry fighting vehicle. Some of the lraqi sold iers wanted to surrender; others
did not. During the standoff one of the lraqis grabbed a pistol and shot one of the
Americans in the foot. The patrol, greatly outnumbered, backed off and called for
help. Soon forty-nine Iraqi soldiers approached the military police wanting to surrender. Although the lst Cavalry Division had dispatched a tank platoon to resolve
the situation, by the time it arrived the MPs had the prisoners on the way south.
Their report to Vll Corps indicated that a lone defiant Iraqi soldier had been left
standing alone in the desert. alongside his BMP. 27
As pan of his initial instructions after the cease-fire, Franks ordered each of his
d ivisions, the 2d Cavahy, and the lllh Aviation Brigade to search their assigned sectors for isolated lraqi units that had been bypassed or overlooked during the
advance. They were to use armed aerial psychological operations (PSYOPS) teams to
the maximum extent to induce these forces to surrender. The Vll Corps units were
authorized to destroy any force that failed to surrender or showed hostile iment.28
Corps units found many bypassed Iraqi units behind the new demarcation
line. For example, on 4 March the 1st Cavalry Division's aviation brigade fb·v back
to the Ruqi Pocket along the Wadi al Batin. Armed with gunships and PSYOPS
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Destroyed Iraqi Vehicles on the "Highway of Death"

loudspeakers, they crisscrossed the sector Lo persuade all bypassed lraqi forces in
the region to deparl. The cavalry$ search resulted in an additional sixty-nine Iraqi
prisoners, a tank platoon, an artillery battery, and an antitank gun battery. The
division also conducted similar missions near AI Busayyah and in its sector along
the demarcation line. 19
The U.K. lst Armoured Division inherited one of the most thankless tasks of
the postwar operation, clearing the Kuwait City-Basrah I lighway near the Multa
Ridge. This sector had been the scene of some of the heaviest bombing during the
last days of the war. Thousands of Iraqis loaded with booty from Kuwait City tried
to escape up the "Highway of Death" with all they could carry. Coalition jet fight ers had savaged the entire region , tu rning it into a scene of' un imaginable clesrruclion. The Desert Rats had to move the damaged vehicles o!T the road and remove
the thousands of unexploded munitions that Littered this sector. ln addition, hundreds of Iraqis were still in the area, having run from the coalition air attacks.
Many were still hiding when the British arrived. Of course, many were badly
wounded; British medical teams searched each day for Iraqi survivors. Finally, the
War Graves Service, an engineer unit, began the grisly task of bwying the Iraqi
dead. 10
While this horrible task was in process, the Desen Rats, especially the 7th
Armoured Brigade, which had arrived earl)' in the Gulf, began to withdraw from
Kuwait. By LO March the lead clcmems vvere at AI jubayl, and the entire 7Lh
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Armoured Brigade closed aL the pon on 16 March. The U.K. lsL Armoured
Di,rision headquarters fol lowed on 23 March. By 7 April only a battalion-size baule
group remained [rom that division.31
Not all soldiers were involved in patrolling the demarcation line or other
essential activities. Those units that had time embarked on a program of weapons
firing and proficiency training. As long as those units were in Iraq, the Vll Corps
staff needed no one's permission to establish areas to practice with their weapons.
Each division established artillery, aviation, tank, Bradley, and other ranges.
Franks encouraged commanders to set up ranges close to their assembly areas.
Units established each firing facility in accordance with the standard safety diagrams used by the Seventh Army Training Command back in Germany. The corps
tactical operations center monitored the firing, so soldiers or Bedouins woul.cl not
move through the area nor aircraft fly over them when the ranges vvere "hot. " As
Franks pointed out, there were plenty of Iraqi vehicles to use as hard targets.32
Units also conducted leader training during this period. After all, the recent
period of combat provided a number of situations and issues that needed the
chain of commands attention. Initially, Franks conducted an after-action review of
the entire war, day by day, on ll March. The next clay the corps commanders,
G- 2s, and G-3s headed to King Khalid Military City for a Third Army-sponsored
after-action review. These meetings helped the commanders put their actions in
perspective and evaluate their own performance and decision making.33
The postwar environment in occupied Iraq and liberated Kuwait created some
special hazards that frankly surprised the corps leadership. The previous hazards,
such as the traffic problems on the main supply routes, remained. Sold iers continued having auto accidents, being injured or dying, as masses of vehicles and
equipment moved in both directions.3•1 Now, however, battlefield hazards began to
take their toll on Vll Corps soldiers.
Before the war the coalition knew that Iraq had a huge chemical weapons arsenal. They also had no compunctions about using these products against their
adversaries. lraqi attack fighters and helicopters had dropped chemical weapons
on Iranians during the Iran-Iraq War, as well as on the Kurds as recently as] 988.35
The Iraqi government did not use chemical weapons against the coalition; however, the chemical stockpiles still existed. Some of these chemical munitio ns must
have been triggered during the air and ground campaigns. In at least one instance
a soldier found himself contaminated by chemical agents. His team from the 3d
Armored Division was pan of a detail to destroy Iraqi arms and ammunition. As
the soldier moved through a captured lraqi bunker on 3 March, he became suspicious of the liquid that had splattered on h is clothing. A nearby NBC team confirmed that the soldiers clothing was indeed contaminated with potent CX
(Phosgene) gas and other chemicals. 36 The soldier was apparently all right and
treated by local medical and chemical warfare personneL
The next clay the Vll Corps staff put out a warn ing for all other such teams
throughout the corps sector. The staff wanted soldiers Lo inspect bunkers before
demolition to ensure chemical munitions were not present. Each soldier conducting the search had to wear his chemica l overgarment, protective booties, and

Col. ]olin Ford lll, U.S. Air Force, points out a live bomblel; below, A medic
treats (l Bedouin's wowuls caused by stepping on a mine.
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chemical proteclive gloves and have his NBC proLective mask ready. As a further
precaution, each wore an M9 chemical detector paper attached to his overgarment
to detect contact hazards. 37
After the campaign ended, 140,000 soldiers wi th loaded \.Veapons began to
raise concerns about safety. For example, on 3 March a British soldier died when
the hand grenade he was carr>ring exploded while he was working on his vehicle.
That same day a soldier from the 14th Military Police Brigade and another from
the lst Squadron, 7th Cavalry, wounded themselves with their own sidearms.38
Accidental shootings, including at least one case of suicide, continued as long as
the corps remained in the Middle East. 39
The most serious threats to the Vll Corps soldiers were the little bomblets that
had been dropped by attack aircraft, MLRS rockets, and other systems. vVhile
unexploded munitions came in many different shapes and sizes, the most dangerous were the golf-ball-size shiny metal bomblets. Those that had not exploded
when they hit the soft sand lay scattered around the battlefield. AlmosL every concentration of Lraqi equipment was surrounded by several of these bomblets.
Although leaders repeaLedly warned their soldiers to avoid these munitions and
report their location, in some cases it was to no avail. Many soldiers picked up
these dangerous bomblets and tossed them around. Some tried to put them in
their packs o r vehicles, intending to bring them home. Ln many cases these balls
exploded with terrifying consequences. On l March two 1st Armored Division
soldiers were wounded and one died when a bombleLexploded. 40 On 17 March a
lst Armored Division soldier stepped on a bomblet and d ied rather qui.ckly. 41
Three days laLer another soldier suffered a chest wound while guiding a vehicle to
its new position. 42
Unit commanders and the entire chain of command worked to make sure all
sold iers knew about the dangers of these lethal devices. On 16 March General
Franks ordered the 7th Engineer Brigade to produce 2,300 dual-language unexploded ordnance safety bulletins, enough for each platoon and detachment. He
then tasked the 11th Aviation Brigade to deliver them to all commands. 43 In spite
of these efforts, the problems with these munitions continued. On 2 April a soldier from the 3d Armored Division's 5th Batta lion, 18th Infantry, picked up a
bomblet and it exploded, killing him instantly and wounding three soldiers nearby.44 On the sixth another soldier disobeyed orders and picked up an unexploded
antiveh icle mine and dropped it. lt blew off both of his legs and killed him instantly. A nearby soldier was hit in the chest by shrapnel but only slightly wo1.mded. 45
These mines were doing more damage to the corps than the Iraqi Army had. It was
a problem that most leaders, including General Franks, believed the Army needeel to address in the futu re.' 6

Destruction of Iraqi Equipment
Saddam Husseins anny had left behind enough weapons and vehicles to
equip almost three fu ll armored or mechanized divisions.'17 lf the Americans left
th is equipment in the desen, the lraqi arms industry could recover and restore
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these weapons.'18 In addition, the Iraqis also left behind huge quantities of ammunition. The size of the ammunition stores indicated that Hussein was prepared to
fight the Gulf War as a war of aurition, similar to his conflict \Nith lran. 49
Unfortunately for Hussein, the mobile forces of the VII and XVlll Airborne Corps
had overrun these depots before their contents could be used. When General
Schwarzkopf emerged from his meeting with the Iraqi delegation on 3 March, he
told General Franks that he wanted all this captured and abandoned Iraqi equipment either destroyed or hauled out of Iraq. 50
Col. Samuel C. Raines' 7th Engineer Brigade was assigned to plan and coordinate this mission. Raines formed Task Force DE/viO on 2 March, placing Lt. Col.
Mark E. Vincent in charge.51 Task Force DEMO coordinated the efforts of seven
engineer battalions, one engineer company organic or attached to each division,
and the 2d Cavalry, which vvere responsible for destroying equipment in their own
sectors. Six engineer battalions assigned to the 7th Engineer Brigade destroyed
Iraqi equipment in the corps' rear area. In addition, seven explosive ordnance
detachments (EODs) went where they were needed in the corps' sector to assist in
destroying the large stockpiles of Iraqi muniLions. 52
The mission was inherently dangerous: Most of the abandoned vehicles contained live ammunition. Destroying ammunition storage areas was even more dangerous. Failure to do it properly could result in more needless postconflict deaths
and injuries. The corps' fragmentary order, published on 2 March, laid the ground
rules for the mission. Franks wanted this to be a deliberate operation "under tight
control of the chain of command with specific mission and clearance areas w protect soldiers." Units were not to U)' to destroy any items, especially munitions,
beyond their capabilities. 53
The scale of the project continued to grow. For example, on 9 March the lst
Infantry Division, searching the edges of the Basrah Pocket east of Safwan, discovered an incredibly large abandoned Iraqi complex. It included 14 ammunition
supply points, 5 general supply sites, l missile depot, 2 maintenance facilities, 10
antiaircraft sites, 9 concemrations of Iraqi vehicles, and the remains of 2 division
headquarters and 2 corps headquarters. 51 lL was a major find that \Vould keep
them, and the 3d Armored Divisions engineers who followed, busy throughout
their stay in Iraq.
Not all the destruction of equipm.ent >vas done by ground engineers. ln areas
too dangerous to search, Cobra and Apache attack helicopters identified and
destroyed lraqi equipment. In the Ruqi Pocket region, for example, the l st Cavalry
Division searched and destroyed all Iraqi equipment where it had fought its original actions in February. 55 This mission cleared the Wadi al Balin route for resupply and egress of troops and equipment to the south.
On l3 March lst Infantry Division soldiers searching the naval base at Umm
Qasr came across a major intelligence find. In a series of vvarehouses operated by
the Iraqi Navy, they d iscovered seventy Chinese-built Silkworm antiship missiles.
These land-based missiles, with a range of over one hundred kilometers, had the
capability to block oil traffic as far south as the Kuwait-Saudi Arabian border. 56 ln
addition, these warehouses contained twenty-four Exocet antiship missiles. An
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sets cilarges to blow Iraqi vel!icles.

Exocet missile, launched from a Mirage F-l figh ter, had hit and badly damaged
the USS Slarh during the tanker war in May 1987. 57 Before the corps considered
destroying the missiles, it notified the U.S. Navy, which has a special interest in
these items. 58 Third Army responded to the corps' concerns, leuing it know the
request for naval assistance had passed up the chain of command to the appropriate experts. By the next da)' Central Command had decided to evacuate several of the missile systems to a Navy collection point at AI jubayl in Saudi Arabia
and destroy the remainder. 59
A 45-vehicle convoy of cargo trucks, military police, and explosives experts
clepaned for Umm Qasr at 0800 on 20 March to retrieve the missiles. On the
twenty- fi rst one convoy carrying tools, shipping contai ners, and launchers departed the pon. The next day a separate convoy headed south wi th thirty Silkworms
and twenty-four Exocet missiles. The convoy delivered fourteen Exocet missiles to
the Kuwaiti government, while the rest headed to the collection point at Aljubayl.
Thirty-three Silkworms remained in Umm Qasr for VII Corps to destro)~ 60
The Silkworms remaining in Umm Qasr were prepared for desuuction by the
3d Armored Division, which now had responsibility for that sector. On the morning of 28 March the divisions engineers blew up the remaining Silkworm missiles
and their storage bunkers. 61 It took a considerable amount of demolition expertise
and explosives lO safely and conclusively destroy the remaining missiles and collapse the heavy concrete bunkers.62 lL was an imponant mission that ensured that
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the Iraqi Navy would be unable to
interfere with shipping in the Persian
Gulf for years to come.
The corps did not destroy all the
Iraqi equipment it found. Like the
Silkworm missiles, the Army evacuated
much equipment to the United States
and Great Britain. They sent some of
the latest equipment for examination by
the Department of Defense:S various
intelligence and technical agencies 63
Returning units brought more equipment home to display at unit headquarters throughout the country. The
Soviet-made tanks, artillery, and personnel carriers would stand alongside
World War 11 equipment as reminders
of the victories this generation of soldiers had attained.M
By 21 April Task Force DEMOS mission was complete. By the corps' conservat ive estimate, the task force had
destroyed ove r 1.2 bill ion dollars'
worth of armaments and munitions. 65
In addition, hundreds of o ther tanks,
Destroying Iraqi Equipment
personnel carriers, and artillery pieces
were shipped home with American and
British equipment. By the conclusion of these operations the effect of the Vll
Corps' success in material terms became obvious. They had destroyed or removed
over 4,600 Iraqi tanks and a rmored vebicles.66 When added to the equipment
destroyed by the rest of the coalition, it was a "signi ficant blow to Iraqi regional
ambitions" and an equipment loss that the lraqi government would not soon be
able to recover. 67
Humanitarian Operations
While most of Vll Corps was involved in defensive operations and destroying
equipment , another portion of the command was having to deal ·with a swell of
lraqi soldiers and civilians who were now under Vll Corps control.
During the attack across lraq, Vll Corps had captured over 33,000 Iraqi soldiers.c>B Referred to as enemy prisoners of war, or EP'vVs, they traveled under guard
from unit collection sites at the from to corps facilities, inappropriately called
cages, in the rear. From Lhere, the corps transported them to one of four camps
constructed by the 22cl Support Con1mancls 800th Military Police Brigade or to
one of the seven other camps constructed by the British, French, or Saudi
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Arabians. Each American camp held
over 24,000 EPWs who were fed,
housed , and hand led according lO the
1949 Geneva Convention Relative to
the Treatment of Prisoners of War.
Ultimately, over 86,743 Iraqi soldiers
found their way into the coalitions prisoner of war camps. 6Q
Once the Iraqis made it back to the
EPW camps, they received the treatment
they required. llowever, the journey
from the time of their surrender until
they were in the camp was anything but
organized. Throughout the ground campaign, from-line un its simply bypassed
surrendering Iraqis and pointed them
toward the rear. Support units nying to
keep up with the front-line armor sometimes stopped and took control of these
prisoners, turning them over to unit military police. In other cases support units
simply gave the Iraqis some food and
water and pointed them to the rear as
A mother and cltild receive care
.from U.S. soldiers wlto worl1ed
well?0 At the end o f hostilities there
around Lite clod~ to help Iraqi
vvere thousands o f Iraqi soldiers moving
refugees after Lite IVC/1:
south and west in search of a coalition
soldier to accept their surrender.
After the cease-fire VII Corps embarked on a major effort to round up the
groups of Iraqis wandeting through the corps sector. The 14th Military Police
Brigade searched the western portion of the sector, while the divisions and the cavalry regiment searched their own sectors. The brigade established two collection
points, one near Objective DENVER in Kuwait and another fanher south on the
Wadi al BatinJ 1
Wh ile the commanders and staffs expected to round up a few hundred more
lraqis throughout their secto r, they were not prepared fo r the flood of Iraqi soldiers crossing the demarcati on line to surrender, many escaping the turmoil
caused by the Shi'a revolt. For example, on 24 March the 2d Cavalry, patro lling
the MDL, captured seventy more Iraqis vvho wanted to be treated as prisoners of
war. They told the cavalry troopers that they were draftees and wanted nothing
more to do with the war. 72 ln another incident on 30 March a cavalry patrol from
the 3d Armored Division accidentally crossed the demarcation line. Almost immecliately, the platoon leader realized his mistake, pulled back to the south, and notified his commander. A few moments later fifty Iraqi sold iers followed the
Americans across the demarcation line and surrendered to the surprised cavalry
soldiers. 71 The next mo rning the Iraqi government proLested that the 3d Armored
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Division had launched an unprovoked
attack across the MDL and captured
their soldiers. 74 Obviously, the soldier
drain was beginning to concern the
Iraqi high command.
lncidenLs like these took place
almost daily across the demarcation line
as a stead y Oovv of Iraqi soldiers continued Lo escape into the corps holding
areas. Once the Iraqi government
signed the permanent cease- Gre, on 14
April , the corps stopped accepting the ~
surrender of Iraqi soldiers. By then the
Vll Corps units had accepted the surrender of an additional 23,675 Iraqi
soldiers, almost as many as they had
captured during the ground campaign.75 While surrendering lraqi soldiers presented a problem, Vll Corps
and its supporting 22d Support
Command had the organization and
plans to accommodate this influx. They
were not prepared fo r the thousands of
A soldier throws food to a small Iraqi
child at the chechpoint where 1st
Iraqi civilians who also fled the fighting
Armored Division solcliers pe1jormecl
in the north.
humanitarian services.
Refugees are a product of modern
war. Images of French civilians fl eeing
the German armor attacking France in 1940, Palestinians leaving the West Bank
of the jordan River after Israel$ success in 1967, "boal people" fleeing the
Communist regime in Vietnam, and Kosovar faTmers fleeing the Serbian military
are but a few of the many examples that illustrate a reality of the twentieth century. In each case families pack what they can carry and escape either an approaching battle zone or the effects of a war already lost. In 1991 the refugee situation
was unique, as lraqi civilians fled across the border looking for support from their
former enemy.
These refugees streamed out of both ends of lraq. In the north, Kurdish villagers LOol< advantage of Saddam Hussein$ preoccupation with the Shi'a rebellion
in the south and made an abortive bid for independence in late March. Within a
short Lime Kurdish guerrillas seized several important cities in Northern lraq .
Their success was short- lived, as the remnants of Hussein$ Republican Gtwrcl, fresh
from its victory over the Shi'a in the sowh , began a relentless counteroffensive.
Hundreds of thousands of Kurds Left their villages and began moving north to seek
shelter in the mountains. The Iraqi offensive ended on 5 April, vvhen the United
States established a safe haven for the Kurds and began providing humanitarian
relief. 76
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In the south, the refugee problem began almost as soon as the Shi'a rebellion.
In the XVIll Airborne Corps sector, the 82d Airborne Division began receiving
refugees fleeing An Nasiriya and the repression by the lraqi Army on 4 March.
These lraqi civilians came in search of food, water, medical treatment, and protection from Iraqi Army reprisals. The 82d Division settled them in an abandoned
construction camp near Suq as-Shuykll, about thirty-five kilometers southeast of
An Nasiriya and just south of the MDL Soldiers named the seulement Camp
Mercy; depending on the intensity o f the fighting north of the military demarcation line, its population ranged from as few as 200 to as many as 6,000. From 28
February until 24 March, when VII Corps relieved the 82cl Airborne Division,
doctors and medics treated more than 1,100 refugees for maladies ranging from
minor illnesses to gunshot wounds. They also provided these unfortunate civilians
with thousands of meals and clean drinking water. 77
Farther east, refugees began to cross into the VII Corps sector on 3 March.
Basrah, twenty-five kilometers to the nonh, was the scene of some of the earliest
heavy fighting between the Repttblican Guard and the Shi'a insurgents. 78 As the
fighting became more intense, waves o f refugees began to flow into the Vll Corps
sector. For example, on the night of 24 March the outposts from the 2cl Cavalry
vvatched an intense battle in the tovvn of As Samawah across the demarcation line
between attacking Iraqi soldiers and Shi'a defenders. The next day over 1,000
refugees began moving south om of the town toward American lines. By late afternoon the 2cl Dragoons had almost 2 ,500 refugees and 350 iraqi soldiers requesting prisoner of war status.79
The swell of lraqi civi lians placed the tvvo corps commanders in a d ifricult
position. On one hand , they expected that within days the Iraqi government and
the coalition would sign a formal cease-fire agreement, which wou ld require that
all US. forces leave Iraq .80 On the other hand , the Law of War requires an occupying power, in this case the United States, to care for the civilians displaced by
the con0ict. 81 The administration of this problem was further complicated by
XVlll Airborne Corps' impending departure, which gave responsibility of the
enLire MDL sector to Franks and his VIl Corps.
General Franks, acutely aware of all these responsibilities right from the start,
grew increasingly uncomfortable as the refugees conLinued to arrive with no indi cation of when the recent belligerents would sign a formal cease-fire agreement.
Realizing he was the senior U.S. military commander in lraq , Franks LOok steps to
establish refugee camps and a temporary civil-military government in occupied
Iraq. He formed a task force at the corps tactical command post that consisted of
the corps G-5 (Civil Affairs), a member of the Staff Judge Advocate staff, and logistics personnel to coordinate the corps' civil -military responsibilities. 82 Ultimately,
the corps established two refugee centers, at Sa fwan in the east and at Rafha in the
west.
The first of these refugee centers was near the town of Safwan , only a clay's
walk from al Basrah. Refugees from the fighting in that city began to appear on 3
March. The 2d Brigade, lst l nfamry Divis ion, established a temporary refugee center in the narrow sector between the Kuwait border and the MDL. The problem of
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lraqi refLrgees flown by C- 130 from Sa.fwan are the .first anive at Rajha 3.

unexploded munitions made the experience a nightmare for all concerned. The
Air Force had attacked this area relentlessly in the last clays of the war, leaving
thousands of cluster bomblets exposed in the streets of Safwan as -.veil as the surrounding countryside. Soon children, thinking the shiny bomblets were toys,
began dying in front of the American soldiers. Those who survived found their
way into the aiel stations at the temporary refugee center. 83
As the refugee problem grew, division, corps, and army assets began arriving
to assist the 2d Brigade. Ultimately, the area contained three mobile army surgical
hospitals (MASHs) to dispense basic medical care. Truckloads of food and water
arrived, providing the refugees with some of the best nourishment they had
received in months. The Vll Corps soldiers distributed not only Army-issued
rations, but also baby food, local foods, lentils, and rice. 84
On 19 March Col. William Nash's lsLBrigade, 3d Armored Division, replaced
the 2d Brigade, lst Infantry Division, in the Sa[wan area and assumed the mission
of humanitarian relief. The number of refugees at Safwan, which ultimately
approached twenty thousand , soon overwhelmed Safwan's original refugee sites.
ln March the 3d Brigade estabhshed another at an abandoned Indian construction
camp about a kilometer north of the Kuwait-lraq border.85 By now the corps had
coordinated the kind of support operation needed to provide adequate assistance
for as long as necessary. Civil affairs teams from the 352d Civil Affairs Brigade provided expen advice to administer the camps. These units also sent medical and
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civic action teams into the countryside to distribute food, water, and medical care.
The 332d Medical Brigade's MASHs and other medical support worked to improve
the health of the local civilians. Finally, 3d Armored Division engineers and civil
affairs teams cleaned up Safwans water supply and reopened the towns school. 66
The Safwan humanitarian mission is another often-overlooked aspect of the
VII Corps' role in Southwest Asia. By the time the Safwan camp formally closed
on 7 May, the soldiers of the 1st Infantry and 3d Armored Divisions had registered
more than 24,000 Iraqi civilians and had distributed almost 1 million individual
meals, 173,000 cases of bottled water, and 1,136,000 gallons of potable water. The
mobile hospitals and medics had treated more than 23,400 Iraqi civilians for
everything from d iarrhea to life-threatening wounds.87 However, Safwan was not
the only camp in operation. To the west, Vll Corps also operated a refugee site
north of the border near Rafha.
On 23 March Vll Corps assumed the occupation mission for all of southern
lraq. The 11th Aviation Brigade, augmented by the French 1st Combat Helicopter
Regiment, relieved the French 6th Light Armored Division on the MDI.S western
flank. The 11th Brigades civil affairs team took charge of an ongoing humanitarian operation at the small town of As Salman. just as Safwan provided the focus for
refugees in the east, As Salman provided a conduit in the western area of the occupation zone. As in the case of Safwan, civil affairs teams serviced the refugee centers and covered the countryside to deliver food, water, and medical treatment
along 200 kilometers of the north-south highway between the Saudi border and
the military demarcation line at the Euphrates River in the north. 68
By the end of March the Saudis had established a large, semipermanent
refugee holding facility, known as Rafha I, just inside the Iraqi border. This camp
was in the llth Aviation Brigades sector, and the brigade took over the direction
of providing humanitarian support. The situation was the same as in Safwan, as
VII Corps soldiers continued to provide food, water, shelter, and, most of all, security to more than 17,000 lraqi civilians. 69
The permanent cease-fire agreement with Iraq called for coalition forces to
depart its territory by the end of April and for the United Nations to assume
responsibility for occupied Iraq. Much to Franks' consternation, the United
Nations was not prepared. Franks believed he had a moral and legal right under
the Law of War to continue to protect these civilians from certain death or abuse
from the Iraqi government. 90 Understandably, the Saudis were also hesitant to create a refugee zone in their relatively underpopulated country. The refugee problems in jordan, Lebanon, and the Gaza Strip were essentially a warning to the
Saudi government. In addition, the scale of refugee problem had caught the Saudi
Arabian authorities, like the United States, by surprise. By late April, hovvever, the
Saudi government had agreed to house those Iraqi refugees who did not wish to
return to lraq. 91 The Vll Corps' task was now to move the refugees from Safwan,
As Salman , and Rafha l to Saudi territory just north of Rafha.
First, the corps had to construct a temporary camp to use until the Saudis
could construct their permanent facility. The 2d Armored Division (Forward),
now detached from the lst Infantry Division, built a temporary camp, Rafha 11,
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just inside Saudi Arabia, adjacent to the proposed site of the Saudi camp. This center was a large facility, about one by one-and-a-half kilometers, surrounded by a
concertina-wire fence and capable of accommodating 30,000 refugees. Engineers
placed thirteen rubberized 3,000-gallon, semitrailer-mounted fabric tanks
(SMFTs) on top o f sand berms around the perimeter of the camp. Gravity-forced
vvater flowed from the SMFTs to faucets and sb.ower facilities inside. A perimeter
road ringed the camp, and another bisected it. On each side of the bisecting road,
refugees were grouped by family and organized into subcamps known as coumies.
Each county had its own water, showers, and latrines 92
Refugees began aniving at Rafha li almost immed iately upon its completion.
Some drove cars, but most traveled by military and civilian trucks and buses.
American military police registered the refugees on arrival and gave each an iclentilkation card and a meal, ready to eat, with a bottle o f water. 93 Commanded by
Brig. Gen. Gene Blackwell, the 2d Armored Division soldiers processed a total of
20,000 civilians into Rafha 11, with over 4,000 a day arriving at the peak of the
operation. When the nood of refugees threatened to overwhelm Rafl1a 11,
Blackwell built a smaller camp, Rafha 111, to provide a shon-term holding area_'H
Finally, on 28 April the Saudi government was ready to assum.e control of the
refugee operation. Supported by the l nternational Committee of the Red Cross,
the Red Crescent, and the United Nations High Commission on Refugees, the
Saudi facili ty was ready on 28 ApriL The lst Brigade, 3d Armored Division, supervised the move from Safwan to the new camp. Safwan refugees who chose to go
to Saudi Arabia were making a li fe long decision never to return to Iraq. Refugees
who wished to return to their homes in Iraq vvere offered gasoline and all the food
and water they could carry. The rest were flown from the Safwan airfield by Air
Force C-l30s over about a ten-day period . Over 8,400 lraqi civilians fiew to the
new camp i.n Saudi Arabia.'15 On 10 May General Blackwell handed over responsibility for all the camps and their refugees Lo the Saud i government.96 As of 1998
many of these refugees remained as guests of the Saudi government in much more
permanent camps around Rafi1a Y7

The End in Sight
At 1200 on 12 April a permanent cease-fire agreement became effective, formally ending hostilities between coalition forces and the government of lraq. The
Vll Corps stopped manning checkpoints along Highvvay 8 and began turning over
responsibility for the region to UN observers. Now, almost a month and a half after
the end of hostilities. the corps began the process of leaving lraq. ll was a withdrawallhat vvou ld continue into early May_98
While often overlooked in histories of the Gulf War, the Vll Corps' role over
the previous six weeks is an important part of the story. The corps maintained a
show of force along the MDL, forcing Sacldam Hussein to accept the provisions of
the cease-fire and to release all coalition prisoners. The corps was ready, had the
President of the United States issued the order, to continue combat operations to
change lraqi behavior. lt destroyed several additional combat divisions' worth of
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equ ipment, ammunition, and materiel, funher reducing the combat capability of
the lraql Army. Finally, the corps ensured the orderly processing and treatment of
Iraqi prisoners and civilian refugees. Thal the refugees in the Vll Corps sector did
nol become part of the larger humanitarian disaster is a Lribule to the soldiers of
Vll Corps, from private through corps commander. Also impressive is that all
these missions were in progress simultaneously, conducted even as the staff
planned for the corps' redeployment. 99
Now it remained for the corps to conduct its last operation o f the twentieth
century. lt had to evacuate its soldiers from lraq, ship them and their equipment
back to Germany and the United States, and disappear from the active roles o f the
U.S. Army.
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22
Coming Home
[The soldiers [ walked inside. And yiiiii the sound of a thousand people, all sharing the screaming
meemies, assailed it. ln place of the HURRY HOMES were hund reds of vVELCOME HOMES and a
TOTO' WE'RE NOT IN SAUDI' and so much red, white and blue on balloons and nags that the
hangar could be the scene of a Democratic or Republican convention. 1

Throughout March and early April 1991, Vll Corps continued to police the
military demarcation line and provide humanitarian relief for refugees from the
uprising in Iraq. As the XVIII Airborne Corps' redeployment progressed, the Vll
Corps staff began to prepare Cor the corps' last mission : going home. Franks'
troops could not simply leave the desert and board an airplane. They had to clean
up the land they used in the Saudi Arabian desert; they had to account for their
equipment; and they had to prepare most of their equipment for shipping home.
They also had to send some of their equipment into storage for other units to use
during later emergencies. The corps' redeployment operations, therefore, consisted of moving to the air and seaports, preparing and shipping equipment , and
moving sold iers to home stations.

Moving to the Air and Sea Ports
As soon as it became apparent that the cease-fire between the coalition and
Iraq would continue, Central Command sent an initial contingent of troops home.
While the fu ll redeployment would take n1onths, these men and women would
help morale, both in the field and at home, and provide evidence that the war was
over and the Army would soon return. Commanders selected l ,000 soldiers, representing each major corps unit, and prepared them for departure. Each trooper
had a desert combat uni[orm, many for the first time, and a floppy hat. On 15
March they moved by CH-4 7 helicopter to King Khalid Military City. There, they
boarded waiting aircraft and began the flight back to Germany and the United
States.2 This initial redeployment was a public affairs show for the Army, with
journalists rushing to capture the reunions of soldiers with their families. Less
than two weeks after the war ended, th is select group found themselves at home
and on the pages of American newsmagazines and newspapers.3
General Pagonis' 22d Support Command had developed the outlines of
D ESERT FAREWELL, the theater redeploymem plan, even before the ink was dry on
the agreement between General Schwarzkopf and the lraqi A rmy. ~ This plan oul-
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lined eight separate stages that each unit had to complete to clear the theater. Stage
one was the initial redeployment, in which the 1,000 members of Vll Corps were
participants. During stage two each unit moved out of Iraq to taclical assembly
areas south o f the borde r. Units were to visit parts of the baulefiekl and check for
any items to be returned to the United States and d estroy anything of value to the
Iraqi Army. They were also to stan to turn in any excess equipment and prepare
their vehicles for the trip home.;
During the third stage units moved to redeployment assembly areas, which for
VII Corps were located around KKMC. Units were to intensify maintaining, cleaning, and preparing equipment for shipment. Control teams then deployed to the
pons to coordinate equipment and personnel deployments. Finally, equipment
moved to a staging area for transport by HETs and other wheeled equipment carriers. Simultaneously with redeployment assembly area operations, units carried
out stage fou r, equ ipmen t wrn-in. Before they could move to the port, all equipment that the command was required to turn in had to be signed over to the
appropriate 22d Support Com mand representalives. ln addition to obvious items,
such as extra tents and desert gear, all ammunition had to be removed from vehicles. It was then repackaged and shipped back to an appropriate ammunition facil it)' in Europe or the United States. 0
Stage five was the staging of personnel and equipment. Units moved their
equipment from the redeploymem assembl)' area to one of four huge wash racks
in the port area. Each vehicle had to be cleaned and sanitized to meet stringent
U.S. Departmem of Agriculture standards for vehicles arriving in America from
the Middle East. This process often included removing power packs and steamcleaning the vehicle's engine compartments. In addition, all Europe-based VI)
Corps vehicles were to be repainted in green camou f'lagc colors. Sensitive equipment, such as aircraft, was shrink-wrapped in plastic and moved to the staging
area. Once vehicles were cleaned and inspected, they moved to a guarded, sterile
staging area to await shipment to the United States or Europe.
Stage six was for most soldiers the most important, as they moved to the airport and boarded aircraft for the Oight home. Other soldiers, called supercargoes,
remained behind to help loading the equipment on the sh ips and to accompany it
by sea back to their homepons. Some soldiers, primarily from the 22d Support
Com mand, remained behind to work the last two phases that placed equipment
imo storage and conducted a fina l cleanup of the racilities the Army had used in
Saudi Arabia. 7
The Vll Corps' redeployment was only pan of the massive mission Pagonis'
support command performed. In addition to sending the veterans of the ground
war home, the command brought in seventy-two additional support units to support the retrograde process. It established equipment storage areas at Doha,
Kuwait, and moved the llth Armored Cavalry from Europe to replace the VII
Corps in defense of the sheikdom. The 22d Support Command also supervised
the redeployment and support of a Patriot-equipped air defense brigade back to
Southwest Asia in response to a Saudi Arabian request in September 1991. Tbe
Army had no intention of leaving supplies in theater, and the 22d Support
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Command shipped over 350,000 shon tons of ammunition and 339,000 short
tons of other supply items back lO the United States and Europe. In addition, the
command closed the diverse thousands of contracts the Army had opened with
suppliers in Saudi Arabia. Finall y, on 2 january 1992, the 22d Support Command
inactivated, replaced by a srnaller headquarters, the U.S. 1\.rmy Central Command
(Forward).R
General Franks modified the theater plan to fit the VII Corps' special needs.')
!lis intent for the redeployment encompassed four basic principles. First, he wanted to ensure that the first units in were the first out of Southwest Asia. Next, he
wanted his commanders to monitor and care for the soldiers' discipline, wellbeing, and safety during the entire redeployment operation. Third, franks wanteel a disciplined and professional accounting of all the corps' resources. finally, he
wanted the redeployment to recognize and reinforce the pride that his soldiers felt
in their recent victory. 10
Franks then reorganized his command and control arrangements to accomplish
this final mission. His depUl)', Maj. Gen. Gene Daniel, took charge of the redeployment. The corps main command post moved to King l<halid Military City, essenLiall)' the center of the corps' redeployment assembly area, to control operations.
Brig. Gen. Creighton W Abrams, Jr., and his corps artillery took over the role
of port support activity. It was essentially the same process the lst Infantry
Division (forward) had run back in january, but in reverse. Abrams ran both the
pons of AI jubayl and Ad Dammam as well as the major personnel staging area at
AI Khobar. He supervised the preparation of vehicles for sh ipment, transportation
of 1roops to the airports, and final sh ipping of the corps vehicles. His soldiers performed these tasks in close coord ination with Pagonis' support command and the
individual commanders of each m~jor corps unit. 11 While i\brams' mission was
difficult, he had the full supporL of every soldier in the corps, since they all wanted to go home as quickly as possible.
llanclling the corps' equipment was a special problem. Some would relllrn
home with the unit. Some equipment was shipped back Lo sLOrage areas in
Germany or the United States. Other equipment would remain in Kuwait as pan
of a sel of pre-positioned equipment for future operations. Finally, some equipmem would be turned over to a follow-on force, the llth Armored Cavalry, which
would relieve the Vll Corps in the defense of Kuwait. All these eq uipment issues
were Loo complex for the Vll Corps to perform properly. rranks requested and
Pagonis supponecl the creation of a Deparlment of the Army-leve l team , under Lhc
direction of tvlaj. Gen. Chuck Murray, to resolve equipmen t issues. Once Murray
and his staff decided where equipment was to go, the Vll Corps' soldiers could
prepare it for its specific destination. 12
In place of the support commands stages, franks subslinned six detailed
"gates" through which each command had to pass Lo be allowed to proceed.
Division commanders had to assure Franks at each stage that the unit had accomplished the speci fic tasks he required. For example, Gate 5 required cleaning and
rew rning the redeployment assemb ly area to its original cond ition, turning in all
equipment that was not rewrning to Lh.e home station, properly accounting for
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and transferring war trophies to the appropriate facility, turning in and accounting
for excess propert)', identifying and sending a rear detachment to the Vll Corps
headquarters, processing all containers for customs and agriculture inspections,
reconciling all casualty reports, turning in unit command and lessons learned
report s, nominating all deserving soldiers for unit awards, and schedu ling an
arrival ceremony at the home station. 11
The U.K. lst Armoured Division and the U.S. lst Cavalry Division pulled out
of Iraq and Kuwait and began their journey home in March. The problems for
most troops in the rest of the corps in late March and early April were fighting off
boredom and trying to maintain the soldiers and equipment in fighting trim. H On
7 April the lst Infantry Division replaced the 2d Cavalry on the military demarcation line, and the regiment began moving south on a 200-mile road march
toward its assembly area in Saudi Arabia. The 2d Cavalry was the first Yll Corps
unit in the region and, in keeping with the corps commanders policy, the first to
return. The remainder of the corps continued to be strung out along the demarcation line, waiting for the word to depart. Finally, on 15 April the Iraqi government agreed to the United Nations' cease-fire terms, and the United States began
to pull all soldiers out of lraq. 15
Most units began heading south toward their redeployment assembly areas
immediately, since the entire Vll Corps had to be out of Iraq by the even ing of 19
April. 16 One last time division and brigade commanders had the chance to move
their enlire commands in baule formation. Those watching the formations in batlie arra)' were struck by the discipline of these desert combat veterans. First came
the air scouts and attack helicopters, sweeping the divisions route of march. Next
were the ground cavalry troops, moving on the axis the rest of the division would
follow. Then the combat brigades rolled fast, not in column, but in combat formation, with Bradlcys or tanks in baule array and soft-skinned vehicles and the
artillery tucked inside the "combat wedge" or "maneuver vee" formation. All
equipment was properly stored, weapons properly mounted, crew members at
their batLie stations. The organized movement out of Iraq was in stark contrast to
the com mands initial deployment to the desert in December and january. 17 It took
these formations two to three days to make the journey from Iraq to the redeployment assembly areas. Emotions ran high as each unit crossed the border berm
back into Saudi Arabia. 18
Not all units headed to Saudi Arabia. The 3d Armored Division senL one
brigade, made up of clements [rom its lst and 3d Brigades, to l<uwait. Supported
by organizations from the United Kingdom and the 22d Support Command, this
headquarters would provide a temporary security force in case of further trouble
along Kuwait's border with lraq. It moved to a small peninsula in Kuwait Bay,
called Doha. There, relatively secure from terrorist auacks and with reasonable
living and training f'acilities for the soldiers, the command wou ld remain until
relieved by the llth Armored Cavalry on 16 june. Franks was extremely concerned for the morale and welfare of these soldiers and worked closely with Maj.
Gen. jerry R. Rutherford, the new 3d Armored Division commander, to ensu re
these soldiers received the best care possible. Franks also directed Rutherford to
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Tasll Force 4tll Battalion, 66th Anno1; in company wedge: All units moved out of Iraq in

lCictiwl formation.

set up firing ranges and training areas to keep these soldiers at the top of their
battle form. 19

Preparing and Shipping Equipment
Units began to arrive in their redeployment assembly areas as temperatures
continued to rise. On 21 April the desert sands around King Khalid Military City
reached l07°F by midday. 10 The terrain in Iraq had been pleasant compared to
northern Saudi Arabia. Flat, rocky, sandy, and much hotter, the environ ment was
more inhospitable than it had been when the corps had used the region as a tactical assembly area in january and February. As units arrived, they unloaded their
ammunition and began turning it in at ammunition points. Unit attachments
ended, as air defense artillery teams, ground surveillance radar sections, and crossattached infantry and armor units returned to their parent commands. While the
soldiers were anxious to get home, their morale was high. It cominued to improve
as they had the chance for good showers and regular hot food .21
The corps now began to turn in equipment with a sense of urgency. Many
corps units were headed back to Europe for inactivation and had to dispose of
their gear before they departed. The corps staff set up a temporary storage location to receive, inspect, account for, store, and protect equipment from units that
were inactivating. When ready this equipment was signed over to a team from the
22cl Support Command. 12
All kinds of equipmem problems had to be resolved. On one hand, specialized equipment, such as that used by the intelligence and electronic warfare com-

After DFSERT STORM, militaty equipmcul awaiting trausport back w tlte United States
shows the magnitude of tlte logistics effort; below, A sltip IOGideclwitlt militaty
equipment stands ready to depart tlte port at AI ]ubayl.

Positioning a Fuel Truch Aboard a RO-RO Ship; below, A crane lifts each aircraft onto
the USNS Capella, a rapid-response vehicle cargo ship.
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munity, including various radio sets and electronic monitoring systems, had to go
to military intelligence units. 23 Items tnodined during the war, such as maintenance comact trucks that were essentially "l/2 Dodge and l/2 Chevy" had to
somehow, legal!)', be signed back over to the government.N
An additional issue concerned war trophies. Many units wanted to bring home
lraqi equipment to stand alongside similar items from the Second World War in
unit museums. Franks directed his 2d Corps Suppon Command to set up a wartrophy holding area on 21 April. This organization, headed by a captain, accepted this equipment for which the Central Command had not yet approved shipment. Ultimately, this organization became responsible for packing and crating
war trophies that did not accompany the units back to home stations. 2 ~ The largest
items of equipment, such as tanks, personnel carriers, and artillery pieces, were
processed as unit property when the divisions hit the pon.
On 14 April the 2d Cavalry began moving equipment to the port of AI jubayl,
followed by the 11th Aviation Brigade on 18 Apri l. Soon the entire corps was en
route to the coast. Tracked vehicles moved to the pons on heavy equipment transporters, while wheeled vehicles road-marched back down Tapline Road. Flatbed
tractor-trailers moved thousands of shipping containers to the pons. Other soldiers moved to KKMC, where they flew to Dhahran on Air Force aircraft. Mother
nature continued to remind the corps where they were. The heat was almost
unbearable, and the temperature continued to rise. During this stage the redeployntenl area was struck by a "horrendous sandstorm making all miserable." 26
Nevertheless, twenty-four hours a day, corps units moved down Tapline Road to
the port and onto one of the four huge wash racks. Once clean, tan vehicles wem
to the paint facility for repainting, and then to the sterile area to await shipment.17
Once the vehicles were ready, the crews moved into Khobar Towers outside of
Ad Dammam. The faciliL)' had changed greatly si nce the last time troops had been
there in December and j anuary. Now there were cots in the rooms. In the public
areas, designed for children to play, contractors had set up food stands, laundry
outlets, and souvenir shops. Meals, ready to eat, and other staples of desert diet
gave way to pizza and cheese-steak sand"''iches. The dining facilities, still in the
underground garages of the complex, were well stocked and staffed. 28
Franks wanted his soldiers to come home looking as good as possible. All soldiers fina lly received their issue of desert combat uniforms. Quartermaster facilities sewed on each soldier's patches, Army identification strip, and nametag. Most
important [or most of these sold iers was the unit patch, the combat patch, sewed
on the right sleeve. More than any other symbol, the unit insignia on the right
sleeve identified these soldiers as veterans of the Persian Gulf War.
Finally, after a week or more of waiting, the unit received its allocation of aircraft. Division redeployment cells prepared manifests, identified flight commanders, and arranged [or preinspeclions by customs officers. Commande rs made it
clear to soldiers that if they tried to smuggle illegal items back to the Uni ted States,
the consequences would be unpleasant. Forbidden items included Iraqi weapons,
fresh fruit (because of the Mediterranean fruit ny), drug paraphernalia such as
hash pots, or rugs and other items made b)' forced labor. 29 Soldiers found with
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A driver sets an MJ Bradley into place aboard ship.

such items would be pulled off the !light manifest and forced to remain in Saudi
Arabia umil the military police authorities resolved their case. Few soldiers wanted to risk spending any more time away from home, so most were ready when the
final hour came.
Soon the soldiers on the !light were called forward. Under control of the !light
commander and the divisions redeployment cell, the soldiers rode buses to the
airfield. Then, with their baggage, they filled an aviation hangar. One last time customs police went through their belongings. Then the soldiers went to a final holding area to wait while the aircraft was made ready. A unit detail loaded the soldiers'
baggage onto the aircraft. Finally, the word came and the soldiers moved to their
aircraft. Greeted by cheery !light stewardesses, the soldiers' morale continued to
rise. They cheered as it was -..vheels up and the sands of Saud i Arabia fell away. 30
The corps headquarters tracked the status of redeployment daily. On 12 May,
with more than 60 percent of the corps redeployed, General Franks and the main
body of the corps headquarters departed Saudi Arabia for Stuttgart, GermanyY
The rest of the corps continued to follow. By 29 May over I 13,667 VII Corps soldiers had left Saudi Arabia, with only 2,820 remaining in theater to help with the
final shipping. 32
Port operations continued for several more weeks. It took over 155 ships to
return the corps to Europe and the United States. The scale of the shipment was,
like everything else for D~::sr:RT STORM, huge. The corps sent back 6,958 tracked
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vehicles; 45,099 wheeled vehicles; 582 aircraft; 2,267 containers; and 1,892 miscellaneous items of equipment. Each of these iLems had to be cleaned, inspected,
properly marked, loaded on the ship, and protected from the elements. 33
Volunteers, the supercargoes, from each unit chose to stay behind and help with
the loading and the voyage home. 3~
Homecoming

Senior Army leaders remembered how they had come home from Vietnam in
the sixties and seventies. Soldiers came home as individuals or in small groups.
There were no parades of welcome, only protesters venting a popular disgust with
the war and those who fought. It was a memory that never left the veterans of that
ill-fated connict. Like Generals Powell and Schwarzkopf, General Franks was
determined that his soldiers wou ld come home in style.
Most of Franks' soldiers returned initially to Europe. Each American community in Germany organized welcome ceremonies. Since Franks and his staff did not
expect the huge outpouring of support that American-based units received, they
made special efforts to provide for proper returning ceremonies. General Crosbie E.
Saint, commander of U.S. Army, Europe, and his staff worked closely with German
and American agencies to provide for first-class treatment of the returning soldiers.
German leaders changed their procedures at the airports of Stuttgan, Frankfurt,
Nuremberg, and l lamburg to allow the buses to drive directly to the aircraft on the
runway. Soldiers and their baggage immediately boarded the buses for the ride back
to their individual kasernes. Family members knew in advance when and exactly
which soldiers were on the way. When they arrived, the soldiers assembled for a
last briefing b)' their commanders and marched, to the music of local German and
American bands, into a central area where their fami lies waited. 35
Soldiers of the lst Infant ry Division and other units returning direcLiy to the
United States had similar experiences. Arter landing at the airport in Topeka,
Kansas, they rode the sixty-five miles to the military airfield at Fort Riley. Getting
off the bus, the soldiers turned their personal weapons and protective masks over
to waiting armorers. Then, to the sounds of the theme from "Rocky" or some other
stirring music, the night marched into a yellow, red, white, and blue decorated aircraft hangar. The effect was electric as cheering fam il y members and friends surrounded the brown-camounage-clad soldiers.36
Welcome-home ceremonies continued in the Uni ted Stales and Europe
throughout May. Chicago became the first city to hold a major celebration, with
General Colin Powell as the grand marshal, on I0 May. 37 Los Angeles had its
parade on 19 May. 18 One of the largest milita1y parades in the history of the country took place in Washington, D.C., on 8 june. Here, General H. Norman
Schwarzkopf, Jr., led representatives from each of his con1mancls past the presidential reviewing stancl.39 General Franks led his VII Corps command and staff in
that last ofncial gathering of the corps leadership.
Meanwhile, soldiers continued to return by land and sea from Southwest Asia.
On 16 june the last soldiers from the 3d Armored Division turned over their

V/1 Corps' deparLLtre ceremony; below, General Fmnhs furls the colors for the trip home.

Welcome Home, Fort Riley, I<c111sas; below, Cap£. Kenneth Pope receives a warm
welcome home from wife Mwy.
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equipment to the 11th Cavalry in Doha and boarded aircraft for Germany. This
was the last Vll Corps unit that participated in the ground offensive to come
home. The last individual soldiers would not return home until after their ships
docked in American ports in the middle of August.·10

Inactivation
General Franks returned to Stuugart for only a short time. ln August 1991 he
was promoted to four-star general and placed in command of the U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command. He began the task of adapting the lessons from
the Gulf War to improving technology and the changing and much more complex
international situation. 4 1
Franks' successor at Vll Corps, Lt. Gen. Michael Spigelmire, who had been the
corps G-3 a decade earlier, supervised the Vll Corps' inactivation. The corps
furled its colors and left Stuttgart on 18 March 1992. In a ceremony at Fort
McPherson, Georgia, on 24 April, Vll Corps formally joined the roles of Army
units not on active service. Attending the ceremony was General Saint, the outgoing commander of U.S. Army, Europe, and former Vll Corps commanders General
William]. Livsey and Lt. Gens. Louis Truman, julius Becton, Andrew Chambers,
and Ronald WattsY
The corps fighting units also underwem major postwar changes. At the end of
1991 the 1st Armored Division closed i.ts kasernes in Bavaria. lts name, lineage,
and colors moved west of the Rhine to Bad Kreuznach, replaci ng the inactivated
8th Infantry Division. lt was part of the process of reducing the Army's four
Europe-based divisions to just two.'13 Another casualty of the reorganization was
the 3d Armored Division. lnjanuary 1992 the division furled its colors and headeel back to the United States for its inactivation.'14 The 2d Cavalry also returned to
the United States that vvinter. Trading in its heavy tanks for lighter equipment, it
moved firs t to Fort Lewis, Washington, and then by 1995 to Fon Polk, Louisiana.
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Epilogue
Lessons from DESERT SABER
The tmages ncar!)' al1 suggest a rout, and they linger. Starved Iraqi soldiers, crawling from holes, bcggmg for food, unwilling to fight. Prisoners of war, pathetic, too numerous to count. In fact, some
Iraqi units fought and fought hard. A few were we111ed. Despite the images, the truth is that a good
number of the a11icd soldiers who engaged Saddam t-lusa)'nS army during the I00-hour ground war
found themselves fighting for their lives. 1
You may fl)' over a land fo rever. You ma)' bomb it, atomize it, pulverize it, and wipe it clean of life.
But if you desire to defend it, protect it, and keep it, )'OU must do this on the ground the way the
Roman legions did-by puuing your young men in the mud.
- T. R. Fehrenbach 2

There can be no doubt that DESERT STORJ-1 was a military success for the coalition, although a considerable portion of the Republican Guard Forces Command was
all owed to withdraw. The lraqi Army was for the time being no longer a threat to
its neighbors and back on its side or the Kuwaiti border. While difficult to estimate
accurately. its combat losses were great. Between 25,000 and 50,000 lraqi soldiers
were dead; another 80,000 were prisoners; and another 150,000 had deserted or
escaped rrom their military units. 3 The coalition had destroyed around 3,300 lraqi
tanks; 2, I00 other armored vehicles; and 2,200 artillery tubes, leaving the lraqi
Army at about 30 percent of its prewar strength.~
However, the campaigns political success is questionable. Cenainly, the coalition offensive liberated Kuwait and restored Western access to its precious oil
reserves. However. on another level, the Baathist dictatorship survived long after
the war, with enough combat power to subdue the Shi'a rebellion in the south and
force the United States to intervene to protect the Iraqi Ku rds in the north. Long
after DJ;SERT STORM, American forces remained in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, fiying
air patrols over much of Iraq and bolstering Kuwaiti derenses. t:rom time to time,
large American forces returned to the gulf to threaten or punish Iraq for some
intcrnalional transgression. Nevertheless, eleven years after the war Saddam
Hussein was still dictator of Iraq and on the surface just as powerful at home as
he had been before the conflict.
Disappointment with the political results should not affect an evaluation of the
operational and tactical aspects of the confiict. The U.S. Army expends great effon
in searching ouL Lessons learned from its campaigns and training exercises, and
DESERT STORM was no exception. Immediately afler the end of Lhe confiicl, members of l he Army's Center for Lessons Learned from ForL Leavenworth, Kansas, vis-
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ited units in the field to interview panicipants. lndividual units also submitted
their own after-action reports, complete w ith their own lessons learned. This
information, when compared with the journals and reports submitted during the
conOict, helps to evaluate the effectiveness of the U.S. Army's technology, training,
leadership, and war-nghling doctrine.
The story of the Vll Corps is most important because it refutes the myth that
the campaigns success was a simple result of America's technological prowess.
Many civilians, w ith visions blurred by the visual media, believe the ground war
was some kind of video game won by smart weapons against an Iraqi Army that
simply gave up after an intensive air bombardmenL. Nothing could be further from
the truth. 5 ln fact, the technological differences were not so great as to exclusively explain the ground offensives one-sided outcome.
The assumption that Americans can win future wars from the air with so few
casualties is dangerous. Air power enthusiasts are obviousl)' correct in pointing out
that the air campaign weakened the lraqi Army, and most ground sold iers are grateful for this effort.() However, for six weeks the Air Force and Navy used all the
smart-and not so smart-weapons in their inventories against the Iraqi armed
forces, yet Saddam Hussein$ troops remained in Kuwait and began their withdrawal on ly after the beginning of the ground assault. 7 Despite the air offensive, much of
the lraqi Army was still capable and full of fight when Franks' units crossed the border. The main divisions that Vll Corps engaged (the Tawakalna Mechanized and the
Medina, 12th, ancl52cl Armored Divisions) moved, vvhile under air attack, out of their
positions and toward the attacking Arnerican forces. Most of their armored vehicles
went inLo the ground batlle intact. Each of these divisions faced Franks' troops with
more than enough combat equipment to conduct an effective defensive battle.
Technology also does not explain the coalition's success on the ground .
American troops were used to training against "inferior" units at the National
Training Center. ln these intensive mock engagemems the opposing forces, using
simulated T-72 tanks and BMP inrantry fighting vehicles, usuall y ddeat the
MlAl- and Bradley-equipped "American" units. 8 ln fact, the Iraqi Army often
encountered Vll Corps units at dose range and in bad vveather-conditions that
negated the coali Lion's advantages in range and night vision. The armed forces of
Iraq, especially those belonging to the Republican Guard Forces Command, had
more than enough high-quality equipment to inOict serious losses on the attacking Vll Corps, yet they did not.
The primary explanation for this one-sided outcome was not technology, but
the disparity in the quality o f the training of the two forces. Following the 1973
Arab-Israeli vVar, General William E. DePuy, then commander of the U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command , examined the nature of that conflicts engagements. He noted that the Israeli tank crews, often using the same equipment their
opponents used, were between three and six times more effective. He further
noted that the Israeli units fired more than four times as much training ammunition as did American crews, reflecting a more intensive training program. DePuy
concluded, "during the next 10 years battlefield outcome w111 depend upon the
quality of the troops rather than the quality of the tanks."9
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ln the following years, DePuy constructed an entire military doctrine and
training program around the premise that "What can be seen, can be hit-what
can be hit, can be killed.'' 10 He demanded that commanders take tank gunnery
seriously and praclice it incessantly. Throughout the 1980s, al least tvvice a year,
crews negotiated ranges that in their most sophisticated version replicated the
worst siLUaLion an American armored or mechanized unit could face. The Army
now expected crews to acquire, engage, and destroy at least three enemy tanks in
less than half a minute. Similar ranges and standards existed for Bradley crews,
artillery batteries, and all units in the Army. 11 By 1990 American tank and mechanized infantry units were participating in platoon, company, and even battalion
live-fire exercises.
In contrast, there is little indication that the Iraqi tank and antitank guided
missile gunners had participated in any serious gunnery training program.
·whatever experience they had gained rrom the lran-lraq War had obviously lost
its effect. Reports from many American and British units indicate that the lraqi
vehicles often fi.red first, but missed. Seldom did they have the chance to fire twice.
This failure to kill enemy targets was a problem of training, not of technological
disadvantage. At close range, the weapons carried by the T-72 and BMP are quite
lethal. However, without imensive training, the vehicles are little more than
expensive forms of transportation. No army can possibly have success if its soldiers cannot hit their targets. General DePuys predictions were right the mark.
The lraqi training problem was not confined to individual soldiers and
crews. At every level Iraqi officers also demonstrated that they were not prepared for combat. Time after time they violated such basic principles of military
an as ma intaining security or adjusting artillery fire. They had a superb airdefense system but did not know how to use il. The Iraqi intelligence system
failed comp letely-in some cases lraqi officers did not even know which national army they were fighting. The 1raqi high command conceded the initiative to
the Vll Corps staff ea rly on and allowed the Americans to prepare for the campaign with little interference. This lack of basic military proficiency, more than
the effects of an air campaign or problems in equipment, ensured Iraq's defeat.
American planners should evaluate these lessons carefully, as future opponents
may not be so accommodating.
In addition to advantages accruing from better training, leadership, and
equipmenL, American soldiers benefited from logistical capabilities that easily outclassed those of their adversary. Although the deployment to Saudi Arabia featured
many avvkward moments salvaged by improvised solutions, once the large logistical apparatus of the American corps was established, it performed as designed.
Huge Oeets of trucks ferried enormous quantities of supplies of all types -food ,
water, fuel, ammunition, engineering items, spare parts, and so forth-throughout
the breadth and depth of the battlefield. Organizational layers of maintenance personnel quickly "covered clown" on disabled vehicles, sustaining equipment readiness rates well above 90 percent in most categories. An elaborate medical evacuation system, fortunately little used, was poised to speed the wounded to a host of
hospitals that had mushroomed out of the desert. The final clay of the shon war
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did bring the fuel-devouring M l Al tanks to the end of their tethers, a fact that
should not obscure the logistical success in pushing vast quantities of fuel across
the desert. 12
In contrast, the logistical system of the coalitions foes was unimpressive,
despite the lesser challenge of supporting a generally static defensive from. Even
before the air campaign, Iraqi logistics, featuring huge stockpiles of supplies but
insufficient transportation and a dearth of appropriately trained suppon personnel, was a pale shadow of the American system. After the air campaign, its
prospects of supporting a sustained battle were hopeless.
Another important aspect of the Vll Corps campaign concerned the quality of
leadership. General Schwarzkopf, the theater commander, complained daily about
perceived inefficiencies or mistakes on the part of the VII Corps commander and
remained unhappy with General Franks' performance. Why he never 11ew forward
to discuss his concerns personally with Franks is a queslion mark. Instead, while
emombed in a bunker, th ree hundred miles behind the rront lines, Schwarzkopf
lost a personal awareness of the conditions his ground forces were experiencing. 11
In truth, soldiers on the ground never respond like those in a computer simulation, and the VII Corps troops had gone about as far and fast as fuel and human
endurance would allow. Perhaps inevitably, Schwarzkopf's role as leader of a coalition force consisting of numerous nations and services distracted him from
detailed management of the ground offensive. In the end , lapses in coordination
between the U.S. Marines, Third Army, and coalition air forces seem to have
allowed much of the Republican Guard to evacuate the Kuwaiti Theater of
Operations and ultimately escape.
General Yeosock , as Th ird Army commander, was the source of Vll Corps'
external coordination, direction , and motivation. He found himself, hovvever, in
the unenviable position of working directly for Schwarzkopf as well as commanding an organization that may have been too difficult for anyone to manage effectively. His command had three distinct functions. First, it was a field army directing the two corps. Second, it was a theater army headquaners, responsible for
overall logistic and service support. Finally, Third Army served as component
headquarters, responsible for all U.S. Army operations in the theater.H
The Third Army command had been hastily assembled , incompletely organized, and untested in an operational environment. Indeed, it was fortunate that
the war ended rather quickly wi thout overly stressing Third Armys capabilities.
The pace of the campaign, especially during the last clays of the war, exposed its
shortcomings. For example, the generally uncoordinated auacks of the two army
corps allowed a significant portion of lraqs combat power to withdraw, and the
handling and supervision of the last clays attack was particularly problematic. This
author is convinced that a determined enemy and several weeks of sustained operations would have broken this organization and forced its diverse functions to be
formally reallocated between a field (Third Army) and a theater (ARCENT) army.
ln add ition, General Yeosocks location in Riyadh, near Schwarzkopf and far
from the front , probably helped to distort his perception of events and affected
his decision-making ability. While this may be an unfair comparison, it is diffi-
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cult to envision Lt. Gen. George 5. Patton commanding his World War ll-era
Third Army from a van parked near General Omar Bradley's army group headquarters. If an army commander's most important role is to temper his superior's
daily briefing, rather than to coordinate the attack of two or more army corps
from a forward command post, then there is a serious problem in both his command and personal relationship with his boss.
General Franks ran a successful campaign within the parameters of his
approved plan and the gu idance he received from Generals Schwarzkopf and
Yeosock. His defeat of the Tawahalna Mechanized Division is a textbook example of
how to concentrate combat power throughout the battle sector to destroy a
defending enemy force.
Nevertheless, there are points in this campaign that military professionals
might revisit and evaluate. From hindsight, perhaps he was too rigid in executing
his plan . Could Franks have kept at least his 2d Cavalry and two armored divisions moving on Lhe first night of the war? General Griffiths lst Armored Division
should have bypassed AI Busayyah on the second night and continued to drive
easl, allowing the 3d Armored Division and 2d Cavalry to drive past Objective
COLLINS and gain contact with the Republican Gtwrd earlier. In the face of little
enemy opposition, Franks could have ordered the lst Infantry Division out of the
breach earlier, allowing for a more orderly attack on the Tawakalna with a more
decisive exploitation. He probably could have used his llth Aviation Brigade in
the battle more often. Finally, he could have overridden General Griffiths advice
and pushed the lst Cavalry Division through the 1st Armored Division on the last
day of the war, thus facili tating the capture of o~j ectives around Safwan. These are
relatively small points, considering the overall success of the campaign, bll[ they
do refiect the conservative nature of General Franks and his subordinates.
Franks supervised a competent collection of division and regimental commanders. Having fought in the Vietnam War, each brought to the battle extensive
military experience. Conservative as a group, they were determined not to expend
soldiers' lives if they had any recourse. Several examples illustrate this trend:
Rhame's not wanLing to push through the breach on the first night; Griffith's holding at Al Busayyah on Lhe second night of the war and recommending to Franks
not to use the 1st Cavahy Division on the last night; and Funks slowing his attack
on the night of 26-27 February until he could obliterate the lraqi defenders with
artillery and auack helicopters. None of these decisions was technically wrong.
Collectively they describe commanders who were determined to succeed at as
small a cost in human suffering as possible. Ironically, the apparently most aggressive of the division commanders, Maj . Gen. j ohn H. Tilelli,jr., never really got into
the battle.
Despite these observations, we must give Franks credit as an effective combat
commander. The maneuver of his large corps was a textbook example of battlespace management. Despite the distances, his divisions d id not run out of fuel and
struck the enemy en masse, not piecemeal. His plans were sound, his orders clear,
his staff work generally efficient. Rather than remain in his main or tactical command posts, with all their reclundam communications to the two senior head-
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quaners in the rear, he wem forward. Always on the move in his 131ack Hawk,
Franks new from d ivision to d ivision, ensuring he understood the conditions his
soldiers confromcd. His face-to-face discussions with commanders ensured that,
whatever the confusion in written orders, everyone understood his intent. His is a
performance that future corps commanders would be wise to study.
We must address the issue of milita1y doctrine. The Army embarked on this
campaign immersed in Airland Battle Doctrine as presented in the 1986 ed ition
of FM 100-5, Operations . Essemially, operations were to impose the Armys will on
the enemy and confront him with operations that were "rapid, unpredictable, violent, and disorienting." The fight had to be "fast enough to prevent him from taking effective counteractions." 1j This campaign confirmed that simple maneuver
alone will not defeat an enemy. When Vll Corps executed its wheel to the right, it
found two Republican Guard divisions waiting for the assault. Yet, in spite of heroic lraqi action, the jayhawks annihilated each of these units, losing in the entire
campaign only 66 British and American soldiers killed and 174 wounded. 1(l ln the
case of the Tawakalna Mechanized Division, probably the best in the Iraqi Army,
Franks massed three ground divisions and his armored caval!)' regiment against
the Iraqi defenders. The result is a strong testimony to the continued importance
of mass, as well as maneuver, in attaining tactical and operational victory.
However, the operations short duration exposed some potential cracks that an
extended operation could have enlarged. By the firth day of the campaign, the
offensive spirit was running out of steam. The fast pace of the attack had exposed
Oaws in the armys command and control system. Corps and division command
posts had difficulty keeping up with fast-moving tank and mechanized infantry
battalions. Exhausted diviston and corps leaders, with their large staff agencies
lagging miles to the rear, were forced to make decisions without benefit of detailed
expert analysis.
Finally, despite all the pronouncements about Ai rland Battle Doctrine, the Air
Force did not fu lly embrace the concept. 17 Consequently, Army commanders !elt
frustrated by the low Level of air support they received, during both the air campaign and the later ground offensive. Coordination of the three-dimensional battlefield between the two services was anything but synchronized. The incidems of
air-to-ground fratricide and difficulties with comrolling the fire-support coordination line arc two of the most obvious indications of a problem during the ground
campaign. 18 Despite these Oaws, the hastily assembled Vll Corps, as well as the
rest of the Army, performed quite well during DESERT STORM.
To some, Vll Corps' campaign may have appeared as easy as a Sunday drive
along a major interstate highway. Its units arrived in Saudi Arabia, attacked the
enemy in Iraq, accompl ished the mission of liberating Kuwait, and came home, all
with seemingly liule fuss or muss. The corps is not remembered for logistics disasters, botched battles or wasted lives. The abysmal Iraqi performance only highlighted the professionalism of coali tion soldiers at all levels. Clearly, Ame rican and
British soldiers were more competent in basic military skills and tactics, nearly
always made the best use of their complex equipment, and aggressively pressed
their attacks against a dangerous but less competent foe. Although the battles may
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have been distant and almost automatic to outside commentators, for the soldiers
in the combat battalions and companies they were real, close, and extremely personal. lt is a tribute to the Vll Corps that this dramatic vicLOry appeared so easily
won.
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the RGFC, had most or their soldiers. Some units surrendered en masse; others fought to the death
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-l Eisenstadt, "Iraqi Armed Forces Two Years On," p. 125; Cordesman, Aftcrtllc Storm, pp. 444,
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Unpubl Ms, Congressional Accouming OITice, Washington, D.C.., 1997, pp. 5, 98. Over 90 percent
of the bombs dropped by U.S. aircraft were conventional munnions similar to those used during the
Vietnam conflict.
8 Biddle, "Vict01y Misunderstood," p. 153.
9 Ltr, William E. DePuy to Creighton Abrams, 14 jan 94, in Richard M. Swain, eel., Selected
Papers of General William E. DePuy, p. 7l, Fon Leavenworth, Kans.
10 Briefing, "Implications of the Middle East vVar on U.S. Army Tactics. Doctrine and Systems,"
119741. Chart 12, DcPU)' Papers, p. 85.
11
Sec HI I 00-5, Operations (\Vashmgton. D.C.: Department of the Army. 1976), for the earl>•
mcarnation of th1s system. Each branch had its own standards of performance spelled out in the
appropriate field manual. The Armor Branch had the FM-17-12 series, Tanh Gunnery, with multiple editions and changes.
12 Brig. Gen. john S. Brown, Ch ief of i\llilitary HislOP
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drawing insights from his own experience in DESI:RT STOR~I as commander of the 2cl 13:malion, 66th
Armor.
13 Richard 1\1. Swain, "Luclly \Vcuff: Third Army in DI:SUH STORM (Fort Leavenworth, Kans.:
Command and General Staff College Press. 1994), pp. 247,254, 273;John 1\1. Kendall, "The Closed
Fist: VII Corps Opcrauonal Maneuver in Dr~f:Rl STORM," Unpubll\ls, AWC, 1994, pp. 26-27.
Hjohn J. Yeosock, "H+lOO: 1\n Army Comes of Age in the Persian Gulf,'' Allll)' (October
1991):44-54.
15 DA, FM 100-5, Operatious (Washington, D.C.: Department of the Arm)', 1986), p. 14. The
following comparisons refer primarily to Chapter 2.
16
Memo, Uohnl IIanna, 2 Mar 91, sub: VII Corps 13aulc Damage Assessment; 1\RCENT, Death
Sunnnal)' as of I May 91; Minisll")' of Defense, Operation GRANRI': An Account of t!u: Gulf Crisis,
1990-91, and the B1itish Army~ Contribution to the Uberation of Kuwait (United Kingdom: Inspector
General, Doctrine and Training. 1991 ), pp. 5-20; Min lSI!)' of Defence, Supplement to the London
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17 Charles llorner, comment during Panel 2. in vVeinganncr, eel., "Senior Allied Commanders
Discuss the Gulf War."
18
1f we added the NaV)' and Marine Corps inlO this discussion, it would become even more
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Major VII Corps Units
U.S. Vll Corps
Deputy Commander
Command Sergeam Major
Chief of Staff
G-1 (Personnel)
G-2 (Intelligence)
G-3 (Operations)
G-4 (Logistics)
G-5 (Civil Affairs)
G-6 (Communications)
Surgeon
Lnspector General
Chaplain
Staff Judge Advocate
Chemical Officer
Air Liaison Officer
Public Affairs Officer

Lt. Gen. Frederick M. Franks, Jr.
Brig. Gen. Eugene L. Daniel
CSM Robert E. Wilson
Brig. Gen. John R Landry
Col. j ohnny D. Rusin
Col. John C. Davidson
Col. Stanley F Cherrie
Col. Wilson R. Rutherford 1l1
Col. Anhur Hotop
Lt. Col. Elwood A. Jones
Brig. Gen. Michael Strong
Col. Roosevelt Speed
Col. Daniel Davis
Col. Walter B. Huffman
Col. Robert Thornton
Col. Frederick]. Zehr
Lt. Col. j ames Gleisburg

lst Armored Division (AD)
6th Baualion, 3d Air Defense Artillery
16th Engineer Battalion
50lst Military Intelligence Battalion
50lst Military Police Company
l4lst Signal Battalion
lst Armored Division Band
Headquarters and Headquarters Company
lst Brigade (3d Brigade/3d Infantry Division)
lst Battalion, 7th Infantry
4th Battalion, 7th lnfamry
4th Battalion, 66th Armor
2d Brigade
6th Battalion, 6th Infantry
lst Battalion, 35th Armor
2d Battalion, 70th Armor
4th Battalion, 70th Armor
3d Brigade
7th Battalion, 6th Infantry
lst Battalion, 37th Armor

Maj. Gen. Ronald H. Griffith
Lt. Col. James R. Wilson
Lt. Col. Ronald A. Adkins
Lt. Col. Seth P. Nottingham
Capt. Kenneth J. Kroupa
Lt. Col. Donald E. Fowler ll
CW2 Donald W Simpson
Capt. Saverio M. Manago
Col. James C. Riley
Lt. Col. Stephen S. Smith
Lt. Col. Edward P. Egan lll
Lt. Col. Tom Goedl<oop
Col. Montgomery C. Meigs lV
Lt. Col. Michael L. McGee
Lt. Col. jerry Wiedewitsch
Lt. Col. Roy S. (Steve) Whitcomb
Lt. Col. William C. Feyk
Col. Dan Zanini
Lt. Col. james Ward Critz
Lt. Col. Edward J. Dyer
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3d Battalion, 35th Armor
Aviation Brigade
lst Squadron, 1st Caval ry
2d Battalion, lst Aviation
3d Battalion , 1st Aviation
l st Armored Division Artillery
3d Battalion (155-mm. Self-Propelled ISPI),
lst Field Artillery
2d Battalion (155-mm. SP), lst Field Artille1y
2d Battalion (155-mm. SP), 41st Field Artillery
Battery A (MLRS), 94th Field Artillery
Battery B (Target Acquisition Bauery ITABI),
25th Field Artillery
1st Armored Division Support Command
26th Support Baualion (Forward)
47th Support Battalion (Forward)
1.23d Support Battalion (Main)
125th Support Baualion (rorwarcl)
69th Chemical Company

Lt. Col. Edward M. Kane
Col. Daniel j. Petrosky
Lt. Col. William A. Reese
Lt. Col. john M. Ward
Lt. Col. William j. Hatch
Col. Volney B. Corn, jr.
Lt. Col. David A. Hahn
Lt. Col. james E. Umerheseher
Lt. Col. Michael L. Leahy Ill
Capt. Gat)' D. Langford
Capt. Wendell H. Turner
Col. 1lnrold V. Metzger
Lt. Col. Mark G. Cole
Lt. Col. Richard D. Dotchin
Lt. Col. Carl Brieske
Lt. Col. Brian Pen·enot
Capt. Martin P. Bagley

3d Armored Division
Maj. Gen. Paul E. Funk
Lt. Col. Silas C. Smalls
5th Battalion, 3d Air Defense Artillery
23d Engineer Battalion
Lt. Col. Dana Robertson
Lt. Col. H. Shirah
533d Military Intelligence Baualion
Capt. VicLOria Testerman
503d Military Police Company
143d Signal Ballalion
Lt. Col. Billy]. Burse
3d Armored Division Band
CW3 Paul Clark
lieadquancrs and Headquarters Company
Capt. Randall M. SchefOer
lst Brigade
Col. William Nash
4th Battalion, 32d Armor
Lt. Col. john F. Kalb
4th Baualion, 34th Armor
Lt. Col. Michael A. Burton
3d Baualion, 5th Cavalr)'
(Organized as lnfantr)•)
Lt. Col. john M. Brown
5th Baualion, 5th Cavalry
(Organized as Infantry)
Lt. Col. Michael Deegan
Col. Robert W Higgins
2d Brigade
4th Baualion, 8th Cavalry (Organized as Armor) Lt. Col. Beaufort C. Hallman
3d Baualion, 8th Caval ry (Organized as Armor) Lt. Col. Timothy T. Lupfer
LL. Col. Roben j. Fulcher
4th Battalion, L8th In fantry
3d Brigade
Col. Leroy Goff
Lt. Col. Daniel Merritt
2d Baualion, 67th Armor
Lt. Col. Timothy j. Reisch!
4th Baualion, 67th Armor
Lt. Col. Harold Neely
5th Baualion, 18th Infantry
Col. Mike Burke
Aviation Brigade
Lt. Col. Billy W Stevens
2d Battalion, 227th Aviation
Lt. Col. Terry L. Tucker
4th Squadron, 7th Cavalry
Company G, 227th Aviation
Capt. Kenneth E. Pouie
Capt. Charles N. Hardy
Company H, 227th Aviation
Col. j ohn F. Michitsch
3d Armored Division Arti llery
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2d Battalion (155-mm. SP), 3d Field Artillery
2d Battalion (155-mm. SP), 82d Field Artillery
4th Battalion (155-mm. SP), 82d Field Artillery
Battery A (MLRS), 40th Field Artillery
Battery F (TAB), 333d Field Artillery
3d Armored Division Support Command
45th Support Battalion (Forward)
54th Support Battalion (Forward)
503d Support Battalion (Forward)
l22cl Suppon Baualion (Main)
9th Battalion, 227th Aviation
22cl Chemical Company
lst Infantry Division (Mechanized)
2d Battalion, 3d Air Defense Artillery
lst Engineer Baualion
lOlst Military Intelligence Battalion

LL. Col. Richard j. Treharne
Lt. Col Wayne C. Absher
Lt. Col. Thomas M. Davis
Capt. Leonard G. Tokar, Jr.
Capt. Charles Minyard
Col. Daniel L. Eby
'Lt. Col. Daniel L. Fairchild
LL. Col. Roslyn Goff
Lt. Col. ]. Kennedy
Lt. Col. R. Brutsch
Lt. Col. Donald Townshend
Capt. Steven E. Lawrence

Maj. Gen. Thomas G. Rhame
Lt. Col. Clifford G. Willis
LL. Col. Stephen Hawkins
Lt. Col. Rodney (Bill) Moore
lsL Military Police Company
Capt. Robert F Nelson
!21st Signal Battalion
Lt. Col Gary Bushover
12th Chemical Company
Capt. Vance E. Visser
Col. Lon E. Maggan
lst Brigade
5th Baualion, 16th Infantry
Lt. Col. Sydney F. (Skip) Baker
1st Battalion, 34th Armor
Lt. Col. G. Patrick Ritter
Lt. Col G regory Fontenot
2d Battalion, 34th Armor
2d Brigade
Col. Anthony Moreno
2d Battalion, 16th Infantry
LL. Col. Daniel R. Fake
3d Battalion, 37th Armor
LL. Col. David F. Gross
Lt. Col. David W. Marlin
4th Battalion, 37th Armor
3d Brigade (2d Armored Division Forward)
Col. David Weisman
lst Battalion, 41st Infantry
LL. Col. James L. Hil lman
Lt. Col. john Sloan Brown
2d Battalion, 66th Armor
3d Battalion, 66th Armor
LL. Col. G. Taylor jones
Aviation Brigade
Col. James Mowery
lst Squadron, 4th Caval!) '
Lt. Col. Roben Wilson
lst Baualion, lst Aviation
Lt. Col Ralph Hayles
LL. Col. Ronald Richelsdorfer
4th Baualion, lst Aviation
LL. Col. Philip Wilkerson
Maj. Tom Porter
Company F, l st AviaLion
lst Infantry Division Artillery
Col. Michael Dodson
lst Baualion (155-rnm. SP), 5th Field Artillery Lt. Col. Harry Emmerson
4th Battalion (155-mm. SP), 5th Field Artillety Lt. Col. john R. Gingrich
4th Batralion (155-mm. SP), 3d Field Artillery Lt. Col. Robert L. Smith
Battery B (MLRS) , 6th FA
Battery D (TAB), 25th FA
lst Infantry Division SUPCOM
Col. Robert Shadley
lOlst Support Battalion (Forward)
Lt. Col. Edwin L. Buffington, Jr.
201st Support Baualion (Forward)
LL. Col. William Hand
498th Support Battalion (Forward)
LL. Col. SLephen J. Marshman
70lst Support Battalion (Main)
Lt. Col. Lloyd T. Waterman
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2d Cavalry Regiment (Armored Cavalry)
84th Engineer Company
502d Military Intelligence Company
87th Chemical Company
lst Squadron, 2cl Cavalry
2d Squadron, 2d Cavalry
3d Squadron, 2d Cavalry
4th Aviation Squadron, 2d Cavalry
Support Squadron

Col. leonard D. Holder
Capt. Larry Kinde
Maj. Daniel F Baker
Capt. john Nonemaker
Ll. Col. Tony Isaacs
Lt. Col. Michael Kobbe
Ll. Col. Scou Marcy
Lt. Col. Don Olson
Lt. Col. Larry Leighton
Lt. Col. Glenn MacKinnon

lst Cavalry Division
4th Battalion, 5th Air Defense Artillery
8th Engineer Baualion
312th Military Intelligence Battalion
1st Brigade
2d Battalion , 5th Cavalry

Brig. Gen. john H. Tilelli, Jr.
Lt. Col. Randall D. Harris
Lt. Col. Hans A. Van Winkle
Lt. Col. Richard N. Armstrong
Col. George Henneyer

(Organized as Infantry)
2d Battalion, 8th Cavalry (Organized as Armor)
3d Battal ion, 32d Armor
2d Brigade
lst Battalion, 5th Cavalry
(Organized as Infantry)
lst Baualion, 8th Cavalry (Organized as Armor)
lst Battalion, 32d Armor
Aviation Brigade
lst Squadron, 7th Caval ry
lst Battalion, 3d Aviation
lst Battalion, 227th Aviation
lst Cavalry Division Arlillery
1st Battalion (155-mm . SP), 82d Field Artillery
3d Battalion (155-mm. SP), 82d Field Artillery
lst Battalion (155-mm. SP), 3d Field Artillery
Bauery A (MLRS), 21st Field Artillery
lst Cavalry Division Support Command
27th Main Support Battalion
ll5th Forward Support Battalion
15th Forward Support Battalion
13th Signal Battalion
U.K. lst Armoured Division
HQ and Signal Regiment
4th Aviation Regiment
4th Brigade

14th/20th Kings Hussars
l st Battalion, The RO)'al Scots
3d Battalion, The Royal Fusiliers

Lt. Col. Thomas W Suin
Lt. Col. Daniel Petetjohn
Lt. Col. Steven C. Main
Col. Randolph W House
Lt. Col. Michael W Parker
Lt. Col. john C. Burch
Lt. Col. James T. Methered
Col. William D. McGill
Lt. Col. Waller L. Sharp
Lt. Col. Craig H. Pearson
Lt. Col. Craig D. Hacket
Col. james !VI. Gass
LL. Col. john K Anderson
Lt. Col. Kenneth R. Knight
Lt. Col. james R. Kerin, Jr.
Capt. Hampton E. Hite
Col. Richard j. Fousek
Lt. Col. john E. Firth
Lt. Col. Timothy J. Wilcox
Lt. Col. Richard A. Kaye
LL. Col. Edgar W Steele
Maj. Gen. Rupert A. Smith
Col. j. E. F Kirby
Lt.. Col. F. M. vVawn
Brig. Christopher J. A.
Hammerbeck
Lt. Col. !VI. H. j. Vickery
Lt. Col. l. A. Johnstone
Lt. Col. A. L. D. De HochepeiclLarpent
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2d Field Regiment (155-mm SP)
23d Engineer Regiment
7Lh Armoured Brigade
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards
Queen's Royal lrish Hussars
lst Baualion, The Staffordshire Regiment
40th Field Regimem (155-mm. SP)
21st Engineer Regiment
Royal Artillery
16/5L Queens Royal Lancers
12th Air Defense Regiment
26th Field Regiment (155-mm. SP)
32d Heavy Regiment (8-inch SP)
39th Heavy Regiment (MLRS)
Logistics Support Group
Vll Corps Anillery
42d Field Artillery Brigade
3d Baualion (155-mm. SP), 20th Field Anillery
2d Battalion (155-mm. SP), 29th Field AniUery
lst Baualion (MLRS), 27th Field Aniller)'
75th Field Artillery Brigade
5th Baualion (8-inch SP), 18th Field Artillery
1st Battalion (155-mm. SP), 17th Field Artillery
6th Battalion (MLRS/ATACMS),
27th f ield Artillery
142d Field Artillery Brigade
lst Baualion (8-inch SP), l42d Field Artillery
2d Banalion (8-inch SP), 142d Field Artillery
lst Baualion, l58th Field Artillery
210th Field Artillery Brigade
3d Battalion (155-mm. SP), 17th Field Artillery
6th BaLtalion (155-mm. SP), 41st Field Artillery
4th Battalion (MLRS), 27th Field Artillery
7th Engineer Brigade
l09th Engineer Group
9th Engineer Battalion
92d Engineer Battalion
317th Engineer Battalion
642d Engineer Battalion
l76th Engineer Group
19th Engineer Battalion
82cl Engineer Baualion
249th Engineer Baualion
l3lst Engineer Battalion

Lt. Col. D. E. Ratcliff
Lt. Col. D.]. Beaton
Brig. Patrick A. j.
Cordingley
Lt. Col.]. F. B. Sharples
Lt. Col. Arthur G. Denaro
Lt. Col. Charles T. Rogers
Lt. Col. R. R. H. Clayton
Lt. CoL j. D. Moore-Bick
Brig. Ian G. C. Durie
Lt. Col. P. E. Scott
Ll. Col. P. V Villalard
Lt. Col. M. A. Corbeu-Burcher
Lt. Col. P. H. Marwood
Lt. Col. P. B. Williams
Brig. Martin 5. White
Brig. Gen. Creighton W
Abrams, Jr.
Col. Morris j. Boyd
Lt. Col. William R. Faircloth
Lt. Col. Henry W Stratman
Lt. Col. Richard A. Vallario
Col. jerry L. Laws
LL. Col. Stephen j. Amtz
Lt. Col. Robert D. Bryant
LL. Col. Michael D. Maples
Col. Bobby H. Armistead
?
?
LL. Col. Larry Haub
Col. Gary A Bourne
Lt. Col.]. McCausland
Lt. Col. John T. Bolger
Lt. Col. Larry Adair
Lt. Col. Daniel Brietenback
Col. Samuel C. Raines
?
Lt. Col. Rich Gemiola
Lt. Col. David A. Fagen
Lt. Col. Craig 0. Scoll
7

?

Lt. Col. Robert G. Shields
Lt. Col. P Slattery
?
?
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Lt. Col. Robert L. Shirron
Lt. Col. William T. Maddox
Lt. Col. Philip Scott Morris

11th Aviation Brigade
Col. jonnie ]-{itt
2d Squadron, 6th Cavalry (Attack Helicopter)
Lt. Col. Terry Branham
11th Battalion, 229th Aviation (Attack Helicopter) Lt. Col. Roger McCauley
14th Mi litary Police Brigade

Col. Richard A. Pomager

93d Signal Brigade

Col. Richard M. Walsh

207th Military Intelligence Brigade

Col. John W Smith

354th Civil Affairs Brigade
Task Force 8- 43 Air Defense Anillety
2d Corps Support Command
7th finance Group
7th Personnel Group
12th Evacuation Hospital

Col. Robert H. Beahm
Lt. Col. Larry Dodgen
Maj. Gen . james S. McFarland

Col. Russell H. Dowden
Col. Jo B. Rusin
?

Appendix B

Casualities by Major Unit
Unit
1st Armored Division
3d Armored Division
lsllnfantry Division
lst Cavalry Division
2d Cavalry
U.K. 1st Armoured Division
Corps Artillery
11th Aviation Brigade
14th MP Brigade
93cl Signal Brigade
207th Mll3rigade
7th Engineer Brigade
2cl COSCOM
7th fi nance Group
7th Personnel Group
VII Corps Totals

Killed
in Action
4
7

2l
4
3

15

Wounded
in Action

Death
Nonbattle

56
27
67
14
16
43

2
8

13
22

5

18
18
8

2

3

5

5

4

4
l
unk
2
2
2
4
12

Diseasellnjwy
Nonbaule

unk
2
2
l
l
7
22
1

1
62

235

42

128

Appendix C

Personnel Slrength By Major Unit
As o/1 March 1991

l st Armored Division
3d Armored Division
1st Infantry Division .. . . .. . ............. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .
1st Cavalry Division ... .. ....... . . .. . . .. .. . .. ..... . . . . .. . .. . .
2d Cavalry . . .
. . .. . .. . ..... . .. . .. . ......... . ..... . .. . .
U.K. 1st Armoured Division .. . ..... . ........ . ...... . . . . .. . . . . .
Corps Artillery .. . .. .. .. . ........ . .. . ..... . ... . .. . .. . ..... . .
llrh Aviation Brigade .......... . .... . . . . .....................
14th MP Brigade . .. . .. . ..... . . . . . . ... . . .. ... .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .
93d Signal Brigade .. . . . . . . ... . .. . ..... . ..... . . .. . .. .. . .. ....
207th Ml Brigade ..... . . . .. .. . ..... . . ..... . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . ...
7th Engineer Brigade .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . ...............
2d COSCOM ......... .. . . .. . ........ . .. . .. . .. .... .. . . .. . ..
7th Finance Group ..... . .. . .. . .. . .. . ..... . .. . . . . .. .... . .. .. .
7th Personnel Group ...... . ..... . . . . ..... . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .
Other ........ . ..... . ... . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . ......
VII Corps Total

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

17.448
17.658
17,496
13,550
5,242
23,000
7,125
1,773
2,764
2,715
1,364
6,115
26.327
380
955
1,378
146,321

Bibliographical Note
The 1990-1991 Persian Gulf War was the first conflict of the computer era.
Division, corps, Third Army, and Central Command staff sections generated hundreds of situation reports, intelligence reports, briefings, and orders each day.
Facsimile machines and electronic mail distributed this material to anyone with
even a passing interest. Therefore, it is doubtful that anyone has yet developed a
comprehensive inventory of all documents produced during this conflict.
further complicating our inventory of these records was the Army$ penchant
for classification. Almost every document published by a military organization
received a classification of SECRET. To complicate the use of such records by historians, few of these documents contained any kind of declassification instructions. While few historians would quibble with the need to protect information
during a conflict, a large ponion of the wars operational records remain classified
years after American troops depaned Saudi Arabia.
There are several reasons for the delay in releasing this information to the public. First, without automatic downgrading instructions, a government declassification specialist must physically examine each record. Unfonunately for historians,
there are less than tvvo dozen such specialists in government service. Given the
hundreds of clocumem preparers during DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM with secret
stamps. even the most diligem declassification effort will bring only small returns.
In add ition, even when the Army wants to declassify a document, its uncontrolled
proliferation by email and fax to many locations results in only a few of the copies'
receiving the appropriate declassification. ln one collection, a document is
SECRET; in another, it is releasable to all. Finally, allowing individual declassification specialists to make decisions on individual documents causes some information to cominue to be restricted.
The Gulf War Declassification Project, operating between L995 and 1998,
made a major effort in locating, indexing, and declassifying documents. lts major
focus was to support the Office of the Special Assistanl for Gulf War lllness. While
the pr~ject was successful in reviewing and posting tens of thousands of documems on its Internet web site (www.gu!~ink.osd.mi/) , its focus was on health-related issues, leaving many other documents or parts of documents unpublished.
Since 1998 this activity has become the Army Declassification Activity, operating
in Alexandria, Virginia. Ultimately, all records processed by this agency will find
their way to facilities operated by the National Archives and Records
Administration.
In spite of these problems, researchers will find a wealth of primary and secondary information to support any investigation of the Persian Gulf War. The old
lines or "published" and "unpublished" sources are now considerably blurred. The
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Internet and activities such as the Defense Techn ical Information Service (DTlC)
have resulted in the release of many documents that at one time wou ld have
remained hidden in government file cabinets and on dusty shelves. Therdore, this
bibliography is by necessity a work in progress. ll focuses on the U.S. Armys experience in general and the operations of the U.S. VII Corps in particular.

Primary Sources
Major Collections
One of the largest document collections on the Armys role in the Persian Gulf
War is found at the Combined Arms Center, Fort Leavenworth, l<ansas. This
includes the VII Corps After-Aclion Report (AAR) compiled under the direction of
General Franks and deposited with the installation historian and the journal files,
operational reports, situation reports, and orders of all VII Corps organizations. In
addition, the documents used by Brig. Gen. Roben H. Scales in the preparation of
Certain Victo1y (Scales Papers), and Col. Richard M. Swain in "Lucky War" (Swain
Collection) are also located in this archive. These records include some information from the VII Corps After-Action Report, as well as documents these
researchers obtained from Third Army and the XVIII Airborne Corps. In both
cases, they contain interviews conducted with participants in the conOict.
Researchers should also contact the Center for Army Lessons Learned for information on speci fic aspects of Gu lf War combat.
The U.S. Army Center of Military History at Fon McNair, D.C., has a large
collection of documents on the Armys role in the Gulf War. These include the
22d Support Command After-Action Repon, a multivolume collection of most of
the significant briefings and reports generated by this large logistics installation
and its subordinate units. Fortunately, Lt. Gen. Will iam G. Pagonis had this collection declassified before he departed Saudi Arabia. Also housed at the Center is
the DESERT STORM Oral Interview Collection. This extensive arch ive contains
almost one thousand interviews, many transcribed, with participants from private to general officer. Military historians and history detachments conducted
most of these sessions soon after the end of the conflict. The Center has prepared
finder's guides to assist researchers in locating the relevant interviews.
Additionally, the Center currently maintains the Vll Corps Public Affairs Office
collection of Gulf War photographs.
The Milita ry History Institute (MHl), located at the U.S. Army War College at
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, maintains a valuable collection of source material
for any military researcher. Many retired general officers deposit their papers with
MHl. Most important for students of this conflict are the papers of john J. Yeosock;
Crosbie R. Saint; Frederick M. Franks, Jr.; and Gordon R. Sullivan. In addition,
MHl maintains copies of personal experience monographs prepared by students
attending the Army War College. These papers provide a unique perspective on
the inner workings of organ izations at all levels of command. The documents can
be found by globally searching library catalogs. Finally, the MHI Reference Branch
can help locate interviews prepared by students working for the Army War
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Colleges Strategic Studies lnslitute. These interviews, often transcribed, were conducted by officers with most of the important senior commanders in the conflict.
They display a depth of understanding and sophistication not always present in
routine interviews.
The National Archives at College Park, Maryland, will ultimately become the
home of the complete collection of Army Gulf War records. Currently, its most
important collection is the U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) archives .. maintained as Record Group 518. ln most cases, they have not been reviewed for
declassirication and require a Freedom of Information Act (FOlA) request for
access.
The WashinglOn National Records Center at Suitland, Maryland, is the holding area for documents en route to permanent slOrage at College Park. Currently,
most records processed by the Gulf War Declassification Project, as well as other
records forwarded by installation records administrators, are still in storage. The
most important of these records, properly marked and inventoried according to
Arm.y Regulation 25-400-2, is the collection of documents generated by Third
Army and the U.S. Forces Command at Fort McPherson, Georgia. Maintained by
the primary installation in the United States for deploying and administering Army
forces in Southwest Asia, this collection contains copies of most deployment, redeployment, and many situation reports. It is probably the best source of information on deployed National Guard and Army Reserve forces.
One other source for primary information is the U.S. Armed Services Center
for Research of Unit Records, located in Springfield, Virginia. This sm.all and littleknown agency provides detailed location information to assist the Veterans
Administration and other government agencies in pinpointing the location of specific individuals and small units. They operate an extremely sophisticated database
of combat unit deployments. ln most cases, they have backup documentation,
such as unit journals, to support their electronic files. Since their resources are
limited, requests to this agency should be specific and used primarily after exploring other avenues of research.
The Internet is quickly becoming a host for large numbers of documents. The
Gulflink is the most importam for DESERT STORM researchers. While cumbersome,
it can provide a wealth of information. ln addition, some units have begun to
develop web sites devoted to describing their Gu1f War histories. The best of these
sites is the 3d Armored Divisions. The use o r any good search engine on tbe
Internet will disclose a large number of sites with a wealth of information, often
primary source material such as individual diaries and photographs.

Types of Documents
Briefings

These documents consist of slides and notes used by commanders and staffs
to inform seniors and subordinates. They represem accurate information as
known by Lhe briefer at the time of the presentation. Other kinds of briefings are
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used after the fact to describe to a variety of audiences the actions the command
performed. These often convey on ly good news and leave out important details,
and they should be used with caution. This book uses briefings from all major
un its, identified in the text, usually found in the VII Corps After-Action Report.
Plans and Orders
Plans and orders are prepared by a headquarters to control the actions of its
subordinate forces. These may consist of operation plans (OPlANs), operation
orders (OPORDs), fragmentary orders (FRAGOs), or warning orders. The first two
of these are often large and complex documents that include many annexes, maps,
and overlays. FRAGOs are usually only a page or two in length and are identified
in the text by number, date, and title, if appropriate. 1 consulted the following
m~jor orders:
Central Command, U.S. Army. OPlAN 001 , DESJ::R'r STORM, 5 Jan 91. Swain
Collection.
Vll Corps. OPlAN 1990-1, Operation CAPABLE CoMPELLER, l 1 Nov 90. VII Corps
AAR.
Vll Corps. OPlAN 1990-2, Operation DESERT SABER, 13 Jan 91. VII Corps MR.
StaH Journals and Chronologies
Staff journals are prepared at every level of command and provide a chronology of a unit's activities. At large headquarters, individual staff sections and individual command posts also prepare their own journals. These reports, prepared
for each day, are identified in tbe texl. ln some cases, sen ior headquarters combined their staff journals after the war into command ch ronologies, which 1 have
included in this section.
1st Brigade, lst Cavalry Division. Chronology of 1st Brigade, lst Cavalry Division.
Scales Papers.
1st Cavalry Division. Chronology of the lst Cavalry Division. Scales Papers.
Rebels, Michael. Summary of 1st Infantry Division Commanders Reports, 30 Mar
9 l , author's collection.
2d Armored Cavalry Regimcnl. Operation DESERT STORM, 2d ACR Operations
Summary, 23 Feb-1 Mar 9 1. VH Corps AAR.
2d Brigade, 1st Cavalry Division. Chronology of 2d Brigade, 1st Cavalry Division.
Scales Papers.
3d Armored Division. Chronology of3AD Operation DESFRT SPEAR, 24-28 Feb 91.
VII Corps AAR.
Situation Reports
Situation reports (Sitreps) provide senior, subordinate, and adjacent commanders with a status on the unil. Wh ile accurate, they often portray the unit in the
best possible light. Wh ile reports often have numbers, it is essential to refer to
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them by date and in some cases by time. These specific repons are identified in
the text.

Interviews
1 used a large number of interviews in preparing this history and cited them
throughout the book. Many of these are found in the various collections at Fort
leavenworth, the Military History Institute, and the Oral History Collection at the
Center of Military History. Ranks below reflect the time of the Gulf War:
General William E. DePuy
Lt. Gens. Frederick M. Franks, Jr.; Calvin H. Waller; and john]. Yeosock
Maj. Gens. Ronald H. Griffith, Paul E. Funk, and Thomas G. Rhame
Brig. Gens. Steven Arnold, William]. Mullen lll, Tim Sullivan (British Army),
and j ohn H. Tilelh, Jr.
Cols. john Andrews; Stan ley f Cherrie; Michael Dodson; Gene Holloway;
John F jorgensen; Lon E. Maggart; Montgomery C. Meigs IV; Anthony Moreno;
joseph H. Purvis, Jr.; and Robert Shadley
Lt. Cols. Edwin L. Buffington, Terry Bullington, Gregory M. Eckhart, William
C. Feyk, Terry Ford, john R. Gingrich, David Gross, Stephen Hawkins, Michael L.
McGee, Roy S. Whitcomb, jerry Wiedewitsch, james E. Unterheseher, and Robert
Wilson
Majs. Michael Bracket, Tom Connors, .Jack Crumpler, j ames O'Donnell,
William S. Pennypacker,]. Robes, Laurence Steiner, and Wilham Wimbish
Capts. Michael Bills, Robert A. Burns, john E. Bushyhead, Douglas Morrison,
Kenneth Pope, and Vincent Redesco
First Sgt. Robert P Harn, Jr.
ISl. Michael W Archer, U.S. Navy

After-Action Reports
After-action reports do not conform to a common format. Most were not edited, published, or intended for distribution beyond their immediate headquarters.
Almost every unit prepared such reports, sometimes referred to as command
reports. When used, 1 identified them in the text. Other reports >vvere prepared by
specialized agencies or organizations not involved in the deployment. These include:
Central Intelligence Agency, U.S. Operation DESERT SrORlvt: A Snapshot of the
Battlefield. Washington, D.C.: Central intelligence Agency, 1996.
Craft, Douglas W An Operational Analysis of the Persian Gulf Wm: Carlisle Barracks,
Pa.: Strategic Studies lnstitute, 1992.
1st Brigade, 1st lnfantry Division. DESERT Sl-ltELD/STORM History, 1991. Fort Riley,
Kans.
lst tnfantry Division (Forward). Vll Corps Debarkation and Onward Movement,
1991.
5l3th Military Intelligence Brigade, "The Gulf War: An Iraqi Gener~l Officer's
Perspective," 11 Mar 91. joinL Debriefing Cemer, Saudi Arabia.
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Fon Riley, Kansas. After-Action Report, Phase l, Mobilization and Deployment
(Operation DESER'I SIIIELDISIORM), 15 May 91. DepUl)' for Plans, Training, and
Mobilization, Fort Riley, Kans.
rranks, Jr., Frederick M. "Message: Fighting a Five Armored Division Corps," 3 1
Mar 91. Vll Corps AAR.
Vll Corps G-2. "The 100-lio ur Ground War: The Failed Iraqi Plan," ]Mar 91 ]. Vll
Corps AAR.
Siemon, Bruce E. Historical Review: 1 janumy 1990-31 December 1991. Heidelberg,
Germany: U.S. Arm)', Europe, and Seventh Army, 1993.
24th Infantry Division (Mechanized). Combat Team Historical Reference Booh, 1991.
Fon Stewart, Ga.
Vincent, Mark E. and Samuel C. Raines. "Vll Corps Iraqi Material Denial Mission
(TF DEMO)," 21 Apr 9 J . Vll Corps AAR.

Personal Documents
Authors notes. During this conflict l served as an assistam operations ofricer with
the l st Infantry Division. 1 maintained an extensive log that often served as the
basis of official repons.
Burdan, john. Personal notes. Burdan was the 1st Squadron, 4th Cavalrys operalions officer.
Franks, Jr., Frederick M. Personal papers. General Franks maintained numerous
personal notes and documents, several of which he shared with me.
Kindsvatter, PeterS. Vll Corps Historian's Notes and Observations, 26 Apr 9 1.

Training and Education Documents
The fo ll owing documents we re published by military o rganizations for m ilitary use. In gen eral, they have not been made available to the public.
Army Intelligence Agency, U.S. How They Fight: Df.St'RT SHIELD Order of Bctltle
Handbook. Washington, D.C.: Army Intelligence Agency, 1990.
Battle Command Training Program, U.S. Army. Iraq: /-low They Fight, 3d eel. Fort
Leavenworth, Kans.: Ballle Command Training Program, 1990.
Depanment of the Army. Field Manual (FM) 17-95, Cava/1y, with Change 2.
Washington, D. C.: Department of the Army, 1981.
- - - . FM 22-100, Milita1y Leadership. WashingLon, D.C.: Department of Lhc
Army, 1983.
- - - . FM 25-100, Training the Force. WashingLon, D.C.: Departmem of the
Army, 1988.
- - - . FM_25-101, Battle Focused Training. Washington, D.C.: Department o f the
Army, '1990.
- - - . FM 71-100, Division Operations. Washington, D.C.: Departmem of the
Army, 1990.
- --. FM 100-5, Field Service Regulations: Operations. Washington, D.C.:
Department of the Army, 1954.
- - -. FMs 100-5, Operations. Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army,
1976, 1982, 1986.
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- - - . FM 100-15, Corps Operations. Washington, D.C.: Department of the
Army, 1989.
- - -. FM 100-15, Field Service Regulations for Larger Units. Washington, D.C.:
Department of the Army, 1950.
-'-----. FM 101-5-1, Operational Terms and Symbols. Washington, D.C. :
Department of the Army, 1985.
- - -. Soldier Training Publication 21- 1, Soldiers' Manual of Common Tashs: Skill
Levell. Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, 1987.
- - -. Staff Orficers' FM 101-5, Stajf Organization and Procedure. Washington,
D.C.: Department of the Army, 1972.
[German General Staff] . Tl·upperifuhring, 1933 (translation). Fort Leavenworth,
Kans.: U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, 1936.
Holder, [Leonardi D. III Corps Maneuver BoohleL. Fort Hood, Tex.: 1II Corps,
1987.
Mendel, William W Campaign Planning. Carlisle Barracks, Pa.: Strategic Studies
Institute, 1988.
l77th Armored Brigade S-2. Tl1e Iraqi Army: Organization and Tactics. Fort Irwin,
Calif. : National Training Center, 1991.
War Department. FM 100-15, Field Service Regulations for Larger Units.
Washington, D.C. : Government Printing Office, 1942.
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Abrams, Brig. Gen. Creighton W., Jr.: 12, 30,
109, 160, 162,245, 441
Ad Danmtam, Saudi A rabia: 21 , 42, 43, 49,
51,55, 57,58- 59,62,65, 78, 82,89,
94, 441,446
Air ambulance units: 24-25
Air Assault Division, I 0 1st: 22, 46n51, 117,
123- 24, 126, 127, 131 , 132n28, 205,
286,303,363,397
Air cavalry units: 127- 28
Air Defense Artillery
43d: 129

83d: 137
Air defense units: 210, 2 12
Air operations: 131 , 140
during breaching operations: 200
close: 146, 200, 2 10
coord ination with g round forces: 368, 397,
460
e ffects on conmtand and control of iraqi
units: 157- 58
ineffectiveness against RGFC heavy divisions: 364, 456
during Iraqi withdrawal fi·om Kuwait:
308- 09,3 11- 14,368,397
prevented by weather: 285, 307
Airborne Division, 82d: 22, 46n51, 205, 363,
430
Aircraft
A- 10 Thunderbolt: 244, 253, 288, 29 1,
339,35 1, 355,368, 370,389
Air Force: 161 ,368
B- 52 bombers: 163,201
C- 130 cargo: 163
command and control: 162
F- ISC fig hters: 22
and orbiting electronic wa rfare: 162
reconnaissance: 161
AirLand Battle Doctrine: 4, 11- 12, 14, 34,
37, 186-87,236,248-49,257,276,
344,360,368, 460
A I Basrah, Iraq: 24 1, 355, 360, 363, 396-97,
415- 16,430
A I Busayyah, Iraq: 184, 197, 218, 23 I, 248,
255,257,27 1,28 1, 285,286,288,
421
AI Busayyah Road: 323, 327- 28, 337

AI Jubayl, Saudi Arabia: 22, 43, 49, 5 I, 53,
55, 59, 62, 65, 82, 86, 89,42 1,44 1,
446
A I Kltobar, Saudi Arabia: 5 1, 59,441,446
AI Qaysumah, Saudi Arabia: 117, 123- 24,
126, .13 1
Al-Rawi, General Ayad Futayih: 24 1, 244,
247-48,254,274,286, 303, 310- 11,
342, 351
Al-Shalham, Brig. Gen. Bassil Omar: 164
Alaw, Brig. Gen. Saheb Mohammed: 265
Ammu nition

British stockpiles: 89
Iraqi supply dumps: 336, 369, 424-25,
426-27
postwar remova l from vehicles: 440
shipped horn e: 440-41 , 443
shortages of: 127,27 1,273,292
supply dumps: 149- 50, 215
for tra ining: 106, 107, 456
from USA REUR: 25
Ansbach, Germany: 8- 9
Antitank ditches: 150, 152
Ar Rawdatayn oil wells: 395- 96, 399
Arab Corps: 34
Arab League: 22
Arab-American Oil Company: 51, 78
Area Support Group, 593d: 62- 63
Armor regi ments
32d: 142, 206, 338, 370
34th: 56, 194,2 19, 223, 225,332, 333,
339,370
35th: 342, 356
37th: 29, 152, 153,223,225,342-43,
348n93, 36 ln7, 373
66th: 334- 35,372- 73, 462nl2
67th: 371
70th: 353, 356
Armored Cavalry regiments: 12- 13, l 7n30,
29
2d. See Cavalry, 2d.
3d:46n5/
II th: 440-41 , 442-43, 448
Armored combat· earthmovers: 42, 96,
107- 08, 212, 223
Armored combat engineer vehicles: 153, 155,
156- 57
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Armored Division (Forward), 2d: 86, 94- 95
Armored Division Artillery
I st: 259, 351, 393
3d: 259
Armored Divisions: 210, 2 I 2, 214
Ist: 30, 172, 214, 3 I 0, 451
Ist Brigade: 238n /8, 342, 344,
35 1- 52,356,358
2d Brigade: 127, 342, 350-53,
355- 56,36 1n/3,369
3d Brigade: 87, 342-43, 35 1, 358
4th Brigade: 127
and attack on AI Busayyah: 287,
304
and attack into lraq: 2 10,2 18,253,
254,255,257,258,28 1,285,286
and attack on RGFC forces:
196- 97,306,342-44,350- 60,
366,368- 69
and breaching operations: 229, 237
composition of: 27
as corps reserve: 127
deep battle operations: 351- 53
deployment to Southwest Asia: 42
equipment: 84, 95
in Germany: 8- 9, I I, 12, 14
mission essential task list: I04
missions: 34, 35, 36- 37, 280, 367
movement to forward assembly
area: 173, 175- 76
movement to tactical assembly area:
80,86-87
and Objective COLLINS: 27 J
passage of Ist Cavalry Division
through lines: 369- 70
and postwar missions: 420
and preparations for the cease-fire:
388,391,393,395
rear area activities: 349- 50
Support Command: 82
tactical command post: 176, 360
training: 105
2d: 27
1st ("Tiger") Brigade: 205, 303
deployment to Southwest Asia: 42
missions: 37- 38
and postwar activities: 432- 33
and reception of troops in Saudi
Arabia: 56
3d: 30, 35, 172, 442-43
1st Brigade: 173, 229, 338, 339,
340,369,370,431- 32,433
2d Brigade: 229, 338, 339-40, 34 1,
369- 70
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Armored Divisions, 3d- Continued
3d Brigade: 338, 339-40, 341,
369- 70,431- 32
and attack into Iraq: 209- 10,2 16,
218,229,235,254,257- 58,28 1
and attack on RGFC forces:
196- 97,294-95,298- 99,306,
313- 14,336, 337-42,364,366,
369,370-72
and breaching operations: 237
and the cease-fire: 391, 395, 4 14,
416,417
compos ition of: 27, 347n64
coordination with 1st Infantry
Division: 257- 58
deployment to Southwest Asia: 42
engineer regiment: 212
equipment: 40, 46n34, 62, 66, 87,
89, 94-95
and force protection during buildup:
127
main command post: 87, 89,280
missions: 34, 35, 36-37, 248-49,
280,294,367,395
movement to forward assembly
area: 173, 176
and Objective COLLINS: 271- 72
and postwar activities: 420, 425,
426- 27,43 1- 32
postwar defense of Kuwait: 442-43
and reception of troops in Saudi
Arabia: 56
redeployment: 448, 451
role of staff officers in success of:
341-42
tactical assembly area: 80, 87, 89,
173
Armored personnel carriers
British. See Spartan and Warrior (below).
BTR- 60: 31 1
Iraqi: 209
Soviet: 158
Spartan: 289
Warri or: 244,252,260,274-75,289,291,
319
Armored transporter, MT-LB: 243, 253, 255,
260, 266119, 273, 275, 292, 3 13, 3 14,
327,330,351
Armored vehicles
Cascaval: 287
Iraqi: 287, 340
Mll3:212
OT- 64: 340
and terrain: 36

INDEX
Army, U.S. Third: 23- 24
after-action review: 422
and assignment of units to VII Corps: 123
<md the cease-fire: 385, 388, 4 17
command of: 458
commanded from Riyadh: 188, 229- 30,
458- 59
communications with VJI Corps: 97,
127- 28, 23 1, 239n29, 380, 385,
387- 93
and contracts for vehicles: 60-6 1
and deployments ofVIf Corps forces:
126- 27
Fragmentary Order 44: 189
and housing for soldiers arriving in
Southwest Asia: 59
and implementation of the cease-fire: 414,
416,435nl
intelligence briefings: 97, 122, 126, 127
mission: 389
mobile command post: 187- 88
and movement to tactical assembly areas:
67
Operation Plan 001, DESERT STORM: 184
orders to Franks: 123, 128, 305, 389-90,
408n50
orders from Schwarzkopf: 388- 89
organizational problems: 458
and planning for ground operations: 34,
47n87
and port operations: 57
prewar estimates of casualties: 184
rol es of: 23- 24
selection of commanders for: 187- 89,
203n25
and VII Corps boundaries: 377
staiT communications with VH Corps: 231,
239n29,380
and surre nder ceremony: 406, 41 On/45
tactical command post: 188
Army Intelligence Agency: 97- 98
Army Reserve units: 42
Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS):
129,351,393
Army Training and Evaluation Plans: 103- 04
Army Training Command, 7th: 12
Arnold, Brig. Gen. Stephen: 282, 385, 398,
400
Artillery
I st Cavalry Division: 161- 62
Ist Infantry Division: 162-63
VII Corps: 42, 161 , 162- 63. See also
Field Artillery Brigade, 42d.
and breaching operations: 199- 200, 207
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Artillery- Continued
coordination with air attacks: I 6 1, 162, 339,
340-41,342-43,344,351 , 370,460
direct support: 210, 212
fire discip line: 159-60, 276
in forward assem bly areas: 156- 57
missions: 212
synchronization of fire support: 161, 162,
194
in tactical assembly areas: 80
As Salman, Iraq: 432
Assembly Areas
ALLEN: 420
HORSE: 306
KILEEN: 420
LEE:298,304,306
SKIP: 3 13
Aviation Brigades: 2 10
lst: 353
l ith: 42, 75, 80, 84, 109, 13 1, 161- 62,
173,311- 12,37 1- 72,391, 420, 424,
432, 446
12th: 25
Aviation regiments
1st: 153, 158- 59,330- 31, 333,35 1,
352- 53,393- 94
4th: 210,218
227th: 338, 339
229th: 313- 14
Aviation Squadron, 4th: 255
Aviation units
in armored div isions: 212
attack: 260
attack helicopter: 25, 84, 161- 62, 173,
333,338
and close air support: 200
raids by: 160, 16 1- 62
and reconnaissance: 253
aud screen missions: 150
tra ining for night operations: I 07
used in force protection during buildup:
127
Awards: 441-42
Baker, Col. Sidney "Skip": 334
Bangladesh: 22
Basrah Highway. See Kuwait City- Basrah
Highway.
Basrah Pocket: 363
Battle fatigue: 230, 285, 292, 295, 298, 377,
380,3831176,1181,393,398, 399,405,
460
Battle of Medina Ridge: 349-60
Battle of 73 Easting: 327- 3 1, 344
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Baulefield confusion: 273, 312, 375, 397
Ballleficld preparation: 160- 64, 178, 197- 99,
254,275
Bedouins: 5 1, 11 7, 119, 137, 14 1-42
Berms
border: 150
breaching of. See Breaching operations.
built to protect supplies: 149- 50
gapscutin: 142-43,155,156 57, 199,200
Iraqi attempts to breach: 150, 152
Big Red One. See Infantry Division, I st.
Billii:rc, Lt. Gen. Sir Peter de Ia: 34
Bills, Capt. Michael: 150,404
Bird, Col. David 0.: 94
Blackwell, Brig. Gen. Gene: 433
Bonaparte, Napoleon: 3, 169
Boomer, Lt. Gen. Walter E.: 59
Bourque, Stephen A.: 18n59, 101n95,
166n31,409n95 ,452nl7,n28
Bradley, Lt. Gen. Omar: 5
Bradley M2/M3 fighting vehicles: 63, 65, 66,
69n77, 75, 87, 89, 91, 95, 105, 152,
156, 195,201,209,2 10,2 18,223,236,
244,252,253,255,273,274,287,
288- 89,292,294,327,330,332,333,
335,338,339,341,350,352,358,370
Branham, Lt. Col. Terrence: 161 62
Breaching operations
execution of: 205, 206- 07,209,2 18,223,
225- 27,229,234,236
planning for: 35,36--37,38- 39, 192, 194
tra iningfor:80, 105, 109,110--1 1, 11 3,
192
usc of river crossing procedures for: 194,
203n35,n36
British Army: 43, 71, 80. See also U.K. 1st
Armoured Division.
4th Armoured Brigade: 43, 59, 109- 10,
226,260,264, 269n72, 276,289,29 1,
3 15,3 19,377,395
7th Armoured Brigade: 22, 43, 74,
109- 10,226,260,264, 269n72,
274-75,289,3 14- 15,377,395,
42 1- 22
7th Armoured Division (World War II):
260, 269n72
1st Baualion, The Staffordshire Regiment:
264-70,289,314-15
Coldstream Guards: 260
King's Own Scottish Borderers: 260
Queen's Royal1rish ll ussars: 264 65, 275,
289,3 14-15
Queen's Royal Lancers: 3 14, 315
Royal Artillery Regiment: 259, 260
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British Army Continued
Royalllighland Fusiliers: 260
Royal Military Pol ice: 264
Royal Regiment of Fusiliers: 289, 29 1
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards: 264-65,
274-75,276,3 15
War Graves Service: 421
Brown, Col. Daniel G.: 65
Brown, Lt. Col. John M.: 338
Brown, Maj. Richard E.: 61
Bullington, Col. Terry: 373
Burdan, Maj. John: 332, 375-76, 383n72,
410nl08
Burleson, Maj. Gen. Willard M., Jr.: 27
Burns, Capt. Robert: 333
Burton, Lt. Col. Michael A.: 339
Buses: 65, 66, 8 1 82, 84
Bush, George II. W.: 29, 43, 388, 397, 415- 16
Campbell, Maj. Steve: 292, 330
Camps
Cuba Libre, Florida: 4
Mercy: 430
Upton, New York: 5
Canadian Army Trophy Competition: 348n93
Capable Corps concept: 12- 14, 18n59
Carter, Brig. Gen. William G., Ill: 152- 53,
192, 194, 196,366- 67,373,39 1-92,
404,405
Casualties
from accidents: 424
American: 146, 153, 159-60, 20 I, 273,
294,330,335- 36,338,339,343,350,
351,460
from American munitions: 20 I
from auto accidents: 422
from bauleficld hazards: 422
British: 275, 291, 305, 3 15, 424, 460
decision to reduce the risk of prior to the
cease-fire: 391, 402
from friendly fi re: 159, 273, 29 1, 335- 36,
338,339,35~36 1116

injuries caused by fa ilure to heed warnings: 424, 436n45
Iraqi: 275, 287, 3 15, 328, 330, 335- 36,
340-41,42 1,455
postwar: 422, 424, 436n45
prewar estimates of: 183-84
Cavalry Division, Ist: 22, 30, 45n14, 172
lsi Brigade: 35, 141 , 143, 146,206,370
2d Brigade: 141 , 143, 146,206
artillery ra ids by: 16 1, 162-63
and assista nce to lsi Armored Division in
breachin g operations: 229

INDEX
Cavalry Division, 1st- Continued
and attack on RGFC forces: 306, 369- 70
and deception: 121, 141-46, 161 , 199,
206,252
and defense of forces during buildup:
124-25, 126-28
departure from Southwest Asia: 420
equipment: 94-95
nlis~ons : 35,38,306,367

passage through lst Armored Division
lines: 369- 70
placed under VII Corps control: 80, 141 ,
298- 99,304,306
and postwar activities: 425
and preparations for the cease-fire: 391,
395
redeployment: 442
support from I st Infantry Division: 158
tactical assembly area: 80, 89
as theater reserve: 189, 197, 199, 206,
24 1-42
Cavalry fighting vehicles: 17n30, 95, 150,
2 10, 218, 339. See also Brad ley
M2/M3 fighting vehicles.
Cavalry regiments
2d: 17n30, 29, 172- 73,451
Ist Squadron: 330
2d Squadron: 327- 29, 330, 336
3d Squadron: 327, 328- 29, 330
attack into Iraq: 209- 10,2 16,2 18,
219,227, 252- 55,257,281- 82,
291- 95,298- 99,309
and attacks on Iraqi forces: 196- 97,
237, 251
and attacks on RGFC forces: 306,
325,327- 3 1, 339,364
and Battle of 73 Easting: 327- 3 1
breaching operations: 209
coordination with 1st Infantry
Division: 227, 229
and deception plan: 119, 12 1
as defensive force forTAA JuNo:
123, 126, 127, 131
deployment to Southwest Asia: 40,
42, 62
equipment: 17n30, 40, 94-95, 96
in Germany: 8- 9, 14
missions: 34, 35, 36-38, 199- 200,
209,248-49,280,367
movement to forward assembly
area: I 72- 73
and Objective COLUNS: 27 1,
272- 74
organization of: 17n30
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Cavalry regiments, 2d-Continued
passage of Ist Infantry Division
through lines: 298, 303- 04, 306,
330,33 1- 35
postwar activities: 420, 430, 442
reconnaissance acti vities: 173, 175
redeployment: 442, 45 J
tactical assembly area: 79- 80, 84
training: I 07
3d: 189, 199, 227, 252, 286, 303, 310,
350,363- 64,366, 367- 68, 4 17
4th: 128, 150, 153, 155, 156, 207, 223,
225,33 1- 32,336- 37, 373- 76,387- 88,
395- 96, 400, 402- 03, 404
5th: 143, 146, 206, 338, 339, 347n64
6th: 16 1- 62
7th: 14 1, 142, 150, 172,206, 229,237,
25 1' 257- 58, 294, 338, 339, 3471164,
424
8th: 206, 339, 340, 347n64
lith: 29
Cease-fire: 385-406, 409n74
effects of chang ing the time of: 388- 93
implementation of: 4 13- 17,420- 22,429
Iraq i violations of: 4 17, 420
orders re lating to: 385, 387- 93
permanent agreement on: 433- 34, 442
Chemical defense systems: 42
Chemical protecti ve suits: 25
Chemical reconnaissance units: 25
Chemical units: 2 12
Chemical weapons: 138, 140
Iraqi: 20, 137- 38,23 1, 415
postwar problems with: 422, 424
Cheney, Richard B.: 29, 35- 36, 38, 39
Cherrie, Col. Stanley F.: 12, 26, 46n46, 86,
89, 177,249,280, 284n26, 367
and cease-fire orders: 385, 387, 388, 390,
396
and deception plan: 121
and enforcement of coordination among
units: 252
and I st Infantry Division advance: 376
and force protection during buildup: 126,
127
and planning for deployment te Southwest
Asia: 31, 35, 42
and pla1ming for ground operations: 35- 36
lind re lationship with Third Army staff:
282
and Safwan: 390, 400
and Schwarzkopf's intent: 396
and Yeosock's intent: 392- 93, 398
Civil Affairs Brigade, 352d: 43 1- 32
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Civil War, America n: 3, 169, 230
Clausewitz, Carl von: 276, 323, 385
Clothing, desert camouflage: 43, 439, 446
Collins, Maj. Gen. J. Lawton: 5- 7
Combat Command Carter: 152- 53, 156, 172
Combat engineer vehicles: 195, 212, 223, 287
Combat multipliers: 325, 327
Combat rations: 25, 92
Combat service support: 212
during breaching operations: 194
problems with: 230, 234, 298
responsibility for: 4, 2 14
Combat Support Hospital, I 28th: 82
Combat support units: 9, 212, 349- 50
Combat training centers: I 04
Combat trains: 3461149
Combined arms task forces, battalions organized as: 339, 355
Command
American advantages: 246, 457- 58
caution as a factor in: 236
of coalition forces: 22, 71
tl·om combat vehicles: 156
communication of intent: 392- 93, 402,

405, 4081148
disc ipline: 404
effects of wea riness on: 377, 380, 383n76,
118/,387- 88,389- 90,460
failure of theater chain of command to
function properly: 392- 93
Iraqi problems with: 245, 274, 325, 457
problems of command relationships:
458- 59
and reporting discrepancies: 231
styles. See indi vidual ofTicers.
theater: 229- 31 , 2381124, 458- 59
Command and General Staff College, U.S.
Army: 12, 169
Command post vehicle, M577: 2 14 , 280, 376,
414
Command posts, vul nerability of: 117, 119
Commander's intent
Franks' understanding of: 2 18- 19, 235- 36
role in AirLand Battle Doctrine: 186
understand ing of among VII Corps officers: 214,216
Conummications
in armored divisions: 212,214
discipline: 113
between divisions and their subordinate
tmits: 150, 152
between Franks and his subordinate units:
280
.
redundancy of: 2 18, 22 ln47

Communications- Continued
training in: 113
between U.S. and U.K. forces: 11 1
between units of the 1st Infantry Division:
375- 76
Communications equipment
British: 172
satellites: 97, 280
tactical satellite telephones: 97, 162, 280,
303- 04, 390
Communications units: 25
Computers used in command and contro l:
97- 98, 101u97
Contractors
drivers: 60- 6 1, 8 1- 82
nontactical transportation: 60- 6 1
Saudi: 60
Contracts
for buses: 66, 8 1
closed: 441
for dining faci lities: 60
Conway, CSM Vincent: 335
Cordingley, Brig. Patrick: 274,275, 314,
315
Corlett, Maj. Gen. Charles H.: 230
Corps
VII. See also Franks, Lt. Gen. Frederick
M., Jr.; individual units.
artillery units: 80
backlog of veh icles in port: 83- 84
boundary with Joint Forces
Command- North: 304-05
and breaching operations: 236
British liaison team at headquarters
of: 172, 264
change of attack plans: 215- 16,
218- 19
in the Cold War: 7- 15
combat capability of: 8- 9
combat service support activities:
79,80
combat support operations: 78- 79,
80
commanders' perception of the battl efield: 294- 95
commanders' seminars: 14, 18u57
communications problems: 375- 76,
380
communications with Third Army:
97,231
composition of: 6, 8- 9, 34
coordination with XVIII Airborne
Corps: 39, 171 - 72, 173, 349-50,
380
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INDEX
Corps, VII-Continued
coordination among units of: 252,
367,369-70,372,373,375,
376, 383n76
defensive operations: 122- 28
deployment of forces: 194-97, 199,
200-201
deployment to Southwest Asia:
39-44
effects of change of attack plans on
operations: 225-26, 229,
234-35,264
effects of weariness of commanders: 377, 380, 383n76, n81,
387-88
equipment: 91- 92, 94-98, 306
forward command post for arrivals in
Saudi Arabia: 55, 56-51, 59, 65
in Germany: 7- 15

headquarters deployment to
Southwest Asia: 42
and implementation of the ceasefire: 413- 16, 433- 34
inactivation of: 443, 451
intelligence operations: 97
Jump TAC: 177, 194,276,280,364,
366-67,380,383n81
logistics trains safe from attack: 3 19
main command post: 80, 84, 86,
113, 177, 216, 377, 380,
383n81,385,44 1
missions: 31, 44, 53, 135, 184,214,
235,298-99,367,390-9 1,
392- 93,396,397-98, 400, 402,
405-06, 417,439
mobility of: 12- 13, 14-15,248
movement control center: 40, 49,
55-56
movement to tactical assembly area:
81
and occupation of part of Iraq: 417,
420-22, 424, 430-34
Port Support Activity cells: 40, 42,
59, 61, 62
postwar training in Iraq: 422
protection of units during buildup:
31
rear command post: 57, 83- 84
reasons for success: 360, 455-61
reconstitution of combat units: 413
redeployment: 440-51
and refugees: 430-34
selection for deployment to
Southwest Asia: 26

Corps, VTI-Continued
speed of movement: 282, 292- 93
tactical assembly area: 29, 34, 57,
75, 78- 80
tactical command post: 42, 113,
177,216,244,264,280,304,
306,367,376,377,380,
383n76, n77, n81, 385, 388,
395,398,399,408n50,430
tactical operations center: 84, 86
teamwork development: I 13
and theater planning: 30-31
and withdrawal of Iraqi forces from
Kuwait: 388- 93
in World War II: 5- 7
XVIII Airborne: 22, 26, 30, 35, 53, 59, 65,
7 1, 13 1, 178, 184,205,241,252,303,
310,342,363-64,367- 68,380,399,
415, 416-17,420,430
composition of: 46n51, 310
coordination of plans with VII
Corps: 39,171- 72,173,380
deployment of: 74
tack of synchronization with operations of VII Corps: 349- 50
missions: 31, 39, 189
composition of: 3-4, 6
Corps Support Command, 2d: 31, 78-79, 82,
446
Countermine capabilities: 95- 96
Critz, Lt. Col. Ward: 342-43
Daly, Lt. Col. John H., Jr.: 350, 36 l n6
Daniel, Maj. Gen. Eugene L.: 40, 83- 84, 194,
196,44 1
Davidson, Col. John C.: 122, 140, 179,
284n26
Debris from battles
bomblets: 424, 431
clean-up efforts: 421, 440
dangers of: 372, 422, 430-31
Deception plan: 31, 11 9, 12 1, 141-46, 150,
155, 159, 161 , 172, 220n6, 249,252
Decker, Maj. Marvin K.: 61
Defectors, Iraqi: 128, 455
Defense Intelligence Agency: 363
Delargy, Spc. James: 335
Denaro, Lt. Col. Arthur: 314
DePuy, General William E.: 43, 103, 106,
456-57
Desert combat uniforms: 43, 439, 446
Desert Rats. See U.K. 1st Armoured Division.
Devers, Lt. Gen. Jacob L.: 170, 230
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia: 30, 57, 446
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Dhahran Air Base, Saudi Arabia: 49, 51, SS,
64-65
Dix, Maj. Gen. John A.: 4
Dodson, Col. Michael: 194
Doha, Kuwait: 440-4 1, 442-43, 451
Dragoons, 2d. See Cavalry, 2d.
Dual-Purpose, Improved Conventional
Munitions: 20 I
Dunn, Maj. Bernard J.: 414
Dupuy, Trevor N.: 183-84
Durie, Brig. Tan: 260
Dyer, Lt. Col. Ed: 342-43
Eagle Troop. See Cavalry regiments, 2d, 2d
Squadron.
Egyptian Army: 22, 4Snl5, 71, 74,235,395,
414
accidental attacks on: 74-75
3d Mechanized Division: 74, 80, 172
Eisenhower, General Dwight D.: 183, 230
Electronic warfare units: 311
Emmerson, Lt. Col. Harry: I 52
Enemy interference, absence of during movement to tactical assembly areas: 66, 67,
89
Engineer Battalions
1st: 110, 156-57
9th: II 0, I 56-57
12th: 2 12
23d: 212
54th: 350
82d:209
84th: 200
317th: 153, ISS
Engineer Brigade, 7th: 42, 86, 107, 124,
166n29,266n7,424, 42S
Engineer Group, I 76th: II 0
Engineer task forces: 212, 425
Engineer units: 96, 107, 149- SO, 173, 195,
196, 199, 200, 210,212, 226,425
Equipment
British: 89
of coalition partners: 83
communications: 27, 46n34, 97
engineer: 29, 96, 107-08, 142-43, 212
Iraqi: 128, 142-43, 266n9, 427, 441-42,
446
maintenance of: 29
modernization of before deployment to
Southwest Asia: 42
modernization of in Saudi Arabia: S I, 81,
91-92,94-97, 178
personnel support: 92
power-generating: 29
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Equipment-Continued
preparation of for shipment home:
440-4 1,443,446-48
repainted in desert camouflage: 42-43, 51,
63- 64,94
reunion with units in Southwest Asia:
62-64, 81
shipment from Europe to Southwest Asia:
40,58- 59,62- 64
Soviet: 244
from USAREUR war reserve stocks: 25
Euphrates River: 31, 184, 189, 241, 252, 286,
310,360,363,366,367- 68,396-97,
420
Europe
plan for the defense of: 9, 12- 13
withdrawal of troops from: 14-IS, 25- 26
Evacuation hospitals: 86
Explosive ordnance detachments: 425
Fayetteville, Arkansas: 42
Fehrenbach, T. R.: 455
Feyk, Lt. Col. William C.: 353, 356
Field Artillery Battalion, 94th: 255
Field Artillery Brigades
42d: 127, 161-63, 194,258,259,338,395
75th: 126, 127, 129, 162-63, 194, 259,
288, 351
142d (National Guard): 42, 62, 194, 260,
275,319
210th:200,2S2-S3,327,331,333
Field Artillery Regiment (MLRS), 40th: 340
Field Artillery regiments
1st: 342,356
3d: 153, 155, 375
Sth: 152,219,404
25th: 352
27th: 129
82d: 142, 143
Field artillery units: 127, 160-64,207,212,
3 11
Field Manuals
21-6, How To Prepare and Conduct
MilitatyTraining(1975): 103, 104
25- 100, Battle Focused Training (1990):
104
25-100, Training the Force (I 988): I04
100-S, Operations: 37, 170,235,460
Fire support coordination line, movement of:
368,397
Fire support systems, control of: 210, 212,
220n24
Firing ranges
in Germany: 9
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Firing ranges--Continued
in Iraq: 422
in Saudi Arabia: 106- 07
First Team. See Cavalry Division, Ist.
Fontenot, Lt. Col. Gregory: 194, 223, 333,
334
Ford, Lt. Col. Terrance: 152
Forts
Bragg, North Carolina: 22
llood, Texas: 13-14,80
Leavenworth, Kansas: 12, 18n55, 455- 56
Lewis, Washington: 451
McClellan, Alabama: 5
McPherson, Georgia: 451
Monroe, Virginia: 4
Polk, Louisiana: 451
Riley, Kansas: 9, 14, 30, 42-43, 63,
165115,448
Forward assembly areas: 99111
BuTTS: 176
GARCIA: 175- 76
JUNCTION CITY: 155
movement to: 131
RAY: 175,199,226
RICHARDSON: 172, 173, 175
Forward Operating Base COORA: 205
forward passage of lines: I 09- 11 , 11 3, 192,
194
Fragmentary orders: 123, 280, 305, 320n7,
367,385,387,389- 9 1,392- 93,396
Fragmentary Plan 7: 276, 280, 286, 298,
304 05,312
Franks, Lt. Gen. Frederick M., Jr.
and after-action review: 422
briefings by: 34, 35- 36, 38 39
career history: 9, 11- 12
command and control procedures: 176- 77
command facilities for: 280
command style: 216,253,254,366 67,
459- 60
communications with division comman·
ders: 177, 234-35, 244, 280
crisis action team: 26- 27
and deception plan: 119, 121, 141-43,
146, 159
and estimation of the enemy: 234, 235- 36
and fatigue: 304, 390- 91, 398
and force protection during buildup: 61,
79,84,86-87,117,119,121,122- 28,
129, 131
and Fragmentary Order 7: 276, 280
helicopter transport for: 177,216,244,
253,304,359,366-67
and homecoming ceremonies: 447-48
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Franks, LL Gen. Frederick M., Jr.- Continued
and implementation of the cease-fire:
413- 14,416 17,420- 22
and improvised port operations: 53, 55,
56- 57
intelligence sources: 97 98
leaders' reconnaissance to Southwest Asia:
29,30- 31
and location of VII Corps tactical assem·
bly area: 75, 78
and night operations: 231, 234-36
not informed of changes in air campaign:
368
and orders relating to preparations for the
cease-fire: 385, 387, 389- 90, 391- 93,
396,400,402
orders to subordinates: 30, 36, 143, 150,
254,327,330,387,391 - 93,400
perceptions of the battle: 250-51, 368
and planning for deployment to Southwest
Asia: 26, 27,29- 31
and planning for destroying the RGFC: 34,
35- 37,38- 39, 1671158, 189, 192,
194-97,216,234,235-36,241,
248-49,250,276,280,306,359,364,
366-67,369
and postwar destruction of Iraqi weapons
and vehicles: 425
and postwar training in Iraq: 422
and preparation of the battlefield: 160, 254
preparation for destruction of the RGFC:
24 1,248 52,280,286,305- 06,
309- 10,344,373- 75
and pressure to speed up attack: 282
and redeployment operations: 441-43, 446
and refugee problem: 430,432-33
relationship with Griffith: 281, 359-60,
369
relationship with Holder: 235, 236, 253,
281
relationship with Schwarzkopf: 38- 39,
218- 19,230- 3 1,305, 320n7, 397- 98,
400,402,4 13- 14,458,459
relationship with VII Corps commanders:
126, 128, 131 , 178, 2 14, 216, 218-19,
235-37,281,303,304,366-67,369,
373,400,459- 60
relationship with Waller: 187-88
relationship with Yeosock: 38- 39, 187,
215,230- 31,282,385,387,389- 90,
392- 93,398,400,402,458-59
reports to Yeosock: 303- 04
and Safwan Road junction: 396, 397- 98,
400
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Franks, Lt. Gen. frederick M., Jr.- ContiJJued
staff as key to success of command network: 177
and supervision of the deep battle:
311 - 12
and traini11g: 181155, 106, 107, 113- 14,
160, 171 - 72, 173,442-43
and transformation of VII Corps in
Europe: 13- 15, 18n55
and U.K. 1st Armoured Division : 304-05
and understanding of superiors' intent:
235- 36
and Vietnam War: II, 12, 86
and war counci ls: 113
warning orders issued by: 126- 27, 215
warning orders issued to: 216, 218
Fratricide. See Friendly fire incidents.
Fredendall, Maj. Gen. Lloyd R.: 183
Frederick the Great: 106
French Army: 22, 46n51 , 71
1st Combat Helicopter Regiment: 420,
432
6th Light Armored Division: 22, 46n51 ,
74,205,300,303,432
Friendly fire incidents: 74-75, 153
Ist Armored Division: 343, 350, 361116
3d Armored D ivision: 338, 339
2d Cavalry: 273, 339
I st Infantry Division: 159, 207, 226,
234- 35,257,335- 36,373
during air operations: 460
British forces: 315
casualties: 159, 273, 291, 335- 36, 338,
339,350,361116
fire discip line and tl1e prevention of:
159- 60,276
during night operations: 273, 331 , 343,
350,361116
pote ntial for: 74-75, 158- 59, 207, 226,
234- 35,276, 292- 93,331,333
prevention of: 187, 188, 234-35, 251 - 52,
257, 315, 332- 33, 372,373,377, 380,
393,395
and problems with vehicle identification:
273,274
U.S. Air Force attack on British forces:
29 1,305
Friesen, Capt. Bo: 350, 36 1116
Fuel
British stockpiles: 89
COnSUlllption: 178, 352
dumps: 149- 50
lraqi fueling operations: 349
Iraqi supply dumps: 336, 369
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Fuel- Continued
refuel ing operations: 178, 209, 236,
249- 50, 253,257- 58, 264- 65,272,
273- 74,352,369,372,373- 74,391
shortages: 352, 3611113,369, 372, 39 1,
393,457- 58
supply vehicles: 210, 234, 281, 350, 352,
361117, nl3, 372
Funk, Maj. Gen. Paul E.: 30, 87, 89, 176,
395,459
and attack on RGFC forces: 197,2 16,
294-95,337- 38,339-42,369- 70
and Objective COLLINS: 272
and Objective DORSET: 337
and Objective MINDEN: 337
Galvin, General John R.: 29
Gaw, Col. Michael T.: 65
General Accou nting Office: 36 l n6
Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment
of Prisoners of War, 1949: 428
Germany, Federal Republic of
assistance with deployment of VII Corps
to Southwest Asia: 40
homecoming activities: 447-48
planning for the defense of: 9, 12
railway system: 40
VII Corps activities in: 8- 15
withdrawa l of troops fi'om: 15
Ghost Troop. See Cavalry, 2d, 2d Squadron.
Global positioning systems: 42, 96, 150, 178,
350, 373
"Go away" brigade. See Iraqi Army un its, 52d
Armored Division.
Goff, Col. Leroy (Rob): 294,338,341,
369- 70
Goppingen, Germany: 9
Grant, Lt. Gen. Ulysses S.: 230
Griffith, Maj. Gen. Ronald H.: 30, 38, 84,
196-97,459
and attack on AJ Busayyah: 287- 88
and attack on the Medina Armored
Division: 350- 53, 359, 367, 368- 69
and execution of battle plan: 255, 257
and movement to tactical assembly area:
86- 87
and Objective COLLINS: 271
and operations prior to the cease-fire: 393,
395
relationship with Franks: 281
and training: LOS
transportation for command group: 2 14
use of helicopter as command post:
175- 76

INDEX
Griswold, Lt. Col. Myron J.: 56
Gross, Lt. Col. David F.: 152
Guderian, General Heinz: 230
Hafar a l Bat in, Saudi Arabia: 78, 121 ,
125- 26, 137, 139, 142, 155- 56
Ha hn, Lt. Col. David A.: 342
Halleck, Maj. Gen. Henry: 17 1
Hamash, Maj. Gen. Ahmed Ibrahim: 135,
157- 58
Hammerbeck, Brig. Christopher J. A.:
109- 10,276,289,3 15,3 19
Harmeyer, Col. George H.: 141
Hatch, Lt. Col. William J.: 351, 352- 53
Hawkins, Lt. Col. Stephen C.: 110
Hawr al Hammar causeway: 363- 64, 396-97,
416
Hayles, Lt. Col. Ralph: 158- 59
1-layr, Kem1ctb: 89
He Iicopters
AH- 64 Apache: 107, 153, 158- 59, 160,
161- 63,201,212,244,252,257,3 1I,
312,3 13,325,327,333,339,343,351,
352- 53,358,370,372,389,393,395,
402,403,404,425
armed with TOWs: 210
attacks coordinated with artillery fi re: 161,
162,339,340-41,342-43,344,351 ,
370,460
attack operations: 107,244,271,288- 89,
3 11 ,3 12,3 13- 14,330-3 1,333,339,
358,363-64,370,39 1,393,395,396
Black Hawk: l32n28, 177,212,2 14,216,
288,359
C H-47 Chinook: 271
Cobra: l7n30, 107, 128, 142, 150, 152,
209,244,288,327,402,4 17,425
combat support for: 13 I
Gazelle: 260
Lynx:260
night operations: 107, 109, 271, 311,
313- 14,325,327,339,343,35 1
OH- 58 Scout: I 09, 152, 212, 244, 257,
3 13,327,352- 53,402
potential for misidentification of by allies:
75
shot down by Iraqis: 252
used as command post: 175- 76, 244,
359
used to destroy abandoned Iraqi equipment: 425
used in reconnaissance: 260, 288
Hepler, Col. John: 298, 406
Higgins, Lt. Col. George A.: 58
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Higgins, Col. Robert W.: 294, 338, 339,
340-41
High mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicles
(HMMWVs): 42
Highway 8: 389,4 16, 420,433
Highway of Death: 307,421
Hillman, Lt. Col. James L.: I 58- 59
Hitt, Col. Jonnie: 284n26, 312
Hodges, Lt. Gen. Courtney H.: 6
Holder, Col. Leonard D.: 14, 29, 30, 175,
2 18
and Battle of 73 Eastiog: 327
Franks' orders to: 36, 218, 254, 292- 93,
327,330
and implementation of the cease-fire:
420
and Objective COLLINS: 27 1, 273
relationship with Franks: 216, 235, 236,
253,281
Honore, Lt. Col. Russel L.: 56
Hooker, Maj. Gen. Joe: 169
Horner, General Charles A. : 39, 368
House, Col. Jonathan: 206
House, Col. Randolph W.: 141
Housing for soldiers arriving in Saudi Arabia:
56,57
Howitzers
American: l7n30, 107, 16 1,200,27 1,
275, 319,327,329,342,351,352
Iraqi: 244-45, 395
Humanitarian operations: 427- 33, 439
Hussein, Saddam: 15,20- 2 1, 71, 139,244,
303,363,404,414,416,424- 25,429,
433- 34,455
lllesheim, Germany: 9
Infantry Division (Forward), I st: 49, 51, 55,
56,57,59-60,6 1,62,64,66,67,
82- 83
Infantry Divisions
1st: 30, 45nl4, 172,209- 10
1st Brigade: 156- 57, 194, 196, 198,
206- 07,223,225- 26,251,
332- 34,336,372,373,375
2d Brigade: 95, 156-57, 194, 196,
207,223,225- 26,25 1,372,
373,375,376,395- 96,404,
414,430- 3 1
3d Brigade: 86, 153, 155- 60, 196,
207,226, 238nl0, 251,334--36,
372- 73,375,420
4th Brigade: 372
and attack into Iraq: 234--35,
258-60,285
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Infantry Divisions, 1st- Contin ued
and attack on RGFC forces: 195- 97,
216,218,223, 225,295, 298- 99,
306,325,366- 67,372- 76
author's experiences in: l8n59,
l 0 ln95, 166n31, 409n95,
452nl7, n28
and breaching operations: 194-97,
199,203n36,251
British liaison team at headquarters
of: 172, 264
collocation of the U.K. t st
Armoured Division alternate
headquarters with: 236- 37, 377
composition of: 27
coordination with 2d Cavalry: 227,
229
coordination with 3d Armored
Division: 257- 58
deployment to Southwest Asia:
42-43
equipment: 63, 94, 96
and FAA JUNCTION CtTY: 155
friendly fire incidents: 159,207,
226,234-35,335- 36,373
in Germany: 9, 15
homecoming ceremonies: 448
and implementation of the ceasef ire:414
leaders' reconnaissance: 155
main command post: 155- 56, 158,
298,400,402,406
missions: 34, 35- 36, 149- 50, J 52,
192, 194,272- 73,280,367,
374-75,391 - 92,396,400,402,
404,405- 06
movement as tra ining exercise:
155- 56
and passage of British troops
through line: 109- 11, 113, 192,
194, 195- 97,248-49,25 1,
258- 59,264-65,272- 73,
281 - 82
passage through 2d Cavalry lines:
298,303- 04,306,330,33 1- 35
and plan for assault on the RGFC:
194-97
and postwar activities: 420, 425- 26,
430- 32,442
and preparations for the cease- fire :
387- 88,389,391,395- 96, 397,
398,399,400,402-06
and prevention oflraqi withdrawal
from Kuwait: 374-76
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Infantry Divisions, 1st- Continued
and protection of forces during
bui ldup: J 25- 26, 127, J 28, 131,
141
quartering parties: 155
security operations in the attack
sector: 149- 50, 152- 53
staff problems: 376
tactical assembly area: 80, 86
tactical command post: 152,
158- 59,236- 37,373,375,376,
393,396,400,414
training: 105, 107- 08, 110- 11 , 113
training exercises: 14, 18n55
3d: 8- 9, 14, 27, 29, 40, 42, 238n/8
24th (Mechanized): 22, 30, 46n51, 189,
252,286,303,3 10,363- 64,366,
367- 68,397,399,414,415,4 16- 17
Infantry f ighting vehicles
American: 95, 156, 195,2 10,223,244,
252,255,260,273,327,330,333,339,
340-41, 343, 358, 370, 405. See also
Bradley M2/M3 fighting vehicles.
Egyptian: 74-75
h·aqi: 74-75,95, 101n89, 244,255,311,
3 13,324,327,328- 29,334,337,340,
341,343-44,356,370- 71,456,457
Syrian: 74-75
Infantry regiments
6th: 29, 287, 342
16th: 56, 58, I 53, 223, 225, 273, 334
18th: 339, 424
41st: 153, 155, 158- 59, 166n33, 372- 73
Intell igence information, dissatisfaction with:
35- 36
Intell igence Preparation of the Battlefield:
197- 99
Intelligence units: 25
Iran- Iraq War: 20- 2 1
Iraqi lessons learned from: 324
Iraqi problems duri ng: 136- 37
tactics: 195, 244, 248, 274, 422
Iraq

and Arab wa r against Israel: 19- 20
and chemical weapons: 422, 424
I st Infantry Division adva nce into: ·157-60
and invasion of Kuwait: 15, 19,2 1
negotiations with the United States:
413- 16
occupied by VII Corps forces: 4 I 6- 17
plans for invasion of: 189, 192
postwar traiLli ng for U.S. troops in: 422
and release ofKuwaiti citizens: 4 14
VII Corps withdrawal from: 442
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INDEX
Iraq- Continued
use of Iraqi troops against Iraqi civilians:
4 15- 16, 420, 429, 430
Iraq Petroleum- Saudi Arabia Pipeline:
305- 06, 307- 08, 309, 3 10, 3 14,3 15,
323, 327- 28,331,335,337,371 - 72
Iraqi Air Force: 137
Iraqi armed forces
absence of defensive preparations:
324-25, 329
air defenses: 185, 206
attempts to escape to the north: 25 1,
257- 58
bunkers: 206, 223, 259, 324, 335, 336-37,
338, 340,369, 370, 422, 426- 27
camouflaged positions: 146
combat service support infrastructure
destroyed: 34 1
command and control disrupted: 160, 341
composition of: 71 , 74, 135, 202117, 337
confusion on the battlefield: 253- 54, 255,
34 1
defens ive formations : 135, I 84-85, 197,
324-25, 335, 337, 375
defensive works: 95- 96, 206, 223, 225,
307- 08, 324-25,335, 340
deployment of: 184-85, 202n7
deserters: 128, 163, 164, 455
destruction of weapons and vehicles lefi
behind by: 424-27, 436n47
effects of a ir attacks on: 157- 58, I 63, 184,
308- 09, 3 11- 14, 328-29, 341 , 349
equipment: 74, 136- 37, 184, 185, 309,
325
equipment abandoned: 396, 402
fail ure to attack during coalition buildup:
7~89, 122,126, 128, 129, 139,179
failure to prepare defenses: 334- 35, 349
failure to take advantage of opportunities
to attack: 273- 74, 457
hostile acts during the cease-fire: 414,
4 17, 420
ineffectiveness of defense operations: 209,
259,289,29 1,3 19,325,328, 340-41 ,
344,352, 355,37~457

ineffectiveness of tank attacks: 275, 3 14,
319, 328, 330,355- 56, 457
intel ligence operations: 136, 141, 143,
179,457
in Kuwa it isolated: 280, 304-05, 3 14- 15,
3 19
lines of communications disrupted: 241,
255
logistical capabi Iities: 140, 457- 58

Iraqi armed forces- Continued
logistics sites: 288, 307- 08, 309, 323,
336-37, 35 J, 369, 371 - 72. See also AI
Busayyah, Iraq.
logistics support for the Kuwaiti Theater
ofOperations: 257,35 1
main supply routes: 307- 08, 309
and occupation of Kuwait: 7 1, 74
officers: 245
organization of: 71 , 74, 135, 161, 323- 24
pla1ming for the destruction of: 197- 99
potential for attacks by during buildup: 75,
89, 122- 28, 136, 139
problems presented by bypassed units of:
234,335,420- 21
size of: 74, 462n3
supply depots: 231, 458
surprised by coalition forces: 209, 253,
255,275,289,328- 29, 334-35,336,

355- 56, 358, 370,371, 372- 73
tactical successes: 339
trap for 1st Armored Division unit: 353
trenches: 223, 225, 324
understrength: 184, I 85
used against Iraqi civi lians: 4 15- 16, 420,
429- 30
weapons: 328, 330, 335,336
withdrawal fi·om Kuwait: 308, 327- 28,
363, 374-76,388- 93,396-98,420- 21 ,
455, 456
withdrawal from Saudi border area under
attack: 157- 58, 257- 58
Iraqi Army. See also Republican Guard
Forces Command.
accuracy of information on: 266n7
antiaircraft missile batteries: 129
antitank units: 146
artillery units: 137, 146, 161
attack on Saudi border: 127, 128
British a id to: 19
chemical corps: 20
combat capabilities: 19- 2 1, 122, 140, 319
command posts: 163, 393, 395
corps rocket brigade: 13 7
destruction of artillery resources of in the
border sector: 160- 64
d isruption of communications and decis ion-making process: 160, 34 1
doctrine: 184-85, 197, 248, 266n7, 274,
324,325,340
efforts to demoralize: 160, 163, 352- 53,
362n25
engineer equipment: 128, 150
engineer un its: 150, 152
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Iraqi Army- Continued
failure to detect Vll and XV III Airborne
Corps movements: 136, 179
failure to react to presence of VII Corps
forces: 253-54
failures of officer leadershi p: 245, 274,

Iraqi Army units, Brigades-Continued
72d: 143

103d: 143, 289
109t!t: 143
802d: 216
803d:276

807t!t: 276

325,457
field artillery units: 146
order of battle: l47nl
organizational problems: 185
plan to deceive: 31, 119,121, 135,

141-46, 150, 155, 159, 161 ,206
postwar destruction of equipment of use
to: 440
reconnaissance: 128, 131 , 136- 37,

138- 39, 140, I50, 152- 53, 155, 158,
159- 60, l66n29,n30,255,273- 74
Soviet equipment for: 19- 20
tank units: 184-85, 328, 334- 35, 375
Iraq i Army units. See also Republican Guard
units.
Armored Brigades
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Corps

//:71 ,74
Ill: 20- 2 1,74,308
IV: 74, 135- 36, 308
VII: 20 21, 74, 135-36, I41nl,
157 58, l66n29, 184-85, 231,
242,251,257- 58,276,285,
291,299,304,309,3 14- 15,3 19
lnfimtly Brigrules

102d: 3 14
J IOt!t: 184-85,20 1,209- 10,225,
227, 23 I , 25 I
434tlt: 184, 185, 231
806t!t: 184, 255, 257, 258
lnfinllly Divisions

2d:349,355- 56

20th: 135 36

3d:349

251ft: 135, 143, 158,206,252,289,

9th: 310,323,325,333,337,338

309,314,315,3 19,377

17th:3 Jl

261ft: 110, 135, 140, 163, 184-85,

37th: 248, 253, 255, 273 74, 292,

197, 198,207,2 10,2 16,2 18,
225,227,231,234,237,251,
255,259,265,281,285,377
271ft: 135, 206, 309
3 Jst: 135, 143, 206, 252, 266n9,
275,309,377
45th: 205
481ft: 135, 163, 185, 197,265,
266n9,276,281,285,309,377

294,309,3 10,323,325,
330-31,334
42d: 3 11
50t!t: 248, 253, 255, 273 74, 309,
3 10,325,327,330 3 1,334,337
52d: 163-64, 185, 242-43, 274-75
80th: 185, 243, 265, 266119, 275,
314
Armored Divisions
3d: 19- 20

6th: 135- 36
lOth: 74, 243-44, 248, 280,

31 J- 14, 337,349,355, 36 lnl ,
369,370,371 - 72,393
12th: 243-44, 248, 253, 254- 55,
27 1, 280, 28 1' 286, 288, 292,
294,298- 99,300n/2,309,310,
314,323,325,327,333,337,
340,349,355,361n1,370.456
17th: 14, 355, 369, 370, 393
52d: 74, 135, 146, 163- 64, 185,
192, 197, 259, 260, 265, 266n9,
275,276,281,285,289,291,
309,314,315,325,36111/,377,
456
L3rigades
49th: 275

Mechanized Brigades
I 1til: 185, 243, 265, 289
14th: 349
18th: 31 0, 325, 330-31, 332, 333
241ft: 3 11
291ft: 288,294,3 10,337,340-41 ,

342
461ft : 248, 286, 288, 300n 12, 309,

337, 340
Iraqi Navy: 425- 27
Iraqi soldiers
bravery of: 19, 146,223,225,287,3 19,

330, 34 1. 343-44. 371, 462113
buried alive: 225
deserters: 128, 163, 164,455
lack of training: 19- 20, 253- 54, 324, 325,

329,352,456- 57,458
postwar surrender to VII Corps forces:
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Iraqi soldiers- Continued
proficiency of: 253- 54, 330
surrender to British forces: 314, 315
surrender en masse by: 2 14-15, 370, 462nJ
sur render to VII Corps forces: 143,
209- 10,225,237,25 1,257,288,335.
353,370,371 - 72,420,428- 29,455
taken prisoner: 209- l 0, 223, 225, 427- 28,
455
weariness of: 209
Iron Troop. See Cavalry, 2d, 3d Squadron.
Isaac, Lt. Col. Tony: 292, 330
Islamabad, Capt. Islam: 288
Israel: 19- 20, 129, 133n57, 138
Jackson, Lt. Gen. Thomas "Stonewa ll": 169
Jalibah Airfield: 399
Janvier, Brig. Gen. Bernard: 46n5 1
Jayhawks/Jayhawkers: 4, l 6n13. See VII
Corps.
Johnson, Maj. Gen. James H.: 46n51
Johnston, Maj. Gen. Robert B.: 399,414
Johnstone, Lt. Col. I. A.: 276
Joint Forces Command-East: 189, 205, 24 1,
303
Joint Forces Command-North: 189, 214-15,
24 1,303,304-05,377
Joint Surveillance Targeti ng Acq uisition
Rada r System: 129
Jones, Lt. Col. Taylor: 334
Joulwan, Lt. Gen. George: 26
Jump TOCs: 214, 227
Kalb, Lt. Col. Jolm F.: 338, 370
Kane, Lt. Col. Ed: 342
Kendall, Lt. Col. John M.: 202n22, 293,
409n84
Khafji, Saudi Arabia: 122, 139, 142
Khalid ibn Sultan, Lt. Gen. Prince: 22, 71, 74,
368,406
Kill boxes: 349
King Fahd Internationa l Airport, Saudi
Arabia: 49, 5 1, 55- 56
King Khalid Military City, Saudi Arabia:
36-37,57,78,80, 106, 113. 129, 139,
229- 30,422,439,440,441,443.446
Kobbe, Lt. Col. Michael: 292, 327 28, 330
Korean War: 3-4, 124, 132n15, 169
Kurds: 251, 429, 455
Kuwait
Iraqi invasion of: 15, 19, 2 1
Iraq i withdrawal from: 293, 307 08,
327- 28,355,368,370- 71,388 93,
399,403,455
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Kuwait- Continued
isolation of Iraqi forces in: 280, 303,
304- 05,3 12
occupied by Iraq i forces: 7 1, 74
postwar defense of: 440-4 1, 442-43,
455
release of citizens held by lraq: 414
responsibility for attacks on Iraqi forces
in: 189
Kuwait City: 19
Iraqi destruction of: 2 15, 364
Iraqi forces occupying: 74
Iraqi movement out of: 293, 311
liberation of: 24 1 42, 303, 364, 395
Kuwait City- Basrah Highway: 305, 308, 312,
3 13, 367, 368, 374-76, 377, 383n77,
389,391,393,395- 96,399,400,404,
42 1
Kuwaiti Army personnel used as interpreters
in U.S. Army units: 9 1
Kuwaiti forces: 71, 74, 364
Landry, Brig. Gen. John R.: 12, 75, 86, 177,
284n26,385,396, 398,406
Langley Air Force Base, Virginia: 22
Laposta, Maj. Gen. Joseph S.: 40
Laser range-finders: 92
Le Moyne, Col. John: 4 16
Lee, Maj. Gen . Fitzhugh: 4
Lee, Robert E.: 169, 17 1
Lessons Lea rned, Army Center for: 455- 56
Lieb, Capt. JefTrey: 129
Lincoln, Abraham: 3
Linguists, Arab: 91, 414
Lockett. Spc. David: 99n 17
Logistics Bases
ALPIIA: 78 80, 86, 89, 125- 26, 129, 139
8ASTOGNE: 78
ECHO: 119, 127, 13 1, 139, 141 , 149, 150
protection for: 149 50
Logistics support. See also Support
Command, 22d .
British: 89
and deployment to Southwest Asia: 29, 3 1,
457
effectiveness of: 457- 58
for move from Europe to Southwest Asia:
39-40
plam1ing for: 29 30, 34, 149- 50
responsibility for: 23, 29
Logistics units, deployment to Southwest
Asia: 39 40, 42
Luck, Lt. Gen. Gary E.: 22, 3 1, 35- 36,
104-05, 184,2 15,280
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McCaffrey, Maj. Gen. Barry R.: 38, 46n51,
416
McCauley, Lt. Col. Roger: 313
McClellan, Maj. Gen. George B.: 3
McFarlin, Brig. Gen. Robert P.: 31, 46n46,
78- 79
McGee, Lt. Col. Mike: 287- 88
McKiernan, Lt. Col. David: 366- 67
MacKinnon, Lt. Col. Glenn: 253
McMaster, Capt. I lcrbcrt R.: 328, 329
MacDill Air Force Oasc, Florida: 2 1
Maggart, Col. Lon E.: 207, 332, 334, 372
Main supply routes
accidents on: 81 82, 422
AUOI: 78
breach area as: 258- 59
congestion on: 58, 422
control of: 78
DODGto: 78, 89
into Iraq: 258 59
Iraqi: 305, 307, 309
potential for Iraqi a"acks on: 136
SULTAN: 78
to tactical assembly areas: 58, 78
Tovo·rA: 78
Maintenance
for aJTiving vehicles: 51, 62- 63, 83
for buses: 81
on main supply routes: 78
Maintenance operations
in the field: 272, 273
in Germany: 9
Maneuver warfare
history of: 169- 72, 180n4
training for: 13- 14, 18n57, 26, 30, 109,
11 3- 14, 171 72, 173, 175
Marcy, Lt. Col. Scoll: 227, 292, 328
Marine Corps units. See also U.S. Marine
Corps.
I st Marine Division: 22, 205
2d Marine Division: 35, 205, 303
4th Marine Ex peditionary Brigade: 189
I Marine Expeditionary Force: 22, 59,
364
Marine Forces Central Command: 189
Marlin, Lt. Col. David: 373
Martin, CWO Gary: 288- 89
Martinez, Maj. Toby: 46n46, 177
Meade, Maj. Gen. George G.: 230
Meadows, Capt. David: 61
Meals, ready to cat: 25, 92
Meals, unit, shortages of: 29
Mechanized infantry units: 143
Medical Brigade, 332d: 432
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Medical Company, 45th: 24-25
Medical evacuat ion: 110
Medical facilities: 59-60, 86
Medical units: 25, 31,212
Meigs, Col. Montgomery C., IV: 287, 350,
355 56,369
Merrill, Lt. Col. Dan: 371
Mi litary Demarcation Line: 414,415- 16,
417,420- 2 1,422,428- 29, 432,433,
439,442
Military intelligence
accuracy of: 198, 199
during buildup: 97, 126, 127- 28
and preparation of the baHieficld: 197- 99
signal: 136- 37, 140, 152 53
sources of: 97, 340
Mil itary personnel
billeting for on arrival in Southwest Asia:
58 61
checked for health in the field: 250
meals for: 25, 29, 60, 78, 92
newly assigned to deploying units: 91
Military Police Brigades
14th: 119,424,428
800th: 427- 28
Military Police Company (Alabama National
Guard), 2 14th: 237
Military police units: 61, 65. 119,212,229.
420,428,433
Military Sealifi Command: 48n!OI, 58- 59, 62
Miller, Capt. Dan: 328,329
Mineficlds, Iraqi: 143
Missiles. See also Multiple launch rocket systems.
antitank guided: 289
Astros Multiple Rocket Launchers: 137
Copperhead: 148, 153. 338
Exocct: 425- 27
Hellfire: 84, 107, 128, 153, 158 59, 163,
3 13,343,351,352- 53,358
Iraqi: 137 38, 185,253,351,425- 27
Patriot: 129, 137,440
Sagger: 337
Scud: 129, 133n57, 137- 38, 155- 56
Silkworm: 425- 27
Stinger: 153
tactical: 128, 142
TOW: 95, 107, 142, 210, 253, 329, 330,
338,342,356,370,4 17
types of: 132n2J
unguided: 137
Mission essentia l task lists: I 04-05
Mission orders, role in AirLand Battle
Doctrine: 186-87
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Montgomery, Field Marshal Sir Bernard L.:
230,275,337
Moreno, Col. Anthony: 207, 373, 395- 96,
404-06
Morocco: 22
Morris, Col. John: 212
Motor transportation units: 65
Movement Control Battalion, 93d: 65
Mowery, Col. Jim: 396, 403
Mullen, Brig. Gen. William J., Ill: 51, 56, 57,
58,59- 60,61,62- 63,64,66,67
Multiple launch rocket system units: 161,
164,200,212,253,255,273,294,338,
340
Multiple launch rocket systems: 107, 124,
127. 129, 162, 164, 178,245,260,27 1,
275,3 19,340 41,351,352
Multiple rocket launcher batteries, Iraqi: 129,
244-45, 255
Murray, Maj. Gen. Chuck: 441
Mutlik, Brig. Gen. Sakban Turki: 163 64
Nash, Col. William: 294, 338, 340, 431
National Guard units: 237
National Training Center: I 04, 17 1, 172, 192,
234-35, 23811/0, 266117, 456
Night operations
artillery attacks: 27 1, 343, 35 1
by attack helicopters: I 07, I09, 271, 311,
313- 14,325,327,339,343,351
British troops: 274 75
difficulty distinguishing friend from foe
during: 158, 339
forward pass:~gc or lines: 298
and friend ly fire incidents: 273, 339, 343
inadequacy of preparation for: 218, 226
Iraqi disadvantages in: 246-47
problems of: 226, 231, 234-35, 236, 273
training for: 107, 109, Ill, 234-35
Night target-seeking capabil ities: 92, 158 59,
160
Nivel le, General Robert G.: 230
Nuclear, biological, and chemical defense: 61,
92
Nlirnberg, Germany: 8 9
Objectives
BONN: 280, 368 69
BRONZE: 264,276,289,29 1
COUAL.T: 395
COL.UNS: 187' 236, 249, 250, 27 1- 82, 287
COPPER: 264. 265, 274- 75, 276, 289
DENVER: 280,366 67,374-75,392,393,
395,396,428
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Objectives Conti nued
DORSI!T: 280,337,34 1,370 7 1
HAWK: 367
LEAD: 289,314
MINDEN: 280,304,311- 14,337,341,371
NORFOI.K: 272 73, 280, 306, 331 37, 366,
372
PL.;\TI NUM: 289, 314-15
PURPLI~: 271
RALEIGII: 367, 369, 391
STEEL: 289,29 1
TUNGS'IEN: 314,315,319
VARSrrv: 305,3 19,376-77,395
WATERLOO: 280,305-06,314-15,319
ZINC: 265, 266n9, 275, 289
O'Conner, Maj. Gen. Richard: 260
Oil wells, burning of: 313, 395 96, 399
Old Ironsides. See Armored Divisions, I st.
Operations
CAPAOLE COMPELLER: 30
DESERT fAREWELL: 439-40
DESI'RT SABER: 30-39, 44, 71, 455 62
DESERT SIIIELO: 7 1
NIGII1' S1RIKE: 143
QUICK STRIKE: 206
Operations order 1990- 1: 30
Operations Plan 1990-2, Operation DESERT
SAUER: 37 38, 99111
Pagonis, Maj. Gen. William G.: 29, 53, 55,
57,78,439-40
Pakistan: 22
Parker, Col. Michael W.: 143
Patriot. See Missiles.
Patton, Lt. Gen. GeorgeS.: 6, 170, 458- 59
Peay, Maj. Gen. James H. B., Ill: 461151
Phase lines: 22011/J
BERLIN: 373- 74
COLLINS: 272
COLORADO: 225- 26
DESERT Si\OER: 364, 366
IOWA: 223
KANSAS:207,209
KIWI: 372,39 1,393,395
LIME: 280, 349, 369
MELON: 258
MIN"ESOTA: 157
NEW Jt:RSI'Y: 196,226,25 1,259,264,298
SMi\Sil: 194, 249, 253, 254, 273 74, 294,
298,3 15,377
TANGERINE: 250, 280, 286, 288, 292, 294,
327,339
VERMONT: 206 07
WISCONSIN: 209
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Pillman, Lt. Col. John: 55- 56
Political considerations: 117, 122, 139, 179,
293,363,368,385,388,397,406,
415- 16,455
Pope, Capt. Kennet h: 404
Port assistance task forces: 56
Port operations, command and control of:
53- 58
Port support activity units: 40, 42, 59, 61,
62
Powell, General Colin: 35- 36, 38, 39,
346n54,385,388,397,399,448
Prisoner of war camps: 427- 28
Prisoners of war
armed aerial psychological operations
used to induce forces to surrender:
420- 2 1
captured by
I st Armored Division: 255, 288,
343,351,353,395
3d Armored Division: 272, 340,
371 - 72
2d Cavalry: 209 10,227,237,25 1,
273,430
4th Cavalry: 376, 403
I st Cavalry Division: 370, 420
VII Corps: 128, 143, 207, 303- 04,
427- 28,4371175
Ist Infantry Divis ion: 225, 226,
251,259,298,335,336,
372- 73, 376,437n70
the British: 260, 275, 276, 3 15,
431n68
Iraqis: 99n 17
interrogation of: 237, 265, 340
Kuwaitis taken to Iraq: 364
numbers of: 319, 455
officers: 225, 237, 259, 265, 276, 288,
315,319,353
problems of too many: 237
Psychological operations: 420 2 1
Purdom, Col. Theodore: 123
Purvis, Col. Joe: 38
Qatar forces: 205
Quartering parties: 155, 175
Radars: 42, 352
countcrfire: 161 , 162, 206
ground surveillance: 152, 157, 158 59
Iraqi: 162
Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar
System: 178
Q- 37: 16 1- 62

Radio communications: 27, 46n34
with command post vehicles: 375- 76,
3831177
secure: 280
TACSAT: 177
Ra01a, Iraq: 430, 432- 33
Raines, Col. Samuel C.: 425
R'as al KhaQi, Saudi Arabia: 78, 128, 139
Rashid, Maj. Gen. Maher: 20-21
Rathbun-Nealy, SJ>C. Melissa: 99n 17
Reconnaissance activities: 126- 28, 129, 131 ,
142-43, 146,152- 53,199-200,292
aerial: 173, 175, 199, 244, 253, 257,
288 89,375 76,396,402- 03
ground: 204n67
leaders' reconnaissance: 155
mission: 36
Reconna issance un its: 126-27, 147115, 150,
152, 200, 2041167, 3 11, 3 14
Redeployment assembly areas: 99n 1, 440,
442, 443
Redeployment operations: 439- 51
REFORGER exercises: 9, 13- 14
Refugees, Iraqi: 415, 428- 31

Republican Guard Forces Command. See also
Iraqi Army.
combat capabil ities: 20- 2 1, 244-46, 310,
324 25,349,355
composition of: 7 1- 72, 74, 286, 310,
323- 25, 349,350- 51,36ln/,402- 06
d isorgani ~a tion of troops: 370- 7 1
disruption of communications among units
of: 160,355
disrupt ion of movement to defensive positions: 35 1
equipment: 19, 324- 25, 350-51,456
failures of the command system: 245
failures of communications system: 244
fire-control procedures: 245, 325
Franks' plan for destroying: 34, 2 16,
235 36, 24 1, 276, 280
ineffectiveness of artillery: 244-45, 246,
325,356
ineffectiveness of the T- 72 tank: 246-47,
356, 359
intentions of: 286, 310, 355
and invasion of Kuwait: 19
lack of an air capability: 244
lack of mobility: 244, 245, 324
movement into previously prepared positions: 294
political decision not to destroy: 396-97
poor preparation of positions: 355- 56
resupply operations: 349
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Republican Guard Forces CommandContinued
Vfl Corps' interference with command
and control: 331
VII Corps' mission to destroy: 31, 206
and the Shi 'a uprising: 415- 16
and surrender ceremony: 406
units caught out of position: 255, 349, 358
use against Iraqi civi lians: 415- 16, 429,
430
withdrawal from Kuwait: 363, 388- 93,
396- 98,455,458
Republican Guard units . See also Iraqi Army
un its.
Adnan h!fiiiiiiJ' Division: 248, 267n23,
310, 31 1,350- 51,352- 53
Hammurabi Armored Division: 19, 244,
286, 295, 298, 309, 310, 3 .I I, 364, 366,
367- 68,369,397,416
Jilwd COJ'lJS: 74, 243-44,248, 266n/0, 309
Medina Armored Division: 19, 244, 248,
280,286,309,3 10,3 11,342,349- 60,
36lnl,364,366- 67,368- 69,393,395,
456
Tawakafna Mechanized Division: 19,244,
248,253,255,272- 73,274,280,286,
288,292, 294,295,298- 99,300n12,
306,309,310- 11, 320n24, 323-44,
349,350- 51, 355,36 1nl, 364,369,
456, 459,460
RJ1ame, Maj. Gen. Thomas G.: 14, 30, 86,
149,459
and attack on RGFC: 372- 76
and battles with Iraqi reconnaissance
forces: 158
and change of attack plans: 226
and communications with div ision main
command post: 298
and fatigue: 399, 400
and night operations: 234-35, 236
orders From Franks: 272- 73, 39 1- 92, 396,
399,400,402
and orders relating to the cease-fire:
391 - 92,396,399,400,402
and passage of I st Infantry Division
through 2d Cavalry lines: 33 1- 32
and planning for breach operations: 194-97
and prevention of 1raqi withdrawal from
Kuwa it: 373- 76
relationship with Franks: 216, 234-35,
236,400,402
relationship with subordinate officers:
159,405
and Safwan airfield: 400, 402- 03, 404- 06

RJ1ame, Maj. Gen. Thomas G.- Cont inued
and screen mission on the Iraqi border:
150, 152
and training: I 05, 192
transportation for command group: 214
and use of MIA I tank as command post:
396
Richelsdorfer, Lt. Col. Ronald: 333
Ridgway, General Matthew B.: 170
Ri ley, Col. James: 287, 356, 358
Ritter, Lt. Col. Patrick: 333, 334
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia: 78, 129, 188,2 14-15,
229- 30,398,399,458- 59
Roads, construction of: 150
Rock, Col. Richard: 414
Rogers, Lt. Col. Charles: 3 14- 15
Rosecrans, Maj. Gen. WilliamS.: 169, 171
Rowler, Sgt. John: 335
Rules of engagement for the cease-fire: 396,

420
Rurnaylah Oil Fields: 286, 307, 310, 349,
351,355,364,397,4 14
Rundstedt, Field Marshal Gerd von: 230
Ruqi, Saudi Arabia: 126, 128, 139, 142
Ruqi Pocket: 183, 234
Rutherford, Maj. Gen. Jerry R.: 442-43
Rutherford, Col. Wi lson R., III : 284n26
Safwan, Iraq: 388- 89, 390, 396, 397- 98, 399,
413- 14,416,430- 32,433
Safwan ai rf ield: 399- 400, 402- 06
Safwan Road: 390, 391 - 93, 397- 98,413- 14
Saint, General Crosbie E.: 9, 12- 13, 14-15,
23,24-27,29,39-40,238n/8,447,45 1
Sand, effect on tracked vehicles: 83
Sandstorms: 229, 252, 285, 292, 293, 298,
307,328,445-46
s~mitation faci lities: 59, 60, 78, 92
Sa.rtiano, Capt. Joseph: 330
Satellite imagery used to locate Iraqi artillery:
161
Saudi Arabia
border with Kuwait: 19, 22, 121, 128, 139
defense of: 7 1
firing ranges in: I06
and housing for arriving soldiers: 59- 60
Iraqi missile attacks on: 138
and meals for troops: 60
protection of border with Iraq: 74, 124,
126-28, 152
and the refugee problem: 432- 33
request for postwar air defense support:
440-4 1
stationing of coalition forces in: 2 I- 23
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Saudi forces: 71, 74, 126, 128, 142, 152, 205,
364
Schmitt, Lt. Col. Bob: 367
School of Advanced Military Studies: 12, 34,
149, 170, 17 1, 235
Schwarzkopf, General H. Norman, Jr.: 21, 71 ,
187
and accuracy of information presented to:
229- 30, 282
and a ir campaign: 364, 367- 68, 397
briefings by: 38
and the cease-fire: 385, 387- 89, 397- 98,
399, 405,414,41(r-17
and change ofYll Corps attack plan: 205,
2 14-16,2 18
command style: 38, 230- 31 , 236, 400,
402, 40711/8,458
communications with VII Corps: 229,
230- 31
deception plan: 31 , 119, 121, 135, 141-46,
249
and fail.ure to appoi nt an overall ground
force commander: 368, 397
and Ist Cavalry Division: 80, 189
and homecoming parades: 447, 448
intent unclear to others: 305, 390- 93,
397- 98,400, 402,405
and location ofVII Corps tactical assembly area: 75, 78
and orders to Yeosock: 282, 400, 402
and pace ofVU Corps attack: 282,
292- 93, 397
perceptions of the battle: 214-15, 250- 51 ,
2681144, 282, 292- 93, 320117, 323,
3461154, 368, 388, 393,397, 398,458
and planning for grou nd operations: 23,
31, 34, 80
relationship with Franks: 38- 39, 2 18- 19,
236, 305, 320117,397,400,402,4 13,
458, 459
relationship with Yeosock: 188, 215, 235,
282,292- 93, 305,385, 387- 89,397,
398, 400, 402,405, 40711/8
and the Safwan airfield: 399, 400, 402,
405- 06
and the Safwan Road junction: 388- 93,
396, 397- 98, 399, 413
and sharing of command of coalit ion
forces: 22- 23
Scott, Winfield: 169
Scud. See missiles.
Sealift, Navy: 4811101,58- 59, 62- 64
Shalikashvili, Lt. Gen. John M.: 27, 40
Sherman, Maj . Gen. Wil liam T.: 169,230
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Shi'a uprising: 4 15- 16, 420, 428- 29, 430,
455
Ships: 62- 64
Shoflher, Maj. Gen. Wi lson A.: 40
Shy, John, Americas First Baffles: I03, 205
Signal units: 212
Simpson, Col. Edwin W.: 461146, 55, 56, 57,
59
Six Shooter Plus: 206
Sleep deprivation: 285, 292, 295, 298, 304,
377, 380
Smith, Lt. Col. Bradley: 124
Smith, Maj. Gen. Rupert A. : 43, I09- 10, 175,
178,226, 234-35,260,264
battle plan: 260, 264
command adjustments to weariness: 377,
380
command style: 275
and Objective VARSITY: 376- 77
and Objective WATERLOO: 3 14-15,3 19
Smoke as offensive weapon: 223
Soldiers· Manuals: 103, I05
Spanish-American War: 4, !611 13
Special Forces Group, 5th: 124
Special forces units: 128
Spigelmirc, U. Gen. Michael: 45 1
Spyker, Lt. Col. William W.: 55
Staff officers, ro le in mission accomplishment: 341-42
Starr, Col. Douglas H.: 46n51 , 199
Starry, General Donn: 37
Steele, Maj. Gen. Frederick: 4
Stevens, Lt. Col. Billy: 339, 340
Stewart, Brig. Gen. John F., Jr.: 97, 189, 192,
249
Stuttgart, Germany: 8, 26, 29, 34, 53
Sullivan, General Gordon R.: 26
Supply routes, Iraqi defenses on: 37
Support Command, 22d: 51 , 53, 55, 57, 59,
64-65,78- 79, 8 1, 92, 427- 28,429,
439-4 1, 442-43
Surrender ceremony: 399- 400, 402, 404-06,
410n145
Swain, Col. Richard M.: 166n33, 231, 409n84
Synchronization
concept explained: 37
role in Franks' plans: 38- 39, 43
role in Vll Corps success: 309- 10
Syrian forces: 22, 45nl5, 71 , 74, 124, 126
Syrian 9th Armored Division: 74, 127- 28,
141
Tactical assembly areas: 99nl
HENRY: 87, 89, 173, 176
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Tactical assembly areas- Continued
JUN0:71 - 98, 104-05,108-14,117- 3 1
KEYES: 80, 89, 108, 172
movement to from ports: 55, 57, 64--66,
67,86-87,89
planning for movement ofYfl Corps to:
35- 36
potential for Iraqi attacks on: 74-75
ROOS EVELT: 80, 86, 125- 26, 150, 155
SEMINOLE: 79-80
VII Corps: 29, 34
THOMPSON: 80, 86- 87,173
unit convoys to: 5 1, 55- 56
WENDY: 80, 89, 141
Tactical Fighter Wing, I st: 22
Tank crew proficiency courses: 61
Tank crews
proficiency of: 343, 348n93
tra ining of: l7n35, 6 1,74-75,94, 165n5,
329,457
Tanks
British Challenger: 65, 101n70, 243,244,
252,260,274-75,276,289,315,319
Egyptian: 74-75
Syrian: 74-75
Tanks, American
Abrams: 65, 83, 96, 156, 225, 244, 249,
252,339,343
cal ibration of: 107
as command posts: 156, 274-75, 373, 376,
396
fi ring ranges: 92, 106- 07, 246-47, 252,
329
fuel consumption: 94, 249
M 1 Abra ms: 92, 94, 95, 252, 287, 330,
333, 335, 343,356,36Jnl3
MIA I: l7n30, 27, 87, 92,94-95, 150,
195,2 10,2 18,245- 46,325,327,328,
333,336,343,352,356,358,370,373,
396,457- 58
MIA! heavy armor: 94- 95
mine rollers for: 96, 223
mired in wet sand: 229
modifications of in Southwest Asia: 94- 95
navigation: 333
NBC defensive systems: 92
painting of: 94
plows for: 96, 223, 225
retrievers for: 2 12
shortages of in tactical assembly areas: 127
tank-killing ability: 92
training for crews: 17n35, 6 1, 74-75, 94,
l65n5, 329,457
transportation for: 55- 56, 65, 83, 87, 89
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Tanks, Iraqi
destroyed: 209- 10, 253, 289, 292, 313,
315,328- 29,335- 36,34 1,343-44,
356,358,395,424-27,455
ineffectiveness of fi re: 3 14, 315, 3 19
numbers of: 244, 336, 337, 343- 44
T- 55: 19, 146, 184,206, 210,23 1,
242-43, 248, 253, 257, 260, 266n9,
274,275,276,287,289,292,3 1 I, 3 13,
3 14, 327, 328, 330, 334-35, 35 1, 358,
395,417
T- 62: 146,243,3 11 ,3 13,337, 37 1
T- 72: 20,74-75,95,243,244,246-47,
288,292,293,294-95,3 11 ,327,328,
330,334,338,34 1,343,353,356,358,
37 1, 456, 457
withdrawn into fraq: 368
Tapline Road: 66, 78, 81 - 83, 84, 89, 117,
124-26, 139, 141 , 17 1, 173, 175,446
Task Force DEMO: 425- 27
Task Force IRON: 153, 155- 60, 172, 199,226
Task Force Smith: 124
Task forces, combined-arms: 223
Taylor, Zachary: 237
Teamwork, as essential to battlefield success:
162
Telfer, 2d Lt. Richard: 274-75
Tents: 25, 29, 59, 92
Terrain: 30, 36, 307, 327, 375
Theater Army Area Command, 21st: 53, 55
Theater Army Movements Control Agency,
318th: 53, 55- 56, 64- 65, 66, 67, 70n87
Thermal imaging sights: 92, 142, 152,
166n29,246-47,273,274,276, 292,
307, 335, 336, 340- 4 1, 343, 347n89,
350,356,372
Tiger Brigade. See Armored Division, 2d, I st
Brigade.
Tilelli, Brig. Gen. John H., Jr.: 124, 206, 395,
459
and attack on RGFC: 298, 306, 367, 369
and deception plan: 14 1, 142
Traffic accidents: 8 1- 82, 422
Traffic management: 64--65
Training
for artillery: I 06- 07, I 09, 160
for aviators: 107, 109, 160
of battle staffs: 11 3
for breaching operations: 80, 105, 109,
110- 11, 113, 172,175,192
for British forces: I 08, Ill , 11 3, 175
with British forces: 80, Ill , 113, 172
buildup operations as: 128, 131
changing battle format ions: 155- 56
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Training- Continued
collective: l 03- 04, l 08- 14
command and control: 30, I 09, I I I, 113,
128, 156, 162, 172, 199
in communications techniques: I 13
for deep attacks: 162
before deployment to Southwest Asia: 27,
29- 30
for desert living: 29- 30, I 04-05
fordescrtoperations: 104-05, 107, 109,
160
doctrine: 103- 04
engineer crews: I 07-08
in equipment maintenance: 29
exerc ises
artillery ra ids as: 160
aviation raids as: 160
Battle Command Training Program:
14, l 8n55,n57,113, 17 1,380
brigade field training exet·cises: I l l
command post: 36- 37, 113- 14
for commanders: I I I
deployment: 9
DII3DIBAH DRIVE: I I I
Nt.:SSUN DORM A: II 0
REFORGER: 9, 13- 14, 171
at TAA JUNO: 109- 14
tank crews: 17n35, 74-75
facilities. See also National Training
Center.
combat training centers: 104
in Germany: 9, 12, 104
in Iraq for U.S. troops: 422
in Kuwait: 442-43
inGermany:9, 12,13- 14, 15,27,29- 30
of Iraq i officers: 245, 457
for Iraqi soldiers: 19- 20, 246, 329,456,
457
for Iraqi tank crews: 247, 329, 457
for leaders: 422, 458
live-fire: 106, 107,456-57
maneuver warfare: 13- 14, 15, l8n57, 26,
30, 109, 113, 171- 72, 173, 175
for medical evacuation: 110
for medical personnel: I 08
in mine clearing: 107- 08
movements as training events: 171 - 72,
173, 175
for night operations: 107, 109, I ll , 113
nuclear-chemical-biological warfare
defense: 29- 30, 61, l 05
for passage of lines operations: I I 0- 1 I
performance-oriented: I03
in port areas in Saudi Arabia: 61
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Training- Continued
postwar in Iraq: 422
qua lity of: 456-57
rehearsals as: 199
responsibi Iity tor: I 03
superiority of American efforts at: 327,
456- 58
atTAAJUNO: 104- 05, 108- 14
for tank crews: 17n35, 61 ,74-75, 94,
165115,329,457
unit: 30, 103
weapons proficiency: 29- 30, 6 1, I 05, I06
Trans-Arabian Pipeline Company (Tapline): 78
Tra nsportation
bus: 55- 56
of equipment: 441 , 446
management of: 64-66
problems in Germany: 40, 42
shortages of shipping containers: 40
for troops : 44 1
Tra nsportation Center, 229th: 55, 65, 66
Transportation Groups
7th: 51 , 53,55,58, 65,67
32d: 58,65
Tray ("T") rations: 25, 92
Truck Battalion, 369th: 65
Truck convoys
through burning battlefields: 372
lack of navigation aids: 350, 413
to tactical assembly areas: 51, 78, 82- 83
Trucks
ammunition: 210, 234, 271, 349- 50
carrying fuel: 210, 234, 281, 350, 352,
36Jn7, n/3, 372
concerns about avai labi lity: 35- 36
contract: 65, 66
conh·act drivers for: 81 - 82
dep loyment to Southwest Asia: 29
Egyptian: 65
five-ton: 42
heavy equipment transporter: 55- 56, 65,
67,83, 172- 73,226,234
heavy expanded mobility tactical truck:
42,249- 50,352,361n/3
Italian: 65
maintenance: 212
shortages of: 65, 66, 69n74, n77, 87
shortages of heavy equipment carriers: 65,
67, 87, 89, 172- 73,234
stuck in the sand: 27 1, 28 1
Truman, Harry S.: 7
U.K. I st Armoured Division: 133n70,
269n72. See also British Army.

INDEX
U.K. Ist Armoured Division-Continued
arti llery raids by: 162- 63
assignment to VII Corps: 34-35
and attack on A I Busayyah: 287- 89, 29 1
and attack into Iraq: 251, 258- 59, 260,
264-65,281 - 82,285,304
and attack on RGFC forces: 305- 06, 309,
366
and breaching operations: 194, 196, 226,
236- 37,258-59,264,272-73
collocation of alternate headquarters with
1st Infantry Division: 236- 37, 264, 377
coordination of attacks with rest of VII
Corps: 250, 264
and defense ofTAA JUNO: 126- 27
departure from Kuwa it: 421- 22
deployment to Southwest Asia: 43
and destruction of Iraqi VI! Corps: 242,
285,299,309,376-77
equipment: 89, 10 1n70
Forward Force Maintenance Area: 79
liaison team at I st infantry Division: 172,
264
liaison team at VII Corps : 172, 264
missions: 36, 126-27,259,276,280,291,
304-05, 319, 367,395
movement to tactical assembly area: 89
and Objective VARSITY: 376-77
and Objective WATERLOO: 314- 15, 319
and passage th.rough 1st Infantry Division
lines: 109- 11, 113, 192, 194, 196,226,
234,248-49,251,258- 59,264- 65,
272- 73
and postwar missions: 420, 421- 22
and preparations for the cease-fire: 39 1
redeployment: 442
training: 108, 109- 11 , 113
and warning orders: 305
Umm Qasr, Iraq: 425- 26
Uniforms, desert camouflage: 91,439, 446
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: 19- 20,
244
Unit liaison officers: 56, 57
United Kingdom: 19. See also British forces;
U.K. 1st Armoured Division.
United Nations forces: 4 14, 432, 433- 34
UN Resolution 686: 406
U.S. Air Force: 22, 161 ,2 10,288- 89,460
U.S. Army, Europe: 9, 12
and bui ldup of forces in Southwest Asia:
15, 24-27,29,30,39-40,46n32
Operations Order No. 22: 39
theater movement control center: 40
U.S. Army Central Command (Forward): 441
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U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command:
11- 12, 18n55, 103,45 1, 456- 57
U.S. Central Command: 21
and assign ment of units: 34-35
and military intell igence: 97, 390
organization: 23
and planning for ground operations: 34
and postwar enforcement of the terms of
the cease-fire: 4 14, 4 16- 17
and VII Corps boundaries: 377
and war trophies: 446
U.S. Central Conunand, Army Component of:
23
U.S. Department of Agriculture: 440
U.S. Marine Corps: 34-35, 74, 128. See (!/so
Marine Corps units.
U.S. Navy: 425- 26
U.S. Special Forces units assigned to
Egyptia n and Syrian forces: 75
U.S. Transportation Command: 48nl 01
Unterheseher, Lt. Col. James E.: 356
Valley of the Boogers: 375
Van Creveld, Martin L.: 238n24
Vietnam War
Franks' experiences in: 11, 12
influence on commanders of Persian Gulf
War: 132n/5, 186- 87, 459
lessons learned from: 25- 26, 86, 160
Vincent, Lt. Col. Mark E.: 425
Visibility, effects on operations: 206, 229,
252,257,289,292,294,307,3 13,315,
355- 56
Von Rundstedt, Field Marshal Gerd: 230
Vuono, General Carl E.: 2 1, 103
Wadi al Batin: 80, 12 1, 14 1-42,307
coalition defense of: 126, 142, 241-42,
377
Iraqi defense of: 74, 140, 14 1-43, 146,
185,248,252,3 10,3 14,349
as potential route for Iraqi attack into
Saudi Arabia: 122, 124-25, 136, 139,
142
Wagner, Col. Robert: 235
Waller, Lt. Gen. Calvin A. H.: 23, 34- 35, 38,
39, 75, 187- 88, 189, 249, 368
Walsh, Col. Richard M.: 46n46
War trophies: 427,44 1-42,446
Ward, Lt. Col. John M.: 353, 393, 395
Washington, D.C., military victory parade: 448
Weapons
grenades: 185
handheld: 42, 91
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Weapons-Continued
Iraqi: 146, 185, 243, 244, 253, 328- 29,

330,335,336,337,353
machine glms: 92, 95, 223
Weather
effects on operations: 206, 229, 230, 241,

25 1,252,253,255,257,271,273,
274-75,285,289,292,293,294,295,
307,315,355,456
effects on vis ibility: 206, 229
general: 29, 307, 443, 446
Weisman, CoL David: 153, 155, 156, 158- 59,
207,332,334,336,372,375
Wesbrook, Col. Stephen D.: 57
Whaley, Col. David: 64-65
Whitcomb, Lt. Col. Steve: 356
White, Brig. Ma rti n: 79
Wiedewitsch, Lt. Col. Jerry: 356
Wi lloughby, Lt. Col. Charles A.: 169
Wi lson, Lt. Col. Robert: i 50, 33 i- 32,
336- 37,375- 76,400,402- 03,404-06
Wo lf, CWO Wes ley C. : 92
World War l: 4-5, 230
World War II: 3, 5- 7, 170, 183,230, 260,
266n7,283n/6,458- 59
Wright, Maj. Gen. William M.: 5
Wlirzburg, Germany: 8- 9
Yeosock, Lt. Gen. John J.: 23, 189, 407nl8
and assignment of forces to Franks: 123
and assistance to V I L Corps deployment:

29
briefed by Franks: 35, 280
briefings of: 38
and change of VII Corps attack plans:

215- 16,218- 19

VII CORPS IN THE PERSIAN
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Yeosock, Lt. Gen. John J.- Continued
command style: 186, 230- 31, 398
fai lure to communi cate command intent:

392- 93,397- 98,405
health of: 187, I 88, 202n22, 398, 409n84
and location ofVp Corps tactical assembly area: 75, 78
orders to Franks: 218- 19,292- 93,385,

387
and orders re lating to the cease- fire: 385,

387,388,389- 90,392- 93,397- 98,
399,400,402
and planning for ground operations: 3 I
and planning for VII Corps deployment to
Southwest Asia: 31
and potential for Iraqi attack during
buildup: 122- 23
quality of information received by:

229- 31,398
relationship with Franks: 38- 39, 187,

218- 19,235,282,385,387,389- 90,
392- 93,398,399,400,458- 59
relationship with Schwarzkopf: 188, 235,
282,292- 93,385,387- 89,397,398,
399,400,402,405,458- 59
responsibilities: 39
roles: 23- 24, 458
and the Safwan airfield: 399-400, 402,
405- 06
and the Safwan Road junction: 399
and speed ofVIl Corps attack: 282,
292- 93
warning orders issued by: 216, 218
Zanini, Col. Daniel: 87, 288, 342-43, 350,
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